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PREFACE

The International Solar-Terrestrial Prediction Proceedings and Workshop Pro-

gram (ISTP/P-W Program) included the following: (i) an open call for contrib-

uted papers on solar-terrestrial predictions; (2) invited review papers about

(a) the prediction, warning and monitorng services of groups that regularly

issue solar-terrestrial predictions; (b) the current and fuLure needs for

predictions by groups that use solar-terrestrial predictions, and (c) current

knowledge _ selected topics in solar-te-restrial physics and applications;

(3) working groups on fourteen areas of interest for solar-terrestrial pre-

dictions; (h) a preprint exchange from October, 1978 through March, 1979;

(5) a workshop of representatives of the working groups; and (6) the Solar-

Terrestrial Predictions Proceedings. These proceedings consist of four
volumes:

Volume I. Prediction Group Reports (GPO No. 003-O23-00041-9)
Volume II. Working Group Reports and Reviews
Volur_a III. Solar Activity Predictions
Volun_ IV. Prediction of Terrestrial Effects of Solar Activity

Volume I reviews the current practice in solar-terrestrial pred=ctions. Vol-
ur_ II presents the recommendations and reports developed by the working
groups at the workshop.' Topical reviews and papers on the currePt and future
needs for predictions are also included. Volumes Ill and IV present individ-
ual suggestions for particular prediction schem_s.

The goals of the program were as follows: (l) to determine and dccument the
current state-of-the-art of solar-terrestrial predictions, the applications
of these pred;ctions, and the future needs for solar-terrestrial predictions,
(2) to encourage research, development and evaluation of solar-terrestrial
predictions, and (3) to provide indepth interaction of orediction users,
forecasters and scientists involved in the research and development of pre-
diction techniques. To achieve the first goal, we invited forecast groups
and user groups to review their activities. The working groups concentrated
on deriving recommendations for future needs pertinent to solar-terrestrial
predictions. The early call for contributed papers was made to achieve the
second goal, i.e. authors had more than a year to orient their work towards
a paper on predictions. The workshop was aimed at the third go. _. The
criteria used for selecting working-group representatives to aLtmd the work-
shop included the goal of having at least one forecaster per group. The
working groups on solar-activity, magnetospheric physics, ionospheric physics,
etc., were aimed at attracting scientists. On the other hand, the working
groups on communications, geomagnetic applications, and space-craft and man-
in-space applications were intended to attract prediction users as well as
applications scientists.

Boulder, Colorado 80303 USA

December 3, 1979

v
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OVERVIEW

Volume II of the Solar-Terrestrial Prediction Proceedings presents the
main results of the workshop and the recommendations of the working groups.
Three types of papers are included: (I) working group reports, (2) topical
review papers and (3) reviews of the needs for predictions by groups that
use solar-terrestrial predictions. In some cases, papers originally sub-
mitted by their authors as contributed papers were included in this volume
as topical reviews. Note that the table of contents lists the location of
specific working group recommendations.

The world-wide group of solar-terrestrial prediction services discussed
in Volume I of these proceedings is currently dominated by radio communication
predictions. Volume II strongly emphasizes predictions for satellite and
power-system applications because of their increasing importance. Similarly,
transionosphere radio-propagation is stressed because of its increasing
importance relative to ionosphere-reflected communications. Furthermore,
the opportunities for improving prediction services in the next decade are
probably greater for th_se newer areas of applications than in the traditional
ionosphere-reflected radio communications predictions. On the other hand,
many of the problems in satellites, long-line power systems or pipelines
caused by solar activity will be minimized through improved engineering
designs that reduce the sensitivity of future systems to solar-terrestrial
disturbances; the application of solar-terrestrial predictions to help solve
these problems is only one of several approaches. For example, improved
engineering design has satisfactorily solved the solar-terrestrial disturbance
problems in long-line cable communications.

Chapter I of this volume discusses in depth the solar-terrestrial
environment problems for spacecraft, including what oredictions are
required for energetic particles, the low energy plasma, and the neutral
atmosphere. Our current knowledge of these three topics and tne effects of
solar-terrestrial disturbances on manned space flight are reviewed.

Recent trends toward interconnecting electric power systems over
large geographic areas, increasing development of large electric power
systems at high latitudes and opening of oil or gas fields with long pipe-
lines at high latitudes have led to increased importance of predicting
geomagnetic activity and its ground-induced currents. Chapter II discusses
the needs for solar-terrestrial predictions and further research for this
exciting and rapidly dcveloplng applications area that places new emphasis
on predicting the time rate of change of the geomagnetic field in particular

, geographic regions.

Chapter III discusses radio conununication predictions. The continued
importance of ionosphere-reflected communications is reaffirmed, especially
for low-latitudes. The current state-of-the-art of modeling the ionospheric
time-delay and scintillation effects on translonosphere radio propagation is
discussed.

Chapter IV discusses soiar-activlty predictions. Recently, interest
in long-term solar-activity variations has been renewed with wider acceptance

vt
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of its possible effects on climate and the occurrence of phenomena like the
Maunder Minimum. In the c+ning years, worldwide shortages in energy, food,
and raw materials will increase the importance of long-term predictions. The
variety of published predictions for the current sunspot cycle includes such
a large range of peak values that it is clear that the theories upon which
many of these prediction schemes are based must be inconsistent with the
physical processes governing the s.nspot cycle. Using sunspot data during
a cycle to predict the sunspot number about one year in advance produces
sufficiently accurate results. Using data at sunspot minimum to predict
the following sunspot cycle provides useful results. Recently Ohl in the
U.S.S.R., Brown in England, and Sargent in the United States have each used
the effects of recurrent geomagnetic activlty during the decline of one
e)even-year cycle to predict the following sunspot cycle. They provide the
first major advance in long term solar activity predictions beyond the state-
of the-art given in Yu. I. Vitinskii's book Solar-Activltv Forecasting (1962,
Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., Leningrad; English translation NASA TT
F-28_, TT65-50115, !_65). On the otherhand, these recent improvements still
do not provide predictions far enough in advance to satisfy many system de-
signers who would like to have good predictions 15 to 30 years in advance.
This is the time flame where the gap between the prediction needs and current
prediction performance is largest with little hope of improvement in the near
future. The statistical techniques used for 15 to 30 year predictions are
based on data that do not include the Maunder Minimum. If several proposed
very long-term periodicities in sunspot numbers are correct, they should
contribute to low sunspot numbers during cycle 22. We need to bitter under-
stand the physical mechanisms that cause sunspot cycles in order to improve
our predictions.

The n)ain improvements in short-term predictions in recent years have
been the improved real-tin_ _. monitoring of the sun at radio, X-ray and o#_ical
wavelengths, the detection and diagnosis of solar flares, and the short-term
prediction first of energetic particles and then of magnetospheric and
ionospheric storms. Predictions of major solar flares several days in advance
depend strongly on active region evolution studies using optical measurements
with high spatial resolution. Recent research on coronal holes indicates that
the addition of solar X-ray or EUV monitoring measurements with moderate spatial
resolution using existing technology should provide improved predictions of
sector boundary pessages and geomagnetic activity.

Chapter V disCusses predictions of magnetospheric disturbances including
solar-wind and magnetosphere interactions. One of the main difficulties in
predicting the terrestrial effects of solar activity has been that the tra-
ditional geomagnetic activity indices do not provide accurate quantitative
indication of the strength of particular terrestrial effects of geomagnetic
activity, e.g. the strength of induced ground currents or the decrease in an
ionospheric parameter like foF2. A major improvement may now have broken
this Impasse; namely, meesurements of the interplanetary anagnetic field and
solar wind parameter upstream from the magnetosphere may provide a good indi-
cator and predictor of geomagnetic and other terrestrial effects. The paper
by Tsurutani and Baker suggests a practical program for ISEE data to be used
to achieve this in real time. In effect, the problem of improving predictions
of geomagnetic activity and its associated terrestrla) effects may be solved
by bypassing the traditional geomagnetic indices.

vti
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Chapter Vl discourses ionospheric predictions. It emphasizes the
scientis_ viewpoint £nat improved understanding of the physical processes
that link solar and magnetospheric disturbances with the various ionospheric
effects. This viewpeint contrasts somewhat with many forecas_ors of ionosphere-
reflected radio communications. They have waited many years for such imorove-
mants and in the me_ntim= have had far more success with empirical and statis-
tical approaches. Perhaps the expected improvements in predicting magnetospheric
and geomagnetic disturbances will also finally provide the long awaited im-
provements in ionnspheric predictions and radio communications predictions.

The final chapter discusses the potent:ial for predicting climate or
weather effects of solar activlty. We do not yet know the physical mechanisms
that link solar activity with climate. We only have studies of statistical
correlations that suggest that solar activity may cause subtle changes in the
climate. In effect, the subject of sun-weather relations has only recently
risen slightly above the threshold level of "statistical significance".
Numerous qualitative theories have been proposed for the physical mechanisms
involved.

It may even be possible that both solar activity and climate are
responses to some other third source of variations, e.g. galactic gravity
waves. The tedious task of examining and testing the possible mechanisms h_,s
begun. This field must now concentrate on basic research. It is too pre_oture
to issue climate predictions based on variations of solar activity. On _he
otherhand, predictions in other areas where the physical mechanisms are known
still tend to be based on empirical relations derived from correlative studies.
However, the correlation coefficiel_ts in sun-weather relations are usually not
very high and therefore do not lend themselves to accurate predictions.
Chapter VII explores how the field of sun-weather research should consider
predictions.

Overall_ the workshop was quite successful, due largely to the efforts
of the working group leaders. I recommend that any subsequent workshop on
solar-terrestrial predictions concentrate on particular prediction problems
and include data and comparisons of forecasts for preselected periods of
solar activity.

Richard F. Oonnelly
ISTP/P-W Program Chairman
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I. USEE REQUIRE'qENTS OF SOL._.R-'I'ERRES1'RIAa, PREDICTIONS FOR
SP.aCECRAFT APPLIC: _TIONS

A 'b_'ORKING GROUP REPORT prepared by: A. L. Van,pola, Chair,nan, R. Altrock, IV.
At_*:elI, R. C. Backstrom, it. B. Garrett, D. ltickman, R. G. Johnson, N. It. Pereyaslova,
D. Robbins,J.Siowey,J.Sroga,E.Stassinopoulos,:_i.Teaguc,and W. W. Vaughan

i. INTRODUCTION

Jut workinggrouplimiteditsscope to thoseareaswhich are influencedby solar-
terrestrialcouplingeffectsand are internalto the earth'smabn_etosphere.We did not
consider,for instance,high altitudeaircraftin the polar regions(exposed to solar
protonsat times of largeflares)or missionsto tilemoon or other planets,although
they,too,are exposed to significantfluxesof energeticsolarprotonsfollowingproton
flares,llowever,factorsconsideredwithiat!- limitedscopedo have otherapplications
and may nddresstheabove areas,althoughindirectly.Threesubgroupswere established
which consideredthe areas of EnergeticParticles,Plasma, and NeutralAtmosphere.
Subsequentsectionsof thisreportdeal with the requirementsof users,the current
statusof models and predictivetechniques,and futureareas for researchin each of
thesecategories.Before we go intothe detaileddiscussionshowever,we sh'210briefly
discussthetypesof usersto be consideredand thetypesof phenomena involved.

I.I Users

Users of predictivetechniquescan be classifiedby the immediacy of their
requirements. Operationalprograms, i.e.,those which are currentlyengaged in a
mission with spacecraft(manned or unmanned) alreadyin orbit,have the hizhest
reqt,irementforaccurateshortand medi:Jm rangepredictions(24 hrs- I yr)..Manned
operationsrequirereal-timemonitoringof solarparameters to deal with the possible
threatof solarproton flaresand magnetic fieldparameters to predictlarge scale
energeticelectronaccelerationby major magnetic storms. In the event of a fla,-e,
predictivetechniquesmust be availablewhich, with high cor_idence,can detailthe
evolutionof particledistributionsat the spacecraftfor minutesto hoursand perhaps
daysahead. Iflargespacestructuresat synchronousaltitudeare servicedby men, the
predictivetechniqueswould have to extend to the evolutionof the energeticparticle
populationin the outer magnetosphereduringand followingmagnetic storms. Other
manned missionshave similarrequire,nentsfor otherparameters. Another classof
missionswhich requirereal-timemonitoringand short time predictivetechniqueais
thatwhich includesvery low altitudesatelliteorbitsinwhich the atmosphericheating
responseto solarevents producessignificantincreasesin drag. For virtuallyevery
parameter under consideration,a missioncan be envisionedwhich womd requirereal-
timeor near-real-timemonitoringof theparameter and accuratepredictivetechniques
describingthetemporaland/orspatialevolutionof thatparameter.

Presently,the operationspeoplehave limitedpredictivecapability.Indeedthey
are forced to operate most often in the reactionmode and answer such questions
as: a) How long willa protonor plasma event last?b) What is the intensityof the
event? c) What effec*swilltheeventhave on a particularsystem?
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Thc second classof usersisthatwhiclleneo,npa_es thosewho require;nodelsor
probabilisticpredictionsof a longerdur.qtion.Spacecrafthardware deqignersare an
exa:nple.After a .missionIresbeen defined,i.e.,orbit,launchdate and flightduration
arekno,vn,cngineersreq,dretiletoolstodesigna system which willsurviveand operate
in tlleenvirom_cnt. An approach which uses eithera worst case specificationor an
average-expected-environment-with-safety-factormodel isusuallysatisfactory.Inthis
instance,the requirenent is not reallyfor a predictivetechnique but rather .'an
understandingof the upper ?nd lower limitswhich a parameler may be expected to
as_su:ne.?,iagnetosphericradiationbeltmodelingisan example of thisapproach.

A thirdcategory of user is the missionplanner. He requiresboth a modeling
capabilityand mediun to longrange predictionsof solareffects.Hisselectionof orb,t
and missiondurationare governed to some extentby the typicalenvironment which
:naybe encountered,providedhe knows sufficientlywellwhat thatenvironmentmight
be. His selectionof launchdate (and perhaps missionduration)Willdepend upon his
abilityto predictthe specificenvironmentto be encounteredat the time of launch.
,_lannedmissions,forinstance,mightnot be launchedat a time when a co-rotatingsolar
protonsourceregionwas activeon thesun ifthe missionused eithera terrestrialpolar
orbitor one goingbeyond the ma_ometosphere.

"--- 1.2 Phenomena

itere we can discu_ only those phenomena which we now believe to have
deleterious effects upon spacecraft, their missions, and their occupants. From time to
time new areas of concern are identified, either because the type of missiop or orbit is
new o_"a new technology is used which is susceptible to disturbance by a parameter
which was previously thought to be either inconsequential or benign. The latest
example is the 'soft failare' of logic elements in microminiaturized electronics. This
will be discussed below.

1.2.1 Dose.

By 'dose' we refer to all phenomena in which it i_ t,le cumulative effect of
ionization within an element (human cell, semiconducts, junction) which causes
damage. A related effect is the accumulation of free churge within insulators (i.e.,
cable dielectrics) and subsequent arcing which produces transients within the spacecraft
electronics. The period of accumulation may be very long, as in communications
satellites which have a planned life expectancy of seven to ten y_ars, or very short, as
in the case of an astronaut on an EVA (Extra- _hicular Activity) at a time when the
natural environment might subject him to a sl _ dose rate of several hundred to a
thousand reins per hour. The specific ease of dose considerations in manned missions is
addressed in a short contribution by Atwell (1979), Stassinopoulos (1979) and briefly by
Johnson et al. (1979) in these proceedings. We should point out that greater accuracy is
required for calculations of dose fo_ manned missions than for unmanned, since there is
less variation in dose tolerance and tt_e consequences are more critical in man than in
components.

1.2.2 Charging.

In the pre_ence of a 'hot' pl,_sma, a sl:acecraft can charge to significant negative
potentials due to the much greater mobility of the electrons than the ionic constituent
of the plasma. The resulting charge on the spacecraft can lead to a number of
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deleterious effects, some of them potentially lethal to the hardware. The negative
potential ,nay enhance the accumulation of contaminants by spacecraft surfaces
through the meehanism of outgassing, photoionization of tile outgassed molecule, and
re-attraction by the potential on the spacecraft. Thermal control surfaces, especially
seeond-surfaee mirrors, optical devices and certain sensol_ are particularly vulnerable
to this type of degradation, if the spaeeeraft is in sunlight, photoemission of electrons
from the sunlit portions of the vehicle may neutralize the charge build-up due to the
pXasma. The self-shadowed portions of the vehicle, unless they are eleetrieali?
eondueting and connected to a sunlit conductor, will remain at high negative potential.
The potential difference between these differentially charged surfaces may result in an
are which eould interfere with the operation of the vehicle or even destroy a critical
e,.un_onent. An EVA at synchronous orbit eould result in some rather spectacular (and
perhaps tragie) events if this phenomenon is not considered in the design of tile
spaeesuit and the EVA itself. Perhaps real-time monitoring of electron pitch-angle
distributions (see Baker et al., 1979) will be required to predict the onset of suostorms
(and their injection/acceleration of hot plasma into ttle region of the large space
structure being serviced) if the synchronous orbit becomes populated bv structures
servieed by man. Tile charging phenomenon is not now well understood, but the
SCATHA (Spacecraft Charging at lligh Altitude) program, with the quasi-synchr6nous
spaceeraft P78-2, is now investigating the problem both in the lab and in spaee and will
perhaps eventually provide both an understanding of the phenomenon and quantitative
models for predictive purposes.

1.2.3 Neutr,fl Atmosphere

An important use of models of the neutral atmosphere above 100 km has been in
the general area of predietion of satellite orbit evolution. The upeo,ning demise of
Skylab has foeussed publie attention on both the importance and limitation of our
ability to predict satellite draft. The ceonomie cost of inaeeurate orbit doeav
predietions can be substantial. Other important uses of the models ean he found in sueh
areas as the planning of scientific missions; the interpretation, reduetion, and analysis
of experimental results: and the development of models relating the neutral upper
atmosphere to the ionosphere and magnetosphere.

The MSIS a_odel (!!edm et al., 1977a, 19771_. nnd the most recent ,laeehia model
(daeehia, 1977) ace botl_ capable of representin V, the density and eomt)osition of the
thermo._pl_ere and e:;ospheru with an aeeuraey approaching that of the aw,ib,14e
observ,_lion:fl data, at least for timc.-sealex of a day or more. Of these two model _, ;;w
daeehi:_ model represents tile geamagnelie vari,_tion more accurately, while the MSI',,_
model represent,_ the diurna! variations more accurately in the lower thermosphere.
Both models can be iu,.proved in these two areg._ and work is in progress to ;leeomplisl_
this. The t'll{A 1977 rood'el (COSP:\R, 1972) continue.; to bc usoful it, provid, in_._
earl,nares of total atmospheric density for hei,,Tht,,, above 200 kin. Ilowever. this .int]

-. other older models do nol eorreetly represent the strollg det_endenee f the ,_eo_l)n,'T-

netie variations on geomaffnetie latitude.

(:urre,_t neutral atmosphere mode_s refleet tile avuilable lllea,qlrelllents very well
a,ld use the Fin 7 and A or k indices to in,lieate the amount of enerp;y input into th,-
the,'mosphere.'"If preset_ neu[ral denslty models are to be used in makm,,, predietions,
lherefore, lhero must exist n signifieant ability to predict these indiee,;. There i_ only
very lin,ited current eapability in prediellng these indiee._ and we h:we not seen _nueh
promise for gre_illy improved predietion ability in the ne,u" futm, o.
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It is clear that even with improved capability to predict An and F. _., substantial
model improvement must depend on utilization of parameter_ whiel_U_ore directly
measure the thermospheric energy sources. If models which use these improved
parameters are to be developed it i_ essential to ensure that future satellite missions
simultaneously measure the energy inputs and the ensuing atmospheric response.

1.2.4 Soft Failures

The increasing use of very high d_nsity mierologie in spacecraft systems has
introduced a new concern of solar inDuenees. A relatively low energy ( = 2
MeV/nueleon) high-Z (Fe, for instance) cosmic ray has sufficient specific ionization rate
that the energy deposited in a mierojunetion can cause a change of state of the device
(a 'bit-flip'). In some eases, the result may be a 'latch-up' which destro_ the device,
but usually the only result is a bit error in the spacecraft logic. The error may be

unnoticeable in the data or may result in loss of a spacecraft function. Typical r4esults
for some tested devices range from no susceptibility to one bit flip per bit per t0 days
(equivalent to 4 bit-errors per hour for a megabit memory), l'his phenomenon is
discussed by Sivo et al. (19"/9) and test results are presented by Kolas_nski et al. (1979).
A prediction cap ability for solar flares rich in high-Z nuclei should be developed to cope
with this effect.

1.2.5 Background/Inter ferenee

These effects are due to the same type of interaction discussed under Dose and
Charging, but are distinguished from them in that they result in no permanent damage
to a syste:n. They merely degrade data or make a spacecraft subsystem temporarily
inoperable. These subsystems usually ,,,elude a sensitive detector of one sort or
another. The famous star-sensor that lo_ lock on Canopus every time an energetic
proton mimicked the light output from the stal is a good example. Avother is the X-ray
teteseope t|,at was swamped by background counts each time it went through the South
Atlantic Anomaly. Usually, sensors are designed to work in spite of these background
effects; tlowever, the envircnment and v_.v_a_ions in it must be accurately p_'edieted in
order to do the necessary design,

2. USER REQUIREMENTS OF SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL PREDICTIONS
FOR SPACECRAFT APPLICATION;_: ENERGETIC PARTICIA-S

, Preparedby the EnergeticParticlesSubgroup: A. L. Vampola, Chair-nan,W. Atwell,R.
Co Backstrom, I{. G. Johnson, N. H. Pereyaslova,D. Robbins, J. Sroga, E.
Stassinopoulos,and M. Teage

In this section we consider all particles which produce deleterious effects through
energy deposition. In general, electrons helow 50 keV and protons below 100 keV ar,"
not in this category, ltowever, for certain applications, the,;e energies are suff!cient to
cause ciireet damage; in those instances, we include them in our discussioh of predictive
techniques. Vodelinff is considered one form of prediction and will be treated as such.

We shall subdivide the energetic particle discussion iiAo categories based on two
distinct parameters: Phy,ical locatton and particle energy/type. The requirements for
predictive tool,tuques and the state of the art differ markedly for the inner magneto-

•_ sphere,tit,:outer nmg.netosphere,low polar orbit,interl-,lanetarytrajectories,and
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planetary encounters. Low polar _,rbit and interplanetary trajectories share a common
concern for solar proton flux pre_.,etions. We will not address planetary encounters.
Basically, particles will be divided up into e!cctrons and protons (and other ions);
energies will be low (up to 500 keV for electrons and 5 MeV for protons), medium (to 2
MeV for electrons and 50 MeV for protons) and high (everything above mediu,n). We
will -_]so consider particle origin and transport as needed.

2.1 MagnetosphericZone

2.1.IInnerZone

For our purposesw_ shallconsiderthe innerzone to be allaltitudesand latitudes
below L--2.(L isMcIlwain'sparameter and ina dipolefieldcorrespondsto the radial
distancefrom the centerof the earth to the equatorialcrossingof a given fieldline.
Unitsare in earth radii.)The effectswhich are important in thisregionare dase
effectsto man and components,backgroundeffectsinsensors,and transientupsetsin
logicdue to high-Zevents as discussedin the introduction.If we initiallylimitour
discussionto low inclinationorbits,we don'thave to considersolarand galacticcosmic
rays. Presently,there is no knowledge of significantfluxesof high-Z nucleiwith
energiesin the MeV per nucleonrange inthe innerzone. For polarorbits,we willhave
toconsidertheseparticles.

The predictionof particlefluxesin the innerzone isin excellentshape with the
radiationmodels issuedby the NationalSpace ScienceData Center (seethe review b7
Vetteet al.,197£J. The modelingof energeticprotonsin the innerzone up to hundreds
of MeV has progressedto the pointthat the predictionisprobablyas reliableas any
givensinglemeasurement of the flux. At the lo_er altitudes( < I000 kin)the latest
models includesolar-cycleeffects.The predictionof dose due to energeticprotons
under thickshieldsiscertainlybetterthan a factorof two and isprobablywithinthe
25% range forreasonablylong durationmissiors. The low energy proton population
(< 5 MeV) issubjecttL,significanttemporalvariationsbut thecumulativeeffectsfrom
thisportionof the par,ieleenvironmentare smallcompared to those from the higher
energy population.To summarize the stateof predictivecapabilityin the innerzone
proton population,the models are adequate for all present missionsand may be
presumed to be correctunlessnew reliabledata _re obtainedto tilecontrary. The
weakest area of knowledge is the regime coveringthe energy range above a few
hundred MeV. Spectra,pitch-angledistributions,and fluxintensitiescould be used in
sensordesignand backgroundestimationifthey became available.However, we know
of no presentor futuremissionforwhichsuch informationwould provideprimarydesign
criteria.

Inthe innerzone,the electronmodelingsituationisalsoexcellent.Fluxesabove
I MeV are sufficientlylow at alltimes _hat for most purposesthey can be ignored.
Substantialfluxesof lowerenergyelectronsare subjecttosignificantvariationsonlyon
time periodscommensurate with the solarcycle. At times of very large magnetic
storms,_ small fractionof the energeticouterzone fluxsucceedsindiffusingtilrough
theslotregion.Electronswith energiesup to 1.5MeV have been tracedinto as faras
L=I.5b. But the contributionof theseparticlesto the totaldose ininner-zoneorbitsis
negligible.They can constitutea significantincreasein background for some sensor
systems. Predictionof such eventswould be usefulbut presentlyisnot essential Any
predictivetechniquewould probablyrequireas inputsa knowledge of the energetic
electronpopulationin the outerzone and a detailedknowledge of the behaviorof the
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earth's magnetie field during tile diffusion period (sinee it is tile magnetic behavior that
is driving the diffusion). The outer zone electron population is itself a response to
earlier magnetie field behavior. Predietive techniques which are required to nrovide a
knowledge of the outer zone electron flux will be diseussed later. At our #resent state
of knowledge of interactions between the solar wind and the magnetosphere, it is
unlikely that wz _vi!! be able to predict, in the foreseeable future, geomagnetic activity
with suffieient aeeuraey to enable a prediction of energetic eleetron transport into the
inner zone. (The above statement is partially based on our current lack of a detailed
understanding of loss processes in the slot region.) It should be pointed out that natural
sources of electrons with energies above 1 MeV would supply orders of magnitude less
flux in the inner zone than was injected by the Starfish nuclear evcqt. Spaeeeraft and
sensors were designed to be operable in the remnants of that injection during the mid-
Sixties and could again be made so.

To summarize for the inner-zone orbits: Models are currently adequate and
eonstitute all of the predictive teehniques currently required. A better understanding
bf partiele transport through the slot region into the inner zone would, in speeial eases,
be useful, providing that the outer zone electron population were known at the same
time. This indieates a need for either a sophisticated predietion scheme for outer zone
electron aeeeleration and transport or a real-time monitoring system. The utility of
the data for inner-zone purposes does not warrant the expenditure neeessary to obtain
it. (There are strong reasons for obtaining the data for outer zone missions; henee, the
data may be available essentially 'free'.)

2.1.2 Low Altitude Polar

For polar orbits, all of the above considerations apply, since a satellite in low
polar orbit spends about 4096 of its time in the inner zone. It also spends about 25% of
the time in the outer zone and 35% in polar regions. This could be eonsidered a
'composite' orbit whieh ineludes aspects of the inner zone_ the outer zone_ and
interplanetary missions. The additional reqt:irements for this orbit ean be obtained
from the following sections which address the outer zone and interplanetary missions.

_..1.3 Outer Zone

The situation in the outer zone is mueh more complex than in the inner zone. The
principal reason is that it is n.aeh more dynamic. The electron component has a
relatively short residence time in the magnetosphere (decay times of the order of a few
to tens of days) but the source activity has commensurate time periods. Sourees may
be particles injected from the tail coupled with radial diffusion as an accelerator or in-
situ acceleration by non-adiabatic means. Energetie electrons in the inner region of the
outer magnetosphere ean ehange by orders of magnitude in flux level over periods of
less than a day. (See Vette et el., 1979). The situation with regard to protons is
somewhat better.

From the point of view of the user_ the prim_,ry areas of interest are the
variability of the energetic electron fluxes and the access of solar protons. Solar
protons do not constitute a significant portion of the dose to a spacecraft for a long
term mission exeept for interplanetary missions. However, for short periods9 they can
eonstitute a sizeable portion of the dt_se-rate. The predictive capability which is
needed in this area is the following" Oi_,en a solar flare on the sun, prediet the fluenee
and speetrum as a funetion of time and L within the magnetosphere. A desired goal is
the eap_,bility to predict the flare, itselfp from the feature_ on the sun and the sun's
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immediate past behavior. Both of these predictive capabilities may still lie far in the
future. However, an immediate goal should be to obtain sufficient understanding of the
physics of the entry process to be able to perform the first stated prediction once a
measurement of the proton flux has been made in interplanetary space between the
earth and the sun. At the present time, even this capability does not exist. Our present
Imowledge extends only to entry into the polar caps and entry to the synchronous
altitude. Even that capability is uncertain.

To obtain the physical understanding, we need more analysis of the data that has
been obtained which can address the topic (such as the Explerer 45 data base) and we
need a properly instrumented satellite which covers the L range from 3 or 3.5 to at
least 8. Pitch angle distribution data are required in order to determine the off-
equatorial progression for solar proton flux injections.

2.2 The RequirementsforModelingand Predictionof Geomagnetic Storms

The importance of temporal variationsinthe trappedelectronpopulationin the
slotand outerzone regionsis qualitativelywell known. In assessingthe qualitative
consequences of this on the modeling, forecasting,and user communities, it is
importantto be as restr{ctiveas possibleby focusingon userrequirementsin orderto
avoidunnecessaryactivityinthe Lnode'lingand forecastingfields.Itisnow recognized
that the_'eare regionsof the radiationzones in which the time scale of temporal
variationsisof the same orderas the missionduration. As a result,miss}onswhich
accumulatea significantfluxcontributionfrom theseregionsarenot wellservedby the
presentgenerationof trappedelectronmodels which containtime averagedrepresenta-
tionsof the particlepopulation.In thisrolewe focuson two sample missionsin this
category (notingthat othersexist)for which the requirementson the modeling and
forecastingcommunitiesareradicallydifferent,partlyon pragmaticgroundsand partly
as a resultof differinguser needs. Tilefirstisthe normal missionanalysisactivity
severalyearsbeforelaunch,which isperformed to predictthe radiationenvironment.
The second isEVA activityperformed inassociationwith man'spresenceat synchronous
altitude.

In the firstcase,missionsspendingsignificanttime inthe L regionof 3 to 5 may
encounteran average fluxover a 3-6 month perioddifferentby a factorof 4 or 5 from
the flux'predicted'by a mode] developedwith tilecurrenttechniqueof time averaging
the data. The occurrenceor lackof a storm event and the event sizeare the deciding
factors. Allthat ispositivelyknown at the presenttime isthatthe missionhe.sbeen
shieldedfora situationthatiseitherundulypessimisticor optimistic.The solutionis
to account forthe effectsof individualevents. But to what extent? Itisclearfrom

the workinggroup sessionsthatitisimpracticalto tryto predictthe occurrenceof a
singleevent ina given 3-6 month periodwith a lead time of years. Itisquestionable
whether thiscan even be done meaningfully(i.e.quantitatively)with a lead time of
hours(Higbieet al. 1979),hence forthe long-termplannersthe questionof prediction
may be moot. This,however,does not mean thatdesignshouldoccur with respectto a
worst case situation.As a realisticobjecticeitshouldbe possibleto achieve two
situations:I)givenrapidaccessto a ground based magnetic index(Dst?)to inferthe
peak storm fluxto withina factorof 2-3 at any givenI,and the time of occurrenceof
thepeak flux,and 2)by modelingthe depletionphase of the storm to develop the time
historyof the fluxat the satellite.This m.'_ybe practicalwithoutan overwhel!ning
modelingactivity;however,does ithave valueto themissionplanner? Insome respects
the answer ,naybe no. The missionplanner,nayrequirea model whiellcan providethe
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probabilityof occurrenceofan eventof givensizeinthe missionperiod(notnecessarily
an easy taskformodelersbecauseof the n,Jmberof observations- presently7-10)and
the eventintegratedfluxresultingfrom the event. No per _eventpredictionisinvolved
perse. In some respectsthe answer to the questionmay be yes. Ifthe above nominal
radiationenvironmentisassessedthe nominallifetimecouldbe predictivelyupdatedin
the event that a magnetic storm occurs;i.e.,one could predictthe demise of the
mission.Thisimpliesa n_orerapidresponsefrom the modelersor the model usersthan
presentlyexists. Further the value Gf thispredictionto a militaryapplicationis
questionableunlessa rapid]aunchcapabilityexists.

In the second application,EVA activityat synchronous altitude,the role of

predictionis a littleclearer. Tile present generationof time-averagedmodels
indicatesthatan EVA activitywith .2 gm/cm Al shielding(equ._valentof the average
space suit)reachesthe currentlyvalidmissi3nradiatiG,n limitfora 90-dayskindoseof
105 REM (about81 fadsAI)afteronly 1,,35hoursof cumulativeexposure.At the same
time itisknown that severalordersof magnitude excursionsof the fluxoccur around
theaverage.The implicationsof a positiveexcursionare severe. The corollaryisthat
the negativeexcursions,which persistforperiodssufficientforindividualEVA activity,
have greatpotential.For thisapplicationideallyone needs to predictthe onset and
durationof a quiet period with sufficientlead time for sct_edulingEVA activity.
Predictingthe onsetispracticaland ir_volvesthe definitionof the,depletionphase of a
previouslyoccurringstorm. Predictionof durationmay not be feasibleexplicitly.

' However, the working group on energeticparticleshas investigatedthe short-term
predictionof the onset of a storm. Ifthisisfeasible,the appropriatequestionisthe

' lead time of the predictionanc__he relationshipto the time requiredfor the?EVA
operatorto reach shelter.Note that the predictionof the magnitude of the potentisl
event isr=_lativelyunimportantsincesheltermust be sought irrespectively.However,
the magnitude of theeventwould relateto thepredictionof theonsetof a quietper:od.
For largesolararraysseveralkm in,-]imensionthe transittime to reachsheltermay be
severalhours. Predictionof onsetw_th thismuch lead time seems to be difficult.For

largestructures,transportersmore _eavilyshieldedthan suitsmay be requiredto
circumventtheproblem.

The above applicationsrelateto totaldose. For ratedependentproblemsitmay
be possibleto providesufficientpredictior_time to influenceoperationalschedulingina
meaningfulway. As with the EVA activity,predictionof onsetof a certail_rate may
not be possiblewith sufficientlead time for scheduling. However, a sufi'icient
predictionof the time for the fluxto returnto a ratecommePsurate with equipment
operationcouldbe provided.

Almost all of the applicationsdiscussedabove irwolvenot only a predicti,ve
capabilitybut alsothe abihtywithinthe modelingcommunity to generatemodel fluxes
on shortnotice. A new gene_'ationof model serviceisrequiredin which models with
some per-eventfluxcapabilityare on-lineon a computer witllcloseo_erationallinksto
both the m,_ssionprojectofficesand the organizationsgeneratingthe parametersto be
used forprediction.

Again,almost allof the above applicationsre£uirea kno_vledgeof not only the
fluxat a givenpointintime but alsoat a givenpointinspace. The presentmodels are
used in a local-time-averagedform by most usersalthougha localtime variationis
available. The :hieldingcommunity should investigatethe use of the variousb
parameters includl_gexternalmagnetic fieldeffectsas a method of orderingparticle
data in the outerz_ne, eliminatingthe need fo_"a localtime variable.An additional
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benefitwould be a parametersimplificationof the modelsina spatialsense.Itisnoted
thatthisgeneralpointhas applicationto geosynchronousEVA activitysince,although
the satellitelocaltime averages on a dailybasis,the EVA activityof severalhours
durationmay have a significantlocaltime bias.

2.3 EnergeticSolarFlareProtonPredictions

The integratedfluxduringthe firstfourdays afterthe August 1972 solarproton
eventexceeded the previous11-yearcycleintegratedflux.Inorder to improve on the
aLilityto predictthe occurrenceof these anomalouslylarge(AL) events,itwould be
advantageousto investigatewhether theiroccurrencecorrelatesto any solarparameter
or other observablesolar phenomenon or event, and whether reliableprecursor
conditionscan be established,of the orderof hours-to-days,to be used for predictive
purposesof AL events.

The calculationof event integratedannualtotalsof unattenuated,interplanetary
solarflareprotonfluxesat 1 AU forenergiesgreaterthan 10, 30, and 60 MeV, from
measurements obtainedby the IMP seriesof satellites,demonstratedthattheseannual
totalsdo not correlatewell with sunspotnumbers. It may be usefulto investigate

whether theactualoccurrenceof solarflareprotonsat 1 AU may be more reliablyand !
accuratelycorrelatedto some solar parameter or phenomenon other than sunspot
nu_nbers. _

Finally,penetrationof solarflareparticlesintothe magnetosphereneeds to be
consideredin view of the followingfacts: a) localtime variationsof geomagnetic
cutofflatitudeare about 3-4 degrees,and b) storm effectscan change theselatitudes
by up to about 2-4 degrees. These two variationsare additive. Rigidityand
geomagnetic shieldingevaluations should take these variationsinto account.
Preliminaryestimatesindicatethatvery significantdifferencesin exposurevaluesmay
resultfrom thisimprovement.

2.4 Time Variations

For purposesof long-rangemissionplanning(e.g.variablecrew stationperiods,
etc.),itmay be usefulto know whether a sig_ificant( _ factorof 3)variationin the
environmentof criticalduration(critical--30 to 60 day durationor periodicity)can be
established,inorderto bringcrew schedulesintophasewithphenomena.

Thisispresentlynotpossiblesincethesevariations,which may be large,appear to
be stG3hastie.However, correlationwith,forinstance,fastsolarstlrams may provide
a mechanis_n for predictions.Decay is an important factor. Significantwork is
requiredinthi_area.

3. USER _{EQUIREMENTS OF SOLAR-TLRRESTRIAL PREDICTIONS
FOR SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS: PLASMA

Preparedby the Plasma 3ubgroup: ]I.B. Garrett,Chairman,J.Sroga,and A. Vampola

in the lastfew years allincreasingemphasis has been placed on interaction
between the low energy (tO eV - I00 keV) near-earthplasma environmentand space
systems. In pa:'a]lelwith thisgrowth inemphasishas been a need fro'predictionsof the
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low energy plasma. As discussedinthe reviewby Oarrett(1979)thesepredictionsare
necessarybecauseofthe effectsof a number of interactions.The Plasma Subgroup has
attempted to summarize these interactionsand identifythe idealizedparameters
needed to understandand predicttheseinteractions.

3.1 Basisof Requirements

The number of known interactionmechanisms between the low-energyplasma
er.vironmentand space systemshas steadilygrown. Ranging from the effectsof static
charge buildupon satellitesto the effectsof argon beams on the plasmasphere,these
interactionsallhave in common the necessityof knowing the distributionfunctionof
the ambient environmentand how itevolvesintime. The plasma subgrouphas reduced
the many interactionsdown to two primary typesof effects.The primary effectsand
thespecificaspectsof the distributionfunctionrequiredareas follows:

I. Spacecraftcharging- the processof charge buildupon spacecraftis not
completelyunderstood(specificallythe arcingprocessand the plasma environmentare
not predictableat all).As a result,detailedknowledgeof thedistributionfunctionsand
compositionas functionsof time and positionshould be acquireduntilthe critical
parameters are identified.As discussedin Garrett(1979)and Garrett et al.(1979),
however,the ehargingmodels at presentrequireonlythe electronand ioncurrentsand
electrontemperature. These quantitiescan be estimatedeitherby statisticaltablesor
by Am. The detailedmodels of the environmentwillbe requiredifany improvements
8re t_ be realizedover thesepresentmodels. Itshouldbe emphasized thatinaddition
to the need to model the targescaleplasma distributionswithinthe magnetosphere,it
isalsoessentialto understandand to model thesmallerscalecharacteristicsof tilehot

plasmas (Johnsonet al.,1977). For example, the charge distributionon a spacecraft
could be greatlyinfluencedby the highlyanisotropiefield-alignedelectronand ion
fluxesfrequentlyobservedas a plasma featureat geos:ynehronousaltitude(McIlwain,
1975)and at lower altitudesover a wide range of L-shellsaridlocaltimes (Johnsonet-l-

al.,1977). Also, the ionosphericcomponents (O and ) which are sometimesH
dominant in thehot plasmascan be highlystructuredspatiallyand/ortemporarily(Geiss
et al.,1979).

2. Contaminants - calculationof the depositionof ionizedcontaminantson
spacecraftrequiresknowledge of the ambient particledistributionto determine not
only the chargingon satelhtesurfacesto which contaminantsare attracted,but also
the rate of ionization(Cauffman, 1973). The relatedproblem of contaminant cloud
propagationin theplasmasphereand magnetosphere(Chiuet al.,1979)requiresdetailed
knowledge of the ambient populationand, in order to estimate the evolutionof th_
contaminants,the electricand magnetic fields-'parametersdependenton geomagnetic
activity.

The user groupscan likewisebe dividedintotwo basicgroups. The firstgroup
eons:.stsof thedesignerswho are primarilyinterestedin the specificationof the space
environment, Not only are they interestedin specifyingthe geophysicalenvironment
beforebuildinga system in orde,'to protectitfrom the above effects,but,as isoften
the case,also the specificationGf the environment for the purpose of investigating
anomaliesresultingfrom them. The second group iscomposed of l!oreeasters- those
who must predictwhen the anomaliesmay occur. Thislattergroup isinterestedintwo
time periods. First,there is long-term predictionof 3 years or more for mission
planning,and s_eond,there are short-term(24 hour to ! year)predictions.This last
group is of most concern to thisconference. Specificquestionsto be answered
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are: a)How long will the plasma event last? b)What are the characteristics
(composition, energy, and angular distributions, etc.) of the event? c) What effects
will the event have on a particular system?

3.2 Requirements

From the preceding descriptions of interaction phenomena and of the user groups
and required time scales, we believe it is evident the plasma distribution function and
its evolution in time (or equivalently the electric and magnetic fields) are required in
great detail - detail that is clearly not attainable now or in _he near future. Thus
simplification must be introduced. These are primarily real-time (either in-situ or from
solar wind parameters) estimates of the environment and/or detailed statistical models
of the plasma distribution function in terms of predictable parameters such as A . It is
to this end this subgroup recommends current efforts be directed. Our stPate of
knowledge in these areas is evaluated in the other working group reports.

4. USER REQUIREMENTS OF SOLAR-TERRESTRIAL PREDICTIONS FOR
SPACECRAFT APPLICA_[IONS: NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE

Prepe_redby NeutralAtmosphere Subgroup: W. A. Vaughan,Chairman, R. Altrock,D.
Hickman, D. Robbins,and J.Slowey

Orbitalaltitudetotaldensityand constituentnumber densityvariationsare a
direct functionof th_ short-and long-term fluctuationsin solaractivity. These
variationsare due to the heatingof the Earth'supperatmosphereby solarradiationand
energeticparticles.The importanceof thesevariationsisfound in therequirementfor
orbitalperformance capabilitieswhich willinsuredesignlifetime,definitionof orbital
dynamics fornonspheriealspacecraft,assessmentof lifetimepotentialforspacecraftin
orbit,and scientificexperiments. Estimatesof short-and long-termsolaractivity
levelsare criticalinputsto thesecalculations.

#

4.1 Basisof Requirement

While thereisa varietyof usersforneutralatmosphere models,we believethat
theirneeds are reflectedby the requirementsof those usingthe models for orbital
lifetime calculations. Therefore, this paper focuses on orbital lifetime prediction
requirements.

A semi-analytical method is used in most spacecraft orbital lifetime predictior,
models to estimate the decay history and the lifetime of a near-Earth orbiting
spacecraft perturbed by atmospheric drag. For most near-Earth orbits with small
eccentricity, the perturbations due to other forces (i.e., solar-lunar gravity perturba-
tions, solar radiation pressure, and electromagnetic effects) are overshadowed by the
effects caused by uncertainties in the calculetion of atmospheric drag. For this reason,
efforts to i_corporate additional perturbing forces are often unwarranted. The
approach used to estimate the orbital decay usually adopts a co,nbination of general and
special perturbation tec?,niques so that the analysis preserves sufficient rigor to insure
accuracy and adequate numerical emphasis to include a rather sophisticated
atmospheric density model in an efficient simulation. Basically, the procedure is to
extend a system of ordinary differential equations for a set of well-defined mean
orbital elements which describe the complete motion of a spacecraft about an oblate
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Earth to includenumericallytiledrag effect due to a rotatingatmosphere. The
program is designed to estimate, with reasonable accuracy, the orbital decuy history
and the orbitallifetimesefficientlyand quickly. Figure I illustratestileprincipal
inputs and components of a spacecraft orbital lifetimc and decay prediction procedure.

I _ FflEDICTED

A'rl_PHERIC I_I_D ORBIIAL S_ACECRAFT
Ilk JOEL A_I_R_ LIFt{ T'IME ORBITAL

OENsrf'Y MODEL LIFETIME AND
DECAY

I_lOlc'nEo
IIP,,a_.IlCllAFT

A'IrlTTtI_,IE
_Lml

IqlIIII,ICTIII

l '_LLI811C

_PA_ECRAFT

Fig.I. SolarPredic£ionsand SpacecraftOrbitalLifetime

A major difficultyin predictingorbitallifetimesarisesbecause the future
characteristicsof theatmosphericdensityare not deterministicallyknown. Thismakes
it necessaryto specifyorbitallifetimesin a probabilisticmanner. Comparisons of
predictedspacecraftdecay versusactualobserveddecay revealdeviationswhich can be
attributedto an inadequatedeterministicatmosphericmodel, noisytrackingdata,or
deviations_n the stochasticvariablesassociatedwith the lifetimepredictionproblem
(i.e.,ballisticcoefficient,solar flux,and geomagnetic activity). The ballistic
coefficient is a function of the spacecraft mass, drag coefficient, _nd effective cross
section area. It is observed to vary with the spacecraft orientation and flight region.
In addition, predictions of the solar flux and geomagnetic activity values, over either
short or long periods of time, are available only in terms of statistical predictions with
significant uncertainties.

Straus and Hickman (1979) describe the characteristics of several widely used
atmospheric density models and have reviewed studies in which the predictions of these
models have been compared with ob_ervat|onal data. They also assess the relative
advantages and limitations of the models in cu:L'ePt use. They conclude that models
produced prior to 1970 were developed from data bases with _,_ignificant limitations.
The overall accuracy of _he recent models is summarized as being, on the averab,_., as
good as the measurement,_ of atmospheric density and composition. This is evidenced
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by [he factthatsome measurements have a mean deviationslightlyhigherwhileother
measurements have a mean deviationslightlylower than the model calculations.We
interpretthissituationas beingdue tosystematicinstrumentalinaccuracies.However,
instantaneousmeasurements show a scatterof abouta factorof two compared with the
model calculationsof atmosphericparameters.

The upper atmosphericdensityis stronglyinfluencedby the changinglevelsof
solaractivity.This,in turn,directlyaffectsthe spacecraftdrag and orbitallifetime.
It is the ultravioletsolarradiationthat heats and causesstructuralchanges in t]._
Earth'supper atmosphere. One component of thisradiationrelatesto the active
regionson t_,esolardiskand variesfrom day to day, whereas the other component
relatesto the solardisk itselfand variesmore slowlywith the ll-yearsolarcycle.
Another influenceon atmosphericdensityisdue to energeticparticlesemittedby the
sun as evidencedin the solarwind number densityand _,elocity.These energetic
particlesar_ ultimatelyresponsiblefor heatingthe Earth'supper atmosphere. The
atmosphere reactsdifferentlyto each of these parameters and components (NASA,
1073 and Jacchia,1977).

The 10.7 cm solarflux isgenerallyused as a readilyavailableindex o_ solar
ultravioletradiation. It also consistsof a disk component and an active region
component. When the 10.7 cm flux increases,there is _,Iincreasein the upper
atmosphere density.For a givenincreasein the diskcomponent of the 10.7cm flux,
however, the densityincreasesmuch more than for the same increasein the active
regioncomponent. For allpracticalpurposesthe activeregioncomponent islinearly
relatedto the daily10.7cm fluxand the diskcomponent to the 10.7cm fluxaveraged
over a few solar rotations(e.g.,six is used by Jaechia (1977)). The plapetaTy
geomagnetic index isgenerallyused as a measure of the energeticparticleheating.
When the geomagnetic indev,,arieswe observea densityvariationwith a time lag of
about 3 to8 hoursdependingupon latitude.

An error,_or example,of + 30 percentin the predictionof the maximum in It_e
mean 10.7cm fluxduringthe ascendingslopeof the solarcycle,for a spacecraft_,*
approximately400 km altitudeand havinga nGminalpredictedlifetimeofapproximate-
ly 2_ months,producesa decreasein the lifetimeof approximately30 percent. While
thislinearerrorrelationshipdoes not hold for allcombinationsof variationsin sola,'
activity,orbitalaltitudes,and ballisticfactor_,the example does illustrPtethe
importance in the development of eithera deterministiclong-term solaractivity
predictionproceeureor a statisticalprocedure with much closerconfidence(error)
boundsthannow exists.

4.2 RequirementsFor SolarActivityPredictions

There existsa criticalneed formore accuratepredictionsofshort-and long-term
solaractivityto use inatmosphericdensitymodels. This willbe requirednot only for
the monitoringand accurateestimationof the orbitallifetimeand decay forthe large
numbers of spacecraftand "junk"now in orbit but for the more economical and
efficientestimationof futurespacecraftmissions,especiallyin thenear-Earthorbital
environment. The expected futurestateof the upper atmosphere playsan important
part in the decisionsassociatedwith spacecraftmissions.The criticaldependence on
solaractivityt>redietionscan easilybe seen by lookingat the i_.owchart shown in
FigureI.

That a neutralatmosphere model must be accuratetsobvious. Less obviousis
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how the accuracy isto be characterizedfora particularuse. A perfectdescriptionof
theatmosphere i_the ideal,butsome kindsof inaccuraciesare unlmportautforspecific
applications.A spacecraftdesignerwho is requireCto provide an orbitalaltitude
capabilityfora two yearlifetimemay be quitesatisfiedt_itha model outputhavingthe
correctmeau valuewhen averagedovera month'stime spaneven iftheerrorsaveraged
over a sin_,ieorbitare quitelarge. On the otherhand,a trackingstationoperatoror
missionmonitor concerned with spacecraftdecay withina few days or weeks may
attachno importanceat allto the long-termmean behaviorof the atmosphere if the
model outputcan accuratelypredicttheshort-termvariations.

Currentneutralatmosphere models employ 10.7cm fluxand geomagnetic index
(A or k ) as heatingindicatorsfor model inputs. The solar-terrestrialprediction
requirementsto meet most userneedsare giveninTable i.

Table I. Solar-Terrestrialpredictionrequirements.

ApproximatePrediction Critical Frequency
Period Parameter 4ccurac_.y Resolution of_ U_pdate

Very Short-Term (< 1 mo) FI0.7 5% 6 solarrotations Weekly

FI0.7 5% Day Daily

A 5% Day DailyP

Short-Term(I-2too) Fl0.7 5% 6 solarrotations Monthly

F i0.7 5% Day Wceldy
A 5% Week Weekly
P

Long-Term ( _ 3 mo) FI0.7 I0% 6 solarrotations Quarterly

F10.7 10% Week Monthly

A 10% Quarter Quarterly
P

Long-term( __I yr) FI0.7 10°6 6 solarrotations Yearly
A 10% Year Ye_,rly

, P

Very Long Term (i-2cycles) FI0.7 10°G 6 solarrotations Start&
Peak of Cycle

A 10% Year Start&
P Peak of C '_yc,e

Maximum and Minimum Valuesof Parameter Plu_ Dates of Maximum and Minimum
Occurrence

Why isitthM neutralatmospherem.ndc]_do notdo a betterjobof predictingorbital
altitudedensityand number densityof the con_Htuents? A very major part of the
answer liesin the inaccuratepredictionsof short-and !ong-ter,nsolaractivityand
geomagnetic indexvaluesused as inputsin the models. Part of the answer ak_olies
in the selectionof parenetersto characlerizcconditionsof the o,bitalneutralatmo-
sphere. For e_.'_mple,the amount of I'UVheatingisrepresentedby the I0.7cm solar
flux. The 10.7 em fluxcannot significantlyheat the atmo._phere,llo_ever:it has
been establishedthattherei:_a ret_sonablecorrelationbetween the EUV fluxand the

10.7 ehl flux. "['hi._correlationis onl:/app.-_ximat:,and isnot adeqL,.itefor models
yieldinghighaccuracy, llowever,the 10.7em flueismensurcd r,T;ul,rlyand _,enccis
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readily available. A similar situetion exists with respect to the energetic partic;e
heating which is often measured by the geomagnetic index. This heating is related to
disturbances in tee earth's magnetic field, but the relationship _lso may not be adequate
for high accuracy mode_.

The future development of neutral thermospheric models capable of providing
more accurate predictions depends critically on replacing such indices as the 10.7 cm
flux and A with new parameters _)aseo more closely on the physical quantities which
affeot the Pu_oer atmosphere. Such new parameters mt_t directly characterize the
UV/_.uV flux whicil is the primary source of energT i;_to ,'.he thermosphere and must
indicate the thermospheric heat input into high latitude regions caused by particle
precipitation. The means to develop these new parameters is available, but careful
planning of future missions is required if acquisition of adequate information is to be
ensured.

O O

The exoatmospheric solar UV/EUV fl,x in the range from 3COA to 2000A should be
momtored to determine directly the major thermospheric heating. The precipitating
particle flux (in an energy range from a few hundred eV to several keV) can be
meas_ed from low altitude polar orbiting satellites as is being done on T_ROS-N and
DMSP. This will allow a quantitative relationship to be established relating atmo-
spheric response to high latitude heat sources. Finally, in order to understand the
precipitation mechanisms, solar ^ind density and vei_:;ty should be monitored by
sensors sunward of the magnetosphere. The respcnse of the atmosphere shot_ld be
monitored by density- and composition-measuring instruvaents having goou resoluHon in
both time and svace. It should be emphasized that if unambiguous interpretation is to
be made of the results of these measurements, all parameters should be measured
simultaneously.

The measurements whi,_k must be made in or,:ler to ensure significant improve-
ment in neutral density and composition models for i_etter prediction of satellite orbit
evolution are summarized in Table 2 and it is st-ongly reeommen0ed by this Neutral
Atmosphere Subgroup that future mission plans be made to ensure simultaneously
obtaining all of these significant parameters.

Table 2. Measurements required for development of significantly improved net'tral
density raodels

Parameterto Parameter Locationof

be measured Range Measurement Purpose
o O

SolarUV/EUF 300A-2000A Above = 200 km Measure primarysourceof
lux energyintotheatmosphere

Precipitating Few hundredeV Low earthorbit .Vleasurehighlatitudeheat
particleflux to few keV (Polar) sourceduringmagneticstorms

Solarwind --- Sunward ef Understandprecipitation
density,velocity magnetosphere re,echanisms

Atmosphericdensity --- ->130-800km Determine atmospheric
composition responsetoenergy i__dts

Note: For unambiguousunderstandingof observedphenomens, al'quantitiesshouldbe
measuredsimultaneously.
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4.3 Concluding Reqlark._;

The prediction requirements given in Table 1 for solar !0.7 cm flux and planetary
geomagnetic index parameters are based on first hand knowledge and experiences of the
neutral atmosphere subgroup members as users, consultants to users, atmospheric alodel
developers, scientists, experimenters, and predictors of solar activity to meet their own
user needs. For a serviee or research organization concerned with or interested in
trying to meet these requireTr, ents 8 logical question to ask concerns how serious are
the users, l_,:ill the requirements simply fade away when a specific user is ehallenged?
Will the requirements be radically relaxed or disappear when one of these organi_ations
says to a specific user - give us the funds _nd we'll embark on a program to meet these
requirements? The answer is probably yes to one or both questions but tile degq'ee
depends upon how crit,.'cal the requirement is to the {)articular projeet for which the
user needs the predictions, the risks he's willipg to take, the project's schedule, trade-
offs on these requirements versus other project requirements, his confidence the
proposal will produce results he can apply for the benefit c.f his project, and the costs.

Therefore, these require:heats are not rigorous for all users b,Jt depend upon many
factors unique to each user and his immediate project needs. For example, major
decisions are made on spacecraft orbital altitudes which depend on the current _
inaccurate solar activity predietions. In some eases this results in less than desirable
orbital altitudes relative to the scientific experimenter's requirements, higher mission
suceess risks, provisions for much longer lifetimes than needed due to the large error
bounds on the orbital altitudes estimatcs "_r the mission, and added costs for spacecraft
instrumentatien, operational capabilities and decay monitoring to say nothing of the
embarra._meni whieh resul*s when an expected small risk spacecraft lifetime mission
design is significantly differe_t than expected prior to launch of the spaeeeraft. Thus
these requirements should be taken _s serious e_ndidates for technology and seientifie
research program sponsorship by responsible seeviee and research organizations.

5. USER REQUIRI_'MENTS OF SOLAR-TERRESTRIAl, PREDICTIONS FOR
SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS: RECOMMENDATIONS

The following constitutes a summary of the recommendations contained m the
previous sections, it is separated by particle type to conform with the previous
discussions. A warning: For an operational program, the cost of obtaining and/or
using predietive teehniques must be less than the east of going to another hardware or
mission design whieh avoids _he hazard.

5.1 Energetie Particles

1. A requirement exists for a predictive technique whieh relates some solar or

geophysical parameter (such as solar wind speed or Ds.) to aeeeleration of electrons to
high energies in the outer magnetosphere. The I_equired uutput is: a) Spatial
Distribution, b) Energy Spectra, and e) Flux Intensities.

2. (3ive:_ an input distributi,_n tspatial, energy spectrum, flux intensity) of energetic
_:_etrons in the outer magnetosphere, a model is needed which will detail the
evolution of the distribl:tion.
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3. Manned applications require a short term prediction of magnetic storms and
substorms. Partiele aeeeleration a.od plasma injection are both major concerns.

4. A 'Disturbance Model' for prediction of flux enhancements due to solar or
magnetospherie activity is required. It should have two forms: a typical storm, and a
macro storm.

5. A require.nent for synoptic measurements of solar wind parameters to predict
intermed,ate term (30-60 days) averages of fluxes at synchronous altitudes exists.

6. A model which calculates the hardening of electron energy spectra in response to
rapid diffusion caused by field-line loading is desired.

?. Current methods take several days to calculate the environment and dose for a
new orbit. This must be shortened.

8. The long lead time (typically several years minimum) to get new data into a data
base for modelir, g purposes must be shortened.

5.2 Solar Flare Protons

1. A predictive teehnique must be developed which will warn of a,lomalously large
events (e.g., August 1972) hours or days in advanee. ',dentifieation of precursors is the
most probablemethod.

2. An accuratepredictionof solarprotoneventsbasedon solarparameterssl'_uldbe
developed. It sho(fldgiveor0er-of-magnitudeor betterdefinitionof the intensities
and energy,spectra.Timing isofconcern.

3. Given an event on the son, i_redictthe evolotiono[ an event from solaror
interplanetaryparameters.

4. Models of solarprotonentryintothe magnetospherewhich includelocal-timeand
magneticstorm effectsinrigiditycalculationsshouldbe developed.

5. Determine the solarparameterswhich correlateweil with the annur_lintegrated
fluencesof unattenuatedinterplanetaryprotonswith energiesabove I0, 30, and 60
MeV, since_;Jnspotnumbers do not.

5.3 Plasma

I. A statlsticalmodel of the ambient low-energy plasma is required,(i.e.,
percentagesof time certainconditionswillbe encountered).

2. A three-dimensionalmodel of magneto.¢pherieplasma distributionisneeded.

3. Verificationof plasma drifttheoriesand understandingof the processesw,_ch
energize ionospheric ions and inject them into the magnetosphere is required in order
to detail the evolution of the hot plasma distribution.

4. Expanded real-time measurements (in longitude and altitude) are desired for
predictions for operational programs.
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5. A better understanding of substorms and their plasma effects is required in order
to ultimately produce predictive techniques.

6. Measurements of interplanetary partieles and fields are desired to assist research
into predictive teehniques.

5.4 Neutral Atmosphere

1. Continuing 3ynoptie observations of the Ottawa 10.7 em flux index and the A
gee magnetic index are required. (DetaiLs of the frequency and aeeuraey of updatin_
are given in Tabl_ l.

2. in order to develop better predietive models of the atmosphere, the following
parameters should be measured simultaneously: a) Solar UV/EUV above 200 kin; b)
Precipitating _artiele flux; e) Solar wind density and velocity sunward of the
magnetosphere; d) Atmospherie density and composition between 130 and 800 km.

6. MINORITY REPORT

A. L. Vampola

The followingrecommendation was consideredby the workinggroup but was not
formallyaccepted. Itisincludedhere because of the enthusiasmwith which itwas
receivedby some participantsin some of the othergroupsand becausean essentially
identicalrecommendation was offeredforthegroup'sconsiderationoy a modeler.

Recommendatior,: That a centralizedcrtalogof 'Stateof the Art' models and
predictivetechniquesinsolar--terrestrialphenomena be establishedand maintainedby
one of the predictionor data archivalserviceagencies(sucha3 SESC, WDC-A, or
AFGWC).

Tilerationalebehind thisrecommendation is that the 'CorporateMemory' in
spacecraftengineeringseems to residei,__d proposalsand contractspecifications.
The normal evolutionof an engineerinFcareeristo become pe.'tof management after
a number of yearsof designenginec_'ing.Technologiesbecome obsoleteand so do
models and predictivetechniques. A new engineeris usuallyforced to rely on
documents inlleritedfrom the previousoccupantof his'slot'who has moved on and is
no longerkeepingtrackof the minutiaeof hispreviousposition.As a result,itisnot
uncommon tosee models or pre(lietivetechniqueswrittenintocontractsten or more
yearsaftertheyhave been supplanted.

By havinga centralcatalogforthesetechniques/modeLs,the latestversionwould
be readilyidentifiedby potentialusers. Itwould be incumbent upon the modelers,
themselves,toensurethatthelatestversionsof theirworks were listedinthe catalog.
Distributionof computer programs or largedata basesrequiredby some models would
continueas at present:throughdirectcontactbetween the userand the modeler. In
the case of substantialchanges in modeling or predictivetechniques,some interna-
tionalgroup (similarto the presentworkshop or establishedsingleinterestscientific
bodies)could make the decisionto abandon one model or techniqueand supplantit
withanotherinthecatalog.
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N80 2468O
MODELING THE EARTH'S RADIATION BELTS

(A Review of Quantitative Data Based Electron and Proton Models)

J. I. Vette, M. J. Teague, D. M. Sawyer, and K. W. Chan

National Space Science Data Center

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

The evolution of quantitative models of the trapped radiation belts

is traced to show how the knowledge of the various features has

developed, or been clarified,'by performing the required analysis

and synthesis. The Starfish electron injection introduced problems

in the time behavior of the inner zone, but this residue decayed

away, and a good model of this depletion now exists. The outer

zone electrons were handled statistically by a log normal distribu-

tion such that above 5 Earth radii there are no long term changes

over the solar cycle. The transition region between the two zones

presents the most difficulty, therefore the behavior of individual

substorms as well as long term changes must be studied. The latest
corrections to the electron environment based on new data are out-

lined• The proton models have evolved to the point where the solar

cycle effect at low altitudes is included. Trends for new models

are discussed; the feasibility of predicting substorm injections

and solar wind high-speed streams make the modeling of individual

events a topica_ activity.

1. INTRODUCT ION

The purpose of this paper is to review the current status of the quantita-

tive models of the energetic particles in the Earth's radiation belts and to

discuss the trends expected in future modeling efforts From the first obser-

vations of the magnetosphere beginning with Explorer I, flux maps of the

trapped electrons or protons were made from the results of individual satel-

lite experiments and the closure of the contours was estimated to obtain an

overall picture. To differentiate between models and this type of analysis,

or presentation, we consider a model to consist of the following: (i) a syn-
thesis of the results from experiments on a number of satellites; (2) a state-

ment or algorithm on the time behavior, so that the product can have other
than historical use; and (3) a quantitative description of the flux and spec-

tral distribution that can readily be used by others•
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The first such models were constructed by Wilmot Hess fol]owing the Star-

fish detonation in July 1962_ when a number of satellites were affected by the

extremely large flux levels of energetic electrons. These models were docu-

mepted through letters to a group of users. Following this series, an effort

was begun by James I. Vette, with _SA and USAF support, beginning in early

1964 at the Aerospace Corporation and carried out since 1967 at Lhe National

Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) with the help of a number of colleagues. In

this papel the important features that have gone into the models will be pre-

sented. This will show the evolution of this work and provide the framework

to discuss other characteristics that may be possible to incorporate in future

efforts. All of Lhe models completed by our group were extensively documen-

ted, so a detailed presentation of them here is not warranted.

Flux mapping based on individual results continue to be presented by some

investigator_ and such efforts provide a useful input fo_ the production and

improvement ofXthe NSSDC models. However, the range of validity of such maps

should be clearly understood by users; the failure to do s_ has caused confu-

sion in some cases. Because all the data that were presented in these indivi-

dual maps either were or will be incorporated into our models_ none of them

will be discussed here e_.plicitly.

2. THE EVOLUTION OF ELECTRON YODELS

The first electron model, AEI, was derived from i0 experiments on 9 dif-

ferent satellites covering the period October 1962 through November 1963

(Fette, 1966). The designation of these models included the letter A for

Aerospace to distinguish them from the El, 2, ..., 8, and P grids of }less.

The model covered the regions up to L = 3, where L is the McIlwain parameter,

and energies between 0.3 and 5 MeV with extrapolation to 7 MeV. Using avail-

able energy ca7_brations for the various detectors, the data were handled, for

the first time, in a consistent manner to obtain _he fluxes from th= observed

counting rates by using the model spectrum. Thi_: was accomplished in an iter-

ative fashion because a spectrum had to be chosen to begin the process. Be-

cause of a number of factors, the small dependence of the spectral parameters

on the magnetic field intensity, B, was not able to be represented. The decay

of the Starfish residue was the dominant effect, and decay times were assumed

to be energy independent. Although this allowed the determination of flux

values for future time periods, the level of the natural inner zone electrons

could not be provided at that time. Hess had used a similar procedure with

his last electron model, ES. A two-dimensional grid in B and L, for the spa-

tial distribution, and a similar one in E, the energy, and L for the spectrum

were provided on punched cards. In addition, as has been the practice with

the documentation of our models, extensive graphical add tabular displays of

the fluxes were given.

In the production of AE2, data from 15 instruments on 9 satellites that

spanned the period October 1962 through October 1964 were utilized (Votte e#

al., 1966). The energy range was extended downward to 40 keV and the L range

extended outward to 6 to include the peak of the outer zone. An exponential

spectrum above 2.5 MeV was assumed with no B dependence. To handle the large
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dynamic time variations that were observed above L = 2, a crude average of the

logarithm of the flux was used as the model value. Decay of the inner zone
was handled in the same manner as in AEI; the same card deck format _as also

employed to distribute this model, in addition, a crude model was projected

for 1968 estimating Starfish decay from August 1964, the epoch of AE2, and

outer zone solar cycle behavior. (This latter effect was grossly overesti-

mated at the time.)

Because of the extreme interest in the geostationary orbits, the next ef-

fort was a model, AE3, for the single L value, 6.6. It is interesting to note

that this was completed prior to the launch of ATS i, the first synchronous

satellite to carry radiation detectors for electrons and protons. Several

significant improvements were incorporated into the analysis at this time. It

was necessary to employ a third spatial coordinate because the distorted mag-

netic field caused by boundary, tail, and ring currents could not be represen-
ted by the conventional B-L system computed from the internal geomagnetic

field. Local time, _, was chosen along with the conventional B and L param-
eters as a geometric coordinate system that would blend into the physically

meaningful B-L system below L = 4. The data from 12 instruments on 6 ellip-

tidally orbiting satellites covering the time period August 1959 through Octo-

ber 1965 were used to produce AE3 (Vette and 2_u_ero, 1967). Besides deter-

mining the _ variation of tileflux above L = 5, a detaile_ treatment cf _hc

tin_ behavior was accomplished. It was shown that a reasonable approximation
to the first two moments of the time distribution observed over 6 months o_

more was a log normal distribution, and assumed that each data _oint was un-_

correlated, which is certainly not true, but it did offer a practical way to
determine the fraction of the time that the flux exceeded a certain level. A

quantitative determination of the average flux levels over each data set was
obtained. Although the differences between data sets were typically a factor

of 3, it was possible to make a statement that there did not seem to be any

long term changes in these flux averages, particularly any caused by so]mr cy-

cle effects. This was borne out, as will be discussed later. The model was

given in analytical form as the product of four functions: (i) an exponential

in E, (2) a power law in E with a small exponent dependent on _, (3) a power

law in E_ and (4) a tabular functioiL of _. Tables of the fluxes as functions

of the four variables were provided. The stanJard deviation of the log normal

distribution was given by

EJ2O = 0.62 (i)

Statistical tables were computed giving the fraction of the time that the flux

would exceed a given level for energies from 0.01 to 6 MeV. These were com-

puted only at the equator with a local time-averaged model.

Following this effort, a study of t_e entire outer zone wus done by ap-

plying the techniques developed for AE3. Twenty-three data sets from ii sat-

ellites covering the period from August 1959 through Februazy 1968 were ana-

lyzed to construct AE-4 (Singley a}_d Vettej 1972a). Four important data sets

incorporated into this model were those of Paulikas and Blake (1971) on ATS i,

which provided the most definitive picture on the local time variation of

outer zone fluxes, and extended the energy range at these altitudes to 2 MeV.

Unfortunately, low altitude data were not readily available for the type of

processing required. The form of the model was similar to AE3 with an L
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dependence added, and the _ dependence was simplified using ATS i results to

(_-ii_
log J _ C(E,L) cos . 12 " (2)

with _ in hours and C(E, L < 5) = 0. To provide a low-altitud_ cutoff, the B

variation was given by / \m(l)+ I/Z
-m(L) /]_c - B

(Bl_0) \_ B0) (3)
employing the flux pair theorem of Roberts (1965). Bo is the magnetic field

at the equator, and Bc is the cutoff value determined such that the maximum

altitude reached by Bc was 100 km. The model covered the L range from 2.8 to

ii, and the energy range 0.04 to 5 MeV. The model was distributed as a compu-

ter program that included AE-5, the inner zone companion to AE-4. Both a so-

lar minimum and a solar maximum version were produced. Statistical tables

were also provided (Sing_ey and Yette, 1972b).

The most important results from this modeling effort were the demonstra-

tion that the _ variation was unimportant below L = 5, and that the solar cy-

cle effects occur only below L = 5 all the way into the inner zone around L =

1.8. This is illustrated best in Figure I, where data from the identical in-

struments of Winckler on OGO 1 and OGO 3, which were intercompared in orbit,

were processed to obtain the results. The effect of the Starfish fluxes was

still present at the higher energies.

It is apparent that there is very lit- i09 _- . . ,_-_- ..........

tle change above L = 5, but the ab- I SOLARCYCLE£FFECT$
sence of a solar cycle effect at the _ _ ._36k,v l

"_ , .>292keV _OGO I 9/64.12/65

geostationary altitudes is most effec- %_'o .>1970keV

tively demonstrated by the recent work m': _ \, = o>292k,V lOGO36/663/67

of Paulikas and Blake (1978)_ who in- £ _ k_'_ _--o--_o>1970keV_

tercompared their instruments on ATS 6 _ , _ \I_,_ /_"-'..
with those of Mcllwain on ATS 5 and _ _', _ ;/._ _._>36keV

presented the time history, with some _ 1°7: I _' _

gaps, from the launch of ATS i in _ I \" ",,, >29_k,vDecember 1966 through July 1977. An z

example of this work is shown in g lil "._j °Figure 2. The values obtained with _ m_i

AE-4 are at the appropriate B, L o_ il; ";''__"point in order to correspond with _ o_

i , ,model is high at 0.7-MeV energy and z°_ ' '[ ' " : """_).... 3 .. >]970keV

low at 3.9 MeV. For the two lowest (II

energies the long term averages are [

seen to be relatively constant. The m'i _ 3 _ s 6 7 e 9 io ii _2
seemingly stochastic behavior of the k(,,,ih,,_,,l
highest energy was shown by

Paulika8 and Blake (1978) to bear

some correlation with the occur- Figure i. Solar cycle effects using

fences of high-speed solar wind results from the OGO I/OGO 3 electron

streams. These streams also affect spectrometers. The data were time

the lower energy fluxes, bu_ wi=h averaged over the periods shown and

a faster decay time the long term converted to integral spectrum and to

averages come out about the same. omnidirectional equatorial flux.
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The AE-5 model was completed

concurrently with AE-4 and covered h__./__ , , , , -__

Vette, 1972). The data analyze_

for _hls model came from six instru-
ments on five satellites Chat coy- ,,'_ AT$5 AF4(>.7_V) AT{6-""'_

•ered the period September 1964 !"_^AAI

through December 1967. The model i,__ _&_M_--,A.'_''_.¶_I

adopted in thls region assumed that _ ,,. _"_ > r'"V"_ q

the total electron flux consisted of " ! '_I v
AE 4 ( 1.55 _V)

four components: (I) a qulet-time
background flux at solar minimum,

(2) a quiet time flux that varied _ "'
with the solar cycle, (3) an impul-
sive flux from a magnetic substorm

that resulted in enhanced flux _ "'I_,[ # _@

levels, and (4) the residue from

the Starfish injection. " A

The fact that Starfish elec- "'I '_'I _'_

trons at all energies had decayed _ I" II_ AE4(>39_v)
above L = 2 by September 1964, and

lower energies to L = 1.4 by ,, a i i l , _ i'T_ T|N I|;! f|_ I|_ 1174 I1_ _ I_ I I|?|

December 1966, allowed the deter- Y[AR
mlnation of (i) and (2) above.

The Starfish decay model of

Sta_sinopoulo8 and Verzariu (1971), Figure 2. Twenty-seven day running

along with further analysis of the flux averages from ATS 5 and ATS 6 com-

data, permitted the determination pared with sunspot number. The short

of (4). By examining the large im- solid bars are the average values over

pulsive increases between June 1966 the portion of the calendar yeaz. The
and December 1967, the time-aver- horizontal lines extending across the

aged flux values in the L region graph are the fluxes obtained from the
from l.B to 2.8 were obtained. No AE-4 model.
substorm iDcreases were seen below

L = 1.8 in Chls time period. The

significant advances in the modeling efforts as a result of the analysis for

AE-5 were: the B dependence of the energy spectrum was taken into account

with a functional form, E exp[E/E0(B,L,T)] , where T represented the time since

the Starfish injection; the solar cycle variation between L - 1.4 and 2.4 from

a T of 6 to 37 months was ascertained for energies below 300 keV; and the

ratio of the magnetic substorm impulsively-injected flux to the quiet time

flux at epoch October 1967 was obtained (the peak of the sunspot number for
the 20th cycle was nearly reached by this time).

The separation of the Starfish and solar cycle components is shown at two

L values in Figure 3, and the average substorm effects are given in Figure 4
as a function of E and L.

Using the concepts developed for AE-5, Teague and Stassinopoulo8 (].972)

were able to improve the Starfish decay ,yodel of Sta88inopoulo8 and Verz_,iu
(1971) and to determine the times that the Starfish residue disappeared below
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the natural background by using the

_ 69o_-E_(k,v)__292_._ I data from eight satellites. The de-
|_. _, | cay contours for th_s model are

[ _'-_ L=19I _"L--_ shown in Figure 5. The B dependence
= _ _._ // .... j in the decay time, T, was obtained

( _ "_ /_-_L_ for -_< 1.4. _e cutoff time con-

"" "'C -- t
_--_. _._"-" I tours for the disappearance of Star-

-.. ._._.. ---9_,,oay,,_.co_...,fish decaying electrons are given in

__/_ _q_t"F'_ Figure 6, which shows that by mid-
"--ififfii-_it"" _ _.2s 1970 all of these electrons had be-

_20 _ _ come nearly imperceptable.

" • TotalFluwData'. =15
-_ J Starhsnr%_,dualDat_L= | 9

.Tet_,rlux[JataL=tq By making some corrections to

_ , _ AE-5 based on a further analysis of
t2,_ 12/65 12 66 12/67

(3) (15) _27) (39)

T,me(month/year)

Average Flux _ L=24 I
I June 1966-Dec 1967 V L-2 2

RS= __ _Figure 3. Separation of Starfish Ou,etOa,F,uxOct1967 o LL:_
decaying and solar cycle-varying m L-18
electron flux components. The num- i001

bers in parentheses on the abscis_ F
scale are the months from September t

196& (the assumed solar minimumforthiswork). I _/_

data, incorporating the solar cycle

model, and using the Starfish decay
model shown in Figures 5 and 6,

Teague and Vette (1974) produced an
inner zone electron model for solar 10

minimum conditions without any Star- _
fish electrons. This model was de-

/ \

noo f
the same techniques, AE 6 was pro-
duced to describe the 1980 solar

maximum conditions (Teague et al., I /

1976). All of these inne"_zone

models were incorporated with the , x

appropriate version of AE-4 into a iL I _ , L i _
24 26 28 30 32 34

computer program first described by

Teague et al. (1972), which was IO_o£(keV)
used to distribute these environ- 03 05 I0 15 zo 30

ments to the users. E(MeV)

A discussion of the new model

AE-7 presently under construction

will be given in Section 4. This Figure 4. Ratio of _ime-averaged elec-

model will cover the whole trapping iron flux over IS months to the quiet
region ap_ .ill utilize the latest time flux in October 1967. This ll]us-
data avaLlable in order to make trates ,the effective enhancements

impcovem:hts, caused by large magnetic substorms.
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I i I I I I I 1 l
II A_tlI _torf,lh InllCh_

.0

1 I I I

Lvot_ (eo,¢hrod,,I

Figure 5. Constant decay time con- Figure 6. Constant cutoff time con-
tours for Starfish electrons, tours for Starfish electrons.

3. THE EVOLUTION OF PROTON MODELS

While the evolution of electron models was driven by the need to account

for the many time variations in a more precise manner, proton models have

changed mainly to improve the description of the energy dependence. The first
four models, API, 2, 3, and 4 covered the energy ranges > 30 to > 50, > 15 to

> 30, > 50, and > 4 to > 15 MeV, respectively. Each had an ex-onential energy

spectrum dependent on B and L. These were constructed s_pnrd_e'y L1sing the _
data from 15 instruments on i0 satellites and I rocket flight, covering the

time span July 1958 through September 1963 (V_tte, 1966). They were distribu-
ted in the same card format as AEi and AE2. _Ii were static ._,,dels,although

solar cycle and magnetic substorm effecLs of factors generally < 2 were dis-

cussed. One of the shortcon.ings of these models was the failure to provide a

smooth joining at the energy boundaries over all B and L.

King (1967) extended the energy ra,_ : _o > 0.01 MeV with the pro _ ,ction of

APS, again eL,ploying an exponential speutr_am dependent upon B and L The
dat_ from nine instruments flown on six sateliites covering the period August

1961 through April 1965 were used in the analysis. By including new measure-
ments from five detectors on three satellites and using a power law spectrum,

L_vine and _%tte (1969) were able to cover the energy range > 4 to > 30 MeV

satisfactori)y in pro#ucing A96. Again it was determit;ed tha= time varia-

tions were not significant, relative to the disagreement in the various data
sets. With the examination of new data covering the perxod August 1964

tl,rough July ].966and using the older data for a total of 21 detectors on 12

satellites, a more ccmprehensive model above 50 MeV (AP)) was constructed by

Lauine and V_tte (1970). An exponential spectrum was still found _o be the

best for this energy region. The spread between the model and the various
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data sets was always less than a fac-

tor of 3; an error of a factor of 2

or less was m_re typical. =1.3 _0-8S MEV

Finally, by combining the results :

of 94 _ifferent energy channel_ on [ "_-1
various instr,._ents flown on 24 differ- - |

ent satellites, Samyer and Vette (1976) _ :_' F I_roduced AP-8, covering the entire energy _ _ -_
E9

range from 0.I to 400 MeV. With the in- _ _-_,

troduction of the AZUR data in 1969-70 _ :w \',_.\ ..... d
and the OV3-3 data in 1966, it was pos- :, F ..../\ \,_/

sible to represent solar cycle varia- _ " \_:_

tions below i000 km with L < 3. This _ _ ......_A/,\. lq

was accomplished by producing both AP--8 _ _ """ \ "\ t
MIN and AP-8 MAX, which differ only in " _='

the region just mentioned. An example

of the effect is shown in Figure 7; at _ I

high B values the effect can reach a
factor of 10 or more. The volume of :: ;._ :._ ;-, _., :.s ;.s _.7

3 '_29
space where this effect occurs is small,

bu_ may be important f3r future long

term Sp, ce Shuttle flights.

Figure 7. Solar cycle effect on

A good summary of the other tempo- energetic protons at low altitude.

ral variations that were obselved in The time period for each of the

proton fluxes is given in 9_2yer aa_ three data sets is shown. The dot-

Vette (!Q76), but it is too deta_!ed ted lines show the expected position

to present her_. The AP-8 models are of the AZUR data for the time cor-

available in a compuLcr program simi- responding to the midpoints of the

lar to that used to distribute the PII and OV3-3 data, according to the

latest electron models. Because the theory of Dra.qt (!9_i).

block data statement is too large for

some computers, a smaller version is

_Iso available that provides values that are accurate to better than a factor

of 2 of the full model. Because there are no longer separate energy regimes,

this medal eliminated the energy boundary problems associated with the earlier
models.

4. FUTURE TRVJqDS IN MODELING

The future trends will be discussed in three different categories. The

first involves the improvements we hope to realize, utilizing new data that

have become available and using methods suggested by a better understanding

of the important magnetospheric processes. The second category involves the

utilization of data on presently operating satellites. However, it may be 5

or 6 years before such data are available, if the past can serve as a guide.

Finally, we will present some remarks based on recant observations that sug-

gest the possibility of making short term predictions of enhanced fluxes. Be-

sides utilizing these predictions for operational missions, they should be
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used co improve coordinated data acquisition, which would result in increased

knowledge of ragnetospheric phenomena.

In the immediate future our plans are to complete a new electron model,

AE-7, which will correct some of the quantitative defi=ien=ies shown by the

new data available: outer zone OV3-3, OVl-19, AZUR, ATS 6, and OGO 5. In

summary, these deficiencies occur in the regions of large gradients, namely,

at low altitude, energles above 2 MeV, and in the region arcund L = 3, where

the large impulsive injection events of magnetic substorms cannot properly be

handled, even if one works with yearly averages. It was pointed out earlier

that no low-altitude data were analyzed for the production of AE-4. The cut-

off values above L = 2.4 are somewhat in error, as can be seen in Figure 8,

where a comparison is made between the model and OV3-3 data. Using the data

from 0V3-3, OVI-19, and AZUR much better cutoffs can be determined. Data from

OVI-19, AZUR, ATS 6, and OGO 5 provide the opportunity to extend the models _o
about 5 MeV. Because the calibration ef instruments has improved in recent

years, more accurate values are expected.

The following three energetic electron regions are considered: RI,

L -<1.8; R2, 1.8 < L -<5; and R3, L > 5. It is fairly easy to characterize

the improvements expected using these regions. In R1 there is no longer a

Starfish residue ard the solar cycle variation has already been modeled, al-

though extension tc higher energies should be possible. In R3 the major im-

provement will be in the high-energy position and in the cutoff values. The

major problem lies in R2. Although better cutoff values will be obtained, the

long term averages do not show an orderly behavior. This is shown in Fig-

ure 9, where the c_.m,parison between

the time-averaged, 1.7-MeV data and
AE-4 are compared. Notice that for

L < 3.3, the values of the two .......... _ .......

satellites diverge _harply. Yet in :,'_ ..... -- ......

this region, during the i0 months .........

spanned by OV3-3 and the II months .,: __

spanned by OVI-19 data, there were _,_ ..... ......
two large injection events in each. : _-4. """

Consequently, the order of .nagni- : ............... -_>-":-//_-.-
rude difference betveen OV3-3 and "%."_"

" .,£ >."
OVI-19 at L = 3.0 c_n only be • ____

frequent events observed, lSased " "" _'
on this behavior, accurate predic- -- "_ "
tions a_e impossible. For AE-7 "i
this region wilI be handled by ...................
determining the best time-aver-
aged flux to use in this region ' _

for average _lar cycle conditions.

Then a large injection event

model, integrated over time to pro- Figure 8. Comparison of low-altitude

vide a fluence, will be developed electron flux cutoff from OV3-3 and

so that the effects of any number model AE-4. The data are daily aver-
of such substorms can be added. The ages within the indicated B cell; only

frequency of large events over the locally mirroring fluxes are used.

solar cycle will be provided.
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Following the completion of

AE-7, a more definitive study of ,0'___

R2 will be undertaken to deter- _ T _ , -r-----_

mine the non-Lmpulsive or quiet- [
4

time injection rate so a better =. _ . ...... ]

understanding of the solar cycle _ _ ,_ __-_4__z-variation cau be obtained. We -"

have examined _ number of large _ | ,' _ -_'-
substorm injec:ions and find that

I---" " _'_,the fluxes decay exponentially - - .

w±th a time constant, T, that is g _,' • _.7_v.ov._-3c_/_-6_6n ,
independent of the event but de- _- [ _.7_v.0,-_9(_/69-_/7o) ',.• -- 1.7 Mev. A[-4

pends upon E and L. An example !
is shown in Figure i0. Using ,o'[ _ , c ._ , A _
this, it can be seen that the 3.u 3.s _.0 4.5 ,..0 _._

loss mechanisms are fairly con-

stant in time. This gives a

loss rate of F/I, where F is the

instantaneous value of the flux. Figure 9. Comparison of long term
If the injection rate is denoted averages of O_'3-3and OVI-19 data and
by Q, then AE-4 as functions of L. The fluxes

are converted to equatorial mirroring
fluxe _ using the B distribution of

AE-4, using only measurements for

B < 0.3 gauss.

dF t:
d--t+ _- = Q (4)T

Although the large events are easy to discern, such a model would indicate

that any time the normal decay is not seen, small injections must be occur-

ring. The OVI-19 data of Vampola, during the solar maximum period, offer some
insight into the behavioc for the L values inside the synchronous orbit. This

data are silown in Figure Ii. If one
observes the 0.54-MeV electrons at

L = 3.5, 6 impulsive events can be

seen. However. there is considerable l ....." ,', slb7II_a 1

departure from an exponential decay [ ?_,'._',
some i0 or more days after the I "........
event. This denotes the occur- i I

rence of smaller injections in our ' ]_l _.t. _
t 'view. A number of these can be _ ,0

seen at L = 4.5. At L = 5.5, it is

nearly impossible to see the large [ I [_l

injection events, probabl> because I I.
Q has a large steady-state vnlue. I iI

At L = 2.4, only three, or l'ossib?y ,.................
four, of the injection events are ,,, ,,, ,o, ,_
seen. None of these pentrated ,,h,v,

past L = 2.1, al;hough this is not
shown in Figure 11. As one looks

at 2.6 MeV, one finds that the en- Figure 10. Substo_m depletion times at
bancements disappear at L = 2.4, L = 2_4.
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and only three of the six are dis-

cernible at L = 3.5. At L = 4.5 , _.,v_vt_ictH0_ I

and 5._, the two large events can ., j :_T ,/ e=u_t,_s_sbarely be distinguished. At _,',, • •
P ot ',,4 6fl_5.1 MeV, the two large events are • , .¢" _-_.t. ,_, "".

seen at L = 3.5, but drop to the .___ _

noise level at L = 2.4 and nearly _ _ _,_ _'__o at L = 4.5, It is believed ' _ _

that the extraction of Q(T) from _ _ _ _,_,,, _l_:_'__

rh_'.and other data should lead ....,%:_.._.._- _. ,_ , ^_,,_
to ,qome furtDer understanding of ¢']
the propagation effects of sub- ' " '_ *

storm injections throughout the _ I |
trapping regions. :._,,,_,,,_,__

: , %-

With the confirmation that :,, ," .. %,.....,_-.. ..r.\_• ,-.,
the OVI-19, AZUR, and OGO 5 data ,_:." ' _a' i

give to AE 6 (TeaZle et a_., -':_ % _,, _, _ _m,\,_
1978) a historical model of the " _:, _' _' "_'¢4 , _ _
inner zone below L = 1.8 is _ _ c ,_ _

feasible. Su_'ha model will be _ :" '-',_ ,,__,___'_

constructed using the Starfish - .,,_ ., -_,.
decay model and the improved _ _':_ " "

solar cycle variation. This -r--_, _,s %, _,_'_ ,_
should provide a reasonable de- _'_'_×"_ ' "'.,_".'"_'._

scription of the whole Starfish ' !i
decay process. .:_,_,,,, ,,v

Besides the real time moni- ":`'_ "_'$f_.%"." ":¢ ? •_'%'.'""%'_'
& • •

toring available in the geosta- '-'x,\%"_.,¢'. _ ,,_#=- _-

tionary region using the GOES : ._ =:-_ .._ .% _ _.t_ %,_ _ .- _ _._ _% ._ .,_ • .,_, .

series of satellites, the results .% _. ._ % % ,_ _
recently presented by Baker et ,i _!_ _ _ _ _%
a_. (1978) concerning the change " _, _.
in the pitci_angle distribution : " :" '

of electrons between 30 and ._ _ % _ ,_ %_
300 keV prior to magnetic sub- _ _ _ %,..

storm injec_ions_ offer a pre- __,_'__ _,.. _,, _
diction method for typical times _ _'_'-_,',._'-"__oo_.
of 90 minutes. They observed __ . , , _-]_"
that the pitch angle distribution _ _._% _,'_ .'t_.'.'t..'._,,'.'__I ._,_.,_._Il,._'tl

changed from one peaked at 90°

to one peaked along the magnetic u_:_.nA,,,_.._,
field line Jn the midnight sector.

Their statistical results on the Figure ii. Daily average fluxes from
time difference between this OVI-19 for the period F_rch 1969

peaking parallel to B and sub- through February 1970. Data are all

storm particle injection time normalized to B ffi .05 gauss (from

are given in Figure ±2. Con- Van_pola _t a_., 1977).

sequc-tly, 50 percent of the time,

the warning time prior to particle

injection is 95 minutes or more.
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The ability to predict in- . t , i , i

jection events offers the possi- 20 [--] + Median (95 min)
bility of maximizing the data

JLreturn from satellites below

synchronous altitude in order to

study the changes that occur in _ Pitch AngleDist.
the magnetosphere during such o 10 m PeaksilTo B
events. Considerable progress J

toward coordinated data acquisition L.I__I__ _
has been achieved during the Inter-

national Magnetospheric Study. 0 -- i i i i , i
0 1W 2_ 300

We wish to point out another

short term prediction possibility Tinj Tpkg (min)
that should be useful. The level

of electron fluxes at geostationary Figure 12. Statistical relationships
orbits, particularly those above between the time the electron picch

several MeV, rise following the angle distribution peaks parallel to
arrival of fast solar wind streams B, Tpwg, and the time electrons are in-

at the magnetosphere, as demon- jected, Ti.i (Baker et al., 1978).
strated by Paulikas and Blake

(1978). Undoubtedly other lower
L values are also affected, but the inner limit has not be_n determined. With

the launch of ISEE 3 on August 12, 1978, and its successful insertion into a

halo orbit about the L1 Lagrangian point approximately 1.5 x l0s km upstream
from the Earth, sensors on board can detect scch streams about 30 minutes

prior to their arrival at the magnetopause. This would require a real time
data display, which was not planned for this mission.

If either or both prediction possibilities were realized, there would be

increased emphasis on the modeling of individual events, including the ener-
getic particle population responses.

For the protons, the next level of refinement lies in studying the time

variations in quantitative detail. These variations are generally much
smaller than thu_e observed in the electron fluxes, but still need to be ac-

counted for in order to improve the accuracy of the models. The time coverage

of the data used in constructing AP-8 (shown in Figure 13) leaves something to

be desired. Additional proton data that are now available for study are the

ISIS 1 data from February 1969 through December 1969, ISIS 2 data from April

1971 through March 1974, and S3 dat_ from November 1971 through _rch 1973.

The latter data only covers the raLge from 25 to 875 keV while the ISIS data

extends to abou_ 30 MeV. It is k_own that the lower energy protons exhibit

the largest temporal variations, cherefore, these should be studied first.

Although Lhe number of experiments flown in the magnetosphere was large,

the time-space coverage of this vast volume of space was not very complete.

In addition, some iustruments in the earlier periods were not very sophis-

ticated and their calibrations left something to be desired. _,e variety of

problems encountered in modeling the trapped radiation environment was dis-

cussed recently by Yette et a_. (1978). Because the trend in magnetospheric

studies has been toward the boundary and tail regions in the energetic plasma

energy range, the future outlook for good coverage in space, time, and energy
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Figure 13. Energy-time coverage for experiments used in constructing the

AP-8 model. The nominal energy of each threshold detector is shown with an

upward pointing arrow, and the energy ba_ds of interval detectors are repre-

sented by the vertical bars. Three major magnetic storms and the Starfish
detonation are marked.

is not encouraging. Some data will be available from ATS 6, 1976-059, ]977-

007, SMS/GOES and GEOS 2 at synchro_1ous altitudes, and for other regions from
ISEE 1 and 2, $3-2, $3-3, and GEOS [. Ho_ever, these data do not cover the

upper energy ranges with the exception of tLe ATS 6 data of Paulikas and Blake
already discussed. T. A. Fritz (private conmunicatio,) has noted that there

may be some problems with AP-8 in the e_ergy region around 50 keV based on his
analysis of SB data. The differences may be explained by time variations cou-

pled with the inability of earlier proton experiments to discriminate against

alpha particles; however, a detailed analysis must be made before these dis-

agreements can be resolved. Near real timc monitoring is aw_ilable from the
SMS/GOES series. Daily summary data are available in hardcopy from GEOS 1 and

2, and in tape and microfilm output fren ISLI_1 several months after rea]
time. However, the detailed data from most of the satellites mentioned above,

_ich are necessary for modeling purnoses, will not be aw_ilable for s number

of years. Consequently, what was outl;ned above should provide a reasonable
picture of the medeling efforts during the next few years.
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t N80 2468.1
LOW ENERGY MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMA INTERACTIONS

WITH SPACE SYSTEMS - THE ROLE OF PREDICTIONS

H. B. Garrett

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Hanscom AFB, Bedford, 1VIA01731

The present _tatus of low energy magnetospheric plasma
interactions with space systems is reviewed. The role

of predictions in meeting user needs in assessing the
impact of such interactions is described. In light of the

perceived needs of the user community and o2 the current

status of modeling and pzediction efforts, it is suggested
that for most user needs more detailed statistical models

of the low energy environment are required. In order to

meet current prediction requirements, real-time in si_u

_, " p_r_pn_d as a near-term _olution.

INTRODUCTION

As we pass from the age of exploration of the near-earth space environ-
inert to the exploitation phase, an increasing need has arisen for an under-

standing of the environmental interactions between space systems, space

systems operations, and the low energy (0-100 keV) plasma environment.
The problem of concern to the space physics community remains, howevcr,

the definition of this environment, and how it is perturbed by rt_tural and,
increasin_,iy, man-made variations. It has become clear, however, that a

careful choice must be made in deciding what parameters - both descriptive
and predictive - ,re necessary to our ,znderstanding of the near-earth

.egime. An important element in th:s choice that has been largely ignored
is the issue of user needs. Much of this review will be based or. the per-

ceived needs of the existing and potential user community in this _ra of

space exploitation of the near-earth magnetospheric environment.

In this review the present status of low-energy plasma modeling and,

where necessary, the related issue of the geomagnetic and magnetospheric

electric field modeling will be covered. In liRht of the growing role uf
satellite-environment interactions, this area will also form a major part of

: the review. As an adjunct, current attempts at predicting geophysical and,
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hence, magnetospheric variations by employing varioas geomagnetic indi-

cators are discussed. An example will then be presented in which all three

areas are linked to form a reasonably coherent picture of one phenomena -

spacecraft charging in the geosynchronous environment.

The review will conclude with a discussion of important areas for

research. In particular, models of a variety of geophy-J^al processes and

physical interaction mechanisms are needed in the imrr. Late future. Not

only do measurements of the low energy plasma environment need to be
expanded, but currently existing data sets must be better organized and

exploited. Finally, the necessity for real-time, in-situ measurements to

establish the current state of the magnetosphere will be put forward as a

near-term alternative to detailed magnetospheric modeling.

THE NEED FOR LOW ENERGY PLASMA�SPACE

SYSTEMS INTERACTION PREDICTION

Unlike the situation for high energy particle modeling where radiation

damage is a known threat or for the neutral particle population where atmo-

spheric drag is a well-recognized problem, the effects of the low energy

near-earth plasma environment on space systems are at best subtle (see

also review by Johnson et al. , 1979). It has only been with the advent of the

new generation of sophisticated communication and scientific satellites that

previously n]-[nor systems interactions such as spacecraft charging and

surface contamination have become ef growing concern to the spacecraft

designer and user. In this section the principal interactions that have come

to iight will be outlined and the associated problem areas from the designer/

user standpoint defined.

The principal effect of the low energy particle environment on spacecraf_

systems is currently believed to be spacecraft charging. Although recog-

nized early as a source of error in low energy particle measurements in

the plasmasphere (Whipple, 1965; Whipple and Parker, 1969a, b) and as a

potential source of drag (see review by Brundin, 1963), itwas not until the

observations of significant potentials on the order of -i0 KV on the geo-

synchronous ATS-5 satellite during ecliDse (DeForest, 1972) that an interest

w&s really taken in the phenon_enon. An example of th-[sphenomenon is given

in Figure 1 for the ATS-6 satellite. Likewise, it was not until various satel-

lites (Shaw et__._l., 1976; McPherson and Schober, 1976) were shown to have
suffered what were assumed to be logic upsets resulting from arcing between

differentially charged surfaces (Figure 2) and a relationship between arcing

and ar (Figure 3) found that the user community began to become concerned
and sufficient interest generated to support a joint AF/NASA spacecraft

charging program. This joint effort recently resulted in the successful

launch of the P78-2 (SCATHA} satellite - the first sateUite designed to study
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FIGURE i. Spectrogram of Day 59, 1976 from ATS-6 (see DeForest and

McIlwain, 1971, for explanation of scales). The dropout in the ions between
2145-2200 UT is s{multaneous with satelliteentry into eclipse and reflects

in eV the negative potential V in volts on the satellite as it became charged
due to the loss of photoelectrons.

specifically environmental interactions. The buildup of static charge on
satellites (particularly at geosynchronous orbit) by the low energy plasma
not only affects particle measurements, but is also believed to generate a

wake (Parker, 1977 and references therein) which could be a potential source
of plasma waves and structural deformation of structurally weak surfaces

such as the solar sail (Douglas et al., 1977). Even the passage of a struc-
ture in and out of eclipse can pose _ threat due to potent'al gradients and
current flows (Gauntt, 1979).

The fact that spacecraft surfaces car. become charged also contributes
significantly to optical surface contamination. As discussed in Cauffman
(1973), this is believed to bc tied to the ionization of outgassed contaminants

from the spacecraft which then are reattracted to charged surfaces. Like-

wise, the fact that a spacecraft is immersed in ionized plasma canlead to
problems such as multipacting (Freeman and Reiff, 1979) or power losses
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FIGURE 2. Local time dependence of circuit upsets for several DOD and

commercial satellites (McPherson and Schober, ]976). Radial position has
no significance.

in high voltage solar power panels (McCoy et al., 1979).

As structures grow significantly in size, the problems just discussed

grow in effect and in potential for damage. In Figure 4 we have plotted the

predicted growth rate of large structures. Such effects as VXP, electric
fields generated in spacecraft which are of nuisance value now could easily
become significant as structuraA dimensions grow as projected in this figure.

More ominous, however, is the potential for such large structures to perturb

the environment. At geosynchronous orbit, as an example, Garrett and De=
Forest (1979a)estimate photoelectron emission rates on the order of . 4 n A/
cm 2 (this is believed to be the flux that actually escapes, not necessarily the

total emission rate at the satellite surface). Such fluxes of low energy

( _'10 ev) particles are relatively unimportant in the plasmasphere but could

3_
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be potentially damaging in the plasma sheet where they rival the ambient

.¢l:,x and represent a much colder component (Garrett and DeForest, 1979b).

Contamination of the near-earth environment by photoelectrons is on]y
one of many potentially damaging space system effects o'a the environment.
Contaminant clouds, already discussed in conjunctic_n with degradation of

op'tical and thermal surfaces, also threaten the ambxent low-energy plasma

environment. Sputtering due _o high energy particle impacts, multipacting,
chemical exh'.ustsjand, particularly, ion engine exhaustu {Luhmann, et al.,

1978; Chiu. et al., 1979) all threaten the status quo. Luhmann et al. (1978)

have bnown {Figure 51 how the deposition of large amounts of argon in the
plasmasphere due to solar power satellite operations will result in the con-

version of the region from a hydrogen dominated to oxygen dominated region.
Finally, large structures will absorb correspondingly la-ge amounts of the

ambient flw. Although this will probably be more important for the high

energy particle environment, measurable perturbations of the low energy

plasma are a fossibility if extensive operations at geosynchronous orbit are
implemented as planned.

I

ALTITUO[

FIGURE 5. Projected variations of H e , O,+ alld Ar + before and after the

passage of a la--ge solar power satellite to geosynchronous orbit (Luhmann
et al.__._.,197S).
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Although several papers on the subject of spacecraft interactions have

been referenced, the fact remains that at present relatively little is actually

known about most of the interaction processes mentioned. The problem is

that there do not a,; yet exist sufficiently detailed models of many of the

dynamic processes assorle.tcd with the movement of magnetospheric plasma.

Similarly, the level of precision necessary to define many of the interactions

is severely limited and represents a pressing problem. These two problems

are not and cannot be divorced from each other as we must define the para-

meters necesssry to accurately represent the enviromnent and at the same

time those parameters must be keyed to the interaction models to be of any

use. As will become apparent, a real dichotomy exists between the para-

meters currently u,_ed to define the environment and those required to pre-

dict plasma interactions.

PRESENT STATUS

• In order to demonstrate the difficulties attendant with studying the

problems of low energy particle interactions with space systems, the current
status of these efforts will be reviewed. First, a brief reviex_, of the current

status of low energy magnetospheric plasma models will be given. This will

be followed by a dis:ussion of attempts at p:,'edicting and modeling the inter-

action phenomena a,;sociated with the low ene_'gy environment. As other

committ_ es are considering in detail the pred:,ction of magnetic and electric

field variations and of geomagnetic indices, only a cursory descriptionxv_ll

be given of these parameters. Finally, an example will be given of one

attempt to link these three areas into a coherent predictive naodel of one

interaction phenomena - spacecraft chareing during eclipse passage.

Low Energy Plasma Models

In Garrett (1979. the current status of the modeling of 0-100 keV mid-

magnetospheric particle environment is reviewed in great detail. In this

section some _ the main r_suits of that study will be presented, the reader

being referred to tl'at review for a more detailed description. As in Garrett

(1979), comments will be confined to the ionospheric and auroral domains as

described by Vasyl.unas (1972). That is, only the low energy (0-100 keV)

charged particle pcpulatioa in the plasmasphere and the near-earth plasma

sheet regions will be considered. Also, variations in ionic composition will

bc ignored (see Young, 1979, for an excellent treatment of ionic composition
variations).

Four types of quantitative models will be described dependent upon the

ratio of theoretic. 1 to empirical input in the model. The most elementary

models to be discussed consist of statistical compendiums of various para-

meters as functions of space, time, and geomagnetic activity. These sta-
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tistical models require littlr _1 ._oretical input, relying primari]y on actual

measurements. Consideration of basic physical principles makes possible

the derivation of analytic expressions capable of simulating changes in the

environment - the second type of model. Third are models which employ

theory to predict trajectories of particles in static electric and magnetic

fields. Finally, the most complete model from a theoretical standpoint is

a full, 3-dimensional, time-dependent model capable of taking into acceunt

time-varying injection events. The following discussion will center on these

four categories of n:odcts.

Statistical models, as defined here, are compendiums or histograms of

various plasma parameters based on actual data. The basic examples of

this type of model are the composite or average distribution functions

generated by Chan et al. (1977) for various magnetospheric and solar wind

regions (Figure 6). Although such descriptions are particularly useful in

predicting long term dosages, a prohibitive number of distribution functions

are needed as a function of time, spatial coordinates, and geom-'gnetic

activity to adequately describe the near-earth magnetosphere. Instead, a

description in terms of the first four plasma moments (density, number flux,

pressure or energy density, and energy flux) from which a number of para-
107 1 1 I I
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and ATS-6. T(AVG) is 2/3's the ratio of energy density to number density
T(RMS) is one half the +"+io of particle energy flux to number flux (Garrett
et al., 1978b).

meters such as current and temperature can be derived, has emerged as a
compact means of describing the environment. Vasyliunas (1968), DeForest
and McIlwain (1971), Su and ltonradi (1777), and Garrett et al+ (1978b) have
all carried out statistical studies of these par._meters. In Figure 7, results
from the analysis of ATS-5 and ATSob temperaeures and currents are
plotted as an example (T(AVG) is the temperature obtained from dividing the
energy density by the number density, T(RMS) is the temperature obtained
from dividing the energy flux by the number flux). Models have also been
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developed for other spatial positions by plotting the results from eccentric,
inclined satellites in the manner of the intensity plots of high energy par-

ticles. A particularly good example is given in Figure 8 (Frank, 1967) for
the low energy ions (Z00 ev _ E <_.50 keV) in the generalized R - m

coordinate system. Similar studies (Carpenter, 1966; ChappeU et ai., 1970 ;
Lennartsson and Reasoner, 1978; and reviews by Chappell. 1972, and Car-
penter and Park, 1973) have also been carried out in the plasmasphere.

The major difficulty with the preceding statistical models from a pre-

dictive standpoint is their inability to include the effects of complex time
variations while maintaining the interrelationships between the various para-
meters. One solution to this problem is simply to provide several detailed
but representative examples (see DeForest and Wilson, 1976) of actual
spectra. Unfortunately, from a practical standpoint such information lacks
compactness and does not easily provide many of the parameters required by

potential users. A solution to this problem of tradeoff between accuracy and
massive amounts of data has been the introduction of analytic equations
capable of modeling specific parameter variations. An example is She well
known formlda for the midnight-Eawn plasmapause of Carpenter and Park

OG03
X.,_" 6O" /45" -,_ 9 ,JUt.Y1966

N '" / _" PROTONS_)O___E__5OkeV

i
")""E

_XlO-8 - I

-75' -60" N_45,

FIGURE 8. Contours of constant proton (200 ev__E_50 keV) energy density
as measured by OGO 3 on 9 3uly1966 in a R - Am coordinate system
(Frank, 1967).
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(197 3) (see also Mauk and Mcllwain, 197a ; F: eeman, 1974 ; and, particularly
the review of injection boundary formulas by Kivelson et al., 1978):

Lpp = 5.7 - 0.47 Kp (1)

where Lpp is the plasmapause boundary (in earth radii) and Kp is the maxi-
mum value of Kp in the preceding twelve hours.

Fairly detailed analytic formulas have been or are being developed for a

variety of plasma parameters as functions of time, spatial position, and
geomagnetic activity. Su and Konradi (1977), Garrett (1977), and Garrett

and DeForest (1979b] have all developed analytic expressions capable of
defining the geosynchronous environment. Garrett and DeForest (1979b) in

particular have developed a compact representation in which the first four
moments of the distribution function at geosynchronous orbit are expressed

in terms of equations linear in Ap (daily average of ap) and varying diurnally
and semi-diurnally in local time, LT:

M i (Ap, LT) - (a o + a 1 Ap) (b o + b1 cos (_--(LT + tl) ) (2)

+ b 2 cos (47Y (LT +t2)))
24

where: M i = moment i

ao, al, b o, bl, b2, tl, t 2 = fitted parameters.

Typical results are given in Figure 9. A major advantage of this model is

is that a 2-Ma×wellian (i.e., the sum of 2 distinct plasma components) dis-

tribution function can be derived directly from the data. Konradi .private
communication) is extending this model to lower altitudes and different
latitude s.

The previous two model types provide most of the data needed in pre-
dicting environmental effects on space systems. In order, however, to

fullvunderstand the effects of space systems on the environment, a rudi-

mentary kr_owledge of how man-made contaminants and perturbations of t'
environment propagate in the magnetosphere is required. Thus, static
m_dels of the magnetospheric fields play an important role in this review.

Unlike the preceding models, considerable work has gone into studying such

models so that only a f_w representative ex',mples will be given here (please
see review by Garrett, 1979).

The most typica] exan'ple of static field models is that developed by

Mcllwain (Mcllwain, 1972) in conjunction with the ATS-5 geosynchronous
data. By careful analysis of the data, McIlwain ccastructed electric and

magnetic field models capable of reproducing the observed spectra. Some
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results of his analysis for typical electron and ion trajectories in his model

fields are given in Figures 10a and 10b. Many variations exist onMcIlwain's

model ranging from the early models of Kavanagh et al. (1961), Roederer

and Hones (1970), and Wolf (1970) down to tile more recent work of Konradi

et al. (1975) and Walker and Kivelson (1975). The major difference between

most of these models is the exact treatment of the plasma injection event

(see review by Kivelson eta!., 1978). The resolution of this problem is

dependent on what role the in situ and ionospheric plasma sources play and
is still controversial.

The static models of the plasmasphere divide into two principal catego-

, ries - ionospheric diffusion and EXB drift. By way of explanation, Chappelleta____l.
, (1970) and, to a lesser extent, Wolf (1970) and Chen (1970) model the drifts

of particles in the plasmasphere in a similar fasL[on to McIlwain - that is,

by E X B drift. Others such as Angerami and Thomas (1964), Schunk and

Walker (1969), and Mayr et al. (1973)model the diffusion of ionospheric

particles into the exosphere and plasmasphere. Recently, more detailed

models by Lemaire and Scherer (1974) and Chiu et al. (1978) have p:oduced

comprehensive models in this latter category by using a collisionless kinetic

• theory to compute the diffusion along the field line of various constituents.
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FIGURE 10a. Trajectories for electrons having/bL = 0.1 keV/Y in the
McIlwain model (McIlwain, 1972).
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FIGURE 10b. Trajectories for protons having /_ = 0.1 keV/ _ in the
McIlwain model (McIlwain, 1972).

Although most of the effort in magnetospheric modeling has gone into

static models, an increasing amount of detailed work on the tin-.e-dependent

behavior of the low energy plasr_a environment has appeared. Specifically,

Roederer and Hones 0974) have successfully reproduced many of the fea-

tures of the ATS-5 data by assuming a static field model upon which they have

superimposed a time-varying electric field component. In a similar vein,

Smith et al. (1978a, 1978b, 1979) have used a time-varying convection

e!e_tric field potential of the Volland-Stern type (Ejiri et al., 1977):

9

=AR_ sin _ (3)
whe'_'e: _ = local time dependence (0 at midnight) ,

1R = radial distance from earth

A is taken tc be ofti_e form (Grebowsky and Chen, 1975):

A = 0.045 _ 3

(1 - 0. 159 Kp + 0. 009 K()
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Assuming a dipolar magnetic field, Smith et a], (1978a, 1978b, 1979) then

produced a movie of the plasma flow entitled "Convection of Magnetospheric
Particles in a Time-Vary._ng Electric Field. "

The final models to be d;scussed are the detailed 3-dimensional, time-

dependent models of the Rice University group under R. A. Wolf. Chen (1970),
Wolf (1970), Chen and Wolf (1972), Jaggi and Wolf (1973), Wolf (1974)_and more
recentlySouthwood (1977) and Narel et al. (19'78) are pape's in this series.
Unique among magneto_pheric n,odels, they calculate the particle drifts and
the resulting effects on the electzic and magnetic fields i.l a self-consistent
fashion. Some of their results fox the magnetrsphere (ffaggi and Wolf, 1973)
and the plasmasphere (Chen and WGlf, 1972) are presented in Figures lla, llb,

a'ld llc. Note in particular how the plasma "tails" off from the plasmasphere.

As this phenomena represents aloss mechanism for the plasnzasphere, it may
be important for calculations of contaminan*, lifetimes in this region.

Inte raction Modeling

As currently practiced, modeling or prediction of interactions with the

low-energy plasma environment is synonymous with spacecraft charging. As
a result most of the discussion of this sectior, will be concerned with current

%
-Je-
-16-

;

°4
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FIGURE llb. The electrostatic potential 15 hours after the sheet started

moving towards the earth from the magnetospberic tail (/aggi and Wolf, 1973).

efforts at modeling the charging phenomena and related problems such as

" contaminant effects. In the long term, however, tt.e prediction of environ-

ment,d effects may likely be more critical. Thus, the final part of this
section will briefly review the few attempts in this area to date.

Spacecraft charging is, simply, the attempt on the pa_t of the currents to

the spacecraft surface to come to equilibrium:

5E " (JI + 5SE + IBSE + IpH + IX) = 0 (4)

where: 2"E = Incident electron cuirent

51 = Incident Son current

5SI = Secondary electron current due to ions

/SE = Secondary electron current due to electrons

5BS E = Backscattered electron curi ent

= Photoelectron current (zero v.,hen a surface is
IFH shadowed. )
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J X = Thruster currents and other miscellaneous currents
(normally assumed to be zero in simple calculations).

AI! of the currents are complex funcr, ions of spacecraft potential, the

satellite plasma sheath (the region over which the satellite perturbs the

ambient medium), t_._e satellite materials, and the physical structure of the
satellite. Several models (see Whipple, 1965; Rothwel! _, 1977; Lafram-

boise and Prokopenko, 1977; Parker, 1977; and references therein) carry out
fairly detailed calculations of the particle trajectories in the --!cinity of a

satellite allowing simulations of the sheath and differential potentials. A
variety of simple single point (or "thick sheath") models also exist which

allow approximate calculation of the equilibrium potential on spacecraft (see
Garrett and Rubin, 1978_and references therein). These models have been

extended by the inclusion of equivalent resistances and capacitances (Inouye,
1976; Massaro et a____!.,1977; Gauntt, 1979) that actually allow the simulation of

the time response of satellites to changes in the ambient particle and photon
environment.

In all of the above, however, the detailed shape of the sheath around the

spacecraft is not calculable except for some rather simple geometries.

nd
-4--*-. 2 r"

X .... -*--- 3 rd h,
i ....... f2 lh hr

-2

t

: / ....

FIGURE 1 lc. The distortion of the plasmapause at vaxious times following a
factor of two decrease in the convection field at time t = 0 (Cben and Wolf,
1972L
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FIGURE 12, Potential contours for sunlit case in a horizontal plane through

the SCATHA satellite center. Contours are at 500 volt steps (the minimum is
-7500 volts). From Schnuelle et al. (1979).

Recently, the S 3 Corporation of California developed a detailed computer
code capable of simulating a complex satellite including booms and shadow",ng
(Katz et al..__.,1979). The results from one of these calculations is presented
in Figure 1Z where the potentials around a sim_l.l.ation of the SCATHA satellite

are plotted. The code is currently undergoing intensive comparison v,_th data

from laboratory experiments and from the SCATHA satellite. It is planned
that in the next year the program will be suffici_'ntly reliable to accurately
model the diverse effects of spacecraft charging.

Other critical aspects of the spacecraft charging phenomenon are the
effects on contaminants and the effects of discharges. Since insulators tend

to charge to different potentials than the satellite as a whole, it is possible to
get preferential deposition of contaminant ions on such critical surfaces as

optical sensors and solar cell covers (see Cauffman, i973,for an analysis of

contamination rates). Likewise arcing due to differential charging _.s
apparently well documented (Figure 13). Although the actual arcing process
itself is poorly known, fairly sopbisticated models exist of the effects of the

resultant electromagnetic pulse (Mindel, 1977).

As the emission of photoelectrons could be a potentially important source
of contamination and has a significant impact on charging, a brief review is
in order. Although the process ofphotoemission has been well understood
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FIGURE 13. Arc-discharge rate and photoelectron current density as a

function of local tiroe during eclipse passage. The depression in the photo-
electron current following eclipse passage is a result of spacecraft charging
assr.iated with an injection eve-t. Thus the increased discharge rate is

believe_ to be related to geomagnetic activity. From Shaw et al. (1976).

since Einstein's original paper, the actual emission rates for satellite
materials are, in practice, not well known. Grard (1973) has made an exten-

sive analysis of such phenomena. His results for common materials are pre-
sented in Table 1. Garrett and Rubin (197_) and Oarrett and DeForest (1979a)

have attempted by increasingly more sophisticated theories to predict tim
effects of a varying photoelectron flux. A typical result is given in Figure 14
demonstrating how the satellite potential can vary by l0 KV in a matter of a

minute. As previously discussed, the escape rate (as opposed to emission
rate) for photoelectrons appears to be .4 nA/cm 2, a number larger on the
average than that of the ambient flux of electrotJs at geosynchronous orbit

(Garrett, 1977). The effect of m:ch flu.<es from large space structures o..: the
environment has not been calculated. Satellites are known to generate wakes

(Parker, 1977) which in turn could generate waves in the magnetospheric

plasma. The large space structures currently planned could gererate signi-
ficant wave disturbances which might lead to instabilities in the lo'_ energy

plasma environment. Parker {1977) and Douglas et al. (1977) have advanced

simple models of this phenomenon. For example, in Douglas et al. (1977),
the waves are envisioned as interacting with the structure itself (i. e., the

solar sail) leading in some cases to rein nance between the structure and the
waves.

Another source of contamination is the a.ldition of argon and other ionized

gases from extensive space operations. A model of argon crr.ission in the

ionospheric domain advanced by Luhmannet a l. (1978) has already been
mentioned. 13riefly, ," 1.5x1031 Ar+ions (compared with ,#4x1031 ambient
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FIGURE 14. Observed and predicted potential variations on ATS-6 during

passage through the earth's penumbra (Garrett and DeForest, 1979a).

ions about 500 kin) are emitted as a solar power satellite slowly spirals out to

geosynchronous orbit. The argon ions require a corresponding electron popu-

lation for charge neutrality. Eventually, the heavy argon ion_ sink back into

the ionosphere. As insufficient h_drogen ions exist to replace the argon,

oxygen is drawn upwards giving the behavior illustrated in Figure 5.

Vondrak (1977, 1979) has presented a simple model of the leal<age of _

neutral particles in the magnetosphere. Depending on the constituent, _.
ionization rates on the order of hours to days could result in the slow buildup

of a neutral gas ring followed, at equilibrium, by addition of c] rged particles _"

to the plasmasheet flow. As Vondrak (1979) discusses, the total mass flow

rate for the plasma sheet is only on the o-der of 1.2 kg/sec. The artificial

addition of charged particles due to ion thrusters and/or a neutral gas rin_

(with subsequent ioliization) could be of equal or higher magnitude tu this

flow rate. No detailed models for the effects on the auroral (plasmasheet} :(,

domain yet exist, however.

Magnetosphe tic Predictions

The preceding two sections have outlined the status of models of the plasnla

environment and of the various types of interactions. _s the purpose of this

conference is to predict, the review cannot bc complete without also describing

the relevant models for predicting the environmental parar_eters needed to
St;

.
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estimate the low energy particle interactions. These models fall into three
areas - predictions of magnetospheric magnetic and electric field, direct

predictions of ambient plasma parameters, and predictions of geomagnetic
indices. The use of real time in situ data will be discussed in a later section.

Considering the availability and sophistication o£ magnetic field models

(O1sen and Pfitzer, 1979), it is possible to make a reasonable approximation
to these fields. Unfortunately, most magnetic field models are either for

quiet periods or tied to Kp or ap - earth-based indices. Likewise, the
electric field models, such as that of Eq. 3, are all based on geomagnetic
indices. Given the fields by any of these predictive methods or by actual in

situ meas_lrements, one could in principle predict the evolution of the plasma
fluxt s in time and space using the static or time-dependent models discussed

previously. Once the fluxes are known, the interactions can be predicted.

Although the preceding technique is probably the most scientifically pleas-
"_ng as it allows a consistent develcprnent of a prediction procedure for _he

ambient fluxes, it does not necessarily assure accurate predictions. The
direct prediction of plasma parameters is to be preferred for modeling satel-

lite interactions as the number of assumptions (i. e., particle drift, particle
losses, etc.) are significantly reduced. Again, however, some means must

be devised to determine the state of the magnetosphere. Even in the case of

the simplest model, that of Chan et al. (1978), some input is required to tell
how often to use the high or low profile. The nio,Se]s of Su and Konradi (1977)

and Garrett and DeForest (1979b)both require knowledge oF Kp or ap. As yet,
there is no way to predict these geosynchronous plasma parameters from
inte rplaneta ry parameter s.

The fol.lowing indicates that lo matter where one starts, the prediction of
geomagnetic indices is the primary means of determin;ng spacecraft inter-

I actions. In fact, as indicated in Figure 3 for the rate t_f arcing and in Figure
15 for the eclipse potential_n ATS-5 and ATS-6, it may be possible to directly

predict satdlite interactions from ground-based indices. The prediction of

_eomagnetic indices of course depends primarily on persistence or solar wind
parameters. A variety of studies have sought to correlate the various mea-
sured solar wind parameters, such as velocity, density, temperature, and

magnetic field wi_h geomagnetic activity (Schatten and Wilco×, 1967; Ballif et

al., 1967, 1969; Hirshberg and Colburn, 1969; Arnoldy, 1071; Foster et al.,

1971; Kane, 1972; Garrett, 1974, Garrett et al., 1974; Bobrov, 1973). These

previous studies ctmcentrated primarily on correlations with ap_ Kp, Dst_and
AE. An example of the adequacy of such models is illustrated in Figure 16

from Garrett et al., 1974. Mast subsequent studies have essentially refined

these early studies (see for example, Garrett et al., 1978a). Papers have also
been presented at this conference (Saito, 1979; Clauer and McPherron, 1979;

Iyemori and Maeda, 1979) on similar prediction schemes. It would be hoped
that eventually a strong solar wind-magnetosplaeric plasma prediction scheme
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FIGURE 15. Observed and predicted potential variations for ATS-5 and

ATS-6 during passage through the earth's shadow (Garrett et all., 1979a).

wc_dd also be found but as yet this has not happened.

The conclusion of all the preceding studies is that significant correlations

do exist between measurable solar wind quantities and geomagnetic variations

an hour to a few hours later. It still remains true, however, that persistence

(i.e., if ap is a given value now it will be the same in an hour) is a much
better predictor in the time range of 0 to 10 hours than any of the solar wind

quantities so far studied (Garrett et a____l.,1978a). Thus, in order to predict

spacecraft interactions with any degree of confidence at present, actual

ground-based measurements (in lieu of in-situ solar wind me Lsurements)

remain the most profitable prediction sclneme. It remains t. be determinedp

however, what the "best" geomagnetic parameter is for a g}ven interaction

process.
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FIGURE 16. Relationship between various solar wind parameters and geo-

inag _eticactivityas measured by ap (Garrett et al., 1974).

Representative Example

L In another paper presented at this conference (Garrett et al., 1979a), an
explicit example of the procedures outlined above has been worked out.
Although it ic not intended to repeat that paper here, the general procedures

outlined in that paper demonstrate a typical problem and solution in predicting

spacecraft interactions. From :hat standpoint, the findings of the paper will
be briefly reviewed.

An important problem in spacecraft charging is the prediction of the

extreme potential stresses likely to be encountered. As the largest measured
potentials have been observed between the ATS-5 and ATS-6 geosynchronous

satellites during eclipse passage, these data represent a useful starting point

for estimating extreme potential effects (in reality the satellite to space
potential during eclipse may well be an accurate reflection of the maximum
differential potentials between two electrically isolated surfaces - one of which

is shadowed and one which is illuminated}. In Garrett et al. (1979a) , the eclipse

potentlals for seven eclipse seasons of ATS-E and ATS-6 were carefully mea-

sured and plotted as a function of Kp. These results are plotted in Figure 15
as closed dots with error bars. This plot obviously serves as a simple pre-
dicttve model.

Two charging theories were advanced by Garrett et al. (1979a) to explain

the charging phenomenon based on arnblent plasma parameters. The simplest
being based on the formula

/q Vo/ "* - KT e in ($E0/10 ,rlo) (5)
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where: q = electronic charge

V o = satellite potential in volts

T e = electron temperature

lEO = ambient electron current

JI0 = ambient ion current

K = Boltzmann's constant

Likewise, two models of the environment were advanced. One being based

on statistical tabulations of Te, JE6, and 510 versus Kp and the other based on

the variatiop _f the distribution function at "-0130 local time with Kp (based
on the model described in Eq. 2 and plotted in Figure 9). The two environ-

mental models, both keyed to Kp, were then combined with the potential pre-

diction codes to estimate the potential as a function of Kp. The results are
plotted in Figure 1 5 and represent good agreement between theory and observation.

FUTURE RESEARCH

Considering the potential importance of models of interactions between

spacecraft and the environnlent, it is a significant fact that only in the last

two or three years have attempts been made to accurately define the ambient

low-energy plasma environment. Further, it has been only since the recent

launch of the SCATHA satellite that any significant attempt has been made to

characterize the interaction processes. Thus, itis not difficultto find many

inadequacies in the present state of spacecraft/environment interaction

prediction.

Lurprisingly, much data exists currently on the low-energy near-earth

environment - data which is yet to be exploited to any great degree. The oeo-

synchronous orbit [s on the whole quite adequately covered and, with inst,'u-

n]ents capable of measuring ionic composition and field aligned fluxes 0n

GEOS I, GEOS II, and SCATHA, this region should soon be well analyzed.

The problem is still,however, how best to characterize this rapidly varying

regime for real-tinge predictions, in Garrett et al. (1979b), data fron_ ATS-6

and the geosynchronous satellite 1976-059A are compared. The 1976-059A

returns in real time the electron fluxes from 30 keV up (H[gbie et al., 1979).

This information appears adequate for predicting the current state of the n]ag-

ne£osphere (H[gbie et al., 1979; Baker et al., 1979) to the degree necessary to

-" predict spacecraft charging. Thus, such real tim_: measurements may offer

one possible solution to the prediction problem for geosynchrunous orbit (see

also Thompson and Secan, 1979). The issue for the plasmasphere and near-

earth high latitude region is not as clear cut. Although sufficient data

apparently e.':istsfor the equatorial plasmasphere to construct n]eaningful

statistical n_ode!s, developments in this area have not been forthcoming as

yet. Recently, a tremendous amount of data for detailed studies of the low

energy particle fluxes at high latitudes has becon_e available from the S3-Z,
6O
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$3-3,and DMSP/FZ (J/3 sensor) satellites(Burke et al., 1979). Itis hoped

that this data base will soon make possible significantadvances in this region
also. The DMSP photos may ultimately provide a real time method of evalu-

ating rapid variations in this region as 1976-059A may for geosynchronous
orbit. Likewise, ISEE-3 and OPEN-A may allow real-time solar wind rnoni-

toring (Cauffman, 1979).

From a user standpoint it is of critical importance that accurate statistical

models be available in the future if any long term mission planning is to be
carried out. Likewise, the user will need adequate models of the interaction

phenomena involved. Further, little progress can be made in the future in
predicting for the user spacecraft/environment interactions if the required

parameters are unknown. It does little good to provide detailed information
on the energy flux if the interaction process is dependent on number flux.

Unfortunately, the biggest gap in this area is in material response functions.
This is not a problem of this conference but until it is resolved, the only part

of the spacecraft/interactions problem that we can accurately attack is the
ambient space environmen_ and its perturbations.

Predicated on the following it appears that future research should be
directed in ,aaain areas:

1. Defining in a statistical sense the ambient environment based on user
requirements (particularly the near-earth plasmasphere and at high latitudes).

2. Deriving analytical expressions or efficient B-dimensional models
(static and time-dependent) capable of simulating magnetospheric variations

for input into interaction modeling programs.

3. As it currently appears that predictions based on earth-based or solar

wind parameters will not approach the accuracy of in situ measurements,
expanded real-time in situmeasur¢:ments must be made.

4. Verification of particle drift theory so that static (or time-dependent)
models can be used to extend measurements made in limited orbital regions

to other regions.

5. RefLnement of our basic unde_ Jtanding of interaction phenomena.

In the next few years, major steps will be made in all these areas. Active

experiments such as barium releases and joint SCATHA/GEOS beam studies
should gre=tly improve our ability to trace contaminant clouds. Likewise,

the _Long _D_ration--Exposure Facility (LDEF) should provide important infor-
mation on the long term cffectc of the environn_t, nt. Support of the space

physics community should be given to projects such as these as they promise
immediate, practical returns from our scientific studies.
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CONCLUSION

In this review the present state of spacecraft/environment interactions
modeling and prediction as it pertains to the low energy plasma environment
has been covered. A multitude of issues have been raised in each of the main

areas - modeling the interaction process, modeling the environment, and

predicting the future state of the magnetosphere (and, hence, the magnitude

of the interaction}. As should be apparent, the status of the modeling efforts
are still somewhat rudimentary the most success having been in developing

static models of the magnetosphere, the least in determining material
responses. The role of the user has had little to do in determining the re-

search trends in this area as it has only comparatively recently been realized
that spacecraft/environment interactions were of real importance. As more

emphasis :.s placed on user needs, however, we should expect a shift to more
basic models of the environment (i. e., statistical models like thosc of the

radiation environment). Ultimately, however, the 3-dimensional, time
dependent models will be necessary if a complete understanding is desired.

In the interim, in situ, real-time monitoring appears to be the only plausible
solution.
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PREDICTABILITY OF UPPER-ATMOSPHERIC DENblTY AND COMPOSITION

Joe M. Straus and David R. Hickman
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Ivan A Getting Laboratories
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P.O. Box 92957

Los Angeles, Califo lia 90009

Empirical models of upper-atmospheric density and composition

are employed in a number oF areas, ranging from basi_ research in

aLmospheric and ionospheric physics to practical applications in

satellite ephemeris prediction. Such models have been based on

various kinds of data sets and have varying levels of complexity,

strengths, and weaknesses. This paper describes the characteristics

of _everal of the widely used models and reviews studies in which

the predictions o_ these models have been compared with observa-

tional data. A final section presents a discussion of the relative
advantages and limitations of the models in rurrent use. as well as

a brief discussion of ways in which the models might be improved.

I. DESCRIPTION OF UPPER-ATMOSPHERIC MODELS

The development of atmospheric models has a history dating back a£ least

a hundred years. At thermospheric altitude_, however, there were few mea-

surements prior to the launch of Sputnik in 1957. The resulting lack of

knowledge of the details of atmospheric behavior made it impossible for models

to have any predictive capability. Therefore, models developed prior to 1957

were used primarily as standards, allowing a common basic for calculations

performed by diverse investigators.

ARDC 1959 (Minzner et al., 1959) was the first standard upper atmospheric
model that utilized satellite muasure,,_entsof the density. Densities were de-

duced by the orbital decay method, and so o,,ly very coarse time and spdce
resolution was provided by the measurements. The development of standard at-

mospheres has continued, leading to the U.S. Standard Atmospherep 1962 (COESA,

1962) and the U.S. Standard Atmosphere P 1976 (COESA. 1976). Such standard
atmospheres are not intended to have significant predictive uses and will not
be further discussed here. A recent review of these standard atmospheres has
been given by Minzner (1977).

L. G. Jacchia has, over the years, developed a series uf thermospheric
models. His first (Jacchia, 196n) was based on drag data from four satellites
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having perigee altitudes between 210 and 650 km. The model took into account

both diurnal effects and variations related to solar activity. Geomagnetic

activity effects had been observed in orbital decay data, but were not suffi-

ciently well undcrstood to be modeled at that tim_ Unlike the ARDC 1959

model, which was presented in tabular form, the J_.chia (!960) model density

was expressed analytically by

F_0 _,

= _0 ]_-{ l + 0.19 [exp (0.0055 z) - 1.9] co_ _}

where log _0 = -16.021 - 0.001985 z + 6.363 exp (-0.0026 z). In this expres-
sion, p is the density in gm/cm 3 at altitude z in km (200 _ z _ 700); F73 is
the 2C-cm solar flux in units of i0 -'2 W/m2-Hz; and _' represents the angular
distance from the maximum o_ the diurnal density oulge, w_ich was placed at
the subsolar latitude at a local time of about i4 hr. [Note that Jacchia

(1960) used the 20-cm solar flux as an index of the degree of solar activity.
Subsequent studies uti]ized the lO.7-cm flux which was found to be somewhat
better correlated with density variations.] The simplicity of the model made
it particularly useful for production-type calculations (as in orbit deter-
mination) where numerical efficiency is required.

The CIRA-1961 (COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere) model con-
sisted of three tables of the atmospheric variables that represented the
daily average conditions, daytime maximum, and nighttime minimum conditions.
N¢, other time or space variation of the atmosphere was described. The model
purported to be representative of medium solar activity conditions, but since
the data base consisted of orbital decay observations in the 1958-60 period,
it should be regarded as a high solar activity model. The model has almost
no predictive capability and was of importance primarily because of its in-

ternationally recognized status.

The work of Harris and Priester (1962a, b) _'epresents a milestone in

thermospheric modeling studies since theirs was a first major attempt to de-

scribe the upper atmosphere on a physical basis. Rather than fit the obser-

vational data with profiles or empirical formulas, they _it the data subject

to the constraints of the thermospheric mergy equation under conditions of

hydrostatic equilibrium. In other words, they solved the one-dimensional

time-dependent heat condition equation to obtain the temperature, and with

this the different constituent profiles could be computed assuming diffusive

equilibrium. Once the temperatur3 and the concentrations of the different

species are known, all other atmospheric variables are determined. To fit
the computed density to the observations, the boundary conditions or proper-

ties of the energy sources can be adjusted.
Harris and Priester encountered some difficulty in tryiny to match the

observations using only the solar EUV flux as the source of heating. Using

a second heat source to supplement CUV heating, which was later shown to be

needed because of advective heat transport due to thermospheric winds, Harris

and Priester (1962a) produced a diurnal model of the upFcr atmosphere that

was appropriate for equatorial and temperate latitudes at equinox and for

solar activity conditions corresponding to FlO.7 = 200. Shortly thereafter,
Harris and Priester (1962b) extended their moael to include solar cycle

variations. COSPAR (Congress on Space Research) adopted the Harris-Prlester

models for the CIRA-1965 mode.. Under this title, 120 tables were published

tha_ described the thermospheric structure from 120-800 _m for 10 levels of

solar act;vity (65 < FlO.7 < 225) and with 2-hour increments of local time.
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The tables, as described above, were based on theory. However, to account
for other observed density effects, such as the 27-day variation, geomagnetic
aclivity effects and semiannual charges, empirically derived corrections to
the exospheric temperature need to be used in conjunction with the tables.

With satellite drag data from half a solar cycle (1958-1964), Jacchia
(1965) was able to construct an improved empirical model that took into ac-
count solar activity (including both ll-year and 27-day cycles), diurnal and
semiam,ual variations, and geomagnetic activity. Although the published
model was accompanied by tables of the atmospheric quantities, the composi-
tion, temperatur_ and density could be directly computed for any given set of
conditions. This is in contrast to the CIRA-1965 model, in which interpola-
tion in the tables was required for arbitrary conditions. The forn,ulation
of the Jacchia 096_model was also continuous over the globe, whereas CIRA-
1965 was essentially only for middle and low latitudes.

With this model Jacchia initiated the now common practice of using the

exospheric temperature as a parameter to synthesize the density data at dif-

ferent altitudes. To elaborate, given a lower boundary temperature and the

exospheric temperature, a temperature profile is assumed to be determined.

Then, given a set of lower boundary conditions for number densities of the

constituents, the equations for diffusive equilibrium are integrated to de-

termine the vertical distributions of the different atmospheric constituents,
which may be summed to obtain the total density:

dn i mig dT

' ni -kT-_ dz (I +_i ) T

p = :.nimi
i

where ni is the concentration of the ith constituent, m i is :ts mass, g is
the acce|eration of gravity, z is the altitude, k is Boltzmann's constant,

T is the temperature, _i is the thermal diffusion coefficient and ,_ is the
total mass density. In essence, then, given a set of lower boundary condi-

t!ons, a density profile is determined by specifying the exospheric tempera-

ture. Thus, ratner than manipulate the density to simulate the different

atmospheric variations, Jacchia (1965) utilizes exospheric temperature changes

to produce the density variations. The apprupriate temperature changes, which
were analytically formulated, were derived by fitting the model to observa-
tions.

In order te meet the requirements for a more realistic atmosphere than

the U.S. Standard 1962, a model based on Jacchia (1965) was adopted by the

U.S. Committee on Extension to the Standard Atmosphere (COESA). The descr;p-

tion of this model was published as the U.S. Standard Atmosphere Supplements,
1966 (COEaA, 1966).

By 1970 there had been a number of upper atmospherlc composition mea-

surements made by ma_s spectrometer and EUV absorption Lechniques. The re-
sults o¢ these measur,_ments indicated a need to revise the n(O)/_(O_) ratio

near 150 km, and a new model was produced by Jacchia (1970) to account for
this Following a review by von Zann (1970) of density measurements near

15C km, Jacchia's 1970 model wa_ quickly supplanted by a new (Jacchia, 1971)
model which incorporatcd yon Zahn's recommended density values at 150 km.

This new model gained wide acceptance and use and was adopted virtually un-

changed as CIRA-1972.
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The CIRA-1972 model recognizes several types of variations which are
dealt with explicitly. Specifically they are: solar cycle variations and

shorter-term solar activity effects; the diurnal variation; geomagnetic ac-
tivity variations; the semiannual variation; and seasonal-latitudinal varia-

tions. [M_re rapid density variations (waves) were also recognized as being

present, but were regarded as unpredictable in a static model of this type.]

The first two of the five variations listed above were accounted for using

a variation of the exospheric temperature with the I0.7 cm solar flux and

with local time and latitude. The last three variations were incorporated
as direct percentage variations of the density.

CIRA-1972 represented the zenith of a long tradition in thermospheric
models in which a fixed number density For each constituent was defined at

a lower boundary and then the vertical profile for each constituent was de-

termined from the temperature profile by means of a diffusive equilibrium

equation. Already it had become necessary to adjust the resulting densities

somewhat in order to agree with observations, but the basic foundation of the
method was intact.

Although some direct measurements of atmospheric composition were used

in the Formulation of the CIRA-1972 model, the primary data source was satel-
lite drag data. These data were Further restricted to altitudes above ~200 km,

leading to a model that represents total density rather well above that al-
titude. However, as will be discussed later, substantial discrepancies ap-

pear when this model is used to predict the composition of the upper atmo-
sphere. As will be described shortly, analysis of densities measured by the
mass spectrometer on the OGO-6 satellite revealed that the diurnal, seasonal,

and geomagnetic variations of the different con_tiLuents are different and

that the conceptually attractive picture of density variations being related

to a temperature profile through a diffusive ecuilibrium equation is not ade-

quate. In order to account for the (seemingly) unrelated variations of the

individual constituents, J_cchia produced a new model (Jacchia, 19T7) in which

a separate "pseudo temperature" profile was introduced for each co_,stituent.

A number of additional corrections to a diffusive equilibrium tyoe nf behavior

were also required. The resultina model has little of the conceptual at-

tractiveness of the older models from which it descended, and, in addition,
its great complexity makes its use awkward. As a result it has not been a

widely used model.

An entirely new and powerful approach was developed by Hedin and his co-

workers for producing a modei based on OGO-6 mass spectrometer measurements.
Van Zahn and his co-workers have used the same technique to develop a mode]

based on ESR0-4 mass spectrome er data. Since tf "e models are identical ,n

their mathematical formulatior_, differing only in their data bases, tI_ey

will be described together. If,hath models, the composition is described in

terms of density variations at a reference altitude z0 (450 km for OGO-6 and

275 km for ESR0-4) _ith an altitude dependence t_hich assume_ isoLhermal con-

ditions at higher altitude_ at any given time and location. A spherical har-

monic expansion (in geographic latitude-local time coordinates) is used to
fit the density data at z:_ (in a least-squares sense); the coefficients of

this expansion were determined using the mass spectrometer data and are tab-
ulated in the model report. A to:al of 37 coefficients is ir,volved for each

thermospheric constituent, and variations in density due to solar activity

(FlO.7), geomagnetic activity (Ap), time of year (including annual and semi-
annual terms), latitude and local time (including diurnal, se,nidiurnal, and

terdiurnal tel'nls)are treated. _he form of the depondence of density on
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F 10.7 is similar to that of the Jacchia (!971) model, except that allowance

is made for a possible non-linearity in the correlation _ith the 27-day F IO.7

variation; such an effect has been suggested by some data from ground-based

observations. The dependence of density on Ap included in these models is
small: the possibility of a latitude variation of the geomagnetic activity
effect has been included. Once the density distributions at the reference

altitude and T are determined in this way, formulas based on hydrostatic
equilibrium are used to evaluate the densities at all other altitudes above
120 km, where variations in all quantities other than the temperature and the
N_ density are allowed.

The accuracy of these models is on the order of the experimental error
for He and 0 (20% for 0 and larger for He) and about three times the experi-
mental error for No. The root-mean-square error of the models (with respect
to the data that were used in their generation) is on the order of 15-20%.

The merit of a model based on a least-squares fit to the data using
spherical harmonic analysis is that these functions form a complete set that
can, in principle, represent any degree of complexity in the data by an in-
crease in the number of terms used. Furthermore, since tFe spherical harmon-
ics are approximate eigenfunctions of the thermosphere, relatively few terms
should be required. Using this approach, the individual l:.ehavior of the dif-
ferent constituents can be accommodated. Furthermore, as opposed to earlier
models which include only those variations specifically noted by analysts and
purposely incorporated in the model, this type of mode] can faithfully re-
flect atmospheric behavior present in that data, but not yet discovered by
scientists.

There are two aspects of the mass spectrometer models that limit their
usefulness. Since each model used data from only about two years of satellite
operation, the cuverage in latitude and local time at specified values oF

FlO.7 and Ap is not really adequate for producing a definitive model. (This

is especially evident with respect to A_, leading to a restriction of the
models to quiet geomagnetic conditions.) The second limitation is related
to the coverage in altitude. Since _he data used in the models were taken

above a particular altitude, no actual measurements of density below these

altitudes could be used. The model predictions at lower altitudes are thus

extrapolations of the model under the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium.

Hydrostatic equilibrium for an individual gas species probably does not occur
belo_ -200 km altitude, except in the case of molecular nitrogen. Thus, these

models may be suspect at all altitudes below those at which data were taken,

and certainly are unreliable below -200'km,

Since tile launch of these two satellites, a number of additional space-

craft cartying mass spectrometers have beer, _'aced.,into Earth orbit. These

satellites, taken in combination, provide a significant improvement in data

coverage. For example, measurements of atmespheric density and composition
are now available over a wide range of altitudes (-140-600 km), and for a

range of FlO.7 of -75-180 x IO"2_ W/m2-Hz. Furthermore, a large data base of

upper-atmopsheric temoerature measurements has been c_piled at several

ground-based incoherent scatter radar sites; these data provide complementary
information in the form of direct measurements of temperature with good local

_ime coverage at particular latitudes over a wide range of solar activity
and all seasons.

The mass spectrometer-incoherent scatter (MSIS) model (Hedin et al.,

1977a,b) makes us_ of measurements of upper-atmospheric compositionfrom mass

spectrometers on five satellites (AE-B, OGO-6, San Marco 3, Aeros A and AE-C)
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Table l. Mean values and standard deviatio,_s of f
for ESRO-4/MSIS and OGO-6/MSIS models

N2 0 Ar He

Altitude I IStd. IFactor Std. Facto 5co Fo.;torl rStd. Factor

I I - ' .......
, l ESRO-4/MS IS I

200 3.82)0.09 0.0 0.7510.10 0.0 _ib'760.21 ].3 ! 87 0.)_ 1.4

250 9.82!0.12 0.0 0.7410.11 0.0 76 0.31 8.1 86 0.2}_ 2.0

300 3.8410.17 0.4 0.75JO. ll 0.0 81 O.41 20.) 0.86[0.24 1.3 .-

• 350 3.8810.25 2.6 0.7610.14 0.0 84 0.49 29.5 0.86)0.23 1.2
I

OGO-6/MS IS
A

il.ll 0.34 3.5

4°° IJ ..........I, I
450 1.27 0.35 3.3 1.0410.200.0 .... 1 12 0.34 3.9

500 1.36 0.4i 6.9 1.0910.23 0.1 -- -- j.,1_ 0.35 3.7550 1.43 0.44 10.8 I.]5 0.27 0.3 -- I . .15 0.35 3.5

*The last column for each gas gives the values of f that deviate by a factor

of 2 or more from the respective value of ]-.

and neutral temperatures inferred from incoherent scatter measurements at four

ground stations (Arecibo, Puerto Rico; Jicamarca, Peru; Millstone Hill,
Mass., and St. Santin, France). The overall data set covers the time period
from the end of 1965 to mid-1975 (effectively a complete If-year solar cycle),

values of FlO.7 cf 75-180, values of Ap up to .I00, and is most applicable

to the altitude range 200-600 km.
The model for,,lulationis virtually identical to that of the OGO-6 and

ESRO-4 model. The MSIS model is more versatile than its predecessors in that

the N2 density, temperature and its vertical gradient are allowed to vary
at the 120 km leve), the model may be applied to periods of moderate geo-

magnetic disturbance, a time-independent north-south asymmetry is allowed in
the densities, and some allowance for noticeable departures from hydrostatic

equilibriLim it,the diurnal and geomagnetic activity components of the density
below 200 km is made.

The various atmospheric species can be crudely ranked as to the abso-

lute error in the model representation of the mean density profile above

150 kin: N2 (-15%), O (-20%), He (-20%), Ar (_25%), H (_50%), and 02 (-50%).

Fortunately, the atmospheric gas above 150 km is composed primarily of those

species whose errors are the lowest. At 120 km, the tota) density is 30%
below that of the Jacchia (1971) model, primarily because of the lower N2

density, which is closer to that measured by rocket-borne ma_s spectrometers
than is that in the Jacchia (1971) model. At altitudes above 205 km, the

MSIS model average density is about 15% above that of the lacchia (1971)

model, well within errors of absolute calibraticn and analysis f)r both mass

spectrometers and orbital draq studies.

The authors of some densit_ models have compered their models with those

developed previously. A particularly comprehensive study was carried out by
yon Zahn and Fricke (1978), who used a statistical approach to compare at

various altitudes the number densities of the species N2, O, Ar and He as
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predicted by the ESEO-4. OGO-6 and MSlS models. All times of the day and

year, latitudes and geomagnetic activity index (Ap _ 13) were sampled; com-
par:sons between the ESRO-4 and MSIS models were made at altitudes < 350 km

with FIO.7 in the range 70-120 (v_lues appropriate for the ESRO-4 data base),

while the OGO-6 and MSIS models were compared at higher altitudes and with

FIO.7 in the range 120-170. Table l presents the results of the comparisons

as reported by yon Zahn and Fricke. The ratios of p,edicted densities
ESRO-4/MSIS and OGO-6/MSlS are shown for the four gases as a function of

altitude, along with the standard deviation and the percent of the ratios
which deviate by a factor of two or more from the mean ratio. The ESRO-4

model clearly predicts species densities lower (by 12-26%) than MSlS, v.hile
the OGO-6 model generally predicts densities higher than MSIS. The ESRO-4

and MSIS models agree better with respect to the standard deviation of the

predicted densities. The systematic increase in the OGO-6/MSIS ratio with

altitude was attributed to l_ver temperatures in the MSlS model. The

distributions of the ratios were found to deviate substantially from a normal

distribution. The percent of ratios differing by more than a factor of two

is a measure of this effect; it shows relatively good agreement for O, the

major constituent under most conditions treated, but substentiel disagree-

ment at the higher altitudes in each case for N2 and Ar. Further comparison
of seasonal and diurnal variations predicted by the models was given, with

the ESRO-4 and MSIS models usually in better agreement than OGO-6 and MSIS.

.lacchia (1978)has compared the Jacchia (1977)model with these three models

and found generally good agreement. The Jacchia (1977)model disagrees with

the other models to no larger Extent than they disagree among themselves.

Jacchia (1978)does point out that the MSIS model, with its treatment of the

semi-diurnal variation, is more accurate with regard to the daily variation

of the atmospheric cor:stituents below -200kmaltitude. On the other hand,

the Jacchia (1977) model is probably more accurate in its treatment of the
letitudinal dependence of density variations associated with geomagnetic

2. COMPARISON OF MODEL PREDICTIONS WITH OBSERVATIONAL DATA

A large number of investigators have compared data from a number of
sources with density and composition predictions made by cmpirical models
of the 'upper atmosphe-e. The observational data come from b_th rocket and

satellite expe_'iments and consist of total atmospheric density inferred from
accelero.neter and satellite drag data as well as direct measurements of

atmospheric compositio,, from mass spectrometers. A great many comparisons
of this type have been made using relatively small amounts of data from

various experiments, Alth(_Jgh space does not permit a complete review of
such studies, a representative sample of recent work will be described.

Several deta!led statistical _,tudies u_ing large data bases have also been

c3rri_d out. li,e._o 9atio_s will be described in some detail, emphasis
being placed on i_.i. .,.,_of one model's superiority over others and on
area. in which mo(icl_ ca,_demc:_trabl'l _ improved.

A major l)roblem v,hich arises in these comparison_ is the choice of a

meaningful quantity to calcdlate. Mo_t investigations have dealt with the

ratio f of the m_asured density to the model density. Tne average value
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of this ratio, then, is a measure of mean deviation of the model with respect

to "actual" densities. This quantity, however, may only represent systematic
errors in the measurements; from a user's point of view, such a _;ystematic

error, if it lies in the model, may be inconsequential because it may be cor-
rected for, once known. On the other hand, the deviations of f from its mean

value are really more relevant, for they indicate the ability of the model to
predict variations in upper-atmospheric structure caused by various geophys-

ical phenomena.

Although the emphasis here is on the ability of models to pred!_t den-

sity and composition as measured by instruments other than those w_ose data

were used to build the model, the variability of f i'-illustrated by the dis-
cussion given by Hedin et al. (1974) regarding tilecharacteristic of the data

on which the OGO-6 model is based. Even here, when f = I.O, the value of f

for individual data points for the N2 density ranges from -0.5 to -2.0.

With these points in mind, we present here a s_ort review of comparisons

of observational data with empirical models. A discussion of studies of

total density will be followed by one dealing with composi*ion. Marcos et al.

(1977) described total density data at 140 km altitude taken using the MESA

accelerometer on the AE-C spacecraft during the period April-December 1974.
They compared their data with the CIRA-1972 model and report an average value
of f of 1.07, with a standard deviation of O.ll. Instantaneous values of f

lie in the range -0.7 to -1.5. The largest values of f are correlated with

large values of Kp. A latitude dependence of _ is evident in their data,

with f increasing From _l.O equatorward of 45°, to 1.17 in the latitude range

60-68°. _The inclination of the orbit is 68°). Aq even clearer systematic
variation of _ with invariant latitude A is noted, with _ = 0.98 at

0° < A _ 40°, _ = 1.07 at 40° < A < 50°, _ = l.lO at 50° < A _ 60°,
T = 1.14 at 60° < L < 70°, and T = 1.25 at 70° < A < 80°. Similar cor-

clusions were given b_ Rugge (1974) on the basis of accelerometer data from

the spacecraft 1970-48A and 1970-61A. These data suggest that a correction

to the CIRA-1972 model which invloves geomagnetic coordinates may be valuable;
this suggestion is substantiated by other studies to be discussed below.

Accelerometer data taken in the latitude range _ 30° bv the CASTOR salel-

lite during 1975 was reported by Barlier et al. (1977). For data taken

below 400 km at local times between 1200 and 2000, comparison with the _.

CIRA-1972 model yielded an average value of f of 0.82, with variations in

the range 0.69 to 0.89. Geographical (latitude, longitude) variations of f

were noted, and some geomagnetic control was noted. (Inparticular, a region

of enhanced f appears to be very near the location of the South Atlantic

Magnetic Anomaly.) ;

Champion et al. (1974) reporLed total densities derived from studies of

atmospheric drag on the orbits of Cannon Ball 2 (1971-67C) and Musket Ball _'

(1971-67D) in the altitude range 121-158 km. Comparisor,s of the data with

CIRA-]972 yielded mean values of f extraordinarily near l.O: 0.996 and 0.999,
with standara deviations of .ll6 and .077. The fluctuations of f about the

mean values appear to have some (but not high) cor'reIJtion with the value,
of Kp and FlO.7. For the Cannon Ball 2 data, a variation of f with latitude

was noted, with relatively large values of f occurring near the poles and

small values near the equator. It is also of interest to note that, although
Champion et al. (1974) found T - i.O, Marcos et al. (1977) and Rugge (1974)
found "f:-l, while Barlier et al. (1977) found _< I.

More detailed comparisons of the local Lime depe, '_nce of measurcrl total

density with mr_dels ha_e been carried out using data from San Marco 3 (Brog- i
73 !i
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lio et al., 1976) and AE-E (Sharp et al., 1978). Since both of these space-
craft were in Iow-inclinatlon o, hits. the latitude depcndence of density

could be considered relatively unimportant in the interpretation of the

analyses. Broglio et al. (1976)reported that density data taken using a
drag balance _xperiment in the altitude range 200-350 km indicated that the

CLRA-1972 model does not represent variations with local time very well,

especially at the lower altltudcs. The parameter R, which gives the ampli-

tude of the diurnal variation, was found to be altitude-dependent, increasing
from a value _0.15 at 200 km_ to a relatively constant value of -0.23 above

250 km altitude. This compares with the constant value 0.3 used in ClRA-

1972. Furthermore, the data indicate a significant contribution to the

diurnal variation from 8 a_d 6 hour harmonics, and the presence of two
diurnal maxin,a at 205 km was noted.

Sharp et al. (1978)compared total density data taken by the cold cath-

ode ion gauge on the equatorial satellite AE-E in the altitude range 140-300

km with the predictions of the CLRA-1972 and MSlS models. The data show a

transition from a predominantly semidiurnal (12 hour) density variation

below -180 km to a diurnal (24 hour) variation at higher altitudes. Although

the ClRA-1972 model shows no evidence of this behavior, the MSlS model pre-
dicts this variation quite well.

Barlier et al. (1976),in a description of a method that might be used

to improve the accuracy of empirical models o¢ t_t_l density, presented e
comparison of satellite drag data from _9 satellites at altitudes in the

range 180-500 km with predictions of the CIRA-1972 model. Individual values

of f ranged from _0.48 to _2.19 and had a distribution close to log-normel

about a mean value near l.O. Systematic variations of f with parameters

such as latitude, local time, FlO.7,altitude and Ap were identified.

Hickman et aI. (1978)c_npared -32000 in-situ measurements of total

density in the altitude range 135-300 km made by cold cathode ion gaug(_s on

board the AE-C, -D and -E spacecraft with the predic_j.c_nsmade by several

empirical mj_LP_valuation of f, the rms error ._'/f_" , and the standard
"eviation v'(f- f:z was carried out; the first and third of these quan-

tities are plotted here in Figure I for the CIRA-19_2, MSlS and Jacchia

(1977) models. The overall averages of f for these models are 1.036, 0.966

and 1.029, respectively; systematic variations of f with altitude are also

evident. The values of T for CIRA-1972and J-77 are very similar; the ad-

ditional com,,lexity of Jacchla (1977) has not led to improveo predictioi_s of

total density. The rms deviations From the mean are 0.191,0.179and 0.196
for the three models and show weal altitude dependences.

The preceding discussion has been limited to total density predictions.

Mass spectrometer data which bear on the composi_ion of the upper atmosphere

have been available in quantity since the launch of OGO-6 in 1969. Since
then, substantial amounts of data have been Obtdined by instruments on San

Marco-3, ESR0-4, and the AE satellites, these data indicate that earlier

static models with constant boJndary conditions near the turbnpause altitude

cannot accurately represent the seasonal, diurnal, and geomagnetic activity-

related variations of all the atmospheric constituents, especially in the

lower thermosphere (_ lO0- ~200 km). The requirement that predictive models

represent the composition variations (which are largely hidden when only

total density is measured) has led to increased complexity of newer models,

as discussed earlier. Here we shall assess the predictive capability of

some of these models, as evidenced by comparison with mass spectrometer data

from several spacecraft. As in the case of total density, most comparisons
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have been made with relatively small data sets; such sL,dies generally can-

not isolate systematic variations. We shall concentrate here on more large-

scale investigations, whose results might lead to improved predict,ve _ap-

ability.

Kasprzak and Newton (1976) compared composition m_surements of the'
San Marco 3 magnetic mass spectrometer below 280 km w_th predictions of the
OGO-6 model. Since Sa_ Marco 3 was in a low inclination orbit, local t:.,,_

variations could be clearly discerned. In _eneral, the measured total oxygen

• + 202 ) density and OGO-6 model prediction_ were found to agree to within
_30_, while agreement for N2 was within ±40%. For both of these constituents,
systematic local time variations in f of ~±15% were noted. Little systematic

altitude variations were seer. Agreement between measured and model He

densities was considerably worse: f ranged from ~0.3 to 5, with _ystematic

local time dependence (low values of f during the day and large values at

night) and altitude dependence (f decreasing with altitude). The points of

disagreement between measured local time variations ,)f the composition and
the OGO-6 model were attri_ ".e_'to the fact that the OGO-6 model invc,lves an

exLrapolation of data taken at -450 km using diffusive equilibrium assump-
tions. The data indicate a strong deviation from diffusive equilibrium, es-

_ pecially for He, below -200 cm altitude. It was also noted that the EIRA-1972
mod_l, which has fixed lower boundar_ conditions for both ter.Jperatureand

composition, accurately predicts neither the observed diurnal variation am-

plitude nor the observed phase of tne He density variation.
Fricke et al. (197_) compared 8000 composition measurements from the gas

analyzer on the ESRO-4 sate!lite i,,the altitude range 250-300 km with the

predictions of the CIRA-1972 modei. ]'hey found that, for total den,ity, f <l

at these altitude', with the value of f increasing from _0.8 at 300 km to

~0.95 at 250 km. For atomic oxygen, F = 0.66 at 275 km, whereas f for No is
-1.99; thus the overestimate of 0 in the model is partially offset by the

underestimate of _[_,leading to a total der,s_ty prediction only -IO_ too high
at 275 Km aititude_ Whereas the variations of the measured densities about

their mean values for 0 and N? are nearly normal, the variations for "ie and

Ar are quite skewed, with long tails toward higher values. On average, helium

densities are _eriously overest;mated by CIRA-1972, whereas argon densities
are underestimated. Seasonal variat;ons in the O/N_ ratit_clearly demon-

strate the effects of thermospheric circulation on the _istribut_ons of
these constltbents The CIRA-1972 model, although reasonably accurate f,r

predictions of total density, does not distribute observed total density
variations correct./ among the various species.

Von Zahn and Fricke (1978) carried out . very d_tailed comparison of

composition data taken b,, the ESRO-4 gas analyz.r at 275 km _ith the ESRO-4
and MSIS models. Although on average, the ESRg-4 model fits the ESRO-4 data

for N2, O, Ar, and He better than does the MSIS model, the standard devia-
tion_ of f for the two models are almost identical (0.25, 0.!7, 0.33, and 0.27

fo,"N:, O, Ar, and He, respectively), indicatina that the models represent

the composition variations equally well at this altitude, even though no data
from ESRO-4wcrecontained in the MSIS data base. The discrepancies in f for

the four constituent_ (rJ.87,_.73, 0.75, and 0.87) for the MSIS model were
noted and attributed tc u,,celtalnties in the absolute sensitivities o.f the

various mass spectrometer_ which conLributed to the MSIS data base. The

major contribution of yon Zahn and Fricke (|_7_) lic5 in their investigatioP
of the density residuals that arise !n compariq 9 tnc FSRO-4 measurements

with the ESRO-4 model. In addition to transient phenomena, such as gravity
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waves, which affect the density in a way which is effectively unpredictable,
, there appear to be systematic features of therTnospheric structure that are

not contained in present mod _s. Yon Zahn _nd Fricke demonstrated variations
in the four atmospheric constituents that are under geomagnetic control.
Figure 2 shows their enalysis of log f as a function of longitude and geo-
graphic latitude for the four constituents. A clear concentration of values
of f > 1 near the geomagnetic poles is evident for the heavier species N2 and
At, whereas f< 1 generally near the geomagnetic poles for 0 and He. A sug-
gested improvement in the model, then, is the addition of a sinusoidai varia.-
tion in longitude for the individual gas densities whose amplitude and phase
depend on latitude. A similar improvement could be achieved by using both
geograpl_ic and geomagnetic coordinate systems in future models.

In addition to in-situ measurements of thermospheric composition by
earth-orbiting spacecraft, incoherent scatter radar provides a ground-based
method for measuring a number .f quantities of relevance here. Alcayde et al.
(1374) compared long-term vari'ations of daytime observations at -45°N lati-
tude of the atomic oxygen concentration in the 200-400 km altitude range and
the ratio of atomic to molecular species at _200 km with predictions made by
the CIRA-1972 model. Two years of data for the atomic oxygen concentration
at 200 km indicate that the CIRA-1972 model is, on average, quite good, but
that variations in f for atomic oxygen ranging from -0.3 to >3.0 occur. A
semi-annual variation in f is evident, with maxima near the equinoxes; a de-
crease in f with increasing geomagnetic activity is also noted, a behavior
consistent with the effects of global-scale circulation changes associated
with geomagnetic activity. Data reported by Alcayde et al. also indicate
that CIRA-1972 predicts total mass Jenslty better than it does the density
of individual atmospheric species. Thus, the incoherent scatter measurements
lead to the same general conclusions reached on the basis of mass spectrometer
measurements: a model with constant boundary conditions near the turbopause
and assuming diffusive equilibriJm cannot adequately represent variations in
atmospheric composition, although it can predict total density with reason-
able accuracy.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have reviewed the formulations and characteristics of a number of em-

pirical models of thermospheric density and composition. Today's models are

much more accurat_ (and complex) than were the first standard models of twenty

years ago. Models produced prior to 1970were developed from data bases with

significant limitations. Most of the data were from satellites with perigee

altitudes above 250 km and were based on drag calculations, yielding only

total density. The o_ly advantage these rnodels have over more recent models

is their greater simplicity and the many years of experience which some groups

have had in using them. More recent models are more suitable except for those
situations where only total density is required and some loss of ace racy can

he tolerated _n exchange for small, fast computer code or where th,_ _ost of

replacing present software greatly exceeds the benefits achievable b_ tl_euse

of better (but still far from perfect) models.

The best models for general use are probably CLRA-1972 and MSIS. AI-.

though CLRA-1972 is more widely used, the MSIS model is particularly appropri-
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ate when preoictions of compositions are required, or when the altitude range
of interest extends to below ~200 km. Furthermore, CIRA-1972 requires numer-
ical integration of the diffusive equilibrium equation for each gas; this is
a time-consuming procedure. Jacchia's 0973 model, although limited in the
3mount of low altitude data used in its formulatinn, does describe the global
distribution of the individual species in a manner consistent with recent ob-
servations. The major objection to this mod_ is its complexity and result-
ing inconvenience of use. Jacchia (1978) has recognized this, and a simpler
version of the model is forthcoming.

The overall accuracy of the recent models can be summarized as follows.

On the average, the models are as good as are measurements of atmospheric
density and composition. This is evidenced by the fact that some measurements
find f > l, while others find _ < l. We interpret this situation as being due
to systematic instrumental inaccuracies. However, individual measurements of
f show a scatter of about a factor of 2 (above and below) the mean value, with
a standard deviation of about 15-20% for the total density and larger v_lues
for some of the individual atmospheric constituents.

That a model must be accurate is obvious. Less obvious is how the ac-

curacy is to be characterized for a particular use. A perfect descriptiorr of
the atmosphere is the ideal, but some kinds of inaccuracies are unimportant
for specific applications. A satellite system designer who is required to
estimate the orbital lifetime until reentry of e satellite designed for a
two-year lifetime may be quite satisfied with a model having the correct mean
value when averaged over a month's time span even if the errors averaged over _
a single orbit are quite large. On the other hand, a tracking station oper-
ator may attach no importance at all to the long-term mean behavior of the
atmosphere (which could be empirically adjusted for in day-to-day operations)

if the model could only accurately predict the short-term variations.
Why is it that models do not do a better job of predicting thermospheric

density? Part of the answer lies in the selection of parameters to charac-
terize conditions in the thermosphere. For example, the amount of EUV heat-
ing is often measured by the 10.7 cm solar flux. The 10.7 cm flux itself
cannot significantly heat the upper atmosphere. It has been established,
however, that there is a reasonable correlation between the EUV flux and the "
10.7 cm flux. This correlation is only approximate and may not be adequate
for use in accurate models. However, the IO.7 cm flux is measured regularly
and hence it is readily available; better a "fair" index then none at all.
A _imilar situation exists with respect to the energetic particle heating
which occurs during geomagnetic storms. This heating is related to disturb-
ances in the Earth's magnetic field, but the relationship is undoubtedly not
adequate for high accuracy models. There is a need for new parameters to be
made available which more directly characterize phenomena which affect the
thermosphere. Although this neea has been recognized for over a decade, no
significant new parameters have emerged.

As described by some investigators (e.g., Marcos et al., 1977; yon Zahn
and Fricke, 1978), systematic variations of f (for both density and composi-
tion) with geomagentic, or invariant, latitude and geographical longitude
are evident. Ordering of the data with respect to one of these parameters,
which are really equivalent since their use is meant to represent variations
induced by geomagnetic phenomena (the geomagnetic dipole axis not being coin-
cident with the earth's axis of rotation), could presumably improve existing
models. Furthermore, if accuracy, rather than convenience of use, is the
overriding consideration in the development of a model, the assumption of
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diffusive equilibrium for the individual constituents should be laid aside,
at least below-200 km altitude. (An initial attempt in this area was made
in the MSIS model.) As noted ear,lier, although the total density is well
represented in the models, substantial inaccuracies still exist for the den-
sities of individual constituents there. Such a modification would lead to

moJels of greatly increased complexity, and their use might be warranted only
for applications in which very accurate composition predictions are required.

The conventional view of the progress of modeling efforts over a period
of time is of a number of evolutionary stages. In the e_rly days there are a
number of measurements, but llttle understanding of the physical processes
which are in control. At this stage, one is forced to represent the data by
some other general method such as polynomial expansio'l (in one dimension) or
spherical harmonic expansion (for data on a spherice_ surface). As under-
standing of the modeled behavior improves, there is a replacement of these
equations of general applicaEillty with more specific equations based on the
ever-improving understanding of _he underlying physics which govern the sltu-.
ation. For empirical thermospheric modeling it i_ curious to note that the
trend seems to be in the opposite direction. Even though theoretical models
have led to a significant increase in the understnading of atmospheric dy-
namics, equations based on a simplified model of some physical process are
giving way to descriptions based on spherical harmonic expansions. The overly
simplified picture used as the basis for early models has shown itself to be
inadequate for use in high accuracy models. Thus we see the retreat to more
empirical kinds of formulccions. The diffusive equilibrium approac', which
cannot accommodate some of the dynamical effects such as are produced by
horizontal winds, may be too simple a basis for present-day requirements.
An alternate approach, so far not tried, wou;d be to attempt to incorporate
a more complex underlying physical model in place of the current diffusive
equilibrium equation schemes. Perhaps a rather simple two or three dimen-
sional model, with terms corresponding to horizontal transport and similar
effects_ could be developed. If such an atmospheric mode] is to be used for
the same purposes as present empirical models, the aim would have to be to-
ward a relatively simple model with good computatlonal efficiency rather than
toward inclusion of all known physical processes. Some parameterization of
unmodeled effects would still be required.

On the other hand, even if such improvements were made, it is not clear
that extremely accurate models are really possible. Gravity waves and other
transient disturbances affect the density in a seemingly random fashion. It
may be that uitimately we will be able to accurately predict the average
state of the atmosphere, but not be able to predict short-term (e.g., on a
t'me scale shorter than a few hours) departures from this average state.
tn the language of the meteorologist it may be that we can predict the "cli-
mate" but not the "weather." It is not clear at present what the ultimate
accuracy of models can be. There is still much to be done in developing the
theoretical understanding of thermospheric behavior, particularly the inter-
action of the thermosphere with the mesosphere below and the magnetosphere
above.

Although there is no immediate prospect of a revolutionary improvement
in the accuracy of thermospheric models, there are, nevertheless, good rea-
sons for believing that prediction of thermospheric behavior may undergo sig-
nificant improvement in the long run. Unlike tropospheric '_eather prediction,

' there does not exist the problem of local geography causing small-scale local
differences. Propagation times for disturbances are of the order of hours,
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which helps to smooth out perturbations quickly. The coupling between the
mesosphere and the thermosphere and the unknown behavior of the atmosphere in
the region near 90 km is a problem, as is the lack of routine monitoring of
the state of the entire thermosphere hy the equivalent of present meteoro-
logical satellltes which monitor the l:oposphere and stratosphere. As remote
sensing techniques are developed and applied :o the mesosphere and lower
thermosphere, we may reasonably expect that there will be steady, though
probably not spectacular, progress toward high accuracy models.
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Emphasis in the paper is upon the induced variation of the

environment in the areas of spacecraft charging, radiation effects,
and orbital lifetime together with an evaluation of current pre-
diction value and future needs.

Spacecraft operating at geosynchronous orbital altitudes
have experienced operational anomalies due to electrical dis-

charges that occurred when dielectric surfaces of the vehicle

were charged by interaction with the ambient plasma to levels

above breakdown voltages. Correlations between the time of occur-

rence of the anomalies and solar activity appear to exist. As the

size of spacecraft operating at geosynchronous altitudes increases,
the present practice used to avoid anomalies may not be economic-

ally feasible. An ability to accurately predict the solar-induced
variability of the plasma environment at spacecraft orbiting alti-

tudes could permit refinement of design criteria and, possibly,

development of operational techniques to control deleterious
results of anomalies.

The effects of the energetic particle environment on space-

craft operations generally increase with the orbit altitude and
inclination, as do solar-induced variations in the radiation

environment. The influence of the radiation on spacecraft mater-

ials, systems, and manned operations is summarized. Areas, such Q
as solar flare models, where improvement in predictions would _

reduce the impact on operations are discussed. ___r_!

Spacecraft lifetimes are a direct function of the short-

and long-term variations in the orbital altitude atmospheric

den_iry environment. These variations are due to the heating of c':_'_._
the Earth's upper atmosphere by solar radiation. The effect of '_
density oq the orbital lifetime increases with decreasing orbital _._._

altitude. The importance of these variations is found in the re-

quirement for orbital performance capabilities which will insure

design lifetime, definition of orbital dynamics for nonspherical

spacecraft, and the assessment of lifetime potential for space-

craft in orbit. Estimates of short- and long-term solar activity

levels are critical input to these calculations.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper is divided into sections according to the principal topics.
The first section provides a description of the major problems and needs for
solar predictions associated with spacecraft operational anomalies related to
electrical discharges when dielectric surfaces of the vehicle are charged by
interaction with the ambient plasma to levels above :he breakdown voltages.
The second section treats the effects of cosmic radiation on spacecraft mater-
ials, systems, and operations. Solar influences and the need for improved
predictions of solar activity will be presented and areas noted wilere satel-
lite and spacecraft operations can be improved. The third section discusses
the need for improved solar activity predictions relative to the estimation of
spacecraft orbital lifetimes. The last section summarizes the need for more
accurate solar activity predictions to serve the requirements of the preceding •
three problem areas associated with spacecraft design and operations.

SOLAR PREDICTION3 AND SPACECRAFT CHARGING

A discussion of possible relationships between solar states and the
charging of spacecraft in high-al '*ude orbits would be speculative. This is

not a totally surprising conditio_ It is similar to that which now exists in

the area of solar-weather relationships. In that field, it currently appears

reasonable to assume that there are causative, connective chains relating Lhe !
state of the Sun to the state of terrestrial weather. A large number of cor-
relations have been suggested, and at least portions of a number of causative
chains have been proposed. Yet, currently no single such chain has been vali- _'

dated in its entirety. Further, as more data have become available, and as

our understanding of the system has increased, many of the correlations which

initially seemed significant have proved to be not well founded. In the case

of spacecraft charging, DeForest (1977) has provided an excellent evaluation

of our current state of knowledge: "We are still finding new plasma phenomena
at geosynchronous orbit. We understand the overall patterns fairly well and

are making progress on understanding such things as waves. But one must
remember that this is a very complex environment." He observes in connection

with changes in the environment that result in observed anomalies in opera-

tions of the spacecraft: "A convenient comparison is to say that substorms

are like the earthly thunderstorms that we can predict and understand reason-

ably well. Many oF these unusual events are like tornadoes. We know they

are associated with larger events and they are potentially dangerous."

At altitudes above 120 km, the electrical characteristics of the atme-
sFhere are, perhaps, the characteristics of greatest interest. From the
earliest days of space research it was recognized that measurements of the
ambient environment from an orbiting spacecraft were contaminated by the
effects of _tlo,_ of the spacecraft through the atmosphere and by the effects
of the electrical state of the spacecraft on the environment. For typical
treatments see, for example, Davis and Harris (1961), Singer and Walker (1962),
Parker and Whipple (1970), Parker (1976), and Whipple et al. (1974) Hence,

the state of charge of an orbiting spacecraft has been a long-standing area of

interest. However, as usffd in this 0iscussion, "spacecraft charging" shall be

defined to be essentially the inverse of the problem alluded to previously.

It is the effect of the environment on the electrical behavior of a spacecraft.
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Fredricks and Scarf (1973), reporti.g the results of an investigation of
operational anomalies occurring in spacecraft in geosynchronous orbit, identi-
fied a class of anomalies which appeared to be clearly a_ociated with Lhe

2

interaction of the spacecraft with the space plasma. McPherson, Cauffmar_ and

Schober (1975)showed the time of occurrence of the events to be strongly cor-

related with loca] time in orbit, predominantly occurring in the midnight to
' dawn quadrant. An analysis of ATS-6 spacecraft charging events by Reasoner

et aI. (1976), revealed a similar distribution in time. These observed cor-
re]atiors suggested as a physical explanation of the observed anomalies the
coupling of the electromagnetic radiation, generated when electrical dis-
charges occurred between differentially charged external surfaces of the
spacecraft, into the sensitive bistable logic circuits. The differential

: charging occurred when the dissimilar exterior suriaces were exposed _o
"clouds of hot plasma" in the region of the magnetosphere tail.

Inouye (1977), reporting an analysis of a more extensive set of anom-

alies of the types reported by Fredric_and Scarf, failed to find the strona
correlation with local time in orbit. He found, at best, a weak correlation
of certain subsets of anomalies with magnetic activity indexes. The strongest
correlation was found to be with day of the week, with a "significant" in-

crease in the rate of occurrences taking place during the week end. Inouye
suggests two possible causes for the observed effect, one associated with the

change in usage rate of the spacecraft on the week end and the other with in-

fluences of the Canadian Power Network on the magnetosphere.

Robbins and Short (1977)have analyzed anomaiies occurring on the

Skynet 2B spacecraft during 1975-1976. They conc]ude that the anomalies were

due to electromagnetic rf interference generated in the vicinity of the space-

craft. They found no correlation between the rate of occurrence of the anom-

alies and local time in orbit and only a weak correlation with geomagnetic

activity. They did observe a relatively significant increase in the rdte of

occurrence during the eclipse seasons which they suggest "may be associated

with photoemissive effects and changes in spacecraft Sun angle."

An analysis of the RCA Satcom 3-Axis Spacecraft operational experience
by NapoIi and Seliga (1977) failed to reveal "any anomalous behavior that can

_ be attributed to the effects of spacecraft char_ing." They identify the pre-

cautions that were taken in the design and development of the spacecraft which

they believe reduced the potential for uncontrolled charge buildup or the ex-

terior surfaces and increased the immunity of internal circuits to EHI should

external discharges have occurred.

Baugher (1978), on the basis of preliminary analysis of approximately

9 months of ISEE operational data, finds no charging events of the magnitude
observed on ATS-6, The ISEE spacecraft were designed with the ATS-6 exper-
ience in hand and with an objective of reducing uncontrolled influences of
the carrier vehicle on the environment. Hence, control of charge accuFulation
on the spacecraft surface was a primary design consideration.

The precise criteria that a spacecraft is to be designed to meet are
determined invariably by compromise, Although frequently not definitely
enunciated, cost is always a consideration of primary concern, Recent ex-
periences appear clearly to indicate that much of the information needed to
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design spacecraft that are immune to upset because of charge accumulation is
now available. In the case of smaller spacecraft, it appears that many of the
design practices that reduce charge buildup (e.g., interconnectioa oC thermal
protection blanket reflective layers, conductive coating on solar-cell cov,_rs,
conductive thermal control paints, etc.) and of those that increase in_mun;ty oi:
internal electronic circuits to surface discharge-induced EMI (e.g,, separation
and shielding of signal cables, layouts to reduce signal cable leng,hs, single-"
point grounding, etc.) can be economically applied.

• NASA is cu'r_ntly contemplating spacecraft to be operated at geosynchro-
nous orbital altitudes in which solar cell array areas will be measured in
thousands of square meters, in which thermal co_trol systems will he of similar
sizes, in which comman( and contro] functions are to be executed from widely
distributed points and signal cable r,Jns may be measured in hundreds of meters,
a,_d in which voltages anJ power densities wil] be many orders of magnitude
greater than on present spacecraft. It is not yet obvious teat dc_:gns which
would be justified for sma|]er si_ed vehicles can be economically applied in
toto to spacecraft of the sizes envi';ioned. Hence, it seems probab]e that the
protection of these future spacecraft will involve combinations of the pro_ec-
tive designs that can be economically incorporated and of operational p_oce-
dures to reduce the consequences of surface charge accumulations.

During the past decade, as more data have become available on tee occur--'
rence of spacecraft charging events and on the behavior of the ambient environ-
mant, the ability to hypothesize satisfying causative mechanisms appears to
;,ave d_creased. The relatively simple modei advanced to explain the ear]y
observations of charging events reported by Fredricks and Scarf (1973) does not

, sufficiently explain the more extensive observations reported by Inouye _i977)
and by Robbins and Short (1971). Models of the environment and its behavior
have increased Jr, complexity. Certainly, we are not now at a point at which
we c_n predict, o_ the basis of observaLion of the state or behavior of the
Sun, the b_i_dvior of the n_agnetosphere and plasmasphere that would lead to a

_ spacecraft charging eve_. Neverthe]ess, it does no_ appear' irrational to
assume the existence of causative chains relating solar behav;or to the elec-
trical behavior of the atmosphere at geosynchronous orbital altitudes. The
benefits that would accrue to the operation of comple× spacecraft in that
region if our understar,,'ing of the behavior or the environment were sufficient
to permit a predictive capability appear evident.

SOLAR PREDICTIONS AND THE RADIATION ENVIRONMENT

The ubiquitous radiation in space, now reasonably well known in particle
conten_, energy spectrum, and spatial extent, continues to be a principal con-

, side,'at.ion in both manned and unmanned spacecraft. Even though the radiation
environment external to and within _pacecraft has received extensive analytical
treatment and measurements (Burrell eta]., 1968; Warman, 1971; Watts and
Wright, 1976) and radiation effects on materials components and man have been
studied in considerable detail (Hill, ]978), the radiation problem still muRt
be considered on an ad hoc basis for each mission. The reason for the con-
tinued necessity for an evaluation of r3diation _ffects is threefold. Firs[,
new and unanticipated effects of the radiation frequent]y arise (May and Woods,
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1978; Fishman and Austin, !_76). Second, the radiation varies rap=dly with

orbital parameters (not only in intensity, but in particle types ur:dprominent

effects). Third, temporal variation in _he radiation environment, caused by ,
solar activity, increases the complexity of predicted radiation levels for many
space missions. All three of these Factors reduce the effectiveness of a

cookbook approach to predicting radiation effects. This section presents a

brief survey of the main cons ituents of the radiation env;ronment and some of

the more obvious radiation effects, with emphasis on the constituents that

vary with solar activity.

The effects of radiation on materials, components, and man vary widely

and cover a large range in radiation dose and particle flux. The deleterious

effect of the radiation may depend on either total dose, dose rate, particle

identity and energy, or a combination of these. The effect may vary frcm
background noise in a sensor at a low particle flux _o the change in charac-
teristics _f thermal control surfaces at _lOgrads total surface dose. In !

Figure l (adopted from Hill, 1978) some accumulated data are presented showing

the approximate ran£es of radiation dose that affect a number of common

materials and devices. Such a presentation does not carry information on

variations due _o the factors mentioned previously but indicates the dose

range for which further analysis must be carried out in mission design and

planning.

An example of sensitivity to a particular radiation constituent are the
various eF -cts of the heavy nuclei which are present in the galactic cosmic

ray flux and in solar flares. Although these particles carry only a small
fraction of the total dose (in reds) at all altitudes up to geosynchrcqous,

some effects are quite pronounced. These particles have recently been shown

to produce a significant rate of transient errors in digital logic (Binder

et al., 1975; May and Woods, 1978), and this effect will influence further

miniaturization of large-scale integrated circuitry lot use in space, these
particles also produce significant noise in certain types of sensors

(Fishman and Austin, 1976), and their inf}uence on man and other biological

systems has not yet been fully assessed (Benton et al., 1977).

Table : shows radiation limits previously established for manned opera-

tions in space. The dose limits are established in rems (radiation equivalent,

man) in which greater significance (quality Factor) is given the heavy

particles. Thus, a dose expressed in rads will be somewhat higher whcn con-

verted to rems for space radiation. These limits are set sufficiently high

that they nave not imposed significant restrictions on previous manned space

operations, and this will probably continue to be the case for missions in
low-altitude, low-inclinaticn orbits and slay times of a few months. However,

the trapped belt radiation varies rapidly _th altitude and inclination of

the orbit, and planning for r._anyfuture missions will be concerned wi_h opera-

=ional limitations due to radiation. Also, at inclinations greater than_50

degrees at low altitudes and for all inclinations at altltudes of >5 Earth
radii, the impact of solar activity, especially solar flares, becomes of par-
t!cular concern.

Conside, ing now the radiation dose that can be anticipated in a typical

spacecraft situation, Table 2 gives some representative examples from calcula-

tions. For a large space structure the dose calculations for 5 gm/cm z of
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TABLE !: Suggested exposure limits (rem)*

Constraint Bone Marrow Skin Ocular Lens Testes

Avg. Daily Rate 0.2 O.6 0.3 0.1

30 Days 25 75 37 13

Yearly 75 225 If2 38

Career 400 12OO 600 200

o.

_C Publication 1437, "Radiation Dosv Levels for Apollo _rew Members,"

File Memo FA, 2-IO-67, 1967

TABLE 2: Predicted radiation dose: for one year exposure (rads)

O.I _m/cm z Shielding 5.0 gm/cm z Shielding

Orbit Trapped + Cosmic Ray ,rapped + Cosmic Ray Solar Flarest Total

400 km/30 _' 400 32 -- 32 '

400 km/90 15000 28 80 108

Geosynch _3 X 106 300 250 550

From J. W. Watts and J. J. Wright, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Cycle 21, 0.99 confidence, Solar Maximum

!
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shielding might apply to a typical internal point. Comparison of Figure I and
Table I shows that at all altitudes and inclinations there are some restric-

tions imposed by the radiation environment on the applicatio(, of certain
materiais and components. For the higher inclinations and altitudes manned
operations will be limited in duration by the radiation exposure limits, and
at the higher altitudes extravehicular act:vity in space suits may be prohib-
ited.

The space radiation environment of significance in this discussion, up
to geosynchronous altitudes, consists of three components: the galactic cosmic
radiation, the trapped radiation belts, and solar flare particles. AI] three
components are influenced to some degree by solar activity. Many aspects of
the particle radiation environment and temporal changes caused by solar activ-
ity are covered in Working Group B3 of the Solar-Terrestrial Predictions Work-
shop.

The galactic cosmic radiation consists of the nuclei of the elements and
electrons. A recent description of the characteristics of the flux may be
found in Meyer eta]. (1974). Tke nuclei are predominant in number above a
given energy and deposit essentially all of the radiation dose. The cosmic
ray nuclei reaching Earth have energies greater than_30 MeV/nucleon, and the
mean particle energy is near GeV. Thus, the particles are very penetrating,
and spacecraft shielding is not very effective in reducing dose. In all
orbits, _5 to 10 percent of the total dose (in fads) within typical spacecraft
shielding is due to cos_lic rays. Because of the unique effects of the highly
ionizing heavy nuclei in cosmic rays, they often must b_ considered separately.

The part of the cosmic ray energy spectrum below_2 GeV/nucleon is influ-
enced by solar activity via interp]anetary magnetic fields carried there by
plasma from the Sun. This modulation of the galactic spectrum creates a maxi-
mum in the differenti_l energy spectrum of cosmic rays between 200 and 800
MeV/nucleon, depending upon solar activity. Similarly, the integral number of
the particles is affected as a function of solar activity. Although other
short-term variations in galactic cosmic ray intensity occur, the variation
with the ll-year solar cycle is the only one of significance in radiation
effects considerations.

This variation would cause approximately a factor of 2 variati'ms in
cosmic ray dose within spacecraft at geosynchronous orbits and es_entially
none in ]ow-Earth, low-inclination orbits. The radiation dose in spacecraft
structures due to cosmic rays has been treated by Curtis and _lilk'nson (1971)
and Burrell and Wright (1972). The influence of secondary heavy nuclei has
received some consideration, but not large cosmic ray showers.

The trapped belt radiation has received extensive attention in the liter-
ature. See, for example, the "Trapped Radiation Handbook," C1adis (1977). In
terms of solar-induced variations there are two general cases _: significance
in radiation effects prediction. The first is the influence of solar cycle
activity on the inner belt proton populations, which has been summarized by
Chanet al. (1977). This variation in particle population will produce long-
term "_'1-'_'ear) variations of about a factor of 2 in radiation dose ra_e within

spacecraft for low Earth orbits. It is to be noted that un,_ertainty in
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predicted dose rates is of the same order, especially in low Earth orbits
where the gradient of particle flux with altitudes is steep.

The second general case of variation is tl,at of the outer belt electrons
which produce most of the radiation dose at geosynchronous orbits. The elec-
trons produce radiation dose directly at thin shielding thickness _1 gm/cm z)
and via bremsstrahlung X-rays at greater thicknesses. The bremsstrahlung dose
is hioh_ _ dependent on the shielding material. In addition to long-term (ll-
year) variations, the outer belt electrons undergo order of magnitude changes
in flux over time scales of weeks. As a result, radiation dose calculations
for long periods use models of the flux which average over these variations
(Vette and Singley, 1972). If dose rates become significant for short periods
(e.g., manned missions to geosynchronous orbits), a probability distribution

method for predicting dose for the outer belt electrons will need to be
developed.

When predicting radiation effects due to solar flares, the temporal vari-
ations are a dominant feature. Solar flare radiation is a significant hazard
for orbital inclinations greater than _jO degrees and altitudes above a few
Earth radii. The individual solar particle events vary in particle constitu-
ents, energy spectra, and particle fluence per fl_,e. Usually a few very
large flares dominate the total particle fluence for a solar cycle. Because
of the quasirandom nature of the flares, radiation uoses from flares are ex-
pressed in terms of probability models. Burreli !197l) developed such a model
and performed sample dose calculations based uoon d_ta of the 19th solar cycle.
King (1974) has summarized data from the ]gth and 20th cycles and extended
Burrell's statistical model to predict solar proton fluence probabilities for
the 21st cycle. The data of Table 2 indicate that so;ar flares present signif-
icant radiation problems, especially for manned flight beyond low Earth orbit.

SOLAR PREDICTIONS AND SPACECRAFT ORBITAL LIFETIME

A semi-analytical method is used in most spacecraft orbital lifetime pre-

diction models to estimate the decay history and the lifetime of a near-Earth

orbiting spacecraft perturbed by atmospheric drag. For most near-Earth orbits

with small eccentricity, the perturbations due to other forces (i.e., solar-

lunar gravity perturbations, solar radiation pressure, and electromagnetic

effects) are overshadowed by the effects caused by uncertainties in the calcu-

lation of atmospheric drag. For this reason, efforts to incorporate additional

pert,lrbing forces are often unwarranted. The approach used to estimat_ the

orbital decay usually adopts a combination of general and speciai perturbation

techniques so that the ,nalysis preserves sufficient rigor to insure accuracy
and adequate numerical emphasis to include a rather sophisticated atmospheric

density model in an efficient simulation. Basically the procedure is to

extend a system of ordinary differential equations for a set of well-defined

mean orbital elements which describe the complete motion of a spacecraft about

an oblate Earth to include numerically the drag effect due to a rotating atmo-

sphere. The program is designed with the ehjective that it can provide a

means to estimate, with reasonable accuracy, the orbital decay history and the

orbital lifetimes efficiently and quickly. Figure 2 illustrates the principal
inputs and components of a spacecraft orbital lifetime and decay prediction
procedure.
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A major difficulty in predicting the orbital lifetime of an orbiting

spacecraft results because the future characteristics of the atmospheric

density are not deterministically known. This makes it necessary to specify

orbital lifetimes in a probabilistic manner. Comparisons of predicted space-

craft decay versus actual observed decay reveal deviations which can be attri-
buted to an inadequate deterministic atmospheric model, noisy tracking data, or

deviations in the stochastic variables associated with the lifetime prediction

problem (i.e., ballistic coefficient, solar flux, and geomagnetic activity).

The ballistic coefficient is a function of the spacecraft mass, drag coef-
ficient, and effective cross section area. It is observed to vary with the

spacecraft orientation and flight region. In addition, predictions of the

solar flux and geomagnetic activity values, "over either short or long periods _'

of time, are available only in terms of statistical predictions with signif!-

cant uncertainties (Liu, 1975).

St,aus and Hickman (1978) have described the characteristics of several

widely used atmospheric density models and have reviewed studies in which the
predictions of these models have been compared with observational data. They

have also assessed the relative advantages and limitations of the models in

current use. They conclude that models produced prior to 1970 were developed

from data bases with significant limitations. The overall accuracy of the

recent models is summarized as, on the average, as good as the measurements of

atmospheric density and composition. Individual calculations of the ratio for

measured to model values show a scatter (standard deviation) of approximately

15 to 20 percent for the total density. For long-term spacecraft orbital life-
time estimates a model with a correct mean density averaged over several months

is quite adequate even if the errors averaged over a single orbit are quite

large.

The upper atmosphere density is strongly influenced by the changing
levels of solar activity. This, in turn, directly affects the spacecraft drag
and orbital lifetime. It is the ultraviolet solar radiation that heats and

causes structural changes in the Earth's upper atmosphere. One component of
this radiation relates to the active regions on the solar disk and varies from

day to day; whereas the other component relates to the solar disk itself and

varies more slowly with the ll-year solar cycle. The atmosphere reacts dif-

ferently to each of these two components (NASA, 1973).

The I0.7 cm solar flux is generally used as a readily available index of

solar ultraviolet radiation. It also consists of a disk component and an

active area component. _hen the I0.7 cm flux increases, there is an increase

in the upper atmosphere _ensity. For a given increase in the disk component
of the I0.7 cm flux, however, the density increases much more than for the same

increase in the active a,'ea component. For all practical purposes the active

area component is linear y related to the daily 13.7 cm flux and the disk com-

ponent to the I0.7 cm flux averaged over a few solar rotations (i.e., six is

recommended by Jacchia (1977). Therefore, .he need exists for accurate predic-

tions of the I0.7 cm solar flux, or preferably the ultraviolet radiation, for

periods of a few weeks up to lO or 15 years in the future in order to compute

the expected atmospheric density values for use in orbital lifetime prediction
models. The orbital lifetime is inversely related to the upper atmosphere

, density.
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An error, for example, in the prediction of the peak in the average
solar activity on the ascending slope of the solar cycle by +30 percent, for a

spacecraft at approximately 400 km altitude and having a nominal predicted

lifetime of approximately 20 months, produces a decrease in the lifetime bl

approximately 30 percent. While this linear error relationship does n_t hold

fo7 all combinations of variations in solar activity, orbital altitudes, and

ballistic factors, the example does illustrate the importance in the cevelop-

ment of either a deterministic long-term solar activity prediction procedure

or a statistical procedure with much closer confidence (error) bounds than now
exists.

NEEDS FOR SOLAR ACTIVITY PREDICTIONS

For a given spacecraft configuration, the types of operational anomalies

that can occur and their probabilities of occurrence for a given charge

buildup-discharge event probably can be defined with reasonable accuracy. If

one had the capability to predict the probability of an encounter with solar-
induced environmental conditions that could result in anomalous operations, it

should be possible to develop operational protocols which control the deleter-

ious effects of an anomaly without adding unwarranted complexity to the system

and without unnecessarily reducing operational capability during environmental

quiet periods. Therefore, a predictive capability for solar behavior appears

to be a goal well worth pursuing relative to spacecraft charging interactions,

operational planning, and mission analyses.

In terms of improved predictions in the solar-terrestrial environment

that apply to particle radiation effects on a spacecraft, it is obvious that

immediate design and operational benefits would result from improved predic-

tions of solar flare activity. This is certainly true for long-term radiation

predictions required for assessment of effects on materials and electronic com-

ponents. Because single solar particle events can produce a large fraction of

the total ll-year cycle flucnce, short-term predictions and warning methods
would be essential for manned operations in geosynchronous orbit. Also, for

geosynchronous orbits a better understanding of solar activity influences on

the outer belt electron populations would be valuable for any long-term pre-

dictions as well as perhaps improving any models for short-term radiation dose

probability calculations. It is believed, within the accuracy to which radia-
tion effects can now be estimated, that our present knowledge of the long-term

(ll-year cycle) variations is adequate for both cosmic ray dose and fluence

calculations and for dose calculations related to inner belt protons.

There continues to exist a critical need for more accurate predictions of

short- and long-term solar activity to use in atmospheric density models. This

will be required not only for the monitoring and accurate estimation of the

orbital lifetime and decay for the large numbers of spacecraft and "junk" now

in orbit but for the more economical and efficient estimation of future space-
craft missions, especially in the near-Earth orbital environment. The expected
future state of the upper atmosphere plays an important part in the decisions
associated with spacecraft missions. The critical dependence on solar activity
predictions can easily be seen by looking at the flow chart shown in Figure 2.
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NSO 24684
PREDICTION OF SPACECRAFT POTENTIALS

AT GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT

H.B. Garrett, A.G. Rubin, and
C. P. Pike

Space Physics Division

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Hanscom AFB MA 01731

The Air Force Ceophysics Laboratory has developed several levels

of models for the computation of spacecraft potentials. In parallel

with these efforts a systematic study of the state of the low

energy plasma environment has been under way. IrA this paper we will

present the synthesis of these efforts into a consistent picture of
the level of charginB to be expected on a "typical" geosynchronous

satellite in eclipse as a function of geomagnetic activity. As

such results also allow the prediction of the maximum differential

potentials to be expected between electrically isolated, illuminated

and shadowed surfaces on a space vehicle, they are of great value to

the spacecraft designer.

INTKODUCTION

This paper outlines two relatively straighforward techniques for deter-

mining spacecraft potentials in the limit of a "thick sheath" surrounding

the spacecraft. A statistical model of the various features of the geo-

synchronous environment based on ATS-5 and ATS-6 data and an analytic model

capable of detailed simulation of the low energy gecsynchronous environment
are also discussed. The results from these two environmental models are

then combined with the charging models in order to provide estimates of the

relationships between the geomagnetic Kp index and _pacecraft potential.
The results are compared with actual potential measurements from ATS-5 and
ATS-6.

CHARGING MODELS

No matter what form the calculation of spacecraft potential takes, the

basic equation is one of current balance:

JE - (JI+JsE+JsI+JBsE+JPH)=0 (I)

where: JE = incident electron current
JT = incident ion current

J_l = secondary electron current due to ions
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SE = Secohdary electron current due to electrons
BSE= Backscattered electron current

PH = Photoelectron current

All of these currents are complex functions of spacecraft potential,

the spacecraft sheath, and (except for Jp_) _he ambient low energy plasma.
A variety of detailed codes have been de_loped to handle equation I

(Whipple, 1965; Rothwell et al., 1977; Laframbolse and Prokopenko, 1977;

and Parker, 1977). Although capable of a fairly accurate treatment in both

time and space, these models require large amounts of computer time or dc
not include all of the various currents in equation I. We will instead

present two simple models based on the assumption of a "thick sheath" (that

is, the region over which the spacecraft effects the ambient plasma is much

larger than the spacecraft). As an example of the validity of this assump-

tion at geosynchronous orbit, the sheath thickness, approximated by the

Debye length, is _ 250 M (for a density of I/cm3 and a temperature of I KeV).

The distribution function f for the ambient particles is related to the

distribution function f' at the surface of the spacecraft by the relation-
ship (for an isotropic distribution):

f(E) = f'(E') (2)

and E = E'+qV (3)

where: E = Energy of ambient particles

q = Particle charge

V = Satellite potential

In the simple case of a Maxwellian distribution this reduces for the

thick sheath approximation to:

JE = JEO e - iqV /kTe V<O (4)

= JEo (I+ I_V /kre) V_O

and Jl = JIo e - lqV /kTI V_0 (5)

= JIo (I+ lqVl/kTI) V<O

where: JEO= Ambier.t electron current

JiO= Ambient ion currentk = Boltzmann constant

Te = AmbiPnt electron temperature

t TI = Ambient ion temperature

In Garrett and Rubin (1978), it was assumed (based on more sophisti-
cated calculations) that

jJsE a,a JE (6)

_SE '_b JE
-SI _ c Jl
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where: a _ .4
b _ .2

C 'b 3

This means that equation I becomes, for a negatively charged spacecraft:

I ) t

(1-a-b) Jeo e-'qV'/kre - (l+c)J[o(l+IqVI) - JPH = 0 (7)
TI

If the satellite is in eclipse_ JpH=0. Further, under most conc'itions

at geosynchronous orbit, lqVol/_I is generally less then i so that equation 7
reduces to:

]qV )_ - kT in(Jmo/!0Jio) (8)O' e

Results from ATS-5 and ATS-6 are plotted Jn F_g_Ire I for two different

definitions of the temperature: T(AVG) and T(_MS) (see discussion later in
text).
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0 I t I i I I t I I I t_.J
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OBSERVED POTENTIAL (KV)

FIGURE i. Satellite potential as estimated by equation 8 versus the

potential actually observed by ATS-5 and ATS-6, the marked values are
believed to have occurred during rapid chaT.ges in the ambient plasma.
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The standard deviations of the predicted from the observed voltages are
+ 1700V(T(AVG)) and + 2000 V(T(RMS)). (Note: the ATS-6 values that are

marked occurred during rapid plasma variations and, if ignored, would lower •

the standard deviations). Figure 1 not cnly demonstrate- the validity of

equation 8, but implies the existence of a threshold elect_',)ntemperature
above which the satellite _otential is linear (i.e., about ikV). Such be-

havior is due to the fact that at some intermediate energy, the secondary

yield is greater than 1 (Rubin et al., 1973). The electron temperature

must be several times greater tha:, this threshold energy before significant

charge buildup occurs.

if, as in the came of ATS-5 and ATS-6, we have available the actual

particle distribution functions we can significantly improve on equations

4,5, and 6 by using them in the calculation of the currents of equation I.
As discussed in Garrett (1978), the currents in equation 1 are each care-

fully computed by integrating the observed distribution functions as out-
lined in Whipple (1965_ and DeForest (1972). As these are all functions

of satellite pote1_tial, the potential is varied urtil equation 1 holds. _

The results of these more detailed calculations are presented in

_iglre 2 for two cases: for the ambient spectra measured immediately before

(or immediately after) the eclipse interval (sunlit) and during eclipse

(eclipsed). The potential in eclipse is accurately predicted within + 700

volts by this model (note: the greater uncertainty in the

I (g)
-14

•._ (o)

_J
,¢ - I0 ATS-5 ATS-6
m
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"' ECLIPSED • •I'- -8
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FIGURE 2. The potential as predicted by the model of Garrett (1978) versus
the observed ATS-5 and ATS-6 potentials. The marked values occurred during

periods of rapidly changing potential.
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sunlit spectra is believed due to tile nieasuremevt techniques employed and
not the model).

From the preceding we can see that even a very simple model can make
reasonable predictions of tile potential on a spacecraft in eclipse. Such
information is important as it provides a good quantitative estimate of the
maximum pt,tentials likely to develop between isolated surfaces on a space
vehicle. In subsequent sections, after presenting mod.qs of the ambient
environment we will return to tile two models presented here in order to
estimate tile relationship between satellite potential in eclipse and geo-
magnetic activity.

THE GEOSYNCHRONOUS ENVIRONMENT

t_variety of models exist which describe the low energ3 (O-lOOkeV) near-

earth space environment (see review by Garrett, 1979). AFGL las develop6d
two descriptions of the environment. The first of these is a statistical

comp:iation of the occurrence frequency of various parameters at geo- "

s.vnchronous orbit as functions of local time and geomagnetic activity.
The second medel is a set of analytic expression_ capable of predicting

simultaneous variations in the geosynchronous plasma as functions of local
time and E._magnetic activity. This latter model, though based on a

relatively limited data base, will allow an estimation of how potential
varies with geomagnetic activity and, simultaneously, local time.

Fhe first model we want to discuss is based on a statistical compila-

tion of 50 days of data from the ATS-5 and ATS-6 satellites. Very briefly, :
the 4 moments of the observed &z tribution function were calculated
from the data base as follows:

f c't_
• X. _. = _:. (V °) f. V2 dV = n. (9)

1 1 1
0

-'NF.-= (VI) f dV --n kTi
x 0 i i ..

2¢r L_-m-i-

)f OO 9 O
_v-_ f V- dV n.kT (11)<P - = 4:: (I/3 m .... = .

i i 0 i t I

•.EF.-= (la f. '*;- dV = m.n. 2kT ii 1 i I ___

2 [-;i,-ri j

where :

_Ni_ = number density for species i (number /cm 3)
9

<NFI>= number flux for species i (number/cm-sec-sr)
9

_Pt > -'- pressure for species t (dynes/cm')
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t,.

2
-ZF.>= energy flux for species i (ergs/cm set-st)

1

Tile integral results on tile right are for a Naxwe)l-Bolkzmann distri-
bution:

[ ] 312 -mV.2/2kT. (13)

f (V) = n m e 1 1
i i i

2t) kT.
1

where: n. = number density of species ix

m. = mass of species i
1

T. = temperature of species ii

V. = velocity of species i
1

k = Boltzmann con_,tant

f = distribution 2u';c.si2n

The description of the plasma in terms of" these quantities is quite use-
ful as not onl'.' are they physically meaningful in their own right, but they
can be used to derive a Haxwellian or a two-Naxwctlian distribution of the

environment (see Garrett and l).>_orest, 1979). As an example, in F'.'_"ure 3,
we have plotted the occurrence frequency of tilt, amb'ent current (the number
flt,x multiplied by ._) a_ld two estimates of tile temperature (C,arrett et al.,

1978). Before di.;cu._._ing the.'_e results in any more detail, an important
point must be cm;sider,.-.t in tile estimation of the plasma temperatt, re from
tilt, four moments of the distribution ftlnctiol3.

A s_ngle tt, mperaturo cannot be defined if tile plasma is not Haxwellian
or if the plasma consists of t_'o or more ,_laxwellian colPponents -

circumst:lnces which occur frequently at geosynchronous orbit. As a test of

this effect, we have defined two "tenlperatt_res".

• p,

T (AVe)= (la)
"-N-'

•"I'F'.

T (RNS)= '2_NF" (15)

These temperatures will be eqt|;ll and have nle/inin_2, as tomlmr'ltures if

anti o.nlv if the plasma is a Haxwell Jan plasma ({.e., rt, l_resentahle by equat-

ion 13). The marked difference between T(AVG) and 'I'(RNS) ill F:i,ur'e 3 is a

d i rect resu 1 t of tilt' ilbsence o f a NaxWe I 1 i an pl asma at geosyllchl-onolls orb i t .

If the pl,l'alll:l is t'tHlsidered to consi:_t of two Hal\well Jail COlllptqlciltS,

tllen we Call def[lle two telllper:lttlres and two densities ;is follows for species a

i : ,_ -

m'V'_/2kTl" '_ V
I

_/2 t t i "',1/_ -m i i-/2kT2i_•r"!', I'Jf "'i (V.) = n + n.,i m,

2-_-k;l'I - 2_kT 2i ( I (,)_ I li L
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FIGURE 3. Statistical occurrence frequencies of ATS-5 (1969 and 1970

dat_)and ATS-6 (1974 and i_76 data) elec_on and ion current densities,

T(RMS), and T(AVG). The ATS-6 value, should be considered provisional.

where:_ _,?_ ,r.-:, Titan be derived directly from equations 9 through 12.

T(AVG) and T(RMS) in terms of these quantities are:

T (AVG) = k niT1 + n2T2 (]7)
n I +n 2

3/2 312

T (RMS) : nlTI + n2T2
k (18)

I I.

niT l + n2T 2

IIO

.b
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For typical values we find:

For Electrons For Ions

nI = i/cm3 nI =
0.6/cm 3

T I = 500 eV T1 = I00 eV

n2 = 0.2/c_3 n2 = 0.6/cm 3

T2 = 6000 eV T2 = 9000 eV

T(AVG) = 1400 eV T(AVG) = 4550 eV

T(RMS) = 2750 eV T(RMS) = 8150 eV

These values are very close to the average values for ATS-5 shown in

Fig,lre 3, and we believe readily explain the differences between T(AVG)

and T(_MS). It is also important to note that TI and T2 are not necessarily
valid temperatures. They are the result of a definite litting process -

their primary use being as scaling parameters in obtaining a two Maxwellian
fit to the distribution function. A common problem is that when the plasma

is close to Maxwellian, one of the temperatures will be unrealistically

large even though the fitted distribution is quite close to the actual one.

Our second type of ._odel is what we have termed an analytic simulation.

What a statistical model, such as just presented, fails to do is to maintain

the proper time relationship between the various parameters (that is, if

A goes up, does B go up or down?). In order to maintain the correlated

variations in different parameters, we have made use of linear regression
techniques. Three hour averages of the four moments of the electron and ion

distribution functions for ten carefully selected days * of ATS-5 were fit

by linear regression techniques to an equation varying linearly in the geo-

magnetic index A and diurnally and semidiurnally in local time (LT):
P

M(LT, A ) = (a° + a, A ) (b + b I cos (-_ (Lr + tI))p • p o

+ b2 cos ( _ (LT + t2 )))
6

|i

* The dayu were carefully selected to correspond to periods when plasma

was injected while the satellite was at midnight - periods when maximum

spacecraft charging is believed to take place.

I!1
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ELECTRON TIME VARIATIONS

I I I I I I II "4

qb_'
I0

' ,I- 1

20__ _

3OOOI "- J=5oo / \

20001500
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24

LOCALTIME

FIGURE 4a. Variations in the 4 moments and the mean energy of the electrons

according to the A]'GI,simulation code for A =15 (solid line) and A = 207
(dashed line). P P

where: M(LT, Ap) = predicted value of the moment, M, at local time, IT, and

for activity level Ap = C a_ (i.e., daily average of ap)
8

ao, al' bo' bl, "_0' tI' t2 = coefficients determined

by the regression (see Table I).
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ION TIME VARIATI_S
J • .

o

,.oL"-,| ENER_,Y FLUX (_/cm2_c mr ) _"='-

[ (n=l_m2xc |ter x iO") J
I

,oo

5000 _
AVERAGE ENERGY (eV)

0 _ ,l i I l I I
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 _1 24

LOCAL TIME

FIGURE 4b. Same as FIGURE 4a for the ions.

To use the model, one provides A and local time. The model then

returns the four moments for the electrons nnd ion in the units given in

Table I. Typical results for A =15 (average conditions) and A =207 (very
active conditions) are plotted _n Fi_'e:: 4a and b. The reade_ is referred

to Garrett (1977) for a detailed discussion of the uses and applications

of the model and problems associated with it. On_yacursory description
will be given here.

The analytic model has been found to adequately simulate variations in

the geosynchronous environment following substorm injection when a satellite

is at local midnight for A values of _ 4 to _ 48 (i.e., low to moderately

high activity). Above _ P48, the model simulates properly the environment

but is biased toward the plasma parameters on the particular days of high

activity that were studied, no__taverage condiLions. The parameters returned
by the model show the peak in spacecraft charglng to shift from near-

midnight (as expected) to near-noon for high levels of activity. This was

traced to the actual data for which the plasma parameters clearly peak near

noon for high activity (i.e., days 3_8, 1970; 217 and 223, 1972). _.l_i_,ou_9_'.:e
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were careful to select only days for which injections began when the ATS-5

satellite was near-midnight; this may well be a common feature of the plasma

conditions associated with high activity.

PREDICTION RESULTS

As the preceding discussion indicates, we have two different types of

models of the geosynchronous environment and two different models of the

spacecraft charging phenomenon. In Fi,_tye 5 we have attempted to bring to-

gether these diverse elements into a conszstent picture of how the potential

varies in eclipse at geosynchronous orbit as aft, nction of the geomagnetic

activity as represented by K . FiE'ume 5 is somewhat complicated so we will

dwell at some length on its Pderivation and interpretation.

Ten minute averages of the satellite potential while in eclipse were

estimated for seven eclipse seasons for ATS-5 ([969 to 1972) and one for

ATS-6 (1976). These data were averaged over each eclipse period. The

El
• ATS-5/ATS-6 ECLIPSE POTENTIALS

-5000 I!1-KTe(AVG|'Ln(Jeo/IOJ m)

O-KT,(RMS)'L.(4o/IOJ,oi (0
0 2 MAXWELLIAN -

O> °4000 D

.J

z '111)
,,, -3000
I-
o
o. •

I-
v. II o
< -2000 O
=:
w o
o

! -,ooo t o ,

• -

o B _
I I . I I I

Oo Io 20 30 40 50 6o 70 8o 9o
Kp

FIGURE 5. The spacecraft potential in eclipse as a function of K for actu-

al observations (closed circles) and for various theoretical pred_ctlons.

All plasma conditions and potential values have been included (i.e., zero

potential values have been included).
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results, averaged by intervals of K (0o to 0+, I- to i+, etc.), are
P

plotted as the closed circles in Figure 5. Although large error bars exist,

there Is a clear linear relationship between eclipse potential and K . In

the following we will combine the environmental and charging models Pin

order to test the validity of this relationship.

As represented by Fi u_'e6, we have plotted the average values of Te

(RMS) as a function of K for the ATS-5 data in Fi._I-e3. Combining these

results with similar plots of J , J_, and T (AVG) from the same ATS-5

data base for the tlme intervale210_-0300 l_cal time (i.e., the region where

eclipses occur), it is a simple matter to estimate the eclipse potential

according to equation 8. The results for T (AVG) (closed squares) and

To (RMS) (open squares) bracket the observa_ion's in Figure 5 - the T (RMS)
v_lues being somewhat higher while the T (AVG) values are somewhat l_wer.

Considering the assumption's used in equ_tlon 8, we flnd this to be a

remarkable confirmation of the simple relation between K and potentisl

observed by ATS-5 and ATS-6 P

ATS - 5
2100 - 0300

_.

Te T t

(keV) 41 t t '

01 J I I I I J
I- 2- 3- 4- 5- 6-

Kp

FIGURE 6. The average and standard deviation of T(RMS) for the electrons

between local times at 2100 - 0300 as a function of the geomagnetic activity

index K . The data are from 50 days of ten-mlnute averages of ATS-5
measuregents.
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We can also employ the more sophisticated models of spacecraft charging
and of the environment to test these results. Assuming plasma conditions
for a local time of 0130, we found the eclipse potential based on a two Max-

wellian plasma distribution. The geosynchronous simulation model is only
related to the statistical model in that it should, hopefully, reproduce the

average plasma conditions In a form consistent with the statistical model.
Likewise, the potential model is only related to equation 8 in that it is

based on the same fundamental assumption of a thick sheath. These two model

sets should represent significantly different ways of computing the relation

between K and eclipse potential. The results (the open circles) in FIGURE

5 speak f_r themselves - even though somewhat lower than the results pre-

dicted by equation 8: they are in good agreement with the actual ATS-5 and
ATS-6 observations.

COECLUSION

Three different methods have been presented that indicate a strong

linear correlation between spacecraft potential (as measured by ATS-5 and

ATS-6) in eclipse at geosynchronous orbit: by observation, by a simple
plasma model combined with statistical data, and by a sophisticated

charging mode] combined with a simulation of the gesynchronous environment.

Our intent has been to not only to scientifically an lyze thi_ phenomenons;

but to illustrate by example AFGL's developments in the areas of predicting
spacecraft potentials and the environment. In several recenE papers

(Garrett, 1977; Garrett and Rubin, 1978; Garrett and DeForest, 1979), we

have illustrated other capabilities of these models, such as the ability

to simulate potential changes in the earth's penumbra. It is hoped that the

results of this paper and those cited will prove useful to others in pre-

dicting spacecraft potentials and the low energy geosynchronous environment.
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THE TERRESTRIAL RADIATION ENVIRONMENT AND EVA'S;

DREDICIION REQUIREMENTS, MODEL IMPROVEMENTS, AND WARNING SYSTEMS

?

E. G. Stassinopoulos
National Space Science Data Center

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771

The advent of the "Shuttle Era" predicates increased human presence in

space with an attending potential for substantial EXtrd-Vehlcular Activities

(EVA's), whose frequency and duration may well exceed anything previously

experienced on APOLLO or Spacelab missions. The total medical-biological
impact of the earth's space radiation environment on humans is, of course, a

function of combined EVA and non-EVA exposure. IF,either case, the correct
assessment of the eventua] health risk to crew members is crucial to the suc- _

cess and viability of a project or mission. It may be a major, if not a crit- _,

ical, factor in determining feasibility. It will directly affect long range

planning _nd crew scheduling by establishing safe crew rotation limits.

Aside from the medical-biological aspect itself, the validity of any
assessment depends entirely on the existence of good and reliable models pro-

viding the high quality data that is needed for such evaluations, which should

contain time histories of storm and t.bstorm events, their intensit(es, their

frequency of occurrence, their duration, etc. Along these llnes, some thoughts

are presented on prediction-requirements, on advantageous ana desirabl_ model

developments and improvements, and on systems that need to be designed and

tested, which would alert space crews and maintenance personnel about impending

radiation danger, z

The radiation hazard to a crew member is, of course, greatest during an
EVA period when he has left the safety of his habitat (llving-module or trans- ,
port-vehicle). Then he is most vulnerable, unshieIded and exposed as _e is

to the full impact of the "actual" radiation environment, afforded only the

marginal protection of his space-suit. The emphasis on "actual" is intended

to stress the difference and the contrast to an "average" environment, such
as is given by most current models, where short term fluctuations and excursions

(of the order of hours, days, or weeks) are masked by the averaging process.

Since in terms of magnetospheric processes and solar flares, very quiet
or very perturbed monthly periods are not uncommon, and since a crew rotation
period may well be of that order, it ts mosL desirable and advantageous to
have models that address such time resolutions. The availability of this type
of data may considerably improve planning capabilities, allowlng for flexlbillty
In crew rotation (in response and according to absence or occurrence of events),

and design of a safer and more rella_!e _.Jarnlngsystem. However, under present ,

state-of-art conditions of quantitative modeling of magnetospheric processes
and untll .nore sophisticated dynamic models become available, ,nosily awraged

data are provided by existing models. Hence, these averaged data will have
to be used in current predictive studies and analyses. For reference purposes
these data are designated "Base Line Va!ues" (BLV).
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Therefore, in future mission-ewluations, the safety and protection of
shelters, shields, suits, the exposure duration and tolerance of humans, the
mission dose limits, etc. etc., will be determined by the BLV's. Any substan-
tial upward deviation from these BLV's must then be considered alarming end
potentially harmful to the EVA crews, while variations in the quiet-time
background (below the averages) may be disregarded.

Finally, in regards to an EVA warning system, three essential problems
come to mind:

I. An on-board system may not provide an adequate safety margin because
the actual termination of an EVA (retreat into shelter) may require a certain
amount of time (to turn off instruments; to retrieve and store equipment; to
shut couple, or secure loose parts, tools, hatches etc.; to move to shelter
which could be a considerable distance), by which time the event may already
be upon the station.

2. An everly sensitive system is not necessarily an aovantage because
a re_,= nsc to weak (or preliminary, or unconfirmed) warning signals tnay result
in many false alarms and many unneccessary or premature EVA terminations with
a considerable loss of time and at substantial additional cost to the project.

' The triggering of the alarm on the basis of certain event precursors alone may
be an excessive precaution: the expected full event-impact and predicted
consequences may not materialize for that particular event at the specific
station locatinn.

3. The spatial and temporal dependence of a warning system may have to
be determined. That is, will the measurements made by detectors at different
locations and the signals received from them at the EVA location be compatible?
At all times? _ill the receiving EVA controller be able to relate them to the
same event, within th_ proper time frame, predicting the same effects?

Specifically, are distance and direction of detector separation important?
Will Iocal-=ime d_pendencies affect one or both de_ectors? if both, then
equally so? Will high latitude (and polar)ph_no_,ena distort or influence the
measurements by the one but not the other detector? Or are high latitude
(and polar) signals better and more reliable? Is there a tlme-delay or phase-
lag to be considered? That is, are signals simultaneous or need they be
synchronized? To this extent, it may be necessary to develop a system whereby
the warning interpretation will be identical for both detectors (spatial cor-
relation) as to whether a hazardous event is actually occurring, when it may
impact the EVA location (temporal correlation), and how it may develop in time.
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DOSIMETRY IN THE MANNED SPACE PROGRAM

Will_m At'_ell
Rockwell International

Houston, Texas

IN'fRO DU CTION

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we present an histori-
cal review of th-_ space radiation dosimetric results of the various U.S.
manned spaceflight programs. A discussion of the instrurnenta_on, space
radiation environments, spacecraft shielding models, analytical dose
calculations, and comparisons with actual measurements is included in
the review. Second, an outline _s presented of the future requirements
of the solar-terrestrial data user who will support manned spaceflight
operations during the Space Shu_/e era.

One of the problems recognized early in the manned spaceflight
progrsm was that of space radiation effects on crewmen and onboard
equ/prnent, such as photographic film and radiation-sensitive experiments.
Generally, space radiation includes the geomasmetically-trapped (Van
Allen) proto:_ and electron radiation, solar cosmic radiation, and galactic
cosmic radiation.

The Space Shuttle era will usher-in a wider range of space missions.
Long-term space e.'_9osurewill be required for space construction pro-
grams, such as the SatelliteSolar Power S=ation program and, perhaps,
space colonization. In the geosynchronous env_.ronment, for example,
solar particles are virtually unimpeded by the earth's magnetic field
(Paulikas and Blake, 1971)and could pose a serious radiation hazard.
A/so, solar activity causes short-term enhancements Lu the trapped e!ec-
t_'onpopulation that could have deleterious effects on extra-vehicular-
activity (EVA) :rewmen wearing thinly-sh/elded spac_u/ts.-

HISTORICAL REVIEW

MERCURY PROGRAM

Early proponents of manned spacefligh* were alarmed when in/or-
marion transmitted from the f/rst three Explorer satellites, launched

during the first half of 1_58, disclosed the e.-dstence of a huge envelope
of radiation beyond the ionosphere. This radiation, consist/ng of protons
and electrons trapped in the earth's magnetic field, later became known
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as the Van Allen belts, after its discoverer, Dr. James V_ A!len,
Unlversit 7 of Iowa. The Mercury _ighcs we_'e planned low earth orbit
flights that would fly "under" the Van Allen region. As a precaution
passive_thermoluminiscent dosimeters _TLD) were worn by the Mercury
crewmen, _nd the ractiation doses, in the miU/rad (mr) range, were
attributed tc penetrating protons.

A_ enhancement in the trapped electron environment caused by the
hi,h-altitude nuclear detonation on July 9, 1962, necessitated the real-
time monitoring of the radiation exposure on Schirra's l_A-8 flight, since
the last three orbits passed through the South Atlantic Anornal 7 (SA.A).
However, measurements indicated that the astronaut received less than
30 mr body surface dose (Warren and GLll, 1964). Warren and Baker
(1765) report appro_drnately 40 nlr ms,mum dose on the h4._-9 rnissicn.

By combining selective mission planning with the intrinsic radiation
shielding characteristics of the spacecraft, it was concluded that man
could perform effectively in the space environment with minimal radiation
risk.

GEM_q'I PROGRAM

A joint National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NA_) -
Department of Defense (DOD) program was initiatedto develop models
of the earth's trapped radiation environment (Vette, 1965) prior to C-em/nL
The first model to be developed during this effort was the A.E1 electron
and AP1 to A.P4 proton environments (Vette, 1966). A solid angle sector
analysis (spacecraft shield distribution) was performed on the C emini
spacecraft by Chappell, et al. (1764). The spacecraft shield distribution
and the trapped radiation model were used to determine the expected
radiation doses (alun,.inum spherical shell shielding over 4_ solid angle)
for the various Gern/_ _, missions. The calculational approach is shown
in Figure 1.

The Gemini radiation monitoring system (GR_'v_S),which consists o.s
two 10-cc _ssue-equivalent'_nization chambers, was develope_. _d flown
on Gem/hi X and _ missions to provide real-time readout cap_tbil/tT,
since these two missions went higher into the Van Allen belt than man

had ever been before. The GR_ measurements compare reasonably
well with the TLD measurements. The dif._erences are attributed to

variations in local shielding b7 the spacecra_ (Richmond, 1972). Table
I Lists the radiation doses measured with the passive TLD's worn by the
Gemini crewmen; the GRA_S measurements are noted in the table.

In 1962 the Space Science Board recommended to NASA the estab-
Lishnlent of radiation dose guidelines for manned spaceflight _..wposure
limits. The guidelines were updated in 1970 and axe shown in Table I/
(Space Science Board, 1970).
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INPUTS REQUIRED PROGRAM OUTPUT(S)

STATE VECTOR �NASAIJSC-, • MISSION TIME

OR TRAJECTORY _. • LONGITUDE

ALTITUDE. PROGRAM / P LATITUDE

INCLINATION. / • ALTITUDE

LONGITUDE OF _" • B
INSERTIOrJ, /" • L

TIME DURATION _ (ON MAGNETIC TAPE

//
AT 15 SEC INTFHVALS)

• OUTPUT TRAJECTORY" + NASA/JSC --* PROTON & ELECTRON

• TRAPPED RADIATION ENVIRONMF_! ,'AL/ DIFFERENTIAL

MODELS _ SPECTRA• PARTICLE SFECTRA + NASA/JSC -4 • PROTON DOSE

• SPACECRAFT SHIELD PROTON, • ELECTRON DOSE
DESCRIPTION ELECTRON AND • BREMSSTRAUIILUNG

BREMSSTRAHLUNG DOSE
DOSE PROGRAMS

Figure_ - TRAPPEDRADIATIONANALYTICALDOSECOMPUTATIONS

Table I - GEHINI ORBIIAL PARAMETERS AND AVERAGE ILD RADIAIION DOSES

GEMINI LAUNCH APOGEE. PERIGEE, NUMBER OF INCLINATION. COMMANI)i_I_ PILOT

MISSION DATE NMI. N.MI. REVOLUTIONS DEG DOSE:, mr IX351£, mr

]1I MAR 23. 1965 121 87 3 32.5 20 31

[_r JUNF 3. 1965 152 86 62 32.5 42 50

AUG 21. 1965 189 67 120 32.5 185 161

DEC 4. 1965 177 87 206 29 161 166

DEC 15. _965 140 87 16 29 25 24
177 87

]Z]'C[ MAR 16 1966 161 86 7 29 • 10 10

IX JUNE 3. 1966 168 86 45 29 17 22

.I
a

X JULY 18. 1906 412 161 O 29 685 768
161 86 36

'X1"b SEPT 12. 1966 739 161 2 29 30 27

161 97 42

_]]r. NOV 11, 1966 163 87 69 29 • 20 20

* Itirhn_ond, 1']TZ. a - (;ItMS - _)10 ,_r, h - (;RMS - )0 mr
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Table lI - MISSION OPERATIONALDOSE (MOD_ GUIDELINES

MOD, REM SKIN, 0.1 mm EYE, 3 mm BONE MARROW, 5 cm

30 DAY MAX. 75 37 25

GUARTERLY MAX. 105 52 35

Y EAR LY MAX. 225 112 75

CAREER LIMIT 1200 600 400

* Space Science Board, 1970

z

APOLLO PROGR._

The commitment of the A _'_1o lunar landing program to land man
on the moon and return him to earth safely necessitated in flying through
the intense Van Allen region. In addition, the crew would be exposed to
the fullbrunt of galactic cosznic radiation, and solar proton radiation--
should a solar proton event o,:cur. Radiation dosimeters on the un.-nanned
Apollo 4 and 6 missions indicated radiation levels in the spacecra/t would
produce tolerable crew doses (White and Hardy, 1969). The ApoLlo space-
craft is a rather thickly-shielded spacecra!t and the transit through the
Van Allen region is rapid (few hours). There were 11 manned ApoLlo
missions; ApoLlo 7 and 9 were low-earth orbit missions primarily to
check out the Crew Service Module (C_vl) and Lunar Module (LI_), res-
pect_vely. Apollo 8 and 10 were non-lunar landing, lunar orbit missions
to carry out systems checkout. Apollo 11, IZ and 14-17 were successful
lunar landing n_/ssions; ApoLlo 13 was terminated prematurely when a tank
failed in the Service l_odule (SM).

There were several types of radiation monitoring systems flown
during Apollo:

• Nuclear Particle Detection System (NPDS) - a proton-alpha
spectrometer carried in the Sl_ithat telemetered flux and
spectral data.

• Van Allen Belt Dosimeter (VABD) - a skin - and depth-dose-
rate instrument, fixed in the Command Module (C1_) that
telemetered dose r_tes.

• Radiation Survey Meter (RS,M) - a portable, hand-held, _/ssue-
equivalent dose-rate n_eter carried in the CI_ and transferred
to the L_ for lunar operat/ons.

12,
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• Personal Radiation Dosimeter (PRD) - integrating, tissue-

equivalent ionization ch_r_ers carried by each crewman;
designed to measure skin dose.

• Passive Dosimeters (PD) - TLD packets worn by the crewmen.

See Richmond, et al. (1968) for a detailed description of each instrument.

Premission radiation doses were calculated at the VAJSD location

using a 968 volun_e element shield description of the ApoLlo spacecraft

(Liley, 1968). Figure 2 shows the areal density/ distribution a_ the VABD

in the Apollo C,'v_. This type of plot has obvious merit in that the thinly-

shielded portions of the spacecraft can be responsible for a signi_cant
portion of the tom/dose.

The TLD dose results and a comparison of the computed and mea-

sured VAJ3D radiation doses for the Apollo missions are shown in Table
]11. The variations in dose from mission to mission are due to trajectory
differences through the Van Allen region. Again, the differences between

VAJSD and TLD values are attributed to variations in local shielding hy
the spacecraf% and crewmen.

The Solar Particle .Alert Network (SPA_I) was established to provide

the Space Environment personnel in the _ission Control Center-Houston

(_v_CC-H) with solar activity information in the form of solar optical and

radio frequenc 7 data (Higgins, 1965). In the event of a major solar flare
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Table Ill - APOLLOTLD AND CUMULATIVEVABD DOSECOMPARISONS

Van AllenBelt Dosimeter(VABD)_w'

ApoIIo TLD Skine Computed Measured

Mission Dose,rad SensorNo. Ia SensorNo. 2b SensorNo. 1 SensorNo. 2

7 O.16 NA NA NA NA

8 0.16 0.26 0.11 0.17 0.15

g O.20 NA NA NA NA

I0 0.48 0.68 0.47 0.66 0.43

II 0.18 0.21 0,19 0.20 0.18

12 0.58 0.92 0.62 I.20 0.73

13 O.Z4 0.46 0 33 0.31c 0.22c

14 1.14 0.83 0.$7 0.82 0.51

15 O.30 O.36 O.32 O.32 0.28

16 0.51 0.61 0.45 0.49 O.36

17 0.55 0.64 0.47 0.51 0.37

* - English,eL al, 1973;Bailey,1976
** - Whitejetal, 1972
a - Ion chambershieldthickness- 0.23 9m/cm2 of aluminum(skin)
b - '....... - 6.34 ...... (depth)
c - Data is inco,npletedue to lossof telen!etry

and the con__zznation of solar particles from satellite and/or NPDS data,

a dose projection would be made and submitted to the Flight Surgeon.

However, no major solar proton events occurred during the Apollo pro-

gram.

SKYL BPRO.G

The 5"kylab program consisted of three, three-men missions /lown

during May 1973-February 1974. Skylab was in a 435 km orbit at 50

degrees inclination. The groundtrack was such that the orbit became
repetitive every five days.

The spacecraft shieldiug description of the Apollo C31v_ used during
the Skylab program was the same as that used for the ApoLlo program.
The Orbital Assembly (0,%) shield model containing 3555 _olume elements

was prepared by Lockheed-GeorEia under contract to the NA_A/_arshall
Space Flight Center. Premission dose calculations were generated at
various locations in the CS,_v_ _._d OA using these two models with the AP1,

5, 6 and 7 proton models (Vette, 1966; King, 1967; Lavine and Vette, 1969,
1970) and the AE4 and AE5 electron models (Sin_lev and Vette, 1972;
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Tea&rue and Vette, 1972). Agreement between calculated (prern/ssion) _
and measured (ac._ual)was conslder_.d very good.

Onboard racliationinstrun_en!:,_tionconsisted of crew-wo_,'n TLI)

passive dosimeters, 2ersonne! radiltion dosimeters (PRD), V&n All,:n
Belt Dosi_neter (VABD), radia_n s_.urvey'-n-.eter(RS_v_),and an electron-
1_roton spectrometer (EPS). The TLD's were read out by radiologicr_l

health pe::sonnel after each mission. The TLD dose results are shown
in Table :V. The VABD and EPS da'_awere telemetered to ground
support personnel in near real-time, and the PRD readings were reported
by the crew on a daily basis. The RSM was used for vekicle area moni-
toring durin E extra-vehicular activities.

APOLLO SOYUZ TEST PROGRAIM

The ASTP was a joint United States-Russian space rendezvous
mission. The U.S. crewmen were Stafford, Slayton and Brand; hunch
occurred on July 15, 1975. The mission duration was 9 days at an altitude
of ZZ5 kr.._and 51.8 ° inclination. Each of the three U.S. crewmen was

provided with a PRD and a TLD and these were Ldenticalto the units used
on Skylab. A daily readout of the inteErated dose recorded on the PRD
gave the ground monitorin E team a check against the calculated radiation
dose projections and verified that the radiation environment had not
changed [rom the anticipated levels Postflightanalysis of the TLD's
indicated a radiation dose of approxlrnately I00 rnr for each crewman
(Bailey, 1976).

Table IV - SKYLAB TLD DOSES

I

Skylab Mission Launch Date )uration, days Crew TLD Dose, rad
No.

Comander Science'PilotPilot

l+ May 14, 1973 -

2 May 25; 1973 28 1.62 1.66 ].8l

3 July 28, 197._ 59 3.67 3.73 4.2l

4 Nov. 16, 1973 84 8.02 .36 6.80

* - Bailey, 1976 + - Launch of the Orbital Workshop
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SPACE SHUTTLE ERA

The first six Spade Shuttle missions have been designated as the
Orbital Flight Test (OFT). These will be low earth orbit missions rang-
Lug in altitudeof 150-250 nmi at 40.5 ° inclinations;the mission duration
will range from 30 hours to 7 days. The basic mission objectives will
be various systems checkouts, which are essential in the initialphases
of any program.

2__reliminary shield model description of the Space Shuttle Orbiter,
which contaluc 1400 volume elements, has been recently completed
(Beever, 1979). /h_Id d_c_ibutions have been generated for several
locations of interest;s_,n,eof these include the mission and science
specialists'work stations, at the eye level of the commander and the
pilot,and the six tentativelocations where active, self-integrating
dosimeters will be flown. The nominal daily radiation dose exposure
at these locations was calculated using the AE6 (Teague, et al., 1976)
and A.EI7 (Teague, 1977) electron models and AP8 (Sawyer and Vette,
1976) proton model. For the OFT initialcomputations at these various
locations indicate radiation dose rates in the "few mr/day" range.

For Space Shuttle support the Natural Environment Support Room
(NESR) located in ._he_CC-H is being established to provide flightsupport
personnel with solar and space environment data. In addition, data analysis,
formatting, distribution, real-time event analysis and forecast services
will be performed by NESR support personnel. The NESR will provide
support to various functional groups such as Payload Operations Control,
Flight Control, Surgeon, and _fission Operations Planning.

Basically, the data available to mission support users will consi_
of both meteorolusica/ and space environment data. The space environ-
ment data will be used to support two areas:

• data from conventional observations available for payload
supDor_

• @ata from space radiation observations for detectinE hazardous
conditions in support of all Shuttle flightoperations

A basic set of suppor_ data will be obtained in the form of normal
observations, analyses, and forecasts for Shuttle and payload operational
decisions. This basic conventional space environment information--now

gathered b7 the National Spa-e Environment Forecast System (joint National
Oceanic and Atrr_ospheric ACu_/nistrati_n (NOA.A) and the ._ir ;Veather
Service (AWS)) consists of:

• Solar patrol - nearly continuous monitoring of the sun in Hydrogen-
alpha, white light, and discrete radio frequencies; real-time
reports of optical and radio flares, filament and prominence
activity, active region behavior, and other solar phenomena;
and sudden _onospheric _disturbances (SID's).
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• Satellite - nearly continuous monitoring of the near-earth space
environment using X-ray, particle, and magnetometer sensors
on GOES (geostationary), NOA_ (polar orbit) and military satellites.

• Ground based geomagnetic field monitoring, aurora/ observations,
riometer observations, and neutron counters.

• Forecasts - daS/y forecasts of solar and gec Enetic ac_'¢ity
for the next 7Z hours.

• Warnings = sho_-tperiod forecasts or reported occurr__nces o.4
major solar and solar related geophysical events.

These data will be obtained at the NESR by voice reports, teletype

reports, photographs, and line drawings.

A new CRT-type terminal will be installed in the NESR for acquisition
of the GOES solar, interplanetary, and geophysical data in support of payload
activities. The associated solar data will a/so be u,ed £n the N_SR for

analysis of major solar events and the prediction of possible proton events
for detecting hazardous conditions.

The following data will be obtained at the NESR for analysis of possible
radiation hazards to the Orbiter crew, photographic film, payloads, and
other equipment for every Shuttle flight. _-

• Solar Flare reports - size, location, _ne, re,on behavior,
et cetera.

• Solar Flare data - RF and X-ray background/peak fluxes,
times, et cetera.

• Energetic particle reports - satellitedata.

The emphasis will concentrate on accurate forecasts and warnings.
It is imperative that adequate lead-time is available to per,nit real-time
assessment of the potential hazard so that precsutionary measures can
be taken by the crew.

SUM_'vLARY

We have presented the dosirnetric results of the various U.S. manned
spaceflight programs and have included a brief description of _.e trapped
radiation and spacecraft shield models, instrumer_ation, and a comparison
of computed and measured radiation doses. Itwas determined that rea-
sonably gOOd agreement exists between the computed and measured doses,
and was based on an assessment of the nominal environment. The mea-
sured crew doses were well below the mission operational dose 1L-nits
established bv NASA uoon recommendation of the Space Science Board.
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A/so, it was fort-_itous that sola_ proton emission did not impact any U.S.
manned spaceflight tn/ssion.

The Natural Environment Support Concept in bein_ establishedto

provide fl_ghtsupport personnel with solar and space environment data.
The solar-terrestrialdata user concer_ed with space radiationanalysis
will,as _n We past, need to tel7 on accurate models o_ the trapped radia-
tionenvironment. He willneed accurate forecastsand warnings of both _
trapped and solar particle enhancements with adequate lead-_'ne to make
re21-_me _ssessment of the potent_l hazard, to provi,ie rnanagernen_ with
time ior decision-makins, _nd toprovide the crow w_: _r_e to t_kepre-
caution_r 7 measures, if required,
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II. GEOMAGNETICAPPLICATIONS

A WORKINGGROUP REPOR'£ prepared by W. H. Campbell, Chairman, Members: V. O.
Albertson, W, M. Boerner, D. H. Boteler, W. R. Goddard, J. Hruska, S. Irwin,
and J. G. Kappenmaa

The Working Group on Geomagnetic Applicatie_s considered three topics:
electric power transmission lines, long oil and gas pipelines, and _agnetic
mapping for geologic and navigation needs.

I. ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION

I.I Problems

Geomagnetically-induced currents (GIC) entering an electric power sys-
tem through system grounding points can be of sufficient magnitude to cause

half-cycle saturation ,n power transformers. This half-cycle saturation can

adversely affect normal operation of a power system, as well as produce owr-
stressing of system equipment.

System operation can be affected in the following ways: increased re-
active power demands of transformers can result in unusual and severe volt-
age, line flow, and frequency fluctuations; the GIC and its resultant har-
menics can increase the severity of switching transients, and increase the
probability of AC/DC converter system misoperation in power systems that
utilize both ac and dc transmission of electric power; and GIC in current
transformers, as "cell as harmonics due to half-cycle saturation, may cause
protective rei. y misoperation.

Equipment stresses may occur when the increased reactive power demands
of the transformers, combined with the normal load demands, exceed the load

capabilities of the transformers aud generators. The harmoni.cs generated by
the half-cycle saturation also may overload the harmonic filters at ac/dc
converter stations. Loss of expected life of transformers may occur because

of localized heating (or internal hot spots) generated by the half-cycle
saturation.

1.2 Present Studies of Geomagnetically Induced Currents in Electric Power
Systems

Because the problems depend upon the proximity to the auroral zone and
extent of the power systems, studies are being conducted in several regions
(Alaska, P.C., Manitoba, Minnesota and Newfoundland) to develop models of
the induction process on the basis of magnetic field data and actual induced
current measurements. Induced current levels, levels of harmonics of 60 Itz.

(and transformer audio levels) are being monitored for studies of relay and
switching -roblems. A computer _aodc! is being used to stt,d: the distribution
of geomagnetically induced currents in a po_cr system and to determine the
chauges in reactive power flow and voltage levels that are produced. Work
is also being done to estimate the probability of occurrence of geomagnetic
storms that would produce induced currents and subsequent operating problem.:,
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outages, or reduction in t_'ansforme_ lifetime. The solutions to problems
based on these probabiiities are beiag developed in terms of engineering
techniques and system control.

Although the problem is usually not present at middie-latitude locations,
the hazard there may be greater. Power companies at such locations may be
unprepared for the rarely occurring, great magnetic storm that extends the

strong induced currents equatorward. •

1.3 Immediate Needs

A historical review of past disturbances on utility systems due to geo-
magr, etic storms providing deeper insight into ci_e statistics of disturbances
on electrical transmission systems should be conducted placing particular

emphasis on overall geographical location and isolated regions of abnormally
high disturbances. GIC effects should be analyzed relative to other simul-
taneous disturbances such as lightning and system failures. An analysis
clarifying the disturbance mechanisms as outlined above should be carried
out providing hourly, diurnal, seasonal and long-term relations. _e need to
expand tile studies of line configuration problems and GIC effects on trans-
formers and AC/DC convertors. It would be valuable to develop standard
measurement procedures for monitoring the relevant phenomena associated with
the GIC eiet tri_ power system problems. _¢e need to increase the cooperative
ties between groups studying the phenomena.

1.4 Goals

The prime goal of the research programs is to improve the stability and
security of electric power transmission systems. |Ve hope to obtain an under-
standing of the underlying geophysical phenomena and processes which could
lead to system outages so that engineering solutions for protective systems

can be developed. It is important that the results of the research efforts
be comuunicated to the scientific community and the affected utilities. For

that purpose it is important to increase collaboration and interaction bet-
ween the government, university and utility operating staff.

; 2. OIL ANI) GAS PIPI!I,INES

2.1 Problems

The principal concern for geomagnetic effects is the degree of corrosion
that _ay occur on high latitude oil and gas pipelines as a result of induced
currents during geomagnetic storms. Although the general magnitudes of
induced currents are known now, the prefe"ential locals of current flm,' bet-
ween the pipe and ground are still not understood; it is at these places at
high latitudes that coreosion is important, At low latitudes, the induced
currents can interfere with thc corrosion monitoring systems. Some pipeline
electrical mcnitoring system _"iilt,res have been experienced, these occ:,sions
require improved assessment of tko lmSsible contribution of high, induced
currents to such fai lores.
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2.2 Present Studies

t;eomagnetically-induced currents ((;IC) on pipelines are now being moni-
tored at auroral and mid-latitudes by pipeline operation companies. One re-
search group is invest iRating the broad scale distribution of current along
the Alaska oil pipeline and attempting to predicl expected levels of max itnum
current surges. Another group is looking int¢. the local current flow con-
centration between pipe and ground and tile extent of corrosion at auroral
zone sites.

2.3 Immediate Needs

Specific information a tile locali:ation of current flow is needed. A

study of tile effects of earth-surface geology, topology and climatic effects
upon the induced currents is required. It would be helpful if the available
pipeline operational logs _,','re used to review the absence (or presence) of
geomagnetic effects upon pipeline funct:;.,;:s.

2.4 Goals

One objective of the research program is to anslcer questions concerning
the effect and origin of induced currents upon the operation, security, and
corrosion of the long oil and gas -ipelines. There is a need to understand
tile plD'sical and chemical process, s that occt, r on the pipelJ,,es in StlCll _1
way that adequate engineering solutions to problems may be obtained. A
general goal is to improve the cooperation and communication of study results
between industry and researchers.

3. ,Xl:\t;._l-'l'lt: HAPPINt; FOIl GI!OI,Ot;ICAL AND NAVIt;.\'I'IONAI, RliQtlIREHINTS

3.1 I'roblems

There is a need to improve tile selettion of al_propriate days for magnet-
ic field mapping. Induction effects upon mapping observations need to be
better separated from remnant magnetization effects. Improved methods for
remowtl of the main field and its sectllar variations are 1-t,quired. A more

complete evaluation of tile limitations that natural geomagnetic noise im-
poses upon nmpping observation., is nee,led.

3.2 Present Studies

Secular field change modeling is under constant development and study.
The natural field variations are being investigated from the vim, point of
stochastic process noi._e. Improved methods of estal_lishing quiet baselines
frolll sectlldr, alllltlal, liP.,. I Selllialllltl;|l levels are also present research topics.

3.3 Immediate Needs

A detailed ewlluay:ion of tile limiting ,'fleet of noise upon m.'q_ping ob-
servations is needed as a function of tile smepling technique for smn ll and

large scale mal_pil_g and geophysical location. Improved detailed instructions
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regarding the anticip::ted limitations of geomagnetic disturbunces upon map-
ing observz, t ions need to be communicated to those presently providing the
xaapl_ing observat ions.

3.4 C;oa1s

The long-term purpose of the programs would be to be able to ew, luate
the accuracy of old magnetic charts, to provide improved techniques for match-
ing charts of adjacent regions and different epoch; and to improve th_ final
chart accuracy for geologic and navigation requirements.

4. PREI_ICTION NEEV)S FOR (,EOblAGNETIC APPLICATIONS

Forms of predictions issued by forecast centers for geomagnetic appli-
cations should be simple and specified for individual geomagnetic :anes.
Both short-term predictions (72 hrs.) and long-term (27-day to yearly) are
valuable. Until protective measures are developed, short-term alerts (1-3hrs)
_,,he,_ magnetic storms are expected to reach intense levels are needed. It
would be helpful to have an auroral owll location predicted. The users would
like to see a "probability index" in the warning system (e.g."there is a 70%
probability that a magnetic storm of intensity X will occar in the next 2 hrs.
in geographical region Y"). For some operations, we need predictions for
quiet periods. It would be helpful if the forecast centers would integrate
other available station-chain data into the preparation of their forecasts.
The cooperation between various forecasting center and user organizatim,s
should be improved. 'rhe forecasti']g centers couJd provide more material
for the education of users in all aspects of predictions (meanings of various
index changes, etc.).

5. ASSOCIATION ON Till" EFFECTS OF (iEOHAGNE'I'ICAI,I,Y INI)UCEI) CIlRRhNTS

Our I_'orking group on t;eomagnetic .\ppl ications decided to form a permanent
association of those concerned with the effects of geomagnetic variations

upon hulllan enterprise. Anyol_e interested in active or corresponence-!evel
membership should contact W. I1. Campbell at U.S.6.S. (blailstop 964, Box 250.1(),
Denver, Colorado 80225, lISA).
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Geomagnetic field fluctuations produce spurious currents

in electric power systems. These currents enter and exit

through system grounding points remote from each other. The

fundamental period of these currents is on the order of several

minutes which is quasi-de compared to the normal 60 Hz or 50 Hz

power system frequency. Nearly all of the power systems prob-

lems caused by the geomagnetically-induced-currents result
from the half-cycle saturation of power t_ansformers due to

simultaneous ac and dc excitation. The effects produced in

power systems are presented, current research activity is

discussed, and magnetic storm prediction needs of the power

industry are listed.

i. Introduction

The earliest documented cases of electric power system disturbances due

to geomagreLic storms go back to March 24, 1940 on systems in northern and

northeastern United States, and in Canada. Since that time, various power

system disturbances have been recorded during specific magnetic storms, and
from 1968 to 1972, a three and one-half year sttdy of these effects was con-

ducted in the United States and Canada during the peak of solar cycle 20.
The major power system problems resulting from magnetic sLorm effects are

increased system reactive power requirements, unusual real and reactive

power flows, system voltage fluctuations, generation of undesirable harmon-

ics, misoperation of protective relays, and internal localized heating in
transformers.

Tilepurpose of this paper is to provide a summary of the known effects

and data, past and present research activity, and the prediction needs of

the electric power industry.

2. Electric Power System Effects

2.1 Mechanism for Producing CIC in Power Systems

The principal mechanism for producing geomagnetica[ly induced-current:_

(GIC) in electric power systems is the induced earth-surface-potential (1,:SP)
i
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due to geomagnetic field fluctuations during a magnetic storm. The ESP,

which can be 3 to 6 volts/km or higher during severe magnetic storms, is

impressed across the grounded neutral points of three phase transformers as

in figure i. the grounded neutral points can be hundceds of kilometers

apart, resulting in GIC's of 50 to i00 amperes in the neutral leads during

severe storms. The GIC in each phase winding of the transformer causes

half-cycle saturation of the ferromagnetic core, thereby triggering a host

of adverse effects that are detailed later in this paper.

2.2 Geographical Areas Affected

Areas of the earth surface nearest to the pathb of the auroral currents

experience the highest values of ESP. Thus, power systems in more northern

latitudes have both a higher frequency of occurrence of GIC and greater mag-

qitudes. Another important factor in determining magnitude of the GIC is

geology of the area. Areas of high ground resistivity, in particular areas
of igneous rock geology, produce higher values of ESP and GIC. The doc-

umented power system effects of the August 4, 1972, storm, presented in a

following section, show the influence of both !atitude and igneous rock
geology quite clearly.

2.3 Research Results from Solar Cycle 20

Coincident with the peak of solar cycle 20, the Edison Electric

A EARTH'-' 'RFACE B

-- EARTH-SURFACEPOTENTIAL i"=

Figure I. Mechanism for Ceomagnetica]ly-lnduced-Currents to Enter an

Electrlc Power System.
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Institute sponsored a research project from 1968 to 1972 that was conducted "_

jointly by the University of Minnesota and the General Electric Company, in

cooperation with over 30 electric utility organizations in the United States
and Canada. CIC recorders were installed in transformer neutral leads on

power systems at locations indicated in figure 2; several recorders were
also located in Canada.

A listing of the average number of GIC recordings per month, the max-

imum values recorded, and the mean values of the GIC, by substation, are

given in table i. Examination of table i reveals a dependence on latitude,
but also shows that GIC are present in power systems in southern regions of

the United States. In the case of the southern locations, the magnitudes of

the GIC are affected by geological conditions, power network topology, and

number of power system grounding points in proximity to the GIC recorder.

The most important power system effects identified as a result of
this earlier research were:

(i) Unusual real and reactive power flows.

(2) System voltage and frequency excursions.

(3) Misoperation of protective relays.

(4) Transformer saturatio_ _nd heating.

(5) Generation of excessive harmonics.

2.4 Effects of August, 1972, Magnetic Storm

The magnetic storm of August 4 and 5, 1972, was recorded as a K-8 storm

O O

0
0 0

0

0

O0
0
0

d
Figure 2. Location of CIC Recorders in the U.S. During Solar Cycle 20.
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Table I. Listing of GIC Recotd,,r Locations During Solar Cycle ?q c,'quenced by Average Humber of GIC
Indlcat: as P_r Honth froal March i969 to September L972.

AVE.N0.GIC MAX GIC NEAN GIC
H0. COHPAEY SUBSTATION IHD [ C./HO. AMPS AHPS
1. Newfonndl.md :lUll Labrador Power Corner Brook 39.00 1004" 16.50
2. Minnesota Power and Light Co. _rrowlu,ad 6.91 58 7.65
3. Northern States Power be. Red Rock 6.67 10 6.00

4. Philadelphia Electric Co. Peschbottom 6.35 76 10.25
5. Phlladeplhia Llectric Co. Nlt£tpain No. 3 4.95 86 9.28
6. So. California Edison Co. E1 Dorado 4.36 8 4.59
7. Minnesota Power and Light Co. _ilver Bay 4.29 28 4.59
8. Virginia Flectric Power Co. Elmont 4.22 68 7.11
9. 0tt_r TaiiPower Co. 8emld_i 4.18 44 6.38

10. Philadelphia Electric Co. Whltpatn No. i 3.92 98 9.89
11. Pennsylvania Power and Llgnt Jut_iata No. 2 3.83 48 8.37
12. Hetro_olitan Edison Co. Hosensack 3.76 16 5.70
13. Pennsylwmia Power and Light Juniata No. 1 3.75 44 11.42
14. Central Ma_ne Power Co. Wyman Hydro 3.35 32 7.11
15. So. California Edison Co. Mammoth Pool 3.33 4 4.00

16. So. Calitornia Edison Co. Lugo 27 18 8.25
17. Otter Tail Power Co. Winger 2.89 20 5.66
18. Commonwealth Edison Co. Crawford 2.53 12 4.91
19. Arizono Public Service Pinnacle No. 2 2.50 8 4.16

20. Central Main Power Co. eucksport 2.41 32 6.73
21. So. California Edison Co. Sylmar 2.40 22 7.84
22. Texas Electric Service Evernmn 2.34 24 6.33

23. Wisconsin Po_er and Light Co. Port Edwards 2.31 8 4.67
24. New England Electric System Pratts Junction 1.89 10 4.96
25. Consolidated Edison Co. Pleasant Valley 1.82 68 13.40

26. Northern States Power Co. 8lack Dog 1.81 16 6.25
27. Northern States Power C,_. Minnesuta Valley 1.47 16 8.40
28. Consumers Power Co. Riggsvtlle 1.34 8 6.34
29. Utah Power and Light Co. Haughton 1.33 X2 6.67
30. Duke Power Co. 3eckcrlte Tie 1.33 12 4.78

31. Consolidated Edison Co. Sprain Brook 1.30 32 7.78
32. Virginia Electric Power Co. Dooms 1.17 15 6.29
33. Duke Power Co. Marshall Steac. 1.06 8 6.29
34. Bonneville Power Adm. Aberdeen .95 12 4.80

35. Duke Power Co. Eno Tle .93 12 5.89

36. New England Electric System Tewksbury .91 14 5.50
37. Detroit Edison Co. tlarbor Beach .91 8 4.80

38. Niagara-_ohawk Power Corp. Rotterdam .91 !8 7.11
39. Utah Power and Light Co. Sage .82 $ 4.00
40. Consolidated Edison Co. Dunwoodie .79 4 5.71

4L. Ohio Valley ELectric Co. P_erce B .74 8 4.00

42. Consumers Pot_erCo. Alpena .65 12 5.60

43. Ohio Valley Electric Co. Pierce A .62 8 4.21
44. Bonneville Power Adm. Hldway .57 I0 4.50

45. Metropolitan Edison CC. N-Temple .55 16 8.00

46. Dayton Power and Light Co. BK-S .53 4 4.00

47. Hydro Quebec goucherville No. 2 .48 8 5.33
48. Florida Power and Light Columbia .46 12 5.71

49. Pennsylvania Electric Co. Shatcville He. 4 .36 12 6.40
50. New England Electric System Co_mrford .32 6 4.50

51. Hydro Quebec Bouchervllle He. 3 .3c 8 6.00
52. No. indiana Public Service Plymouth .26 <4 <4.00

53. Dayton Power and Light Co. 3K-N .25 4 4.00
$4. Pennsylvania Electric Lo. _est Towanda .20 4 4.00
55. Consolidated Edison Co. Ratney ._9 6 4.00
56. Arizona Public 5crvice Pinnacle No. 1 .19 9 6.00
5_. Texas Electric Service Graham .}6 4 4.00
58. Utah Power and I.ignt Cn. Ovid .13 <4 <4.00
59. Pennsylvania Electric Ca. Shawvtlle No. 1 .11 4 4.00
60. Bonneville Power Adm. Redmond .07 <4 <4.00

61. Duke Power Co. Mlt.:hell River Tie .07 <4 <4.00
62. Detroit Edison Co. Tuscola .07 <4 <4,00
63. Florida Power and Li_llt Co. Starke .Oe <4 <4.00
64. Texas Electric Ser ice Jewett .05 <4 <4.00
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at the Fredericksburg, VA, observatory. Power system disturbances were

noted on a large number of power systems in the U.b. and Canada during this

storm; figure 3 shows the locations of reported power system disturbances.

The effects of the storm on power systems were most severe in north

central United States and Canada. Examples of specific system disturbances

are listed in table 2. The phenomenon of unusual watt and var flow, voltage

fluctuations, relay operation, excessive harmonics, and frequency deviations

are all evident. One utility in Canada had two generating units trip out,

and narrowly averted additional generator unit tripouts. No large area black-

outs or system instability occurred, but the potential exists for such prob-

lems uitder certain system loaditlg and operating conditions during severe

magnetic storms.

3. Present Research Activity

3.i. Introduction

This section presents a brief overview of present kno_-n research activi-

ties, in the U.S. and Canada, that are related to the effects of geomagnetic

storms on electric power systems. No attempt is made to list research that

may be underway outside the 'I.S. and Canada. Also, the authors apologize

for unintententional omissions from the listing.

"_'.. I rl

I
I

!

\

\
Figaro 3. ReporLcJ Power System l)isturban_'es on August 4, 1972.

A = strong. A = modoraLe. A = weak. [gilt'OtiS rock
areas outllned.
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T,_bl,: 2. SpeciFic Po,vcr Sy_t*'m Dl.._turb,:r+ces Dur!n_; k-d Sturm at hugu':t 4. 1972.

".J.,.,J.t:'J,.L'_,LmJ',:.,_W_h,,,*_,,._._ 'Lmtt,,_:b..C:n.,.a..t __,:rthern_.S L:/t '_. l'o.a,.r ('_2.1r__H.,l_lj_t,.!_ol_l__._. ,_[[.._}Lt.__.ot..[

US,'+ TI. [,Jut' Lla Vcr.,ndr e) l_+O te ]h'+ to _._+ ,x:W l¢Ln,4 - l".itl Claire 3_5 kV lln+_ fiG" L') q.' W#

USA Tie L,l,xe ('+..l _.'_,r_ _drv.,) 4-2. to -it)+.+ _;'_%;'S Red Rt+¢k - Ad..,_ J/+3 kV lira, 0 to JO +HW

r,rJnd ktpL,t._ 2+0 kV bu,_ -'tlS to 3,t+ Co 21_+ C*+ 3/+0 HW Red R,_Lk - Adam,. +,_ KV line 90 to tOO ,_IV.'+R
Cr.-,,+J Rapids 2_{J kV btl.; z+O to 2>O .%'VARS I.akeftl.,,I - l',iik,.l!; L4ke .It+:) kV [:rtu 5d L*+ _0 HW

Gr.md i:az'id'_ 230 k_" t_u,_ 237 to 220 to Jr,7 kV L.,_keti_ld - t'ark,,r_ Lake -'}4 kV ttmJ Lid flu 5LI HVAR
La VerLndrve l[O kV hu_ ll-_ t¢ 90 I:e lib kV Eau Clair= - R,,_kv Rim J:+S kV lin_ 50 Lo SO ,"_W

Harden I[5 kY be,, I12 to _O kV Rod Rock - Arrouhe,_d 230 kV line SO t,) 70 *1_g

Plrkdate ll5 k. bun It3 to 9b kV l++t.d R_,dk - .\llOWl_..Id 230 kV Line O t+. 511 .':;'_R
5rlklrk 115 IV b_ It++ to iuI) kV Rtvertor - _'onth'r;lo 230 kV line /+O C_+ 21.1 _:W

System Volta4e lit.0 to 90.O kV FarGo, - Ca;s Co. ll_ kV line qL 52 _o 16 "I'd
Fargo - mass Co. IlJ kV Line #2 24 rio 12 ,_:+d

At I+a Vcrt.:_drv_+. SIC " '+100 _re's. In neutral 0f Maple i+l_'cr - ReJ River It5 kV Line ++5 to .0 ,_%,'
_+tO1115 k\' tr.m_;urmt, r :2 USBR - NSI' ';r.md l-ork_ 69 kV 12 Lo 13 MW

At Cr_t:d R..ptu_. +lr - 'lou drops, in neutral of Red Clock 234 kV bus "149 to 345 kV
13.d1230 LV tran+_former ,.i Red Ro_-k it5 kV bus 119 to 118 kV

System Fr_._uency 6C.UO co 39.9_ to be.uS !1.+ _r_n_ Fcrkq (+9 +(V b,l._ J+tPI t(_ 90 x+
Ca.+s Co. 2J kV bu. _ 25 to L8 kV

Seven S[stcr_ t't_lt#2 (2) ._;;) trippv+d 3v _e _vrat.,r f+.. ld H_+nueapoLt> Freqd,'ncv 30.00 to fie.el C=.

/,round and overcurrcnt tlr_c ._. lad C pha_*, rclats. Par_:o. N.D. Fruqttency bO.OO to 60.t)15 itz.

Stave Falls Lnit :!3 (o Hk.'_ tripped by undervolta;,e relay.

Crand R,ipJds reportt,I :_nase u,lhalanced .innunelatlons on Glenvood, Hlnn. had an IJD differential relay an a
Units ,_1. 2. 3. md _+. 3-2.5 HVA 69-4 kV _ _-_ye !:ank. tl-5 _£.'A

Kettle R:lplds r_ported phJ_e unbalanced annuncldt_.oll$ on _ye-dttta ground bdnk_.) _o hat'mL.u[e r-+._LraJ.nts on

Units _'2 and 3 (R25If; line), relays.

Grand Rapids and kttt]e Lnl_ went: to mnxim-m VAR Fargo. Y.D. Dispatch Center emergency +zenerntor r.m 5

outpu_ at ll:_+d CIIT. A.gu_'.' _. 1972. minuteS.

Load Dlapatth r£,que_eed _tll _;e, _.r.ltc.r unl_q tO ma:<lmu,a
voltage boost at 175.5 I)Cl', h,l_tr_i; to prevent Io;.I of

addtt _t,nat gPner,a_or units. I'__ahltr 3erytce_Ple__Lt_rt__c_.)nd__..L_Co__..+_=_Le_ I.r'km. _ew .ler_rv

No tran_fvr-ets tripped out i+y dtt,vrenttal rt, lay oprra- Btanchhu'g - R..mt_,a )GO kV lint' 9(J to I.+.U ;IV.',R

lions, i_l'.l'lt'h]_tlI_ - R._n'4p,_ )O(} kV lthe 90 Lo |_g _d

Brane'.h,lrg - Alhurtt_ ._(J()_V llnc Jill] [.O _."tJ _t,r:'_R

_{.__nr..e..,)r___'::¢_.,r..r+i.+l_:h: J':_....r)..lqth., ._Ilnnt'._:_t:I P,t..++'],!..._ - ,'xlb._rt:. 5or' ',.'.' ]tar _,l(; to _)' _u '_C

P.t_rt+r.l 3t,ltit+n JO L*+ ;]7 ;'_; t_'v,'

Clay Bo',wull (h'n. _LitL,ln 25 to 7/. :IVAR Branehhur: - W|.ttpatn 500 kV line /+') to 60 H','AR
Blackberry .'l.J kV nub_tatlun _i) to lO0 to 50 ._WAR Brau,'hhurg - h'i.ltp,]tn 5U,) kV [LIll_ 220 tO -']0 >_'

Bla_.cltard }/+.5 kV b*l+. ]6 to 30 kV Lhad,...a - ,,_.th._l_ 230 kV iit_- 20 t,> ._ _+O _IVAR

Bo._'-'etl l!5 _<_ :u_ 122 it} ]ln KV Linden - 1;.,, rh.l[_ 230 kV lit;*, &O t+} 50 ._rv¢

Itlb1,1,,,; ttJ _"+ mlq 12'1 to 1[. 9 I,V Ple,l_.lnt Vdll_) - Lhlcklngh,+m dJO kV line tO to 20
:;tDb,lrd 115 kV bus Ltd. t_ 1:)5 kV HVAR

"lhonlsoa 4fi kV bus 4b., to 41. + kV Pleasant Valley - Rurkin_har_ 2"1+3 k'! line 20 to 3tJ y_d

Ptlla_,_t 3_.5 _V bus 36 to 3_) kV Ne'a Freedom - _++m.r,_,. 21+] _V !in, .'O tu ++_ ._IV,\R
Kntf+ Fall. il,++z,, it,Lion ].i to 2.2 L'.' ResPired - 't,'nt;;tt,. Jl(} kV [<m, t+) re 70 _',_
I,i_t+.c Pall, }l'.Jro _r.atio._ 2._ to 2.03 kV L'lwr,.,'e :,,itch (c,.nt:ecced to Branrhb,.rr) ., t_. Ih

,"IVAR

Rlvertu,i _uh_ irl(_rl .$uu JmFer,._ (_, t _xrJ-h.lrmonlc cu-- "L'tt.l_t(,n qw_tch (connected l.o Branchb.trg) 23 to :1 to
rcr, t in _ _t:+,r m..:,+rmer tvrt_ iry 35 :IVAR

Blackhrrly SdJ+LdLL_)IX *_)1) ,_q,. r+,R ,_t+ thtrd-h._rraon[c

current |n itat,_-Ir,vl_f,_r"er tet'Ittr} Total s,t.neratlon ('h._n¢,t. _q(lO t,_ ]ORO _f_/

,_otILe tlO ph.lq,-' Curl+lilt _£1:bl[iIice or transformer nt, u[[+ll rt_tal _',nt,_if.l()l_ _IL,llh:" IL,_O to 13OO _I_+'/_R

ctlrretlt CTC .It Bt',ltl_'tlDiJrl _, _,t,lr_Otl aC ,Ihotlt :(_ ,l_,p_'.t_ It If)L*O

Arrowhead b'4b.,t,lt I m. D,_l,_th, _lilln+,qt_L,*i:I;IC ftr_r w_nt l'Dr .n,l pt,,tk_ d He .iml,,,rt,,; .It 1,_? t.I)_ lrol t'c'J
tu 2"2 a-.i_.r_...It lS,'J _,l. hO _ml,rr(,'.._t 17'.? CDT ba_k t() 5 ampt. re'+ ,Irounq tq_S Ll)r %_ltk..d t)CC.l,:t-n-

4nd dru_pe.I +,_l).)ll.,nt£,ll|'_ to 2 f_ a_p.,re_ a_ t.t:+_ _lly to l() LllOpt'r_'q .lad pt,,lk_,l +l_,lin ,I_. 20 .llnl_Pltt '_, .I,
CDT. then v4rted Item 5 to 20 ampere++ until 210(} 2nlO FDT and tht.n -,)" t,..d r,q' :Iv.
COT Tran_;Ior,.a,r I)[I _+,l', ln,I],'_| , Iro-t till ._nmple., t4kt, n

7-17-12 and ,4-1h-72 ,h:+vd no _ignzfic.:nt Ctl.ll'ige_

B onj;ev .lt+l r P_,,t+2,_r".A.dm.In|_.l r.lt. [ .).,. ,__ I'l<++OllV,'.rj. _,u,.hj.ns_t 2n

CIC ret-tlrd_ r .dl_._.+,d 23 .lrlp. pt,.Ik wlttl rhaP2e r.itc _, o(

2, _+ to J ,1++11_. i+t+r ,,t,_ IHhl
Initial tXellrqJ_,41 _, (_I +J tlnph all" [)t+_',,Ir'i I _. |]13 PDT, 7

,hl,p_ It I., 11} I'11[' vld J', .t,,l+_ ,it L +,'+2 ",It • rill ,
,l_l_tlnl,lu,J ,I+,,,L _.L'm'qlLltlt¢ hl(_. to I imp-+ t,li,

++1110 I'l)10 Iht ll, I),q I,,_11 h,,l tit II.U Jl..tlllh.lllC_ II,

IlVt' r ,IrO+lll_l [+) VI l'OI

NC) ch,l,l,', ill ._,I', lilt[ I{ + d,I I lr41m Pl|[ +ll_l_t,,,+ L,Ik'n

afLl'l L'.l., ),+ ,+m,t,;h+'l _t' h|lll'l+l
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3.2. Hydro Quebec Research Institute

The Hydro Quebec Research Institute of Varennes, Quebec Canada, has

conducted research on various aspects of geomagnetically induced currents

in power systems for approximately ten years. Their most recent effort has
been directed toward theoretical analysis and experimental verification of

the effects of GIC in power transformers.

3.3. University of Alaska

The University of Alaska is conducting research into effects of GIC on

oil/gas pipelines and electric power transmission systems. Geomagnetic field

fluctuations and earth surface potential measurements are being correlated

with GIC measured in transformer neutral leads and with zero-sequence cur-

rents measured on the Golden Valley Power Co. system at Fairbanks, Alaska.

3.4. University of British Columbia

Researchers at the University of British Columbia are attempting to use

micropulsation indications as a precursor to the lower frequency, larger

magnitude field fluctuations that cause power system disturbances. There

will be cooperation with the British Columbia Hydro organization to install

recorders to measure GIC on their power system. The measured GIC will then

be correlated with triaxial flux gate magnetometer and micropulsation meas-
urements.

3.5. University of Illinois - Chicago Circle

Researchers are seeking support for a broad research effort which would

monitor GIC at critical power grid interconnections across North America.

The project would utilize direct measurements of the interplanetary plasma
energy flux from the ISEE-3 satellite to develop magnetospheric substorm

prediction algorithms. The research might also encompass controlled iono-
spheric heating experiments using harmonic radiation from unbalanced power

lines as trigger mechanisms.

3.6. University of Manitoba

This research has focused on the prediction of the magnitudes and fre-

quency of occurrence of GIC on the Manitoba Hydro Power system. Spectral

analysis of recorded GIC waveforms and of magnetograms from a neacby ob-

servatory were used in conjunction with earlier work by Campbell that re-

lated geomagnetic field variations with the Ap index.

The University of Manitoba has also developed an in-line current trans-

ducer which allows measurement of GIC directly in a transmission line con-
ductor.
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3.7. University of Minnesota

The University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn., is presently conducting

research sponsored by Minnesota Power and Light Co., Duluth, Minn., Manitoba

Hydro, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Northern States Power Co., Minneapolis, Minn.,
and The Electric Power Research Institute, Palo Alto, California. The

purpose of the study is to investigate the effects of GIC on a future 500 kV
ac transmission line that will be built from Winnipeg to Duluth to Minneap-

_ olis - St. Paul. In addition to a number of engineering studies being done

at the Unlversity of Minnesota, at Minnesota Power and Light Co., and at

Manitoba Hydro, GIC recorders are measuring GIC before and after construction

of the 500 kV line. A triaxial flux gate magnetometer and earth surface

potential measurinp station has been installed northwest of Duluth, Minn.,

within a few miles of the new 500 kV substation. The geomagnetic field

and earth surface potential data will be correlated with GIC measurements.
Field tests and measurements will also be made on the power system to examine

increased transformer var demands and generation of harmonics.
In the last several decades most regional electric utility companies

have strived to interconnect their bulk transmission systems with neighboring

utilities. The formatio;, of these networks and power pools has proven to be

an effective and economical method fo_ a localized area or system to increase

reliability of service to its customers. These bulk transmission intercon-

nectiens _eadily facilitate the exchange of economy and emergency energy

betwpan distant utility systems. This was demonstrated during the recent
coal strike (winter 1978) in the eastern United States, when much of the

energy consumed in the east was supplied from generating facilities in _._
midwest. As discussed, interconnections have in many ways enhanced thr re-

liability and operating flexibility of electric power systems. However, in
the presence of geomagnetic disturbances, degradation of system reliability

can occur due to increased magnitudes of GIC caused by numerous, as well as

lengthy interconnections. The earth surface potential difference generated

during disturbances can cause large differences of potential from one end of

a network to another, this combined with the low impedance presented by

numerous interconnections and parallel paths can result in higher magnitudes

of GIC than would be expected if systems were operated isolated. The pro-
posed 500 kV interconnection from Winnipeg, Manitoba to Duluth to Minneap-

olis - St. Paul is one such transmission interconnection which is expected

to significantly contribute to the increased occurrences and magnitudes of

GIC's on the area power system. Figure 4 shows the geographical location of

the line route and interconnection points. The Dorsey substation in Winni-

peg will be interconnected to the Forbes substation near Duluth by 330 miles
of 500 kV line. The Forbes substation will then be interconnected 150 miles

to the south to the Chisago substation near the Twin Cities. Nearly the
entire route of this transmission line lies within an area of igneous cock

geology, compounding an already worsened situation. Also shown is the lo-
ca ion of the Zim test site where the triaxial flux gat= and earth-surface-

poLential recording equipment are located.
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4 Magnetic Storm Predictions for Electric Powe. Systems

4.1. The Nature of Power gTst_m Control Centers

Power system control centers, or dispatch centers as they are also call-

ed, have the primary responsibility for operating and controlling the entire

system at all times. This entails matching system generation to system load

under varying system loading conditions while maintaining system frequency

and ,,oltage profiles within close tolerances. Moreover, because of the

crucial nature of a continuous supply of electricity to its customers, the

power system must be operated in the most reliable manner possible in the

face of system disturbances such as unexpected ]oss of major generating

units, key transmission lines, etc.

Control centers function through a combination of automatic control,

either analog, digital, or both, and human operator superv_sion, with actual

control of system equipment and elements accomplished through a complex

telemetering and communication system. The degree of hi,man ver£us automatic

control depends on the sophiatication of the system, but in any event there

is some point at which the h,man operator can and must make decisions and

exercise control over the system.

System operators are trained to respond to various credible aystem

disturbances, such as loss of major transmission line or substation. If the

control center is aware of impending system disturbances, there are usually

advance procedures that can be taken that will insure that the system is in

a state of maximum reliability to withstand the disturbance. Thus, for those

situations in which advance warning can be given, it is important to do so.

i

4.2 Existing Power System Alerting Procedure

Based on recommendations that resulted from the research discussed
7

earlier dur_n_ solar cycle 20, there is an alerting procedure in operation _
for the electric ,tility industry. When a magnetic storm of intensity K-5

or greater is detected, the Space Environment Services Center (SESC) of NO_%,

Boulder, Colorado, notifies several electric utility _rganizations, including

the American Electric Power (AEP) Company in Canton, Ohio. The AEP Control

Center is tied in to a continent-wide communication system kno_m as the /

North American Power System Interconnectlon Committee (NAPSTC) Time Error

Correction Network (TECN). Having received a K-5 (or greater) alert message

from the SESC, t,_e AEP Control Center ,.hen sends a teletype message to all

North American continent utilities through the NAPSIC TECN.

The present alerting procedure is valuable to the industry, but has two

disadvantages (i) the alert is a coincident-with rather than an advance

warning, Ind (2) it provides a blanket-type coverage aler. that is not es-

sential informa ion to all the recipient_ a.d may be ignored eventually. _.

The prediction needs listed in the ne×[ section would overcome these dis-

' advantages.

iI ' " ' III
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4.3. l'redictio,1 Xeeds for Electric Power Systems

There are several basic requirements that should ideally be met by a
magnetic storm prediction procedtlre for el_'ctric power systems:

1. :;_fficient adwmc_ warning, say, two, hours or _,_or_-.
2. Expected intensity of the magnetic storm and duration.
3. (;eographical areas which will be affected by tl,e magnetic stoi'm.

Regarding the advance warning period, two hours would be a minimum period,
and something greater than two hours would be more desirab,c. This advance
warning period is ntecessary so that %vstem operators can assess their present
and expected generation, transmission line fIows, and loading states, and
take corrective action prior to the onset of the storm. For example, if a

particuiar system operating condition retuires a heavy tie-Iine flow with
an adjacent ,'vstem at a point of intercon,'ection, and if the interconnect ion
is through a lo,g east-west line, system op,.rators may wish to reduce the tie
line flow prior to the magnetic storm to minimize system stability problems.
Reducing tim tie line flow ceuld law, lye start-up of additional generating
units or negotiation for the power purchases through other interconnections.

It would also be desirable to predict tim exi_ected intensity of ti_e

storm; a K-5 storm will produce much Iess severe effects than a K-8 storm.
Further, tile expected storm intensity will determine t!:e extent of the pre-
paratory corrective actions taken by the system operators. Predicting the
duration of the magnetic storm is also important. System operators are
accustomed to tracking severe weatht, r ill their system area - the severity of
the weather, the areas affected and to be affected, the rate at which tim '-
severe weather is traveling, and the expected duration of the severe weather
in system subareas. In the case of magnetic storms, simiIa:- information is
needed. There is also a psychological aspect to system disturbances from
magnetic storms that should be mentioned. In the case of a severe magnetic
storm, a system operator wJ].l probably observe unusual fluctuations in w';"ts,
vars, and voitage at all points on the system simult.lneously; this is llnllt l-V- <

ing by its nature.
Past research has shown that the effects of magnetic storms on t',_wer

systems can be regional in nature, i.f not local. Power systems in the New
_ England States may be affected, for example, while those ill north central

g.q. are not, and vice versa. "t'o e!imiqate umlecessary action alld concern
on the part of system opel-ator._, it would be most desirable if the regions
_.o be affected could be pi,_poi,_ted to some degree.

At the present time, little is known as to how a power system will be- ._
have and react to various intensities of geomagnetic disturbances. Sv:_tem
operators can only u-m their intuition in adjusting conditions to lessen
the impact. It is the belief ,.,f tile authors that prt'qent ,|,ld l't|tur¢ research
efforts, conducted by the power industry and other interested groups, will
develop a method to predict the behavior of an electric power system during
a storm, This inetl,od could be used similar to the way that load-flow and

stabilLty programs are now used in the power iqdustry to l_redict line loading
and voltage levels. When this teclmology has been developed, the adv;mce
war.'ling and intensity predictions call be used by system operators in deter-
minlng the system effects and the necessary corrective actions. '-
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5. C2onclus ions

Kesearch and operating exl)eriem'e has shown that geoma_uetic storms

cause a number of adverse effects on electric power systems. Some of these ..

effects have the potential of contributing to serious operating problems,

Advance magnetic storm warnings of tile proper type could significautly reduce

the risk to power systems, and it is recommended that adequate prediction

procedures and methods be implemented,
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THE PROBLEM OF SOLAR INDUCED CURRENTS

D. H. Boteler

Department of Geophysics and Astronomy
The University of British Columbia

Vancouver, B.C. Canada

"_his paper presents a brief review of the research on Solar

Induced Currents (SIC) and suggests directions that this wor"
should take in the future. The production of surface electric

fields by geomagnetic variations is discussed with reference to

magnetotelluric theory; and evidence is presented to show that

the severity of SIC at Cornerbrook, Newfoundland is due to

channelling of currents induced in the sea through a region

adjacent to the power line. All 'isolated loop' approximation

is proposed for calculating the quasi-d.c, currents p_oduced

in the power system by the surface electric fields. Identification

of the processes causing the geomagnetic perturbations responsible
for SIC would be aided by investigation of the local time depend-

ence of SIC occurrence. Such knowledge could potentially be used
to provide several hours warning of SIC.

l. INTRODUCTION

Power system disturbances have b_en known to occur during geomagnetic

storms for nearly 30 years. The disturbances nre due to quasi-d.c, curre.ts,

induced in the earth by geomagnetic field wlriations, flowing through
transformer neutral-ground connections into the power system. Because t,_e

geomngnetic storms originate with dlsturbanccs on the sun, the quasi-d.c.

currents were called Solar Induced Currents (SIC), however rec_,,tly the

more appropriate term Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GIC) has also beun
used.

The level of interest of etectrlcal engineers in geomagnetic phenomt,na

sinewsn marked corre]atton with the sunspot cycJe'. Interest waq first

aroused by power systtm dlstu1"bances during the geomagnetic storm of Mar, h
24, 1940 (McNiMl, ]940) and e>tensive SIC effects were noted during the storm

of February 1958 (Slothower and Albertson, 1967) qnd the storm of August,
1972 (Albertson et aJ, 1974). By the time of the last sin:q_ot maximum (]968-

1970) a maior resear.h effort had been mmmted under the sp.n._;or._hip of t:lu
Ed[,_on Electric [nsti_ut-e, ;rod the results of this study (Albertson et al,

'4_
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1973; Albertson and Thorsen, 1974) represent the principle contribution to our

knowledge of SIC.

Significant contributions have been made in parallel fields by Anderson

et al (1974), who studied the effect of geomagnetic disturbances on cable

communication systems, and by Campbell (!978) who analysed the induced

currents in the Alaska pipeline. Cambell used the geomagnetic activity

index, Ap, to determine the expected levels of induced currents in the Alaska

pipeline, and this technique was adapted by Goddard and Boerner (1978) to the

SIC problem. Apart from this, mhe:e has been an increased awareness of the

effect of geomagnetic phenomena on man-made systems (e.g. Lanzerotti, 1978)

and of the effect of power system radiation on the space environment

(Helliwell et al, 1975; Hayashi et al, 1978) but little work specificall)

related to the problem of SIC.

The facts to date about SIC are that they fluctuat_ with a period of

several minutes, ie. are qua:i-d.c, compared to 60 Hz; and their occurrence

correlates with that of geomagnetic storms. Areas of igneous rock geology

give rise to higher SIC values and anomalously high SIC are experienced at

a location in Newfoundland (Albertson and Thorsen, 1974). SIC are generally

more severe at higher latitudes and because of this are believed to be due

to the geomagnetic disturbances produced by the auroral electrojet. Possible

values of the surface electric field (and consequent levels of SIC) due to

the auroral e]ectrojet were calculated by Albertson and Van Baelen (1970) and

shown to be _onsistent with observed SIC. Albertson and Van Baelan also

showed that SIC should be greater in power lines running E-W compared to

those running N-S, although no observation of this effect in practice has

been reported in the literature.

The effects of SIC on electric power systems and the prediction needs

o," the power industry have been well covered bv Albertson and Thorsen (1974)

and Albertson and Kappenman (1979). The problem confronting geophysicists

is to explain the production of surface electric fields by geomagnetic

disturbances and combine the electric field information with power system

parameters to produce a quantitative understanding of SIC. This knowledge

should then be coupled with improvements in predicting geomagnetic disturb-

ances to obtain forecasting of SIC levels in any particular power system.

2. PRODUCTION OF SURFACE ELECTRIC FIELDS

Geomagnetic disturbances induce currents in tile earth and the potential

drop prod,ced by the flow of these currents can be detected at the surface

as an electric field E, also called the earth surface potential, ESP. In

the simplest case the geomagnetic disturbance can be considered as a downward

propagating wave of frequency _0, incident on a homogenem_s enrth of conduct-

ivity o . The relationship between the electric and magnetic fields at the

surface lls givep by

Hy o ]
1

and the depth of penetration of the wave to its surface value Is
e

:_kln depth, _ = 1 1 /'i' (2)

1
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It is obvious that the skin depth increases with the period of the geomagnetic

variation and so, in a real earth, conductivity changes with depth will

affect the frequency response of the function E /H . This was recognJzed

by Kato and Kikuchi (1950) and Kato and Yokoto x Y (1953) who expounded the

initial theory which, with further developments by Cagniard (1953), led to

the technique now known as the magnetotelluric method.

The magnetotelluric method uses mo'_surements of E /H versus frequency,

m, to determine the conductivity structure of the earth, y usually by

comparison of the experimental results with results from calculations for a

range of earth models. In the SIC study we are concerned with the reverse

problem of (hopefully) knowing the conductivity structure below the area

concerned and wishing to calculate the surface electric field E produced byx
a geomagnetic variation of magnitude H and frequency co. However, the math-

ematical analyses of induced current d_ve!oped for magnetotelluric studies

(eg. Price, 1967; Jone:_ and Price, 1970) are still applicable to the SIC
problem.

The theoretical treaument of induced currents developed by Cagniard

(1953) has been extended by later workers to include effects due to the scale

of the source field. For example, the formula produced by Wait (1962) for

a 3 layer earth with layer thicknesses h , h and _, and conductivities o ,
o and _ is 1 2 i

j_ _ ½ (I_jB) -½ otOhl)!_, al, h 1
2 3 Ex =(__19___) Q [(c_,ii o 3,

Hy _ a _ h ] (3)
1 2 1 2

where the ist term is the formula for a homogeneous earth of conductivity o

the 2nd term includes the effect of the source size L, with B=62/2L 2 1

the 3rd term contains the layered earth effects.

Price (1962) has argued that Waits formulacion contains some simplifying

assumptions, regarding the effect of the source size, that affect both Q

and 6; and there is still some confusion as to the true effect of the source

size on the distribution of induced currents.

Determining the source size is also a problem. Campbell (1978) used
Waits' (19o2) formulation and derived the formula L = 0.2T for the scale

length, in kin, of a geomagnetic variation with period T sec. This formula

is based on the concept that a geomagnetic variation with a period of 24

hours has a scale equal to the circumference of the earth round the auroral

zone, and that shorter period variations have a correspondingly smaller scale

length. However it one considers a geomagnetic bay with T = 1800 secs

(30 min.), produced by the auroral electrojet, Campbell's formula gives a

scale length equivalent to 7½ degrees of longitude, whereas the auroral

electrojet is known to extend up to 60 ° , or more, in longitude. The scale

length of other geomagnetic variations whose origin is attributed to the

auroral electroJet (eg. Pc 5 pulsations) are likely to be similarly under-

estimated by Campbell's formula.

Wait's formulation was applied to the SIC problem by Goddard and Boerner

(1978) who used it to compute the probable frequency spectrum of electric

field variations during a geomagnetic disturbanc_ observed in Manitoba.

This electric field frequency spectrum was then used for comparison with the

frequency spectrum of SIC observed during the same disturbance (fig. i). The

spectra of the electric field and SIC should be highly correlated so the

discrepancy shown in fig. 1 is likely due to the calculation of the electric

field. Goddard and Boerner used Campbell's formula for scale length and, as

indicated above, this is an approximation and may produce a different frequmcy
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Fig. i Average power spectra of (a) X component of magnetic field at
Whiteshell, Manitoba, (b) expected Y component of surface electric

field (calculated from the magnetic field variations), and (c) solar

induced currents at LaVerendrye, Manitoba, (after Goddard and Boerner,
1978).
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dependence than occurs in practice. The transfer function E /It used by

Goddard and Boerner, as shown by figs. la and ib, is obviously Xindependent

o[ frequency; however, Campbell (1978) using the same formulation, but a

different earth model, obtained a transfer function dependent on frequency
which he approximated by the expression

[H_]X 106 = 3.8 - 0.92 log T (4)

Thus the frequency dependence of the transfer function, Ex/Hy , is very
dependent on the earth model used.

It should be remembered that the parameters 01 ,02, h I , h2 , etc. used
in the earth models are the mean values for an area comparable to the scale
of the inducing field. The significance of the conductivities at depth is in

how they affect the distribution of currents with depth and consequently the

value of the surface current. The electric field at a particular location

can then be determined by knowledge of the surface current and the local

conductivity. Igneous rock areas are an example of the effect of local

conductivity because their low conductivity, compared to other rock types,

gives rise to higher electric fields and in consequence a greater probability
of SIC problems. In Newfouudland the SIC magnitudes are too large to be

simply accounted for by low conductivity and evidence is presented in an

Appendix to show that the severity of SIC at Cornerbrook, Newfoundland is due

to channelling of currents induced in the sea through a region adjacent to
the power line.

3. SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

The resistance of a power line, although typically a few ohms, is con-
siderably greater than the resistance of the earth between the two ends of

the power line. Thus it is applicable to calculate the surface electric field

ignoring the presence of the power line, and then examine the effect of that

electric field on the power line as a separate problem. The electric

potential applied across the ground points at the ends of a power llne is

simply the product of the component of the electric field parallel to the

power line and the distance spanned by the power line. However the magnitude

and distribution of the currents, in the power system, produced by this earth

potential depend on the relative magnitudes of the resistances of different

_arts of the system.

fu_ analysis of part of the B.C. Hydro power system showed thr,t for quasi-

d.c. currents the system could be represented by a network or 'line resistances'
and 'station resistances' as shown An fig. 2a. The station resistance is the

resistance between the high voltage bus to which the power lines are connected

and the ground mat of the substation. This station _esistance could be simply

the resistances of two transformers Jn parallel or, where autotransformers are

used, a more complicated network of resistances as shown in fig. 2b. There is
also a resistance between th_ s_:ation ground mat and 'true earth', which is

called the 'station ground resistance', but this is usually small compared to
the station resistance and can be neglected. The 3-phase power system can

then be considered as 3 identical reslstonce networks in parallel and it is

sufficient to consider one network only. This will enable c;_lculat_ons to
be made of _.he quasi-d.c, currents expected in any part of the system; except
that the current through the neutral-ground counector of a transformer (,4_erv
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a) ,, ,, ,, ,.

V! v2 V3 vn

Fig. 2 a, 1-phase diagram of a power

line, illustrating the net- L-_
work of line resistances R , LJI

R2 . . .R, and station 1 p sooKv

resistances S0, .S I'SI'2

n,n+l. _- i . , I' , 2solcv

raotcomoo ::
the station resistance betwe-

en a 500KV line and ground. _o
(in this case at Williston

substation in B.C.) I _,o

t

SIC are usual!y measured) will have currents from each of the 3 parallel
networks and so will have 3 times the current calculated for an _adividual

win_ing of that transformer,

To determine the quasi-d.c, currents in the network shown in fig. 2a,

equate voltages round loop i where i=1,2,3 . .n.

Si_l, i (li-li_ I) + Ril i -Si,i+ I (li+l-I i) = V i (5)

Collecting terms gives

- ,i+lli+l i-Si_l. ili_ 1 + (Ri + Si_l, i + Si,i+ I) Ii Si = V

(6)

For an isolated loop (o) Vi
I .... (7)

i Ri+S i- 1 ,i+Si ,i+]

nnd this can be taken as a first approximation to the selution of the general

case, ic. equation (6). Employing an iterative method one can write

Ii --li(°)+ ti(1)+ .... (8)

where the first order correction I. (I) is given by!

(o) + s (o)

it(l) St-l,i li-I t,i+l [1+1
(9)

R i + S[_I, i + St,i+ 1
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Si'i+l i}

= i - ( Si-l'i Vi_l + Vi+
Ri+Si_l ,+Si, i+1 _Ri_]+Si_2, i_l+Si-i, i Ri+l+Si, i+l+S i+l, i+2

(10)
Therefore

r S. S

_ 1 ,_Vi+ 1-l,i Vi_l + i,i+l
I

i R.+S i+S -- Vi+i i-l, i,i+l_ Ri-l+Si-2,i-l+Si-l,i Ri+l+Si,i+l+Si+l 4 o

(li)

Of the three terms in brackets in equation (ii) the coefficients of VI _ and--I

Vi+ 1 will be less than one and in the many cases in which line resistances
are greater than thu station resistances the coefficients will be small so

that these terms can be ignored. The isolated loop approximation (equation 7)

then represents a reasonable solution to the problem of calculating loop
currents.

To determine the current through a particular station resistance S.

it is necessary to consider the currents in loops i and i+l. It will b_ 'i+l

seen from equation (5) that the currents I. and Ii+l tend to cancel each otheri
at their common station, and so higher currents will be experienced in the

lines than at the stations. The station resistance is actually comprised of

a network such as in fig. 2b and the station current will naturally divide up

between the different paths according to the relative resistances of the

different transformers. Hence the current through an individual transformer

will be a fraction of the current I _-I flowing to _ound through the stationi+l i
Fig. 2b also shows that where autotransformers are used higher currents will

flow in the high voltage part of the winding than in the low voltage pare.

4. PREDICTION OF SIC

If forecasting of SIC is to be improved it is no longer sufficient to

describe SIC as being correlated with geomagnetic storms. It is desirable to

ascertain which mechanisms are responsible for SIC and then prediction of

these mechanisms can be related to prediction of SIC. The increase of SIC

mangitudes wJth latitude, as mentioned earlier, points to the auroral electro-

jet as the cause of the field variations responsible and this has been

n_sumed to be the case by most authors. However it is debatable whether the

SIC seen at lower latitudes (eg. in the southern USA) are due to the auroral

electrojet; and Andersen et al (1974) have presented evidence to show that

magnetopause currents were responsible _or the geomagnetic disturbance that

so badly affected some communications systems in August 1972.

Resolution of this question would be greatly aided by knowledge of the

diurnal occurrence pattern of SIC. Many geomagnetic phenomena have distinct

average variations of occurrence with local time which are well documented

(e.g. Hertz and Brice, 1967). An equivalent representation is a local time

perturbation profile such as that shown in fig. i of Clauer and McPherron

(1979). Their profile indicates that, for the current system specific (which

involves a partial ring current), the maximum perturbation at mid-latitude_;

will occur in the afternoon. At auroral latitudes the major source of

disturbances is the westward electroJet and this is located in the reglor
extending from 22.00 to 06.00 local time. Other disturbances can be si.,_a.ly
associated with a range of local times and the local times of occurrenc ,-_ }
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SIC should match those of the phenomena responsible. Also knowledge of SIC

occurrence patterns at a number of locations could show whether or not the

responsible phenomena change with latitude.
Should a SIC mechanism be iduntified which has a well-defined locq] time

dependence this knowledge would greatly aid SIC prediction. Even if SIC are

produced by each and every type of geomagnetic disturbance they may show a

local-time occurrence pattern simply because of the greater frequency of

occurrence or greater magnitude of one specific mechanism. In the majority

of cases such a local-time dependent probability of SIC occurrence could be

used to provide several hours warning to electric utility operators of

potential S_C problems.

Suppose, for example, that SIC are predominantly due to geomagnetic

disturbances caused by the westward auroral electrojet and so occur mainly

between 22.00 and 06.00 local time. By continuously monitoring this time

zone, warning of geomagnetic disturbances, in many cases, could be given

before they had a significant effect in N. America. This method, of course,

provides no warnings of disturb_tces that commence while N. America is in

the 22.00-06.00 local time zone. Major disturbances will last for a day or

more so the time zone specified could be considered as a "disturbed" zone_
J

06-00

18"00

,, Fig. 3 View of the earth from above the N. pole showing N America being

_ brought into a 'disturbed' zone by the earth's rotation.
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fixed w.r.t, the sun (fig. 3), through which N. America passes as the Earth
rotates. Continuous observation of this "disturbed" zone effectively

requires world-wide real-time monitoring of the surface geomagnetic field and

relaying of the information to a centre in N.America. (A major undertaking).

However notification of disturbed conditions at European observations could

be used to provide fo'ecasts, 4 hours or more in advance, of potential SIC
conditions in N. America.

Even when geomagnetic disturbances can be predicted, sections 2 and 3

have shown that there are several factors limiting the translation of this to

a forecast of the SIC magnitude to be expected at amy particular location.

Fortunately earlier experimental work hap provided us with an emDirical

measure of the relative magnitudes of SIC at different locations in the form

of Albertson and Thorsen's (1974) cumulative severity index (CSI). SIC
predictions could be broadcast for a station with a CSI of i and, prcviding

a suitable scale could be devised for the predictions,the electrical utility

operators at each location could multiply this by their own CSI to obtain a

prediction relevant to their own system.

5. CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that the magnitude of SIC at different

locations depends on local conditions and this is most marked in the case

of the Cornerbrook power system in Newfoundland. At a particular location,
the level of SIC in individual transformers (which is the critical parameter

for SIC effects) depends on the relative maguitude of the current_ in the

adjacent parts of the power system as well as on the numbe_ and size of the
transformers at the substation. The determination of _le local time depend-

ence of SIC occurrence would help identify tbe _henomena r_ponsib]_ _nd

could potentially enable several hol,rs warning to be given of SIC conditions.
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APPENDIX: THE CASE OF NEWFOUNDLAND

The severity of SIC at Cornerbrook, Newfoundland is too great to be

simply _nother example cf an igneous rock area and the case requires closer

inspection. Fisher (1970) documented some of tile problems due to SIC

experienced with the Coi_erbrook power system and he also repel ted that other

electrlc utilities in Newfoundland did not experience noticeable SIC effects.

The Cornerbrook power line is coincident with a zone joining carboniferous

sediLnents to the salt water of the Gulf of St Lawrence (Wright, 1978); and

Wright has suggested -hat this zone may be a conductive channel for telluric

currents and be responsible for the great severity of SIC.

The intensity of induced currents in the oceans will be ml_ch _reater
than those on land because the conductivity of sea water (3-4 ohm- m-l) is

-i -4 -I -I
several orders of magnitude greater than that of rock (i0 -i0 ohm m ).

Price (1967) has shown that significant induced currents with a period of 15

rain. can be expecteJ in depths down to 50Ore.; therefore, for sl_orter peri<,ds,

sizeable currents can be expected in the depths of 300m. typical of the

contineqLal shelf along tbe east coast of N. America. A theoretical analysis

of induceu currents near a conductivity discontinuity (such as a coasc!ine)

by Jones and Price (1970) shows that the currents should be concentrated on

the high conductivity side of the discontinuity; and tvidence for such an

effect has been presented by Schmucker (1964) and Bote-er (!".;78). _nus the

indications are that high induced current densities occur along the east

coast of N. America during geomagnetic disturbances.

Newfoundland and Nova Scotia represent low conductivL_v anomalies in the

path of the cosstal induced current (fig. 4_) and altl,oug| the currents will
tend to flow around the land the current ac_oss Newfoundla,_d and Nova Scotia

will be greater than the currents experienced on the continent proper. The

currents will obviously concentrate across the narrowest parts of Newfoundland

(see insets in fig 4) and Lhe surface el=ctric fleld in these locations will

thus be considerably gT__ater than elsewhere on tt.e island. Over distances

for which the potential drop in the sea is small the coastlines on opposite

sides of the island can be considered as cquipotentials. Hence any power

line running across the island and grounded on each shore will hove the s'Imu

potential applied across it during geomagnetic storms. Should such power

lines present the same resistan to SIC the magnitudes _f SIC would be the

same in each power line. Howe_ez shorter lilies b_ve lower resistances _nd

consequently higher SIC levels. Thus the Cornerbrook power line i._ in one of

the worst possible situations for experiencing SIC problems. Another location

presumably similarly affected is the Amherst area of Nova Scotia: _ fact that

may be significant considering the plans for power generation in tb: Bay of

Fundy.
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Fig. 4 Map of *he E coast of N. t_aerica (geographic co-ordinates)

-- The insets show Lhe ,'hanncliing of induced currents across Newfound-

land and lova Scotia that is postulated to occur during geomagnetic
disturbances.
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!

The extensive use of the hydro-electric generating capacity in North-

ern Manitoba requires long HV-DC/AC transmission lines to serve the

southern part of Manitoba and neighbouring U.S. power companies.

The auroral-electrojet zone covers three-ouarters of the province and

consequently, solar storms strongly affect these transmission lines•
llarmonics are generated at transformers due to the saturation of their

cores by induced currents, and the level of harmonics produced may

cause malfunction of control relays, and yield unacceptable distor-

tions in normal AC waveforms. The objective of our study is to det-

ermine the expected effects on long AC transmission systems, and in

particular, a 500 KV line to be built from Winnipeg to Minneapolis-

St. Paul. We have used spectraJ, analysis of induced current records

from 14anitoba Hydro's LaVerendrye station and ma£neto?rams from IMS
stations in Manitoba. These analv',es and results of Campbell's work

on the Alaskan pipeline induction problem (1978) were used for pre-

diction of periodic and surge currents. _!e conclude that the surge

currents will produce significant levels of harmonics and correspond-

in_ operatin_ problems durin_ ma_netlc storms.

;. INTRODUCTION

In Manitoba, Can,_da, electric power is transmitted over vast distances

from the hydro-electric p,eneratin_ plants in the northern part of the prov-

ince primarily to serve the population in the south. The Manitoba power sys-

tem has interconnectlons with American power networks and those of adjacent

provinces in order to maintain hydro storage and take advantage of daily rate

variations in thermal-electric power. For this purpose, Manitoba Hydro and
Minnt,scta Power and Light w'll be constructlnR a 500 kilovolt alternating

current between Winnipeg and Minneapolis-St. Paul. Du_Jnp, the design phase
these power authorities need to know the expected maF,nltude, frequency of

occurrence, and duration of magnetic storms and substorms theftwould produce

significant currents In this llne. Research p,roups at University of Manitoba

and University of ll]ino[s, lead bv Prof. W-bl. Boerner, and the research

group of Prof. V.l). Alhurtson at University of Minnesota are studying this
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• problem along with System Plannin_ engineers of Manitoba Hydro. These latter

engineers are concerned with ensuring the reliability of performance with
minimum cost.

During magnetic storms most problems in the operation of AC power systems

result from effects of transformer core saturation produced by induced cur-

rents and this saturation causes local heating and generatiop of harmonics.

In particular undesired relay operation in transformer differential schemes

is most likely, which is seen as a fault and the transformer taken out of ser-

vice. Overcurrent ground relays have caused mlsoperation and resulted in in-

creased zero sequence current. Cumulative heating effects on transformer

insulation may reduce the lifetime of the transformer or unusual gassing dur-

ing a storm may cause the transformer to be taken out of service unnecessari-

ly. The telluric currents enter power transmission lines through the gruund-

ed neutral of wye-conflguration transformers. The system we are studying has

an autotransformer, and induced currents in the power network can bypass the

ground connection. A 550 km length of the planned route is at an an_le of

about 60 ° from geomagnetic north and the total resistance of the line will be

about 5.5 ohms, including terminal resistance to ground.

Our purpose in this paper is to attempt to predict the ma_nltudes and

frequency of occurrence of induced currents _n this transmission line. We

have used previous works on prediction of induced currents, and our iim_ted

analyses of induced currents along with the corresponding magnetic field var-

iations to develop methods for tile desired predictions. We use a probabilis-

tic approach to prediction.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTION METHODS

A study of our prediction problem and the methods used by other research-

ers on related problems is necessary to establish the way in which previous

results can be used and where there is a need for different techniques.

Since our problem is to predict the occurrence of induced currents of suffi-

cient magnitude to cause effects on power systems under various operating

conditions, then the time and magnitude of a storm must be considered. The

time of occurrence of significant currents is important since a power system

may be most susceptible under certain conditions of interconnections in the

network and the loading pattern. In our work on power systems we have used

the simple criterion that storms should produce induced currents in excess of

20 A, since for many transformers this current produces a level of harmonic

currents chat may interfere with system control. Larger currents can produce

instabilities that lead to generator shut-down. Events of this nature occur-

red during the 4 August 1972 major magnetic storm, where peak induced cur-

rents of 100 amperes were recorded _y Manitoba llyd_o. In Manitoba, the

occurrence of substorm activity can be expected to span several hours in the

interval of 3UT to 15UT. Sudden comnencements may not be as significant in

occurrence and magnitude, but they can occur at times that will affect the

power system when loading is si_nlficant. An example of a sudden commence-

ment effect on a power line in Nanitoba has been studied by Hayashi et al

(1978).

The _xpected power spectra of magnetic storms and substorms can be relat-

ed to the planetary amplitude index and the period of the induced currents.
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Campbell(1978) has obtained these empirical power spectra relationships for

the Auroral zone (60° - 70° geomagnetic N) magnetic field variations.

In addition to studying the magnetic field, from which we must determine

the electric field for current induction, it is most useful to study avail-
able records of induced currents. Ue have obtained Manitoba Ilvdro's records

of events for the LaVerendrye transformer neutral-to-ground connection. The
observed currents are correlated with the occurrence of substorm.s. Thus if we

have sufficient information, a relationship between the maFnetic activity

index A , magnetic field power spectra, and induced current spectra can be

obtainedPto predict harmonic currents on the basis of expected A values.

We have used the power spectral analyses of three substorms and p Campbell's

empirical relationships to predict the harmonic currents in the 500 KV power
transmission line.

The prediction of the occurrence of very major storms and the largest

electric field associated with such storms is also of interest. Campbell

has also studied magnetic activity for a range of A_ index values to obtain
peak-to-peak field changes as a function of the index. Siscoe(1976) has

derived probability furctions for the magnitudes of the three largest geomag-
netic storms per solar cycle from the aa index values over nine solar

cycles. This measure of storm magnitude does not indicate the rate of chanRe

of the magnetic fields. Siscoe uses the double exponential law for rare

events to obtain his results. Fleming and Keller (1972) used earth surface

potential measurement data to obtain the probability of large earth current

storms and their results were also based on the double exponential law.

11owever, the duration of large potentials is not studied explicity. Since
our problem requires a model for probability of both magnitude and duration

of electric fields producing induced currents, we have initiated analyses of

substorm magnetic variations to estimate the joint probability of the field

rates of change and duration of each rate. We expect that it ray be possible

to use the results of the aforementioned probability models to extend our

predictions to several solar cycles.

3. ANALYSIS FOR PREDICTION OF HARMONIC CURRENTS

We have chosen to start with Campbell's results and determine ]lowwell

they suit our problem. It was expected that th analysis of substorm raa_ne-

tograms from the closest magnetometer station (wniteshell, 59.9 o N _eomagne-

tic) would give a good estimate of the desired empirical formula correspond-

ing to Campbell's formula. His formula for the horizontal field power spec-

tral density T (min) and magnetic activity index A foe College, Alaska
is P

log G(_o) = 2.0 + 1.4 log T + 0.043 A i 0.6 (I)
P

where 1.4 is called the spectral slope since the spectra are fairly linear on

a log-log plot.

As a first attempt to determine the spectral slope for White_hell we

studied the most active three hours in substorms on 21 September 1977, 4 Jan-

uary 1978, and 15 February 1978. We considered both X and I components of

the magnetic field using magnetograms with one minute samples, which were

provided by the Geomagnetism Division of Energy, Mines and Resources. The '_
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,'ndivldual spectra are shown together in Figure l(a) and their average in
Figure l(b). The individual spectra tend to decrea:_e beyond T=3600 s.

: -_:_-" FIGURE l(a)
-: _ :_ INDIVIDUAL POWER-- t _ iA /

: , _-_ _ SPECTRA FOR THRE:"
' - _ SUBSTORMS

_-=. I , %

.=-

• -,: ;--

6 .

_:.- . ";

= /

_ ,././ FIGURE l(b)
r: _ _ AVERAGE OF POWER
- SPECTRA FOR THREE

:_" "- SIJBSTORMS.

.rr

The average spectral slope is 2.34. This slope is very close to the average

slope of 2.4 obtained by Campbell and this ap,reement tends to support the

use of his empirical relationships for our prediction problem. We were also

interested in the spatlal extent of the storms and we obtained d:_ta from the

Fort Churchill IMS magnetometer chain from Dr. J.K. Walker of the Ceoma_ne-

tlsm Division for Island Lake and Thompson. FiRure 2 shows the indivldual

with much lower slopes up to ! ks and p,reater power in the Thomp_on field,

particularly at shorter periods. These spectra indicate that the _hiteshell
does experience variations approachinF, those at stations well withir, the
a,roral zone.

We would like to obtai,_ an empirical formul_ for the spectral den,_itv

based on Campbell's. We have obtained one estimate of the slope at similar
a levels and since our spectral analysis was not over the entire day the

P effective A index was assumed to be a = 120. To F_Ive the same power

spectral densit_ as shown_ in Figure i(b) at _ the midpoint tl]eresponse of

the estimated relationship is
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log G(_) = 2.0 + 2.34 log T + 0.36 A -+0.6 (2)
P

where we have assumed the same constant for the tolerance.

w

m_

_'_ _.. -.v_ ..... FIGURE 2.
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The peak values of the corresponding periodic magnetic field components car

be derived from the power spectrum and the X component given bv an empirical
relaionship

B = aT + n_ A + sT (_amma). (3)x _ p

We have not analvzed sufficient data to estimate these coefficients and for

our resu]ts we chose to use Campbell's linear approximations to aT and nT,which are

log aT = 0.58 lop,T -1.33 and log n = 0.97 log T -3.56 (4)T

FIGURE 3.
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•" - .... OBTAININC, E
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X
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We used a source scale of L = 0.2 T km for T in seconds for the period of

the source variation, and Wait's (].962)ma_netotelluric formulation to esti-

mate the electric field power spectra. The three layered earth model most
suitable for the region of the 500 KV transmission line is o I = 0.002 S/m,

hI = I0 km; 02 = 10-4 S/m, h2 = 390 km; o 3 = 0.5 S/m, h3 = o% correspondin_

to the first three layers used by Albertson (1970), where the o's are
conductivies and h's are thicknesses of each layer. The ratio of E /B

for this layered earth model is shown in Figure 3. Figures 4(a) and y x
4(b) show the electric field power spectra for the Y and X components of the

field corresponding to the X and Y components of the maF.netic field at

Wbiteshell. The plots show upon comparison with the magnetic field spectra

that the response is suppressed for periods beyond 1 ks . For 4 Ks the

electric field peak is 0.047 V/km and at T=0.4 ks the peak is 0.0077 V/km.

%
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= ! ./"

,,++"m,+ _.+_._+_

+_ /'_- FIGURE 4(a)
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......... _._.... %+ _ : ,- ;-.-.+
;.rr_,_" ]+,, _._ G-, 4,[;
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Th_ original plan ",;_ ,l!s project J'teluded an in-line measurement device

for induced currents in a 230 KV (RSOL) Line along a similar route. This

device will be used in the near future: but since it was not available we

have attempted to ,_serecordi.gs of transformer neutral-to-_round currents at

LaVerendrye station. The individual power spectra for the three substorms

were computed from 3 minute samples of analog data and these are shown in
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Figure 5(a). These spectra are very different from the spectra of Figure 4,

T
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with a few marked peaks for periods shorter than 2 ks. The trend of the

spectra is towards a flat response for longer periods as shown by the average

of the individual spectra in Figure 5(b). The values of the electric field

with period 4 ks correspond to a Fourier component of current of 2.35 A, and

a resistance per unit length of transmission llne of 0.02 ohms/km, which is

the correct order of magnitude for lower voltage lines. The main difficulty
with th= neutraa, current is that the contributions to the current from the

system cannot be resolved into components. The approach we have used is the

forward solution and perhaps we will have t:odevelop inverse 'techniques for

the long lines since the magnetic fields w_ry spatially and they are in

aperiodic fields instead of the periodic ones assumed for ma_netotelluric

inverse modelling. The time series should be correlated to _-_sure that

timing errors in the analog data are not occurring. In spite of these

problems, we have chosen for the purposes of obtaining results in the next

section to use the simple magnetotelluric model previously described.
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4. RESULTS

4.1 Induction of hrrmonic Currents

Using the relationship between B and A as _ function of period T

derived by Campbell, we have determined the electric fields for oscillating

magnetic fields with periods T = 300s to 15000s . We used the source scale

and three layered earth model previously described. The expected currents

in the 500 k_ line are shown in Figure 6. This figure shows that for a line

impedance of 5.5 ohms and a length of 550 km the currents range up to 11.5 A

for A = 200, from 1.5 A when A = 20.
P P

The urrents during any time interval of a storm are composed of several
/

frequencies or harmonics. The actual mean power obtained from all the harm-
onics is the integral or sum over the band of frequencies.

_0 ZO

Ap

_,%- ,
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4.2 Surge Currents

During eacb storm thece are usually one or two rapid cnanges in the

magnetic field which produce surges in the induced currents. Th_ power spec-
trum obscures the existence of these surges, however, these surges could pro-

duce effects dependent on triggering mechanisms. In order to characterize

these surges we have used a simple method for estimating the magnetic f_eld

rate of change and the duration D of the same rate R within a fixed

root-mean-square deviation of I0 _/mJnute over the interval under test. A

histogram of these rates and durations for the 21 September 1977 substorm

is given in Figrre 7. This result is only useful to indicate that a large

FIGURE 7. HISTOGRAM OF b_GNETIC FIELD RATES OF

CHANGE AND DURATIONS FROM A MA_NETiC SUBSTORM.

ensemble of histograms may yield an estimate of a jolnt probability density
function of the form

-R2/2_ 2 -_I)
P(R,D) _ e e (5)

where o and _ may be dependent on D and R, respectively. This analysis

of a magnetogram indicates that one rate of charge of +80 y/min persisted for
4 minutes for a total change of 320 y. The total variation in the field was

1400 y durin_ the three hour interval. One rate of -96 y/rain of 10 minute
duration was apparently broken up into short(r intervals by the rms fLt
criterion used.

Clearly, we need to know the rate of ehnnEe to determlne the induced
current, however, a mode] of th( total variations as a function of the local

A index due to ( _pbel] (1978) can be used as the peak value in the harmonic

kmodels for determ[ninR the electric field. The empirical relationship is

B' ::-13.4 + lo,.3 Ak, (6)x

where Ak _:;the loca] equlwltent ar_pllt,de index. Near the Whlteshell the
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equivalent amplitude derived from the ak index by multinlying the standard

a. for mid-latitude stations by 2.5. AcCording to this fartor the A_ couldK
range up to 500. If rapid variations occurred, then a surge of 360 N peak

would occur for A_ = 200. At longer periods for the same Ak the peak current
would d-op off ra_idly with T, and these types of events are more likely than

ones with short periods i,l the order of 300 seconds.

4.3 Frequency of Storms

Tileoccurrence of A > 52 is once per 2 months on :he average and a

high value of A > 150p Ts once per 2 years. Formdlas ar also available

for days per yea_ with a given activity level (Campbell(1978)).

4.4 Expected Effects

If the cumulative effects due to the harmonic currents are shown to be

signi_icant then the active values cf A > 52 once per two months would

determine the effect on the expected lifetime of a transformer.

A study performed by Manitoba Hydro (interal report) showed that harmon-

ics are generated at unacceptable power levels when a voltage of 6 V/km is
applied in a simulation of the 500 KV line. Our results at this stage show

that surges wlth continuous currents approaching the values used in the

simulation will occur at least on the average of once per 2 years.
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waves, which affect the density in a way which is effectively unpredictable,

there appear to be systematic features of thermospheric structure that are

not contained in present models. Von Zahn and Fricke demonstrated variations

in the four atmospheric constit__.Its that are under geomagnetic control.

Figure 2 shows their analvsis of log f as a function of longitude and geo-
graphic latitude for the (:our constituents. A c|ear concentration of values

of f > l near the geomagneLic poles is evident for the heavier species N2 and

Ar, whereas f< I generally near the geomagnetic poles for 0 and He. A sug-
gested improvement in the model, then, is the addition of a sinusoidal varia-

tion in longitude for the individual gas densities whose amplitude and phase

depend on latitude. A similar improvement could be achieved by using both

geographic and geomagnetic coordinate systems in future models.

In addition to in-situ measurements of thermospheric composition by

earth-orbiting spacecraft, incoherent scatter radar provides a ground-based

method for measuring a number uf quantities of relevance here. Alcayde et al.

(1974)compared long-term variations of daytime observations at -45°N lati-
tude of the atomic oxygen concentration in the 200-400 km altitude range and

the ratio of atomic to molecular species at "200 km with predictions made by
the CLRA-1972 model. Two years of data for the atomic oxygen concentration

at 200 km indicate that the CIRA-1972 model is, on average, quite good, but

that variations in f for atomic oxygen ranging from ~0.3 to >3.0 occur. A

semi-annual variation in f is evident, with maxima near the equinoxes; a de-

crease in f with increasing geomagnetic activity is also noted, a behavior
consistent with the effects of global-scale circulation changes associated

with geomagnetic activity. Data reported by Alcayde et al. also indicate
that CIRA-1972 predicts total mass density better than it does the density

of individua] atmospheric species. Thus, the incoherent scatter measurements

lead to the same general conclusions reached on the basis of mass spectrometer

measurements: a model with constant boundary conditions near the turbopause

and assuming diffusive equilibrium cannot adequately represent variations in

atmospheric composition, a]though it can predict total density with reason-
able accuracy.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have reviewed the formulations and characteristics of a number of em-

pirical mode]s of thermospheric density and composition. Today's models are

much more accurate (and complex) than were the first standard models of twenty

years ago. Models produced prior to 1970were developed from data bases with

significant limitations. Most of the data were from satel]ites with perigee
altitudes above 250 km and were based on drag calculations, yielding only

total density. The only advantage these models have over more recent models

is their greater simplicity and the many years of experience which some groups

have had in using them. More recent models are more suitable except for those

situations where only tota] density is required and some loss of accuracy car

be tolerated in exchange for small, fast computer code or where the cost ,)_

replacing present software great]y exceeds the benefits achievable by t_ _se

of better (but sill] far from perfect) models.

The best models for general use are probab]y CLRA-1972 and MSIS. Al-
though CIRA-1972 is more wide]y used, the MSIS mode] is particularly appropri-
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Through simultaneous VLF/ULF observations carried out nea-
Winnipeg, Manitoba, evidence has been obtained that geomagnetic cis-
tdrbances control the behavior of harmonics of 60 Hz man-made electric

power. The harmonicsof 60 Hz detected by the VLF receiver are at
multiples of 180 Hz, indicating that they originated from a 3-phase
a.c. power system. Under geomagnetically quiet conditions, only odd
harmonics of 60 Hz were detected; the 3rd (]80 Hz) and 9th (540 Hz)
were predominant. In disturbed conditions, both odd and even har-
monics were excited. Harmonics up to the 18th (1080 Hz) were de-
tected at one time. The strength of each harmonic was found to change
concurrentlywith geomagnetic pulsation (ULF) activity. These find-
ing_ seem to indicate that a portion of telluric currents shunted
into the power line system through the neutrals of the Y-connected
transformersgive rise to a "d.c." bias to the transformer core ma-
terials and that it distorts their hysteresis loops, activating har-
monics of 60 Hz power. A mathematical proof is given that a hyster-
esis loop having a point of symmetry generates odd harmonics o_=]y,
whereas loops lacking in point-symmetry generally give rise to both
odd and even harmonics. A general formula has been obtained to cal-
culate the strength of each harmonic based on the shape of the

, hysteresis loop.

*On leave from Geophysics Research Laboratory, University of Tokyo
_Institute of Space and Aeronautical Science, University of Tokyo
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1. INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of this paper is to present several new findings about
the influence of geomagnetic disturbances on power transmission systems.
These findings were obtained through sLmultaneous VLF/ULF observations carried
out be the authors in September 1977. Some of the results of the observations
have been reported in Nature (Hayashi et al., 1978). This paper summarizes
those results that are directly related to man-made power systems. Somewhat i
more elaborate discussions will also be presented about the interpretation of
the observational results.

2. OBSERVATION

The VLF observation was performed at a temporary station set up on the
shore of Lake Winnipeg, east of Riverton, Manltoba, approximately 130 km north
of Winnipeg. The observational results reported herewith were obtained using
a loop antenna. The ULF observation was made at three stations, all in Mani-
toba: Riverton; Star Lake, about 200 km east of Winnipeg; and Thompson, right
in the middle of the auroral zone. A three-component induction magnetometer
was set up at each of the three stations. The results presented in this paper
refer te data during the period from 20:42 UT to 20:52 UT on September 21
(Figure 1). A ssc with a prominent negative kick (southward deflection)
started simultaneously at all three stations (lower panel of Figure I). Natu-
ral VLF emissions (chorus) were enhanced about 30 sec before the ssc onset
(upper pane] of Figure l). Average emission frequency and bandwidth also in-
creased. A]I of these effects of ssc-triggered VLF emissions had been dis-
covered and interpreted in terms of a generation mechanism of chorus (Hayashi
et al., 1968). In addition to the chorus emission, the VLF detector found
harmonics of 60 Hz, which doubtless originated from a man-made power genera-
tion/transmission system. The main results of the observation of these har-
monics of 60 Hz power are as follows:

(1) The harmonics were considerably stronger on the magnetic E-W compo-
nent (the plane of the loop antenna is parallel to the local magnetic meridian
plane) than on the N-S component.

(2) There is no indication that secondary VLF emissions were triggered
by the harmonics.

; (3) A11 harmonics are multiples of 180 Hz as if it were the fundamental
frequency•

(4) Prior to the ssc onset, only odd harmonics of 60 Hz were detected.
After onset, both odd and even harmonics occurred. Their strergth changed in
time concurrently with the ULF oscillations _.

(5) Time changes in the harmonics were delayed in phase when compared to
the time changes of the ULF oscillations. This is particularly c]ear in the
case of the enhancement of the 3rd (180 Hz) and 6th (360 Hz) harmonics during
the period 20:45:50 to 20:46:39 UT The positive deflection in the ULF north-

south component at Riverton began 15 seconds earlier, at about 20:45:35UT. i,
No such phase delay occurred in the case of the first enhancement of the har-

monics, 20:45:00-20:45:40 U_ compared to the sharp negative deflection at i

)
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Figure 1. Natural VLF emission (chorus) and harmonics of 60 Hz man-mad_ power
activated by a magnetic disturbance (the upper panel). These were observed
at Riverton, Manitoba, by a VLF receiver using a vertical loop antenna, normal
to the local magnetic meridian. The ULF deflection, which began with a nega-
tive kick simultaneously (20:45 UT) at the three stations, has been identified
as a ssc (the lower panel). Before the ssc onset, only odd harmonics were ob-
served; the 3rd harmonic (]80 Hz) and 9th were predominant. After the onset,
boLh odd and even harmonics were observed. Their intensity changed concurrent-
ly wlth the ULF deflections, positive and negative, uith little phase differ-
ence. Correlation is the best with the ULF deflections observed at Riverton.

Riverton, providing that 20:45:00 UT is assumed to be the beginning time of
the negative deflection.

Results (]), (2), and (3) in'dicatethat the harmonics came directly from
a 3-phase power transmission system without following a magnetospheric path.
R_sult (3) suggests that the power transmission line Is at a sufficiently long
distance from the VLF station at Riverton so that the separations between the
three phase conductors of the power line are negligible. Under this condition,
the local magnetic field strength at the observation slte becomes proportional
to the sum of the Instantaneous intensities of the three currents. Most har-

monics then vanish due to interference,except those that have frequencies at
-- ;multiples of 180 Hz. ResuIt (I) indicates that the power line responsible for

the harmonics runs in an almost north-south direction. In fact, a major power
line runs north-south abou_ 50 km west of Riverton. However, there are sever-
al minor north-south lines nearby so that It Is hard to conclude that the

i major power 11ne was the responsible one. Result (2) indicates that the har-
1
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monics did not propagate through the magnetosphere. Helllwell et al. (1975),
Park (1977), and Luette et al. (1977) discovered harmonics of 60 Hz which
propagated via the magnetosphere. Those harmonics often trigger secondary
emissions.

Result (4) seems to suggest that the power transmission system was af-
fected by a solar-induced current (SlC)--a portion of telluric current
shunted into a power line through neutrals of Y-connected transformers. Cur-
rents between a transformer neutral and the grounding have been actually ob-
served. The current strength has been found to be as large as 100 amperes
during a severe magnc:'ic storm (Albertson et al., 1973). Transformer cores
distort 60 Hz signals due to the nonlinearities in magnetization of ferromag-
netic core materials. Sits give rise to quasi-d.c, magnetic fields in trans-
former cores. Without SIC, no such d.c. bias is applied to transformer cores
and under such circumstances only odd harmonics are generated. Petersen
(1928) has shown that not the 2nd harmonic but the 3rd is predominant. How-
ever, both odd and even harmonics are generated vith a d.c. bias. Generating
even harmonics with a d.c. bias is the principle of fluxgate magnetometers.
The process by which harmonics are generated w;ll be analyzed mathematically
in the following section.

Concerning result (5), the delay of the enhancement of the harmonics
(20:45:50-20:46:39 UT) compared to the ULF deflection at Riverton may also
be attributed to the hysteresis of the transformer core, since the induced
current must be reversed between the first harmonics enhancement (20:45:00-
20:45:45 UT) and the one presently under consideration. The delay might also
be due to a phase shift which possibly exists between telluric currents and
ULF magnetic field oscillations.

3. ANALYSIS OF GENERATION MECHANISM OF HARMONICS

A mathematical procedure is developed in thls section to determine the
strength of each harmonic based on the hysteresis loop of a transformer core
material. Let a closed curve in Figure 2 be an arbitrary hysteresis loop.
The B-h coordinates are so chosen that the smallest and largest values of h
are ±h0 and that the origin is at the middle of the segment of the line con-
necting the two points on the loop that correspond to the extreme values of
h. The segment represents an "average" magnetization:

B = gr h, -h 0 _ h _ h0 (1)

where gr is referred to as the reversl.ble permeability according to Bozorth
(1951). Let B = Bl(h) and a = B2(h) be the lower and upper portions of the
hysteresis loop, which are connected to each other at the two points of the
extreme values of h. Let us subtract the "average" magnetization from the
B-h loop. The loop thus defined has the lower portion and the upper one,
connected to each other at the two points on the h-axls, (-ho, O) and (ho, 0).
The lower and upper magnetization curves are then expressed as follows:

_: b(Z)(h) - Bz(h) - _r h (h Increasing) (2)

i b (2)(h) = S2(h) - pr h (h decreasing) (3) !
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Figure 2, Reference diagrams for the mathematical analysis of harmonics. -

f

Pow, suppose that h changes with time t s'lusoida11y as follows,

h = h0cost (4)
Then, the magnetic flux b, represented by the b(1) plus b(2) loops, becomes
a univalent and periodic function of time and can be expressed as a Fourier
series,

co

b(t) = b0 + Z (bc cos nt + bs sin nt) (5) ;
n=l n ,.

The Fourier coefficents are determined as follows,

l _ _ Ob(1) ! _b0 =_-_[ b(t)clt- [ (t)dt +_'[ b(2)(t)dt (6) r'
-1? -1T

and for n = I, 2, ...

n l _ cos 1 ) cos 1 cos

bs = _- J'.vb(t) sln nt dt = -_ j'._ (t) sin nt dt + --1T b(2) (t) s|n nt dt (7) '-
n

Putting b(2)(t) + b(1)(t) (8)A(t)- 2
and

b(2)(t) - b (I)(t) (9)D(t) - z
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we have b (1)(t) = A(t) - D(t) (lOt

and b(2)(t) = A(t) + D(t) (117

Then, using A(t) and D(t), the Fourier coefficients can be expressed as
follows:

/I IT

[ J"A(t)dt + J'0{D(t) - D(t-n)} dt) (12)b0=

and for n = 1, 2, ...

; bC I O

n ] 'n" cos _ cos

bs = T [ j" A(t) nt dt + j" {D(t) - (-l)nO(t-w)} nt dt] (13)-_ sin sin
n

In order to perform the integrations in the two previous equations, the
expressions of A(t) and D(t) have to be obtained. Regarding the lower and
upper portions of the b-h hysteresis loop as a function of h, A and D can
also be considered as functlons of h

b(2)(h) + b(I)(h) (lh)A(h) = 2

D(h) = b(2)(h) - b(1)(h) (15)2

We then express A(h) and D(h) as a Fourier series, respectively, as follows:

A( 't(°°} I{°l F} 3= �ksin (_k h) (16)
+ _ ak cos h) s h0

c h0 dkD(h) do kml dk

Using the well-known formulae,
oO

cos (Iikcos t) Jo (_k) + _ m= ('17 2J2m (_k) cos 2mt (17)
m=I

and =

sin (_k cos t) = Z (.1)m-1 ,232m.1 (xk) cos ( 2m-1)t (18)
m-1

the right-hand side of equation (16) can be rewritten as a Fourier series
with t as an Independent variable. In this way, we obtain the following
express ions,

A(t) A0 = Ag' cos _t (19)
mm �C

D(t) D0 _ I D_
where

" "=" J0 (wk) (20)C

Do do kml dk
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and for _ = 2m = even,

2m = 2(-1) m a_ (wk) (21) i
Dc !•

and for _ = 2m-1 = odd,

2m-1 = 2(-I)m'l _ (wk) (22)
Dc

2m-1 j k=l (.d_ J2m-1

Calculation of the right-hand sides of equations (12) and (13) can be carried
out with the help of equation (19). We finally obtain the expressions for
the Fourier coeff;cients as follows,

b0 = A0 (23)

bc = Ac (24) :
n n

and
oo

2 _. {1 - (-1) n+_} n c
bs = 2 {1 - (-1)n}DO + _-_,=1n w nz _ _z O, (25)

On the right-hand side of equation (25), the summation with respect to
should be made, skipping the case where _ = n.

The e.m.f, of the fundamental mode and of each higher harmon:c is pro-
portional to the following quantities:

E(I) = 1_r + b_) 2 + (b_) 2 (for the fundamental mode) (26)

' s' 'E(n) = n (b)2 + (b)2 (for n = 2, 3, ...) (27)

In the case where the B-h hysteresis loop is point-symmetry In shape, it
can be shown that all even harmonics vanish. In this case of point-symmetry,
we see by inspection that b(t) takes the Identlcal form for each half-period •
except for sign, which alternates for every half period,

b(t) = -b(t_) (28)

Then the Fourier coefficients In equation (7) become

bCt °b(

n 1 '_ cos

bs = 7 j' t) {I '- (-1) n} nt dt (29)n sin

Non-existence of even harmonics can also be proved as follows. Because of
the point-symmetry,

b(1)(h) m -b(2)(-h) (30)

and consequently,
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A(-h) = -A(h) and D(-h) = D(h) (3])

Therefore, a_ and d_ in equation (16) vanish. Equations (21) and (22) then
sho_

Ac = 0 (n = even) (32)
n

Oc = 0 (n = odd) (33)n

We see then from equation (24) that b_ vanishes for n = even. From equation
(25), we see that b_ vanishes also for n = even. In equation (25), only even
terms, _ = even, have to be taken into the summation, since all the odd terms
vanish because of equation (33). Then, we see that every term in equation
(25) vanishes for n = even, since n + _ = even.

When the B-h hysteresis loop is symmetric with respect to the h-axis,
it can be seen that all odd harmonics vanish, instead of the eve,_ harmonics.

The Fourier components were computed with respect to the two hysteresis
loops shown In Figure 3. The hysteresis loop for the "on-biased case, which

ls of a familiar shape, has a point of symmetry. The loop for the d.c.
biased case lacks point-symmetry in general (Sozorth, 1951). With the Fourier
coefficents computed, a quantity, E(n), defined by equation (27), was calcu-
lated for n = 2, 3, .... The results are plotted in Figure 3. In each case,
the quantities are normalized to that of the third harmonic. The hysteresis
loops given in Figure 3 might not be typlca] of transformer core materials.
However, they serve the purpose to show how different harmonics are generated
dependent on the shape of a hysteresis loop. It is seen that in the case of
a d.c. bias not on]y the odd harmonics of 60 Hz but also the even harmonics
exist. If one measures the current in each individual conductor of a 3-phase
power line, it should contain every harmonic of 60 Hz. This is not the case,
however, if the magnetic field is detected using a VLF receiver at a far dis-
tance from the power line. Magnetic fields due to 3 phase currents vanish
due to interference at most harmonics except for the frequencies at multiples
of 180 MHz.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The observations show that SlCs seem to control harmonics of 60 Hz by
giving rlse to a d.c. bias to transformer core materials. Simu1_aneous ob-
servations should be made of geomagnetic variations, telluric currents, SlCs
and harmonics of 60 Hz man-made power in order to confirm the Interpretation.
The harmonics seem to cause considerable trouble to power systems. A general
formula has been obtained to calculate the strength of each harmonic, based
on the hysteresis loop of a transformer core _aterlal. It makes it possible
to estimate the strength of harmonics, provided that the magnetic property
of the transformer core materials Is known along with the electromagnetic
parameters of the transformer/power line system.
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HIGHER HARMONICS
Figure 3, Magnetic flux density, b, in a ferromagnetic material excited by a
slnusoida| magnetic fle|d, h. Harmonics are generated due to the non-Iineari-
ties of a hysteresis loop. On the ordinate, the amplitude of each harmonic
times the frequency Is plotted on a logarithmic scale. The quantity is pro-
portional to e.m.f. The upper panel corresponds to a hysteresis loop with no
d.c. bias whereas the lower panel is for a case biased by a d.c. magnetic
field. In each case_ e.m.f,'s are normalized to the value of the third har-
monic. Only odd harrnonics are generated if there is no d.c. bias applied.
Wlth a d.c. bias, however, both odd and even harmonics are excited.
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INDUCED ELECTRIC CURRENTS IN THE ALASKA OIL PIPELINE

MEASURED BY GRADIENT, FLUXGATE, AND SQUID M_NETOMETERS

Wallace H. Campbell

U.S. Geulogical Survey
P.O. Box 25046 MS 964

Denver Federal Center

Denver, Colorado 80225
and

James E. Zimmerman

National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, Colorado 80303

Fluxgate magnetometers in a gradient alignment and a gradient

SQUID magnetometer were used to determine the current induced in

the Alaska oll pipeline during a period of geomagnetic

disturbance. The measurements compared favorably to each other and
to the nearby current determinations using a shunt connected

directly to the pipe.

INTRODUCTION

Electric current flowing in a linear conductor produces a magnetic

field, encircling the conductor, which diminishes in intensity as a function

of the distance, lu this paper we describe measurements of the gradient of

the magnetic field perpendicular to the axis o£ the Alaska pipeline that

were used to infer the magnitude of the electric current induced in the pipe

from auroral zone, ionospheric current sources.

The 1280-km-long Alaska oil pipeline bisects the state of Alaska as a

conductor that is electrically grounded throughout its length. The end-to-

end resistance is less than I0 ohms. The route of the pipeline extends
under the auroral zone, which has an active region maximum that occurs at

latitudes usually between the center and northern terminus of the pipeline

(Campbell, 1978). During active auroral periods strong electric currents,
flowing in the ionospheric region of the luminous aurora near lO0-km
altitude, give rise to large fluctuations of the geomagnetic field at the
Earth's surface beneath the aurora of hundreds and even thousands of gammas
(l gamma = 1 nanotesla). The changing magnetic fields i_duce large electric
fields and currents in the relatively poorly conducting earth. If the
Earth's surface w_re homogeneous in conductive properties, the pattern of
this induced current at the surface would mirror that of the ionospheric
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source and she # a preferenc_ for the geomagnetic east-west direction. Earth .'

crustal inhomogeneities modify this pattern of induced curr_nts. The long,

highly conducting pipe, which is electrically connected to the earth at

regular intervals along the below-surface sections, has been shown

(Campbell, 1978) to carry an electric current of a size Just necessary to

eliminate the induced electric field parallel to the pipe and Ohm's law

applies:

I = kEy , (I)

where I is the current (amperes) in the pipe, Ev (volts/meter) is the
electric field along the pipeline, and k (meters/ohmS is the conductivity of

the pipe. Appendix B of an earlier paper by Campbell (1978) gives the

Justification of this equation.

The horizontal electric field, _, is dependent upon the amplitude of
the perpendicular horizontal, geomagnetic field variation Bx (gammas), the

period of this inducing variation T (minutes), and the fixed conductivity
structure of the immediate earth subsurface, as first noted by Cagniard

(1953). To a first approximation we may write,

I = k'BxT-0"5 , (2)
I

with k" a constant which includes the effective earth conductivity and
_

therefore varies with diff_ring measurement-site geology, i

The magnetic field encircling a linear electric current of the type :

induced along the Alaska pipeline is _

Bz = 109 _ol/2_R - (200 ohm s/m) I/R , (3a)

or

Bz = 200 I/R (3b)

where R is the distance from the center of the pipe, and _o = 4_ x 10-7
ohm s/m is the permeability of free space. With I in amperes and R in

meters, Bz will be given in gammas. Figure I illustrates the decrease of
field with distance for a 1 ampere current. The derivative of Equation 3, °

rewritten to obtain the current, is

I = - 5 x I0-3 R2 dBz/dR , (4)

where dR (meters) is the increment in distance directed radially from the _
pipeline and dBz (gammas) is the corresponding increment in magnetic field "

in a direction that would encircle the pipeline axis. For our measurements

dR was in the horizontal plane containing the pipeline axis and dBz was _
the corresponding change in vertical component of the magnetic field. _
Because only the time varying part of the inducing geomagnetic field
gives rise to the current fluctuations, only the fluctuations of field __ "_'

gradient, dBz/dR, are measured; the local, constant gradients of field, _ '_

due to the magnetization of the iron in the pipe and of the local geological _ '
materials, are considered to be only the constant baseline level from which _ _

such fluctuations are determined. It was assumed that the field of the _

induced magnetization of the pipe would be much smaller than the field of _
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the induced current in the pipeline.

Although the induced currents may become a problem for the Alaska

pipeline metering systems that are unprotected for the large surges (over
I000 amperes) that can occur during the great geomagnetic storms,

engineering solutions to such problems can be readily determined. The

principal concern presently is the contribution to corrosion that can occur
at the small holes in the pipe coating for underground sections when that
current flows between the pipe and ground. Presently, exploratory studies

a e underway to determine the favored regions for such current flow.

In this paper we describe the application of the gradient method for

surveying the current in the Alaska pi_ellne. Two systems were tested at
the Fox Junction site (64.95° N., 212.3v E.), about i0 km NNE of Fairbanks,

Alaska, for a brief period in August, 1978. In one method the Z (vertical)

component of magnetic field was measured with two fluxgate magnetometers at
two fixed distances in a horizontal line perpendicular to the pipeline

axis. In the other method a specially designed gradient SQUID (acronym for

Superconducting _uantum l_nterference D__evice) magnetometer for the
Z component of field was used at a distance from the pipeline corresponding
to that of the close fluxgate magnetometer. The induced current

determinations were compared to each other and to earth electric field
measurements available from a nearby observatory. Finally, the currents

determined by the magnetometers were compared to nearby values obtained by

the pipeline operations personnel using a current shunt connected directly

to the pipe.

OBSERVATIONS

A. Fluxgate Operation

The two fluxgate magnetometers (A and B) were located in a line

perpendicular to the pipeline axis at I0 and 50 meters from the pipe center
at a location where the pipeline was straight for a distance that was quite

long with respect to 50 m. Figure I illustrates the positioning of the

magnetometers relative to the induced-current field given in Equation 3.

For this fixed 40-m separation (AR) Equation 4 becomes

I = 6.25 x 10-2ABz , (5)

where I is the pipeline current (amperes) and ABz (gammas) is the

difference in amplitude of vertical field for magnetic fluctuations measured

by the two magnetometers. Forming ABz In this fashion eliminates the

contribution to Bz from the natural ionospheric source field whose scale
size is such that the contribution to field variations would be the same at

the A and B magnetometer locations. Figure 2 illustrates the field observed

by the two fluxgate magnetometers. Note that the field from the induced

pipeline current dominates the field appearance at the near (lO-m) location
whereas the distant (50-m) location record shows the admixture of

ioncspheric source field and pipeline current field.
Induced current variations due to local geologic anomalies also

contribute to the Z component field measurements. It was assumed that the
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conductivity and scale of such crustal conductivity anomalies compared to

the high conductivity and small pipeline diameter was such that the

Z component contribution was essentially the same for the two magnetometers i
separated by 40 meters and this contribution was removed by the subtraction
process.

The pipeline axis at Fox Junction was about 2.8 meters above the ground

so a small trigonometric correction was made to adjust for the ground level

plane of the magnetometers.
A small error was introduced by the method of scaling which depended

upon a determination of the difference between the maximum and minimum

levels of field pulsation (e.g., that oscillation near 0645 tr_ in

Figure 2). The pipeline current results from an interaction due to !_
: variations in the horizontal geomagnetic field component. The two- i

magnetometer measurement subtraction would remove the common geomagnetic

source Z component of field if a running difference were being recorded. ' :
This vertical component may or may not be in phase with the horizontal

variation depending upon the ionospheric current source configuration and

location with respect to the earth surface observer. In scaling the two

records, pulsations extremes were matched which may occur at slightly

different times depending on the relative mixture of the two current field :

sources and the time accuracy in the scaling process. This shortcoming can
account for some of the data variability seen in subsequent plots. Future

observations will involve the direct recording of the A and B magnetometer

difference after adjustment to a zero level during times of quiet

geomagnetic field.
Continuous, natural electric earth potential in a north-south

direction, ECO(_ V/m), and geomagnetic northward field fluctuation Bx
(gammas) measurements were available from College (64.87° _o, N., 212. E.)
about II km SW of the Fox Junction observation site. Our determination of

the Fox Junction current, IFj _s related _o ECO by the linear
regression

IFJ ffi0.405 ECO , (6)

for which the regression coefficient was 0.94 in accordance with the

expectation of Equation I. Then, using the estimate of current 7

corresponding to ECO obtained from this relationship and the simultaneous

values of Bx from the College observatory for scaled variations of period
T (minutes), we obtained

IFj = 0.65 BxT'0"5 (7)

as a relationship corresponding to Equation 2 for obtaining an estimate of

the plpellne-lnduced electric current near Falrbanks from the observatory

geomagnetic field levels. Figure 3 illustrates this formulation for a range

of typical values of Bx and T. .f
In a very quiet geomagnetic period at a region of the pipeline route

near Abercombie Creek, Valdez (61.10° N., 213.8° E.), where the pipeline was I
buried with Its axis about 3.3 m below the surface, we made a brief survey !

of the Z component of field along a llne perpendicular to the plpellne i
axis. Figure 4 illustrates the observed field levels from which we vecifled _ :
the horizontal location of the pipeline axis with respect to the _ :
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construction contractor*s markers at ground level and determined the pipe

magnetization. The centerline was identified at a location only about 0.3 m
south of the construction markers.

,The vertical component of field Bz (gamma) due to a vertical magnetic

dipole of moment M (amperes • meter 2) is given by the relationship

Bz = I02M (3 cos2e- I)R-3 , (8)

where R is the distance from the dipole center to the point of observation

in meters, and @ is the angle between a position directly above the dipole

and the point of observation. At large distances from the pipe, 3 cos2e
becomes zero and the field varies as R-3. Near to the pipeline

axis the measurements behave as a dipole field with a moment of

approximately 800 Am2 as indicated in Figure 4. The fact that the

observed magnetization field drops off less rapidly than that of the dipole

is, in part, due to the linear extent of the pipeline. Just as a magnetic

dipole may be represented by a circular loop of current, an infinite line of

• dipoles may be represented by a bifilar current. The field, Bz (gammas),
of a bifilar current, I (amperes), system with parallel elements separated

by a distance, a (meters), is given by

[x/a + I12 x/a- I/2 ]B = 200 I a (9)z i 'J
where x is the horizontal distance from the axis to P, the point of

observation; aI, and a2 are the distances from the two bifilar conductors
to P. Assuming that a is small with respect to the distance to

P, aI = a2 = R so that the field changes as R-2. A bifilar
representation of the pipe magnetizatiun field for I a = 234 is also shown

in Figure 4. The observed fields seem to indicate that the observed pipe

magnetization field lies between these two models and superposed on a local

spatial gradient that decreases from south to north. The field gradients
- due to the local geologic features and the permanent magnetization of the

pipe do not vary with time and therefore do not contribute to our
determinations of the field gradient from the induced pipeline current
variations.

B. SQUID Operation

The electronics, the cryostat, and the SQUID used for the present

measurements were similar, in all respe_.ts but one, to the SQUID

magnetometer system described by us several years ago (Zimmerman and

Campbell, 1975). The only difference was that the "fractlonal-turn" or

multihole SQUID used for the pipeline measurements was built and mounted to

respond to the horizontal gradient of the vertical field, rather than to the
vertical field itself (see Figure 5). With a multlhole SQUID, this is

accomplished simply by connecting half the holes to give positive output for
an up field and the other half to give positive output for a down field.

Thus, if the SQUID is mounted with the holes vertical, it responds to the
change of vertical field across a horizontal diameter, a term in the field

gradient of the form _Bz/_x, where Bz is the vertical field component, and
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the radial horizontal distance from the center of the pipe.

Any asymmetries in a gradient sensor will result in a response to field
as well as to gradient. The SQUID gtadiometer was trimmed by means of

superconducting tabs placed empirically to correct the asymmetries, that is,

to eliminate the response to uniform field. This was accomplished to an

acceptable degree for the horizontal field components. However, in the time
available, the response to vertical field was not reduced as much as it

should have been. As a result, with the gradlometer I0 m from the pipe, its

response was an algabralc sum of two terms, one proportional to the field

Bz and one proportional to the gradient _Bz/aR. In order to derive the

gradient term alone, we subtracted a correction derived from the field Bz

as measured by fluxgate magnetometer A (see Figure I), which was also I0 : :
meters from the center of the pipe. i

Because of the residual asymmetry of the SQUID grediometer, and the !

method of correcting for it, the gradiometer measurements were, therefore, i

not completely independent of the fluxgate magnetometer measurements.

Nevertheless, the gradient term in the gradiometer response was independent

of the fluxgate magnetometers, so any gross inconsistency between the two
measurement methods should still be apparent in comparing the corrected

results. An example of the gradiometer response is shown at the bottom of
Figure 2.

The SQUID was calibrated by recording its response to a small bar

magnet of known moment at several distances Xl, x2 . . t of the order of

Im. The response may be written

r = A Bz + B aBz/_X (I0)

where aBz/ay for a vertically oriented magnetic dipole, along a llne
perpendicular to the dipole, is

_Bz/_X = - 3 Bz/x (II)

Thus, placing the bar magnet at Yl = I m and Y2 = -I m, respectively, from

the center of the SQUID, gave two responses rl, and r2, from which the
calibration constants A and B were determined. The results were A-I - 0.71 •

gamma/mV and B-I = 0.165 gamma/vM.m. With the gradiometer 10 m from the
pipe, the two terms in the response were the same order of magnitude.

The use of a small bar magnet at measured distances from the
gradion_ter proved to be a very useful indicator of the asymmetries referred

to above, and could probably be used to balance the asymmetries to one part

in 103 or better, which would have been good enough for the pipeline
measurements at I0 m distance. The gradiometer imbalance actually was

measured by the much more sensitive and time-consuming method of rotating
the instrument in the Earth*s field. The relative merits of the two methods

L are that the former can be done relatively quickly in the laboratory, while

_" the latter requires a location free of artificial magnetic anomalies (i.e.,

_: away from the laboratory), and a moderately sophisticated mechanism for

i rotating the cryostat. On the other hand, the Earth*s field in many
locations is highly uniform and enables one to achieve an imbalance of the

_, order of one part in 106, ("Imbalance" here is defined as the response to

_ uniform field compared to what it would be if both halves of the gcadiometa$

_ were connected to measure sums rather than differences of fields.)
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The instrument noise of the gradiometer was less than 10-3 gamma/m
for an output-averaging time of one second. A current of one ampere at a
distance of 10 meters gives a gradient (Equation 4) of 2 gamma/m, far
greater than the instrument noise level.

C. Comparison of Measurements

A comparison of the currents determined by the fluxgate and cryogenic
SQUID gradient methods shoved

I (fluxgate) - 0.993 I(SQUID) (12)

with a llnear regression coefficient of 0.99, wh_.ch indicates clearly that

the two methods give comparable values for the induced pipeline currents.

Subsequent to the observations it was discovered that the Alyeska

Pipeline Service Company had operated a current measuring shunt (5 B ohms)
system across a 198.1 m (650 ft) spacing of the pipeline at their Chena Test

site about 9.6 km SE of our measurement location. A comparison of these

Chena current values, ICH (amperes), and the simultaneous College electric

potentials, ECO, is illustrated in Figure 6. Assuming Equation 6 to
obtain the equlvalent Fox Junction pipeline current, a comparison of the

values obtained from the two sites is given in Figure 7 from which we obtain

IFj - 1.05 ICH (13)

with a linear regression coefficient of 0.96,

CONCLUDING R_ARKS

The field gradient method for observing the electric currents in the

Alaska oll pipeline provided consistent values for both the fluxgate and

SQUID methods of observation. These currents were linearly related to the

regularly measured electric and magnetic field changes at the College

observatories. The determinations of pipeline current were consistent with
values obtained by a direct connection, current shunt technique at a

pipeline site about 9.6 km away. The gradient method of observing has the

distinct advantage of portability and burled-plpe measurement capability.
Field gradients due to the pipe magnetization, geological features, or

ionospheric source currents do not seem to contribute a measurable error to '

such pipe current determinations.

The SQUID gradlometer is inherently sensitive enough to detect very

sinai% currents in a linear conductor at I0 meters, or conversely, to detect

currents of one ampere or more at relatively great distances. Our
experience, and conversations with SQUID gradio_eter manufacturers,
indicates it is fairly straightforward to achieve an imbalance less than one

part in 10 4 , and with extreme care, one part in 10 6 or better.

J
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N80 24692
VERY LARGE GEOMAGNETIC DISTURBANCES

DURING SUNSPOT CYCLE 21 - A PREDICTION

H. H. Sargent III

Space Environment Services Center
325 South Broadway

Boulder, Colo. 80303

Evidence is preserted which suggests that very large geomagnetic dis-

turbances (350 gammas or greater at an invariant magnetic latitude of

50 degrees) occur once or twice per sunspot cycle, on the average.

There is also some tendency for these disturbances to group in large
odd-numbered sunspot cycles similar to the current cycle, Cycle 21.

No such disturbance was noted during the past cycle although a series

of major solar flares was observed in August 1972. At least one very

large geomagnetic disturbance is expected during the current cycle;

a prediction with perhaps serious consequences for electric power

companies.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Space Environment Services Center (commonly referred to as the Solar
Flare Forecast Center) was established in 1965, and has served since then as a

collection point for real-time solar data. In August 1972, a series of major

solar flares occurred which impressed solar forecasters as the most energetic

events seen in the short history of the Forecast Center. The Public Informa-
tion Office of NOAA's Environmental Research Laboratories went into action;

and soon, newspapers around the World informed readers that one of the most

energetic series of solar flares ever observed was in progress. Great solar
flares have occurred in the past, but none have had such immediate and wide-

spread attention from the public. After reading the collection of news clip-

pings reproduced by McKinnon (1972), one is left with the impression that the

August 1972 series of solar events was one of the most spectacular of this

century. _'

By early 1969,a number of electric power operating companies and organi-

zations In the United States and Canada had installed recording dc ammeters on

selected power transformers to measure quasi-dc currents caused by geomagnetic

storms. This effort was part of the Solar Magnetic Disturbances Research Proj-

ect sponsored by the Edison Electric Institute. A total of 64 recording 1oca-
tlons are listed by Albertson, Thorson and Miske (1974b).While most of these

recorders had been deactivated by August 1972, the EEl project resulted in the

best documentation ever achieved of electric power system disturbances over a

large geographical area. Thls was due not only to instrumentation; but also,
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to increased awareness of these problems by power industry personnel. In re-

counting the effects of the August 1972 flare-induced geomagnetic storms,

Albertson and Thorsoi_ (1974a)reported numerous electric power system disturb-

ances, but no widespread outages or major system stability problems.

The concern _ddressed in this paper is that interests acquainted with

both the news accounts of the August 1972 solar events and results such as
Albertson and Thorson_s would conclude that the electric power distribution

systems of the United States and Canada had survived the worst geomagnetic

storms of this century. It can easily be shown that this is not the case.

,+

2. DISCUSSION

Figure I shows that the distribution of moderate and strong electric pow-

er system disturbances on August h. 1972was generally limited to the area de-
fined as the southward extent of the aurora, given that Kp briefly reached a

',alueof 9. The curves in Figure I, which show the subpoin_s of the southern

edges of the aurora for different values of Kp, are due to Sprague (1968).In
general, the auroral oval expands equatorward as geomagnetic activity in-
creases. The close relation between temporal variations of the size of the

auroral oval and the magnitude of geomagnetic activity has recently been con-
firmed by Sheely (1978) using DMSP satellite observations of the aurora. In

fact, the southernmost ground-based observation of aurora in August 1972,as

•,,. POWER SYSTEM DISTURBANCES
".,, (Reported Au(jul! 4, 1972)

t -'-.. ,. ,. X-. ..
\ ' -.... • '. _ .............. -, _,I

) "-... _ _. ' +_ ,, ' -"iTs ..-'"

A

"-- s...., ?
{k. ....

WEAK t,, _

Figure 1. Map of the United States showing the location of power system dis-
turbances on August h, 1972. Dashed lines indicate the average southward lim-
its of the aurora for three values of Kp, the planetary magnetic index.
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reported in Sky and Telescope magazine, was in the state of Kentucky (close to

the Kp=9 line in Figure 1). If the southernmost extent of the aurora defines
the area where serious disturbances to electric power systems may occur, con-

sider the work of Chapman (1957). He noted aurora observations in Florida,

Cuba, Hawaii and several other decidedly tropical locations and even co_ented

on the sighting of aurora in Singapore (I degree north of the Equator) dur:ng

the great geomagnetic storm of September 25, 1909! ._

In order to examine the rate of occurrence of very large geomagnetic dis-

turbances, the aa-index of Mayaud (1973)was sorted a_d the results plotted in

Figure 2. The aa-index is published in half-day values since 1868.Since an

aa-index average value oC 50 gammas or _re (at an invariant magnetic latitude

of 50 degrees) over a 24-hour period conforms, _re or less, to the Space En-
vironment Services Center's working detinition of a major geomagnetic storm,

half-day values of 100 galas or _re were chosen to indicate those periods
when major geomagnetic storm conditions certainly prevailed. Such half-day

periods are referred to here as "high-category major geomagnetic storm" peri-

ods. The open bar graph in Figure 2 shows the total number of such periods for

each year since 1878.The shaded bar graph shows the total number of separate

storms during these same years (storms are often comprised oC several consecu-

tive high-category major geomagnetic storm periods). The connected points re-

present the annual mean sunspot number ;or each year since 1878.

In the course of this work, the term "super storm" was coined and applied

to those half-day aa-index periods when the index reached or exceeded 350 gam-
mas. These super storms are indicated in Figure 2 by heavy vertical lines.

w 103.g

|, ,., l

I_O " , ,
" " '90 '.6 i_,. , 1900 05_ *l' *'0 "'

1 I \

0.o ,,. a ()f i 1as.=

| '° 1"

1
I '18 '?0 *?_

Flg_re 2. _ar chart shying the number of half-day periods each year when the
aa-index equalled or exceeded 100 galas. Shaded levels indicate the number of
separate high-category major ge_agnetic st "ms in a given year (s_e storms
Involve several consecutive half-day periods). Heavy vertical lines indicate
super storms (where the half-day _alue equalled or exceeded 350 galas). An-
nual mean su,spot numbers Jre also shown with maximum values specified for
each cycle.
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These are seen to have occurred some 17 times during the past nine sunspot cy-

cles. There is reasonable agreement between th_s rate of occurrence and the
estimated frequency of aurora observations, at low latitudes, published by
Vestine (1944).In addition, most of the low latitude aurora observations dis-

cussed by Chapman are also identified with super storms. On average, one or

two of these super storms can be expected during each sunspot cycle; however,

there does appear to be a tendency for these storms to group in the larger r

odd-numbered sunspot cycles. Of special note is the September 25, 1909super
storm during which the half-day aa-index reached a value of 546 gammas_ By

comparison, the reading on August 4, 1972 was 220 gammas. Siscoe (1976) has

shown that in one hundred sunspot cycles, one value equal to, or in excess of,

679 gammas may be expected!

Even if no super storms are observed during the current sunspot cycle,
there is cause for concern. The vulnerability of electric power distribution
systems to solar flare-induced geomagnetic disturbances has probably increased

substantially since August 1972 with the proliferation of interconnecting ties J|
and the reduction of spinning reserve. Albertson, Thorson, Clayton and
Tripathy (1973) asserted that the trend toward longer lines and interconnec-
tions over large geographical areas would lead to further problems.

3. CONCLUSIONS

3.1 The events of August 1972 were not particularly noteworthy in comparison
with geomagnetic disturbances noted in previous sunspot cycles.

3.2 One or more super storms (350 gammas or more) can be expected during the
next four or five years.

3.3 Even if the geomagnetic storms of Cycle 21 are no stronger than those ob-
served in August 1972,electric power disruptions are a possibility due to the

increased vulnerability of electric power distribution systems.
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1 80 24693 -
POTENTIAL PREDICTION NEEDS IN SUPPORT OF ENERGY SYSTEMS

Richard L. Blake

HS 436, University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
" Los Alamos, New Hexico 87545

: Utilization of existing and potential new energy systems in- i
volves interactions between these systems and the natural environ-
ment. Basic research is needed to define the interaction processes :
of significance. Therea?ter long range solar-terrestrial predic-
tions will be important to national policy on proper control of •
energy systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Energy supply and distribution systems for the United States are the re-
sponsibility of the Department of Energy (DOE). In recent yea_s it has become
apparent that the most expeditious and economic means of _r_ducing the distri-
buting energy are often at odds with the responsibility of all citizens and
government to protect our natura_ environment. Part of the solution to this
conflict lies in the improvement of our understanding of the global environ-
ment so that consequences of proposed national policies can be anticipated.
Solar-te-restrial processes are part of the natural environment and these pro-
cesses can indeed influence energy systems.

How will energy production, transmission and control be influenced by as
well as influence the natural environment over both short and long periods?
This question, legally imposed by Congress, must be answered by government
agencies and organizations involved in energy systems. The response, called
an environmental impact statement, is normally useless and generally ignored.
We are far too ignorant of the global consequences of most energy technologies.
What we do know is that "environment" certainly includes more than the immedi-
ate surroundings of an cnergy installation, in spite of the practice of con-
fining impact statements to this local concept. In this report are presented
a few selected examples to show that energy systems are tied to global solar-
terrestrial processes. These examples have all been discussed elsewhere
[see especially Lanzerctti (1978)]. They are used to emphasize the need for
long-term basic research on the solar-terrestrial system.
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L _ 2. BASIS OF PREDICTIONNEEDS

._ Existing or potential energy systems must be assessed in regard to the
availability of resources (fossil fuels, solar radiation, geothermal sources,

! etc.), the technology to utilize these resources and transport the energy to
[ where it is needed, and effects on the environment. The resources are time
_ and geography dependent while resources, technology, and environmental impact

_ _ are all interdependent. Assessment of their interdependence requires geo-

_ physical, atmospheric, and solar-terrestrlal data inputs.
In recent years we have learned that important variations in Earth's

• _ biosphere do arise from interactions of the-Jlear surface components with a far
| more extended system going out to the sun, and also from man-produced factors.

_ Not only does solar radiat;on drive the circulation of the lower atmosphere,o with its weather patterns, but the short wavelength (ultra-violet) portion and
| particles are largely responsible Cor conditions in the high atmosphere well
_ above the weather-dominated layer. These higher portions contain trace con- |
| stituents whose importance far exceeds their fractional concentration, a prime

1: _ example being ozone. The concentrations and changes in these trace constitu-
; _ ents caused by fluctuations in solar radiation must be assessed as a baseline

_ to compare with changes caused by energy-related technologies and other man-
: _ made injections. For example, a few years ago it was not possible to draw

firm conclusions'on the effects of SST exhausts on the ozone layer becaus_
there was inadequate knowledge of the stratosphere. Similarly, one cannot ac-
curately forecast future energy needs for a model world because there is in-

i adequate knowledge of the many factors (solar flux, volcanic dust, transporta-
: tion and industrial emissions, etc.) that control the climate, or the climate
; feedback that must influence decisions on energy production.
: Energy technologies have need of long-range predictions and understand-

* : ing of solar-terrestrial processes rather than short-range predictions. The
reason is that neither decisions nor technology can be changed on a national
scale in days or weeks. But over months or years there is a great deal that
can be done. The best example is the allocation and distribution of energy
resources in response to regional changes in weather patterns or climate. If
the sun has a predictable influence on climate it is a small effect that is
ignorable regarding the total supply of energy, but it could have a large ef-
fect on regional demand for energy. And if the solar activity cycle has an t
amplitude modulation other than the 11 year cycle, an understanding of it Jc¢IbPdcertainly influence the design of future space power systems.

Solar emissions related to the ll-year solar activity cycle cause major
change= in Earth's magnetic field, plasmasphere, ionosphere, and atmosphere.
In turn, there are induced effects at Earth's surface with significant socio-
economic consequences for energy technologies. Examples, some of which are
illustrated in Figure 1, include:

1. Interruptions in long distance power transmission due to geomagnetic

! _ induction
i _- 2. Interference on oil and gas pipeline monitors

' _ 3. Severe interference with magnetometer signals obtained for geophys-
i ical exploration for minerals and petroleum
, 4. Hodulation of both climate and weather.

Man-produced factors that are known to affect the natural solar-terres-
trial system include:
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Figure 1. An Illustration of how solar activity causes variations in Earth's
outer environment, which In turn cause effects near Earth's surface.
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1. Harmonics of 60 Hz and 50 Hz power systems may be a slgnlflcant
cause of electron losses from the magnetosphere into the ionosphere.

2. Increasing levels of carbon dioxide from fossil fuel consumption can
cause a warming of the atmosphere and changes in climate.

3. Injections of various chemical and/or radioactive species into the
: atmosphere from energy technologies and other humanactivities may

alter not only the total radiation balance that controls climate

SPACE SOLAR
POWER STATION ATMOSPHERE

; _ j,f_ "S _ _'_ "_'_,_ SUNLIGHT

/ \

I _.,, \

I \
IONOSPHERI \

I
i \
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Figure 2. Earth's atmosphere and ionosphere (not to scale) to illustrate the
potential global scale of energy-related activities. Large-scale circulation
of the atmopshere and ionosphere transport can couple localized processes to
regional or global scale effects.
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directly but also the radiation balance in non-visible spectral re-
gions, such as the UV, where there are human medical consequences.
In addition, the atmopsheric electrical state may be altered with
possible meteorological consequences.

: 4. Space power systems have the potential to significantly modify the
ionosphere locally; globally when used for long periods and large •
numbers.

Predictions are already in routine use for magnetometer surveys and

pipeline monitoring, Past experiences with solar-terrestrial-caused power
line interruptions and induced currents in large electrical generators have
provided a basis for design of new systems. In plannlng the lifetimes of
these systems, however, it will still be useful to have long-term predictions
of major solar activity and the integrated amount of activity.

It is the area of solar modulation of climate that represents the great-
est need for long-term predictions and understanding. We must first find out

, the degree of modulation caused by solar variability, of whatever nature, and
whether it is on a global or regional scale. And the processes by which the
influence is transmitted down to the troposphere must be understood before
the predictions can be made. This is why we emphasize the basic research as-
pect of solar-terrestrial processes.

Figure 2 indicates in a very general way the global nature of the at-
mosphere and ionosphere. Although this figure is outmoded in its depiction
of the general circulation of the atmosphere, it serves our purpose, which is
to illustrate that events occurring locally can be diffused to global scales
in some cases. Vertical and horizontal transport can occur in several ways,
with the result that perturbations in the atmosphere or ionosphere do not al-
_ays remain localized.

At present there is insufficient basic knowledge of climate, the at-
mosphere, magnetosphere, and sun as an interacting system to permit definitive
conclusions on cause-effect relationships. Therefore, a need exists for basic
scientific research to expand the knowledge base about this total system.
However, before realistic assessments can be made about consequences to the
natural environment from man's energy systems and vice versa, there will have
to be muchmore emphasis on synthesis of knowledge about parts of the system
into models of the whole system. Only then will we be able to realistically
define specific prediction requirements.
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III. COMMUNICATIONSPRED,ICTIONS

Dr. A. P. Mitra, Working Group Chairman

A. IONOSPHERE-REFLECTEDPROPAGATION

A WORKINGGROUPREPORTprepared by B. M. Reddy, Subsection Leader

i. INTRODUCTION

The scientific exploration of the Ionosphere and the study of its mor-

phology took great strides in the 30 and 40s of this century as people real-

ised the importance of the ionospheric media for long distance radio

communications. However, itwas the World War IIthat gave impetus to

undertake systematic studies for predicting the ionospheric conditions to

achieve reliable communication. Probably, the first such forecast from

USA was given from the Carnegie Institute of Washington by A.H. Shapley
in 1946. An excellent review of the historical forecasting methods was

given by Meek (1970). The terms of reference of this working group are

not concerned so much with the physical processes controlling the morpho-

logy and dynamics of the ionosphere (which are reported separately by
working groups dealing with High latitude E- and F- region ionospheric

predictions, Midlatitude and equatorial E- and F- region ionospheric

predictions and D-region ionospheric predictions), but are restricted to

discussions on the predictability of those ionospheric parameters relevant

to Ionosphere-reflected communications and on their optimum utilisation.

Several excellent original articles and review papers have been published
from time to time de-fling with the long-term and short-term forecasting of

ionospheric parameters and with the radio systems and modelling needs for

ionospheric communications (Bradley, 1975; Cook and McCue, 1975;Bradley,
1979a,b; Rush, 1970; Rush and Edwards, 1976). This report does not

purport to give a review on the topic; only the most outstanding problems in

view of the working group are discussed with the aim of emphasizing the
future course of work in this area.

2. HOW IMPORTANT IS IONOSPHERE-REFLECTED

COMMUNICATION IN THE PRESENT DAY CONTEXT ?

In spite of the growing use of satellites, microwave links etc. for
communications, the importance of ionospheric communication continues to

grow for a variety of reasons. The discussions in the various working

groups led to the conclusion that HF communication is very much in the

business and the number of users have considerably increased in the recent

years. Undoubtedly, HF propagation via ionosphere will remain as one of !

the most important modes of long distance communication for a long time to

come, especially for point-to-point communication. This is more so at low _
latitudes due to the following reasons:

203 !
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_ a. The middle avd high latitudes are extremely vulnerable to the particle

emissions from the sun, which _lay havoc with HF comrr,uuications. But
the low latitudeionosphere is safely protected from these particle

! invasions by the terrestrialmagnetic field. Because of this reason, the

major outages in short-wave communications at low latitudeswill be
: limited to very short periods following solar flares (SIDs).

b. Yet another factor which is a sequel to the solar event, is the iono sphe-
. ric storm phenomena which are obser.able for a considerably longer

time. These ionospheric storms usually produce large depressions in

: foF2 at middle and high latitudescausing enormous changes in the maxi-
_: mum usable frequencies. However, at low latitudes the changes in foF2

due to magnetic storms are comparatively much smaller. In addition,

thechanges !,:MUF at low latitudesdue to the changes in foF2 and hmF2

i are compensatory and so the disruption in radio communication due to
storms is very rare.

c. The foF2 values being much higher at low latitudes compared to high
latitudes, the maximum usable frequency will also be higher. This
facilitates a larger band of frequencies available for HF communications.

d. The latitude belt encompasses a large number of developing countries,

: which can hardly afford very powerful Medium Wave transmitters for
broadcast purposes and much less the expensive tropolinks for point-to-
point communication systems. A sample calculation shows that a
trans receiving system in HF and for a distancae of 2000 krn can be
operated with about 95_0 reliability at low latitudes with a cost of just I_/0 f

of that required for a microwave link of 99% reliability. Of course, the
frequency channels and the bandwidth available will be far inferior in

: HF bands; but wherever the requirements are not stringent HF communi-
: cations will be continued.

3. RECUIRED INPUTS FOR RELIABLE COMMUNICATIONS

a. long- and short-term solar activity predictions

b. prediction of foF2 and M(3000)F2

c. prediction of f_,]_ I and foE

d. prediction of Es characteristics

: e. prediction of D-region behaviour

, L prediction and |tmunation of path probabilities and spread F
1

/ |

I;
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g. prediction of radio noise - atmospheric, galactic and man-made

h. prediction of magnetic activity, disturbances, SIDs and PC/- events "/

: Several second order requirements can be added to the above as £ollows: :

prediction of antenna-terrain effects, time delay and inter-pulse interfer-

ence, frequency-selective fading, phase stability of the ionospheric medium

and polarization coupling loss.

4. SOLAR ACTIVITY PREDICTION

J

, While there has bern a considerable amount of work in recent years with -

• some degree of succes." on the short-term solar activity forecasting, the .i:

record has been near dismal in long-range forecasting. The status of know- _

ledge in long-term forecasting of solar activity has remained where it was

two or three decades ago; we are still left with either sunspot number or

10.7 crn flux observations in the past to be extrapolated into future by sta-

tistical techniques. This is one of the serious limitations in predicting the

long-term median characteristics of the _onosphere. There was apparently i'

no new input in this area in the workshop except description of old techniques

in a number of prediction group review papers; In view of this, it is time

that the ionospheric communication people develop techniques of predicting
foF2 simply from the foF2 cycles during the last 45 years, short-circuiting

the solar cycle forecast. The working group felt that the foF2 data series
_ is still too short to arrive at meaningful statistical interpolation; but it

should be tried by some groups and compaz.Qd with solar predictions.

i However, on the subject of short-term forecasting of solar flares, an

i overwhelmingly large number of papers were received for the workshop,

reflecting the trend of work in this area. Several features like structure

and strength of the magnetic fields of active regions, flare-pro=tuced chan_es

in longitudinal field gradients, positions of flaring regions relative to H1
field, plage brightness in I-_ , evolution of moustaches, surges and sunspot
group rotation have been studied by the Russian group (Severny et al, 1979;

Mogilevsl<y, 19 _9a,b). Soft x-ray emiss_Gns frorr, the non-flaring sun as a

flare precursor has been suggested by the group at NRL (Horan et al_ 1979;

Teuber et al, 1979) including a r_ethod of predicting the soft x-ray flux
itself.

5. PREDICTION OF IONOSPHERE-REFLECTED COMMUNICATION

I_ARAMETERS

{

5. I, Long-term Predictions

The existing techniques predict foF _-, M(3000)F _-, foE, D-region absor-

b. 205 r_
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ption, foEs and fbEs wherever appropriate. Some elaborate techniques even
use the ray-traclng program. Once again in this area no real advances were

made in the last 15 years or so. In this context, the question often raised is

whether extensive morphological measurements are more profitable from

communication point of view than intensive study at a very few locations.

Examples are the routine ionosonde stations versus rockets and facilities

such as incoherent scatter. From the practical c_mmunicatorfs point of

view, it should be emphasised that what is going to happen is much more

important than why it happened. One may question with apparent justifi-

cation, the utility of conducting more morphological studies even after more I
than four decades of such observations. But then, it should not be forgotten ]
that the sun may change its course any time and may exhibit periodicities

unknown ._o far. The reaction of the ionosphere to such changing solar
conditions cannot be studied unless a continuous and balanced chain of obser-

, rations is maintained. At one extreme, people are even wondering whether

ionospheric predictions are necessary at all in this age of sophisticated

electronics and systems control. For example, it is possible to have a HF

: link where the system can autor_atically and continuously search for the best

operating frequency and tune itself for this optimum condition. Since the

response time of such equipment can be much shorter than the response time

of the ionosphere, it is possible to have such an adaptive communication

system. The only problem in this naturally is how does anybody control the

allocation of frequencies in the limited available spectrum ? In fact the

current status in many countries is that these frequency allocation organi-

zations take anywhere from six n_onths to two years to clear a frequency

either for broadcast or for point-to-point communication purposes. So, the

real r,eed to be emphasized is to improve our long-term ionospheric predic- i

tion system. Improving a predict!_n technique not only needs long series 9f

routine data but also observations from a few elaborate systems such as

sophisticated io_osondes and incoherent scatter radars. The dynamic i

response of the ionosphere derived from such data should be combined with !

routine data to improve _i,e prediction techniques over the c_rrent massive- !
_J

data-oriented statistical n_ethods.

There are fairly & large-number of groups around the world who produce

_ long=term ionospheric predictious, basically using in some way or other the {

world maps of basic ionospheric _arameters available in numerical form

(CCIR 340). Some of the groups issuing independent predictions are from _
Japan (Maeda, 1979), Australia (Turner and Wilkinson, 1979), India (Reddy

et al, 1979), FRG (Damboldt, 1979). Brazil (Picquenard, 1979), Poland

(Sta.siewiczet al, 1979; K1as and _tasiewic_ 1979), USSR, UK, France and
from several groups in USA (Thompson and Secan, 1979; Hatfield, 1979 and |

also ITS- 18). Predictions one r,_onth in advance are known to enjoy better

cre¢4ih.., .y. One quch method is the MR method (Murthy et al, 1979) where '_

a mcr'h, ratio " used to multiply the preceding month's media_s. The

_,¢,'e:_ "_rv .... ._ that can be made is that while the prediction of D region,

_ - . _,g,_
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foE and foF! is satisfactory for long-term planning, the i{_:'_,xi_:.t_.gno( Es
' characteristi.'s and foF2 is far inadequate.

/

_ 5.2 Short-term Forecasting

! A considerable amount of progress has been achieved in this area during/
I last I0 years. Tl_is is mainly because of advanc_in short-term solar fore-

! casting, availability of satellites monitoring X-_'ays, EUV and particle fluxesj

! and better understandin$ of the transient response of the ionosphere to events.

i Routine short-term forecasts are issued by Japan (Maru_ashi _t al, 197g_

: _ Mori et al, 1979), Australia (Mc Namara, 1979), India, USSR(Avidiushin etal_

1979; Zevakina and Kiseleva, 1979), France (Lassudrie- Duchesne, 1979),

FRG (Damboldt, 1979), U.K. and by several groups in USA.

i In most cases, the short-terrn prediction is presen_,ed as _. correction to

the monthly predicted median values. The method used in Europe essen-

tially consists of an extrapolation of the immediate pas_ _'..a with a correc-

tion based on geomagnetic and solar data. The IUWDS rr cssages and presto

messages from Boulder are used with great advantage. The data flow from

local stations is :-n near-real-time in Europe and USA and the predictions

consequently are found to be reliable_

6. PREDICTION OF MAGNETIC ACTIVITY,

STORMS, STuDs, PCA EVENTS etc.

The prediction of a solar event responsible for SIDs is a topic for the

working group dealing with short-term solar actiwty predictions. The

response of the ionosphere to a predicted event or active center depends on

the actual apectrm_n cf radiations and particles likely to be emitted. The low

l_titudes are not subject to many of the_e disturbances except the SIDs. The

departures in HF comn_unication parameters due to magnetic storr_s are

usually less _.han the day-to-day variab-_lity. Hence these predictions are of

little relevance at low lat|tudes as far as ionospheric communications are

concerned. However, all these predictions are essential at middle and high

latitudes while particle predictions are a must at high and polar latitudes.

A number of papers have dealt with ionospheric storm morphology and

possible theoretical models to reproduce the observed F-region departures

(for examplejl,4atsushita, 1959; Matuura, 1972). The major problem in

developing a prediction technique has been that it is found impossible to

assign a certain change in foF_ or hmF2 for a given change i_ any of the i
common magnetic indices such as K o • The F-region chan_es are complex

dependents upon the phase of the stol'm, commencement _ype, universal time, !

local tir_e,latitude, season and solar activity. The existing models are
grossly inadequate and often misleading. Limitations in _enera_ising any

'1
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prediction procedure can be appreciated from the attempt by Kuleshova et al
(1979) to make folrZ forecasts if the time of main phase on-set is -predicted.

With regard to solar flare particle predictions, there are essentially
three warning modes of different time scales. The first one, that is the
longterm mode, predicts the probability of flare occurrence during the en-

_"

_: tiretransitof an active region during several solar rotatiens. The next
mode i_ the prediction of particlefluxes a few hours to a few days in advance

of the t_are. A lumped pararreter like the composite flare index of Dodson
is found useful. The thirdmode, known as the short term reac:ion mode,

involves the warning of the particle spectrum after the flare has occurred. .i
Probably the only such warning that is currently operational is the PPS-76 |_,

system'f hart and Shea, 1979)thatuses several real time data inputs. The
technique is to generate a computerized time intensityprofileof the solar

proton intensityexpected after the occurrence of a solar flare. The data
/

used include H-alpha flare repdrts, radio fluxmeasurements at a number of
frequencies, softx-ray, solar wind data and real-time particle data from
satellites.

?

7. COMMUNICATION BY Es LAYER

This has mainly two aspects in communications. On the positive side, in
certain areas llke _u the equatorialzone where itexists most of the time, it

will be advisable to predict and use itfor communications over large dis-
tances with marginal powers. On the other hand, this causes interference

in FM systems in the VHF band because ranges as large as 2000 krn are
possible. The predictionmethod presented byGiraldez (1979) is compre-
hensive and shows d_pendence of the blanketing frequency (fbEs) on solar

activity,solar zenith angle and latitude.Some predictions of Es are avail-
able for India (Saksena, 1975), South American Sector (Giraldez, 1979),

USSR (Kerblay and Nosova, 1979) and North America. However no practical !
program exists as of now thatcan be fed to a computer along with H. F.

skywave fieldintensityprogram on a global scale.

8. PREDICTION OF LF AND VLF PROPAGATION
CHARACTERISTICS AND LUF VALUES

The D-region of the ionosphere enters the communication systems as the
main absorber of MF and HF waves and as the reflectorof LF and V.LF

waves. The D region reflects VLF and LF waves from heights of 60 to 75
km during day and from 80 to 90 km during night. In view of the importance

these frequencies in communication, Navigation, Time and Frequency
transmissions and Loran C, if'will be necessary to predict the wave guide

and ground wave propagation probabilities for planning power requirements

208 i
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and for estimating interference potential. Some very useful statistics of the
disturbed D-region vis-a-vis radio communication are discussed by Larsen
(1979). While predicting D-region characteristics it may be useful to use
such solar indices that reflect x-ray contribution. In addition, this
region is sensitive to mesospheric meteorology for which satellite
radiances and D-region electron density profiles should be studied to develop

predictabilityof the region. The empirical relationship given by Oyinloye

(1979) for predicting both spatial and temporal variations of absorption (and
hence LUF) take into account the 1-3 A x-ray flux, the solar zenith angle
and the r_agnetic dip of the station.

,l

i'
9. COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS DUE TO DAY-TO-DAY

VARIABILITY OF THE IONOSI:TIERE

/ The F2-region parameters of the ionosphere undergo large random daily
, variations which are apparently unrelated to any specific solar or geo-

physical event. While prediction of the median values of these parameters
for any particular month can be made with some degree of accuracy, it has
been impossible as of now to predict their day-to-day changes. Sorne
studies have been made earlier for rnid-latitudes (King and Slater, 1973;
Rush et al, 1974) and a sir_ple technique to index this variability at low lati-
tudes has also been suggested (Agg_rwal e_ al, 1979). In general, the vari-
ability in foFZ is large during night time and if this is compounded with the
low night time values of foFZ the band available for ;_. F. communication is
s_-_erely restricted. Enhanced foFZ variability, in addition to equatorialo
latitudes, has also been reported at Dip angles of 30-35 , especially during
low solar activity (Potapova, 1966,). Though it is difficult at this stage to

attempt accurate prediction of this variability, it should be possible to indi-
cate the geographical and seasonal extents when such variations may

seriously deteriorate HF cornrr unications by giving monthly quality figures
for specific geograpLic zones.

10. COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS DUE TO LARGE TEMPORAL_
/ VERTICAL AND SPATIAL GRADIENTS IN THE IONOSPHERE

The dynamic situationin the E and F region_,during dawn and dusk hours

and the large horizontal gradients in the YZ electron density in the equa-

torialanomaly region and the mid latitudetrough region (atnight)pose
serious problerr_sin predi tinglong distance corr:municationpararf_eters
(Lakshr_i et al, 1979). In case of long distance circuits in the East-West

directlon involving multi-hop F-rejion propagation, the problem of rapidly
changing MUFs at the dawn locationwill extend to a large number of hours

because the different.F-region reflectionpoints will fallin these transient

, locations at differentperiods. The large spatialgradients anona,alously
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cause two different MUF values between any two points along a meridian in

the to-and-fro links if the point of reflection falls in a region of large hori-
: zontal g_adients. This interesting situation results in a particular frequency
: being available in one directioi% but not in the opposite direction. Predic-

_ tion "programs in future should include these gradients at least in the
equatorial anomaly regions and in the rnid latitude trough regions. Yet
another serious probler_ is the non availability of data over oceans and over
poorly-inhabited land areas. The present approach is to extrapolate the
measured values at some discrete locations to those inaccessible areas by
en_ploying nurnerical mapping techniques such as the one developed by Jones

: and Gallet (196Z). The inherent deficiency in this method can be appreciated
by studying the foFZ correlation coefficients as a function of station separa-

: tion distance (Rush and Miller, 1973; Rush, 1976). King and Sarc.uel(1975)
studied the accuracies of AfoFZ and hmF2 maps derived from CCIR models

' including comparisons with airglow data frore satellites and found that most
serious inaccuracies are found over South Pacific, South Atlantic and over

- the Indian ocean. It will be necessary to pool all the available topside soun-
der data and the totalelectron content data and go through a massive exer-

: cise to prepare world rr,aps of FZ-region pararreters with better resolation.
J

Usually the MUFs are estimated from. the predicted critical frequency of

the layer and MUF factor which essentiallycontains the height information.
However, the received signal intensitiesand the MUF values do depend to

some extent on the electron density scale heights, especially in the FZ-
layer. Unfortunately very littleis known about the global morphology of

these vertical gradients to justifya prediction procedure using compre-
hensive ray-tracing prograrr_mes. Another hesitation in adopting such

sophisticatedprediction procedure is the day-to-day variabilityin F region
parameters thatmight of_-setany irrprover_entachieved by such complicated
techniques.

• 1 1. NOISE _

In any corr_muqication systerr, the noise is the ultimate limiting factor i
to acceptable receiver performance. Excluding the internalnoise of the
system itself,the major contributions to the external noise come from the
atrr,ospheric noise essentiallyfrom thunderstorrr_s,manrnade noise includ-

ing other unwanted radio transrrissiovs and galacticnoise. At frequencies

used ir ionosphere-reflected corrmunications, the receiving system noise !
and thc L_alacticnoise are relativelyunimportant. All the so called atmos- i

pheric noise predictions such as the popular CCIR 322 and the earlier docu- I
rnents such as NBS circular 462 and NBS circular 557 are compilations of
the noise data co]lected at various locations and extrapolated into the future.

CCIR 3ZZ, in addition describes the fine structure of the noise in statisti-
cal terms and also presents some methods to use the predictions in the
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solution of operational problen s. Lucas and Harper (1965) have also pro-

duced empirical representations by numeridal metho:ls and have generated

separate coefficients for such seasonal tin_e-period. The atmospheric noise

being the biggest source of noise, especially in the tropical zone,many more {
measurements are needed for a statistically significant prediction technique i

to be developed. One such effort has been published by Indian workers

(Saksena and Ghosh, 1978). i

I

Note: This brief report reflects the contribution of a large number of !
participants during the workshop and contributions by cortes- !

pondence before the workshop. Particular mention should be i

made of the inputs given by the working group members Dr. A.P.

Mitra, Dr. D.R. Laks.hn_i, Mrs. S. Aggarwal, Mrs. Hatfield, l

Dr. Damboldt, Dr. Duchesne, Dr. Mangal Sain and Capt. Tascione. _

IZ. RECOMMENDATIONS ";

I. The data base fron ionosonde chain is the most important for iono- !

sphere-reflected communications. This chain should be augmented both _ :"

qualitatively and quantitatively. However, to evolve new prediction tech- !

niques it is necessary to conduct intensive studies at a few locations by such l

techniques as incoherent scatter and more sophisticated ionosondes. !

2. Realizing that a majority of users do not have the capability to changc I

the terminal parameters of their communication systems, the single most !

important goal in future wcrk should be improvement in predicting l_ng-term

ionospheric parameters. This naturally calls for active work on long-term

solar activity forecasting.

3. Ionosonde data and TEC data should be simultaneously studied to

predict deterioration due to magnetic storms and day-to-day variability.

This study will also yield estimates of slab thickness and electron content

between E and F region peaks which are important in arriving at height

factors and in ray-tracing prediction techniques. Recently obtained sate-

llite radiance measuremenm should be combined with other D region measure-

ments to improve upon the predictability of lower.ionosphere.

4. The day-to-day variability of F region is probably the worst degrading

factor in short-term forecasting. Global morphology of this variability

should be evolved to give quality indices that can warn the communicators
in advance.

5. Multipath fading and time delay in different modes should be quantified

to be included in path loss calculations to preclude deterioration in digital
communication.
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6. Itis necessary to predict and identifya few individualsolar indices that
are likely to control ionospheric parameters relevant to different regions of ]_
the ionosphere. (For exart_ple, an x-ray dominat_.d flare r_ight affect E-
layer corrn_unica_ion while a EUV dominated flare might affect F-region _ "
communication)

7. Efforts should be focussed on neutral atmospheric studies to derive
predictable relationships in case of magnetic stor_s-induced variations and ; ;

the day-to-day variability of the ionosphere. This is also extremely impor- i
tant for LF and VLF communication reflectedby D region.

8. The attempts to arrive athigh latitu.deionospheric index using real time

x-ray, solar wind, solar radio flux and solar particle data should be "_

encouraged.

9. The spatial gradients associated with equatorial anomaly or mid-
latitude trough and the temporal gradients associated with dawn and dusk
phenomena cause anomalous communication problems. The currently
available predictions should include predictions about these phenomena.

I0. It is suggested that the working groups remain active and work by
correspondence for the next one or two years to look back at the recommen-
dations and to bring them to the attention of appropriate international bodies.
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B. TRANSIONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION PREDICTIONS

A WORKING GROUP REPORT PREPARED BY J. A. Klobuchar, Subsection Leader, and
Subsection Members, Santimay Basu, Sunanda Basu, P. A. Bernhardt, K. Davies,
D. E. Donatelli, E. J. Fremouw, J. M. Goodman, G. K. Hartmann, R. Leitlnger,
M. J. Mendillo, M. PoKempner, R. G. Rastogi, C. L. Rino, J. Secan, D. G.
Singleton and H. Soicher.

1. INTRODUCTION

This report addresses the current status and future prospects of our
capability to make transionospheric propagation predictions. While there
are also tropospheric effects on earth-space propagation, we will consider
here only the effects of the ionized media, which dominate fort

frequencies below I to 3 GHz, depending upon the state of the ionosphere
and the elevation angle through the earth-space path. The primary concerns
are the predictions of time delay of signal modulation (group path delay)
and of radio wave scintillation. Progress in these areas is strongly tied
to our knowledge of variable structures in the ionosphere ranging from
the large scale (thousands of kilometers in horizontal extent) to the fine
scale (kilometer size). There are still numerous gaps in our knowledge
of ionospheric variability (Rishbeth and Kohl, 1976) and there Is still
uncertainty regarding the relative importance of various mechanisms respon-
sib]e for the tlme histories observed in total electron content (TEC),
proportional to signal group delay, and in irregularity formation. The
extent to which these gaps in our knowledge are meaningful for a particular
system depends upon the individual system requirements; for some, a knowledge
of monthly average cllmatology may be sufficient, while for others, th_
day-to-day variability of the ionosphere must be taken into account. In
this report we discuss our current capability to make both short- and
long-term predictions. The data base upon which predictions are made ls
examined for Its adequacy, and the prospects for prediction Improvements
by more theoretical studies as well as by Increasing the available statistical
data base are examined.

1.1 Present Prediction Capability

The present state of near term (a few months In advance) prediction
capability of TEC monthly mean conditions is probably within + 20 percent
for regions where a time history of TEC exists. A large part-of the
uncertalnty In making monthly mean TEC predictions a few months in advance
is due to the uncertainty of future solar activity. Even If monthly mean
TEC values could be predicted with 100 percent accuracy the short term
approximately 25 percent rms deviation from monthly mean values would still
limit daily predictions. Much of the deviation from monthly mean values
Is the result of lonospheric effects of geomagnetic storms, and average
statistical patterns of TEC deviations from quiet behavior have been
constructed for several stations In an attempt to Improve TEC predictability.
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The influence of lunar tidal effects upon TEC is also being studied. At
present the best and only major improvement over monthly TEC climatology
predictions can be obtained by a real data observation not more than a few
hours old taken where the TEe-time delay correction is required.

Scintlllation models have attempted to statistically describe the
available observations and have characterized the day-to-day variability in _!
terms of a magnetic disturbance index such as Kp. Present attempts at
constructing amplitude scintillation models are severely data base limited,
especially in the equatorial region where the seasonal behavior of sclntllla-
tion at different longitudes is still not fully known. Attempts to use
available spread F scalings of ionograms in the equatorial region to generate

: a realistic amplitude sclntiilation model have met wlth no success because
_ of the lack of distinction made in routinely scaling range spread and :

frequency spread from the ionograms. Scintillation observations correlate
well in occurrence with range spread, but not with frequency spread. For
the sub-auroral iarltudes amplitude scintillation models exist, but no good
polar latitude scintillation data base is yet available.

Phase scintiilatlon is highly geometry dependent, and, while a picture
of average irregularity size, shape and orientation in both tt_e high latitude
and the equatorial regions ls beginning to emerge with data from the DNA-
Wideband satellite, the available geographic, and particularly temporal
coverage of data, is small and will likely remain so In the near future, r
The prospects of predicting day-to-day variability of occurrence of
scintillation in the equatorial region seem particularly bleak at present.

1.2 Future Transionospherlc Prediction Prospects

For TEC, at least a background morphology exists in some statistical
form, mainly from northern midlatitude stations. Severe data gaps exist
in the near-equatorial and high-iatltude regions and in much of the southern i
hemisphere. For scintillation data gaps exist in the pe_ar regions and in _
the Pacific and Asian equatorial regions. More data is n_eded to improve
statistical models and more effort should be expended by theoretical modelers
to take into account the morphology obtained from available TEC and
scintillation experimental data. It is unlikely that major imp_ovements in
day-to-day translonospheric predictions w111 be made In the near term;
therefore users who really require corrections significantly better than
that available from average climatology, and who cannot use the mitigation
techniques to be described in the next secclon, must use a real-time

updating service where near real-time values of TEC, and of scintlllation,
can be used to Improve the prediction. Theoretical efforts on translonospherlc
propagation problems should continue, but the malor prospects for Improved
future predictions wlII likely come as a result of an enlarged data base
rather than a major theoretical advance. _

1.3 Potential Systems Mitigation Techniques _.

There are techniques that systems designers may usa to mitigate the ef-
fects of the Ionosphere on transionospheric radio wave propagation. For
Ionospheric time delay mitigation systems designers may utilize two modu-
lated frequencies with the RF carriers sufficiently spaced to ailow the
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direct measurement of the differential moduiatlon or group path delay.

An example of such a system where the ionosphere is made transparent to
the operational user is the NAVSTAR/GIobal Positioning System in which
identical 10 MHz modulation is .iposed on carrier frequencies of 1227 and
1575 MHz and the modulation delay is automatically subtracted from the
measured time delay at the 1575 MHz primary navigation frequency In this
system ionospheric time delay errors of the order of I00 meters in range
are reduced to the same order of magnitude as other system errors, namely
a few meters. In the TRANSIT satelilte navigation system in which range
rate informationonly is used for navigation, the rate of change of TEC i
is automatically compensated, to first order, by the use of two carrier
frequencies.

\

To mitigate the effects of radio wave scintillation various time delay
modems have been constructed in which the message Is sent in a redundant
fashion with a time delay longer than the correlation time of the scintilla-
tion. Space diversity schemes have also been proposed.

While these techniques are available, their expense and the constraints
they impose upon a system may preclude their use. Therefore, predictions
of ionospheric variability are required to formulate perturbation levels
for which systems must compensate or adapt. For systems requiring short- ::
term prediction capability, a possible approach is one which utilizes the
best morphological model of the ionosphere updated with operational measure-
ments from spacecraft or networks of earth terminals that record group
path delay and scintillation parameters on a near real time basis.

1.4 Present and Projected Near Real Time User Prediction Requirements

Designers and users of advanced navigation and communications systems
are sometimes unaware of, or reluctant to discuss,the potential ionospheric
effects on their systems. Thus, it is difficult to determine the exact
requirements for future transionospherlcpredictions. The trend is towards
increased use of space-to-earth links for higher communications data rates,
and for greater accuracy in navigation, as with NAVSTAR/GPS, for example.
Phase coherent detection has been used to extend range _.msitivity of
ground-based radar, and phase coherent processing used for a sate111te-
borne radar, such as the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) on the short-llved
SEASAT satellite. For these and any advanced navigation, communicatiun, or
survel1|ance system, the potential effects of phase scintiilatlon will
have to be considered. Currently, support In the sclntlllatlon area Is IImlted
to defining spatial and temporal clImatologles for use In mitigating its
effects on planned new systems. There Is a need for Improved cIImatologies
and the definition of simple "rules of thumb" for quaIitatlve short range
warnings of severe sclntI11atlon. In the area of tlme delay, such as
existing satellite tracking radars and deep space probe tracking radars,
current user needs are being met adequately during periods of low solar

'_ activity and quiet geomagnetic conditions, but more effort is required
in modeling TEC response to high solar activity and geomagnetic disturbances.

In developing future prediction capability consideration must be

given to the limitations and requirements of forecasters. For real time _ ,
applications computer models should be fairly small, quick-running, and
designed for easy forecaster-model Interaction; input parameters, whether
observed or predicted, must be readily available; output parameters must be
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: tailored so that the customer can use them direct!y. The challenge for
the future is to meet these needs while developing models that accurately
r_flect median conditions at any given time and location. There is a "noise"
level below _lhich no median model can predict, but which can be reduced by
adaptive techniques that update the model in real time. Therefore, any
model should also be designed to be easily adapt ble within the system.

2. TIHE DELAY PREDICTIONS

2.1 Monthly Median Time Delay Predictions

The time delay of transionospheric radio signals is directly propor-
: tlonal to the total electron content along the propagation path. Present

numerical models are able to predict monthly median TEC to within an rms
deviation of 20-25 percent in daytime and 30-35 percent at night at northern
mid-latltudes. Historically, models of foF2 and MUFwere developed by the
Boulder Laboratories 6f the Department of Commerceprimarily for use in
predicting the performance of sky-wave communicatlon systems, and have been
accepted and distributed by the International Radio Consultative Committee
for this purpose. However, as they co_prise the only comprehensive global
ionospheric representation, they serve as the basis for a reference
ionosphere, and are used to construct electron density profiles for three-
dimensional ray-tracing and to estimate TEC. Models of the two most
important ionospheric parameters, monthly median fo72 and R(3OOO)F2, are used
extenslvely in these applications (Jones et al., 1969; Jones and Obitts, 1970).
These models were developed from a relatively llmited data base: 195_-1958 for
foF2 and 1954 and 1958 for M(3OO0)F2. The solar cycle which peaked in 1958
was the highest ever observed with abnormally high magnetic activity. Thus,
the foF2 and M(3000)F2 models developed using data from this cycle should
be checked using data from a more average cycle, such as the one with a
maximumin 1968-69.

A comparison between the predictions of h_nthly mean values uslng the
model and the actual observations of the monthly mean critical frequency
of the F2 region (foF2), using the observed 12-month sn,oothed mean Zurick
sunspot number, (Rz) in the model, was made for every other year of the 12-
year period 1960-1972. Data for these comparisons were obtained from
approximately 125 observing stations an_ were limited to vertical Incidence
sounder (v.l.) data. The root mean square error (rms) o1 the deviations
calculated for each month of this period was typlcally O.5 MHz at solar
minimum and 0.8 MHz at solar max;mum. There was a strong seasonal pattern,
with the lowest rms errors observed during May through July, and the highest
In the months of September through March. The relative devi .tion was '_
typically 12-13 percent, with only 5month3 of the entlre8_-month period
having an rms error greater ti 20 percent. These statistics are more
representative of the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitude v.l. stations, which
comk;'ised about 40 percent of the data. Much greater errors are observed
at hl)n latitudes, at the equator, and in the Southern Hemisphere at all
latitudes (only 30 percent of the data). The seasonal pattern In the
Southern Hemisphere is similar to that at Northern Hemisphere stations, with
the largest errors observed In local winter.
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No analysis has been made to assess the accuracy of the M(3000)F2
numerical representations. The errors could be equally as large as, if not
larger than, thos3 observed in the foF2 representations. Primarily, this
wou]d be due to the smaller number of observations, poorer quality of data
and the inadequacy of a Jefined relationship with sola- activity. An
analysis s;r,ilar to the one performed on the foF2 model should be applied
to the predictions of h(3000)F2 to determine the possible range of errors
in estimatirg hmax, which is derived from M(3000)f2.

Predictions of T[_ are derived from electron density profiles, which
are constructed from the models of foF2 and M(3000)F2. They therefore
include the errors inherent in both these models. Lomparisons of median
observed TEC with predicted values at mid-and low-latitude stations
(Mulkern, 1976; Ryan, 1979) have shown an error of ]0 percent is not unusual
at mid latitudes, with a 20-30 percent error often occurring at low latitudes.

Prediction errors, particularly in the mid-latitude Northern Hemisphere,
may be reduced by a more realistic measure of solar activity. The present
use of sunspot number and 10.7 cm flux may be an inadequate representation,

and the use of a more realistic par&meter, e.g. an ionospheric index or
effective sunspot number (see Lassu_rie-Duchesne eta]., 1979; Reddy et aI.,

1979;McNamara, 1979)should be tested.

In the_past, evidence has shown that for2 varies wlth solar cycle only
within the Rz range of 10 to I5 for solar minimum to about 150 for solar
maximum, and saturates beyond these levels. For this reason it is fe;t

that EUV :._y be a better indicator of solar variation. It is not known

whether TEC is similarly affected, but with the high ]evel of solar activity

•in the present cTcIe, the opportunity may now exist to examine this. If

calibrated EUV is obtained from the Space Shuttle Program, these measurements

should be made simultaneously with measurements of for2 or TEC for correlation

stuoies. Also, since solar cycle 20 was very close to the mean of all solar

cycles and relatively quiet magnetically, it is reasonable to assume that

a mapping of for2 and M(3000)F2 data from this cycle, particularly for the
period after so]ar maximum, could provide a more accurate reference model.

From recent evidence it appears that the model representations for some

Southern Hemisphere v.i. stationsarepoor regardless Of solar activity. The

possibility of using other sources of ionospheric information, e.g., satellite

observations and theoretical models, to improve the representations in the

large ocean areas, particularly in the Southern Hemisphere a_d the equatorial

regions, should be explored.

The devaIopment of the present globa] model concer_trated on a more accur-

ate representation of the equatorial region, resulting in less adequate rep-

resentation of the hlgh latitude ionosphere. Therefore, the use of polar
ionospheric models should be considered and tested (EIkins and Rush,

1973). Other possibilities for improving high latitude predictions should
be investigated, including changes in the IMF and its effect on TEC as well

as foF2 (Zevakina and Lavrova, 1979),and correlation between TEC and for2

and local magnetograms.

2.2 Lunar Tidal Effects

Possibilitie_ for reducing model prediction errors must include ._

incorporatina models for sources of variation in TEC other than solar effects, i_

-- One of these is a model for lunar tidal variations (Bernhardt, 1976)which
may comprise as much as 15 percent of the variation ir TEC.
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:.' Lunar tidal oscillations are induced in the earth's atmosphere by the ;_
moon's gravitational field. They raise or lower the F region by direct i
action on the ionosphere via tidal winds; and by indirect action in creating

" dynamo ele_.trostatlc fields in the F region that couple into the F region

along geomagnetic field llnes producing ExB drifts. As the F region is moved
;: to altitudes with different loss rates, its electron content (and peak con-

centration) is changed. Although there is no supporting evidence, it is pos- t
sible that lunar tides can change the composition of the neutral atmosphere,

: which would change the F-region loss rate at a given altitude and produce TEC
var fat ions.

; ! Since the lunar tide produces modulation of the existing ionosphere,
lunar predictive models should be applied as multiplicative (as opposed to
additive) corrections to existing models that only consider solar effects. :

Thus, a model for elecl:ron content, including the lunar effects, should be _.
of the form

- 'It) = S(t){1 + M(t)}

where I(t) is electron content, S(t) is the solar diurnal variation of elec-
tron content, and M(t) is the IJ,nar contribution. Initial verification of
this formula has been demonstrated by Bernhardt (1978). Ideally, M(t) has a :"

period of 12.42 hours, one-half of a lunar day, and is dependent on latitude,
dip angle and season. _Some characteristics of the function M(t) have been de-
scribed by Rao and Stubenrauch (1967), Bernhardt et al. (1976), and-Huang
(1978),

2.3 Plasmaspheric Contribution to TEC

A contribution to TEC that requires further examination before being
incorporated into an existing model is the plasmaspheric electron content.
TEC, which is the integrated electron content along a path through the iono-
sphere, is prlmarily obtained through Faraday rotation measurements, which
measure the content to a vertical height of approximately 2000 km. The elec-
tron content of the earth's plasmasphere, defined here as the region above
the height (_2000 km to _30,OO0 kin)where measureable VHF Faraday rotation f

occurs, extending to the plasmapause, has only recently been measured by
transionospheric propagation techniques. Experimentally, the plasmaspherlc "I
content, Np, has been determined by taking the difference between the total i
electron content, NT, along the entire satellite to ground station path as i
measured by the group delay of 1 MHz modulation envelopes on RF carriers at

140 and 360 MHz tt'ansmitted from a radio beacon on the geostatlonary ATS-6

satellite, and the ionospheric electron content, NF, inferred from the Fara-

day rotation along the same path. Since the ATS-6 satellite launch in May

1974,the behavior of Np over the North American, European and Asian sectors
has been reported by Soicher (1976a,b), Davies et al. (1976), Klobuchar et ai.
(1978),Poletti Iiuzzi et al. (1977),Hajeb-flosseinieh(1977)and Fleury and

Cormec (1978) f_r a period near the minimum of the solar sunspot cycle.

Generally, the ratio Np/NF varies from _15 percent during the day to
_50 percent during the night. Some diurnal and seasonal variations are ob-

served but in absolute value (as compared to NF) the changes are rather small.

Np increases wlth decreasing geomagnetic latitude marked by the ray path to
the satel I ite.
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To date, no data are available for the time period of increasing solar
activity, and with the sporadic performance and planned shut off of the ATS-6

- beacon experiment, the behavior of Np during sunspot maximum may not he known.
._ It is expected, however, that Np will increase with solar activity but not to

the same extent at N . During magnetic storms the p_ttern of Np behavior; F
"_ shows a significant depletion with a gradual return to average values after a

period lasting from three to eight days (Soicher, 1976c; Poletti-Liuzzi et
t al 1977; Davies et al 1976; Kersley and Kiobuchar, private communication)

; _ , In addition there is some evidence of a positive phase in Np during the ini-
_ tial phase of a magnetic storm (Soicher, 1976c; Degenhardt et ai., 1978),
_ In view of the small absolute value and relatively small diurnal vari-

_ i ability of plasmaspheric content in comparison to the ionospheric content,especially during the day when the effects of TEC in operational satellite
_. navigation consideration (i.e., excess propagation time delay) are largest,
_ it seems that simple additive constant values to the ionospheric content of

15 percent of noontime NF may account sufficiently for Np. Predictions of Np
for quiet and magnetically active periods would thus be based on the same pre-

| diction techniques that apply to ioncspheric TEC.
The above comments are based cn relatively sparse data f,r_n several

stations in the Northern Hemisphere at geomagnetic latitudes from 30" toL

_ 60 ° during solar minimum conditions. Additlonal data at diverse locations
; 1 during maximum conditions are necessary in order to obtain global morphology

of the plasmasphere under varying solar conditions. Prospects of obtaining

1 additional Np data for the next few years are poor as simultaneous group_" delay and Faraday data are required from the same satellite and ATS-6 was the

! only satellite with such a combination of appropriate beacon transmitters.
The major continuing source of synoptic data on electron content will still
be Faraday rotation measurements,

} 2.4 Geomagnetic Storm Effects on TEC

A major source of variation in TEC from monthly mean conditi'ons is
• l geomagnetic activity. Since theoretical modeling capabilities are not

sufficiently advanced to predict TEC storm behavior, morphology-based
prediction schemes represent the only viable method currently available. The.!

; major needs for the translonospheric propagation community perth, in to
times and places when daytime positive ionospheric storm effects (ATEC > 0)

"_ may be expected. In this respect, Hendi!io and Kiobuchar (1979) typified the
., state-of-the-art of TEC storm-associated prediction capabilities. Earlier,
: Mendillo (1973) described how one could predict whether or not a given storm
_ (i.e., one in progress) would be expected to produce a positive phase at mid-
, lati tudes.

" Theoretical explanations for the positive and negative phase variations
_ of TEC storm behavior generally deal with electro-dynamic processes for the
;i_ TEC enhancements (see, for example, Anderson, 1976) and with changes in the
i neutral composl-tion (O/N 2) for the F-region depletions (see, for example, the
_ recent work of Pri_lss and van Zahn, 1977}

The major uncertainty encountered in attempting to apply morphology-
_i based TEC storm correction termS_ to monthly median behavior centers on the
_ need to predict the storm commencement (SC) time, for both sudden storm com-
_ mencements (SSCs) and gradual storm commencements (GSCs) The geophysical-_ J
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parameters that, if provided via predictions or real-time measurements, would _ --
offer the greatest insight into storm effects, are neutral atmospheric param-

• eters (winds and O/N2 compositions) and storm-time electric fields.
The world regions where TEC storm morphologies (and therefore prediction

capabilities) are lacking are (1) low and equatorial latitude regions and
(2) the entire southern hemisphere.

. The main areas of F-region storm analysis that have led to inconclusive
results are (1) gross averaging techniques which ignore the dual-phase and '
multi-day nature of storm effects and (2) correlations between ionospheric
variations and various geomagnetic disturbance indices (e.g., ATEC vs. Kp or
ADst relations). These schemes appear to be of little value for predicting ,
storm effects.

d

• 2.5 Short Term Time Delay Predictions

Monthly mean time delay values, even with rorrections for average magne-
_ tic storm induced changes in TEC, m?y not be sufficient for certain systems or :
• for some classes of users of systems. They m_f instead require near real-
;: time measurements of the local ionosphere, either of foF2 or of TEC, to up-

date median models. These updating techniques include producing improved
weekly or monthly mean values to serve as a basis for predicting values for

: the following several hours, i
Studies of adaptive techniques that use real-time observations to re-

duce average monthly rms errors in predictions have been conducted using foF2
data (Wilkinson, 1979) and TEC data (Donatelll and Allen, 1978, 1979; Leitin-

ger et al., 1978). The potential for reducing this rms error in TEC at a
specific location is demonstrated by Figure 1, using data from Hamilton,
Massachusetts, for January 1969. Figures la and lb compare the results using
an "ideal model," i.e., the observed mean (a) versus the predicted values (b).
First note that the observed mean is lower than the prediction for the entire
daytime period, while the rms iation is comparable. The dashed lines in-
dicate the rms residual error 1, *he month using an observation after three
hours to update the mean each d_, The error growth rate is described by the

: curves originating attwo-hour intervals with zero-error, and continuing in
time, for three hours in the observed case (a) and twelve hours in the pre-
dicted case (b); the observation at the hour is used for updating at 15-minute
intervals to describe the curves. The criteria for determining the maximum

_ observation-to-update interval time is that the residual error when updating
, does not exceed the monthly residual error as represented by the standard

deviation. A three-hour observation is useful throughout the daytime hours,
unless the measurement was made prior to sunrise and used thereafter. The
error introduced after sunrise is greater for case (b) than case (a), and the
reduction in residual error is not as significant for case (b), which repre-
sents present model potential. As stated previously, existing models were
developed from data obtained in the 1954-58 period, and may be biased toward
both high solar and high geomagnetic activity. January 1969 was a relatively
quiet month, magnetically. This may explain the up to 20 percent difference
between observed and predicted daytime values, discussed by Ryan (1979).

The following conclusions can be stated from examining the error growth
In time.
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Figure I. Observed mean (a) versus predicted values (b) of mean TEC.
/
f

I. Both observation and update should occur within the following in- i
-, tervals (projection of a prediction across terminators may Intro-

duce large errors):
_ a. post-sunrise to sunset _

b. post-sunset to sunrise - {

+_ 2. For appreciable reduction in residual error (about 50 percent) , the i

_, _ intervals should be less than the followlngi
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a. solar maximum
i. daytime, 3 hours

+ iI. nighttime, 1 hour
" b. solar minimum
:_ i. daytime, 1 hour

ii. nighttime, 30 minutes
While the intervals for useful updating during solar minimum may be shorter

• to effect the same percentage reduction, it should be noted that the absolute
error is much less to the extent that for the same month, the standard devia--_

•i tlon at solar minimum may be less in absolute value of TEC units than the
residual error at solar maximum using the updating intervals recommended In
(2). -

Spatialprojection of observations have been _iscussed in correlation
;+ studies using foF2 (Rush, 1976) and TEC (Klobuchar and Johanson, 1977), and

indicate a latitudinal correlation that is approxlmateiy one-half the longl-
• tudlnal correlation distance. Thls must be considerea with the time effects

:: for any adaptive technique in which real-time obs_rvetions are used for up-
dating at a location other than that from which the observation was made. ,
This has been examined using TEC data from mid-latltude stations (Donatelll
and Allen, 1979; Allen et al., 1977). The increased error growth

_ rate represents a superposition of spatial and temporal fluctuations. By _
reducing the space-time inLerval to an equivalent time interval, a useable _
updating interval may be estimated. A good approximation can be made with t
the followlng: i

__1 {(ALON)2 + (2ALAT)2}½ + [ or } = AET _f _
15 T " iLl "

• where:

ALON = longitudinal separation, in degrees !
ALAT = latitudinal separation, in degrees
AT = time interval between observation and update, in hours
ALT = 6LON/15, in hours -
( } refers to choice for east or west direction from observing to

updating location; AT if W �E,IAT- ALTI if E ;
; The expected residual error can be estimated by setting AET = ATt where: %

ATt = tlme interval between observation and update at same location. !i

i Then ATt is subject to the constraints in I and 2 above. Whether this holds
for high and low latitude locations, remalns to be tested. At present, ade- i_

+ quake data are not available to make this study, i_

2.6 Theoretical versus Empirlcal Models of lranslonospheric ,,
Propagation Predictions

; Predictive models based upon both a theoretical and an emplrlcal basis
' may be of more use than either a physical model or a morphological model
_" .... alone. There is no particular reason why predictions should be made wlth
• either a purely physical ,r a purely morphological model. Hybrid models,

which are part physical and part empirical, may be optimum. The advantages of
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physical models are: (1) they enable assessment of the relative importance of
ionospheric responses to isolated changes, e.g., neutral composition, ioniz-
ing flux, dynamics etc.; (2) they can provide predictions of parameters not "

2
_: readily observable, e.g., ion composition, plasma temperatures, etc.; and (3) _

they can be used to provide predictions of artificial (man-made) ionospheric
changes; for example, depletions of the F-region plasma by rocket exhaust has
been successfully predicted.

Physical m_dels also suffer from a number of deficiencies: (!) all !
physical _Jrocesse_ m_y not be included; (2) those processes that are included

) may not be treated adequately; (3) the numerical procedures available for the
modeling may be inadequate and_too time consuming; (4) inputs often cannot be

determl=_ed reliably, e.g. solar ionizing flux;(.5) the temporal and spatial :
variation of inputs such as neutral composition is only known on the average,
and on a iarge scale; and (6) the dynamics of the inputs are unknown.

_, In contrast to physical models there exists a class of purely morpholog-
_ lcai (empirical) models. These models use measured ionospheric characteris-
_ tics with firm statistical evidence in some regions and extrapolation of un- i

known accuracy to other regions. The disadvantages of empirical models arise
_ from their non-.theoretical nature: (.I) they cannot be used to extrapolate to

parameters not previously observed; (2) creation of these models requires a
large geographic and temporal network of observation stations;_3 ) data re-
corded at these stations requires consistent calibration and reduction proce-_

< dures; (4) If ti,e models are keyed to some geophysical index, a method of pre _
dicting this index must be provided; and (5) they cannot be used to predict
man-made effects on the ionosphere.

; In summary, theoretical and empirical models should be treated as com-
plements. The flexibility of the theoretical model is required to predict

specific effects. For this reason, and for the hope of significant future

improvements, further theoretical work should be encouraged. The empirical
models are best suited for predictions of a general nature at present.

2.7 Improving Transionospheric Predictions

: To improve present cllmatologicai models used for transionospheric ,

propagation predictions, the primary need ls for more and better data with
._ greater spatial resolu'ion. In addition, there ls a need to measure para-
_ meters from the neutral atmosphere that may provide Insight as to the reasons
_ for the complexity in the spatial variability of TEC. An example of this
_ complexity, for a limited latltude range is shown in Figure 2, from Hartmann
_ et al. (1979). If an Increased spatial density of observations Is to be of

widespread use, future ground based observations of satellite beacon trans-
missions for TEC and scintlllation must have standard data formats, calibra-

,_, tlon techniques, data editing, process|n_and Interpretation techniques.
' Increased data gathering creates problems _hat grow with the data growth ,

_i rates, particularly for stations which have little experience handling lar9e
amounts of data. A discussion of problems associated with the data (infor-

_ matlon) explosion and Its potentially negative consequences can be found in '
_ Hartmann (1978) and Hartmann (1979).

TO fully realize the objective of obtainlng new transionospherlc data
_ to improve morphological models, data gathering centers like the World Data
_ Center A at '_ouider, Colorado, must play a very active mediator role that
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: Figure 2 Contours of vertical ionosphericcontent from 30°N to 807N geo-
_ graphic iatitude in units of lO15 el/m2. The maps are constructed"by a com-

blnatlon of data from the ATS-6 synchronous satellite with data from the
polar-orbiting Navy navigation satellite system satellites (after Davies

; et al., 1979).
\

: will go beyond their present activities to insure that all accepted data con-
form to the standard requirements. In the last section of thls report, spe-
clflc recommendationsare made for future data gathering to Improve morpho-
logical transionospheric prediction models. ---+

.+

3. SCINTILLATION MODELING

3.1 Background

Irregularltles In the ionospheric electron density ar_ _ownto _ause
potentially disruptive radio wave scintillation effects. Tr.,,slon_spherlc
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• radio communicatlons are primarily affected by amplitude scintillation
; (fading). The severity of the amplitude scintillation has been characterized

by a number of scintillation indices (Bischoff and Chytil, 1969; Whitney ,_
et al., 1969) which can be interrelated (Whitney, 1974). However, the lnde:.

s4 (,2). (,)z
(i)z } (1) _

" where I is the signal intensity (amplitude squared) has proven to be most
useful for theoretical analyses and modeling.

The probability distribution of the amplitude scintillation is accurate-
ly reproduced by the Nakagaml distribution (Nakagami, 1969) for a wide range
of S4 values (Whitney et al., 1972; Fremouw et al., 1979). Moreover, the
Nakagami distribution is completely specified in terms of 54. Thus, if S4 ls
known, the fading depth can be computed. Indeed, If the fade coherence time,

:: _c, is long compared to the time used in transmitting one data bit or baud,
the average bit error can be computed in terms of S4. Coding or Interleaving :
can be used to recover the performance loss, but it Is very costly to imple-
ment in a slow fading environment.

: As Tc decreases, the "coding gain" generally Increases until _c becomes
comparable to the baud duration. At that point the channel fluctuations dis-
tort the waveform, and catastrophic failure ultimately results. For typical

: ionospheric _c values and data rates as low as 75 bits per seconds, pulse
_ distortion only occurs under conditions of strunq scattering where S4 _ 1 and
• the Rayleigh fading model is a good approximation _-¢he scintillation struc-

ture. _::
The performance of various communication systems in a Rayleigh fading

; channel has been extensively analyzed. As a practical matter, subtle time
• structure changes have only a small effect, and only the coherence time _c

need be specified to characterize the channel (Whitney and Basu, 1977).
it has been tacltly assumed that the coherence bandwidth is large

enough to support the modulatlon scheme that is being used. Generally thls !
ls a safe assumption. Indeed, most communication systems that utilize large
bandwlCths do so with frequency hopping. Loss of frequency coherence between

_ hopped frequencies wlll actually Improve performance In a well-designed sys-
_ tam. Thus, a rough measure of coherence bandwidth ls generally adequate for
_ communication systems applications.
: These results can be summarized as follows: Insofar as the performance _
*' of translonospherlc.,.,. . . ,c°mmunicatl°n_....... s_sterls..,are .concerned, only S4 and _c, _
_! together wlth a coarse measure of cotlerence bandwidth, need be specified.

The complex signal (amplitude and phase) Is only relevant under fast fading _
:, conditions, but then-the Raylelgh model, which only depends on _c, can be

used. : , _
There are, however, potential (and actual) new satellite and ground-

_ based radar systems that attempt to maintain phase coherence over long tl=me :. .
or spatial Intervals; Horeover, angle of arrival fluctuations-demand:know" _

" ledge of phase. On a somawL_t larger scale, group-delay corrections must be../;
made If precision navigation systems are to achieve their full potential.. _' ....

i scale Ionosphere Induced phase v_tat_ons as well as .the correspond!ng am_}:l,_ '
Thus, there is a.need for models that. predict both the large-sca..l_ and sml]i' " ;"

rude scintillation structure. •" _!:_ ,_,: ' ....._i :, / i ,!

Here, however, progress In propagation theory as well as the TtL_I$tT,. ._
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_ ATS-6, and WIDEBAND differential phase measurements have considerably sim- !
plified the magnitude of the modeling task. An important finding from that 1

; work can be summarized as follows: If the integrated electron content struc-
ture can be characterized over a scale size regime that encompasses the :

: largest and smallest significant scale sizes, then al1 ionosphere-induced
.: phase and amplitude perturbations can be accurately and efficiently modeled.

The underlying assumption here is that the ionosphere can be replaced
by a single equivalent phase-changing screen at an appropriate equivalent
height. Fully accommodating the integrated diffraction effects through the
ionosphere adds considerable complexity to the problem, but it does not sig-
nificantly change any predictions based on single phase screen computations
(Bramley, 1977).

3.2 Presently Available Amplitude Scintillation Models

: Since the integrated electron content structure at present cannot be
adequately characterized over a scale slze regime that encompasses thc
smallest significant scale sizes to the largest ones, then we must resort to

; morphological models using available empirical scintillation data. The
Fremouw and Rino model (Fremouw and Rino, 1973), suitably expanded by the use
of the magnetic modifier (Fremouw et al., 1977), does not adequately reproduce
newly available scintillation observations. Small summaries of scintillation
data useful for systems planners have appeared in several forms. In the
field of sig,,al statistics, a series of measurements have been made at high
and equatorial latitudes (Whitney, 1974; Whitney and Basu, 1977; Yeh et al.,
1975; Fremouw et am., 1978). These have not as yet been put together to
form morphological model of signal statistics. However, sufficient examples
have been produced to allow the amplitude spectra to serve as examples at
various levels of scintillation activity at high and equatorial latitudes.

- In the field of amplitude scintillation models, simple algorithms have
been constructed to reproduce several years of data at 137 HHz at auroral
latitudes (Aarons et al., 1978). The effect of magnetic activity, the solar

flux forcing function, the seasonal variation, and the local tine are inserted
• ,=nz sclntillationsinto the algorithm which allows the average value of 137 '"'

to be determined for a narrow swath of invariant latit-.rl_,; (60-64°). No good

polar data base is available. In the equatorial region, another series of
algorithms was developed to reproduce observations fror," Accra, Ghana, and from
HJancayo, Peru. The former station showed sensitivity _ magnetic variations,

:: the longitude of the latter station yielded only _ma_l perturbations of scin-

: tlllatlon activity wlth magnetic index. However, the algorlthms now serve as
only the reproduction of the diurnal pattern; other eb=ervations have not

been merged into a coherent set of data or, in the case of spread-F, have not

._; been put Into terms of _clntillatlon Index.

3.3 Parampterlzatlon of Scintillatlon Models

To predict 54, one first resorts to the weak-scatter theory. The first
formula that was used for modeling was developed by Brlggs and Parkin (1963).

;; It was based on a gausslan spectral density function. When It was later
_' found that a power-law mode] was more appropriate, Rufenach (1975)revised

the Brlggs-Parkln model. However, he retalhed the propagation angle depen-
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dence appropriate to the gaussian spectral density function. A corrected
version of Rufenach's formula was later developed by Costa and Kelly (1976). _

, More recently Rino (1979a,b) developed a model that accommodates the
effects of the large outer-scale cutoff that is appropriate to the ionosphere

; for b_th phase and amplitude scintillation. Moreover, the model allows for a ._
variable spectral index, whereas the Rufenach and Costa and Kelly models
allowed for on;y a single value. In any case, the basic model parameters are
the following:

Cs, v The irregularity spectral density function has the
form Csq'(2v+l}

a, b, 6 Axial ratios along and transverse to the magnetic
field and orientation angle of second axis (Rino
and Fremouw, 1977)

h, L Effective height and thickness of equivalent phase .
- screen

If any outer scale wavenumber, qo, is specified, the rms electron den-

; slty is given by the formula

=
8_3/2 F (v - 1)/F(v + 1/2). (2) :

I

If the source and receiver locations and velocities and the frequency are

specified, $4 can be computed. Moreover, simple bounds for _c can be derived :
for both weak and strong scatter. Finally, the measured phase variance can
be estimated for a specified measurement interval.

True predictive modeling hinges on our ability to determine the depen-
i dences of these parameters on latitude, longitude, time, day, magnetic

activity, drifts, electric field, or any other parameters for which a theore-
tical or empirical link to scintillation effects has been demonstrated.

At the present time the following bounds can b_ placed on the parameters:

Perturbation Strength C_ - Values of Cs as large as lO 22 in mks units
are required to produce significant gigahertz scintillation. Work is current-

ly underway to verify these values from in-situ data.
Spectral Index v - Scintilla[ion data (particularly Wideband) show a v

index with systematic variations, but values are generally less than 1.5

// whlch corresponds to K"2 one-dimensional ln-situ spectral density function.

In-situ data suggest a somewhat steeper slope than do the phase data. The. discrepancy is not yet fully reconciled, although there are plausible reasons :
j/ why it should exist.

Height and Thickness h r L - Scintillation Is primarily an F-region phen- :
i omenon. Height certainly varies and must be carefully evaluated. Similarly,
i the effective thickness of scintillation producing regions can vary, parti-
< cularly where narrow features are encountered.

Axial Ratios a t b - At the equato_a may be as large as lO0. The evl- _ i
dence of a second preferred axis is uncertain at this time. In the auroral
tone a _ 10 and In the n;ghttlme precipitation regions b is finite and com-
parable to a, such that the irregularities are L-shell aligned sheets.

Cutoff Scales qo, qi - With regard to cutoff wavenumbers, the only safe
statement Is that the power-law continuum encompasses scale sizes from tens
of kilometers to hundreds _f meters. No systematic Inner or outer scale cut- i

off has been reported from in-situ or scintillation data. However, local i "
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input scales and diffusion cutoffs may well play an Important role in the )
_ underlying physics. |

)

3.4 Hodeling of Phase and Intensity Scintillation,
Including Geometrical Effects

: Because of the increasing deployment of phase-sensitive radio systems I
tha_ employ transionospheric propagation, the question has been raised t
whether a satisfactory phase scintillation model can be developed. In view
of recent observations of phase-coherent satellite beacons, one may answer in

I

the affirmative for two reasons, t
The first reason i_ that the recent observations have attested to the ! _

utility of the phase-screen propagation model for calculating signal-=, r

statistical moments. _hile the details of a received phase pattern un_oubt- i :
: edly are altered by post-scatterlng propagation, the phase variance, o_, '

appears to change little. In particular, o¢ retains in expectation the ;
proportionality to wavelength, I, that une calculates in the near zone of a : _

: phase screen (There does appear to be a slight decrease in the power law "
index of the phase spectrum with increasing Fresnel distance, however.) The
recent observations also have demonstrated the viability of phase-screen
calculations of the normalized variance, S_, of signal Intensity in terms of
the ionospherically imposed phase perturbaEions (Fremouw, 1979). Thus the t
calculations of o_ performed In past modeling efforts and iteratively tested _

._. against (nonsaturated) observations of Intensity scintlllatlon should be as
: valid as the S4 values calculated from them•

The second contribution that the recent observatlons make to an affirm-

:: ative answer is a high quality (albeit spatlally and temporally limited) data
base for direct testing of past and future models against measured values of

. _¢. This will permit extending the models |nt_ regimes of saturated $4. '
The recent observations, however, have not supported the notion that

slmpllstlc extrapolation of S4 data woutd yleld a viable phase-scintillation i(
model+. They have Indicated, though, that phase-screen calculations are con-
sistent wlth the observed behavior of the ratio S4/o_ so long as geometrical
control of sclntillatlon and the Influence of both measurement procedures ano
operational systems are carefully accounted for.

A key factor in the production of scintillation is the large outer scale
that the Ionosphere imposes on the spatial spectrum of phase fluctuations.+,

The upshot Is that the phase spectrum Is cut off at its low-frequency end by
_ the detrending procedure employed in observations or by the duration of phase-

sensitive performance (e.g., a coherent-integration period) In an operational +
system. In contrast, the spectrum of Intensity scintillations is cut off by +;
the Fresnel filtering that arises In the diffractive propagation process
(which includes refractive focusing and defocusing as a speci_l case).

For systems in which phase Is effectively passed through a sharp-cutoff, +_
high-pass filter, the phase variance of the scintlllatlng signal is +

P

2 2T f_-p ())% "p--:T

where T = power-spectral density of phase at I Hz,
p = power-law index of phase spectrum, and
fc = filter cutoff frequency (reciprocal of detrend period).
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Rino (1979a,b) has developed an expression for T in terms of the power- :
spectral density, abCs, of the three-dimensional spectrum of ionospheric _

: electron density at an effective (nonlsotropic) wavenumber of unity (1 ,L!
rad/m), where a and b are axial ratios along and across the geomagnetic
field. (_or isotropic irregularities, a and b are unity, so the three-
dimensional spectral density at 1 rad/m is Cs in that case).

The expression is
c

: 2 X2 2v-1 _5
, _ T = re (L sec B)G N(_) ve Cs

! where re = classical electron radius
_ _ = radio wave]ength
_ v = p/2

: • and N(v) ls a normalizing factor that depends in a calculable way on the one-
: I dimensional ionospheric power-law spectral Index 2v-1 measured in situ. In _

I Eq. (4), L is the thickness of the irregular layer and Ve is the effective
_ velocity with which contours of equal correlatlon in the ionosphere are
t scanned.

i The quantity G in Eq. (4) is a geometrical enhancement factor defined
as

G = ab sec e (5) _
4 AC'B2-_ ( 14) ]12

where A, B, and C are functions of a, b, and 6 (an angle prescribing the
orientation of the sheetlike irregularities described by b _ 15 and of the
incidence angle, B, and magnetic azimuth, ¢, of the radio prcpagation vector

- and the local magnetic dip, _. :_
For isotropic irregularities (a = b = l), the denominator in Eq. (5)

: reduces to sec 8, so G itself reduces to unity. For axially symmetric ir-
regularities (a _ b = 1), G displays a fairly sharp peak when the propagation

• vector nears alignment with the elongation axis (i.e., the magnetic field
7

_r direction). For sheet-like irregularities, G is enhanced whenever the line
1 of sight grazes the sheets (L shells for 6 = O; magnetic meridian planes for
! 6.90o).
_ The effective velocity, Ve, contains the same factor In its denominator

: as that appearing in Eq. (5) because Irregularities are scanned more rapidly
t when the line of sight is nearly aligned wlth an elongation axis. Thus more
! phase-fluctuation energy ls contained within the hlgh-pass spectral window
' employed In both observation and operation.

Combining Eqs. (3), (4), and (55, we find that the phase variance
experienced by a system is

I

I '2 2r_ _2N(v) -2v_ _ sec 8 ve ] { LCs} (65 10¢ = 2_-I {f(! (2v-1 _° i
The first factor in brackets is essentially a constan_ for a given wavelength, I
although Its escimatlon may be Improved upon by measuring v either in-situ
or from the phase spectrum. It is most Important to note that the second
factor in brackets depends upon the measuring system in modeling and upon the
operational system in applications.

Z33
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Besrdes estimation of v, modeling efforts sho,JId be directed at estab-
lishing the ionospheric structural parameters (a, b, and 6) that dictate

the geometrical behavior of scintillation as described by the third bracketed
factor in Eq. (6), and the "height-integrated strength of turbulence," LCs.

Present best estimates for the paralneters that describe the three-
dimensional shape of ionospheric irregularities are

v _ 1.5 (= 1.38 on average)
100 near the equator

:, a = { 10 elsewhere

10 in the high-latitude particle precipitation zone
: b = { ] elsewhere

: 6 = 0 in the high-latitude particle precipitation zone
There is some information on variations of v, but little is known about the

: behavior of the other parameters, which may be fairl.y Simple, however.. Two
questions of interest are whether sheetlike irregularities exist near the
equator and at middle latitudes and whether the precipitation=zone sheets

: extend into the polar caps from their known location in the r_gion of diffuse

_ (and probably discrete) auroras.
_ By far the most yariable of the factors in Eq. (6) is LCs. Host
.__ modeling effort should be put into modeling LCs by means of scintillation
': data and in-situ measurements. It may also be possible to derive Cs from

; good quallty lonograms in regions where frequency spread is correlated with
scintillatlon. An unambiguous determination of LCs from sclntillation
measurement_ requires compensation for geometrical effects wi_ile the in-situ
technique reouires an est;mate of irregularity layer thickness L.

Rino (1979a,b) also has derived expressions for S4. Indeed, for weak
: to moderate _c:ntil|at:on (S4 _ 0.8), one may write the intensity variance

per unit phase variance as

-_= N(v) F ZV-I/2 (7)

o_ G

_r where N(v) is a ratio of Known normalization factors, F descrloes the _eo-
metrical behavior of the Fresnel filter, the next factor accounts for the
fact that phase is spatially filtered by a temporal filter of cutoff fo
rather than by Fresnel filtering, and the final factor contains the usual
Fresnei-zone size

Z = xz sen e (8)4_

Thus, once phase scintillation is modeled one may calculate the non-
saturated intensity scintillation index by means of Eqs. (7) and (8), for

: which an estimate or model is needed for the height, h, of the irregularity
layer. Under extreme conditions, one must resort to other approaches for

i calculating S4. Alternatives are the two-component techniques _f Fremouw
and Rlno (1978), which treat geometric-optics focusing directly and pro-
vides the Full (joint) statistics of the complex signal, and Rino's (1979a,
b) recently completed multiple-scatter theory

For all scattering-strength regln,es, what ;s needed i,_ a geophysical/
morphological i_del for the Irregularity parameters (including their drift

F
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velocity, Vd, for gepstationary-sateliite applications) as functions of the
following:

4m = invariant latitude (dip latitude at the equator)
4o = longitude
t = time of day '
D = day of the year
R = a measure of epoch in the solar cycle -

_ X = one or more indicators of the level of ionospheric activity.
Currently existing morphological models could be significantly improved

by means of recently acquired high-quality data bases, which include phase-
: _ scintillation measurements. For the improved models to pro'ide predictive
• _ capability, it is the activity parameter X that must be id_atifi_d and

_ against which scintillation must be modeled.
The present models employ solar flux (Aarons et al., 1278) or sunspot

_ _ number for R, primarily as a measure of epoch in the solar c_cle; They also
_ employ Kp as a kind of activity indicator'for high-latltude scintillation.. It

_ _ is felt that AE and/or local magnetic K m_y provide a better measure of the

_I departure of high-latitude scintillation severiey from its expectation leve_
• (for a given set of _he variables, Em, 40, t, D, and R) This content,ion is

_ bein? investigated. For equatorial scintillation, a different parameter is

_ required and may be identified by means of ongoing research•
: _ Recent advance_ in relating AE and its component auroral electrojet

_ indices, AL and AE, to physical characteristics of the solar wind and the _
interplanetary magnetic field provide encouragement in the quest for a pre_
dictive capability in high-latitude terms of scintillation models. Progress

in understanding t_e production mechanism of scintillation-producing irregu-_. _ larities near the equator, the most descriptive of which appear to be trig-
_ gered by _he Rayleigh-Taylqr instability, also bodes well for,development of
l some predictive capability'_in the next few years. _

: _ 3.5 Use of In Situ Irregularity Data i:n Phase and,
• _ Amplitude Scintlllation Modelling

! _ The retarding potential analyzer (.RPS) on board the orbiting sate11_tes_ , t

" i OGO-6 and the AtmJspheric Explorer series have provided ion_concentration"

: _ (or electron concentration for charge neutral|ty) at F_regi'on heights with
._. en accuracy Of O.Ol_ at a samplin_ rate as highas 200 per sec corresponding

_ to a spatial resolution of'35 m (see Hanson et al., 1970 and 1973).
_ The ion or electron concentration (N) data i.s processed to _btain rms ir-
_ "regularity ampli,ude AN/N over a few seconds time interval whicb corresponds
_ to a few tens of km distance along the orbltal track.

• { The electron density deviation AN or alternatlvely the strength of tur-

•_ t bulence parameter Cs (Rino, 1979a,b) derived from the above was utilized to
_' _ develop a synoptic model of phase and ampl'itude scintillations in the equa-

torial region during the December and June solstices (Basu et al. 1_76; [!
_ Basu and-Basu, 1979). This model is in agreement.with ground-based scintil- 1

) latlon.measurements at wldely spaced stations in the equatorial region t

_ (Aarons, 1977). The unlimited longitude coverage provided by in-sltu
! measurements established a loegitudinal control of equatorial scintillations

!_ ! . rather than a seasonal dominance which was not accounted for in earlier ..

i scintlllat!on models (Fremouw and Rino, 197_), It is to be recognized that
modeling of scintillations from In-situ measurements requires an assumption

!" i 235• ,
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:_ regarding the thickness of the irregularity layer, L. However, correlated |
radar and scintillation measurements in the equatorial region indicate that
a layer thickness of 200 km is appropriate for modeling purposes (Basu et -

_ al., 1977, 1978). I
:- The in-site measurements thus_provide a viable technique for phase and t_: amplitude scipti-llation modeling as it _irectly provides a measuce of Cs "

which sensitively controls the phase and amplitude scintillation indices.
In this respect, it is important to note that in-situ measurements indicate
a variation of Cs by as much as six orders of magnitude in the equatorial

-_ region. -' ;
With the high Cs values obtained from in-situ data, the occurrence of

saturated UHF and moderate GHz scintillations near overhead positions at
the magnetic equato r can be modeled on the basis of existing theory (Basu

_ and Basu; 1976). Scintillation modeling by in-situ:_measurements is not
'_ limited to the equatorial region and currently AE-C and AE-D data are being
: utilized to develop .high latitude phase and amplitude s_intillation models.
;- , _ In:addition to the morphological models discussed above, the existing

high resolutlon (35 m) in-situ data are being processed to obtain power
spectra of irregularity amplitude. This spectral information can be
directly related to the power spectrum of phase scintillations as well as

_:_ amplitude scintillations in the framework of diffraction theory for more
sophisticated systems requiring signal structure information. It may also
be possible to obtain information on the axial ratio of irregularities by

-_ performing in-situ measurements with satellites in equatorial and polar
orbits such as AE-C and AE-E. It may be possible to provide such informa-
tion on a near reai-tim_ basis if a suitable platform is available to make
hiqh resolution in-situ measurements.)

%.

• 3.6 Use of Spread-F Data in Scintillation Hodels

_ Field aligned irregularities in the Freglonare responsible for scintil-
lations as well as some varieties of spread F as observed with ionosondes.
In the middle and high latitudes these irregularities produce the frequency

:: _ spreading comPonent of spread F (Singleton, 1957). At these latitudes there-
fore, frequency spreading can be used to indicatevalues of _N. It must be
remembere¢ however, that _N Is proportional to _fo • fo and consequently,

:'_ i the background layer modulation via foF2 must be removed (Singleton, 1962,
] 1979). ,-

, " { At the equatorlal_latitudes, the field-aligned Irregularities are sub-
_: I stantlally horizontal end hence give rise to a variety of range spreading,

! rather than c_=_sical mid-latitude frequency s_readlng. Further, this range
i spreading has characteristics different from those of mid-latitude range

_ spreading (Rastogi, 1978). Also, at equatorial latitudes, it is primarily
_ .. the range spreading which correlates with backscattering or sclntillations

while at middle latitudes this point needs further lPvestigation (Singleton,
_- 1963; Rastogl and Woodman, 1978a| Rastogi et al., 1976)..All this compil-
e", cates the situation and makes thespread F indicated on present lonospheri¢

_ constructing sclntIllatlon models in the aqu=torlal reglon. This diffi-
culty, could be remowd, at least as far as occurrence is concerned, by in-

i cludlng in the tabulations (e.g., In assoclation with one of the F_eglonheight parameters) an Indication that range spreading Is occurring.
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i It is recommended that the known morphoJogy of Spread F (singleton, 19bO,
, 1968, 1975, 1977) be extended to take into account the different types of

,. spread F, especially i_ the equatorial region. Wherever possible carefully
" calibrated ionograms should be analyzed to obtain the diurnal, seasonal,
r

solar cycle and-longitudipai var_ations of the different types of spread F.

t .There is little underStanding of spread F irregularities in the topsideionosphere. The association of these irregularities with scintillaEions
should be studied. Further, in the equatorial region, such studies should be '

I continued to inc!ude the interrelat!on _f _umes (Woodman and LaHoz, 1976)

Z

: with scintillations and both bottomside and topside spread F.
The horizontal electric field in the F region appears to be the most

promising candidate as a predictor of the occurrence of equatorial range
;- spreading and scintillations.- Rore investigations should be undertaken to
_ isolate the effect this and other geophysFca! events have on spread F and
_- scintillatlons (Rastogi and Woodman, 1978b).

_-, 4. CONCLUSIONS-AND RECOHHENDATIONS
,¢ , -,

: 4.1 State-of-the-Art -- Summary

_. In this working group report v,e have discussed the state of the art of
both time delay and scintillation predictions. We have seen that, unless one

is able to make a near real time measurement of TEC within a relatively small
space-time cell, predictions are no better thaf, the use of the monthly mean
value. For amplitude scintillation, in large parts of the world, even the
average c|imatology is unknown, and, for phase sclntillation, preliminary

' models are emerging based on Wideband observations at a few locations and in-
: situ data with global coverage. System constraints, such as orbltal path,

data detrend time interval, etc., strongly dictate the magnitude of phase
variance and,as such, any basic phase sclntillation model has to be trans- I

:' _ lated to _ult a partlcular application.
Since the present state of transionospheric time delay and scintillation

prediction is based largely upon empirical models there is a long-term need
:. for a better understanding and application of theoretical considerations,

which should lead to improved models. In the intermediate time frame, how-
.:_.. ever, there is a need for'greater spatial, as well as temporal, densiLy of

experlmental data to improve the empirical models and to provide a firm data
base to test new theoretlcal models.

_ As a result of our working group discussions we have made several recom-
: ,,¢ndations and suggestions to improve existing techniques for trans-

i_nospheric propagation predictions. These are detailed in the following
section.

'_ 4.2 Recommendations for New or Improved Data Sources

_ 1. Appropriate radio beacon transmitters should be developed and placed
_, on Lhe new generation of operational Geostatlonary Heteorology Satellites to
_... prov'de improved climatological Information on both TEC and scintillation, as

2_7
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_ well as to provide the opportunity for near real ,time measurements for " _"
_ improving predictions in specific a_eas. t! 2. The use of topside sounders for real time assessment of the iono _

sphere, both for topside TEC and topside spread F, should be investigated. i

3_ Signals from the NAVSTAR-GIobal Positioning Satellite should be con-sidered for use for both TEC and scintillation real-time measurements. The !proposed number and configuration of this satellite constellation offers
potentially large geographic coverage for increased ionospheric measurement
capability.

_ 4. Studies of promising indirect methods of determlnlng scintillation,
su_ch as in-situ monitoring of AN .at F-region heights, should be Continued.

5; A program of routine, calibrated measurements of solarUV flux should
be initiated and continued indefinitely for use in developing and improving .
empirical and physical models of the ionosphere.

/

4.3 Suggestions for Additional Model Improvements

. l; The behavior of TEC during magnetic storms should be studied in a
more comprehensive set of longitude zones and also in the Southern Hemisphere.

- 2. Effort should be directed toward development of a more complete
understandingof the temporal and spatial variability of measured effects;

_ such as the scintillation $4 index and TEC; that is, how does a perturbation
from average conaitions "track'! in space and time?

3. The replacement of the present "source parameters" which drive the

various transionospheric propagation models (i.e., Kp, Rz, or F10.7) by more5
.: meaningful parameters should be considered, based upon alternate p°r_meter

availability.
_ 4. The effects of the variability of the neutral atmosphere on trans-
:_ ionospheric propagation should be examined for inciusioD in present models.
_ 5. A comprehensive approach should be applied to transionospheric propa-
_ gation problems, rather than the present piecemeal approach, such as concen-

trated sets of experiments that provide standardized data collection, cali-

_ bration, assembling ar, J archiving for use in model development and testing.

!
/

,
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_, FV. SOLARACTIVITY PREDICTIOkS
A. LONG-TERHSOLARACTIVITY

: A WORKINGGROUPREPORTprepared by P. S. Mclntosh, Chairman, Hembers:
: G.H. Brown, R. Buhmann, T. Clark, P. F. Fougere, H. Hunter, J. V. Lincoln,

H. H. Sargent III, J. G. Timothy, and Y.-Z. Lin

" I TEHPORALAND SPATIAL STRUCTUREOF SOLARACTIVITY

_, 1.1 Cautionary Remarks

_ This report of the working group on long-range solar activity predic-
_: tlons is not a comprehensive summary of the field. The membership of the _
_ working group did not represent all facets of this field; therefore, the

; chairman has taken liberty to discuss some Ideas and results that did not
•. arise dur!ng the conference. This was done as partial compensation for the ._
_ lack of a general rtvlew paper on long-range predictions. The reader should

beware that much mer_ could be added to what will follow, and It Is expected i
that somewill object to the apparent ranking of results and to other impliedL
va| ue Judgements.

1.2 Need for Long-Term Predictions

The need for solar activity predictions beyond the next Cay or two Is
stated emphatically by nearly every working group in this conference. The
need appears to be growlng as our society builds more advanced technologies,}

makes more extensive use of the space environment and trys to plan for varla-
._ tions In climatic conJltions. <

: S_me of the stated needs for long.-term predictions may not mention solar ,_
activity directly, but may state a requirement to k.ow interplanetary __,ldi-
tions or conditions In the Earth's upper atmosphere. In nearly every case,
predictions of these conditions are predicated on a prediction of solar actlv-
lty, or predlction of large-scale solar structures that contro| or cre&te the

i' Interplanetary conditions that affect the Earth.

: The need for long-range solar predictions can be expressed in terms of
_ the_economics of communications and space systems design and the costs of

Inefficient or Ineffective exploration for natural resources. Research In
the _lelds of solar physics, space physics end geophysics can also become

:. ' more _flcient and effective through successful long-range -_lar activity pre-
,: ' _Ictloni'_,

_ ion effects on both hardware and astronauts is of Increasing con- _i
: cern._'L-6ng-renge predi_tlons of solar radiations can reduce the costs and :

: t risks of protecting against radiatio, effects. ;
)
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The effects of climatic change on food production and fuel usa are forc-
Ing attention to long-range prediction of climate. Evidence is accumulating '
that long-term solar variability is cn important factor affecting climate,

1.3 Long-Term Tlme Scales

The prediction of solar activity more than three days in advance is the
basic definition of the area of long-term so!at activity predictions. 1his t
Is simply any time frame longer than the present standard predictions issued

: by the U. S. Space Environmen_ Services Center and other comparable solar- +
terrestrial services. Long-term solar predictions can be divided into sl):
time scales: (I) the period from three days to two weeks thdt includes the

:, evolution and activity of featul'es present on the visible solar hemlsphere_ :

__ (2) 27 days in advance and multiples of this, making use of the long-term /
' persistence of active centers and large-scale coronal str:lctures and thelr ' 1

periodic alignment with the Earth with the period of the solar r,_tation; _
_: (3) quasl-periodlc pulses of activity that are superposed on +.he mean curve "

of the solar cycle, with periods varying from 3 to 5 solar rotations for :_
secondary fluctuations and from 8 to 17 solar rotations for pr!_ary fluctua-
tions (Dodson and Hedeman, 1970); (4) the II-y_ar cycle of solar activity i
variations that has been characteristic of the last two centur!_s; (5) the o:
22-year cycle in magnetic polarities and in the source of recurrent geomag- *
netlc storms; and (6) very-long term Variations In the levei of solar activity,
involving centuries and marked by minima such as that recorded as the Haunder
Hlnimum near the end of th_ 17th Century. '

1.4 Spatial Organization of Solar Activity 0_

1.4.1 Observations +

_ Observations of temporal periodicities in solar activity certainly en-
courage attempts to predict that activity, but such predictlons often take on
a purely empirical aspect with no consideration of possible physical caJses
for the variations. Evidence for a physical basis for solar predictions
comes from the observed spatial regularities In solar phenomena.

+ Bumbaand Howard (1969) were among the first to r-cognlze that the larg_- ,

I scale solar magnetic fields occurred in patterns that persist for many months,

: forming "ro_s" and "streams" In their diagrams of a time series of solar synop- _ i
tlc charts. These giant, regular structures are clearly seen In the solar :

:: charts constructed from H-alpha observations (Hclntosh, 1972, 1975, 19791 and
• show even more persistence than In the magnetographic observations. Lar_e- _

scale equatorial _eatures can be Identified for as long as two years, and _t
_ features at high solar latitudes have been Identified t_r more than four y_.ars. ,

: _ It follows that such persisten_e.implics a measure of long-term predictability
to large-scale aspect_ of solar activity.

" The solar phenomena that appear to be organized by the large-scale solar
magnetism are solar wind, solar particles and the strong actlvi'_y cemplexes

, that produce large flares and proton events. The three-dimensional coronal ,_

_ 247 !
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i-_ structures-_,oserved In _ rays conform, closely, to the _eut_a_ I,ncs:-.__.t_hat....
form the boundaries-t_).-'the* |arge-scaie .sol'ar_mgn_tic patteFns ._(Jlc]_:_oshi-_,_*:_**....
et al., 1976). The H-alpha map-sof neutraq lines prov-id_.the ciear_st__ahd-_- •

" most distinctive_patt__rn corresponding to the.-Iocation Of lo_g-lived Corona:[ :
z. holes (Hclntosh, 'i976, 1979)_ Recurrent geomagnetic s-t_rms are now linked "

: to long-lived, t, igh-speed solar wind stcea:ms that originate over corona]_ holes .*
_. (Zi rker, 1977). " _"

" I ; is"well known tha-t solar, partictes-.do_-not - arrive.at Earth i_Crom.a_ti_;i-:. _._
: large flares but show a strong preference _or flar-es_occurr_ing,:'in the;_western_
,. half of the.solar disk. This simply impHes that the_/:solar-magnetl.c fields_
:_ stretcl _d into interplanetary space by the solar Wind, are Contro]l;ng'th. ,-," .:
" propagctiop of solar particles. The detailed time dependence/'of solar par.t -'_"

icle Flux has been tediously compared Hl-t_i=.the.*large-_sCale magneti ¢ struct_Jres "

surrounding the £laring sites,"with corresponde_,cein.s_o;'e detail between 7 "_

,. the two data(Roelo_ and Kr'z_g£s,-1973; Roelcf; 1974). *

Solar activity displays a strong longitude dependence_when only the
_ greate _* sunspots and flares are included in the statistics (Bumba and 0bridko,

1969J. The longitude dependence of proton-produc'ng f.ares is so striking
tt,at Svestka-(1968) '_as led to suggest that solar predictions should make use

2 of thls observation. Caicium plage shows organization into long-lived row
_ ".'/stems similar to, or even identical _o, the pat'_erns found for solar mag-
_- netlc fields, and activity appears e_.han_.ed i;, regions where adjacent _ows
• cross (Amb,'oz, 1973). Convergence and divergence amono the long-lived mag-

netic-fierd uatterns has also been noted by Hclntosh (1972, 1976, 1979), and
so it may be that. the approach and mer3er of long-lived strdctures are assoc-

, iated with the formation of activity complexes that persist for more than one
solar rGta_ion.

1.4.2 Implications for Predictions

The presence of stable patterns of solar activity ana large-scale coronal
struc.ures immediately provides some assistance in predicting _uture solar
activity. It is this stable, longitude G,,=pendentaspect of solar activity

: that makes for 27-day _ecurrence in several of the solar indices Peyond
!:. simply repeating the ob_=_rved 27-day p&ctern as a forecast for the next 27

days, the drifts of patterns over several solar rotations could be extra-
_olat_d to slightly alter this 27-day forecast.

Studies oF th_ ._'/r,_t,_:.._of large-scale magnetic patterns have been made
exclusive"_ w;_h _It.'J_l_c,magnetic field dat_ and only for two solar cycles
during a patio-; _,h,._t,:-h_ data quality has been evoiv!ng. The evolution of

'" the data itself and _he limitation to just two solar cycles makes It dlffl-
: cult to ubtaln defl;,itive results, The fact that only a few workers have

devoted themselves to the question of large-scale =,_agnetismalso Imposes ad-
i dltlonal llmitat_ons. _/_are hopeful thac the Independent view of large-

scale magnutism com!ng from the new atlas of H-alpha synoptic charts can
, contribute sig, iflca.qt new information. Specifically, the Improved resolu-

t:on to the bour_d._rles of the lar{_-_-cale patterns n,ay provide an ability to
i ,_,easure motions more precisely than previously.

_, 2_8

i •
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!.5 Ancient Evidence for Solar Variability

The evidence for the very "long-term solar variations comes f,'om a number
of sources that pre-date the modern era of scientific investigation and record _ '

" _ keeping, and so is somewhat unEertain, precluding any serious consideration of
_ periods in this long-term record. The Chinese delegates brought records of _

i _ naked-eye sunspots from 43 B.C and pc:nted out the occurrence of no fewer :• _ •

-_ _ than seven naked-eye sunspots during the time of the Maunder Minimum. S.

McKenna-Lawlor has examined Irish a_nals dated as early as 400 A.D. that in-
_ elude records of natural phenomena that may be interpreted as auroral occur- _

rences. Study of these records may improve our understanding of long-term
{ solar variations. _

.

• _ The fact that there is evidence for very-long term _olar variations
warns us not tOput high confidence in predictions of solar cycles more than

: _ one cycle in advance. Predictions for at 1east one 11-year solar cycle ahead
are encouraged, however, by the high degree of regularity with which a cycle ,

: of near this period has characterized the sunspot record of the past 250

years.

?

1.6 Definition of Solar Minimum ;

• The view e _ the soiar activity cycle as displayed in _ plot of sunspot
numbers has led to the prevailing impression that a cycle begins at the time
of sunspot number minimum. We have known for some time that the new solar
cycle actually overla[ he old by several years. Sunspot groups of the new
cycle appear at mid so,.. latitudes at least a year before the minimum in
sunspot number, while runspots of the old, declining cycle continue near the
solar equator as long as a year after sunspot number minimum. More recently,
however_ it has become apparent that the earliest manifestations of a new
solar cycle occur significantly earlier than the sunspot minimum epoch. For
example, the po|ar magnetic-field polarity reverses approximately two years
after the _eak of the preceding solar cycle. Dynan_ theories of the sola _
cycle postulate that these polar fields represent the poloidal magnet, fiei_
system that is converted to a toroidal field by the dynamo precess, a npllfy-
ing the field to create the active-region magnetic fields of the =_w solar
cycle. From the prediction point of view, such precursors to a n_v cycle, oc-
curring prior to its conventional beginning at sunspot minimum, provide im-
portant physical backing to support a variety of recent predictio,_ techniques

..... based on the concept that _he magnitude of the forthcoming cycle is predeter _
mined at or before the time of sunspot minimum.

4.

Following the polar magnetic-field reversal, the entire sun appears to
undergo a reorganization of i_s large-scale structures as well as a change :
in the nature of its dlfferentlal rotation. Large unipolar features develop
which are open in the ovurlying coron_ and form coronal holes. Neither the ?
coronal holes nor the underlying magnetic patterns undergo the deformation i_

with time that would be predicted by the standard formulae of differential
?

rotation. Out of these stable, Iong-Tived coronal holes comes a large frac-
tion of the high-speed solar wind streams that are _he primary cause of the

; recurrent geomagnetic disturbances. The use of the index of recurrent !

i "
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geomagnetic activity as a predictor of the magnitude of the next solar maxi-6

mum (see following Section) implies that t,,e pre-minlmum solar global stabil-
ity in some way reflects the mechanism that will build the next solar cycle. "

=

_: Further, preliminary evidence for the solar cycle having its beginning i_

_ earlier than the Present definition of thesolar minimum is-suggested In the
recent satellite measurements of solar EUVflux. A minimum in the EUV flux.

: _is reported to have occurred in 1975, whereas the minimum in the Smeothed
sunspot number occurred in mid-1976, " _

: "_-, _
-_

2. SOLAR CYCLE PREDICTION HETHODS : _ _

: Hethods of predicting sunspot numbers fall into_fiye distinct categories _ :_
discussed below. The inherent accuracy of the methods varies conslderably_ _

_ but a typic. _1 error bar would be +20_. _:_" .

2.1 Statistical Treatment of Past Solar Cycles

',_
These methods depend on the existence cf periodicities in the time ._

? series of sunspot numbers and use a variety of statistical approaches and
spectral analysis techniques. In principle some of these methods can predict
the progress of the entire next solar cycle,+but with lar_ger-than-average
error bars. Some methods are amenable to projections further into the future,

' building on the prediction of the forthcoming cycle, but the uncertainties
clearly accumulate rapidly. Several methods appear _o predict up to one year
into the future with higher-than-average accuracy.

2.2 Phenomen_ During the Previous Cycle

These approaches use solar and geophysical data appropriate to one cycle,
and particularly during its declining phase, to predict the magnitude of the
peak of the next cycle. Host of these methods may be applied around the time
of sunspot minimum so that a lead time of at least two to three years is pos-
sible in the prediction of the next maximum. Some methods appear to have a _ _
higher-than-average potential accur=cy. Consider the following examples of
data used: (a) Hagnetic activity, mainly recurrent, during the declining
cycle (individual methods use the activity variously over the whole declining -._
phase, the actlvity over the three years preceding solar minimum, or_the
magnitude of the peak (recurrent) activity during the declining phase). _
(b) RecurrenL auroral act_vlty over the declining phase. (c) Occurrence of _

i '_abnormal quiet days" (showing anomalous diurnal variations in the geomagnetic _ i
field) during the declining cycle. (d) Skewness of the time-rate-of-change

I of sunspot number for the preceding cycle. See papers by Ohl and Ohl and
by Brown following this report.

i-
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• 2.3 PhenomenaAround Sunspot Xinlmum ?

Closely allied to the methods Of the Preceding category are methods em- ,_
: ploying phenomena whose behavior near the Lime of solar minimum appears to

relate to the magnitude of the subsequent sunspot maximum. These methods
.. offer a similar lead time of-at least two=to three years. Examples of data

_: used .are (a) magnitude of minimum magnetic activity, and (b) magnitude of i
:_ minimum sunspot number,_ (c) lati.tude of the'_first new cycle sunspots, (d) .

magnitude of the solar polar magnetic field or (e) occurrence of long-lived :/: • , '

? away-sectorsIn;the.interplanetary magnetic field• ._t .....

...._.... . -'+. . 2.4-+ Inttial.:P:ogress of the'NewCycle

_ " " : 'Two mathoas'are .ba_ed":on a'direct Connection between the rate of in-
_: _ crease Of the new Cycle a_ndth_::_gnitudeof _thepeak subsequently attained.

J - _ For t_ese .it i;nec,¢ssary tO _"3bta-bveP"theT|-:t I I/2 to 2 years into
the cycle ,n ques:_i:gn_..gmvmng:a-lead time of _bout two years in predicting __

: the size'of the. h£xt:sunspot maximum.- Predictions by the first, method can be
progressively updated a_._new data .come in; thJs is not the case with the v

,; Second method which appears'to have a higher-than-average potential accuracy.
- - _-- Examples of data used are (a) the rate of rise of sunspot number, or (b) the

rise of sunspotareas relatlve"tbfacolae areas• ;

: ,
,, ,-

_ 2..5 Infl.uence of-Planetary.Tidal Action

-" Analyses of the. per,odic,ties containec ,n the record of sunspot numbers ::
: cont|nue to revea1-periods remarkably close to those between various align-

_ ments o_ the planets. These relatlonships, however, have yet to be convinc-
ingly established before they can be used to make reliable predictions of i
solar act:.ity_.

_" 3. Accuracy of Sunspot cycle Predictions

_. It Is possible to evaluate a confidence interval for a given prediction
: method, based on the Individual approach used. This may translate Into an _
: inherent prediction accuracY of typically I0 or 20 percent. However,-it is --

. not posslble with_the present limited data to extrapolate from inheYent ac-
- curacies to estimates of the real prediction accuracy of sunspot number. It
_' is felt that this will only be possible after comparison of observed values

with predictions for at least 500 years of reliable data, and probably for "i
_:_ 1500-2000 yearsl There are so many predictions available for the coming ,_

maximumof Solar Cycle 21 (see Fig. l) that several with similar values have ."
: been derived by different methods. Confirmation of particular predictions by
_ the observed sunspot values will not-therefore discriminate among several '_

_-" different prediction schemes• Only after each method has been used for a t
number of cycles c_n some be eliminated; hence, for the ,_ear future other ....

_: criteria are needed for selecting realistic prediction methods.
(

L
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i 4. Long-Term Predictions of Great Solar Events

: _ The most severe terrestrlai dlsturbances and the largest increase in the

I interplanetary radiation hazard follow the occurrence of the very rare ener- :getic flares. There are presently no techniques available to anticipate

i these events prior to the appearance of their associated sunspots. This work-

ing group recommends more extensive research into the secular variation of the
character of active regions from cycle to cy.le, seeking to understand why

: the frequencies of naked-eye spot groups, great geomagnetic storms and ground- i
• level cosmic-ray events do not correlate with the magnitude of the solar cycle :

as measured by sunspot number. We infer that there may be important changes :

i '
: in the distribution of strong solar magnetic fields that are not reflected in

current solar activity indices. Inasmuch as great sunspot groups often occur '
_ in complexes of active regions which, in turn, occur in preferred longitudes,

we suspect that fundamental changes in global solar magnetic fields are re-
fated to the occurrence of the greatest flares, o

: 5. Summary and Future Prospects

Our present capability to predict solar activity beyond the present solar :
| rotation period (27 days) is limited to the following: (1) qJalitative pre-
! diction of the solar locations where activity will be above (or below) the

average for the Current phase of the solar cycle, for a period of one or two
solar rotations into the future; (2) quaIitative prediction of whetT,=__ctiv-

: ity in the next _wo months will subside or increase over the average _el of
the past two months; (3) quantitative predictions of the magnitude and time

; of occurrence of the next solar CYCle maximum to within 20_ of the observed
value, with lead time of up to five years before its time of occurrence.

It is generally accepted that predictions beyond this time frame are un-
reliable for use in solar-terrestrial applications. Prediction of the time

: of solar maximum is a by-product of the prediction of the magnitude of maxi-
mum, using one of the accepted inverse relations between rise-time and Deak

• magnitude.

It is likely that further progress in long-term prediction techniques
will come about during the next ten years through improvementsof our under- _
standing of the processes Involved in the development of solar magnetic fields
throughout the solar cycle, and through study of the coupling of solar fields _"
and particles into the terrestrial magnetosphere and ionosphere. Techniques
are now being introduced to monitor the large-scale magnetic field structures _
in the photosphere and to model the extension of these magnetic fields into
the corona. Satellite observations at XUV wavelengths can be employed direct-

: iy to monitor the large-scale coronal magnetic field structures through their
manifestation as coronal holes. The strong relationship between geomagnetic

, Indites during the decllning phase of the solar cycle and the magnitude of
the succeeding cycle Indicates the importance of investigating relatlonshlps

_. between large-scale magnetlc-fleld structures and the development of the
localized active-region magnetic fields. Along these llnes it seems possible _
that a coronal-hole Index may replace the currently-used geomagnetic indices
to provide a more accurate prediction of the magnitude of the succeeding
solar cycle.

" 253 _
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It Is also posslble that the absolute magnitude of the solar EUV flux
may provide additional data on the _tate of development of an activity cycle.
If, as has been reported, the EUV minimur precedes the sunspot number minimum,

: the EUV data may be used to predict the date of the Sunspot number mlnlmum
and, thereby, increase the accuracy of the prediction data for the coming
activity cycle.

i

Since the source of the EUV radiation, and of the particle fluxes pro-
duced during flares, lies in the-chromosphere and transition-region, direct

:- ' imaging of these layers of the solaratmosphere may well,allow us to determine

: t those characteristics of centers of activity that lead: to major flare activ-.
: ity and determine the resulting level of geomagnetic activity.

, Some recent developments in solar physics which may be_relevant to im-
provements in long-range solar predictions Include: (1) regular measurement
of large-scale solar velocity fields; (2) discovery that the rate of equator-
ial solar rotation was faster prior to the Haunder Hinimum than currently;
(3) discovery that the sola_differential rotation equation is variable, pos-
slbly as a function of phase of the solar cycle, and differing between the

: two solar hemispheres; (4) discovery of large-scale magnetic-field patterns
with lifetimes as much as half that of the ll-year solar cycle, some of which

_- correlate with the positions of coronal holes; (5) discovery of large-sca!e
convergence and divergence among magnetic patterns, with a probable role in
the formation of coronal holes; and (6) discovery of global solar oscillations.

: 6. Recommendations

: The Workin_ Group on Long-Term Solar Activity Predictions recommends
_ the following:
C

1. Synoptic solar observations should be renewed, modernized and re-
searched because of their fundamental importance to a full understanding uF

. the solar processes leading to active-region formation _nd evolution and to
,i: the control of solar emanations that alter the terrestrial environment. We

emphasize the need to know relationships between slowly-varylng large-scale
aspects of solar activity and the short-term, localized sources of important

_ solar flares. "

2. The existing long-term records of solar activity should be continued
without Interruption in order to maintain a self consistent h!s:orlcal record

:. of variations in the level of solar activity. It is of paramount Importance

to continue at the very minimum: (a) theZurich sunspot number, which is the
only standardized Index of solar actlvity coverln9 nearly two centuries in

> ' time, and (b) the Ottawa 10.7 cm radio-noise Index.

• 3. Photohellographlc recordings of sunspot positions, areas ahd classi-

fications and measurements of solar faculae are critically needed and should
be continued. Such recordings have recently been terminated by the Greenwlch
Observatory. It Is crucial that such records contlnue with the same high
standards of calibration and data reduction.
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4. The Indices and measurements of geomagnetic activity, which have a
demonstrated relationship to the level of solar activity in the succeeding
solar cycle, should be maintained as prediction too]s. These indices or
measurements include, but are not necessarily restricted to (a) aa, (b) AE,
(c) Kp and (d) the H component of the magnetic field.

"" 5. New indices of solar activity should be developed that util ze measure-
ments from space. There is a critical need for (a) measurements of vhe solar
EUV and X-ray fluxes for a direct determination of the variation of th o energy
input Into the terrestrial atmosphere, and possibly also a prior indication
of the Occurrence of solar minTmum; and (b) images of the solar disk at EUV
and X-ray wavelengths in order to monitor the presence of large-scale magnetic
field structures which can be utilized during the declining phase of a cycle

:_ as predictors of the level of activity during the succeeding cycle.

:
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A NEWMETHODOF VERY LONG-TERMPREDICTIONOF SOLARACTIVITY

t

A. I. 0hi _
Main Astronomical Observatory, Poulkovo, Leningrad, USSR

: G.I. Ohl
Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute, Fentanka 34,

Leningrad, USSR

L;

: Based on the close correlation between geomagnetic activity near
_ the end of each solar cycle and Wolf's number in the maximumof :
\ the next II-year cycle, a new method of very long-term prediction '
_ of solar activity is proposed. This method is applied to predict

sunspot cycle No. 21.

¢ 't :

We consider predictions of Wolf's numbers for the next li-year cycle (or
• cycles) as very long-term oredictions of solar activity. Existing methods

of very long-term predictions (cf. Vitinsky, 1973) are based on either some
internal regula:itles of solar activity (e.g., existence of many periods on

_ the Wolf's number_ curve) or assumed plamet influence on solar activity.
The main shortcom'ng of these methods seems to be the absence of objective
criteria for selecting the most effective periods or planets, since the

;_ results of such predictions depend considerably on this selection.

..; Furthermore, there is no physlcal_b_sls to these methods, which may
:: allow us to understand the physical nature of periods on the Wolf's numbers

._ or planetary influence on solar activity. (Perturbation of the solar
_ interior by planetary tidal force° m=y be insufficient.)

< A method of solar activity prediction based on qul_e different assump-
tions has been developed during the last decade. Ohl '(1966) has shown thet

_ existence of a very close statistical relationship between the minimum value
of geomagnetic activity in each li-year cycle and the height (i.e. Wolf's

number at the maximumWH) of the next sunspot cycle. A linear regression
L equation was obtained,

WM = 1.845Mmin + 66.3 (r = +0.94), (I)

where M i Is the minimum average annual value of Index M = 1O(E K_ - 10)
during _ _l-year cycle. This equation was applied to the prediction of WM In
cycle 20. Taking M = 25 for 1965, one can estimate Wu(20) = 112. This
value differs a little from, the observed value 106. "Later Ohl (1968)

i z58
" • ¢
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'_ obtained a better correlation betwe_,. WM in the ne_t sunspot cycle and .__ index q, which was equal to the average value Of the difference M' - W during

the declining phase of the solar cycle, beginning when M' is greater than W, ;
_ up to the minimum. Here h' = 8.6(_ Kp - 10) is index M normalized to Wolf's

• _ numbers. This normalization was arranged so that the sum of the average :_
annual values M' equaled the sum of W during all the years when the M-index
was known. A close correlation exists between q and WM In the next sunspot
cycle with a correlation coefficient r = +0.95. Unfortunately, index q is !_
inconvenient because to estimate it, one must know not only the epoch of the

_ ll-year minimum, but values of Wolf's number and _ Kp at this epoch.
; _ In recent work (Ohl, 1976) a new index s was proposed. This new index

_ is a sum of values He - W during 3 years before the minimum of Wolf's numbers, _'

_, s - z ( H1 - wi ), (z) .
I i=-1 ,_

' where M' = 8.6(_ Kp - I0) and I = 0 relates to the year of the minimum. The _:
: new regression equation for thls index was '

WM = 0.694s + 45 (r = +0.98). (3)
i

The regre3sion (3) was obtained for 9 solar cycles; _tatistlcai significance
_' of this correlation coefficient is higher than 99.9%. See Figure I.

i 450 ,
i' !

' ,
50 /

' 4--00 ' '0 200 s

Figure 1. A relation between the Indexes of recurrent

magnetic disturbances and Wolf's number WH ]. In the maximumof the next I I-year cycle.
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(n), (n) ii. and W for the same solar cycle and 'i_

WM_l_able I contains values s

M
• " for the next one.

TABLE I 7
L

Sunspot cycle n number s (n) W_n)-
w(n+])

II 35 139 64 +

12 83 64 85

13 44 85 64 +_,

: 14 68 64 104

+, 15 31 I04 78 _-
_: 16 109 78 114 +

'" 17 147 114 152

18 212 152 190

?- 19 66 lSO 106 ..

20 198 106 +

_. From Ttble i_ 9ne more physically Important concluslo_ _tands out--

! values of Index stnJare not ;_nn_c:edl;tb_:_:a_l_ _ _:_ The cozzela-,_ tion coefficient Is only +0. "g 0 ,

_ Applying equatioq (3) to predict the height of cycle 21, we obtain
' WM(21) = 183, I.e. the cycle starting In 1977 will be very high. It will be

eTmost the same as cycle 19 with the maximum WM(I_) - 190 In 1957. To
determine the epoch of the maximum in cycle 21 we can use the regression
between s and the duration t of the growth branch of the next cycle (0hi,

;_ 1_76). This regression Is

t = °3.24 log(s) + 10.2 (r =-0.89). (4)

It follows from this regresslol, that t(21) wll! be equal to approximately
3 years, i.e. the maximumof c,_;e 21 will be in 1979. The me_hod of p_edlc-

_" tion based on the equation (3) ha_ been _odifled by Sargent (1978) and
applied to s_othed monthly _olf's numbers.

: The physical meaning of index s lies in the fact that this Index takes
_ ir_to account recurrent magnetic disturbancos, occurring especially frequently

on the declining branch of each II-year cycle. A subtraction Wi from Hi +:
eliminates the sporadic magnetic disturbances from the inJ_x s, since ._

= the number of sporadic disturbances is approximately proportional to the
-: Wolf's numbers. Furthermore, it is known that recurrent magnetic disturbances
" correlate closely with coronal holes located above the Sun's unlpolar meg- ,
" netlc regions (Ohl, 1971; Noite et el., 1976; Sh_eley et el., 1976; Zirker,

1977). Thus, the close relation between the recurrent ml_netic d';turbances
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and the height of the next ll-y_ar cycle and the complete absence of their
relation with the height of the same solar cycle points to a physical connec-
tion between the extent of unipolar magnetic region (UHR) development on the
decline branch of a given solar cycle with the development of bipolar magnetic
sunspot regions in the next cycle, in other words, each cycle of solar
activity begins some years before the minimum of Wolf's numbers, the first
phase of a cycle being the _evelopment of UMRJs. This phase ends shortly
after the sun_pot minimum when recurrent magnetic disturbances and UNR's
practically disappear. Then the second phase of a solar cycle beglnsmtha

: development of bipolar regions. During this phase, the increase of Wolf's
numbers is observed; they reach their maximum and begin to fall. In the
middle of the declining branch, UHR_s occur again and recurrent dlsturbances
appear, I.e. a new cycle of solar activity begins.

According to contemporary ideas (Babcock, 1961; Nullan, 1974; Yoshimura,
1975), bipolar groups result from the force tubes from the toroidal magnetic
field rising through the solar surface. The toroldal magnetic field forms
from the initial poloi4ai magnetic field because of the solar differential
rotation. The poloidal field forms apparently not only from the rest of bi-
polar groups drifting to the poles of the sun, but it also originates from
the convective zone (Stenflo, 1977).

Judging by the results of our work, one can assume that UHR_s forming
on the decline branch of the solar cycle are eruptions to the solar surface
of the new poloidal magnetic flow, thelr number and intensity refi_ctlng the
strength of the new pololda] magnetic field development. !t is natural to
suppose also that the intensity of the toroidai magnetic field that appears
at the second phase of the cycle (and the degree of bipolar regions develop-
ment) is determined by the initial pololdal field formed during the first
phase of the cycle. This explains the discovered physical relation between
the intensity of bipolar regions at the second phase of the solar cycle and
the degree of recurrent magnetic disturbances development at the first phase
of the cycle.

Our results are obtained for nine sunspot cycles; therefore, one could
doubt the truth of the obtained statistical relation. The auroral data are

used for the testing of this relation. The data are taken from auroral
catalogues for Sweden (Rubenson, ]882) and for Norway (Tromhoit, 1902).
These catalogues list the number of days with aurora observed in each year
separately for some latitude zones. On the basis cf these data, the mean
cyclical curves of the number of aurora in a year (from 1721 to 1877) were
constructed for each zone, the years of maxima of solar activity being
considered as the key years. This procedure was applied to the even and odd
cycles sP_arate_y. On all mean curves, an appreciable variation of the
number of aurora in a ]i-year cycle was seen with the maximum number of
aurora usually occurring near the maximum Wolf's number: On the curves for
even cycles, constructed for the fourth zones of both catalogues (at the
latitudes 55 o - 61°30'), an increased number of aurora on the declining
branch of the cycle was observed, which is typical for recurrent magnetic
disturbances (0hi, 1974). On the analogous curves for odd cycles, an increase
was either not observed or _Jas very weak. From this, one m¢ _onclude that
the data for the fourth zones In Scandinavian catalogues d_sJrlb_ to some
extent the development of recurrent auroral phenomena.
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A sum of annual numbers of aurora during the year of a solar minimum and
t_ three years _fore it for the fourth zones of _th catalogues were used

as the index of recurrent phenomena. A correlation of thls index (qa) with
t _ in the next cycle was fair;v high, r = +0.90. See Figure 2. The

correlation of q_ with W. in the sam cycle is appreciably lower, r = +0.43.
Excludang the anc,nalous cycle 7 whos _+ declinIng branch was equal _ only
three years, _ (_btain that the correlation coefficient r(q_,W_ n+/)) increases

: to +0.96. In th+_t cycle, recurrent auroral phenomena proba_lyncould not
develop fully; t_erefore, we have every reason to exclude that cycle.

; "fhus_ verification with absolutely independent data, including 13 cycles
+ of so_ar activity (fr_ cycles -2 to 10), confirms the correctness of our

funda_snta_ conclusion about a close correlation between recurrent _gnetic
: d(st,_r'_an_esand the height of the next ll-year cycle of Wolf's numbers.

® Q

t110-

Figure 2. The relation between the index of

aurora qa and Wolf's number WM at
the maximum of the next ll-year
cycle.
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, N80 24698
NEW METHODS FOR PREDICTING TH._ MAGNITUDE OF

SUNSPOT MAXIMUM

G. i_. BROWN

Department of Physics, University College of Wales,
Aberystwyth, UK

Three new and independent methods of predicting the magnitude of a
forthcoming sunspot maximum are suggested. The longest lead-time
i:_ given by the first method, which is based on a terrestrial para-
meter measured during the declining phase of the preceding cycle.
The second method, with only • slightly shorter foreknowledge, is !.
based on an interplanetary parameter derived around the commence-
ment of the cycle in question (sunspot minimum}. The third method,
giving the shortest predicticn lead-tlme, is based entirely on solar

parameters measured during the initial progress of the cycle in
question. Application of _11 three methods to forecast the magnitude
of the next maximum (cycle 21) agree in predicting that it is llkely to
be very similar to that of cycle 18.

I. Introduction

It is well known that the magnitude of the maxima of solar activity in the
eleven-year cycle varies in an apparently random manner from cycle to r
cycle. In view of the importance of this parameter in relation to a wide
range of solar-terrestrial phenomena, a reliable method of prediction would
have considerable practical significance. The literature contains many ex-

amples of such efforts, but so far the success rate has been unspectacular. :

Methods of prediction of the size of sunspot maximum fall into four broad :

categories. In decreasing order of lead-tlme these are based on:

(i) Iong-perlod recurrence tendencies in previous cycles, or statistical

analyses of the distribution of peak sizes ;
(ii) behaviour of the preceding cycle, particularly its declining phase ;
(iii) behaviour at solar minimum, considered as the start of the cycle in /

question;

(iv) initial progress of the current cycle. :
z
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! In the. absence of a detailed physical understanding of the cause of the solar
1 cycle, an prediction methods are necessarily empirical, and it is therefore

: _ not surprising to find a wide range of values for a given cycle. For example,
i estimates of the maximum annual mean sunspot number (Ra-max) for the

forthcoming cycle vary (Bonov, 1970) tonumber 21 from 37-67 195

i (Ramaswamy, 1977). When comparing magnitudes it is important to disting-uish between Ra-max and the {invariably larger) maximum smoothed monthly

i mean sunspot number, Rm-max, which is often considered. Over the last 13
cycles the average difference between these two measures has been about 4
per cent° but i: has ranged from 0.1% (cycle 18) to 17.1% (cycle 12).

' In the present paper an outline Is given of three new possible methods of
._ prediction, one ba_ed on each of the approaches (il), (Hi) and (iv) above. The

first two of these° being _ on the approach to rain/mum in a prevLmm
cycle or conditions obtat_ng at the minimum, are best considered in relation
to Ra-max ; the third method considers the initl al development of the cycle
in question in terms of monthly means and loads to an estimate of Rm-max.

2. AQD prediction method

It is well known that the 2V-day recurrent type of geomagnetic storm
occurs preferentially during the declining phase of a solar cycle, and O111

i (1971) found that the magnitude of this type of magnetic activity on the de-
cllning part of a cycle is directly related to the maximum value of sunspot
number in the next cycle. The relation has been confirmed by Sargent (1977)
and developed into a prediction technique holding considerable promise. The
current 'Solar Geophysical Data' predictions published by the U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce (NOAA) include the use of the so-called "Ohl-Sargent
method". Another recent proposal that the course of a solar cycle is some-
how linked with the behaviour of the preceding cycle has been given by
Ramaswamy (1977), who finds that the relative skewness of one cycle is

• linearly related to the maximum annual mean sunspot number of the nex_
cycle, expressed as a ratio to the maximum of the current cycle.

The first indication that a solar-controlled terrestrial parameter niight
exhibit a half-cycle foreknowledge of the course of a cycle was introduced by
Brown and Williams (1969) in considerations of the variability of the quiet-day
geomagnetic field_ This work was developed into a new solar-terrestrial
relationship (Brown, 1974) which held good for eight solar cycles and had
distinct prediction possibilities. The basis of this method will now be
described briefly.

, Both the amplitude and phase of the quiet-day solar diurnal variation of
the horizontal component (H) of the earthts magnetic field, Sq(H), vary con-
siderably from day to day. Here we are concerned only with the phase varia-

, bility at a mid-!atitude northern hemisphere station. The distribution of

: t. occurrence ofthetime ofthe dailyminimum ofH atGreenwich, or its
I
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successor observatorie_ Abinger and Hartland, has been studied for all the
International Quiet Days over the' period 1884-I 972. Although the most usual
time of H-rain is an hour or so before noon, there is in practice a very wide
variation in this time. Reference should be made to Figure I in Brown(1975)
for details. On the basis of this study each day may be classified as either a
'normal quiet day' (NQD) or an 'abnormal quiet day' (AQD). The choice of
the dividing line between these categories is not crucial to the subsequent
development of the method and has been made arbitrarily.

It has been found that the incidence of AQDs exhibit.J_ a marked solar

control, being greatest in local winter and near sunspot _linimum epochs.
This latter property has been investigated in detail (Bro_vn, 1974) and shown
to exhibit an apparent and remarkable ability to anticipate the magnitude of
the forthcoming sunspot maximum in each cycle. Thus, the variation in the
an,real number of AQDs displays an inverse solar cycle such that the increase
in AQD-c ount (QA) from its minimum near sunspot maximum to its maximum
near the following sunspot minimum varies in sympathy with the increase in
sunspot number from this minimum to the succeeding maximum. Similarly,

the decrease in QA over _he increasing phase of the soh .- cycle matches the
decrease in sunspot number over the declining phase followlng. The ori ginal
analysis was based on three-yearJy running means of QA and of annual mean
sunspot number Ra, but the latter is unsuitable for prediction _pplications
sivce the maximum vsl,:? ,)_"_-ia can differ significantly from Ra-max.
Furthermure, ,or prediction of the magr_itude of the next solar maximum it
is obviously essential to confine attention to the increasing part of the QA
cycle (i. e. frc_-n sunspot maximum to m'_nimum).

These facts have been taken into uccount in Figure 1 which shows the
"variation from 1885 to 1977 of Ra (cvrve) and of the measured increase in
three-yearly running mean AQD- count ('_ QA) over each declining sunspot

half-cycle (asterisks plotted _t th_ yea_" of maximum value of QA)" Th_ error
bars on the values of /t-_ A are dt ,wn vt + 20% to indicate a reasonr.ble
estimate of the order of accuracy _:;ithL_ measurement. It is seen that, w.thin
this range, each value of _A succes_fully maps the magnitude of the forth-
coming Ra-n_.ax. Figure 2 shows that t;_ere is a reasonably linear relation
between these two parameters. A_surnin6 that the relation holds for future

cycles, measurement of _QA over the period of declining activity of a cycle
may be directly used to forecast the peak ._nnual mean sunspot number of the
following cycle from Figure 2. In an individual case such a predicted value
will be subject to an uncertainty of a,_out +_ 20%, owing to the fact that QA
is a relatively small number.

3. IMF p:',._,,J!ction method

Perhaps the firstsuggestion tha_ *.heOevelopment of a sunspot cycle
proceeds to itsmaximum in a predetermined way from its commencement at
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FIG. 2 RELATION BETWEEN A_ A AND MAXIMUM ANNUAL
MEAN SUNSPOT NUMBER Ra-max FOR CYCLES 13 TO 20.
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sunspot m_Lnimum was given by Waldmeier (1939), who showed that there was
a correlation between the average smoothed heliographic latitud_ at which the
spots of a new cycle develop and th._ subsequent maximum activity reached.
This result was based on a smoothed analysis of seven cycles, and i_ not
directly applicable for prediction purposes to an individual cycle. Another
example of tile principle that 'the minimum determines the maximum' drawn
from the really long-term (secular) behaviour of sunspot number itself has
been given by Brown (1976). This also is not amenable to prediction appli-
cations, since it is based on long period (80-year?) variations extracted by
smoothing the data over several solar cycles.

As a new example of an apparent relatiou between *he behaviour of a
solar parameter at sunspot minimum and the magnitude of the subsequent
sunspot maximum, which ,night lend itself to development into a prediction
technique, we turn to measurements of the sector structure of the inter-
planetary magnetic field. In particular, the number of 'A-days', when the
IMF is directed away from the sun, is a parameter which suggests itself
since i* maximises at sunspot minimum. Moreover, Wilcox and I:ess (1965)
have explicitly identified the source of A-sectors lasting ten days or more
with a ghost unipolar magnetic region (GUMR) on the sun which, together with
its associated UMR, may well be linked with the solar 'M regions' responsible
for recurrent magnetic storms (Babcock and Babcock, 1955; Bumba and

Howard, 1966; Sakurai, 1966) mentioned at the beginning of the previous
section. It was therefore decided to look at the distribution of runs of

'A-days', adopting a criterion of a minimum of fi"e consecutive days of away-

polarity as a meaningful sequence of consistent IMF direction.

In order to study the variation over as many solar cycles as pc ssible it

was necessary to use the tables of daily inferred IMF po].arity back to 1926
given by Svalgaard (1972). These are derived from examination of the type
of diurnal variation of the geomagnetic field within the polar cap, and are
known to be inaccurate on certain occasions. Russell and Rosenberg (1974)
determined that the maximum accuracy attainable in this method is about 88%;
in practice it is usually less than this. Russell, Fleming and Fougere (1975)

showed that for the more recent data the success rate in inferring A-days
was some 5T0 less than that attained for 'toward' days ("C" days inSvalgaard%
original notation) but that "for many statistical studies the present-day infer-

ences of interplanetary polarity are adequate substitutes for in situ obser-
vations".

The solid curve in Figure 3 shows the variation over the period + 3 years
from sunspot minimum (indicated by the downwards-pointing arrow on the
upper abscissa scale) of the total number per year of consecutive A-days
equal to or exceeding 5 in any one sequence. The evident tendency for a
maximum occurrence of 'long-lived' A-sectors at sunspot minimum is
probably another aspect of the established solar cycle variation in the number
of A-days mentioned above. The dotted curve shows the annual mean sunspot
number over the period -2 to +3 years from sunspot maximum (indicate0 by
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the upward-pointing arrow on the lower abscissa scale} where the year of
each maximum has been synchronised to that of the preceding minimum.
ConvenienUy, the ordinate scales for the two parameters are the same. The
data cover solar cycles 17 to 20. Although there is nc precise q_antltative
agreement between the magnitudes, there is clearly an approximate relation-
ship over these four cycles between the size of Ra-max and that of preceding
occurrence of long-lived A-sp.ctors at sunspot mlnlmum. Of particular
interest is the extra large forerunner to cycle 19, followed by the mL_rked
re _uction for cycle 20.

In this form, the result of Figure 3 may be uselul to predict an order
of magnitude of the forthcoming sunspot maximum fr_n messtn-eme_tl_ of _he
polar.tv oi the IMF at the preceding minimum. A refinement cf the ml_c,d
may enable a quantitative prediction to be made.

4. SVF prediction method

Probably th_ ._..ost-used solar activity prediction methods hitherto have
been based on eu_pirica_ ,_elationships between the rate of rise of activity
(usually measured by sunspot number) in the early _tages of a solar cycle
and the maximum ultimately r_a_hed. In most cases these techniques involve
estimating the total rise time (tr) of a cycle, which is inversely related to
Rm-max, and therefore in principle they predict the time of occurrence as
well as the magnitude of _he next maximum. However, no one accepted
relation between tr and Rm-max has been uncovered° and the pre_'e_4 di-
versity of retations is reflected in a wide range of predictions for a given
cycle.

Ith_s been known fora longtime that,inmany ways, photospheric
faculaehave a more fundamentalnaturethan sunspots. Faculae have a much
longerlifetimethanspots,and theyoftenprovidea connectinglinkbetween
successivespotgroups which may reviveina facularregionafterbecoming
invisible.Their durationa',soendows them with a greaterabilitythanspots
to preserve a record ofactivityon the invisiblehemisphere ofthe sun. Such
considerationsmay well givesignificancetothe so-called'areasindex'of
solaractivityintroducedby Xanthakis (1969)which combines bothsunspot
and faculaeareas intoa new index. Interms ofthe Initi_ldevelopment ofa
solarcycle as a precursor ofitsfuturemagnitude, itappears relevantto
investigatethe rateatwhich sunspotareas developrelativetofaculaeareas.
Accordingly,we have consideredthe relationbetween 1_-month running

mean sunspotareas A S and correspondingfaculaeareas A F forthe first
few years of each solarcycle since1874, using the Greenwich photohelio-
graphicresults,correctedfor foreshortening.The resultsofthisinvesti-
gationincludingconsiderationofthe influenceon the dataofthe observational
impossibilityofobservingfaculaeinthe centralpartof thesclar disc,will
be publishedelsewhere (Brown and Evans,1980).
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In general_ the 'spots ver_,us faculae g (SVF) plots show a sigmoid type
of pattern over the growing part of a cycle, which can become rathe_,- ill-
defined towards solar maxim'din, but over the first two years or so thelinear'

correlation between the two ar_,,_s is very high (0.97-1.00) for all the cycles _.
12 to 20. The slope (mlS00) of the learnt-squares line fitted to the SVF data,

.. taken arbitrarily a_ f_r as AF= 1500 n_Jllmnths, i_r each cycle has been +.

: found _o ch,e,ngeay_tematically with the magz_tude of the cycle. In fact,there :
+ is an a_'moi_t¢/ne.4o-onerelation between m1500 and Rm-max from cycle to
4 cycle, ap i+sclea: [rom Figure 4 where the solid thick line shows the

_: variationin Xnl500 and the dotted line that in Rm-max, Figure 5(a)shows
thatthese two parameters are approxir,_atelylinearly related when R m-max
is plottedon a logarithmic scale,

An alternativepresentation of the above result, which is simpler to
de,+i,,eand seems to yield an even better-defined relationship, is shown in

the s_l:Ldfine line in Figure 4. The ,Jrdinatehere (As)1 500 is the value of
AS on the rising part of each cycle for AF =1500, estimated by simple linear

interp_,]_tionbetween the two neares + running mean monthly values which

_traddle this va_ue of A F. "I'_xis parameter is clearly related to m1500, but
it does not concern itself with the detail of the actual progression to the
chosen cat-off value of A F (which in pract':ce proceeds rather differently in

ir_d_vidual cy,._les). The way in which( As)1500 varies in sympathy with the
suvs+,quent amplitude of the sunspot cycle to which it belongs (dotted line in
Figure 4) is rather remarkable. Figure 5(b) shows that there is a very good

linear relation between (As)1500 and Rm-max.

In practice, for the nine cycles considered the a_'bitrarily selected

threshold value of/X.F= 1500 is reached after an average of 23 months from
the begim_ing of the cycle. Allowing for the 13-month smoothir.g requiremevt,
this means that the appropriate parameter, m 1 500 or (As) 1500 as defined
above, should be available within the first 2½ years of a cycle, which gives a
useful lead on the sunspot maximum occurring usually 1½ to 2½ years later.

From the graphs of Figure 5 the predicted valve of Rm-max may be inferre3.
The r. m.s. deviation of the points from the lines in these figures is only 5
or 6 in sunspot number ; if the suggested relation holds in the future it

implies a possibility of predicting the magnitude of a forthcoming sunspot

maximum to better than 10%. Investigation of the SVF relation taken to
other cut-offvalues of A F may well show that the prediction leso-time can
be increased.

5. Applications to cycle 21

Gleissberg (1971) listsnine d_+ffer,-:_tpredic+.ionsfor the magnit,,de of

the forthcoming sunspot maximum, which range from 30 to 145 for Rm-max.
More recently, several other estimates have been published, with a general
tendency favouring higher values. The degree of confusion is well illustrated
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FIG.4 COMPARISON OF PARAMETERS m 1500 (THICK LINE) AND

(As)1500 (THIN LINE) IN THE SVF RELATIONSHIP WITH
PEAK SMOOTHED MONTHLY MEAN SUNSPOT NUMBER

Rm-max (DOTTED LINE) FOR CYCLES 12 TO 20.
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by quoting two of the most rece._t predicti(_us ef Ra-max • Ramaswamy (1977)
proposes a value of 195, while Xauthakis and Poulakos (1978) propose 82.
Current indications are that activity has risel_ fast and may well go to a

high peak.

Within the context of the AQD method discussed in Section 2, the value

of AQA for Hartlaud magnetic data for the d_clining part of cycle 20 is 10.5,

with the peak value of QA in 1974. This value is included on Figure 1, and
is close to the t0.2 for cycle 18. From Figure ? it !eads to a predicted

value of 155+_ 31 for Re-.max (cf. 151.6 for cy, _. 18).

As mentioned befo._e, the IMF method as discussed in Section 3 does

not lead to a quantitative prediction. However, or, Figure 3 the dashed line

gives an estimate of the likely variation of the annual number of 'long- lived'
A-sectors, as previously defined, over the period of the sunspot minimum of
1976. These values have been obtained from the U.S. (NOA._.) 'Sola:"

Geophysical Data' tables of inferred IMF polarities, which are rot entirely

compatible with Svalgaard's data used in the preceding four cycles sillce
they include two estimates of IhlF direction per day (one for each polar cap)

and also introduce additional categories of 'indetemainate' and 'missing'

information. In *.his analysis, missing days have been given the benefit of
the doubt when they occurred in a sequence of A-days, and one half of the
maximum number of additiona] A-days arising had the indeterminate days

been taken as A-days have been included. It is not established that this

approach really gives an adequate 'Svalgaard estimate' of the occurrence of

A-days, but it seems reasonable. With these reservations, the inference
from Figure 3 is that cycle 21 is likely to resemble cycle 18 in magnitude,
in agreement with the AQD prediction method.

Regrettably, it is not possible to obtain for the beginning of cycle 21 a
precise figure for either m 1500 or (As)1500 in the notation of the SVF method
discussed in Section 4. This is because the Royal Greenwich Observatory

data for 1976 are not yet available and, furthermore, it has been decided to

discontinue the long series of daily measurements of sunspot and faculae
areas from the end of 1976. From January 1977 area data for one day a

week only are available for Greenwich, and these allow a cruder estimate of

the monthly mean values of A S and A F to be obtained. A change in scaling
practice has also been introduced, in that a significant number of polar
faculae are now included in the weekly measurements, whereas these were

essentially excluded in the previous tabulations. In an effort to preserve

compatibility with the latter, all polar faculae in the weekly listings have

been ignored in the calculation of the daily total AF. The complete absence
of data for 1976 makes it impossible even to estimate a slope m1500 for the
SVi," plot, but the 1977-78 limited data lead to an estimate of 992 _+ 130 for

(As)1500. From Figure 5(b) this transcribes into a predicted value of
151 +_.24 for Rm-max, almost identical to the value 1_1.8 for cycle 18.

It is interesting (even compelling? ) to find that all three of these new
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and totallyinoep,._ndentmethods of prediction agree in forecasting that cycle
2_1will be of very similar magnitude tu that of cycle 18 with a peak sunspot

number of about 152. This is also in agreement with the NOAA 'Solar

Geophysical Data' prediction based on the Ohl-Sargent method mentioned at
the beginning of Section 2, the latest estimate (August 1978} being 153 + 35.

6. Discussion

In this paper we have introduced three completely new possible methods

of predicting the magnitude of a forthcoming sunspot maximum, One (AQD
method} is based entirely on a terrestrial parameter (quiet day magnetic

field} measured durirg +he declining phase of the previous cycle ; one (IMF
method} is base d on an interplanetary parameter (polarity of the IMF)

measured or inferred at the time of _unspot minimum; one (SVF method} is
based entirely on solar parameters (sunspot and facuiae areas} measured

during the first year or two of the cycle in question. Like all other prediction
techniques in this field, the methods are entirely empirical with no known

physical basis. Running through them all is an inherent assumption that the

magnitude of a solar maximum is predetermined, in an as yet unknown way,

at an earlier stage of development which spans on either side of the very
beginning of the cycle at sunspot minimum. Waldmeier's (1939) law regarding

the latitude of first appearance of the spots of a new cycle contains the germ
of the concept that the 'mi:zimum determines the maximum'. The fact that

the solar cycle is, in practice, a complicated sequence of events with

different phase relationships further confuses the interpretation. Despite the
lack of a detailed physical understanding there is a degree of logic in the

concepts introduced here. By way of conclusion some general points may
be made.

Basically, active regions result from the appearance of magnetic fields
at the solar surface and they are evident visually as photospheric faculae.
Sunspots may or may not appear in these regions for a part of their lifetime.

Since solar activity in its broadest sense may be regarded as some kind of

solar magnetic field oscillation, it seems very pertinent in studying the
. growth of a cycle (albeit measured in terms of sunspot development} to con-

sider the relative extents of the spot and faculae areas. In an important
report from the Royal Greenwich Observatory (1923) it was noted that the
proportion of faculae areas unassociated with spots is highest at sunspot
minimum (averaging 30%) and falls to only 6% at sunspot maximum. It does

not seem anreasonable to suggest that the more intense is a cycle of activity
the less is this proportion, i.e. the greater is the development of spots
within the faculae areas, during the early stages of the cycle. This would
give physical meaning to the SVF results.

An important line of communication between the sun and the earth is

the interplanetary magnetic field, which, according to Abdel-Wahab and
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Goned (1974), has a particularly stable sector structure at sunspot minimum.

The suggestion from the IMF results presented here is that the occurrence of
long-lived A-sectors at this solar epoch is an important feature predetermin-

ing the magnitude of the subsequent cycle. Bumba and Howard (1965) pointed

out that magnetically active regions are concentrated into 'complexes of
activity'near sunspot minimum, in the largest of which UMRs form. These

and their accompanying GUMRs, which have been specifically linked with
A-sectors of the IMF by Wilcox and Ness (1965),are associated w:*.h open

magnetic field lines and the development of coronal holes at the coronal
level. In their turn, coronal holes are believed to be the source of high

speed solar wind strea'ns that cause recurrent magnetic storms. The use
of recurrent magnetic activity as a precursor of solar activity (Ohl, 1971) is

thus consistent with this picture.

Finally, it may be noted that the IMF certainly influences the diurnal

variation of the earth's magnetic field at high latitudes (this being the basis
of SvalgaardWs (1972)method of inferring IMF polarity from geomagnetic
measurements) and there have been suggestioas of an influence at lower

latitudes too. Thus Kane (1971) propose2 that during quiet days the magni-

tude of the IMF partly controls the day-t_-day variability of Sq range at low
latitudes, and Matsushita et al (1973, 1975) observed that the position of the

Sq focas (at geomagnetic latitude 20 ° -40 °) varied with the 1MF sector

polarity. Such observations may be relevant in attempting a physical
explanation of the AQD results presented here, which imply that the phase

variability of Sq at a midlatitude station is sensitive to the level of solar
activity half a cycle ahead.
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Abstract

Available data on the solar spectral irradlauces at wavelengths below

3100 A are extremely limited and there are major uncertainties in many of

the measurements. In particular, there is major disagreement on the msgnl-

rude of the variability of the spectral irradiances over the solar cycle.

This paper briefly reviews our current understanding of the effects of
different solar features on the ultraviolet spectral irradiances over both
the 28-day solar rotation period and over the solar cycle. It is proposed
that any attempt to predict the magnitudes of the ultraviolet spectral

irradiances must take into account s long-term variability of emission from
quiet regions of the solar disk over the solar cycle. The need for direct

long-term monltorlhg of the ultraviolet spectral irradlances is emphasized.

I. Solar ultraviolet speqtrum.

The solar ultraviolet spectrum changes dramatlcally in character between
3000 and 1200 A. Near 3000 A the emission iS primarily a strong continuum

originating from the photosphere with many strong absorption lines superim-

posed. At ,bout 2080 A a sheep decrease in the continuum flux is observed,

caused by the bound-free absorption edge of AII. Other absorption edges of

Mg, Fe, Ca, and Si also occur in this wavelength range. At wavelengths above

about 1680 A the spectral lines occur in absorption, and the lines and

continua show llmb darkening. At wavelengths between 1680 and 1520 A, where

the brightness temperature of the continuum passes through a minimum, the

spectral lines are shallow and little or no limb darkening is observed.
Below 1520 A emission lines from the chromosphere begin to be observed and

both lines and continua show limb brightening.

The solar extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-ray spectrum in the

wavelength range from 40 to 1200 A is dominated by strong emission lines

arising from neutral atoms and ionized species in the chromosphere,

transltion-reglon and corona. Emission lines from.ionlzatlon stages as high

as Fe XVIII (temperature of formation about 8 x I00 K) have been observed in

non-flare spectra (c.f. Fawcett 1974), while lines of llthlum-llke Fe XXIV

(indicative of non-thermal process of extremely high energy) have been

recorded during flares (Purcell and Widing, 1972). The hydrogen Lyman
continuum and the He I and II continua are also observed in emission.

Examples of spectra from 300 to 1350 A recorded with the Harvard College
Observatory EUV spectroheliometer on the Skylab Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM)
(Reeves, Huber, and Timothy 1977) are shown in Fig. 1. Differences in the
shape of the spectrum for radiation emitted from active regions, avezage
_9iet Fegions on the solar disk, and coronal holes can be seen clearly innose aaca.
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Figure I. EUV spectra for a 25 arc sec fleld-of-vlew

located in an active region, at the quiet-sun center,
and in a coronal hole.

The form of the chromospheric network and the concentration of emission
from lines of high excitation potential at coronal altitudes and particu-
larly in the dense plasma in active regions and bright points can be seen in
the images of the sun (Fig. 2) taken at wavelengths corresponding tc emis-
sion lines characteristic of chromospheric, transition-region, and coronal

temperatures. The highly structured appearance of the solar disk, particu-
larly in coronal lines of high excitation potential, indicates that the
extreme-ultraviolet spectral trradiances are highly dependent on the appear-
ance and disappearance og sreciEic solar features, particularly _ctive
regions. Furthermore, because the emission linee and continua at these
_avelengths are £ormed over such a wide temperature range, dramatically
di_erent variabilities in the irradiances are observed over narrow wave-

length intervals.
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H Lya 12IF.7A C III 977.0A Hg X 625.3A

Figure 2. EUV images of the solar disk at wavelengths corresponding
to chromospheric (H Ly a 1215.7 A), transition-region (C III, 977.0 A),

and coronal (Mg X, 625.3 A) emission lines.

2. Solar ultraviolet s,_ectral trradiances

The current state of knowledge of the solar ultraviolet and soft x-ray
spectral irradiances has recently been reviewed by Heath and Thekaekara
(1200 to 3000 A), Vidal-MadJar (H Ly a 1216 A), Timothy (300 to 1200 A),

t_nson (I0 to 300 A), and Walker (I0 to 300 A) in the volume "The Solar

Output and _ts Variation" edited by O. R. White (1977). An intercomparison

and compilation of solar irradiance data relevant for aeronomy is also being

prepared by Delaboudiniere et al., (1978). We can summarize the key conclu-
slons of these reviewers as follows:

I, The best available Irradiance data have photometric accuracies

ranging from about _ I0% near 3000 A to more than a factor of two

below 200 A. Typical accuracies at 300 A are about _ 30% and. at
1200 A are about + 20%.

2, There is almost total disagreement on the magnitude of the vari-

ability of the Irradlances over the solar cycle, Heath <1978)
presents data to show that the solar irradiauce at [750 A is a
factor of 2.5 greater at solar maximum than at solar minimum, with
a variability at 3000 A of 18%. However, Simon (1978) s_ates that
a variability of a factor of 2 at 2000 A seems to be too high.
Vldal-MadJar (1978) finds a variability in the H Ly a 1216 A irra-

dlance of a factor of two over solar cycle 20. The data of Timothy

et al., (1972) also tend to support the contention of Vidal-HadJar
of a variability of about a factor of two at extreme-ultraviolet
wavelengths. Conversely, Heroux and Hinteregger (1978) find for
the wavelength range 300 to 1220 A during solar cycle 20 that
"...it is possible that the EUV fluxes varied by more than 10%
indicated by their (Heroux and Higgins) measurements, but it ap-
pears unlikely that th._ extreme-ultraviolet flux variations ex-
ceeded 30%."
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3. Ground-based indices of solar activity, such as the 2800_z radio-

noise index, are highly unreliable indicators of the magnitude of

the solar ultraviolet and solt x-ray trradlances (c.f. Timothy and

Timothy, 1970), and must be replaced by direct measurements on a
routine basis.

,

3. Effects of specific solar features on the ultraviolet spectral
irradlances

Our current knowledge of the effects of specific solar features on the

ultraviolet spectral irradiances can be summarized as follows: "

Flares:

Dynamic events such as flares can cause enhancements of a factor of

two or greater in chromospheric and transition-reglon line irradlances and

of more than an order of magnitude in coronal emlssion-line irradiances_ in

a tlme scale of a few minutes. Although, flares occur with greater fre-

quency during the maximum of the solar cycle, the effects are short-term and

are not directly relevant to the problem of predicting long-term changes in

the magnitude of the ultraviolet spectral irradiances.

Coronal Holes:

These are the regions of very low intensity at coronal wavelengths

which have lifetimes of several solar rotations. Examples of coronal holes

can be seen near the poles in the MgX (625.3 A) image in Fig. 2. These

regions have a negligible effect on the irradiances of chromospheric and

transition-region lines but contribute to the variability of corona) lines.

Bright Points:

Bright point sources of EUV and x-ray radiation have been observed

to be uniformly dlstr_buted across the solar disk (see Fig. 2). The inte-
grated effect of these bright points is not significant in terms of the

total irradiance at ultraviolet wavelengths even for coronal emission lines.

However, the possibility that a variation in the number of bright points in

the chromospheric network may cause a long-term change in the intensity of

the emission from the quiet-sun during the solar cycle need investigation.

Active Regions:

The emission at all ultraviolet wavelengths is enhanced in the

dense plasma of active regions. The observed ratios of the average active-

region and qulet-sun intensities for specific extreme-ultravlolet emission

lines are shown in Fig. 3 (Noyes, Withbroe and Kirshnec, 1970).
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Figure 3. Mean enhancement of EL_ emission from active regions

(IA/I n) where I a _ average iuteus:_ty per unit area in active
reg_ouXand I n - _verage intensity t er unit area in quiet regions

of the s_lar disk (Noyes, Withbroe and Kirshner, 1970).

The effect of the active regions is to _ause variatioos of about 1_ at 3000
A and 6X at 1750 A during the solar rotation period. A variation of about
30Z is observed in chromospheric and transition-region lines at extreme-
ultraviolet wavelengths, while variations of up to a factor of three have
been observed iu coronal emission lines. No systematic c_auge in thr_ _agni-
tude of the variability during a solar rotation period has so £_r been
observed fro_ the maximum to minimum phases of _he solar cycle. These
observed vaziations are apparently inadequate to account for the magnitudes
of the variabilities at ultraviolet wavelengths over the solar cycle that
have been reported by some investigators.

_uiet Sun :

The quiet sun is dominated by the chromospheric uetwork which has a

well-defined structure when observed at ,l=_aviolet wnvelengths character-
istic of temperatures in the range 10 z' to 10" K. At coronal altitudes (T >
1.5 x 106 K) the network is no longer visible and the majority of the radia-

tion originates in active regions and J arge scale magnmtic loop structures.
Analyses of the extreue-ultraviolet i_ages of the quiet sun recorded

with the Skylab spectroheliometer, which are now being ¢omp_eted, show
significant change in the relative brightness of the chromospheric network
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and the network cells as a function of time. As shovm in Fig, 4., the ratio

of the average quiet sun intensity to the ceTl intensity declined during the

_:riod of declining solar activity in 1973. A reduction in the =bsolute

value of the quiet sun intensity, of a magnitude greater than the exper=-

mental error, was also observed during this period. It can be seen in Fig.

4 that the greateJt contrast, and the greatest change of contrast, is ob-

served for lines characteristic of transiticn region temperatures.
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Figure 4. Variation of _he ratios of the average quiet sun
intensities to the network cell intensities as a function of the

temperature-of-fo_ation of che extreme-ultraviolet emission line.

Hinteregger (1977) reports changes in the irradiances of chrozospheric

emission lines during 1975 for periods when the sunspot number was zero,

with an apparent "EUV solar minimum" in April 1975. Subsequently, between

1976 and 1979, the irradiances appear to have increased dramatically

(Hinteregger, private communication). The combination of these different

data sets strongly suggests a major variabillty in the intensity of the
ultkavlolet emlssio._ from the quiet sun over the solar cycle.

4. Predictlon of solar ultraviolet irradiances

There is at present insufficient dat= to permit any attempt at pre-
dicting the magnitudes of the solar ultraviolet spectral irrsdiances during
the solar cycle. Clearly there ts a critical need for accurate measureme_;ts
of the spectral irradian(:es at wavelengths below 3000 A in order, first, to
determine the magnitude of the variability as s function of wavelength and,
second, to attempt to relate the "ultraviolet solar cycle" with conventional
gt'ound-based indices of the level o." sol_.r activity. Bowe, er, based on the
analyses of the Skylab data, I propose that a prediction model for the
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variability of the ultraviolet spectral lrrad_ances will need to consist of

two components. First, an ll-year periodicity associated with the vari-

ability of the emls_ion from the quiet sun and, second, a 28-day periodicity
associated with the appearance and disappearance of active regions at

"active longitudes" on the solar disk.
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B. SHORT-TERM SOLAR ACTIVITY PREDICTIONS

A WORKING GROUP REPORT prepared by P. Simon, Chairman, and J. B. Smith, Jr.,

Co-chairman, and Working Group Members: Y. Ding, W. Flowers, Q. Guo,

K. L. Harvey, R. Hedeman, S. F. Martin, S. McKenna Lawlor, V. Lin, D.

Niedig, V. N, Obridko, H. Dodson Prince, D. Rust, D. Speich, A. Starr, and

N. N. Stepanyan.

1. HISTORY

The first broa¢cast of geophysical data started on December 1, 1929, at
the Eiffel Tower Station, at Paris (France) "in order to study the geomag-
netic storms and their related phenomena". In a few years, several other
countries began to establish such broadcasting programs. In the fifties,
al1 the relevant Warning Centers began to exchange data and to cooperate in-
side the URSIGRAM network established jointly by wireless companies and
sponsored by URSI (Union Radio Scientifique Internationa]e). The main effort
was to agree internationally on the codes used in data exchange and to im-
prove the forecasting techniques which were entirely devoted to the short
term forecast of ionospheric propagation and disturbance. Just before the

• sixties, with the International Geophysical Years (1957-1958), they evolved
toward a solar forecast devoted to scientific programs. With the coming of
space research, scientific equipment on rockets, balloons and satellites
required forecasts and warnings in order to perform their experiments suc-
cessfully. Simultaneously the forecast itself evolved. Starting during
IQSY (1964) solar astronomers issued global forecasts of solar activity in
two categories: quiet and active. During the Proton Flare Project (1966)
proton events were successfully forecast at Meudon, where daily forecasting

was initiated for the activity of each spotted group on ti_e disk according
to four categories: QUIET, ERUPTIVE, ACTIVE and PROTON. At about this time,
the Space Environment Services Center, utilizing real-time reports of solar
activity from newly established flare patrol observatories operated by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), with NASA support,
and the U. S. Air Force, in addition to the cooperative scientific obser-
vatories with flare patrols, began ;ssuing daily predictions and discus-
sions of solar activity and geophysical responses. In the field of geomag-
netic disturbances D forecasts were improved by the use of radio burst data
and, more recently, coronal hole reports. At the present tlme, the fore-
casting of solar activity at several centers around the world is being done
on a routine basis incorporating a wide range of both ground-based, as well
as satelllte-based, solar observations. Forecasts are generally issued as
real time reports on expected events and prompt information is provided
about unexpected events in progress.

Accurate forecasting requires not only the input of up-to-date solar

data, but also a fundamental knowledge and understanding of solar activity

processes. The purpose of this report is to present the current status of

solar activity forecasting. Our discussion summarizes the forecast centers
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and the specific applications for which the solar activity forecasts are
u_ed, the scientific basis used in making forecasts and specifically how,
as well as how well, these forecasts are made using systematically moni-
tored solar data. Recommendations, which this working group suggests will
improve the forecasting ef solar activity, are also presented.

2. FORECASIING CENTERS AND THEIR CUSTOMERS

2.1 IUWDS Regionai Warning Centers

Presently forecast centers are operating as Regional Warning Centers

within the framework of the International URSIGRAF; and World Days Service

(IUWDS); each has its own National program but they closely cooperate in

international programs.

The key components of a forecasting center are (a) an observation

p,'ogram in order to h_ve their own set of data, (b) forecasters, and (c)

communications for receiving and distributing data and forecasts. Most I

of the forecasting centers are operated seven days a week during business

hours; a few operate five or six days a week. Some operate as much as

sixteen hours daily (e.g. Boulder).

The IUWDS Reglonal Warning Centers currently operating are the fol-

lowing: (1) Forschungs Instltut der DPB, Darmstadt, Germany FR, (2) In-

stitute of Applied Geophysics, Moscow, USSR, (3) Ionospheric Prediction

Service, Sydney, Australia, (4) Meudon Observatory, France, (5) Radio Re-

search Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan, (6) Space Environment Services Center,

ttOAA, Boulder, Colorado, USA. The level of activity of Forecasting Centers

(FC's) roughly follows the solar cycle. At sunspot minimum, very few groups

are _'ealiyconcerned wlth solar forecasts; but as soon as the sunspot number

signlficantIy increases, the FCs begin receiving a large number of requests.

Of course, many requests emanate from people whose involvement (interest)
Fades out after a short time.

2.2 Categories of Customers

We can identify three categories of customers.

(!) Those ac_ua11_ using a forecast in order to begin or tcbcontinue a
program uf operation, for example, the following:

a) Integrated-observation progra_ms devoted to the study of transi-
tory events (flares, type III metric burst, sud,Jer commencement
magnetic storms) and of evolving processes (flare build-up, evo-
lution of solar active centers, etc.). We have in mind the 1966
and 1969 Proton Flare ProJects, the 1972 Ca_paign for Integrated
Observation of Solar Flares, the coordinated program of the Inco-
herent Scatter Facilities, the Skylab/ATM Solar program, etc.
Both the necessary delay involved ;n contacting all the relevant
stations and the need for recording and detecting the onset of
events require a program of observation based on forecasts issued
one or several days in advance.
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b) Automatic experiments operated aboard a gondola of stratospheric
balloons. Most of the time, this equipment cannot be recovered

: for a second flight and consequently the experimenter can only use
a limited amount of equipment during his observations program. The

: duration of the flight is limited - ten to twenty hours to several
days. The delay between the decision for flight and the experiment

= operation at ceiling altitude is several hours. In addition, sci-
entists may be interested in the beginning of an event (magnetic
storm, solar proton arrival, etc.) or in having balloons scattered
in a large geographical area at the time of occurrence of an event.
Therefore, some stratospheric balloon experiments require solar-
geophysical forecasts for flight decisions.

c_ Satellites with tnstruments that either have several modes of oper-
ation or are operated in a series of joint observing sequences, or
have a solar telescope with a narrow ffeld of view, e.g. 1 arc
degree, or 10 arc seconds. These satellie experiments are com-
puter operated and their program is usually selected one or sev-
eral days in advance. During the operation, the experiments can!

only change either the telescope pointing or a few minor details
of the programs. These sateil|te experiments must be operated
according to a forecast of solar activity.

d[ Ground based rp..__o__ramswhich can only be carried out during specific
geophysical or solar conditions. We have in mind the geological
study of deep layers of the Earth by seismologlc process and tel-
lurlc currents. This work is carried out on the ground or aboard
low speed aircraft towing the relevant instrument, and is used for
oil and water supply research. Having a forecast saves time and
expense.

(2) Those using a forecast as a warning: experimenters waiting for addition-
al data in order to start their program of operation, for example, the
following:

a) Rocket experimenters. _'._y cannot keep their rockets on standby
for long intervals of time, but rather only when they have a posi-
tive forecast. However, the firing decision will be made accord-
ing to data acquired at the rocket range (magnetogram, riometer,
real-time flare report or satellite data, etc.) or to direct ob-
serTation of an event in progress (aurora, etc.).

b_ Satellite experimenters. The forecast is used to verify that the
appropriate programs can be performed at the relevant time. For
example, satellites with instruments which cannot be run properly
during a magnetic storm.)

c) Staffs operating transmitters using ionospheric propagation: they
must distinguish between a "fade out" and a sudden breakdown of
their transmitter.

d) Engineers controlling the electrlc _.9_w__r.distribution at hlgh geo-
magn_tlc latitude are interested in geomagnetic storm forecasts:
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they do not follow the same scheme for restoring the distribution
in the case of a geomagnetic-storm generated overload as in the
case of an overload caused by an accident.

(3) Those using a solar forecast in order to prepare another forecast, for
example, the following:

_) Ionospheric propagation. The forecasters require a successful
forecast of the geomagnetic storm and of the time of Its begin-
ning in order to forecast ionospheric propagation disturbances.

b) Satellite dr.dr__ag.The space a§encles use solar and ge_netlc fore-
casts in order to predict atmospheric density and, hence, the tra-
Jectory of the low orbiting sateli|tes and their re-entry in the
Earth's atmosphere.

c) Balloon experimente_s. Some balloon experimenters are Interested
|n substorm observations. Balloons are launched after _he begin-
ning of the geomagnetic storms, using local magnetic data in order
to predict the substorm occurring late in the night.

One can easily understand that all these users do not have the same re-
quirements. Several of them need a _yes or no_ forecast, while others would
appreciate supplementary pieces of information. PUtting this kind of ques-
tion to a forecaster implies a personal confidence in his Judgment; the
forecaster's reply requires a careful survey of all the elements entering
the problem.

3. SOLAR ACTIVITY

Observed structures In the solar atmosphere, for example, filaments,
coronal holes, and active regions, result from the structure and evolution
of the magnetic fleids on the Sun. The source of these fields is sub-
photospheric. The fields rise through the photosphere and above producing
active regions. The frequency of region formation speclfie_ the course of
the solar cycle and the subsequent development_ interaction and dissipation
of the active-region flelds result in the many solar structures and condi-
tions known to ultimately affect the Earth. Understanding these processes
wtl| allow us to effectively predict solar activity over short and long term
periods.

We summarize our current understanding of solar activity used as the
basis for predlct|ng solar activity in three sections (1) active centers (AC)_
including what is known about active regions and their development over a
period of a few days to several months; (2) flares and assoclated effects,
Including the known relations between the observable active-region param-
eters and both the time and location of solar flare occurrence; and (3)
the solar origins of geomagnetic activlty_ Including a summary of the ob-
served condltlons and structures on the Sun which give rise to geomagnetic
activity.
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3.1 Active Regions

In the monlto_ing and prediction of most transient solar phenomena,
the active reglon_condltioe and evolution is of primary concern. As used
In thls report, the AR ls defined as the ldentlflablemegnetlc entlty with-
in which most of the field llnes arc footed. An AC is defined as the com-
plex of more than one AR which are close spatially and apparently strongly
Interactive magnetically. The followlng are significant examples: (I)
Essentially without exception, flares occur in centers of activity, where
magnetic field strengths are enhanced, chromospheric plage is visible and,

: _ usua;Iy, sunspots are vlslble. It Is also true that major flares (with the
+ well-known spotless region exceptions) show a strong preference for regions
! with compTex magnetic structures, bright and compact plage, and large sunspot

groups. It Is therefore evident that the prediction of major flares, partic-
ularly for periods _ I day, depends largely upon correctly predicting the
evolution of the active region(s}. The magnetic structure and evolution of
nearby active regions during the;r disk translt are shown In Figure 3.1.
(2) The correct prediction of the full-sun X-ray, EUV, or 10 canflux, which +
are Important in atmospheric mode]tng, communications, etc., is dependent on
the correct forecasting of the contribution to that flux by the Individual
AR+s, (3_ The correct prediction of the formation evolution of Coronal Holes
is probably dependent on the correct prediction of active reglon evolution.
_4) Generally speaking, any speci;;c evolution which Is relevant to the
solar-Interplanetary-re restrlal relationship, such as coropal transient oc-
currence, the lntsrplanetary magnetic field structure and evolutlon is re-
lated to the evolution of active regions +

3.1.1 Active Region Evolution +

Syestka ¢1976a) recently described active-region evolution In detail.
As soon as new magnetic flux emerges from subphotospherlc layers of the sun
Into the solar _t--.,osphere, the solar plasma is heated and an "X-ray bright
point _' ls formed. Someof the bright points that live longer continue to
grow and strong magnetic flux continues to emerge nearby. The orlglh_l
bright point transforms into a long-lived and much more extensive area of
strong magnetic fleld In the atmosphere called a _o!ar active reglon. The
brightening In soft X-ray and In microwa-e emission ir,dlcates a temperature
and density increase in that part of the corona where the magnetic flt;ld is
strengthened, The cOIomospherlc plages resembles closely the dlstrtEution
of the photospheric magnetic field, while the coronal manlfestatlon is more
diffuse. An active region grows through subsequent emergence of new flux
tubes, and the basic structure of an active reglon Is a system of loops.
In a well developed region, however, the loops merge and It Is difficult to
d_stlngu|sh them tn the homogeneously bright, hot X-ray cores.

The growth phase Is the most active phase of the region development.
lndiv|dual |oops, or' systems of loops in the active regions, are suddenly
heated to temperatures of tens of millions of degrees, and in some cas_s
elementary particles are accelerated in such loops to hundreds of keY and to
even higher energies. Accelerated electrons cause hard X-ray bursts and
radio emission. Energy is conveyed to the chromosphere, which is thus excited

, at the foot-points of these loops, The major flares occur only after the
sunspots are formed, close to the peak of development of the active region.
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Figure _ .l. The longitudinal fields of an active region complex ls shown
for its disk transit. Note the birth of an interacting active region
on 1 November and the appearance of a small trailing bi-polar region
on 5 November. (North Ts upper left, east lower left. Negative fields
are dark and positive fields are light). The magnetograms are courtesy
the Marshall Space Flight Center.
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During the decay phase of active regions, the gas Inside the loops be-
comes condensed, It cools, and then it appears In the Tom of a dark quiescent
filament as seen In the optical Ha line. This process starts when the active

, reglon is quite young, but the f_lament becomes most pronounced after the
peak of the active region development, when the active region starts to de-
cay. First the sunspots disappear, then the coronal condensation becomes
less dense, the bright compact core dissolves, the radio emission decreases,

: and we again begin to see the loop structure more clearly, wlth the loops
connecting the opposite magnetic polarities. The configuration of hot loops

: embedd|ng a cool filament, born earlier and now slowly decaying, can be seen
i as a remnant of the active region sometimes for many months. All structuresL

_ seen tn the corona may be remnants of disintegrated activity. Finally In
the late phase of development, the filament disappearance still produces out-
stand|ng enhancements In the coronal X-rays and, occasionally, spectacular
chromospheric flares.

The X-ray photographs of the sun have also revealed that the extension
of active regions In the corona Is much larger than the underlying sunspot
groups and pleges may Indicate. During the Skylab mission about lO0 loops
were Identified as Interconnecting separate active regions. Thus the length
of the Interconnecting loops Indicates the actual extent of relatively strong
fields associated with active regions. Hore than half of the actlve reg lons
extend farther than 20o from their cores; their size Is about 400 in diameter
and sometimes even larger.

The indlvidual active regions we see on the sun are often interconnected,
up to distances of some 300 , perhap_ not only In the corona where we may ob-
serve the connections In X-rays, possibly also below the photosphere. Activ-
Ity of several such nearby regions then can have a commonultimate source.
The regions may have _nanyfeatures in common, and we should not treat them
_ndtytdually, but rather In the broader context of a complex of activity.

SYestka's description shows well the complexity of an active region but
_t should be completed by Including coronal streamers, the structures shown
by the metric and decametrlc observations, etc.

3.1.2 Pred!ctlon of Active Region Evolution

The forecaster bases his predlctlon of the evolution of an active region
on a set of data Including magnetic field measurements and observations _t
white l_ght _sunspots), Ho, and X-ray wavelengths. Currently only full
disk X-ray measurements are routinely available but spatially resolved soft
X-ray data are very desirable. Forecasters also use spatlaIly resolved
rad|oheltograph observations at wavelengths ranging from microwave to the
metric and decametric wavelengths. Hany of these observations Including the
satelilte observed X-rays are free from Interference by the weather condl-
tions at the forecast center.

The forecaster depends upon the above data to predict the evolutlon of
the active regions and the resultant solar activity (and geographical re-

sponses_, The forecast Interval can be divided roughl_Into two categories:
_a_ Predictions _mont..__hor more In advance, which are_y considering the large ,,
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scale evolution related to the persistence of active and quiet areas on the

sun, including active or "preferred" Iongltudes and the phase of the overall

solar cycle (The evolution of large scale patterns in the solar atmosphere

aiso appear to be related to active region development (Mclntosh, 1979)and
thls is currently being used in the prediction of active region development.)

and (b) Predictions for one or a few days in advance. The more detailed
short term forecast is related to the evolution of the individual-active

regions and complexes of active regions.

3.1.3 Active Longitudes and "Long-Term" Prediction

For intervals of several months or longer, hlgh levels of flarlng may

repeatedly occur at the same solar longitudes. It has not been established
with certainty whether the nature of these active 1ongitudes is due solely to

the long lifetime of a few large active centers or complexes of active centers

or whether it is also due in part to the preferred occurrence or growth of

long lived active centers or complexes of active centers at selected longitudes.

Even though the positions of the birth of active centers in latitude is highly

systematic (as revealed by the "butterfly" diagrams), it has not been statls-

tically shown that the positions of birth of active centers in Carrington

longitude is anything other than random. However, the prevailing consensus

based on morphological studies is that active centers have a definite trend to

emerge as "families" or "streams" very clustered at preferred longitudes.

In addition to the possibly significant clustering of major active cen-

ters at preferred longitudes there is also the possibility that those new
active centers, which develop within existing active centers, may interact in

such a way as to prolong the lifetime of either the old active center, the

new active center, or both. Soft X-ray images obtained by the AS&E/MSFC ex-

periment and the NRL UV experiment on board Skylab confirmed the existence of

loops or arches interconnecting nearly all adjacent active centers. Hence it

is suspected, although not proven, that the magnetic interconnections between

groups of adjacent or intermingled centers may influence the development and
prolong the Ii_stlme of such a complex of active centers.

The repeated occurrence of flares within complex active centers is of

importance to the flare forecaster irrespective of whether the active cen-

ter is, or is not, located near the active longitudes. A question relevant

to the forecaster is "How reliably can the knowledge of the repeated occur-

rence of flares at active longitudes be used in forecasts?" The reliability

of such forecasts depends upon both the width of the active longitude "window"

and the length of time into the future for which the forecast is being made.

For example, during the maximum of solar cycle 19, active Iongitudes were

identified at Meudon for 75 rotations beginning in 1956. During this inter-
val, there were five to slx times more flares in the active longitude zones

as in the remaining 1ongltudes. For the most active longitude (200 wide) the
number of Polar Cap Absorption (PCA) and/or Type IV events was 13 times as

great as in the non-active longitudes. During the Skylab Mission, a much less

active period, almost all solar flares occurred in narrow longitude belts

which were on one hemisphere of the sun. In real time, of course, the fore-

caster does not have at his disposal prior knowledge of active longitudes

(as above). However, if a forecaster always predicted that a PCA and/or Type
IV would occur In the next rotation after the first occurrence of a PCA or

TIpe iV, he would be correct in one out of every four predictions.
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3.1.4 Short-Term Active Region Evolutlon and Prediction

'_ The short-term evolution of active regions and active centers is very
familiar to solar observers and forecasters. During the workshop, forecaster

i members of the working group individually analyzed the same data set and

made predictions for the follow|ng day. The predictions were strikingly sim-
ilar and correctly reflected the subsequent activity. However, only a few
systematic studies have been carried out. Some studles have related solar

i act[ylty to the sunspot classification. The more detailed Mclntosh modlfled

Zurich sunspot classification was correlated with flare production by Kildahi,
and ls published in a later volume of these proceedings. However, magnetic

1 field observations of the plage of active regions h3ve shown that the mag-
netic (sunspot) structure, as described by the Mt. Wilson classlflcatlon, can
Ignore the actual complexity of many active centers, which play an important
role in the flaring activity of the active regions. Martres (1968) studied

the mutual |nfluence between active regions located nearby. Martres, et ai.(_1913} also studied the relationship between the photospheric velocity field
and the evolution of active centers. The close relationship between the vel-
ocity and magnetic field (including the coronal structure) must be further

i studied to understand the physical processes involved In the appearance anddevelopment of active regions. The relationship between the magnetic struc-
ture of active regions and their level of em|s_ion in X-rays, UV, and at

I radio wavelengths also requires further study. More accurate forecasts of UV
!. emission, even for a few days in advance, would be valuable for many purposes.

3.2 Flares and Associated Events

_ Observational studies have demonstrated the close re|atlon between f|are
!_ activity and the magnetic field of active regions. Theoretical work further
_1 suggests that the storage of sufficient energy for flares can only occur In

the magnetic fleld of an active region and most likely In the fleids in the
low corona (Rust, 1976a,b) How this energy ls accumulated depends on the

course of evolution of the active region. The introduction of new flux into
a region and the motions and rotations of sunspots play an Important role in

• establishing the state of higher magnetic energy found in flare-producing re-
' glens. In some Instances, photospheric motions may even provide suffic!ent
' energy for flares (Sturrock, 1972; Heyvaerts, 1974; Priest and Raadu, 1_75),

The detection and monitoring of the energy build-up process In the mag-
netic fields in the low corona and of those conditions leadlng to the release
of the stored energy (the flare) would allow the most optimum and effective
anticipation of flare occurrences. However, this has not as yet proved pos-
sible. Therefore, to predict when and where flares may occur (and in some
cases the energetlcs of a Flare) we currently must rely on recognized rela-
tions of flares and observed parameters of active regions, In the following

, discussion we present these relations In two general sections: (1) the ob-
served Identification of flare , tas based on the evolution and configuration
of active regions, (2) the Identification of changes In the reglon;s structure
prior to and during flare occurrence which may specify when flares will occur.
Flare energetlcs are briefly considered. Because of severa; excellent re- '

i views of solar flare research, we have not attempted to present a comprehen-

sive report of the literature. We consider the overall view of what we know
295 ,_
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of where and when flares wit1 occul referrln9 the reader to Svestka (197G),
Rust (1976a,b),Martin (1979), Smith (1972) and the Skylab Flare Workshop
report (1979) for further details. References cited herein arc for the most
part those not discussed in these reviews.

3.2.1 Magnetic and Velocity Field Configurations Identifying Flare Sites

The association of increasing flare activity with incre_sing comp]exity
of the magnetic field of active regions was first established by Giovani11i
(1939) and has been verified in many subsequent studies. Cc.mpIexbipolar
groups and regions wlth multiple bipolar components produce three times as
many flares as do simple bipolar regions. The most magnetlca11y complex re-
gions also produce the most important flares, wlth the highest and often the
most energetic-flare production occurring in reversed-polarity regions. Sig-
nificant proton flares are genera11y associated with _-configuratlon sunspot
regions (Tanaka, 1979; Ding et a1., 1979) and often in a region with an in-
verted magnetic axis (_anaka, 1979; Zirin, 1970) It is equa!1y noteworthy,
however, that a number of proton flares (though genera11y weaker events) have
occurred in extensive slmple blpola."regions with few or no spots (Dodson and
Hedeman, 1970, 1979). In many cases, these isolated proton events occur in
regions that are the simplifred remnants of prevlousIy complex regions and
are usually related to the disruption of a large prominence.

The interactionof two or more close egions also appears to be an im-
portant factor in fibre occurrence. The mechanism for this seems to be the
magnetic interconnectlonof active regions. SkyIBb X-ray-imoge observations
and Cu19oora ano Nancay interferometric rad!o studies have demonstrated that
the magnetic flelds of optica;Iy distant regions can be connected.

The association of flares to specific pa_terns in the magnetic field and
changes in those patterns has been studied extensiveIy over the last few
years. These investigationshave used (a) direct observations of the photo-
spheric mcgnetic field, (b) the inferred chromospheric magnetic field, i.e.
inferred from the optical structure, and/or the coronal magnetic field --
inferred from X-ray imaging data. While no one observed parameter or set of
them has yielded necessary end sufficient observational conditions for the
occurrence of a flare, a general picture is forming which a11ows us to recog-
nize with some statistical certainty potentlal flare sites and also to ald in
deveoplng the theoretical models necessary to understand the flare process.

Flares almost invarlabIy occur along a magnetic Inversion line, i.e.,
where the vertical magnetic fleld is zero. Magnetic inversion lines most
frequently result from the four active region evolutionary circumstances
Illustrat_d In Fig. 3.2. Every active region has a basic large scale by-
polar structure and hence a primary magnetic Inversion line when one views
the vertical component of the magnetic field. Flares may occur around thls
primary magnetic inversion llne as I11ustrated In (A) in the schematic dla-
gram of typlcal magnetic region conflgurat,ons in Figure 3._.A second 10-
cation where some flares occur Is around magnetic Inversion 11nes which re-
sult when two or more active regions develop very close to each other, (B).
A third magnetic Inversion site for flares forms whenever a new active re-
gion develops within a pre-existing active region (C). A fourth type of
evolutionary circumstance which results In the development of magnetic In-
version lines Is the formation of satelllte poles eround the periphery of
large sunspots (D). 296
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For a flare to occur other conditions must:be present. Observable con-
ditions frequently associated with flares are (a) the apparent convergence
and interactionof adjacent active regions and of network flux, (b) satel-
llte sunspots, (c) the emergence of new flux in an existing region, (d)
a shear in the magnetic and/or velocity field of a region (e) strong grad-
ients across the magnetic inversion line.

a) Converging Magnetic Flux. The "collision" of adjacent and develop-
ing active regions has been found to result in najor flare production. This
process also appears to occur on a smaller scale with the apparent conver-
gence of network flux of opposite polarities or of part of an active region
with old region flux of opposite polarTty (Harvey and Martin, 1979) and
when ephemeral active regions expand into neighboring network fields (Marsh,
1378).

b) Satellite Sunspots. Satellite sunspots or poles are observed as
small features of opposite polarity adjacent to a sunspot. They may or may
not have a pore. Small flares are often observed with growing or decaying
satellite spots and frequently are accompanFed by surges. Generally no
flares occur if the satellite sunspot is static.

c) Emerging Flux Regions and Evolving Magnetic Features. The emergence
of new magnetic f|ux within an active region appears to be a critical factor
in the production of flares. The emergin9 flux may be identified as an area
of one polarity embedded in a larger field of opposite polarity or as a dis-

_ tinct new bipolar region. The level of flare activity is related to the po-
sition of the emerging flux in the region and to the amount of magnetic flux
in the e,nerging regions. The likelihood of flare occurrence increases with
a larger emerging flux region or if the new flux eruRts as the magnetic
inversion line, especially if strong gradients are present. _cKenna-Lawlor
(1979), for example, finds that small umbrae bordering the magnetic inver-
sion line are especially flare related. Newly emerging flux may be directly
related to the occurrcnce of most major flares and in fact may act as a
flare trigger. Also indicative of this is the obserwtlon of rapid changes
(growth and decay) occurring in spots underlying major _!are sites reported
by many investigators (e.g., Severny, et aI., 1979). Martres et al. (1974,
1970) have found a good correlation of flare sites to "evolving magnetic
features", Flares occurred at locations of t,_oadjacent, opposite polarity
magnetic structures, one of which was increasing In flux and the other de-
creasing. The observed changes in flux (1015 - 1016 Mx S"I) were consistent
with that found for satellite sunspots associated with flare activity.

d) Magnetic and Velocity Shears. Recent observatlonal and theoretical
Investigations have increaslngIy Indicated the Importance of magnetic shears
at flare sites. Their importance lies in their energy storage capacity In
the fact that shears are Identifiable by certain chromospheric and photo-
spheric patterns in optical observations. Shears result from sunspot proper
motions and rotations which have been foun_ to be associated to flare occur-

rence. Active regions, for example, having sunspots showing large rotations
are often proton-flare producers. Sunspot motions observed before ¢he occur-
rence of major flares often decrease or cease after a flare.
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FLARE SITES ALONG MAGNETIC INVERSION LINES

Xl I :

A -
B

C D
Figure 3.2

Four examples of the formation

of magnetic inversion lines.

That a magnetic shear exists at flare s,tes has been demonstrated by
several observations: ! ) the direction of transverse fields at flare loca-

tions is observed to be at small angles or parallel to the magnetic inversion

Iine, (ii) the existence of a filament along the magnetic inversion line,
(iii) spiral structure observed in the penumbral filaments (Ding et a1.,

1979a, b; Tanaka, 1979), and (iv) the fibri1 orientation lying approximately
along the magnetic inversion line. Changes in the fibril orientation to

progressively small angles with respect to the magnetir inversion line before _

flares have been interpreted as a shear configuration developing (Niedig et

al., 1978,Tanaka, 1979). Energy storage, calculated on the basis of the

fibril orientation, has been found to be sufficient for flares (Neidig, 1978;
Neidig et al., 1978).

In addition to the flare phenomenon Itself, we note the role of the

shearing sunspot motions in the association of the flare incidence with the

magnetic neutral line (HII = O) or!entatlon in sunspot groups. In a normal,
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flare-poor b(polar spot group, the principal neutral line is oriented roughly

north-south. This; coupled wlth the normal sunspot motions, where the leader

polarity spot moves forward and the trailer polarity moves backward or remains

stationary, produces only a stretching of the field lines, without shear. On

the other hand, if the neutral line is oriented east-west, or if the spot po-

larities are reversed, then the same direction of motion of the polarlt;es as
in a normal group will produce strong shears and T_ad to flares. Thus, even

our means of identifying flare-productive region_. in general may be partially

understood on the basis of magnetic shear.

Specific patterns in the velocity field are also observed at flare sites.

Though only a few studies have been made us!ng direct velocity field observa-

tions, the velocity pattern at flare sites appears to be predominantly horl-
zontal and can be described as a velocity shear in at least one component,

{Harvey and Harvey, 1979). Simi)ar res,=lts have been found by Martres, et al.

(1977),though they interpret the observed pattern as a vortex motion. They

also found that flares occurred only at locations whe:e the velocity neutral

line (Vll= O) crosses the magnetic neutral line (HII = 0), a result not com-2

plete]y confirmed by Harvey and Harvey (1979). For further discussion of

•agnetic shears and their significance in flare occurrence, see Annex I (Sec-
tion ).

e} Magnetic Field Gradients. Particularly co.lduclve to flare occur-
rence, certainly with the more energetic flares, is the existence of strong

, gradients across the magnetic inversion line. Such a condition is often ob-

served in newly emerging regions, and can develop or strpngthen as a result

of emerging flux within a region, from the proper motions of sunspots, from

the convergence of opposite polarity network flux from the collision of two

active regions. Steepening gradients along a magnetic inver_.ion Iir.e

oriented east-west with large spots on either side is a cond{tion invari-

ably associated with proton Flare production.

3.2.2 Chan9es in the Magnetic and Velocity Fields Associated with Solar Flares

Direct observations of changes in the magnetic fle_ occurring near or at

the times of flares have been attempted but ha,,egenerally, until recent years,

yielded conflicting and often negative results. The problem has been one of

insufficient time and spatial resolution in the data and that the changes one

might expect were comparable to the noise level of the observations. Changes

In the magnetic field, however, have been observed coincident wlth some flares,
as for examp|e the large flares in August 1972.

That the magnetic field changes with the occurrence of a flare, as well

as prior to a flare, has been inferred from the behavior of the fol!o,_ing ac-
tlve region structures: (a) the expansio;, of arches in the corona, o_served

In the 5303 _ green line, on the order of 75 minutes prior to the flare on-

set, (b) the ascension of a filament beginning about 30 minutes, tho,Jgh by
as much as 180 minutes, before flare onset (Eruption of the filame_it occurs

near the beginning of the flare. About one-third of flares of importance

two or greater are associated with a filament eruption. _early all two-rlb-

bon flares in spotless regions are preceded by this phenomenon. In many cases,
a filament will show increased activity prior to a flare but will not erupt.);
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(c) a gradual increase in soft-X-ray emission prior to a flare, which is
: identified with the preflare filament expansion phase, (d) large proper mo-

tions of sunspots have been observed prior to proton flares while after a
major flare these motions often decrease or cease, (e) changes in the fibril
and penumbral structures just prior to and during flares, (f) Lang (1979)
report_ changes in the degree of circular polarizatlon of small scale radio
sources at the times of flares. He interprets this as indicative of a mag-
netic field change, and (g) calculations of the coronal magnetic field of
an 3ctive region before and after the occurrence of a proton flare that sug-
gest that the field configuration changes from closed to oFe,_ as a result of
the proton flare. Consistent with this is the formation or great strength-
ening of a small coronal hole after the proton flare of _8 April 1978 (Har-
vey and Sheeley, 1979). Transient coronal holes have _een found in most
cases to be associated with filament eruptions (coronal transients). They
are indicative of a short-lived (< 48 hours) change from a closed to an open
field configuration resulting in the filament eruption, returning to a closed
configuration withtn a short time (Rust, 1979),

Changes in the photospheric velocity field have also been observed at the
times of some flares. Blue shifted velocities occur prior to flare start by
about ten minutes through flare onset. Red shifts are observed during and

- after flare decay. Harvey and Harvey (1979) found that the development of a
small scale blue-shifted velocity structure preceded the onset of flare ac-
tivity in that area by 120 minutes.

3.2.3 Predictions of Energetic Particle Emission of Solar Flares

The anticipation and recognition of the types and sizes of flares asso-
ciated with energetic particles observed near the Earth are important aspects
of solar activity predictions. Because there are extensive reviews (e.g.,
Svestka, 1976b) regarding this topic, we have restricted our discussion to a
brief report of what can be determined about the particle emission of flares
on the basis of the region's magnetic field configuration (also discussed in
3,2.1) and other flare emissions.

Energetic particle flares with few exceptions occur in magneticaliy com-
piex r_gions and in particular in areas where the magnetic field gradients
acrocs _he magnetic inversion line are strong. Severny et al. (1979) sug-
gest that magnetic fieid gradients >.0.1 6 km"l are necessary for proton
flares to occur.

Fla.'es producing energetic particles also generally have strong hard
X-ray anu microwave-radio bursts, as well as Type II and IV radio emission.
McKenna-Lawior (1979) finds that strong flare-assoclated microwave emission
(.indicative of particle emission) occurs _n regions showing significant
magnetic fi'e]d changes and conversely, flares did not have strong microwave
emission where no field changes were observed. Particle emission with flares

_ can also be inferred by the occurrence of a filament eruption, Type II or
Typ_ IV radio emission. When these associated events occur it is likely that
protons will be observed in space.
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Homologous flares also provide a tool for anticipating the potential

energetics of flares_ Homologous flaring is observed in regions with mag-

netic field configurations conducive to flaring but which remains fairly

static for periods of days. Under such circumstances the energy spectrum

for subsequent flares (occurring anywhere from a few hours to several days)

could be predicted on the basis of the original flare in the homologous set.

3.3 Solar Origin of Geomagnetic Activity

3.3.1 Brief historical Background

The association between observed flares and subsequent onset within

one to three days of a distinct geomagnetic disturbance has been known and

studied for more than a century. Solar astronomers and geophysicists since

the days of Carrington and his well known observation of the white light

flare of l September 1959 and subsequent great geomagnetic storm have been

attemptin 9 to differentiate between the solar flares that are effective in

the production of geomagnetic storms and those that are not. Originally only

the optical (primarily H-alpha) observations of flares were available. With

the passing of decades, additional information on flare emission ranging

throughout the entire electr_nagnetic spectrum became available. This in-

Formation included data on ionizing radiation as detected by ionospheric dis-

turbances and/or X-ray flux, and radio frequency emission in both metric and

centrimetric wavelengths.

3.3.2 Two Types of Geomagnetic Disturbance, Both of Solar Origin.

Studies of geomagnetic storm data indicate two types of disturbances.

The first, the so-called sporadic storms, occur primarily during the times

of increasing and maximum solar activity. The second, the sequentiel or re-

current storms, occur more often during the declining phase of the solar
cycle.

Sparodic storms are qenerally flare-associated and most often are
preceded by a sud4e_commencement. The apparently causative flares can

occur at all solar longitudes but most frequently are located in the central

parts of the solar disk. The delay times between flare and storm onset can

range from _ 17 hours to three days. The identification of flares that will

be followed by geomagnetic storms and the estimate of the delay times con-

stitute serious problems for those who forecast solar-geomagnetic activity.

Recurrent storms in sequential patterns rangirg from 27 to 29 days occur

throughout the entire range of the solar cycle. They are more numerous and

mcre easily identified, however, during the decline phase of the cycle when

the sporaa,c storms are less frequent. Chapman and Barrels, and Allen in

earIEer years attributed the source of these recurrent storms to so-called

"M-regions" on the sun. Skylab observations (in 1973)led to the identifica-

tion of these M-regions with low-emission regions in the corona, now called

coronal holes. Coronal holes are regarded as the source of high speed solar

wind streams which are currently considered to be the cause of the recurrent

storms. Forecasters of this type of geomagnetic activity must be able to
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identify the presence of a coronal hole on the solar disk and evaluate the
potent|al for the development cf a solar wind stream whichmay or m_W not be-
come recurrent.

3.3.3 Recent Studies

In preparation for the International Solar=Terrestrial Prediction Work-
shop a number of papers were prepared which deal with problems of predicting
_nth types of storms. These paper_ w_ll appear elsewhere in the $olar'-Ter-
restrial Predtctions Proceedings.

A recent survey relating to some of these problems is a "Study of Geo-
magnetic Storms and Solar Flares in the Years of Increasing Solar Activity,
Cycles 19 and 20 (1955-1957, 1965-1968)" This survey was prepared at the
McMath-Hulbert Observatory by Dodson, Hedeman and Moehler and is published
as Scientific Report of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, AFGL-TR-78-O267.
During the years in question, 245 geomagnetic storms with maximum values of

J-hourly Kp'S _ 5 occurred. An evaluation of prior solar circumstances was
made for each storm. Of the 245 storms in the seven years studied, 62_ were
considered to be flare-assoclated, 30_ were primarily equential, and only 8_
renained as problem cases. For the years studied, flares apparently were
associated with a very hlgt_ percentage of the most severe storms -- approx-

imately with 10O_ for storms with maximum Kp as great as 8. See Figure 3.3.
This same figure shows that recurrent storms, without appropriate prior

flares, were associated with lower values of 3-hourly Kp.

In the years studied, flares that were found to have been followed by

geomagnetic storms (maximum 3-hourly _D _ 5) were, in general, important solar
events. In evaluating prior flares, the usual optical evaluations of
flares were supplemented by consideration of the Comprehensive Flare Index
(See UAG-14). Fifty-four of the flares (36_) associated with geomagnetic
storms were of H-alpha importance 3 or had a Comprehensive Flare Index _ 11.
For only 5 of the storm-assoc:ated flares was the H-alpha importance less
than 2 and the Comprehensive Index also less than 6. The location of the
flare on the solar disk apparently influences both the probability of storm-
occurrence and its severity. See Figure 3.4.

Even though it has been shown that sporadic geomagnetic storms follow
primarily important solar flares, only relatively small proportions of even
"maJor" flares are followed by geomagnetic storms. ("MaJor" flares are flares
that are far above average in at least one aspect of optical, ionizing, or
radio frequency emission). An evaluation of the flare in terms of a Com-
prehensive Flare Index may be of some value to the forecaster. To assist in
the predi'ction of f]are-assoclated geomagnetic storms reference can be made
to Figure 3.5. This figure shows that for the years 1965-1968, 269 "major"
flares were identified. Only 58 (22%) of these flares were followed by geo-
magnetic storms. The graph also shows a systematic increase in the propor-
tion of "maJor" flares followed by storms as the Comprehensive Flare Index
increases.
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Figure 3.3

Number and percent of geomagnetic storms by severity and classification

4. FORECAST TECHNIQUES

4.l Data Circulation and Exchange

Several categories of data are used in the preparation of forecasts.

Each category of data supplies the forecaster with a sma]l piece of informa-

tion about the solar atmosphere, selected to satisfy relevant models devel-

oped around the evolution of active centers, and the place and tlme of

flares, coronal holes (when they are reported,) geomagnetic disturbances, and

sudden ionospheric perturbations. Cooperative efforts of observatories scat-

tered around the world with various equipment on the ground and aboard

spacecraft are needed to maintain a constant survey of the sun and to provide

the data to forecasters. Once the data are acquired by an observatory, the

problem then becomes one of circulation and exchange of that data both be-
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Figure 3.4

Central Meridian distance and importance of flares associated with

geomagnetic storms of different severities; 1955-57 and 1965-68.

tween the observatory and the forecaster and between forecast centers, for

all data types are not routinely monitored at the individual warning centers,
Th_s dual system of data exchange and clrcu]atlor is dominated by the ]ogls-

tlc and monetary restraints of data transmission.
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Data are transmitted to the forecaster ;n plain language, codes, and
pictorial formats. The forecaster depends upon the quality of the original
data and the expertise of the observer. Reporting observatories usually
transmit plain language reports in a common and familar language and ter-
minology; there are few problems in this method of data exchange. These plain
language reports are very flexible, pointing out interesting features and
trends, but due to their non-structured format they can omit important pieces
of information. A coded format specifies in advance the parameters to be re-
ported and the forecaster receives unambiguous numerical data. While pictor-
ial data are expensive to transmit and some degradation occurs in the trans-
mi'ssion process, this method of data circulation allows the forecaster to
_na;yze the data personally.

The logistic and monetary restraints become more apparent when the
wor!d wide forecaster-to-forecaster data-exchange system is considered. The
primary method of international data exchange currently in use is through
coded messages. This is a relatively inexpensive method and language dif-
ficulties are minimized; however, this format is somewhat restrictive. The
cost of world wi'de transmission of raw pictorial or digital data is prohib-
itive and would introduce problems of non-uniform data taking techniques
_scale sizes_ orientations, etc.). Very few plain language observations
are circulated (internationa]iy) between forecasters, which minimized po-
tential language and terminology problems. All of these exchanges of data
must occur on a daily basis and on an established schedule. If an observer
cannot obtain data the for¢_aster must be made aware of this lack of data.
In such cases the forecaster may be required to rely solely upon locally
collected and analyzed data.

Event reportln_ is particularly dlfficuit. Several categories of dat::,
are _ncluded in the ,eporting of a single event. Additionally, the same
pieces of information are not reported if the delay in transmission varies.
For example, rn real time or rear real time, in observatory could report the
flux after a very short interval of time, or wait for the first peak and re-
port the level and time of the peak or, with some delay, could summarize an
event a short time after its end. There are two important difficulties: the
i_entification of the event (is it really a flare or just a plage brighten-
ing} and the choice between the rapid relay of information and its precision
_ositton of a flare or evolution of its brightness).

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the data circulation and
exchange ts an important consideration in solar forecasting. Its organiza-
tion depends upon several choices: quality of equipment, expertise of the
staff members, technique of transmission (pictorial, plain language or coded
messages), stations contributing to a national network but established in
fore|gn countries, and the quality of the sites and their number (the number
of stations needed in order to obtain a permanent optical survey is closely
linked to the mean quality of the sites and to their latitude.)

4.2 Human Analysis of Data

The forecasters are faclng several problems: (a) Identlflca_n of ac-
tive regions, (b) understanding the coronal structure, (c) evaluation of
llnks between active reglons, (d) forecastlng the evolutlon of all the ac-
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Figure 5

Number and percent of "major" f!ares
with different values of the comprehensive flare index (FFI),

associated with geomagnetic storms with maximum 3-hourly Kp _ 5, 1965-1968

tlve regions, and (e) forecasting the flaring results of this evolution.
In addition, most of the data are not original but are telecopled or are
reports that are in plain language or in codes, and finally several c_tegor-
les of data or reports can be missing.

Active regions can be identified by the photospheric field, the calcium
plages and the sunspot evolution. Informationon the upper structure of ac-
tive centers is available in H-alpha data (3rch, filaments, prnmlnences,
loops, etc.), in UV and X-ray Images, In radio heliograms and In coronal data
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at the limb. Global radio flux and X-ray emission can be used to evaluate
events. The links between adjacent active regions are related to their dis-
tance from each other and to their relative phase of evolution. The fore-
caster must take into account the rapidity and the type of this evolution,
the links, the results of the differences |n latitudes and of the phase of
the so]at cycle. The sixties have seen the new contributions of radio astron-
omy and photospheric magnetograms, while the seventies have produced the
first results of UV and X-ray imaging. However, active regions are not fully
understood and, despite recent progress, our knowledge of the flare process
is stil| rather poor.

This lack of a physical model could explaln the current reports of the

forecasting centers. Their forecast is primarily based upon a series of
criteria which were established by studies of correlation between several
series of specific data and the occurrence of events. Mos_ of these criteria
are related to the photospheric magnetic fie,d of active regions, either ]ong-
itud_nal components of actual magnetic field observations or "inferred" mag-
netic fields resulting from other observations such as H-alpha spectrohelio-
grams, comparison of H-alpha and Ca spectroheliograms and sunspot data. In
addition, they take into account the microwave emission (10 cm or 3 cm wave-
length), the proper motions of sunspots, the complexity of active regions,
the recent flaring activity, the "active longitudes" and the rapidity of
evolutlon. At the end, the forecast is issued in terms of flaring activity
of each active center expected on the next day, or of global flaring activity
of the so|at disk on the next three days. Sometimes the concluslon is a fol-
lows; Much of the forecasting is dependent on the expertise of the forecasters,
emphasizing that the forecasters are aware of the weakness in their fore-
casting method(s).

4.2.1 Active Regions

A _ieand isolated" active region is bipolar. During its evolution
only a few subflares will occur near the beginning of its growing phase.
The neutral line is nearly parallel to a meridian, the coronal contribution
is weak in terms of 10 cm and X-ray emission, and the plage and filament will
disappear after one or two rotations. These centers are born in areas of the
Sun that are free of renmant magnetic fields. The first step of a forecast
is the se]ection of these "quiet" regions, which may account for 80% or more
of the active regions on the disk.

Any other active region is "anomalous". This "anomaly" usually results
from a link with another active region. The simplest anomaly is the Bf active
region which emerges on the West side of another region; its trailer spot is
larger than its leader. Another anomaly is the "parasitic polarlty" or the
'Ssatellite spot", which consists of a small area of opposite unipolar polar-
ity inside the unipolar Fart of a plage. The largest anomaly results from
the growth of an active region inside an old plage or imbricated with another
active region; we then obtain a "complex" active region. The forecast of the
evolutlon of these active regions requires a careful inspection of all the
data. Reversed polarity (from the normal for the hemisphere and the cycle),
east-west orientation of the neutral line, a convoluted neutral line (intru-
sions of opposite polarity, etc. are anomalous conditions, and most flares
occur in "anomalous" active regions. An important item In the forecast is the
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sense of evolution of these regions, i.e., whether they are growing or decay-
ing. Durlng the growing phase, the region is compact and the sunspots, even
the large ones, are frequently not seen through the enhanced chromosphere.
Roughly speaking, during the decay, an active region becomes simpler and the
4istance between the opposite polarity spots increases. The process of sim-
p=!fication can modify the neutral line and is accompanied by flaring activity.

The microwave brigh*ness (near 3 cm wavelength) of the active region is

]_nkcd to the intensity and to the gradient of the magnetic field. The coro-

nal contribution in terms of 10 cm flux and X-ray emission can be very high.

Another important item of the forecast is the latitudinal extent of the group
and Its actual latitude. For latitudinal extents less than 10°, the differ-

ential rotation may play a role in the motion of the spots.

|n the forecaster's study of anomalous active regions, all the data must
be used in a "cross-checking" process. A strong gradient of the magnetic

field is not always easy to identify just according to a crude real time

: magnetogram. The microwave and X-ray emission could confirm this Identifica-
tion. In the first step of the forecast, all these data are not used as cri-

teria, but as pieces of information in a jig-saw puzzle.

4.2.2 Flares

Solar flares occur during a specific evolution of the magnetic field
near the inversion line of the longitudinal component of the field. For ex-

ample, if the two polarities evolve in opposite ways (one growing, the other
declining), a _re is triggered although the time of the flare cannot be pre-

dicted. There are at least two categorles of flares: the "two ribbon" flares
and all others, where the latter form the largest group of flares.

A se_'iesof magnetograms with high spatial resolution (_ 2 arc sec.)

shows the temporal evolution of the magnetic field inside each unipolar part

of a piage. The intenslty of the field does not vary in a monotonous way
from on,_border of this area to the other. One can identify a series of

cells of various sizes, with a peak of field intensity inside each cell.

Each ceil evolves separately, at random (the evolving mlgnetlc features).

Thls evolution could explaln why spots appear as separate magnetic cells and

why many spots on a time scale of 24 hours, appear and disappear at random.

In the cells, the spots are the peaks of the field.

This incoherent evolution of unlpolar fields explains many of the sub-

flares In complex active regions. The polarities are complexly mixed, and

there may be a large number of ma£netic ceils of opposite polarlty separated

by a convoluted polarlty-lnverslon line. Their random evolutlon gives rlse
to a h_gher probabI11ty of increasing complexlty than In a simple bipolar

group In which only a few cells of each polarlty are separated by a slmple

Inverslty line. Consequently, the forecaster can Identify easily the active

regions in which small flares w111 occur. Sometimes one can specify the

sites of the flares-'_.g, satellite spots) or the area in which flares will

occur, and can predict that several small flares will o cur during the next
24 hours, However, we cannot specify the tlme of the flares or the actual

s_te of many of them.
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The large "two ribbbon" flares occur along a long inversion line. Un-

fortunately the process of "flare build up" seems to operate with varying

speeds. Sometimes the flare occurs promptly after the formation of this

line, or several days may pass before the flare occurrence. Of course, some-
times the flare does not occur, at least on the visible side o{ the sun. New

hypotheses suggest that many categories of evolution of the m3gnetic fie_d

could contribute to a "destabilization" of the prominence which may trigger

the flare. Among them are the evolution of the active region itself, the

appearance of emerging flux and the birth of a new activ_ region both near
the existing "flare build-up" region. Using the various reported data, the

active region "flare build-up" can be predicted, and may be verified by the

microwave and the X-ray emissioa, but, again, the time of occurrence is not
predictable. Two large flares may occur on the same day; several days may

elapse between the major flares. In addition, according to the observed or

infe-red gradient of the magnetic field, a proton event can be forecast. Of

course, the proton flux will not always reach the Earth environment, but the

hard X-ray burst and the strong microwave burst attest to th_ presence of

the acceleration process.

Of course, not all flares can be placed in these two categories; many

do not correspond to either description. However, these two models help in

preparing the forecast and in illustrating the difficulty of obtaining a high

score in forecasting large flares. The delay between the first forecast of
the large flare and the flare occurrence can reach several days, increasing

the reluctance to maintain the forecast and leading to termination, of the

_orecast, only to have the flare occur later.

Summarizing this for=casting technique, the first step is to forecast

the evolution of all active regions, taking into account their h_story, the

position in the solar cycle, and the ]atitude effects. In this effort, all

the categories of data are u_ed to confirm the eva]uation in terms of a co-

herent active region mod_l. The second step concerns the flare forecast it-

self in which several types of data supply us with criteria for prediction of

the type and frequency of expected f]ares. Rowever, data availability at
forecast centers varies and depends partly on weather condlt;ons. During

the fal] and winter months, there is sometimes very poor optical coverage, and
for several consecutive days (or weeks) there may be no aptical observations

at the forecast , nter(s) and the forecasts may be based an]y on radio and

satellite data and on encoded and plain language reports.

4.3 Statistical and Computer Assisted Techniques

A wi'de variety of solar observations has become available on which to

base solar flare forecasts. The perplexity in the use of the _esultlng

numerous parameters in deriving predictiun criteria leads, qL _ naturally,

to the desire to use systematic techniques for extracting predictive infor-
mation. In this section we consider recent work in statistical and computer-

a_slsted forecasting techniques, including their performance, Impact, and

posslbIe limitations. The aspect in common to all these methods is an ob-

jective formula or procedure, derived from historlcal data, which Is then
applied to future time. Although the rules for evaluating forecasts apply
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equally well to any prediction method, we will limit the discussion here to
those methods using many input parameters and which exclusively predict the
occurrence of flares.

4.3.1 Methods and Performance

A number of contributions to these proceedings use techniques such as
multiple regression, pattern recognition, discrimlnant analysis, and logistic
regression. A mathematical presentation of these is beyond the scope of the
discussion here. Instead, we will discuss the forecast accuracies, taking
particular note of the non-uniformity of verification procedures used in the
various studies.

The obtained accuracy of a forecast is severely affected by the follow-
ing factors: a) the level of solar activity during the test period, b) the
range in magnitude of the activity predicted (for example, flares taken of
all sizes as opposed to a smaller group of some given class), c) the inter-
val of time for which the forecast is made, and d) biases due to the selec-
tion of the more flare-productive regions. The probablility of an event oc-
curring within a given "window" obviously can be increased by widening the
ranges of time and magnitude or by increasing the level of solar activity. In
the case of the latter we need to note if there has been any pre-selection of
the data which leads to an effective increase of activity due to bias toward
the more active regions on the sun. It is permissible to make such selections,
of course, but in any case the final climatological probabilities for the test
period should be clearly stated. Otherwise it is not possible to make even a
qualitative comparison of the various methods. Table 1 summarizes the vari-
ous contributed efforts, where a "Yes J' in the column labeled _'Selected Re-
gi'ons" indicates the use of da_a which may be biased toward increased activity.
Forecast accuracies attained by a conventional (non-objective) forecast ob-
tained from the Space Environment Services Center (SESC) in Boulder are in-
cluded for a comparison. All forecast accuracies are given in terms of per-
centage of correct forecasts and refer to predictions made for individual
active regions except as noted otherwise.

In addition to the studies listed above we may also note some recent pre-
liminary results from the National Bureau of S_andards (Vecchia, 1979, pri-
vate communication), where the logistic regression technique obtained ac-
curacies of 89 and 83_ for no-flare and flare X-ray class C, respectively.
The corresponding climatological probabilities were 80 and 20%, using a data
base limited to active regions containing sunspots.

The relative success of the various forecasts could, in principle, be
roughly determined by comparing ths ratios of the forecast accuracies to the
climatological probabilities. However, the lack of sufficient statistics and
uniform data bases make a s_rict comparison impossible. It is obviously pre-
ferable to test all the various methods on a common base of solar data. In
any case the results of Table 1 are encouraging enough to indicate that obJec-
tive techniques may already be useful in solar activity forecasting.
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While the techniques described here remove subjectivity in the prepara-
tion of the forecast, they in no way eliminate the subjectivity in many of
the descriptive or morphological input parameters, For example, no scheme
is presently available to quantify the impressions that a forecaster may de-
rive from visual inspection of a hydrogen-alpha photograph. In any case the
use of objective forecasting procedures will shift the emphasis more strongly
toward the acquisition of solar data, which will now be required to have
greater consistency than ever before.

4.3.2 Limitations in Forecast Accuracies

We now consider the posslbility that the accuracy of any forecast, using
the presently available solar data, is fundamentally limited by Poisson sta-
tistics. If the solar data consist exclusively of parameters which, at most,
3re only statistically associated with flare incidence (which is probably the
case since no viable flare precursors are yet available, nor is the flare
mechanism known), and if the parameters vary with a time-scale on the order

of one day (which is effectively true since the data are collected daily),
then it is hypothesized that the maximum information obtainable for a dally

forecast will not exceed that which is obtained from a precise knowledge of

the mean daily r3te of occurrence of the phenomenon to be predicted. In this

case, the prediction accuracy will be limited by the random arrival of events

within the forecast interval. For _xample, if the predicted event has a per-

fectl_ kn.wn mean rate of occurrence of two per day (typical of small, geo-
physically insignificant flares) then, according to the Polsson distribution,

the probability that one or more such events will occur on a given day is
about 0.84; in this case forecasts for "flare" would be limited to about 84%

accuracy. On the other hand, if the mean rate were 0.25 per day (as in the

case of larger, geophysically important flares) the succers rate would only

be 20%. it would actually be better, from the standpoint of forecast accuracy,

to always predict "no'flare" for the latter situation; but of course the fore-

casts would then have no utility. This dilemma emphasizes the need for the

continued search for the triggering mechanism of solar flares.

4.4 Forecast Users and Format

Since solar flares cannot _t this time be accurately predicted, several

forecast formats have evolved in an effort to satisfy the majority of the

user community. One of the major hurdles in the standardization of a fore-

cast format is that the requirements of the users are as varied as their dis-

ciplines and the solar effects upon their systems.

There exist several types of forecast formats of which the probability

and the yes/no formats compris,_ the majority. There are several advantages
and disadvantages to each method, and their applications to different users

sometimes present potential problems. Of course, the ultimate goal of all

warning centers Is the ability to produce a completely accurate yes/no fore-
cast.

A warning center may use a combination of probability and yes/no fore-

casts, such as a percentage probability for the occurrence of an X-ray flare

capable of producFng an $1D or a yes/no forecast on whether or not a particu-
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TABLE 1

FORECAST CLIMATOLOGICAL FORECAST
INTERVAL SELECTED PROBABILITY ACCURACY

AUTHOR(S) METIIOD (DAYS) REGIONS PREDICTAND ,,, (%) (%)

Burov et.al. Pattern 1 No No Flare 88* 96

Recognition Flare > C 12" 52

Gumanlt_ky et.al, Image 2 Yes Not Flare 66 91
Identiflzation Subflare and

importance 1 30 52

Importance 2 4 36

Purple Mountain Emp.rlcal

Observatory Probability 3 No ? 77**

Purple Mountain Em_irlcal

Observato_ Probability 3 No No Proton Event 99.4 99.9***

Proton Event

(_ I0 cm-2s-lstran -I) 0.6 12.5"**
Multiple 3 No No Prot_ Event 99.4 99.9***

_gression Proton Event 0.6 7 **_

Jaklmiec and Multiple 1 Yes No Flare 73 87

Uestucionek Importance I 27 68

Hirman et.al. Dlscriminant 1 No No Flare 88 95
_lare > C 12 63

SESC

Aug-Dec 1977 i No No Flare 88 95

Flare > C 12 62

* Climatological probabl]ity derived from NOAA data used in the analysis

** Overall accuracy including all ciasses

*** Full Disk probability

lar flare will produce protons which intercept the earth. All forecasts can
be issued in a yes/no format, as is the practice at some warning centers.
The confidence in this format can be modulated by such qualifying words as
"caution" and "doubtful". In some cases the user requirements define the
forecast format. These instances are usually resolved on an individual user-
to-warning-center basis. No matter which format is used, the education of
the user into the interpretation, limitations and strengths of the forecast
is imperative.

4.4.1 Forecast for Customers using the Forecast to Begin or Continue a Program

Their decision is taken in the framework of their entire project: their
problem is to know if they have to take a chance now or to wait for the next
event of the same category. Of course t_ey would like to know the degree of

confidence that they can put in the forecast. Obviously if the forecaster has

some specific reason for having low confidence in hls forecast, he would not

issue it. On the other hand, most of the time, the user cannot evaluate in

advance the rellabiiity of the forecast without the forecaster's evaluation.

The true problem for the users conducting scientific experiments is to
know if they will have future chances of observing the same category of event
before the end of their enterprise either owing to the actual trend of the

event occurrence or to the time degradation of their equipment. It ra;ses

a question of the utility of a mean range forecast showing the probability,
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in this part of the solar cycle, of having various categories of events: one

proton flare each forty days, etc... The reliability of more specific 'Mean

range"' forecasts can be questioned except for the forecasts of recurrent '-
geomagnetic activity at times in the solar cycle when recurrent geomagnetic

storms dominate.

4.4.2 Customers Using Forecasts as a Warning.

A forecast helps them to promptly identify the source of an unusua] dis-

turbance: S.I.D., strong magpetlc storm, etc. However, these unusual dis- C

turbances rarely occur. In order to observe them, it is necessary t_ have a

large event occurring at the right time of the day. Consequently the fore-
cast reliability may only be vp,'y poor. It seems that a three "color" code

as used by the USAF would be the simplest format for these customers, with !
the understanding that the event is not expected, possible, or expected.

4.3.3 Custom-rs using Forecasts to Issue Their Own Forecast.

These customers require a very accurate forecast: the ionospheric fore-
casters need to know the t'h.a of the geomagnetic storm because it5 effect
depends upon the time of occurrence during the day. The satellite orbit
forecasters require as accurate a solar flux level prediction as is possible.
Finally, after thi_ careful review of the specific needs of the customers,
It is understandable that the format must be adjusted to the vario_,s requests
of the customers. In order to maintain confidence, forecasts must be based
on a reasonable scientific background.

4.5 Staff Problems 4

The reliability of forecasts all too often depends largely on the exper-

ience or "expertise" of the individual forecaster or small groups of fore- ,-

casters working together. Obviously, the forecasters with the most exper-

tise cannot be available to m.lke evary forecast. Since various forecasters

may use their own methods, th( net result can be a loss of relial)ility and

homogeneity.

Basically, it is deslrabl_ to employ scientific forecasting techniques,

which require more understandir,g than "feeling" on the part of the forecaster.

Therefore, a 'ink between the iorecaster and the solar =cient!fic community
must be maintained. In some instanLes the forecaster is a scientist; in

others, a scientist provides guidance. A scientist acting in the latter

role must be Interested in and 4ware of all the problems involved in fore-

casting. One advantage of this arrangement is that It should r_%quir-,less

tratnlng to br;n9 a forecaster to a certain level of skill through under-

standing than b'¢attaining the "expertise" through experience. Thls also

helps lessen the impact when a high rate o" exchange in personnel is involved.

The staff problems may eventually be partially resolved by using com-

puters to Issue the foreCast. More inputs need to be determined and refined
before,we can expect successful operation on a daily basis, but multlvarlant

discr,-ni,_te analysis techniques, for example, ha_e shown some encouraging
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skill. Automation could therefore modify the forecaster's role to tilat of
an analyst selecting or verifying inputs, or devising and testing new pre-
diction algorithms, or tailoring forecasts to the needs of particular users.

5. CHECKING THE FORECAST

5.l Probability of Success

Only the forecasts issued in a standard, quantitative format _an be ob-

jertively evaluated. Plain language, subjective descriptions of the active

regions and their flare potential are helpful in informing the forecast

users {and other centers), but their accuracy cannr,t be objectively verified.

The lO cm flux and A indices forecasts are easy to compare with observed

conditions and one can compute the scatter of the data. In this field a three

day forecast is generally issued. This kind of forecast is easily done since
numbers are predicted but it has been shown how promptly the reliability de-

creases with time. The third day forecasts are _equently very poor.

Checking the probability of success of the flare forecast is not an easy
task. _Vhatever the forecast format may be, there are always both the class

"_iet" and "No Flare" and the class "Eruptive" or "Flare". At the time

scale of one day (a daily fcrecast), only a few actiw centers are flaring,

especially if we are interested in large flares. Consequently, if we only
take into account the success _f the "No Flare" and "Flare" forecasts, it

is easy to produce 80 or 90_ correct forecasts, even if no large flares are

successfully forecast. Papers in which new forecasting mehods are suggested

claim up to 90 o_-95_ successful flare forecasts because of thls scarceness

of large solar e"ents. The comparison must only be established between

"positive Forecasts" and relevant events: the scarcer the events; the poorer

the reliability. In addition to this kind of test on a long interval series

of forecasts 9 we can select shorter intervals of time during which all the
data were avaiia_ie in order to evaluate the influence of a lack of data

upon the lesu]t.

5.2 Utillty for Users

The users must know the geno,al trend relevant to the category of events

they want to observe and the (.urr,mt probability of success of the relevant

forecast. The7 must use this irformation in the planning of their experiment.
Sometimes users have a list el_ independent conditions which must be fulfilled

togetherfor the success of t_eir experiment but may not consider that any

condition not easily fulfilled v_iil strongly decrease the probability of

carrying out the experiment. If, in addition, the forecast has a low proba-
bi'lity of success, they may never perform their enterprise.

However, they must also be shown the utility of following a forecast and,

in this case, the scarcer the events, the more useful the forecasts. Such
evaluations can be easily derived by comparing the probability of success of

the Forecast to the daily probability of occurrence of the event during the

period of the experiment; these are frequently of the orde_ of lO to 50.
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5.3 Quantitative and Qualitative Forecasts

By qualitative forecast, we mean the use of crude categories of events,

and by quantitative forecast, the use of probability. A check of the qual-
itative forecasts shows the difficulty of selectlng the categories of events.
As an example, during four consecutive days, Meudon issued the forecast
"Active" for an active region where a large flare with large microwave burst
occurred on the fourth day: it was condsidered a true success because the
evolution of this category of centers is slo_, and at the present time no one
can ident:f'i any difference in the active region features on three, two or
one days L¢i_ore the major flare. However, statistically, there will be just
a 25_ of success. In addition, during this long flare waiting interval, many
small subflares occurred in a corner of the plage, near a "satellite spot".
These events were not forecast because they were sma!l by comparison to the
expected large flare, but they will appear in the statistics as not forecast.
Probably, the best way to check the scientific value of a forecasting method
would be to compare the number of successfully _orecasted events to the num-
ber of reported events.

Checking the quantitative forecast is not an easy task of the need for as
many boxes as groups of probability. One can compute the actual probability
but it would be very difficult to understand why the forecast was a failure.
Of course, one can carry out a multiregression analysis but there is fre-
quently no significant difference between the components.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT IN THE SHORT TERM

FORECASTING OF SOLAR ACTIVITY

Short term prediction of solar activity is a basically difficult under-

taking and currently is imperfect. There _s, however, hope and belief that

improvement can be expected in the years and decades ahead. The primary rec-

commendations are: 1) improvement in the scicntific basls'of the forecast

(with assured financial support), and 2) ir,c_eased ability to forecast the
time of flare occurrence.

The specific recommendations are outlined below. The recommendations

are presented according to present, near future and long-term future situa-
tions.

6.1 Forecasting of Solar Activity

6.1.1 Present Needs and Available Material

A. Permanent survcy of solar activity in H-alpha, microwaves, and X-rayc.

B. Prompt access to data (daily).

C. Currently available data (must continue to be provided):

(a) Optica| data: H-alpha, Ca II, white light, (b) high resolution mag-

netic and velocity field observations, (c) radio heliographic data --
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microwave an,; i_e_:ric wavelength, (d) soft X-ray global flux (real time),
(e) radio qlCL,:l Flux at fixed frequencie_, (f) helium I (10830) spec-
Lroheliocjr:,_,_tcoronal holes) ard (g)vJhitt_ light coronal data (coronal
,soles).

6.1.2 Near _l_,:,Jr_,_equirements (,_few 7e,ars hence)

A. More freq:,4r.z_epcrts of _,_rtin_nt data.

B, _agn_tic Field data wlth high spatial resolution (_ 2") and report of
rapid evolution.

C, Velocity field data of high spatial resolution.

D. Vector magnetic field data.

6.1.3 Long Term Future Needs (many years or decades hence)

A, Far-side view of sun.

B. X-ray images.

C. EUV images.

D. Global magnetic dynamo models.

6.2 Diagnosis and Forecasting of Flare;

6.2,1 Present Needs and Available Material

A. Permanent survey of solar activity in H-alpha, microwaves, and X-rays.

B. Prompt access to the data (dally).

C. Currently available data (,austcontinue to be provided):

(a) optical reports (H-alpha_ (b) emerging flux, (c) microwave bright-

ness of active regions, (d) magnetic field strength and gradients in

active regions, (e) photospheric and chromospheric velocity field pat-

terns, (f) radio spectrographic and polarization data, (g) global

soft X-ray f]ux, (h) X-ray burst reports, and (i) particle monitoring.

D. Improved f]are eva]uation through more general derivation and use of a

_omprehensive flare index based on Ionizing and radio frequency emis-
_ions as well as on the optical manifestations of the flare.

6.2.2 Near Future Requirements (a few years hence)

A, Working flare models,

B, Pre-flare information:
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(a) H-alpha precursor, (b) filament activation (c) X-ray precursors,
and (d) soft X-ray images.

C. Improved magnetic and velocity field data of high spatial resolution
and information concerning magnetic shear.

D. Data from Solar Maximum Mission (SMM):

(a) Hard X-ray images and (b) chromospheric polarimetry.

E, Fine structure of spot region evolution (high time and spatial resolu-
tion in white light).

F. High spectral and temporal resolution microwave intensity images, with
polarization.

G. Verification of successful use of current parameters now used in flare
forecasting.

H. Wave propagation (oscillation and fine structure of microwave emission).

6.3.3 Long Term Future Needs (many years or decades hence)

A. Derivation and use of quantitative parameters for flare-forecasting.

B. Improved working flare models.

C. Improved active center mode]s.

The location of the fla-e on the solar disk apparently influences both
the probability of storm-occurrence and its severity. See Figure 3.4.

Even though it has been shown that sporadic geomagnetic storms follow
prlmarily important solar flares, only relative]y small proportions of even
"major" flares are followed by geomagnetic storms. ("Major flares are flares
that are far above average in at lea_t one aspect of optlcal, Jonizlng, or
radio frequency emission). An evaluation of the flare in terms of a Com,,pte-
henslve Flare Index may be of some value to the forecaster. To assist in the
prediction of flare-associated geomagnetic storms reference can be made to
Figure 3.5. This f re shows that for the years 1965-1968, 269 "major"

flares were identifi Only 58 (22%) of these flares were followed by geo-

magnetic storms. The _ Iph also shows a systematic increase in the proportion

of "maJor" flares followed by storms as the Comprehensive Flare Index increases.

Annex I, Sheared Magnetic Fields

There is a considerable variety of solar active region phenomena which

may be attributed either to sheared magnetic fields or to the process of

shearing. We will brlefIy describe the physlcal process and its potential for

storing flare energy, as well as the observable effects which may be useful in

forecasting operations.
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By a shear we mean the lateral displacement of magnetic field footpoints,
which, in a conducting plasma, induces electric currents to flow along the
field lines connecting the footpoints. This current produces a twist in the
field lines, which, in turn_ may then influence the chromospheric and photo-
spheric structures, resulting in patterns which are identifiable in optical

observations.

Fr_a the standpoint of flare research the most interesting aspect of
sheared fields is their energy-storing capability. Energies in excess of
1032 erg can easily be contained in sheared, thousand-gauss fields with
scale sizes typical of active regions. Since this energy exceeds that con-
tained _n a magnetic potential configuration, it may be extractable when the i

sheared fields are subjected to an instability. Newly-emerging magnetic
fluxand critical shearing angles have been suggested as possible triggers

for the sheared field relaxation. It is an obvious necessity to discover

what conditions and critical limits are required to initiate the flare energy
release; it is an additional benefit with the case of sheared fields that

the magnitude of the flare, when it does occur, could in principle h_ deter-

mined in advance by monitoring the accumulation of energy during the pre-
flare shearing process.

We now lisc the solar phenomena associated with shearing, the types of
activity reported to accompany them, and the methods of observation. Again,
we emphasize that the association of these phenomena with flares (as well
as the current use of several in forecasting schemes) may be understood on
the common basis of magnetic shear.

Associated Type Method of Observation and
phenomenon of Flare Observational Requirement

I. Sunspot Motions All White light or near contin-
(Translation) uum; one day base preferable

2a. Sunspot Rotations All White light or near contin-

uum; one day base preferable

2b. Spiral structures in Pro,ton White light, instantaneous
sunspot penumbra_

2c. Spiral structures in All H-alpha; instantaneous
chromospheric super-

penumbra

3. Fibril inclinations All (includes H-alpha; instantaneous; re-

near neutral line spotless flares) quires knowledge of geometry

in the minimum energy state

for comparison

4, Existence of neutra] AI| (includes H-alpha; instantaneous

line filament spotless flares)

5. Velocity Shear All (includes Doppiergram; Instantaneous_
_" (Direct) spotless flares) requires region to be _ 30 u

from disc center
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6. Magnetic Shear All Vector magnetc_jram;
(Direct) instantaneous

7. Displacement of Large H-alpha; one day base,
ribbons in smaller or longer
precursor flares

*It is presumed that the largest shears will be noted even in penumbrae,
hence the association of the spiral structures with the largest flares.

8. WORKING GROUP MEMBERS

Various sections of this report were drafted separately by a few indivi-

dual members of the Working Group. These sections were then reviewed by sev-

eral Working Group members, whose suggestions were then incorporated. The
report therefore reflects the general ideas and suggestions of those who at-

tended the meetings of the Working Group on Short-Term Predictions of Solar
Activity. Unanimity was not total but the members of the Working Group who

were present at the Work Shop were in general agreement on the ideas expressed

in the final report and on the recommendations made by the Working Group.

The following representative members of Working Group A2 attended the Work Shop:

Paul Simon (Ch_irman) Meudon Observatoire, Meudon, France

Jesse B. Smith, Jr. (Co-chairman) NOAA/SEL, Assigned NASA/MSFC, AL, USA

Ding You-ji Yunnan Observatory, China

W. Flowers NOAA/SESC, Boulder, CO., USA

Guo Quanshi Purple Mountain Observatory, China

Karen L. Harvey Solar Physics Research Corp , Tuscon, AZ USA

Ruth Hedeman McMath-Hulbert Observatory, Pontiac, MI, USA

Sara F. Martin Calif. State Univ. at Northridge (San Fer-

nando Observatory), CA, USA

Susan McKenna Lawlor St. Patrick's College, Maynooth, Ireland

Lin Yuam-zhang Peking Observatory, China ;

Donald Neidig AFGL/Sacramento Peak Observatory. ' , USA

V. N. Obridko Izmiran, Moscow, USSR

Helen nodson Prince McMath-Hulbert Observatory, Pontiac, MI, USA

David Rust American Science & Engineering, Cambridge,

MA, USA

D. Speich NOAA/SESC, Boulder, CO USA

Arnold Starr Holloman AFB, NM, USA

N, N. Stepanyan Crimean Observatory, USSR
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THE NEEDS FOR PREDICTIONS AND REAL-TIME
MONITORING FOR THE FLARE BUILD-UP STUDY

Zden_k Svestka
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BenelL_xlaan 21

3527 HS UTRECHT
The Netherlands

The paper describes the scientific aims of the Flare Build-up Study

project, the organization of FBS-related solar observations during
the FBS-ALERT period in May and June 1980, and the needs for predic-

tions of solar activity during that period.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Flare Build-up Study is a long-term project of SCOSTEP
(Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Physics) aimed at pc;sible
similarities between plasma instabilities occurring in the mag,'eto-
spheric tail and in active regions on the Sun (Svestka, 1976). In-
tense observations of the flare build-up processes on the Sun are
planned for May and June 1980 as a part of the Solar Maximum Year

(SMY). Details about the organization o_ this active solar FBS period
have been described by P. Simon and Z. Svestka in three FBS Circular
Letters, copies r which can be obtained from P. Simon (Paris Obser-
vatory, Meudon) upon request. Further detail_ can be found in SMY
Newsletters published by NOAA Boulder sinc_ the beginning of 1979.

2. THE SCIENTIFIC PROBLEMS INVOLVED

A summary of the scientific problems to be attacked during the
FBS active solar period in 1980 has been published in Appendix D of
the FBS Circular Letter No. 2; relevant discussions of the science

¥

involved can be found, e.g., in Svestka (1976), Martin (1979), and
Van Hoven (1978, 1979). Let us summarize here very briefly the mo_,t
crucial scientific questions the FBS may try to answer:

(1) Nowadays the general opinion is that flares take their energy
from the magnetic field, by simplifying the magnetic configuration
in the upper atmospheric layers. Therefore, the flare build-up is
understood as a build-up (i.e. accumulation and storage) of magnetic
energy. However, so far no definite observational proof has been
presented that this interpretation is the correct one. Thus one of
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the basic tasks of the FBS is to furnish this proof.

There are two ways in which this could be achieved: "
(a) First, one could try to prove that there are progressively gro-

wing shears or twists in the magnetic field that relax as a conse-
quenc,_ of the flare process.
(b) Second, one could try to prove that current sheets are built-up
in active regions and reconnect during flares.

(2) It has been well-known for almost four decades (Giovanelli, 1939)
that flares occur most frequently in active regions that rapidly devel- '
op. In detail, this is manifested by a relation of flares to evolving
magnetic features (Martres et al., 1968; Rust, 1972) and emerging flux
regions (Vorpahl, 1973; Rust et al., 1975). Therefore, one should study
carefully with high time and space resolution the relation of flares
to the newly eme,'ging flux.

(3) It is not yet clear, whethcr all flares ,epresent an atmospheric
response to the same kind of pre-flare situation and plasma instabil-
ity, or whether there are two, or even more, different chromospheric
and coronal phenomena that we include all under the common name of
'flares'.

Three examples:

(a) The frequency and importance of flares is higher in active regions
with a complex (not simply bipolar) magnetic field. In particular, the

occurrence of non-thermal acceleration processes greatly increases in
magnetically complex active regions (cf. Svestka, 1976a). Still, flare_

also occur in simple (even ephemeral) bipolar regions.

(b) The existence of an impulsive burst reveals acceleration of elec-

trons to energies _f the order of hundreds of keV. In some flares these

pre-accelerated electrens (and obviously also protons) are subject to

a second-step acceleration process which manifests itself by radio
bursts of types II and IV, and ejects relativistic electrons and high-

energy protons into interplanetary space.

(c) The ATM Workshop on Flares (Moore, 1979) has indicated that there

may exist two basically different types of flares: The first type,

called a 'compact flare', is seen in EUV and X-rays as a st3tic bright-

ening of low-lying pre-existing coronal loops. The other type is the

'two-ribbon flare' that is initiated by a filament disruption and is

characterized by continuous growth of brightened coronal flare loops

and by progressive separation of the chromospheric ribbons in which the

growing loops are rooted.

It may be that the differences between flares of different tfpes
can be verified in the differences of their build-up.

(4) Different active regions show striking differences in the produc-

tivity of flares. There are complex regions that are capable of pro-

ducing hundreds of subflares, but not a single one major flare (cf. e.g.,
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Svestka, 1975). Contrary to that, other regions produce not only one,
but a whole series of major proton flares. Some regions produce series
of tens of type III radio bursts, with and without flares, but often
stop this activity after few tens of hours, without any detectable
change in their magnetic configuration. Otner regions produce homolo-
gous flares thus demonstrating that in some cases the magnetic config-
uration must be completely restored after the flaring. More generally,
there are often series of f]ares, located in about the same position,
which resemble each other in some important characteristic (e.g.,w

microwave Ourst spectrum, cf. Svestka, 1975, and Castelli et ai.,
1974). What are the differences in the build-up of these various situ-
ations?

(5) A]I two-ribbon flares appear to be preceded by an activation of
_uiescent filament that extends along the zero line of the longitu-
dinal field in the active region. Of all the flare precursors, the
fi]a_ent activation is the only one which is clearly and unique]y
associated with flares: If a dark quiescent filament becomes activated
in an active region, the above-lying corona is heated and a flare-like
brightening appears in the chromosphere along the f_lament channel
within minutes to tens of minutes after the onset of the acti-

vation. In fully developed active regions the brighteaing is a two-
ribbon flare; major events of this type are powerful accelerators of
high-energy nuclei and relativistic electrons. In spotless active
regions the brightening is a less energetic two-ribbon flare. In very
old regions the chromospheric brightening need not be classified as
a flare and eventually can be completely missing (Howard and Svestka,
1977), but it stii] can produce energeti_ coronal transients (Mun-o
et el., 1978) and slow-mode waves (Rust and Svestka, 1979). Thus the
filament activation seems to be a process of basic importance for our
understanding of flares and solar activity in general, and we should
study in detail the build-up of the metastabie filament configurations
and the agents that trigger the activations, even in _ases when no
chromospheric flare follows the fi]ament disruption.

(6) Various authors have mentioned many other precursc • Jr flares.
All of them, unfortunately, can also occur without flares and, of
course, most flares occur without them. Therefore, many more observ-
ations of these 'precursors' are needed, in order to be able to
distingu;sh those of them that typically precede a flare from others
that represent only fictitious, or very rare, associations. (Many of
the real precursors _X-ray preflare brightenings, preheatings, EUV-
line broadenings, green-line arch expansion) are probably responses
of the solar corona and transition layer to the process of preflare
filamcr, t activation and disruption mentioned in item (5)_.

For a discussion of tl1 these precursors and further references
the reader is referred to Svestka and Simon (1969), the FBS C_rcular
No. 2, Appendix D, and Martin (1979).
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3. FLARE BUILD-UP INDICATORS

Many long-term precursors _f flares have been mentioned in liter-
ature (see, e.g., summaries in Svestka and Simo,_, 1969, and Martin,
1979, and references therein). Those oF them which are most reliable
can be mostly seen only prior to major ('proton') flares, being various
consequences of one common fact: increasing magnetic complexity in the
active region that is capable to produce such flares.

Examples:

(a) Hardening of X-ray and microwave flux. Generally, enhanced bright-
ness of the active region at all w_velengths.

(b) Evolution of reversely-oriented polarity config,rations.

(c) Steepening gradients at the zero line of the longitudinal magnetic
field.

(d) Increased number of flares with impulsive bursts.

One more long-term precursor has been announced by Kobrin etal.
(1978), who detected an increase in radio pulsations with periods of
30-120 minutes prior to major (proton) flares. If this effect (seen
for seven events) were real, it would manifest a long-lasting pro-
flare instability in coronal structures. The fact that this phenomenon
was seen explicitely prior to proton flares indicates that it is re-
lated to two-ribbon flares; i.e., to situations involving pre-flare
filaments and their activation. Martin (1979) reports a long-lasting
enhanced turbulence in fil&ments prior to flares which might be some-
how related to these radio fluctuations.

The most reliable long-term indicator of _enerally high flare
activity (possibly without any major flare) is the occurrence of new
'e,nerging flux regions', in particular if they lead to reverse magne-
tic polarity structures. The 'Evolving magnetic features' of Martres
etal. (1968), closely associated with flare occurrences, are obvious-
ly a consequence of newly emerged flux and its interference with the
preexisting magnetic configuration. Velocity field patterns indicate
that flares originate near locations where the vertical velocities are
zero (Harvey and Harvey, 1976), and thus flares can be expected to
occur where the zero lines HII = 0 and VII = 0 intersect (Martres et 31.,
1971).

4. NEEDS FOR PREDICTIONS

Long-term precursors of this kind have been, and can be used for
predictions of the flare occurrence. For the purposes of the FBS, we
are interested !n two kinds of forecasts:

(3) During the two-month FBS-ALERT period (May and June, 1980) we want
to know, in particular, which active regions are capable of very high
flare productivity,which of them are pocentiai candidates for the pro-
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duction of a major flare, and which regions are expected to stay essen-
tially flare inactive. Once a recommended region is selected for an FBS

study, all observing stations and experiments will stay with it for
several days or continuous surveillance so that it is not essential for

u- to know when a flare appears.

(b) At all other times, we a.'e interested in forecasts of the time of

occurrence of major flares so that intense worldwide and spac_ obser-

vations car,be initiated prior to the expected flare appearance.

There is nothing special at the forecast of type (b), because such

forecasts have been made before, more or less on a regular basis. How-

ever, there are some special demands concerning the predictions of type
(a) and, therefore, to make them clear, let me describe the planned
activities during the FBS-ALERT period in more detail:

Starting on Ist May 1980, all participating e_'periments, on the
ground as well as those in space will he prepared to focus all their

efforts on detailed observations of a p_rticular active region as soon

as such a region is selected for the FBS study. In order to select

such a region a Coordinating Center will b_ established at Meudon in

France, with Dr. Paul Simon as the Coordinat:,r. Duri,.3 the ALERT period
thi_ Center will be in daily contact with the qMM exoerimenters at

Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, with NOAA Boulder,

Colorado and with several ground-based solar obse,'vatories which will

advise the Center on the current situation on the S,,n and the expected
developf,_ents, and make suggestions for act've region_ to be selected
as subjects of the FBS study.

Once a particular region is selecLed, it will be in mediately an-
nounced in the form of an FBS-ACTION 0y telex (or by other fastest
means wherever telex is not available) to all participating experiment-
ers Cince tn, t time all efforts should focus on observations cf the

selected region; on the ground, as well as aboard the SMM satellite all

participating experiments will stay (as much as possible) all the time

pointed at that region; even in case that there is a flare or another

interesting phenomenon in ¢ different region, the equipments will stay

pointed on the active region selected for the FBS program.

The FBS-ACTION will continue as long as the region will be worth
this intense observational effort. The shortest expected per;od is 2

or 3 days, the longest may be up to 10 days. After the e0,dof the
ACTION interval the ALERT period further continues and another FBS-

ACTION for a different region will be announced later. Altogether we

expect four to six ACTION intervals during the ALERT period which will

continue through May and June.

In order to be able to deal with all the scientific problems men-

tioned in Section 2, we need observations of _ set of acLive regio:,s

of various characteristic properties. Therefore, during the FBS-ALERT

period, ACTIONS will be announced not only for observations of r_gions

prolific in flares, but also for observations of other regio,,s that

may be important for the FBS pro§ram from a different point of view.
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In particular, we need observations also of regions with very low flare
_ctivity (ideally wichout flares), to be able to decide which
situations in active regions are exclusively linked to
_lares. Therefore, we are proposing the followinq (icea]) scheme of
programs:

Program I: Study of an active region producing major flares (i.e.
two-ribbon flares with fully developed loop-prominence
systems, preceded by filament activation and disruption.)

Program 2: Study of an active region very product!ve in small _

flares and _ubflares (but without major flares of thev

type described in Program I; see example in Svestka,
1975.)

• Program 3: Study of an old spotless active region that produced
major flares in the earlier rotation(s). _As a rule,

such a region produces few flare b ightenings, but
one cf them may be a typical 'spotless' major two-
ribbon flare.)

, ?rogram 4: Study of an active region inactive in flares. (For
understandable reasons mentioned above.)

Program 5: Study of a quiescent filament (prominence) whi.h is

expected to erupt. (In order to compare buil_-up

processes associated with disrupted filaments that

do, or do not, produce bright chromosDhe,-!c flares.)

Programs !, _ and 5 would change into intense flare observations
if a major _!are occurs, and these observations may con-inue for tens

of hours, in particular in space, because we are interested in the _'
whole process of energy relaxation as the flare decays. On the other

hand, during tileFBS period we are not interested in studies of small '_

flares, becaus_ we don't want to be lead away from continuous obser- •

vatic's of the _tructure variations throughout the whole active region.
Therefore, observ3tions will not be changed to flare mode in programs

2 and 4 even if a flare appears; and in programs I and 3 the flare mode

will be canceled as soon as we recognize that we are not observing a

major two-ribbon flare.

• 5. THE fORECASTS REQUIRED

It is necessary to keep in mind that some participating high-

resolution ground-based and sophisticated space experiments have a

greatly restricted field of view, in some cases as small as 3'x3'

Therefore, in complex active regions, the forecasts must specify in

which part cf the region the predicted flare activity is to be expect-
ed.

Generally, the requirements on forecasts during the FBS-ALERT

period can be summarized as follows:
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(I) The earliest possible information about an active region configu-
ration that indicates increased probability of occurrence of a major
two-ribbon flare.

(2) Regular updating of forecast (I), also with respect to the posi-
tion of the expected flare.

(3) Real-time informatiun communicated to satellite operation certers
in case that a flare appears in the region under surveillance, but it .'
is not the major flare at which the study is aimed.

(4) Real-time announcement of the occurrence of a major flare in the
region under surveillance, to the basic network of ground-based ob_elv-.
ers and space experimenters.

(5) Real-time updating of messages about the flare, using real-t'_.e [_

space data for information about the post-flare loop syst_a. !

(6) Cancellation of forecast (I) as soon as no more major flares are

expected to occur in the region.

(7) Information about expected transit of any surviving or newly devel-

oped region of type (I) over the western solar limb.

(8) Information about reappearance of such a region from behind the
eastern solar limb.

(91 Regular updating of information (8) if the retur,,ing region is

still capable of production of major flares.

(10) Spe¢ia_ updating of information (8) if the returning region is

decayed dlsp_tless), but still capable to produce a spotless two-ribbon
flare.

,111 If a Flare appears in the recurrent region, same real-time infor-

flat on as in items (3), (4), and (5).

(12) !nforma_ion on any extensive quiescent filament expected to go
over the eastern or western solar limb.

(13) Updating of information (12) iF the quiescent filament, during
its transit across the soler disk, is suspected from becoming unstable.
(Being, e.g., on the boundary of a coronal hole, cf. Webb et al. (1978); _.
or, a new active region is being formed close to it, of. Bruzek (1972).)

(14) Real-time information communicated to satellite operation centers
if a filament begins to be activated.

(15) Information about an active region configuration that indicates
high frequency of occurrence of subflares, with low probability of
majo, flares. The probable location of the flaring must be given.

(16) Updating of forecast (15), in particular if the flare activity
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migrates (or is expected to migrate) to another part of the (possibly
quite extensive) active region.

(17) Updating of forecast (15), and possibly its change into (l), if

the active region structure indicates an increased probability of a

major tlare occurrence.

(18) Information about any other active region that becomes interest-

ing from some point of view (e.g., as a source of frequent ladio type
Ill bursts).

(19) Information about all active regions that are unproductive of

flares,and ale expected to stay so for the coming few days.

(20) Updating of information (19), and possibly its change into (15)

or (1) if the active region configuration changes.

Note added dur!ng the proof: Because of delayed launch of the SMM,

there will be two more FBS alert periods in 1980, from l through 15

S_ptember, and from 16 through 31 October. For these two periods, the

same rules are valid, as described for the May/June FBS alert interval.
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SOLAR FORECAST AND REAL-TIME MONITORING

NEEDS OF THE STUDY OF ENERGY RELEASE IN FLARES (SERF)

David M. Rust

American Science and Engineering, Inc.

955 Massachusetts Avenue

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02 139 USA

This paper describes the program of the Study of Energy Release in

Flares to be followed during the Solar Maximum Year. The purpose

of SERF is to obtain complementary, simultaneous observations of

flares from as many observatories, both ground-based and orbiting,

as possible. The need for forecasts of solar activity on long-term, _

one-week, and two-day intervals is described. Real-time reporting

is not needed, but daily summaries of activity and permanent records

are important to the success of SERF.

i. INTRODUCTION TO SERF

The Study of Energy Release in Flares (SERF) is one of three efforts which

form the scientific program of the Solar Maximum Year (SIVFf),which will start

in August, 1979, and will run for 19 months until the end of February, 1981.

The other efforts of the SMY are the Flare Build-up Study (FBS) and the Study

of Traveling Interplanetary Phenomena (STIP).

The SMY has been organized to increase the effectiveness of observa-

tional research on solar activity. Many solar physicists feel that the greatest

progress in solar sctivity research will be made with complementary, simul-

taneous observations in many wavebands. We feel that the needed observations

can be obtained by international campaigns and agreements -- agreements

aimed not simply at increasing ti_etime or resources spent on solar research,

but at coordinating observing schedules and targets according to scientific

objectives established through such international forums as the International

Astronomical Union (IAU) and the Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestrial

Research (SCOSTEP). In fact, organizationally, the SMYhas become a

SCOSTEP activity, combining the already-established STIP and FBS wlth the

newly crested SERF.
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The objective of SERF is to obtain coordinated flare observations and

to test current theories of how energy is released in flares. To help SERF

participants work toward these goals, we intend to organize observational

programs on specific scientific problems and to institute short ACTION inter-

vals as special opportunities for observations arise throughout the SMY. The

scientific study areas included within SERF are:

I. Mechanisms of thermalization of energy

2. Mechanisms of particle acceleration

3. The origins and effects of mass motions

4. Decay phase mechanisms

Some aspects of these problems were discussed in the report of the IAU

Commission I0 Working Group on the SMY. These included: particle accel-

eration during the impulsive phase and the site of particle impact; mass

motion in the impact region; second step acceleration; ejected plasmoids and

their relationship to acceleration of particles; post-flare loops; and, anoma-

lous helium ratios.

Possible mechanisms of thermalization were discussed at a SERF

meeting in Glasgow in August, 1978. The mechanisms considered there were:

I. Collisions in a non-thermal beam

2. Reverse cur_:entdissipation

3. Ohmic dissipation - field annihilation

4. Shocks (

5. Thermal conduction

In Glasgow, we also thought it profitable to consider subphotospheric

energy sources and XUV irradiation of the chromosphere and photosphere.

Descriptions of these speclflc mechanisms are being prepared with sugges-

tions for observational tests. Another workshop will develop the theoretical !

framework and observational objectives for the other SERF problems.

_'_"_-_. 1 Test Period

An "ALERT" period has been called for SERF for the latterhalf of May,

1979. During the ALERT, one or more ACTION intervals of 1- 3 days each will

be declared. During these intervals, participants will undertake intensive

observations designed especially to test thermalization theories. Besides

offering a test of our coordination procedures, this effort should yield useful

fla_e data. Also, any flare data obtained 8,tring the FBS ALERT (May 1 -15)

can be put to good use.
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Of course, the predictions of flare activity and active-region develop-

ment from Bou[4er and Meudon will be used to help determine when and where

on the sola: disk observations will be made. The successes and failures of

this trial ?un will be discussed at the IAU General Assembly in August, 1979.

We expect that there will also be discussion about prediction methods, com-

munications, and designation of ACTION initiators.

I.2 Operations during the SMY

The firstSERF runs of the SMY will be scheduled shortly after the launch

of the SMM satellite. At present, we contemplate an ALERT period for Novem-

ber I- 22, 1979, for all components of the SMY. The reason for this is to

obtain some simultaneous ground and satellite data as early as possible in

the SMM flight. Thus, should any satellite experiments fail in the first

month of operation, at least the best advantage will have been taken of their

period of successful operation. To this end, the SERF program will follow the

SMM operations rather closely during this initialinterval.

During the rest of the SMY, it appears that the following modes of col-

laboration will be most effective:

I. "A la carte" - observing efforts built around particular scientific objec-

tives and particular observing opportunities. This is basically to say that the

whole of the SMM is an ALERT interval for SERF (except for May and June,

1980, when the Flare Build-up Study will be the main subject of the SMY)

Observing efforts (ACTION intervals) of 1- 3 days will be triggered by good

prospects for solar activity combined with good prospects for collaborative

observations. _Arhen, for example, a large active region is predicted to give

major flares and the weather is good at some major observatories and users

of one or more major time-shared observatories (e.g., Solar Maximum Mis-

sion, Very Large Array, Sacramento Peak) desire to observe this activity, an

ACTION interval will be called by the SERF coordinator. Although notice of

the ACTION will be distributed by telex and by telephone to all interested

participants, it is understood that not everyone will be able to react to every

call for observations. We hope, in the course of a year's work, however, to

obtain simultaneous and relatively complete coverage of several dozen flares

for most, ifnot all, of the scientific objectives of the SERF program. ACTION

intervals may be called at the average rate of 2 or 3 per month. Advance

notice for ACTION intervals will vary from I to 7 days.

, 2. "Menu conseill_" - one or more pre-established intervals for especially

intense efforts. This is the same as an ALERT-ACTION interval in the FBS

program, and we hope that all participants will schedule their telescopes,

maintenance programs, vacations, etc., so as to insure that as complete a
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set of ob_ _rvationsas possible will be obtained during this period. The
candidate time forthe SERF ALERT is October, 1980. During this month, the

ACTION intervalsshould yield especially complete coverage.

i.3 Newsletter and Communications

World Data Center A in Boulder is preparingto publish a newsletter after

the style of the present IMS newsletter to carry news of SMY activities. The
firstissue will appear in January, 1979. The newsletter will be mailed

monthly to SMY participantsaccording to the mailing listsof FBS, SERF, and
: STIP. Through the newsletter, it should be possible to broadcast and main-

tain a record of SMY ACTION intervals with considerable information about

the observations obtained. The newsletter is composed with a computerized

text editor, and all material is stored on computer files. By the use of a

system of key words and dates, all references to observations of a given flare
c._ for a given scientific objective can be recalled and summarized. A suitable

code for the scientific programs, kinds of observations and observatory names
will be developed from codes already in use at WDC-A and at the SMM Inves-

tigator Working Group meetings.

Volatile communications, such as telephone and telex, will be used

heavily before, during and after ACTION intervals. Before an ACTION inter-
val, participants will telex or call the SERF coordination center about obser-

ving conditions, predictions c_ activity, activity in progress, and recommended
ACTION intervals. Before an ACTION is called, the coordinator wi!l consult

with oarticipating observatories, according to the scientific objective of the

contemplated ACTION, and especially with the following centers:

SibIZMIR (via the Sun-Earth Council)

NOAA and the Solar Observing Optical Netwcrk
Solar Maximum Mission Operations

Meudon Observatory

We emphasize, however, that SERF ACTION intervals in the "_ la carte" moJe

can be built around requests for assistance from any source, including exper-
imenters on satellites such as ISEE-3 or Interkosmos, theoreticians who Je-

sire observational tests of hypotheses about flare energy release, and flare
forecast services. For practical reasons, SERF will not normally be able to
help with collaborations on problems not concerned with solar flares.

After ACTION intervals, participating observatories will be asked for a
summary of observations obtained. This can be written in condensed formats,

to be developed, which will describe the instrument, the observing mo:le,

and the intervalssuccessfully covered during the ACTION. Co:les for this
purpose will be included in the catalog of participants' equipment, interests,
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and research programs to be issued by the Meudon Observatory for FBS and

SERF. Most prospective participants have already responded to questionnaires
circulated by Svestka, Zirin or Rust.

1.4 Data Exchange, Collaborative Data Analysis

In contrast to the FBS plan and because of the anticipated volume of

data, SERF presently does not plan to be directly involved in data analysis or

data storage except to indicate to the participants which data sets seem ap-

plicable to the study of energy release in flares. Periodically, throughout the

SMY, the SERF Organizing Committee and the SMY Steering Committee will re-

view (apparent) progress made in the above-mentioned four problem areas.

Periods of successful observations will be identified. Through personal con-

facts and via the newsletter, information on the flares most successfully ob-

served during the ACTION intervals will be publicized. We hope to facilitate

data exchanges also through meetings of international bodies such as COSPAR

and SCOSTEP. We hope summaries of data obtained for outstandingly suc-

cessful ACTIONS will be published by WDC-A under their series of UAG

publications. Then, workshops will be organized around the four scientific

objectives. The participants in the workshops will establish the level of

collaborative data analysis. It is presumed, however, that all participants

in the SMY will be willing to share data obtained during ACTION intervals with

others via collaborative analyses and scientist-to-scientist or institution-to-

institution exchanges.

2. NEEDS FOR FORECASTS

Because the objectives of SER£ have to do with specific mechanisms of

solar flares, the forecasts we need must be as detailed as possible, giving

the kind of activity expected, and where and why it is expected. Most of the

instruments used by SERF participants are capable of recording only one active

region or segment of the solar !imb at a time. Hence, predictions must be

made for each active region on the disk. The "customers" ar__ experienced

solar observers with stxong opinions of their owr about why flares occur, and

so any prediction, if it is to be used, must be accompanied by a description

of recent developments on the sun, including activity summaries covering the

previous 7 days.

Three k_ds of forecasts are needed:
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I. Active region _'eturns(eastlimb)
2. Active region evolution

3. Location and type of activityover the next 48 hours

In addition, we might dream of long-term predicti<,ns,because many of
the SERF facilitiesmust be reserved months in advance of theiruse. I am not

aware of any effortsto forecast activityseveral months to one year in advance,
but predictionswith this range would be welcomed. For example, we are now

planning an intensive ALERT interval for October, 1980, but we are willing to
reconsider this as late as August, 1979, during the IAUGeneralAssembly. A
prediction made at that time for activity during 1980 would be ve_/ helpful.

Outside the fixed, intensive ALERT intervals, we plan to operate in the

"_ la carte" mode, for which forecasts of activity covering the next 48 hours
to the next two weeks will b a required. First, a continually updated chart of

active region returns would be very useful. It might take the form shown in

Figure 1. The chart indicates at a glance how active a region was on the last
disk passage, when and where it will appear on the east limb, and whether

the region was growing or shrinking when last seen. This informationshould i
be useful in settingup lil:elyACTION intervalsenough in advance to influence

some telescope schedules. ACTION intervalsfor SERF should average about

2 - 3 per month- a fullschedule for many observatories, where staffsare
limited, there are competing demands for _elescope time, and maintenance
must be worked into the schedule.

Continuing from long term to short term forecasts, we com_ co active

region evolution. This is probably the most important kind cf predictionfor
SERF. We will have to establish most ACTION intervalson the basis of what

we think willhappen during the following 2 to 7 days. Of course, the rea_]i-
ness of the participatingobservatories enters into it,but the,e is no point in

declaring an ACTION ifnothing is expected soon. Consequently, improve-

ments in the 2 -7 _ay forecastwould be most helpful, and I suspect that

furthe,research _long the lines of that by Martres et a_.__.!l.(1958)would be
fruitful.They studied the probabilitythat certain sunspot configurations
would die or become more complex and mote active. As there are yet no

theories forthe development of active regions, furtherstudies would have to

be statisticaland morphological also, but the Martres eta_.I. work showed .
that some progress in predictionscan be made in this way (Simonand McIntosh,
1972)o

The 2 -7 day forecasts we need must indicate what is expected from
specific active regions on the disk and from those returning to the east limb.
That is, the forecasts must be active region specific just as are present da'l,' "

forecasts covering the approaching 48-hour period. This is because $k,Lf
participants will be interested not only in flares and bursts, but al,_ _ .tn ,_ ,.v,', _.

region evolution and propagation of effects through slowly-changin_ _t_J :;t._,.res_
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in interplanetary space. Also, 24 -48 hour forecasts for SERF must be active
region specific, because most of the r_search to be done during the SMY will
be accomplished with instruments that can record only one active region at a
time, In addition, it is important to recognize that many whole-dis'; instru-

ments (e. g., some hard X-ray detectors and radio telescopes) have adjustable

gain controls or recording intervals. The observer adjusts these parameters
according to his science objectives, which are frequently region-specific.

Since there will be many science objectives in the study of energy re-
lease in flares, we will need appropriately detailed forecasts. Examples are

regions likely to produce type III metric radio bursts, points on the limb where
coronal transients are expected, filaments likely to erupt, and, of course,

t'egions likely to produce flare. _. Studies by Smith (1972) and by Rust (1973)
showed that it is possible to predict flaring locations to within a few hello-

graphic degrees. That is, given that an active region is expected to produce
flares, or type II bursts for that matter, it is possible to say with considerable

certainty where these events will occur. This is just what is needed during
the Solar Maximum Year for daily use during ALERT intervals. /in ACTION i_-
terval can be called to pursue a specific study when such a specific forecast
is in hand.

Solar researchers are sometimes criticalof flarefo_'ecasts. Few statis-

ticaJstudies of flareforecastreliabilityhave been performed, so when the
forecast conflictswith a researcher's personal guess, itis difficultto gain

his cooperation in a worldwide obJerving effo,.-testablished on the basis of
the forecast. So, itis important to the success of SERF and to the success
of the other studies of the SMY, that the reliabiJityof the various kinds of

solar activityforecasts be documented. The present plan for selecting SERF
ACTION intervalspresumes agreement on the part of allparticipantsto study

the same region as the ACTION initiator.But, the manner of selecting which

active region to study has been a matter of great concern, and at present we
plan to use the predictionsof the centers listedearlierin this paper plus the
participants' opinions. Ho_vever, if rational evaluations of prediction skills

become available, we will surely be able to carry out our programs more suc-

cessfully, by gaining wider acceptance of the targets selected for joint
observations.

3. REAL-TIME MONITORING

If it were possible to inform all participants of flare occurrence in real
time, then our observing programs could be refined considerably. The instru-
ments aboard the Solar Maximum Mission will be programmed to :)pecate i

special "flare" modes when the haro X-ray signal exceeds a preset level.
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- This X-ray flare alarm can be calibrated against the standard X-ray flare

classification scheme now in use at Boulder. Thus, ifthe solar X-ray level,

available Jn real time at Boulder, cculd also be made available at SERF par-

ticipants' observatories, al! .4+us coul4 switch to "flare" modes at the same
- z

tir.e. This may not b9 as anachieveable as it sounds ifwe accept a telex

message as the indicator that a cer_.ainX-ray emission level (or other fJare

indicator) has been passed. I understand that the solar optical observing

network is already capable of telexing a flare report within 30 seconds of flare

onset.

Our greatest need in solar monitoring is not fcr real time reports, but for

summaries of activity over the past seven days and for reliable data stored for

future analysis.
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This paper summarizes some of the scientific objectives of

the Study of Travelling Interplanetary Phenomena particularly dur-

ing the years of the solar maximum of Solar Cycle 21. These

objectives are concerned with tileunderstanding of physical pro-

cesses within quiescent as well as disturbed flows of solar wind

p]asma, energetic particles, and magnetic and electric fields

from the sun. It is noted that predictions, while needed for

long-range logistical p]anning, is secondary to the requirements

of synoptic real-time monitoring over a wide range of particle

energ;es and spectral bandwidths.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Study Travelling Interplanetary Phenomena (hereafter referred to

as STIP) is one of the long-term projects of the Scientific Committee on

Solar-Terrestrial Physics (SCOSTEP). Convened in 1973and as described by
D_yer and Shea (1976),STIP is directed toward the incerdlsciplinary research

cF interplanetary physics via the mode of infornal international projects

which often are set up on an extemporaneous basis among scientists of diverse ,
discip]i;_es. All of STIP's activities have been documentea in a ser_es of

STIP t!EWSLETTERS which may be obtained from one of the authors (H. A. Sh_a).
Briefly, these activities begin at the sun where solar phys;cs insofar as

that subi_ct concerns "quiet" and "disturbed" ejecta of all kinds into the

interplanetary medium, is of obvious interest. Other a:tiv't!,.s are con-

= cerneo with energetic particles which range from the hundreds of keV to the
_.cnsof GeV - that is, those particles which are ejected from the sun at

non-thermal energie_ in the sub-relativlstic and even relativistic range_.
The sub-relativistic particles may be even accelerated locally by in situ
electric fields. Thermal plasma (the solar wind), magnetic and electric
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fields, togethe_ with the study of plasma waves are also of interest to STIP
participants. The role of solar radio astronomy and interplanetary scintil-
lations of signals from artificial and natural point sources of electromag-
netic signals is an important, remote sensing counterpart of in situ space-
craft observations. Solar 'rind interaction with planetary magnetospheres
(such as those of Mercury, Earth, Mars, Jupi.er and Saturn), planetary ionos-
pheres (such as that o" Venus), and comets is also a part of STIP activities.
Such interaction, particularly _uring disturbed periods of time, is important
because of the response celestial obstacles may undergo such as sudden storm
commencements, substorms, ionospheric deformations, radio emission (e.g. non-
Io dekametric emission from Jupiter), and possibly albedo changes due to chem-
ical reactions in ionospheres and atmospheres of comets (e.g. Giocobinni-
Zinner), planets (e.g. Neptune), and natural satellites (e.g. Titan).

By its very nature, STIP encompasses much of the scientific thrust of
solar-terrestrial and space plasma physics. The study of the sun itself
(the build-up of conditions conducive to solar flares and the energy release
process itself---as studied by SCOSTEP's FBS and SERF projects during the
Solar Maximum Year), magnetospheric physics, ionospheric physics, and the
coupling of the latter two links in this chain with the neutral terrestrial

atmosphere are, of course, not included _er se in STIP research.

Examples of STIP research are given in an early description of the pro-
ject's philosophy (Dryer and Shea, 1976). In that paper, the authors used
examples from their own immediate research (solar wind disturbances ana solar
cos_,.,c rays) as examples of the wider range of topics noted above and which
are naturally of research interest. The goal of an, research is obviously
the achievement of knowledge of various physical processes. In the case of
STIP, this understanding m,lst be verified, checked, and confirmed by many ob-
servers and theoreticians. The ultimate t_st of any theory, of course, con-
cerns its ability to provide predictive accuracy. An example of this approach
is outlined later in this paper.

2. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES

The scientific problems with which STIP participants are concerned

range over the spectrum of space plasma physics. Transport of mass, n_mentum
and energy takes place throughout the solar system (c.f., Space Science Board

Report, S. Colgate, Chairman, 1978)under both quiescent and disturbed condi-

tions. The quiescent state must always be established "d understood in
order that spatial anc temporal deviations from that state could be described

and confident_l predicted. The chain of events, so to speak, that takes

place between the sun and the earth's magnetosphere must be closely monitored

and modelled so that terrestrial perturbations can be forecast on the basis

of proven physical facts,

Examples of current interest may be mentioned. If we can prove that

the interplanetary Poynting flux, E_.xB,is coJpled into the magnetosphere

such that substorm activity cap be tTiggered, we may use the energy param-
eter, c = VB2 sin4(O/4)_2, (erg sec-') which Perreault and Akasofu (1978)

Q
show to be correlated qulte favorably with the Joule dissipation (indica*ed
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by the AE index) in the auroral zones. That is• a monitoring spacecraft (such
as the Pioneer 6-9 series or ISEE-3) could provide '_i hour advance notice of
the solar wind velocity, V; total magnetic field, B; and e (= tan-li B /B I

lye B ). In the abbve eQua-for positive B ; and e = _- tan-liB /B I for negat" v zy - z •
tion the _ is the reference magnetosp_eric radius. An alternative lower
latitude s_bstorm correlation paramater is V2B , suggested by Maezawa (1978)

• • .Z •

which also Is related strongly to southward f=elds as well as to the solar
wind dynamic pressure (1/2 nm V2). The monitoring philosophy noted above is
relevant, of course• to both of these par3meters (and even• possibly• others).
Physical understanding will be enhanced ,,y the use of MHD numerical simula-
tion models in which the quiescent state of the sun and solar wind, followed
by adequately-described perturbations in the "transmission line," are tested
in direct confrontations with observations.

Another scientific problem is the description of solar energetic particle
fluxes under the same kinds of conditions noted above. It is essential that

tl_ solar sources of background flo:_s be identified via close collaboration
of ground/space solar observatories and in situ spacecraft observations out-
side the earth's bow shock wave. Scientific questions concerning coronal
transport of energetic particles are still being debated. Do these particles
escape directly from active regions, or if prohibited from doing so, do they
diffuse through large longitudinal distances before escaping via open field
lines? Does the latter process also take place during and following solar
flares? What are the roles oF flare-caused magnetic field deformation and
shock _3ve generation on the acceleration of particles to sub-relativistic
energies? A grid of heliocentric spacecraft {such as a configuration of
Helios, ISEE, Pioneer and Ven_ra spacecraft) would be of value in testing
some of the proposed models. The same grid system will be of essential nec-
cesslty in order to make it possible to determine the ecliptic plane's re-
sponse to a solar flare or coronal hole. Multi-site radio astronomical ob-
servatories which monitor the interplanetary scintillation patterns of EM ra-
diation from distaw.t pulsars and quasars are important partners in the ueter-
mination of shock and piston velocities and global extent of such disturbances
above and b_low t;_e ecliptic plane. Groune-bnsed radio observatories which
measure spectral bursts (such as Types II, II! and IV) as well as the spatial
extent of fixed-frequency sources closL to th; sun are also indispensible and
complementary partner_, in such synergistic observations. Space-borne radio
receivers at longer wavelengths aboard spacecraft which have spin axes both
perpendicular as well as within the ecliptic plane can track the electrons re-
sponsible for s_imulating Type III radio emission and, in effect, plot the
location of solar magnetic field lines. The latter can often follow a warped

path which follows the general "bal_erina-sklrt" solar current sheet which, j
in its east-to-west turning with the sun, is detected as magnetic sector i
changes.

Other scientific problems abound• For example=, does magnetic reconnec-
tion take place in interplanetary spac? Do corona} transients always get
"pinched-off" to create bubbles which expand as they move outward through
space? Or, alternatively, are such examples rare events, and do the trans-
ients generally propagate as monstrous :_aves upon a prp-existlng mildly-
disturbed solar wind sea? The answer is of vital importance to forecasters

for, if the latter suggestion is valid, it will be much easier to produce MHD
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models which -- when perturbed at the sun -- produce the magnetic field flip-
fionping (due to Lorentzian forces) responsible for changes in the Poynting
energy flux discussed briefly above. An examnle of STIP's need for monitor-
ing, rather than forecasting, is given below.

3. AN EXTEftPORANEOUS EXAMPLE OF MONITORING

INT_{RPLANETARY CONDITIONS

The second and third issues of the Solar Maximum Year's Newsletter (SMY-

NL) described the very-preliminary observations in December 1978 of several

large flares, at least one of which was responsible fc: a _hock wave detected

at Venus by Pioneer-Venus and then as an SC at earth. The third SMY-NL edi-

torialized that "this chain of events from solar activity through cooperative

notification, special configuration of experiments, special processing of

data and prediction of effects substantiated by measured results provides an

example of one type of actlvi{y that may be particularly productive during

the forthcoming Solar Maximum Year."

The chain of events was as follows. On 11 December 1978, following sev-

eral days of very minor activity, an optical 2B flare at $16°W48 ° (McMath

Region 1447) began at 1807 UT, reached a maximum at 1925 UT, and ended at

2325 UT. Its X-ray flux was classified as M7. Nearly simultaneously, an op-

tical 2B flare (X-rays: Xl) began at 1833 UT at $17°E14 ° in McMath Region
1444. The latter flare reached maximum at 1942 UT and ended at 2Oig UT. Tt_e

Culgoora radioheliograph reported to the Boulder SESC that a major stationary

Type IV burst took place from 3800 MHz down to 6 MHz. Shortly afterward, Dr..
J. A. Joselyn of the SESC staff notified one of the present authors (MD) of

the above events. Operat!ng on the hypothesis that the radio burst originated
from the $16°W48 ° flare (no information on the exact timing of the radio burst

starting time was available at that time), MD informed the PI (Dr. J. H. Wolfe)

of the so_ar wlnd plasma experiment (NASA/Ames) on Pioneer-Venus which had
been inserted into Venuslan orbit about a week earlier (5 December 1978). At

that time, the NASA/Ames experiment was measuring the decline of a high-speed
stream. Venus at 0.7 AU was close to the central meridian of the $16°W48 °

flare. The quick-look solar wind data was thereupcn closely monitored by Wolfe

and his co-investigators arcund the expected arrival time of the flare's shock
waCe at Venus. Due to a 5-hour data gap, the exact arrival time of the shock

was not known. However, the high probability that it had indeed arrived was

indicated by a large step-like increase from a _ 250 km sec-I minimum at the

end of the earlier, high-speed stream to _.,570km sec -I at the end of the data

gap on 13 December. The solar wind velocity decreased fairly quickly there-
after during the next few days indicating the passage of a blast-produced shock

wave. Upon detection of this shock, Wolfe (private commumication, 13 December

1978) predicted the probabl,, arrival time of the shock at earth assuming con-

stant shock velocity (_,850 km sec -I as an average, _3sad upon the start time
of the $16°W48° flare and the det_ction of the 570 km sec-I plasma velocity

at Venus) between Venus aFd earth. He also predicted the _H of the SSC at

earth of 60 nT. The success of the prediction was confirmed when the SSC

was recorded at earth aboL,t +.5 hr after the predicted t:me of arrival about

0200 titon 14 December I!)78, ,lso, the magnetic field increase recorded near

local noon was 63 nl.
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Pioneering efforts such as this one indicate _he utility of naving prompt
arrival of solar wind plasma, magnetic fields, and energetic particle data
(as provided in the past by the Pioneer 6-9 series.) to the forecast and moni-
toring centers such as Boulder's SESC. As additiona] data associated with
the 11-14 December 1978 example described briefly above become available to
STIP participants, it is expected that additional illumination on scientific
questions in the interplanetary medium will take place. The reader may well
ask if cne may unambiguously rule out the S17°E14 ° flare as the perpetrator
of the shock• The answer is no because t_ere are, as yet, no data available
from ISEE-1, -2, -3 or Prognoz-7 which wi i help to resolve this question.
Nor were there any spacecraft (to our kno_,ledge) above the eastern solar hemi-.
sphere at the time. However, preliminary IPS observations from UCSD and Toy-
okawa are available (Dr. T. Watanabe, private communication, 1979). These
two multi-site observatories detected a solar wind profile along the line of
sight to 3C298 (34 ° above the ecliptic) v,hich mimicked, albeit delayed, the
NASA/Ames experiment. The spatially-located peak of the scintillation profile
was very close to the position of Pioneel-Yenus. Obviously, conclusive proof
of the "western flare" hypothes_s is sti'.l to be forthcoming. We hope, how-
ever, that the value of extemporaneous, coordinated, informal, international
and interdisciplinary cooperation espoused by the STIP philosophy will have
been accepted by the reader• Also, it should be stated that synoptic monitor-
ing is a first priority for STIP's scientiric objectives. Forecasting events,
such as solar flares, is indeed also of importance for altering various kinds
of observatories• Forecasting energetic particle and solar wind plasma/field
events at earth or at other celestial obstacles is, obvlousiy, the ultimate
goal as stated earlier, How closely the monitoring vis-a-vis forecasting
goals go hand-in-hand is a process which cannot be predicted very successful-
ly at this time. Hence our emphasis on the former, more modest goal.

4. STIP OPERATIONS DURING THE SMY

We have continued our practice of declaring, on the basis of common con-
sent at various STIP Busiress Meetings, STIP INTERVALS in a, ze. Summaries
of the scientific results from STIP INTERVALS and Retrospective World Intervals
are contained in the D. Reidel, AFGL and UAG proceedings of various SCOSTEP/
COSPAR/STIP symposia and in Space Science Reviews (1976), the latter contain-
ing a summary of the famo:Js August 1972 events. The interested reader may in-
quire from the STIP Secretary (MAS) or WDC-A as to the availability of News-

letters, e_c.

A practice ALERT for SMY will occur during STIP INTERVAL Vl (15 April-
15 June 1979). This ALERT was chosen in part because of a favorable Helios-1
ana Helios-2 configuration and also because of the slmultaneity of FBS and
SFRF practice ALERTS as described elsewhere in this volume by Svectka (1)79)
and Rust (1979) with respect to solar activity per se. Results of STIP
INTERVAL VI, including mistakes and potential improvements, will be outlined
during a special session of IAU Commission 10 at the 1979 Gen_ral Assem01y.

STIP INTERVAL VII (August-September 1979) will constitute the beginning
of the SMY. This period, nick-named the "Spacecraft Parade," was chosen be-
cause of the passage, from left to right, over the sun's north pole of
Voyager-l, Voyager-2, and Pioneer-11 (the latter invo]ved in a Sat_:rnian fly-
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by during this time), with Pioneer-Venus {still in orbit about Venus) passing
over the poie from right to left. Also, Helios-I and Helios-2 will both be
"viewing" the sun's western hemisphere while ISEE-3 will monitor the flows
toward earth. The telemetry lines-of-sight to the polar "spacecraft parade"
will be inclined about 1°-2 ° above the sun's pole. Determination of high
latitude solar wind velocities and densities are theoretically possible from
the two-frequency telemetry link to these spacecraft. A STIP scientific ob-
jective -- the latitudinal extent of quiescent and disturbed flows at polar
latitudes -- may possibly be achieved at this time. The cooperation of track-
ing and data acquisition facilities, spacecraft investigator groups, and
ground-based observatories is obviously of great importance.

The SMY Steering Committee is presently investigating the liklihood of
additional STIP INTERVALS during the SMY (I August 1979-28 February 1981).
Such intervals will undoubtedly be influenced by spacecraft constellatlons
along radial and/or spiral paths. Needless to _ay, we can expect solar "self-
declared" INTERVALS which emphasizes the importance of extemporaneous, infor-
mal, and fairly rapid cooperative efforts in communication (to and from the
Boulder, SESC and Meudon, for example) and cooperation. The advantage of the
advance-declared INTERVALS is, of course, achieved sometimes when national
agencies find it possible to prepare their tracking schedules far in advance
to accommodate a SCOSTEP/STIP request. The indispensable assistance of the
NASA/Goddard NSSDC and WDC-A will be of major importance in the advance dec-
larations -- whicl will be announced in the SMY-NL and STIP-NL.

5. CONCLUDING REMARK

The multi-disciplinary nature of STIP's scientific objectives and the

vast region of space within which it operates makes it imperative to emphasize

its informal operating procedure. One cannot easily organize diverse nation-

al organizations and diverse disciplines into a smoothly operating, quick-

response, operation which involves multivarious forms of advanced technology.

It is, instead, hoped that the cooperative monitoring efforts of these groups
are essential to the common denominator of all their objectives -- the study

of the many fascinating aspects of travelling interplanetary phenomena and
their relevance to terrestrial disturbances.
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V. MAGNETOSPHERIC PREDICTIONS

A. SOLAR WIND _D MAGNETOSPHERE INTERACTIONS

A WORKING GROUP REPORT prepared by C. T. Russell, Chairman, Members: J. H. Allen,

D. P. Cauffman, J. Feynman, E. W. Gre_nstadt, R. E. Holzer, S. M. Kaye, J. A. Slavin,

R. II. Manka, G. Rostoker and W. F. Stuart.

We now have _:he ability to characterize the state of the magneto-

sphere quantitatively and to predict this state from a knowledgq of

interplanetary conditions. We recommend therefore that the conditions of

the solar wind and interplanetary medium be continuously monitored, in
addition to monitoring the state of the magnetosphere. We further recom-

mend continued study of the relationship of interplanetary condltions to

the response of tbe ._agnetosphere, continued study of the geomagnetic tail,

tests of Pc 3,4 magnetic pulsations as diagnostics of the solar wind and
tests of kilumetric radiation as a remote monitor of the auroral electro-

jet. Finally we urge the continued construction of geomagnetic indices

and the development of new indices where there is a proven advantage to
these new indices.

i. INTRODUCTION

Within the overall Solar Terrestrial system, the interface between the solar

wind and the magnetosphere is crucial since it is this interface which determines
how much oi the solar plasma and field energy is transferred to the earth's environ-

ment. This couuling not only varies in time, responding to major solar distur-

bances, but also to small changes in solar wind conditions and interplanetary field

directions. We do not yet fully understand this coupling, tbough we have some

intriguing clues, and yet it is upon this coupling that we _ase part of our ability

to make solar terrestrial predictions. Due to the rapidly evolving nature of this

science on the one hand, and the considerable unknowns and complexity on the other,

further intensive study of the Solar Terrestrial system is necessary if we are to

increase our ability to understand the response of the ear'.h to the sun.

If we are to predict the response of the m_gnetospher _- to some disturbance in

the solar wind, we must first have some accu_'ate Knowledge of what that disturbance

will be. The longest warning one could expect would be f_om solar observations,

. but at present our ability to predict the properties of the solar wind at one
astronomical unit from observations of the sun are far from adequate for the purpose

except for the largest disturbances. We hope that future studies will improce Lhis

situation and we urge that these be carried out.

Interplanetary scintillation measurements of radio sources near the sun

also promise to provide some warning, but these also have limitations. They pro-
vide measurements of the solar wind velocity and turbulence but not mag,_etic

field strength and direction. Furthermore, the radio sources necessary for

such studies are not distributed uaiformly i'a the sky. On the other hand,

computer modeling studies :4",')wthat measurements or infrrences of solar wiled

velocity dehsity and magnetic field can be extrapolated over large radial
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distances. Thus, if measurements of the solar wind close to the sun were

available, they could be useful for long lead-tlme forecasts. At present we

must use solar wind and interplanetary field measurements made close to the

earth for accurate predictions of magnetospheric response. As we discuss be-

low, it is important for predictions that we better understand the distance
over which solar wind conditions car be extrapolated.

If measurements outside the magnetosphere are unavailable, observations

of the present state of the magnetosphere can be useful in predictions since

the magnetosphere can store energy before releasing it into the ionosphere.

Also geomagnetic pulsations are thought to provide diagnostic information both

on the present state of the magnetosphere and to a limited extent on external
conditions.

If we have an adequate measure of the solar wind conditions, we can

attempt to predict magnetospherlc response. This area is still under active

investigation but enough is known to provide some practical information. In

the past, in the absence of solar wind data, many forecasters used geomagnetic

indices to predict tbe reaction of the ionosphere, for example, to distur-
bances of the magnetosphere. It now seems possible to bypass the indices for

this particular purpose. However, before doing so we should examine the re-

lationship between these indices and the solar wind parameters that control

them. We do this in the third section of the report.

Finally we llst a numbe_ of recommendations. Forecasting magnetospherlc

conditions promises to become increasingly important in the years to come as

technology advances. Thus, it becomes increasingly important to monitor the

conditions that affect the magnetospheric environment and to pursue studies
which will provide a better understanding of this environment _nd an improve-

ment in our ability to predict its state.

2. MEASUREMENTS AND INFERENCES

OF SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

For accurate predictions we need accurate measurements of the ambient

solar wind conditions. However, even in the absence of measurements, we

may still deduce some information on these conditions by examining the state

of the magnetosphere itself. In this section of the report we discuss the

requirements for in-situ observations and the information available from in-

direct teehnlques.

2.1 In-Situ Solar Wind Conditions at i AU

In order _o predict the response of the magnetosphere at any particular

time, we must know the conditions in the solar wind external to the magneto-

pause. In particular, it has been shown that geomagnetic activity is princl-

pslly contro]ied b3 the sollr wind velocity and the interplanetary magnetic
field _t_ ud di-ecclo_ (Burton et al., 1975; Murayama, 1979; Maezawa,

1979). 'L _ _ursmeters st_:h as density may play some role but are generally
thought tc be ;ess Importar_t With the exception of the occurrence of shock

waves, the velocity and magnetic field strength are slowly changing parameters
J
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Figure I. Comparison of interplanetary magnetic flux measured by two near-
earth satellites. The correlation coefficient is 0.70. The spacecrafts

were always separated by less than I00 earth radii (Holzer and Slavin,
1979) o

when compared with the magnetic field direction. Thus, while the strength of

the interplanetary field and the solar wind velocity may be very important
parameters in controlling geomagnetic activity, it is the changes in field

direction which are correlated with geomagnetic 'events' in the magnetosphere.

Furthermore, since the field of the solar wind changes direction often, its

correlation length or region of uniformity is relatively small, requirlnB
that the measurements of solar _,ind conditions that lead to small or moderate

geomagnetic activity be made _elatively close to the earth

Ideally we would like to monitor the element of solar wind plasma that is

going to intercept the earth. If we do not and if the pla-es of discontinuity

are r,otnormal to the solar wind velocity, the discontinuities will reach the

earth with variable time delays depending on the location of the satellite
with respect to,the sun-earth l:ne and the orientation of the discontinuity

plane. Such variable delays have been deduced for earth-orbitlng satellites

(Perreault and l_mfde, 1978; Pytte, !978) and the correlation coefficients

between sp_:ecraft separated by ds little as 80 Re was found to be low by

(Chang and Nishida, 1973). Finally as shown in Figure I Holzer and Slavin

(1979) have made comparisons between time integrated values of Vsw Bs, as

might be used in forecasting, observed at HEOS I and Explorer 35. This com-

parison shows a good average agreement but a surprisingly low correlation
coefficzent of 0.7. We feel that it is important to develop a clearer under-

_tanding of how the solar wind plasma and field conditions change along and

perpendicular to the solar wind flow. The above studies also indicate that

It is important to consider carefully the placement of satellites for solar

wind monitoring. We leave the question of the func_o_onal form of the depen-

de_Lce of geomagnetic activity to a later _ection of the r_port,
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The interaction region which is thought to be important for geomagnetic

activity is generally believed to be the forward hemisphere of the magneto-

sphere. To probe directly the magnetosheath plasma in this region would re-

quire many satellif_es in ¢_rcular _12 earth radii (Re) circular orbits to en-

sure that one was always near the interaction region. Clearly this is im-

practical. A more practical approach would be an _30 Re circular orbit like

l_'s 7 and 8. However, this would require at least 2 satellites in earth

o_bit. Another proposal is to monitor at the forward libration point 235 Re
along the earth-sun line. However, for communication purposes a satellite

cannot be place_ exactly here. It must orbit around the libration point.
ISEE-3 does this but with an I00 Re semi-major axis; tighter orbits are poss-

ible. A further possibility is a lunar 'synchronous' orbit which maintains

apogee in the solar wind using close encounters with the moon.

At present the ISEE-3 spacecraft is observing the solar wind in a large,
_i00 Re semi-major axis, ellipse centered on the forward libration point.

Comparisons of the data obtained on this spacecraft with that obtained closer
to the earth on ISEE i and 2 should be undertaken as soon as the requisite

data become available to address this problem. It is expected that a high
correlation coefficient will resul= for the largest and long enduring events,

but, based on the studies mentioned above, that small events will correlate

poorly.

2.2 Measurements Within the Magnetosphere

The earth's magnetotail maps into the polar cap. Thus_changes in the

magnetotail are reflected in changes in the polar cap. Changes in the size
of the auroral oval can be monitored by spacecraft TV cameras, radar measure-

ments, satellite particle detectors, and ground based magnetometers. Ground
based instrumentation suffer the problem of being point, or at best line,
measurements and thus must be treated with some caution, taking Into account I

the shape of the auroral oval. In all these measurements it is easier to dis-
tinguish the equatorward border of the auroral oval than the poleward border.

However, even an approxirm_,Lionto the size of the polar cap should prove use-
ful.

_[gure 2 shows the response of the lower border of the auroral oval to

an in_reasingly southward Bz (Kamide and Winningham, 1977). Burch (1972,
1973) has examined the motion of the polar cusp on the dayside in a similar

way. These studies suggest that a measure of the size of the polar cap would
be a very useful index of the state of the magnetosphere. However, it mar not

• solely vary in response to the solar wind but also due to internal magneto-

spheric affects such as auroral activation and changes in the ring curren
($iscoe, 1979).

In addition to measuring the size of the polar cap, it is useful to mea-

sure plasma flows across the polar cap. Increased stress on =he m_gnetosphere
causes flows across the polar cap fro:anoon to midnight. These flows in turn

cause currents. These plasma flows can be monitored by low altitude satel-

lites measuring electric fields, by hiqh altitude balloons equipped to measure
electric fields and with ground based radars. Low altitude polar orbiting

spacecraft spend about 20% of thei_ orbit in the polar cP_ and could provide
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Figure 2. Location of the equatorward boundary of the diffuse electron pre-

cipitation at different local times in the dark sector for three Bz

values of IMF (Kamide and Winningham, 1977).

a measure of the potential drop across one or the other polar cap about every

50 minutes. Balloons can provide continuous po _.,t measurements, but have

lifetimes of the order of one day. Scientific radars presently in place,

monitor at bes_ only the edges of the polar cap. Magnetometers can measure
Lhe resultant currents, but the current systems are complicated and a function

of local time. Thus a longitudinal and meridional high latitude network is

necessary for 24 hour-a-day coverage.

In the outer magnetosphere increased stress leads to c}mnges in the mag-

netic field (McPherron et al., 1973). When a substorm occurs, thls stress is

relaxed and the field configuration returns to a dipolar configuration. This

presubstorm phase has been called the growth phase (McPherron, 1970). A very
sensitive location in the magnetosphere for measuring these field configuration

changes is at synchronous orbit. This can be done with magnetic field mea-

surements or energetic electron measurements. Prior to a substorm, 97% of

the time, energetic electrons assume a cigar-shaped distribution about the
field direction (Baker et al., 1978, 1979). Thus, energetic particle measure-

ments at synchronous orbit can be used to forcast the injection of fresh

energetic particles.

2.3 Geomagnetic _ulsations

The predictive value of geomagnetic pulsations for space science studies

or for practical applications is presently undetermined or undeveloped. Pul-

sations are thought to be able to provide diagnostics of conditions in tbe

distant magnetosphere and the solar wind. Thus_their occurrence rates, peri-

ods and amplitudes have been correlated with a wide variety of magnetospheric

and solar wind parameters such as Lhe distance to the magnetopause (Veto,

1975), the location of the plasmapause (Orr, 1975), the density in the plasma

trough (Orr 1979), the location of the polar cusp (Bolskakova et al., 1975);

the strength of the interplanetary magnetic field (Cul'el'ml, 1974); and J_s

direction (Troitskaya et al., 1971), and the solar wind velocity (Singer et

al., 19)7). In fact, it is the sensitivity of geomagnetic pulsations to a

wide vsrlety of differe:_t parameters in the solar wind and mag._atosphe_e,

that i_pa_rs £helr prese_t predictive ability, while still offering hope of

future profitable applications.
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Figure 3. Average interplanetary magnetic field strength versus period of

magnetic pulsations seen at a mid-latitude observatory (Troitsk.aya etal.,
1972).

One prevailing model of the generation of these waves proposes that any

perturbation at the magnetopause under suitable eon_itions becomes amp1'-'_ _

into a surface wave, via the Kelvin .Helr:holtz inst_billty. "Lhe wav£s then

couple i,;.o the meg tetosphere and resonate as standinB _,_ves along field lines

(Southwood, 1968). A s_coad model suggests that the wave,c _riginate as part

of the quasi-parallel structure of the shock (Greenstadt, i¢.,;2). Quasi-

parallel shock assoclat_:d waves are alway.,-;present somewhere. When the inter-

planetary magnetic field is nearl_ aligned with the velocit> of the solar wind,

the unstable region moves closer to noon. The w_ves are convected into the

subsolar magnetosheatb and blown against the magr.etopause. The motion of the

magnetopause in response to these wa_es couples the energy into _he magneto-

sphere and the wave energy builds up whereve_ _':,.,_.frequency of tI *_disturba_ce '_

equals a resonant frequency of_Lh_ field line. Nelther model pr eludes ti'e

validity of tee other and indeed there is every reason to believe they botl

apply simu_taneously (_o]fe et el., 1978; Greenstadt etal., 1979). Thus,

pulsations may offer an opportunity u¢ characterize n_ le-_.sLsome properties

of the solar wind, magnetosheatP and ma%netopaue_ when direct measurements
at,- unavailable.

F_ure 3 shows one of the clearest relationships, that of pulsation peri-

od versus interplanetary magnetic field strength (TroitsKaya et el., 1972).

This average correlatlor was strong erLough to convince the observers at Borok

Geophysical Observatory Lo calcula=e an index of irterpianetary field stre.:gth.

The validity of thls in@e^ was later tested indeperd_:ntly (Russell and Fleming,

1976). The results ul tb!s test are shown in Fi_4. The interplanetary

field strength _orrelat_s _el] with the index bu_.___tthere is nignlflcant o_erlap
between the dlstrzbutlon 9f field values for each level of the index. Thus

although the -.,forage correlation is hi_h, the accuracy of the index as a pre-

dictor of indi_:idua! hourly field values is low.
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Figure 4. Histograms of the occurrence of interplanetary field strengths for

each level of the Borok B index (Russell and Fleming, 1976).

The advantage of pulsation measurements is that they are relatively in-

expensive to make. They can be obtained from a modest midlatitude world-wide
network with perhaps as few as eight stations. However, this advantage must

be weighed against the present low accuracy of the resulting inferences. It c:

is possible tP_t future studies, especially tho_e of waves In space, may lead
to a better understanding of the sources of magvet:Lc pulsations, and their

properties. In particu%ar, a better knowledge of the conditions under which

hydromagnetic waves are generated at the magnetopause and how they propagate

through the magnetosphere would be useful. Perhaps studies of wave polari-

zation might assist in distinguishing pulsations with differing sources. Then

perhaps the diagnostic capability of magnetic pulsations can be improved.
Thus we recommend the continued investigation of the relationships between

interplanetary parameters and pulsation amplitudes and periods but cannot

define the use of pulsations in magnetospheric forecasts at this time.

3. RESPONSE OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE TO SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

We shall assume that we have a measure of the solar wind velocity and

density and interplanetary magnetic field magnitude and direction close to
the location of the earth. As mentioned above, in order to make a confident

prediction of the geomagnetic response to these conditions, we must be sure

that the scale length for variations in the critical parameters are longer

than the impact "parameters"of the element of the solar wind being probed.

We currently do not have an adequate measure of these lengths, but satis-

factory predictions have been made from data obtained within about 50 Re of

the earth in the past.

The earth's magnetosphere responds to changes in dvnamic pressure of the

solar wind, by changing its size. If the magnetosphere is in a stress _

state, compressions may lead to a substorm. Rapid changes cause sudd m %,_.-

pulses in ground records and are classified as a form of geomagnetic acLivi_y.

However, these compressions, per se, are not usually associated with the cur-
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LOW-LATITUDE BOUNOARY OF POLAR CUSP (IdLT,Og-15HRS)
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Figure 5. Equatorward motion of the polar cusp after a southward turning of
the interplant._ary magnetic fleld (Butch, 1972).

rent systems and energy deposition arising during stor_s and substorms. If
the interplanetary field is southward at the ti_e of an Interplanetary shock
passage or turns southward sometime later, then the IHF is likely to be strong
due to compression by the shock, and significant geomagnetic activity in the
form of a geomagnetic storm will result (Burton et al., 1975).

Pressure changes alone are not the only cause of variations in the _g-
netopause location. Southward turning of the IMF also causes the magneto-
pause to move inward (Aubry et al., 1970). Figur e .5 shows this effect in the
motion of the polar cusp (Butch, 1972). However, in this process the magneto-
sphere does not change size so much as it does shape. The dayside magneto-
sphere loses magr,etic flux which enters the polar cap and hence resIJ:s in
the magnetotail. The convection across the polar cap causes field ,_ned
current systems to arise which close in the polar cap. Asyn_netries may arise
in the flow a:rosz the polar cap, or equlvalently the electric field and the

currents, depending on the sign and magnitude of the Interplanetary eastwest
component of the interplanetary magnetlc field (Heppner, 1972).

At lower latitudes the electrlc field is also found to be controlled by
the IHF. Horwltz et al. (1978) using the Chatanlka radar found that convection

in the F-layer from I = 63 o to 68o was proportional to the Bz component of the
1MF. At the highest latitudes _his response was slmultaneous with the IHF

change but at the lowest an =30 mlnute delay was observed. Blanc (1978) has
studied the field penetration to even lower latitudes with the Saint-Santin
radar (I = 47o). Quiet tIJne east-west drift velocitles of increased from
10 m/s to _100 m/sec within 30 min after Bz turned so_ithward. Est_ates of

the convected flux returned to the dayside correlate quite well with the ap-
plied potentlal or mecglble flux in the solar wlnd as shown in Figur_ 6
(Holzer and Slavin, 1979). These measurements are consistent with the studies

of injection into the partial ring current (Clauer and HcPherron, 1979) and

the ring current (Burton et al., 1975) who showed that injection was propor-
tional to the southward Bz and the solar wind velocity.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the esttnmted returned magnetic flux as a function
of the applied flux (Holzer and Slavln, 1979). ;"

Since flux eroded from the dayside magnetosphere Bust pass across the
polar cap to get to the night time magnetosphere, we would expect that the ::
polar cap currents, which respond to the stresses imposed on the ionosphere +,
by the flowing plasma at high altitudes, would be quite responsive to the
interplanetary magnetic and/or electric field. Not only is there flow across
the polar cap, but there are also changes in size o_ the polar cap as the Im-
balances develop between dayside and nlghtside reconnectlon. No attempt has
been made to predlct the size of the polar cap and test this prediction against
auroral photos. Ilowever, an equlvalent study of predicting the flux in the
tall and comparing with the observed fleld strength has been performed suc-
cessfully ($1avln and Xolzer, 1979) as illustrated in FIKure 7.

K

_lq i I + I I i i n

15001600ITO0 BOO19002000P.IO022002,klO2400
UT 8/9/68

Figure 7. Predicted flux in the geomagnetic tail compared _ttth the observed
flux density using measured upstream solar wind conditions (Slavtn and
Holzer, 1979).
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The polar cap equivalent current system is basically a double cell system

called S_ (Nagata and K)kubun, 1962). By comparing chls current system with
the IMF one finds that the polar cap current has an IMF dependent and an IMF

independent part. The IMF dependent part is expected to have east-west asym-

metries controlled by _:heBy component of the interplanetary magnetic field.
Convection should also be away from the sun unless the IMF Is northward under
which conditions merging could occur tailward of the cusp and cause sunward

convection (Russell, 1972). Such effects have been observed (Frlls-Chrlstensen

and WilhJelm, 1975; Fhezawa, 1976; Mishin, 1979). An attempt to predict such

behavior In terms of a simple merging model in which merging takes place on

the dayslde only at places in which the magnetosheath and magnetospheric are

antiparailel has bee,_made by Crooker (.1979). Thls model has be_n compared I
to the observations by Friis-Chrlstensen (1979) and found to be in very good J

agreement.

4. PREDICTIVE TECHNIQUES FOR GEOMAGNETIC INDICES

Geomagnetic indices are numbers which are designed to quantify the state

of geomag_etlc activity at a particular time. A description of the most com-

monly used indices is given as an appendix. There are high latitude indices I

such as Kp, Ap, aa, am, etc. which respond to auroral activity and distant !
magnetospherlc currents and there is the low latitude Dat J-iex which responds

principally to t_e strength of the rlng current or equival_ntly the energy
store/ In the radiation belts. If we can predict the magnitude of these

indices then we feel we have at least an empirical understanding of the energy

input to the mag,tetosphere. Furthermore, forecasts of the indices would

permit users to plan programs or actions which take Into account the expected

level of geomagnetic activity.

500/----'F_--_ i I ,
I

k

_N v • 3oo- 6ooIlnlt,-

30O

101 I.,. ... . _ ,
OL- I I \ "*1 L__
-6 -4 -2 0 2 _,
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Figure 8. Normalized AL index as a functlcn of the southwerd magnetic fleld.
Negative values denote periods when interplanetary field was southward;
positive values when it was northward (Murayama, 1979).
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Figure 9. Injection rate into the tins current as a function of the solar

wlnd dawn-dusk electr!c field, VBz (_urton et al., 1975).

The AE index is the sum of the AU index and the AL index. Since statis-
tical studies show these two indices appear to respond differently to the
solar wind, ve rill treat them separately. As shown In Figure 8 for AL these
indices appear to be linearly proportional to the southward field wlth little
or no response for northward fields (Hurayama, 1979; Maesawa, 1979) and not
to B2V sin 4 (0/2) hypothesized by Perreault (1976) and Akasofu (1978). Thls
half-wave rectifier model has also been shown to be useful to predict Dst
(Burton et at., 1975) as illustrated by Figure 9 and flux transport within
the magnetosphere (Holzer and Slavln, 1078). The AL also Is proportional to
V2 as shown in Figure i0 (F_rayama, 1979; Haezava, 1979a). A s_mllar result
was found for Ap (Garrett et al.. 1974; Crooker et at., 1977). The AU _ndex
I¢ related to V rather than V2 _aezawa, 1979a). Both AU and AL seem to de-
pend to some extent on the vari_ _ce of the interplanetary fleld and the solar
vlnd density (Garrett, 1974; Haezawa, 1979b). Thls effect is particularly
important during periods of northward interplanetary magnetic £ield (Maezawa,
1979b). One 8urprlelng result of the study of AL is that it "_aturates" at
about 500 Sanmms and is no longer llnearly proportional to BsV_ (Haezawa,
1979a). Th_.s could be due to the station dlstributlon not beins optlmum dur-
ins very disturbed conditions.

The Dst index can be predicted frJm the solar wind electric ££eld allow-
ins for the decay of energy from the rlng =urrent (Burton et al., 1975). In
this model the half-wave rectifier model for the interaction was shown to be
most appropr'_ate and a linear dependance on V was assumed. _hether V2 would
improve t_,_ model was not tested.
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Yigure 10, Dependence of various geomagnetic lndtces on the solar wind
velocity (Haezawa, 1979).

As mentioned above Ap has been shown to be dependent on Bs V2. This has
been confirmed for am by Maezawa (1979a) (see figure 10) and for aa by Feyrunan
and Crooke_- (1978). The dependence of the midlatttude indices on density
(Maezawa, 1979a) arid on the variance of the interplanetary magnetic field
(Garrett et al., 1974) is weak; however, it is more marked than that of the
high latitude indices.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

Although hlstorlcally seormgnetlc indices "have been incorporated in many

models predicting magnetospherlc and ionospheric conditions, we now have the

abillty to characterize the state of the magnetosphere by more basic para-
meters. It is with this goal in mind that we recommend below the monitoring

of a basic set of magnetospherlc and interplanetary parameters that should

significantly improve our forecasts. Tn some areas further study is recom-

mended. This further study includes the investigation of possible future

diagnostic techniques and basic research so that we understand the underlying

physical mechanisms behind our present _x_perfect empirical knowledge. Finally,

we recommend the continual computation, new computation, and in some cases

tests of several solar and geophysical indices which will improve our

predictive capabilities.

1980016185-370



5. i Spacecraft Measurements

a. Continuous In-sltu measurements of the solar wind veloclty number
density and interplanetary magnetic field direction are required for near
term geomasnetlc forecasts. These measurements should be aw, llable in real

time and should be taken as close to the earth-sun ilne as posslble and pref-
erably at a fixed distance from the earth such as at the fo1._ard llbratlon

point.

b. Since the -mgnetosphere responds to short time scale features (_1/2

hour) in the interplanetary field and since these features may have _;hort
coherence lengths in the solar wind we further reco_end magnetic fi_ld mea-
surelents on a oertes of spacecraft in 20-40 Ke geocentric orbit. These
measurements will improve the accuracy of forecast of small to moderate dis-
turhancea, and should be available to forecasters in real time.

c. Since geo_a_netic effects are first felt in the polac cap it is recom-
mended that low altitude polar satellites be ,,sed to monitor the size of the

polar cap, the width of the auroral oval, _nd the potential drop across the
polar cap using measurements of particle fluxes, electric currents, and
electric fields.

d. Historically auroral monito'.-ln8 from the ground has provided retro-
spective information on the stage of substorm development. Spacecraft now
can image an entire auroral oval from high apogee earth orbit. We recommend
that such imaging systems be pursued and provide real time data to enable
forecasts _o follow _he development of substorms.

e. Three dimensional pitch-angle measurements of E > 30 key electrons at

synchronous orbit have shown their usefulness in predicting subst_rm occur-
rence. It is recommended that these data be made available in ce_l time
forecasters.

f. Present moaiCoring of the magnetic f_eld at synchronous orbit by the
SMS an6 GOES spacecraft has been impaired by the close proximity of the sen-
sors to the spacecraft. We recommend that these sensors be so situated on

future spacecraft that the full potential of these sensors for prediction
purposes be realized.

g. Interplanetary scintillation measurements have not reached their full

predictive potential because of the limited number of stations in operation

around the world. New stations suitably placed would improve this situation.

h. As an aid in assessing the utility of coronal hole monitoring as a

predictor of solar wind streams we urge the continuance of optical monitoring
of the sun at 10830 _ at least until full disk X-ray images from space
become available.
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5.2 Ground-Based Measuranents

a. Curre,Cly, ground-based measurements (e.g. magnetlc, etc.) also play
a very important role in providing synoptic data which can be used for pre-

dictive purposes. We recounnend that the quality and quantity of key ground-

based measurements continue co be maintained, and improved if possible. (See
reco,unendatlon (d) on Indices).

b. We recounnend that new and better ways of collecting, using and dis-

trlbutlng this data continue to be evolved.

c. The scientific results from new research faciiltless such as the Ills

North American Magnetometer Network, should be examined to see if they give

clues co new indices or parameters which mlght eventually provide mor_ effec-

tive predictions.

5.3 Future Studies

a. Present research has shown Chat seomaSnetlc activity depends on the

solar wind velocity density and the interplanetary maBneClc field. W_erecom-

mend continued study of this dependence to quantify the functlona.[ d_,.ipend#_ce
of the various magnetospherlc processes on these parameters.

b. In view of the crucial role the geomagnetic tail plays in 8eo_g_etic
activity we urge the continued study of the tail and its respons_ to r_olar
wind parameters.

c. Pc 3, 4 _agnetic pulsations are highly correlated with interplauetary
conditions but are not yet understood well enough to be used for diasno,stic
purposes. We recommend continued study of these pulsations co assess ".|_e£r
diasnostlc capabil] ty.

d. _ilometric radiation appears to be a sensitive indicator of the
strength of auroral current systems. We urge that the diagnostic capability
of kllometric radiation be assessed as its observation might provide a useful
remote monitor of the auroral electroJet.

5.4 Indices

a. In view of the long history of the use o*' the Zurich sunspot number
in geomagnetic studies we urge its continuance. The great s_rength of this
data is that it forms a commensurate series.

b. The Comprehensive Flare Index has been shown to enhance significantly
our ability Co forcast geomagnetic activity, i;. recommend that It be routine-
ly calculated in real time for all major flares.
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c. The indices ap, am are apparently redundant. The relationships between
them should be studied by the appropriate international body and one of them
phased out. The better index should continue to be produced in a timely man-
ner. A two station type aa index is simple to produce and may be useful in
predictive applications.

d. The auroral electroJet indices AE, AU, and _ have sho_u great useful-
ness in retrospective studies of geomagnetic acti'_it], but the deiay in their
preparat&on is unacceptably great, and the number av / location of _.he stations
limits their utility. We recommend that countries _neath the auroral oval
insure continued monitoring of magnetic variations at auroral latitudes, in-
stall new sites where necessary for optimum statiol: spacing, install digital
recording and transfer data to the WDCts as rapidly ._s possible. Further we
urge increased efforts to produce these indices on a _nore timely basis. Po-
tential index applications for predictive uses might be met by prompt prelim-
inary AE indices from a reduced networl:.

e. Dsta presently exist from several sources from which an index of polar
size and auroral zone width might be obtained retrospectively. We urge that
such indices be created and _ested as indicators of the state of the magneto-
sphere and predictors of future conditions. These data should also be pro-
vided in real time to forecasters.

f. Data presently exist from which the hourly suummtions of southward
magnetic fiold might be obtained. We recommend that such an index be prepared
and issued L_ a form similar to the NSSDC Interplanetary Kagnetic Field Data
Book. We further recommend that data books containing the interplanetary
magnetic field in solar magnetospheric coordinate and the solar wind number
density and velocity be brought up to date and continue to be produced.

g. The ability to predict geomagnetic disturbances based on the 27-day
recurrence of solar wind st_-eams varies strongly across the solar cycle and
from cycle to cycle. As an aid to planning a daily recurrertce index should be
deve.l.cped and made available in real time.

._,. Development of indices giving a global measure of the level of daytime
pul3ation activity in t_e Pc 3, 4 period range would serve both to advance
the investigation of magnetospheric waves and to establish a quantitative
basis for testing and improving the predictive capacity of pulsation observe-
tions. We recommend that such efforts be undertaken.
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ON THE PREDICTION OF MAGNETOSPHERIC CONFIGURATION
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A simple model of magnetic flux transfer is reviewed along with

recently reported empirical expressions for flux transfer rates based

upol. the auroral AL index and the eastward component of the interplan-
etary electric field. It is shown that the magnitude of the time in-

tegral of the AL index over isolated intervals of geomagnetic disturb-
ance can be predicted from the observed flux of southward interplane-

tary magnetic field lines incident on the fr t of the magnetosphere.

Difficulties in the quantitative prediction o_ substorm onset time

and intensity are discussed add a magnetospheric stress index based

on both solar wind and ground based observations is proposed for this
purpose. Finally, caveats concerning the use of both the AL index

and interplanetary medium data in predicting the response of the mag-

netosphere to solar wind conditions are considered, r

Introduction

On time scales of minutes to days the configuration of the magnetosphere

has been found to be variable with changes in solar wind stand-off distance,
polar cusp latitude, polar cap area, magnetotail diameter and fields, and

other features being correlated with both interplanetary conditions and geo-

magnetic activity (Burch, 1974). The ability to predict magnetospheric con-
figuration from interplanetary and ground based observations is of particular

interest in the formulation of dynamic models of the magnetosphere, an import-
ant step toward making _uantitative solar-terrestrial forecasts. When theg

interplanetary magnetic field, or IMF, is southward, the rate of energy trans-

fer from the solar wind to the magnetosphere is enhanced due to merging be-
tween the geomagnetic and solar wind magnetic fields (Dungey, 1961). Part of

this energy is eventually dissipated in the ionosphere by particle precipita-

tion and Joule heating due to magnetosphericly driven ionospheric curreq_s

associated with steady convection, substorms, and storms (Atkinson, 1967; Per-
reault, 1974) while the remaining energy flows down the tail to be returned

to the solar wind. Accordingly, it may be possible to predict energy input

to the magnetosphere from solar wind data and energy dissipation from groumd
magnetometer observations (e.g. Siscoe and Crooker, 1974; Burton et al, 1975).

As these two energy rates will not always balance at any given time due to the
variability of interplanetary conditions, the finite response time of the
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magnetosphere to these changes, and the sporadic nature of substorms, the

energy "state" of the magnetosphere changes with time. In the absence of

large storm time ring currents this energy is to first order magnetic (Caan

et al, 1973) with higher energy states corresponding to greater distortions

of the earth's dipole field by increasing the amount of open flux in the tall
(Russell and McPherron, 1973). For this reason it has been found most conven-

ient to study changes in the state or configuration of the magnetosphere in

terms of magnetic flux transfer (Levy et al, 1964; Russell, 1972; Burch, 1973).

In this paper the observed effects of magnetic flux transfer are briefly

reviewed. Empirical relationships for the rates of flux transfer are examined
for the purposes of predicting the time integrated magnitude of the AL in@ex

from solar wind observations. In addition, a magnetospheric stress index

based on these empirical expressions for flux transfer is proposed for makin_

short term predictions of substorm activity.

Magnetic Flux Transfer

Net transfers of magnetic flux between the "closed" and "open" portions

of the magnetosphere have been inferred from changes in the position of the

forward magnetopause (Aubry et al, 1970; Holzer and Slavin, 1978a), varia-

tions in the size of the polar cap and cusp latitude (Burch, 1973; Akasofu

and Kamlde, 1976), observations of the tail magnetic field structure (Cain

et al, 1973; Maezawa, 1975), and most recently by the in situ identifica-
tion with ISEE ] & 2 magnetometer data of reconnected flux tubes being

swept tailward (Russell and Elphic, 1978). Based on these observations it

has also been found that the magnetosphere possesses a minimum energy, ,>r

ground, state into which it relaxes during extended intervals of northward J

I_ (Akasofu and Kamide, 1976; Holzer and Slavin, 1978a).

The rate of erosion (i.e. the transfer of flux to the magnetotail_ is

controll_d largely by solar wind conditions while the rate of flux return

from the tall is determined b_ magnetospherlc processes. Net transfers of
flux, A_, result from imbalances between the two rates of transfer

where 6_ e and $_r represent the total flux eroded and returned, respective-
ly, in a given interval of time (Coronlti and Kennel, 1973; Holzer ard Reid,

1975). When the flux being eroded exceeds that being returned, a cot_trac-

tion of the dayslde magnetosphere takes place with the equilibrium position
located nearer to the earth than in the case of a ground state copri:uratlon.

During intervals with return exceeding erosion, the magnetopause is _isplac-
ed outward toward its uneroded position. Under certain favorable circum-

stances these expansions and contractions are observed by satellites as

multiple ma_netopause crossings from which the net flux transfer ca_ be

calculated (Aubry et al, 1970). Solar wind dynamic pressure and/or magne-

tic field intensity Just inside the magnetopuase is used to separat_ the

effects of compressions er rarefactions due to changes in external [ressure

from contractions and expansions resulting from alterations in confJgura-
tlon. Nine expansion and ten contraction events were found in 1968-.90go 5

data by Holzer and S[avln (1978a) for which A_ was inferred and the separate

contributions of erosion and return identified (Holzer and Slavin, _978b).

The flux returned was found to be correlated with the time integral of the
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AL _ndex (Allen et al, 1968,1969) over the tm_poral extent of the event

6_r=l.lxl012 S ALdt(_-min) + 4.0x1015 Mx (2)

or in differential form

d_r/dt=l.lxlOl2AL Mx/min (3)

where AL is taken to be a positive quantity measured in gammas (Holzer and

Slavln, 19785). This empirical relationship suggests that the maximum current

density in the westward electrojet is proportional to the rate of return of

flux from the tail. Such a finding Is consistent with the various current
dlssruptlonmodels of tall relaxation initiated by Atklnson (1967). It was

also found by Holzer and Slavln (19785) that the flux eroded was proportional

to the flux of southward IMF impinging on the forward magnetosphere as would

be expected from magnetic merging models (Levy et al, 1964)
i

d_e/dt=O.2d_ap/dt (4)

where the applied flux of southward IMF, _ap' is

-V Wdt (5)_ap= z sw

In this expression the width of the magnetosphere is taken to be 30R , V

is the solar wind velocity, and B; is the southward component of theeIMFS_s

determined from six minute, or shorter, averages of Bz in GSM coordinates.
The more common use of hourly averages of Bz in studies such as these can

seriously underestimate _ap in so far as the IMF north-south polarity often
changes with a frequency on the order of minutes (Holzer and Slavin, 1978b,c).

! /
% _J(_r=O.18(_op* 1,6xI016Mx

21 • % . • . Correlotioncoefficient=0.94

_,, I I I I I

0 I0 20 30 40 50 60

(_ap (IOrr Mx)

Fig. I. The flux returned in each isolated event as inferred

from the AL index and eq. 2 is plotted against the applied flux
of southward interplanetary magnetic field.
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The finding that the magnetosphere has a ground state is of some interest

in that temporally isolated periodlof geomagnetic activity will begln and end
with the magnetosphere in this mlnlmum energy configuration. Accordingly,

this requires the total flux eroded and returned over the isolated interval
to be equal. The flux returned as inferred from the AL index and equation (2)

: should then be proportional to _ap with a coefficient of 0.2±0.1. Holzer _nd
Slavin (1978b,c) have identified approximately I00 such isolated intervals in
the first several months _[ 1967 and 1969 when satellite observations of the

interplanetary medium were readily available. Figure i plots 6_r versus _ap
for the 56 periods between I/I and 3/31 of 1969. When more than one satel!_re

was recording in the solar wind the average value of the applied flux is uoed.

As shown the erosion efflci_ncy is 18% and the correlation coefficient is 94%.
The other periods considered with other spacecraft produced similar results.

Hence, it is concluded that at least on a statistical basis geomagnetic activ-

ity as observed with the AL index can be predicted from interplanetary observa-
tions. Burton et al (1975) found this also to be the case for activity observ-
ed with the mld-latltude Dst index.

Magnetospheric Stress Index

While the existence of the magnetospheric ground state enables the AL in-

dex to be quantitatively predicted on tlme scales of hours, forecasts on short-

er time scales are not yet accurate due to a lack of understanding of magneto-

spheric processes such as substorm triggering (e.g. Kokubun et al, 1977). On

both observational and theoretical grounds it has been found that substorm on-

set and intensity are related to both external solar wind conditiot_s and pre-

vious magnetospheric activity (McPherron, 1972; Butch, 1972, Coroni_i and
Kennel, 1972). Slavin and Holzer (1978) have used the previously discussed

, relations for flux transfer rates to predict tail lobe flux during an inter-

val of substorm activity when Ogo 5 was inbound Jn the tall near the noon-

midnight meridian at XGSM = -16 to -10Re. In Figure 2 the upper plot dis-

plays the observed lobe flux, _L , assumed to be _BxGsMR _ with the tail radius
constant at 20Re. While the position of the tall boundary and hence the mag-
netic fields are known to he variable (Maezawa, 1975), the error involved in

assuming static cylindrical geometry for the near earth tall is not expected

to be large. Substorm onset times determined from ground based magnetometers

by Pytte and West (1978) are shown as solid vertical lines. It must also be
noted that the sudden drop in _L following the onset of each substorm is

diamagnetic in nature due to the expansion of the plasma sheet over the satel-

lite (Russell et al, 1971). Accordingly, the intervals when particle data

indicate that Ogo 5 was in the plasma sheet will not be considered, _1705
to _ 1800 and _2015 to "_2230. Displayed in the lower plot is the predic-
ted lobe flux from net flux transfers c_Iculated from the AL index, Explore_

34 observations of the interplanetary medium, and equations (3) and (4) in

12 minute averages with the initial value of SL set equal to that observed
by Ogo 5 at 1500. In addition, as equations (3) and (4) apply to the for-

ward magnetosphere a 24 minute shift of the predicted flux toward earlier

times has been made to allow for transfer to the tail (e.g. Rostoker et al,

1972), The agreement between observation and prediction is good considering

the simple model assumed. Further study of the usefulness of this method of

predictin_ tall lobe flux in the absence of in situ data is continuing at
this time.
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Fig. 2. The upper plot displays the tail flux calculated
from Ogo 5 magnetic observations in the magnetotall while _,
lower plot depicts the flux predicted from the interplanetary
and ground data.

Due to the association between substorm occurrence and intensity and the
net transfer of flux to the magnetotall (Caan et el, 1977, 1978) it may be

desirable for predictive purposes to create a magnetospheric stress index

indicative of the net flux transfer occurring. Based oe equations (3) and

(4) we propose an hourly index, T to T+60 min, _

I d_ d_
MS(T,T+6Omin)= (_e - _--_r)a-'t

f T+4Omin

= _(aVswB; - hAL)dr (6)
"T-2Omin

where solar wind velocity _ measured in km/sec, B- in y's, AL in positive

y's, a-2.3x10 II , b=l.lxl0 Iz , and time in minutes_ Positive values of MS

such as 1500 to 1700, 1800 to 2000, and 210o to 2300 in Figure 2 correspond

to enhancements of tail stress while negative MS values as is the case for

1700 to 1800, 2000 to 2100, and 2300 to 2400 correspond to a relaxation of

the tail predominantly through the substorm process in this example. Recent-
ly, particle pitch angle distributions have been used for similar purposes

by Pytte and West (1978), West et al (1978), and Baker et al (1978). Both

approaches are likely to produce useful substorm diagnostics both for pre-

dictive and research purposes.

Measurement of @ and AL
ap

All methods of predicting magnetos!,heric parameters from interplanetary

data must ultimately 9epend to some extent on the ability to quantitatively

assess conditions both within and without the magnetosphere with some degree
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of precision. In this paper it has been V , B_, and the westward electroJetsv
that are considered. Solar wind velocity measured slmultm,eously by more

than one near earth satellite does not usually differ greatly and solar wind
dynamic pressure from these satellltes can be used as an excellent predictor

of uneroded magnetopause position (Fairfield, 1971; Holzer and Slavin, 1978a).

However, the observed values of Bz can vary greatly among even satellites
separated by only tens of earth radii and hence may not be unlformover the

front of the magnetosphere (e.g. Perreault and Kamide, 1978; Pytte, 1978).

Figure 3 plots _...inferred from Explorer 35 observations against those from
cAv

Neos I for the 19 out of the 56 points in Figure 1 when both satellites were
making observations in the solar wind. In the individual cases the values of

B_ measured differ greatly and in a manner that is random and cannot be at-

tributed magnetometer offsets. The correlation coefficient is a low 71% for

dependence of the applied flux measured at one satellite on that observed at

the other. For this reason ISEE 3 data gathered from a halo orbit about a

lagrangian point 250Re upstream shc,zldbe compared with observations made by
earth orbiting satellites and geomagnetic activity to assess its usefulness

in inferring the magnetospherlc boundary conditions. Such a study is partic-

ularly timely in view of the anticipated role of an interplanetary laboratory

satell_te in an ISEE 3 type orbit as part of the proposed "OPEN" mission
(Cauffman, 1978).

40

_O

30

2
20

....t/..I0

,rs'.
I , I I

0 I0 20 30
_op (IOIZMx) Heos I

Fig. 3. For each of the 19 events from the first figure
that had data available from both Explorer 35 and Heos I the

applied flux seen at one is plotted against that observed at
the other.
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The AL index was first introduced by Davis and Suglura _966) as a mea- !
sure of the maxlmumwestward electroJet current density as a function of time • f
Ideally, a large number of observing stations over a wide range in both lati-
tude and longitude would be used for this purpose. In practice, the auroral

indices are calculated from data provided by ii stations located from about

60° to 70° in geomagnetic latitude and nonuniformily distributed in longitude.

As the position of the electrojets in variable to the extent that they are not
always near one of these observatories the AL index does not always fulfill

its intended purpose (e.g. Holzer and Slavin, 19781)). Further discussion of

the characteristics and uses of this index can be found in Rostoker (1972),

Garrett (1973), Perreault (1974), and Kamide (1978).

Conclusions

I

At this time the prediction of both magnetospherlc configuration and

activity is limited by the means avai)able to observe interplanetary condi-
tions and the magnetospheric response. However, it is clear that on a sta-

tistical basis both long and short term forecasts can now be made with some

degree of confidence. Future advances will depe_d in part on the creation i

of quantitative nonstatic models of the magnetosphere which are functions
of the solar wind conditions.
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THE MAGNETOSPHERICELECTRIC FIELD AND CONVECTIVE PROCESSES

AS DIAGNOSTICS OF THE IH_ _'D SOLAR WIND

Stanley M. Kaye

Department of Earth and Space Sciences
and

Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, University of California
Los Angeles, California 30024 U.S.A.

The convection electric field in the _quatorial plane is a poorly

determined magnetospheric feature due to the high degree of

difficulty in measuring its rather low, typically<l_, magnitude.
Consequently, it is a poor diagnostic of solar wind and IMF
conditions. However, indirect measurements of the convection field

as well as direct or indirect measurement3 of the ionospheric

electric field provide a means to at least monitor qualitatively

solar wind processes. For instance, asymmetries in the ionospheric

electric field and ionospheric Hall currents over the polar cap

reflect the solar wind senior polarity. A stronger electric field,
and thus convective flow, is found on the side of the polar cap ahere

the y component of the IMF is parallel to the y component of the

geomagnetic field. Additionally, the magnitude of the electric field
and convective processes at low altitudes and in space increases with

increasing southward B7 and/or solar wind velocity, and thus may
indicate the arrival aT earth of an interaction reglon in the solar

wind. It is apparent that processes associated with the convection

electric field may be used to predict large-zcale features _n the

solar wind: however, with onr present empirical knowledge it is not

posslblt to make quantltat_ve predictions of individual solar wind
or IMF parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of limitations in instrument sensitivity, efforts to measure di-

rectly the earth's electric field have been most successf_l at low altitudes

where typical field magnitudes lie in the range i0 to 60_, _nd least
successful in space where the intensities are typically < 1 mv Furthermore,

the mapping of the electric field from low altitudes into th_ magnetosphere is
complicated by our not yet being able to predict where, when, and how large a

potential drop parallel to the magnetic field will exist. Consequently, we

have a very poor empirical picture of the convection electric field in the

equatorial magnetosphere.
It would therefore seem rather implausible to use the convection electric

field as a diagnostic of the solar wind and interplanetary magneci_ field (IMF)
unless there are effects associated with the convection field which are

measurable and which can yielC the desired _nformatlon. Fortunately such
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featuLes exist. Although not a one-to-one mapping of _he convection field, the _

Ionospheri_ electric field reflects its gross changes in magnitude and

direction. These ionospheric fields may be measured directly by _ateilites,
balloons, and rockets, and indirectly by _adar measured drift velocities or

ground magnetic perturbation_ caused by convection induced ionospheric and ._

magnetospheric currents.
These techniques give us a way to infer the nature and magnitude of the

convection field; we might now ask what aspects of the solar wind and IMI .°v

, be monitored with the magnetospherlc information. This question necessa_'ily
implies a causal relation between the interplanetary medium and magnetosphere,

and to answer it requires some understanding of the interplanetary-magn_t_-

spheric coupling mechanism. It is therefore worthwhile to briefly con,.;.,'er

two possible coupling mechanisms. f

In the open model of the ,_L_gnetosphere(Dungey, ].961; Coleman, 1971) we I

find a direct coupling between g_omagn_tic and _.nterplanetary field lines _=
within some spatially limited re_i_p. _n this model, the convection electric

field is proportional to the dawn-du_k component of the interpla,letary _-

electric fleld_(IEF), with the IEF in the collisionless solar wind plasma

given by E = -V x B where V is the solar wind velocity and B is the totalS_ SW
interplanetary magnetic field vector. A southward component of the IMF gives
rise to a dawn-dusk directed component of the IEF. Furthermore, where the

IMF couples to the geomagnetic field may be influenced by the B component of

the IMF (B > 0 indicating a dawn-dusk directed componentS, andYthus

asymmetrie_ in _._netospherlc_ convective flow may result if B # 0.
On the other hand, the IMF dependence is not present in _he closed model

of the magnetosphere (Axford and Hines, 1951) in which the geomagnetic field

is completely detached from the IMF. Here, the magnetospherlc convection i
field still depends on the momentum transfer from solar wind to magnetosphere,

and in a frictional drag model a greater transfer of momentum comes about with

increased solar wind velocity.

So the convection field may depend on both the IMF and solar wind
velocity; the natural question to ask, ther, is whether any particular IMF

and/or velocity characteristics are associated with macroscopic solar wind

structures. Clearly, the answer is yes, with the most prominent feature being

the solar wind sector structure whlch controls the polarity of B . We find

that dawn-dusk asymmetries in convective processes over the pola_ cap depend

very strongly on the magnitude and dlreetion of B , and therefore these

asymmetries may be used to infer sector polarlty, y In a recent study, Rosenberg

and Coleman (1978) showed that for the current dlpolar-solar cycle large

southward BZ and enhanced solar wind velocity are characteristic of the leading
edge of a s_lar wind interaction region, a region of interaction between solar
wind low and high velocity streams. The enhancement of magnetospberic

convectJ.on processes may therefore indicate the arrival at earth of such a

region. As we shall see, however_ we are not yet at the stege where we can use

magnetospheric convection to infer microscopic characteristics (i.e.,

magnitudes of the individual parameters) of the solar wind.
Now that we have some f=undatloiL of _mowlng the types of solar wind

structures and parameters that can be monitored by the convection field, and
how the convection field itself can be monitored, we turn to the observations.

I have structured this report in the format o¢ a review paper slnce _me

indication of the empirical relation between convection processes and

ircerplanetary conditions may be derived from previously published work_
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Studies concerning the relation of the convection electric field and

convection processes fall into two main categories; those performed at high

latitudes (polar cap), and those done at low _atitudes (auroral zone and

below). These categories may be subdivided into types of studies (i.e.,
direct electric field measurement vs. inference of electric field from

measurements of plasma drifts, ground magnetic perturbation, particle

intensities, or auroral forms). I have adopted such a classification scheme
for th_ 'report. Since I have concentrated on reporting the more recent work

on the interplanetary-convection electric field relation, I refer the reader to

the work of Nishida (1975), Fairfield (1977), and Stern (1978) for a more

comprehensive review of electric field measurements.

2. HIGH LATITUDE MEASUREMENTS (POLAR CAP)

At high l_tltudes direct electric field measurements were obtained by both

satellites ahd balloons. Heppner (1972a,b) studied the convection electric

field from measurements taken aboard the iow-altltude (_ 400 km) polar-orbitlng

OGO-6 satellite. In the former paper Heppner found the polar cap electric

field to be directed dawn-dusk for all levels of geomagnetic actlvity, and in

the latter paper he showed that _he polar cap field exhibited a strong system-

" atic variation in the dawn-dusk meridian which depended on B . Heppner found

a stronger electric field, or equivalently faster convectlon_ on the side of
the polar cap where the y component of the IMF was parallel to the y component

of the geomagnetic field. To be specific, he found that the electric field in

the northern polar cap was stronger at dawn (dusk) for B > 0 (By < 0) and
found the opposite behavior in the southern polar cap. Y

Measurements obtained f.om balloons launched at geomagnetic latitudes

from % = 78° to % = 87° (Mozer et al., 1974) supported the B related dawn-dusk

asymmetry of the polar cap convection electric field magnitude. Mozer et al.

further determined an empirical relation between the magnitude of the average

polar cap elec%ric field and B , the north-south component of the IMFo They
found that E(TM) = 22 - 3B_(y)Zwhere E > 0 indicates a dawn-dusk directed

m
convection field. A notable feature of this relation is the antl-sunward

conv_ction over the polar cap even in the presence of northward B (B > 0).

Mozer noted that the potential drop across the polar cap for B =Zo i_ _ 60 kV,

a value commensurate with the Heppner (1972a) measurements during times of

little geomagnetic activity.
In more recent balloon-borne electric field measurements D'Angelo et al.

(1976) studied the reAation between the magnltude of the polar cap convection

f_ela ard the earth's position within the solar sector structure. As the

sector boundary passed the earth, the convection field increased by a factor of

2 to 3 from its pre-boundary passage value; the magnitude then decreased
throughout the remainder of the sector. Bahnsen and D'Angelo (1976) found

similar behavior in the IEF. Here, the IEF increased by a factor of 3 to 6 at

the sector boundary (to a value of 3 to 6 mV/m), and they observed the increase

at all sector bouadaries regardless of whether the transition was from toward

to away or vice-versa. Bahnsen and D'Angelo further showed the IEF variation

to be due both to variations in the solar wind velocity and IMF.

Ground magnetic perturbations and the corresponding equiva±ent cu_ent

systems have been extensively used to study convection and the driving

electric field at high latitudes. Using this technique, Frlis-Chrlstensen and
Wil_helm (1975) determined that the circumpolar circulation in the northern
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polar cap was eastward (westward) for B. > 0 (B_ < 0). In a comprehensive
study of polar cap magnetograms, Maezaw_ (1976)Yfound that strong convection

in the northern hemisphere shifted towards dawn (dusk) for B > 27 (B < -2_),

but found no asymmetry for IB,I < 2y. Nishida (1975) pointe_ out tha_ the
circulation pattern found by _riis-Christensen and WilJhelm (1975) would be

observed when the average convection pattern (By O) was shifted towards dawn
(dusk) for B > 0 (B < 0).

MaezawaY(1976) _dditionally studied the relation between H _ (the.verK
ground magnetic perturbation along the ambient field produced by ionospheric

Hall currents) and B_. Here, the magnitude of the Hall currents directly

reflects themagnitu_e of the convective flow. For B < O, H _ respondedz verE
linearly to an increase in IB I in a manner consistent with increasing anti-Z

sunward convection over the polar cap with increasing southward Bz. The dry-
side magnecospherlc response occurred from 0 to 30 min. after the change in

B . For B <-17, Maezawa also noted a linear relation between H rt and solar
wlnd velocity, with increasing anti-sunward convection corresponding to larger

. solar wind velocities. The unusual observation in Maezawa's study was the

observed linear response between H and B for B > O, but here with the ive E z
H _ perturbation indicating sunwar_ convection over the central polar cap.
verE --

He suggested that reconnection between the northward IMF and lo_e magnetic

field on the tail magnetopause could account for such an observation. This

suggestion was first put forward by Dungey (1961).

Using data from the low altitude p_lar-orbiting DMSP-32 satellite, Meng

et al. (1977) correlated the direction cf the dawn-dusk intensity gradient of

low energy (200 eV) electrons in the polar cap with the direction of B . In 79

of 88 passes they found a factor of 2 to 5 particle flux increase whic_ was
directed dusk-dawn (dawn-dusk) over the northern (southern) polar cap for

B > O, and an oppositely directed decrease over the respective polar cap for

By < 0. Meng et el. noted that the higher electron fluxes occurred on the side

o_ the polar cap at which a stronger convection field was expected, and

suggested that the flux gradient coulo result from non-uniform entry of

electrons into the polar cap region
D'Angelo and Oleson (1975) inferred the convection field magnitude in the

polar cap from the occurrence of the "slant E condition" (SEC) over Godhavn,

Greenland. SEC, caused by the Farley-Buneman instability in which the

relative drift velocity between the electron and ion populations in the E-reglon

exceeds the local sound speed, maximized within the first three days after a

sector boundary passed the earth, and subsequently decreased with time towards

the end of the sector. In this manner the frequency of SEC occurrence

correlates well with the variation in the magnitude of the convection flr%d

reported by D'Angelo et el. (1976). Also similar to the electric field

variation was equivalent frequency of occurrence of SEC regardless of whether
the sector was towards or away. However, D'Angelo and Oleson (1975) uoLed that

no SEC occurred for V < 350 to 400 km/sec. According to their calculations,
SW --

_he electric field near the magnetopause corresponding to V _ 400 km/sec.

maps to an E-reglon electric field of _ 20 my. The authorsS_ote that this

electric field value is near the thre=hold _alue for the Farley-Buneman

instability to occur. That there is a direct empirical relation between the

solar wind velocity and the magnitude of the convection electric field was
first demonstrated by Vasyllunas (1968).
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3. LOW LATITUDE MEASUREMENTS (BELOW POLAR CAP)

At lower latitudes the ccr_vectlon electric is found to respond to changes
in the solar wind and IMF in much the same way as was observed in the polar

cap. For instance, direct electric field measurements by balloons launched at

northern geomagnetic latitudes corresponding to L = 5.4 to 5.2 revealed
stronger north-south electric fields at dusk for B < 0 and at dawn for B > 0

(Mozer and Lucht, 1974). From observations of auroral forms, Lessen add y

Danlelson (1978) showed that the zone of quiet time particle preclplt_tlon in

the northern he_.Isphere shifted towards dawn (dusk) for B • 0 (By < 0). The
shift was most pronounced when B > 0. Y

Parks and Pellat (1972) found that 50-150 keV electron fluxes measured

aboard the geosynchronous ATS-I between 1400 and 2400 LT exhibited peaks

(troughs) when B > 0 (B < 0), but found no flux modulation in either the

150-500 keY or 5_0-i000 _eV channel. S_nce no solar wind pressure variations

were observed at the times of the 50-150 keg flux modulations, they assumed

that the peaks and troughs repr)sented samplings from different portions of

the spatial electron distribution. An electron population, with an earthward

directed flux gradient, that penetrated farther earthw&rd when B < 0 (stronger

convection electric field) and that shifted antl-earthward when _ > 0 (weaker
convection electric field) would cause such a modulation. The authors

suggested that the modulatlon was observed only in the 50-150 keV chann_! since

the average drift period of these particles was similar to the % i00 min. time
scale of the B variation.

Z
Measurements of >1.6 MeV and >3.9 MeV electrons aboard the geosynchronous

ATS-6 satellite revealed a modulation of these particle fluxes by the solar

wind sector structure (Paullkas and Blake, 1976). In the northern hemisphere

the highest electron fluxes occurzed when B < 0 in the spring and when B > 0
in the autumn. According to the authors, t_e higher level of fluxes Y

indicated a greater transfer of energy from solar wind to the magnetosphere,

and to support this claim they noted that the IMF would have a component anti-

parallel to the geomagnetic field in the northern hemisphere for tileabove B
and seasonal combinations. Y

Horwitz et el. (1978) used the Chatanika radar facility (_ = 63° to 68°)
to monitor F-region convection as a function of B and found the inferred con-

vection field magnitude to be proportional to thi_ IMF component. They present
one example in which the northward directed field at dusk increased from 0 to

30-60 mv as B.decreased from 0 to-5y, and one in which the electric fieldm _ mv
increased to _ lO0--as B went from 3y to -10y. In addition, they found a

m o o
simultaneous response of t_e electric field at 66.7 to 67.9 to southward

changes _n B , but found a _ 30 min. delayed response at 63.1° , suggesting

"movement ofZa belt of northward E equatorward into the Chatanlka field of view
in response to a southward IMF." Blanc (1978) studied the penetration of the

convection field to much lower latitudes with the Saint-Santln radar fac_llty
(I = 470). Quiet time east-west drif_ velocities of _ I0 m/s (E = 0.4 my)
increased to 50 to 150 _(E = 2 to 6 m_v) within 30 mln. after B turned _nd

S Z
remained steadily southward at -Ty. mHe also showed that the rate of plasma

injection, as measured by AD t/At, increased with increasing east-west drift
velocity (increasing convection field strength). A prior theoretical study by

Siscoe and Crooker (1974) and an empirical study hy Burton et el. (1975)
shnwed that the rate of plasma injection was proportional to E . The latter

study determined the time delay to be 25 _ 40 min. Y
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Finally, uslng a chain of midlatitude magnetic observatories,, Clauer and

McPherron (1978) st,owed that the strength of the partial ring current, and

thus the magnitude _f the convection field causing such plasma penetration, was
proportional to the magnitude of southward B . Within an hour after B

turned and remained steadily southward at _-_Y, zAX, the northward ground

magnetic perturbation used to indicate ring current strength, was %-50y near

dusk. On the other hand, for a fluctuating B of _-2y, AX was only %-157.
Z

They also noted that the partial ring current decay took place within 30 mln.

of a northward turning of the IMF.

4. DISCUSSION

The measurem=nts at both high and low latitudes provide a consistent

picture of the interplanetary-magnetospherlc interaction, and because of the

strong dependence of convective processes on the IMF, it is a pi=ture which

supports the open magnetosphere model. Certainly, the convection field and

resulting convective processes are magnified with increasing southward Bz and
solar wind velocity, but the correlation of the convective flow asymmetry with

the azimuthal component of the IMF is perhaps even more supportive of the open

model since the correlation depends on only one interplanetary parameter, B.

Indeed, it is difficult to envisage an energy transfer mechanism which woul_

give rise to such IMF dependences other than one in which the IMF directly

couples into the magnetospheric flow. Gonzales and Mozer (1974) showed
theoretically that a B < 0 (B • 0) component would cause a clockwise

(counterclockwise) rotation ofYthe reconnectlon line of the dayside magneto-

pause about the sun-earth line. Such a rotation would shift the

magnetospheric flow, and thus enhance the convection field, towards dusk (dawn)

in the northern hemisphere, and vice versa in the southern hemisphere. The

authors also discussed the potential importance of the B component of the IMFX
on the position of the reconnectlon llne, although the interdependence between

B and B through the IMF spiral structure precludes the possibility of any

u_mbigu_us correlative study using B as an additional independent parameter.x
The observations also tell us that we are capable of monitoring

macroscopic solar wind structures t_rough magnetospherlc convective processes.
The solar wind sector polarity may be infr._ed from dawn-dusk asymmetries in

the low altitude polar cap electric field, equivalent current systems, or low

energy electron fluxes. Increases lu the magnitude of convective processes at

high and low al_itudes and high and low latitudes result from increases in
southward B or solar wind velocity, and these interplanetary characteristics

are found a_ the leading edge of solar wind interaction regions. However, the

correlation between increases in convection activity and the arrival at earth

of interaction regions has not yet been performed.

O_ the other hand, with the present empirical knowledge we _re not able

to use convection processes to monitor microscopic solar wind parameters, such

as the magnitude of the IMF or V . This is partially due to the difficulties
involved in studying the interplanetary-magnetosphere interaction through the

convection electric field. Firstly, whereas the convection field is a large-

scale structure covering the entire magnetosphere, most of the experimental

results involved single point measurements. In addition, most of the single

point measurements were indirect; that is, the state of the convection field

was inferred from measurements of particles, plasma drifts, and magnetic

perturbations. However, these procedures are not necessarily limitations.
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Large numbers of point measurements covering a large region of space provide a

good statistical base, and the diversity of the measurements serves to
corroborate the results.

Most of the measurements were made at low altitudes, and thus some

transformation between magnetosphere and ionosphere is required. Such a trans-

formation between the measured or inferred ionospheric electric fields and

their cJunterparts in the equatorial plane is non-trlvial because of the

existence of electric fields parallel to the geomagnetic field. The lack of

knowledge of the precise ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling is not critical

since parallel electric fields are important for particle acceleration only in

the auroral zone, and even there the associated fleld-allgned potential drop is

only a fraction of that across the entire magnetosphere.

The above difficulties apply to the experimental method; a more important

shortcoming, however, is the poor determination of which interplanetary

parameters are truly independent ones. The data suggest that B alone is

responsible for asymmetries in convective processes across the _olar cap and

auroral zone, but most studies have treated the magnitude of the magnetospherlc

response to independent changes in V and B rather than some combination ofs
the two. Consequently, we are at a s_age wh_re we can use the convection

electric field and convective processes to monitor these individual parameters

only qualitatively. We know that increases in V and/or southward B_ willsw
enha_ce convection, but a change in convection does not indicate whlc_

parameter is responsible. In general, B is treated as the most important

variable, and V is regarded with less _nterest. Perhaps this treatment iss
Justified since _here is considerably less variation in V . than in B_, but

certainly other parameters of much importance are the eas_-Wwest component of

the IEF (s V B ) and the ener_v input into the magnetosphere,
- _ sw z -J. (s V B B _.). Consequently, I stress the use of multl-parameter studies

to dete_i_et_ relative importance of the different variables.

Another extremely important aspect of the problem is the ability of the

experimenters to present an overall picture of the magnetospheric response.

Now this is not a statistical picture, but rather a view of how the entire

magnetospherlc convection system reacts in a given event. The nature of the

coupling of the high to low latitude electric fields can be determined by such

a study. Currently, only theoretical work has been done on this important

topic (Jaggi and Wolf, 1973; Southwood, 1977).

The IMS program provides a means to follow up on some of the suggestions.

The expanded ground magnetic observatory chuin gives us the opportunity to

monitor convective processes simultaneously over a wide range of latitude and

longitude. Of great importance in obtaining an overall magnetospheric picture
would be the correlation of simultaneous multi-latitude radar measurements of

ionospheric drifts. There will be no dearth of data from space, for

experiments aboard GEOS 1 and 2 and ISEE 1 and 2 -- the combination of

satellites covering a wide range in L -- are suited to study magnetospherlc

convective processes. Electric field probes aboard these satellites are

sensitive enough to measure the electric field in the equatorial magnetosphere.

In particular, we would be able to determine whether the B associated

asymmetry observed at low altitudes over the polar cap is _bserved in space.

While measurements are being made on or near the earth, ISEE-3 will be

gatnerlng information about interplanetary conditions. We therefore have the

capability to learn much more about the convection electric field and

associated convective processes, and this k_owledge will inevitably lead to a

better understanding of the interplanetary-magnetospheric interaction. This
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will bring us one step closer to making magnetospheric convection a

quantitative diagnostic of interplanetary conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

For a_most as long as scientists have been Interested in the causes and
effects of geomagnetic variations as recorded at magnetic observatories,
there have been attempts to derive summary magnetic act|vltv indices. These
have ranged from very simple but subjective classl?lcatlons of magnetograms
from single observatories ('_qulet", _'moderately disturbod '_, or '_dlsturbed")
to exceedingly complex and expensive-to-derive measures of the global range
of potential associated with the equivalent currents which could have pro-
duced the variations monltorled at a large array of recording sites.

In some cases these indices are substitutes, often imperfectly under-
stood, for direct mea:ures of physical quantities which could not then have
been obtained. For examp|e, the AE Index (or Its components AU and ALl may
be related to the energy coupled from the interplanetary medium, via the
magnetosphere, into the upper atmosphere and lower altitudes of the auroral
zone. In prlnciple, it now should be poss!ble to measure thls energy input
directly using one or more well-located satellites In the solar wlnd. How-
ever, Indlce5 may also be summary measures which graphlcally and quantita-
tively combine a complex set of phen_,ena so that these may be taken into
account in comparisons with other types of data. 3esldes summarizing large
masses of data, these indices may also serve to el_mlnate some components of
response (e.g. SQ variations removed in derivation of K Indices) and focus
attention on the remainder. Also, they may make possible the extraction of
statistical behavior patterns which wo,,id be obscured by the complexity of
the mass of orlginal data.

At this time, our Working Group on Interplanetary-Hagnetosphere Inter-
_¢tlons Is Interested In the possibility, now under active consideration, of
directly monitoring Interplanetary condlt(ons In the solar wind and thereby
making possible real-time predictlve appllcatlons, possibly removing the need
for some Indlces, Also, there Is Interest in thf= Improvement or better
understandlng of the physlcal slgnlficance of currently der;ved indlces and
In the need for Indices derived from observatory records in regions not now
represented.
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It should be noted that in practical terms no global magnetic activity
index is available with sufficient timeliness so as to be useful For short-
term predictive applications. Also, even if an index such as As were avail-
able in real time (or some directly measured quantity from a satellite in the
solar wind) still this might not be particularly useful for _eal-time appli-
cations because of the large degree of dynamic variability in the location
of _ubstorm and magnetic storm phenomena. There are, however, three senses
of "predictive" use of magnetic activity indices: (i) predictive ef condi-
tions that existed at some past time; (ii) predictive of conditions at the
present when indices are derived in real time; and (iii) predictive of condi-
tions that will exist in the future (forecasting). Examples of each type of
predictive index application are found in the current literature, especially
in the papers submitted for the International Solar-Terrestrial Predictions
Wo_'kshop. The indices which we have chosen to discuss below are, in general,
most often used in type-(i), "historic" preC'ctions (e.g. magnetospheric
models for different levels of magnetic activity, historical studies of
particular disturbances, statistical studies of types of activity, correla-
tive applications, etc.) and type-(iii), future predictions (e.g. forecasts
of the frequency of occurrence of disturbances of a particular amplitude,
forecast of maximum sunspot number as function of minimum annual magnetic
activity level, ztc.).

BAt t¢,GROUND

The International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy (IAGA) has a
Division V: Observatories, Instruments, Indices, and Data which takes
responsibil,:y for the international adoption of magnetic activity indices
and encourages their derivation, archlving, and distribution at several
institutions. J. V. Lincoln, Chairman of IAGA Working Group V-6: Indices,
has published a compilation of some 50 past, present, and proposed geo _
physical indices (1977). This comprehensive list includes the magnetic
activity indices we have chosen to discuss here and many other less well-
known indices. Brief descriptions of the major magnetic activity indices,
historical information and references are given in the IAGA Bulletin 32
annual series (continuing the !AGA Bulletin No. 12 series). These Bulletins
are edited by D. van Sabben, Director of IAGA's International Service of
Geoma§netic Indices (ISGI) at De Biit, The Netherlands (1978).

We have chosen to discuss only the principal magnetic activity ,ndices
currently in use. We comment on their method of derivatien, possible prob-
]ems, degree of redundancy and future possibilities. The indices covered
here are grouped by regiun (auroral zone, mid-latitude, low-latitude) and
include: the Au'oral Electrojet Indices (AE, AU, AL, and AO); the K-type
indices (Kp, Kn, Ks, and Km and their equivalent amplitude counterparts);
and Dst. A map showing the networks of stations u_ed for deriving these
indices is shown in Figure 1 and the stations are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1: Station networks used in index derivations.

AF: -- up to 1_ sites --

Leirvogur, Iceland Barrow, Alaska
Narssarssuaq, Greenland Cape Wellen (Uelen), USSR
Great Whale River, Canada Tixi Bay (Tiksi), USSR
Fort Churchil I, Canada Cape Chelyuskin, USSR
Yellowknife, Canada Dixon Island, USSR
College, Alaska Abisko, Sweden

Up to 12 stations have been used for the WDC-Aderived AE indices. For some
times not all these stations were in operation, e.g. Sodankyla, Finland, has
been substituted for Abisk_,and Yellowknife, Canada, only began operation in
1975.

Kp, ap, and Ap: -- 13 sites --

Lerwlck, Sbet!ands (UK) Amberl_,, New Zealand
Eskdalemuir, Scotland (UK) Tooling|, Austral la
Hartland, UK Lovo, Sweden
Ottawa, Canada Rude Skov, Denmark
Freder i cksburg, USA Wingst, Germany
Heanook, Canada Wi tteveen, Nether I ands
Sitka, Alaska (USA)

Kn, an, and An: -- up to 14 sites --

Hartland, UK Petropavlosk, USSR
Fredericksburg, USA Hagadan, USSR
Ottawa, Canada Tunguska, USSR
Tucson, USA Tomsk, USSR
Newport, USA Sverdlosk, USSR
Victoria, Canada Niemegk, Germany
Hemabetsu, Japan Witteveen, Netherlands

Ks, as, and As: -- up to 10 sites --

South Georgia, S. Atlantic Gnangara, Australia
Orcadas del Bur, S. Atlantic Kerguelen (Port-aux-Francais),
Argentine Island, Antarctica Indian Ocean
Trelew, Argentina Crozet (Port Alfred), Indian
Amberley, New Zealand Ocean
Toolangi, Australia Hermanus, South Africa

Indices Km, am, and Am are derived from the corresponding Northern and
Southern hemisphere Indices from the sites listed above. Depending upon the
year, different station groupings have been used to derive these Indices for
the years 1959-63 (see IAGA Bulletin No. 39), 1964-67 (see INDICES Kn, Ks et
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L

KH, P-N Hayaud, CNRS, 1968), and for years 1968-76 (see IAGA Bulletin No. 32
series {a) through (g) and continuing).

aa: -- 2 sites ....

Greenwich, UK, and Melbourne, Australia, from 1868 through 1919.
Greenwich, OK, and Toolangi, Australia, from 1920 through 1925.
Abinger, UK, and Toolangi, At.stralia, from 1926 through 1956.
Hartland, UK, and Toolangi, Australia, from 1957 to present.

J

Dst: -- 4 sites--

San Juan, Puerto Rico (USA) ! Kakioka, Japan
Honolulu, Hawaii (USA) Hermanus, South Afric,

Dst was derived from a larger station array for the IGY, but the continuing
indices are obtained from the 4-station network given here.

AURORALZONE INDEX

The Auroral Electrojet (AE) index and its associated indices (AU, AL,
and AO) are practically the only magnetic activity indices in wide-spr,_ad
use for auroral zone studies. AE was defined by Davis _ Sugiura in 196_.
Hourly AE indices were derived at the University of Alaska by Davis and
others beginning with IGY (July 1957) and continuing through 1964. At
NASA_s6oddard Space Flight Center, Sugiura ar_ Cairfield derived 2.5-minute
AE indices for part of 1964 and 1965, using dac_ from a relatively _-_plete
array o_ stations. Both the University of Alaska and NASA-derived AE
indices used data from a mixture of northern and southern hemisphere sta-
tions, irregularly distributed in longitude. For the years 1966 thr:.ugh
1974, J. Allen and staff of World Data Center-A for Solar-Terrestri_;
Physics (WDC-A for STP) derived 2.5-minute AE indices fro_ as well distribu-
ted as possible an array of northern hemisphere auroral zone observatories.
Hourly average values and daily graphs of the 2.5-m'nute index variations
were published in WDC-ASsseries of UAGReports. Early conclus:ons f_on_
the systen_tic derivation of AE and the related indices from 1966 through
1971 are reported by Allen _ Kroehl (1975)+ For 1975, derivation of 1-
m!nute AE indices was started and publication of the first UA6 Reports for
this interval has just begun. Also, preliminary I-min AE indices from a
reduced station network have been published for the first 4 months of the
International _agnetospheric Study (Jan - April 1976). .

If H-component ma§netograms from on array of auroral zone observatories
that cover all longitude sectors could _e digitized and r_produced to common +
time and amplitude scales as variations superposed relative _u the same
quiet-time baseline level, the amplitude at each _nent of the upper e-vel-
ope of traces would define AU and the amplitude or the lower envelope would
define AL. The range between upper and lower envelopes is AE (i.e. AE
AU - AL) and the mld-tr_ce is AO (i.e. AO - 0.5(AU + AL)). In practice
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this means that for each station used, digital values must be obtained of the

H (or X) component variation at the time interval for which AE is desired.

A quiet time level must be determ;ned for each site (it will change with
time) and subtracted from the scaled values, leaving only the perturbations

at each site. For each index time interval, these perturbation values are

compared, and the largest (most positive) is AU, the lowest (most negative)
is AL for that time.

In one sense AU and AL are local indices because they are only the

amplitude of H-component perturbations at two sites. However, these local

extremes are determined by comparison with a globe-circling array of data,
' and in this sense AE is a global auroral zone index. We know these local

extreme variations show svstematic patterns which define global, statistical

features of the current patterns associated with substorms. The extreme

positive H variations which §ive AU are caused by the eastward electrojet

an-imay arise from a stat;on located at local magnetic times (longitudes)
from 1200 to 2200 LGT. Most often AU will come from a slte near 1800 LGT

with the most frequent occurrence of AL from a site near 0300 LGT.

Objections to the AE indices usually are based on the inadequate (non-

apt_Tal) spatial distribution of stations whose records are used. During

w.j quiet times the auroral oval contracts poleward and substorms during
these times may have magnetic variations that are barely observed or not

seen at the latitudes of the AE network (62.5 to 71.6 deg corrected geomag-
netic latitude). During large magnetic storms the auroral oval track of

the electrojets may expand equatorward of the network. Perhaps equally
important is the inherent limitation that a small substorm may have electro-

jet current systems of limited longitudinal extent but located exactly
above AE observatories so that their magnetic contribution to the indices

is recorded with optimal efficiency. A larger substorm may have widespread
electrojet current systems but be located so that the recorded magnetic

perturbatiom are no larger than for the smaller event. Other problems are
that a change in AU or AL (and hence in AE) can result either from an

increase in tt_ecurrent flowing in the electrojets or in the location of

the electrojets relative to the stations. Also, the auroral zone perturba-
tions monitored in these indices may combine effects of convection currents,

tail currents and other magnetospheric currents with the electrojet effects.

Seasonal effects may arise from use of data from only one hemisphere (they

are certainly seen in the amplitude of AU). And, it may be that results

from deriving AF using only the H-component perturbations are not as

meaningful as could be obtained from a more appropriate combination of H and
D-variations (Xm).

In spite of the 'problems" outlined here, it remains a fact that AE

(and the others) are the most satisfactory auroral zone magnetic activity

indices available. Data from new stations can begin to be incorporated

as these are created to fill the present gaps (Yellowknife data were fi,st

used for 1975 AE(,2)). As present analog recording equipment is replacdd

with digital magnetometers, the work to process the records will be greatly

reduced (about 2/3 of the effort is in magnetogi'am digitizing) and improve-
ments in index timei:ness will result. In principle it would be possible

to use digital mag,letic variations recorded at some 5 or 6 ground sites
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and relayed via geostationary satellites to a central collection point to
compute a near-real time AE index (similar to the dedicated N. American
IMS magnetometer network relayed via SELDADS). Such an index might have
useful short-term forecasting applications but probably their full utility
could only be realized in conjunction with real-time monitoring of the solar
wind from satellites upstream of the earth.

MID-LATITUDE INDICES

The Kp, ap, aa, and am indices are measures of midlatitude geomagnetic
activity. As discussed below they are apprpximate. However, it should be
kept in mind that except for the original records no other index measures
the activity in the same frequency range in midlatitudes. A complete urlder-
standing of geomagnetic activity must irclude midlatitudes although there
is no role for these indices in short-term forecasting. However, activity
at these latitudes is of primary importance, from the viewpoint of human
needs, because the midlatitudes are the most densely populated. In the dis-
cussion following most of the emphasis is on the difficulties with these
indices, however, these should be considered in the perspective of t5e
importance of the indices.

The Kp, ap, aa, and am indices are closely related and are all represen-
tations of the ]eve] of geomagnetic variability at midlatitudes in the
frequency range of About 1/2 hour to several hours. Since Kp and ap were
devised in 1939, they are not designed to measure certain specific processes
we now envision as basic magnetospheric dynamics, such as the enhancement
of the ring current or substorms. During the past ten years, substorms
and the ring current have been studied extensively and relatively little
attention has been paid to midlatitude disturbances. In fact, the pre-
vailing view has been that midlatitude variations are nothing more than a
pale reflection of high latitude events. However, this is apparently not the
case. As discussed below, midlatitude and high latitude variations
are related to the interplanetary medium in significantly different ways
so that it would seem that a. least e component of midlatitude activity
involves a process distinct from that causing the high latitude and ring
current activity.

All of the midlatitude indices are derived from an index K, measured
at each station. The meaning and accuracy of the Kp, ap, aa, and am are all
dependent on the individual K indic_s. A review of the process of arriving
at K was made by Mayaud (1967a). T_ index was originally defined as

being the range of the most agitated of the three components of the field
measured at the station in a 3-hour .eriod. However, it was found that

the z-componer-* was too sensitive to the induced ground currents and so only

D and H have been used since 1964. We are not aware of studies to evaluate
the contribution of earth currents in thes_ indices before ard after 1964.

The K index may have one of ten values, 0 to 9. Before estimating K, the

uaily variation Sq and the "post perturbation effect" Dst are both removed
from the data. Unfnrtunately, since the daily variation changes form and

amplitude from day to day, there is no objective criterion that can be used
to remove it. After Kp is determined, th_'average quiet day variation is
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often determined for stations as the change'in the mean hourly values in
local solar time for the five international quiet days of the month. Hayaud
recommendsthat each observer use individual judgment in estimating the d_ily
variation for any particular day. The observer must also use judgment in
removing the Dst; also, Solar Flare Effects (sfe) are omitted in scaling K.

Ti;e scaled K indices are then converted to Ks indices (K - standardized)
which takes account of diurnal variations in the level of activity and
seasonal effects. Thes¢ conversion tables have been criticized (Mayaud
and Svaigaard, 1978) because the period used to r¢l,_ve the daily variation
did not take proper account of the variability of the daily variation.

These Ks indices are, therefore, approximate. The effects of the
approximate nature of the Ks will depend on how they are combined to form
Kp, ap, aa, and am.

The Kp is the arithmetic mean of Ks from 13 observatories between geo-
ma9netlc latitudes of 46 and 63 degrees; eleven observatories in northern
latitudes and two in southern latitudes. The averaging w111 decrease the
effects of individual judgment in estimating K. The predominance of northern
s_atlons is discomforting, but has not been shown to lead to any serious
difficulties.

The ap Is derived from Kp by using a conversion table in which the
relationship Is "quasi-logarithmic," as shown by the crosses in Figure 2.
The straight line has been added to indicate the deviations from a
Iogerlthmlc relation. Note that during quiet times the deviations are large.

The a_ index is considered to be an estimate of the range (in units of 2
gamma/ of magnetic disturbance that would be seen at about 40 degrees of ap
for the UT day. Another daily index, ZKp, the sum of the eight Kp values
in the UT day, is often used;although, because of tim quasi-logarithmic nature
of K_ this summation has little physical meaning.

Some of the difficulties of Kp and ap have been avoided in the develop-
ment of a relatively new index am (Mayaud, 1967b). The am is derived from a
Km index, which is like Kp except that the distribution of stations has
been much improved. In fact, two sets of K-type indices are derived: Kn,
an, and An from a northern hemisphere network of up to 14 sites and Ks, as,
and As from a southern hemisphere network of up to 10 sites. The index
Km ("m'_ is for "mondial _', i.e. global) is an average of the indices Kn and
Ks for each 3-hour interval of the UT day. The am Is derived from Km
using a table (Mayaud, 1968) represented graphically In Figure 2, where a
straight line Is again added to indicate deviations from logarithmacy for
small values. The unlts of am are 1 gamma. Km - 9 for all values of am
greater than 600 gammas. The conversion of the data from the individual
stations to make up Km is much more slmple than that needed for Kp, so
less Information is lost in constructlng Km. For example, it retains a
Universal Time variation that has been studied by Svalgaard (1975).

The aa index is derived from two nearly antipodal stations (Greenwich
and Melbourne or Hartland and Toolangi) and Is an appr'oximatlon to am
(Mayaud, 1971). Its m_jor advantage ls that Mayaud has produced a set of
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commensurate indices reaching back to 1868. Although aa is gi,_en as a 3-hour
index, no individual aa should be considered accurate, and it should only
be used in statistical studies where the averaging will decrease the
inaccuracies. However, Allen and Kamei have just reported at this Workshop
that for the years 1966 through 1974 the aa indices have a correlation
coefficient with the corresponding am (or ap) indices of r=0.94, and that
this correlation is relatively stable for all 3-hour intervals of the UT
day. Rostoker (1972) in his review of geomagnetic !ndices has also
stressed that Kp and ap should only be used statistically. This may be
even more true for aa. However, since the aa series provides a measure
of geomagnetic activity which is commensurate ever more than 100 years and
because it may be obtained relatively qu;ckly from data from only two
observatories, it is invaluable for many studies.

Three aa-type daily indices are published _v WDC-A. They are
averages of 8 3-hourly aa values and are good approximations to the daily
everage am. The values for the northern and southern hemisphere are given
s_oarately.

The f-equency distribution of the 3-hour K indices used for aa has been
studied by Bubenik and Fraser.Smith (1977). They find the distributions
are not the same. For example, the value K=I is more probable in the south
(at Toolangi) than in the north (at Hartland) whereas the K=3 or 4 are more
probable in the north. The report of Allen & Kamei also indicated that the
northern and southern station inputs to aa are not equal throughout the UT
day. The aa index is distinctly more a function of the northern variations
during the six hours before and the three hours following geomagnetic mid-
night at Hartland. Likewise, aa is more a function of variations from the

_outhern hemisphere during the 6 hours before and 3 hours after geomagnetic

midnight at Toolangi.

The problems of predicting these indices in real time are being reviewed

by Heckman for this workshop and are not discussed here. There have been

many studies of the relationship between the indices and parameters in the

interplanetary medium and the reference list cited here is incomplete.

Recently work on relationships between the solar wind and geomagnetic

activity has concentrated on high latitude disturbances and the ring current.

However, earlier studies had shown that the midlatitude indices were correla-
ted with various parameters in the solar wind (Wilcox et al., 1967). It was

also shown early that the southward field Bs caused midlatitude activity
and that there was an additional dependence on the magnitude of the inter-

planetary field B (Hishberg and Colburn, 1969). This dependence of mid-

latitude activity on B is extremely important because Maezawa (1978) has
recently shown that there is a marked difference b_tween the response of Am

and the high latitude index AL to B. In particular, he shows that Am/AL

rises steeply with B when the interplanetary field is northward. Maezawa

suggests that Am contains the effects of at least two distinct modes of
interaction with the solar wind. Various studies ,isingdata averaged

over time intervals ranging from several hours to six months find correla-

tions between midlatitude activity and vBs or v2Bs of about 0.8 or 0.9

(c.f. Garrett et al., 1974 and references therein; Crooker et al., 1977)

where v is the solar wind speed. The midlatitude activity is also
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correlated with o, the variance of the interplanetary field (8allif et al.,
1967; Garrett et al., 1974) but considerable controversy still exists as to
whether or not this effect is separate from the dependence on the southward
field (Garrett et al., 1974; Maezawa, 1978). Comparison of the results of
studies is complicated by the many different definitions used for deter-
mining the southward field and the variance. The use of interplanetary
information in real time prediction is, of course, badly hampered by the
lack of real time monitoring data from satellites. Perhaps the best
method for "predicting" the midlatitude indices from interplanetary para-
meters available now would be to take the measured values of thc three
hour average of the magnitude and velocity B, v, and sin O (where O=Bs/B)
and the root mean square of the three hour variance o and consult Maezawa's
(1978) figures. While this procedure would not allow a real time prediction,
it would test our empirical knowledge of the relationships between midlati-
rude variations and the interplanetary medium.

LOW LATITUDE INDEX

The most used and consistently derived index of magnetic activity
recorded at low latitudes is Dst which principally represents the axially
symmetrical variation in the global H-field due to ring current variations.
D_t indices have been derived for studies of special events over many years;
however, the principal sourc_ of these indices since the IGY has been M.
Sugiura. His paper in Annals of the IGY gives references to earlier Dst
derivations and discusses different techniques of deriving Dst. In general,
long-term secular change in the H-component is removed from low latiCude
(but net equatorial) station variations (see Table 1 for current network).
Fourier analysis of the average disturbance field at the sites gives a
zero-order component which is the globally symmetrical disturbance Dst.
Normalization by the appropriate function oF network latitude gives the
"equatorial Dst" If the low latitude disturbance variations were super-
posed to a common reference level and with common time and amplitude scales,
the mid-trace (analogous to AO in auroral latitudes) would represent Dst.

Not much discussion of Dst took place at the Workshop or in papers
prepared for this conference. Problems with Dst have been mentioned that
arise from its derivation from so small a network of stations (only 4) and

from the relatively coarse time !nterval for which it is derived (1 hour).
The correlative work reported Ly Allen clearly showed that Dst contained
information which could not be extracted from functions of the midlatitude
or auroral zone indices. However, it also contained a suggestion that Dst
may include a systematic component of variation in UT, perhaps due to
incomplete removal of some station local time variations.

SUGGESTIONS FOR OTHER INDICES

From the discussion above it seems apparent that two regions are not

represented by systematically derived, generd]ly available indices. These
are the polar cap and the equatorial regions. Experimental polar cap in-
dices of Kokubun & lijima (1975) were discussed briefly by R. McPherron in a
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review presentation at the Workshop. We are not aware of any index of
equatorial magnetic activity, but such would presumably give a means for
evaluating the quiet to disturbed variations in the equatoria! electrojet(s).
Another distinctive region in the mapping of the magnetosphere to the earth
is the polar cusp. Shclement_ev et al. have proposed a polar cusp index (PE)
which may prove responsive to large substorn,_ before the AE index changes.

All of the magnetic activity indices discussed in some detail above are
for periods of 1-min., 2.5-min., 1-hour, 3-hour, or daily. No pulsation
bursts (roughly 60 sec. period and quasi-sinusoidal) accompany the onset of
subs_orms, they might offer a basis for a useful pulsations index.

All magnetic i_dices discussed have been .Jerived from ground-based
recording sites. 0n_ of the main prerequisites for any of these source sites
for an index is that the records be available with a high degree of relia-
bility. The timeliness of their availability and the form (digital or
analog) also are important factors affecting what can be derived and how
quickly. In principle, satellite magnetometers could provide data for
magnetic indices. However, there are usually problems with satellite orbits
(often not long in the region where the index would be of interest),
difficulties wi_h tracking priority when there are competing satel!ite
programs, and generally a lack of agency or experimenter interest in
assuming responsibility for a truly 'Jmonitoring" modeof operation. At
least two possibilities seem particularly interesting, though, in spite of
the difficulties; these are a real-time solar wind and IMF monitoring satel-
lite at the First Lagrangian Point (e.g. ISEE-3) anH geostationary satel-
lites such as the SMS/GOESseries.

Both of these possibilities are already more or less real. Data
collections exist from which trial indices could be derived. It remains
for someonewith interest, ability, time, and computer-power to perform the
calculations, obtain the results, and convince the community of the validity
and importance of their indices.

CONCLUSION

Geomagnetic activity indices have clearly an important role in studies
of the interaction between solar activity, the interplanetary magnetic field
and solar wind, the magnetosphere, ring current, field aligns4 currents,
and ionospheric currents. It seems worth emphasizing that there is no one
single all-purpose magnetic activity index which will serve all needs. In
general, there may be said to be three types of indices corresponding to the
latitude range of the stations whose records are used for their derivation:
auroral zone (AE et al.), midlatltude (Kp, ap, Ap, Km, am, Am, aa, ...), and
low latitude (Dst). Obviously, none of these Indices are perfect nor likely
to become so. Each is a compromise between what was desired and what can be
derived given the practicalities that exist (availability of stations, cost
of data processing, ...). The high degree of correlation that exists be-
tween the several midlatltude indices suggests that unnecessary redundancy
may exist. Appropriate International bodies should consider this topic to
see If work In deriving competing indices could be combined to reduc_ the
overall expense and improve the timeliness of index derivation. We
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especially commendthe possibility of more applications of the aa index (or
a similar index which could be derived from roughly antipodal digital sites
connected via satellite relay links to a real-time processing system). Use
of digital networks of observatories connected via satellite relay platforms
to a centralized, dedicated mini-computer which can proceeds the individual
variations records and derive near=real-time indi_es from the network seems
an excellent idea for the future if the need and utility can be demonstrated,
The experience with the N. American IMS magnetometer chain data relayed via
the SMS/GOESgeostationary satellite; to the 5ELDADSand then to archive at
WDC-Ashows that this technique can work over approximately 1/2 the globe
(low latitude chain).
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t NSO 24707.
THE PREDICTION OF AE, ep, AND Dst AT TIME LAGS BETWEEN 0 AND 30 HOURS

D.F.Smart, H.B.Garrett, and M.A.Shea
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts, USA 01731

AE, ap, and Dst are correlated with~ 35,000 hours of interplanetary
plasma and magnetic field measurements acquired near the earth
(assembled by NASA/NSSDC into a composite data set). Lag times
between the indices and solar wind parameters ranged from 0 to 30
hours. Correlations at lags less than 6-hours yield results in
agreement with previous studies. At greater lags, the correlation
coefficients between the solar wind parameters and AE and ap approach
these parameters' autocorrelation (persistence)values. For Dst,
Lhe correlation with solar wind parameters is lower than that with
AE and ap in the 3 to 4 hour lag range whereas the autocorrelation
of Dst is significiantly higher over the entire 0 to 30 hour lag
range. The implications of these differences between AE, ap, and Dst
are discussed in term_ ef persistence of solar wind structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of geomagnetic activity based on solar variations
has been a goal of magnetospheric physics since the relationship
between sunspots and auroral activity was inferred over a century
ago. Since the discovery of the solar wind, many attempts have
been made to correlate various solar wind parameters with geomagnetic
activity (Schatten and Wilcox, 1967; Ballif et al., 1967, I069;
Hirshberg and Colburn, 1969; Arnoldy, 1971; Foster et al., 1971;
Garrett, 1973; Garrett et al., 1974; Bobrov, 1973; Bu:ton et al., 1975;
to nam£ a few). Although all have met with some success, there has
been much disagreement between them as to what are the critical
parameters. This may be in part traced to the relatively small data
bases that were used. More recent studies have made use of the

much larger solar wind data base for the period 1963-1975(King, 1977).
Besides the present paper, recent such studies are those of Cr_oker
et al. (1977), Maezawa (1978), and Garrett et al. (1978). Although
_ed to l hour resolution and the necessity of relying on many
satellites, some of which are not well calibrated, the NSSDC data base •
allows a gross statistical study of the solar wind-geomagnetic
activity relatiolship at time lags of up to months. In this ptner
we will make use of the NSSDC data base to study the response
of the geomagnetic indices AE, ap, and Dst to various solar wind
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parameters at ttme lags of up to 30 hours.

The purpose of this study will be to detemine the differences
which exist between the responses of AE, ap, and Dst to the solar
wind. Specifically, the persistence of each of these parameters as
refIPctedIn their autocorrelatloncoefficientsw111 be compared
to theircross-correlatlonwlth varioussolarwlnd parametersat
lags of up to 30 hours, By dolng thlswe planto linkthe data
-11mlted,thoughdetailed,correlatlonstudlesof Garrett,
et al. (1974),wlth the solarcycle studyof Crookeret al. (Ig77),
_used 6 month averagesof the Ap Indexand solar_speed.
Also we hopeto ungoverthe cross-overpolntbetween<Bz>-related
(seelater),and V_ (or bulk propertles)domlnated-correlatlons,

In the flrstpartof the paperwe w111descrlbethe data base
and varlousInconslstencJesthat are knownto exlst. In the second
sectlonwe w111 brleflydescribethe analyticprocedureemployed
and the parametersthatwlll be studled. Subsequentsectionsare
devotedto analyslsof the variouscorrelatlonsthat are
found, The paperw111 concludewlth a brlef attemptto explaln
the observedcorrelations.

2. DATABASE

I
The data base consists of approximately 50,OOOhours of simultan-

eous solar wind plasma data and magnetic fteld data, 1-hour averages of
AE and Ost, and 3-hour averages of ap for the ttme period lg63 to
1975. Approximate ttme periods and the satellites tnvolved are
ltsted in Table 1. Not only may data fol a given day be fro_ more
than one satellite, but hourly values may also be from more than one
satellite. In thts section we wtll discuss such problems of
coverage and how they mtght affect the results. Also, problen;s
wtth Individual satellites and wtth the geomagnetic tndtces wtll
be covered. For a detatled treatment of how the data were normalized,
the reader Is referred to King, (1977).

2.1 Sate111te Data

In Table 1, the approximate ttme periods for data coverage by
the satellites used tn the study were ltsted. The ortgtnal tape
fonnea from the_e satellites (under the direction of Dr. J. Ktng of
the NASA/NSSDC)was wrttten assumingthat certain satellites had
higher quality data than others so that a preference system was
;Ised whenoverlapping data were found. Although thts assured a
better overall product, the results are not necessarily conztstent
as the different satellite had different calibration cccuracles.
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King carefully normalized the plasma data (see King, 1977) whereas
no correction was applied to the magnetic field data. He found
the major calibration errors in the magnetic field to be in the
magnetic field components measured by Explorers 18 and 35. King
(1973) indicates errors of -l y and -0.7 y in BZSE for each of
these satellites respectively. This error and another minor error
involving the inclusion of some magnetosheath data were corrected
before data analysis began. It was found in fact that the change in
correlation introduced by these changes was less than 2%, well
within the error normally associated with the correlation coefficient
(see later). Based on this and the tremendous size of the data
base (the least number of points used was 3.,000) this finding
implies that although individual calibration errors may still exisL
between the satellites (see however, Diodato et al., ]979), they
will have little affect on the final daLa.

Another possib"_• source of error is introduced by the fact
that the satellites do not provide precisely the same data. The
best example of this is in the calculation of the standard deviation
of the magnetic field. For the IMP and AIMP satellites the root-
mean-square standard deviations are given (though even for these
satellites differing time scales were employed):

a IMP = [ o BX2 + a By2 + a BZ2] i/2 (1)

Where a BX, a BY, _nd a BZ are the standard deviation; of
individual rectangular coordinates. For HEOS only the standard
deviation in the magnitude average ( a BJand angle averages
( ao and a¢ ) are given. Fortunately the following expression
has been shown to be analytically equivalent to equation l (King,
1977):

B2_ I/2a HEOS = [ a B" + F2] (2)

Where B is the average field, a B its standard deviatlon, and F
the length of the vector consituted by the average cartesion com-
ponents. Again considering that H[OS represents less than lO_
of the data base, this difference should not greatly affect the
the results.

2.2 Geomagnetic Parameters

Although the largest errors probably exist in the solar wind •
parameters, large errors also exist in the geomagnetic indices. As
many of these are covered in detail in the review by Rostoker (1974),
we will only give a brief discussion here of the ind ces ana some
of the prcblems associated with their derivations. It should be
remembered that, as Rostoker and others have noted, all indices
measure the minimum level of geomagnetic activity rather than
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the maximul,l-- that is, the geomagnetic activity level indicated
by a given indp× is the lowest that the magnetic field will have.

By way of review, the 3-hour ap index is derived by a direct
conversien from the Kp index. The Kp index is derived from the
3-hour KS indices: indices which are derived from the maximum
deviations in 3-hours in Bx, By, and BZ at the earth's surface.
Kp is then the average of the 13 stations returning Ks . Unfortunately,
although local time and seasonal effects are supposed to have been
corrected, residual effects are still observed. Further, Kp(or ap)
is a mid-latitude index and thus is affected by both the ring
current and the auroral electrojet. Also, the conversion scale from
the semi-logarithmic index Kp to the supposedly linear index ap is
somewhat arbitrary.

!

AE has been defi_ed so that it measures primarily the variations
in the auroral electrojet. It is derived from the 2.5 minute
averages of the H-component (or X-component) of the magnetic
field in the auroral zone corrected for local time variations.
The maximum and minimum average values of the field are determined
for a given set of stations for each 2.5 minute interval. The

- sum of the absolute values of the maximum and minimum is found.
This envelope is AE. The station coverage for AE in longitude is
generally poor making it a strong function of local time. Like_dse,
the method of correcting each 2.5 minute period for local time
variations by subtracting the average of the 5Q days each month is
not very good. Recent work also indicates that the auroral zone
changes position, moving polarward with decreasing activity -
often away from the AE stations. The hourly values were obtained by
simply averaging the 2.5 minute values.

Dst is defined so that it measures primarily the variations
in the ring current. Roughly, it is calculated from equatorial
or low latitude stations in 2.5 minute intervals by subtracting
the average SQ and permanent field from the disturbed magnetic
field. It, too, suffers from poor station coverage and local time
variations. Again, the 2.5 minute values were averaged to give one-
hour values.

Besides local time effects, other problems also exist. There
is, for example, a lack of AE values before 1966 and a change in
stations contributing to AE. Likewise, as a side effect of this
study, inconsistencies between published values of ap were found.
Further, ap is a 3-hour index instead of the l-hour index it is
treated as in this paper (we are currently investigating this
effect on our results). Even when all these variations are considered,
together with the local time problems, it is again unlikely whether
any systematic errors are observable as we have used such a large
data base which salnples over the entire day. (Note: if Figure I,
2, and 3 are carefully examined, a 24 peak in the AE, ap, and Dst
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autocorrelations is evident - the peak is near the error in the
data set, though).

3. ANALYTIC PROCEDURE

In the preceding section, various errors in the data base were
discussed. It was stated that few of these errors would effect the
results and, considering the large size of the data base, none
would likely be greater than the nomal noise level. In this
section, we will define the parameters studied, tile analysis techniques
employed, and attempt to define tile meaning of this noise level
(i.e., the order of accuracy to which a correlation coefficient
can be determined).

3.1 Parameters

As an exhaustive test of solar wind parameters would be
impossible, we have chosen a cross-section of the parameters found
by others to give high correlations. They are:

I. Bz(SM) The Z component of the interplanetary magnetic
field measured in the solar magnetospheric coordi-
nate system.

2. Bz(SE ) The Z component of the interplanetary magnetic
field measured in tile solar' ecliptic coordinate
system.

3. <Bz(SM)> The "southward" component of the interplanetary
magnetic field measured in solar magnetospheric
coordinates.

<Bz(SM)> = Bz(SM)if Bz(SM) <0

<Bz(SM)> = 0 if Bz(SM) >0

4. <Bz(SE)> The "southward" component (st 3) of the inter-
planetary magnetic field measured in solar
ecliptic coordinates.

5. V The solar wind velocity in units of Km/sec

6. V <Bz(SM)> The product of the solar wind velocity and the
"southward" compon_n_ of the interplanetary
magnetic field (in solar magnetospheric coordinates).
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7. a B The RMS standard deviation of the interplanetary
magnetic field vector (Note: _ B(HEOS) was
determined by different procedure).

8. V o B The product of the solar wind velocity and the RMS
standard deviatinn of the interplanetary magnetic
field vector,

9. T The solar wind temperature (°K).

10. p The solar wind density (n/cm3).

II. p V2 Proportional to the solar wind kinetic pressure.

12. B The magnitude of the average interplanetary magnetic
field vector (in gammas).

13. B2 Proportional to the solar wind magnetic pressure.

V2<Bz(SM)> The product of the square of the solar wind velocity14.
and the southward component of the interplanetary
magnetic field (measured in solar magnetospheric
coordinates).

15. VB2sin4( e /2) Paramete" defined by Perrault and AKasofu(1978).

In all cases the one-hour values on the NASA/NSSDC tape were
assumed.

AE, Dst, and ap were all provided by WDC-A, Boulder, Colorado.
They were the latest tapes as of January 1979. The Kp data are
from the European Space Agency's European Space Operations Center
(Lenhart, 1968). As already mentioned discrepancies between this
tape and published ap values were detected though the differences
are relatively minor and should not im3act our study.

3.2 Analytic Methods

Regression analysis (or multiple linear correlation analysis)
is a fairly sophisticated mathematical tool. It is not possible,
therefore, to cover in any detail the process of regression analysis
in this report. The reader is referred to Draper and Smith (1966)
or Bevington (1969) for a detailed treatment of regression analysis
techniques,

The following analytic procedure was followed in our analysis.
That is, step by step the individual cross-correlatlon coefficients
were computed. Next the highest correlator was found and removed.
The process was iterated until the addition of further variables
failed to make any significant improvement in the multiple
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regression coefficient. The uncertainty in the regression coefficient
R was assumed to be given by:

R=( 1 R2 II/2 (3)N

where N is the number of points. Typically ± 2 a R or ± 3 a R
was assumed as the range of uncertainty. As described, when the
addition of a new varible failed to improve R by +3 a R, the regression
was terminated.

4. RESULTS

The data base to be studied consists of app_ximately 45,000
one-hour values of the plasma and magnetic field. Requiring that
all plasma and magnetic field parameters be present in an hour(T
is missing in some cases) reduces the total to 35,000. Requiring
that AE be present (ap and Dst are complete over the required
interval) reduces the total to 30,000. These last 2 data sets of
35,000 and 30,000 points were intercorrelated. The results of this
intercorrelation process will be discussed in 2 parts. The first
part wil! be concerned wi_h the detailed cross-correlations obtained
while in the second section the results of the multiple regression
analysis will be discussed.

4.1 Linear Correlations

The simplest analytic approach _o the massive amount of data
represented by the NASA/NSSDC tape is to carry out cross-correlations
between all of the pairs of parameters listed in section 3.1 and
AE, ap, and Dst. This has been done and the results for 0 lag
for the solar wind parameters with each other listed. Also, shown
are the cross-correlationswith AE and ap at one-hour lag (i.e.,
the solar wind parameters one-hour before _he AE and ap indices
were correlated with the indices) and Dst at two hours lag. For
ap and Dst, it did not matter whether the 30,000, 35,000, or even
the 45,000 point set was -4 as the results were the same to
the accuracy of R (namely _ R ~± 2%).

The cross-correlations in Table 2 are similar for AE and ap to
those calculated in Garrett et al. (1974) and many previous
studies. The Dst correlations are new results as far as we have been
able to determine. The results for inter-correlationsbetween

parameters are not too surprising although T, for example,
exhibits rather high correlations with V, a , and ap(this may be
related to an increase in T at the shock koundary of high velocity
streams).
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Table 2. Cross-correlationsbetween various solar wind parameters
and between the solar wind parameters and AE, ap, and Dst.

Bz(S")

1. Bz(SM) 1. Bz(SE)

2. Bz(SE) .90' (6z(_)>

3. (Sz(SM)) .82 :Bz(SE)'

4. ,Bz(SE)) .73 v

5. v :Bz($M)>

6. V'Bz(SM)" .80 os

7. oB .00 ,01-,12-,11 .,91 -.17 1. I voB

8. voB .00 '.01 -.09 -.08 .57 -.18 .93, 1. J T

9- T .00 .O1 -.02 -.O1 .71 -.12 .45 .65 _. I p

10. p -.01 .00 -,14 -.14 -.34 -.10 .26 .10 -.14 !.75 pv211. ov2 -.01 .00 -.15 -.14 .25 -.20 .$2 .54 .35 . : 1. v_<Bz{$M),

IZ. vZ<Bz(SH)> .73 .65 ,08 .77 -.Zl .97 -.ZO -.Z5 -.2Z -.05 -.Z3 1. I! B2

13. 82 .01 .01 -,33 -.32 .06 -.34 .51! .46. .25 .30! .46. -.33 _ 1. vGZsin4e/Z

14. vB2stn4e/Z -.55 -.43 -,65 -.52 .14 -.70 .38.4 .39 .27 .16 .35 -.71 .621 1. B

15, B .OO loll -.34 -.33 .09 -.35 .56 .50 .29 .31 .47 -.33 .93 .57 1. AE1

16, AE1 -.571 -.511 -.6Z -.55 .4Z -.67 .33 .42 .38 .04 .33 -.68 .28 .52 .34 1. ap1

17, apl -.37 -,3Z -.51 -.45 43 -.59 .47 .57 .44 .14 _49 -.64 .49 .62 .49 .68 1. IDS

18, Dst2 .38 .30 .46 .39 -.3g .51 -.24 1-.34 -.32 .17 -.13 .53 -.32 -.47 .34 -.50 -.60 1

The analysis _epresented by Table 2 has been carried out at
lags of from 0 to 29 hours for all the parameters in Table 2
with ap, AE, and Dst. Likewise, the autocorrelations (i.e., a
parameter is correlated with itself at a given lag) have also been
found. The results for AE, ap, and Dst are plotted in Figures l,
2, and 3 along with their nighest correlations. As su]gested by
Feynman (private communication) based on data from Garrett et al.
(1974), _E and ap correlate in a similar manner for some parameters
(i.e., W BT(SM)> ) and differently for other paramete1_s(V o ). As
might haw: Been anticipated, Dst behaves in a very different
manner th_n ap and AE (see, for example, Burton et al., 1975; in
a future p._oerwe hope to investigate the rate of ch,_ngeat Dst as
suggested in that study). The specifics of these differences will
be discussed later - particularly the cross-overs near 6-I0 hours
lag for ap and AE.
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Figure3. The auto-correlationand cross-correlationcoefficients
as a functionof lag (delaytime} for Dst with various
solar wind parameters.

4.2 MultipleRegressionResults

Perhapsmore interestingthan the cross-correlationcoefficients
with individualparametersare theresultsfor multiplecorrelation
coefficients.Addingeven one more parametersignificantlyimproves
our abilityto predictap, AE, and Dst (ap improvesfrom a correla-
tion of 0.63 for V_ Bz(SM)to 0.80 by the simpleadditionof V o ).
Althoughin principleby employingN variablesto describeN data
valuesa perfectfit can alwaysbe obtained,generallyafterthe
inclusionof only3 or 4 i_dependentvariablesthe correlation
coefficientchangesby a lot lessthana R. Thus it is straight
forwardto determinethe most significantset of independentvari-
ables. In this sectionwe will brieflydiscusssome of the results
of our multiple regression.

In Table 3 we have listedthe 3 highestcorrelatorsat three-
hour intervalsfor AE, ap, and Dst. Thistable clearlydemonstrates

the changeover from_vector-likequantities(i.e.,<Bz> a_d related
parameterssuch as VZ<Bz>) to bulk properties(i.e., p V , _or B)
with V a servingas an intermediarycorrelation.AE and ap are
remarkablysimilaras to what are the bestcorrelators(thoughthe
chart correlatiRnvaluesare different)whereasDst does not correlate
at all withp V_.
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Table 3. Highest 3 correlators*

LAG AE aP Dst

0 V2Bz> V <Bz> V2<Bz> V a p V2 V2<Bz> V p

3 V a V<Bz> V V ¢ V (_ V2<Bz> V2<Bz> V B

6 V o V<Bz> V V a V ¢ p V2 V2<Bz> V a B

9 V a V2<Bz> V V a B V2<Bz> V ¢ V B

12 V a p V2 V B V p V2 B V V<Bz>

15 V a p V2 V B V p B V <Bz>

18 V _ p V2 V p V2 B V B V <Bz>

21 p V2 V B p V2 B V B V <Bz>

24 p V2 V B p V2 B V B V <Bz>

27 p V2 V B p V2 B B2 B V <Bz>

30 p V2 V B p V2 B B2 B V <Bz>

* All <Bz> are solar magnetospheric coordinates
V @ = VB2sin4 0/2

In Figure 2 we have plotted the regression curve for the
top 5 correlations at 3-hour lag for ap. The formula used was:

ap = -4.12 + 1.12xlO-4VB2sin4O/2 + 4.84xlO'3a

-l.22xlO-5V2<Bz> + 3.04xi0"6 pv2 + .621B

*<Bz> is in solar magnetospheric coordinates.

The interesting feature of Figure 2 is that for ap the regression
prediction approaches the autocorrelation coefficient at about 8-hours
lag. Similar results were obtained for AE and Dst but will be presented
in a future paper. A possible interpretationof the ap result is given
in the next section,
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5. CONCLUSION

A numberof correlationshave beencarriedout in the prece-
ding sections. The resultscan be summarizedas follows:

l) Althoughmany correlationswerestudiedbetweenthe solar
wind parameters,apparentlyno markedcorrelationexistsbetweenthe
magneticfieldand plasmaparameterswhereasstrongcorrelations
exist betweenthe parametersin eachgroup (note,however, a B
and T correlateto somedegree).

2) Of the singledescriptivesolarwind parameters,V and B
correlatethe strongestwith geomagneticactivity.

3) Of the combinationparameters,V2<BT>consistentlycorrelates
the highestat snort timelags. At about6-flours,V a appears. At
greaterthan 15-hov , p V_ appearsfor AE and ap as the highest
correlator. For Dst, B becomesthe highestcorrelation( p VL is very
low).

4) The auto-correlationcoefficientsfor ap and AE are equaled
(orexceeded)after about6 to lO hours by some singlecorrelations
and by the multipleregressionformulas. Dst alwaysexceedsits
correlators.

5) Thereare similaritiesbut also strikingdifferencesbetween
AE and ap and particularlybetweenAE or ap and Dst.

The fact the AE, ap, and Dst do not agree as to theircorrela-
tionsmost likelyindicatesthat differentgeophysicalprocesses
are responsiblefor each. Further,the change :n correlatorswith
time has beenobservedbefore (Crookeret al., 19'7). What is
interestingis that in AE and ap (andto some extentin Dst) the
fundamentalnatureof the correlationsappearsto changebetween6
and lO hours. A clue to the reasonfor this is seen in the nature
of the quantitiesstudied. As mentionedearliertllereis a change
from vector-likequantities(i.e.,<BT>and relatedquantities)
to bulk propertiesof the solar wind _ p V2, B, V, etc.) with an
interimperiodin which V a dominates. A possibleexplanationmay
be found in Dessler(1967)(seeexpandedform in Garrettet al.,
1974). As discussedthere,such a relaLionshipmay be int-F_-n'Eicto
the solarwind. That is, if stormsare due to more than <Bz>-related
variatiens,then a likelycandidateis streamstructures,particularly
shocksand highvelocitystreams.<Bz; is a rapidlyfluctuating
variable( ~ l hour to 3 hours)whereasshocksor highvelocity
streamsare many hours to even days in extent. V _ (Ga_rettet al.,
1974) is believedto mark the forwardedge of such structu_'es._
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In Garrett (1974) it was delnonstrated that <Bz> in conjunction

with high _ gave higher geomagnetic activity levels. Likewise,
V<BT> and V <B_> have been shown in several studie_ to give
higher correlations then <Bz>. Taking all of this together,
a consistent argument can be made that short term variations
(on the order of a few hours) are controlled primarily by <Bz>-
related pare meters. Underlying this relation is the fact that
high velocity streams and shocks, which are hearlded by plasma
turbulence ( o ,T, etc.), encourage increased activity - thus the
appearance of these variables after 6 to I0 hours.

The Dst correlations are not difficult to explain in light
of the above. As discussed in Burton et al. (1975) and by lyemori
and Maeda (1979, this conference), Dst has a characteristic time scale
or decay time of several flours. That is, the frequency characteris-
tics of Dst are fundamentally different than AE and ap as it
responds primarily to the imFulsive build up and slow decay of the
ring current. Thus it is not unanticipated that Dst wo_:]d not
respond a_ well to the vectorial quantity <Bz> (though see Burton
et al., 1975) at _hort time scales. On longer time scales, as
before, the bulk properties emerge as the major correlators
(namely B). As Dst has long time scales inherent in it (lyemori
and Maeda, 1979), its autocorrelation WOuld be higher at longer
lags than AE and ap.

To summarize, our results indicate that at short time scales

(_;6hours) the _uroral electrojet responds to <Bz>-related variations
(particularly V <Bz>). At greater time periods, this correlation
drops and is replaced by correlations with the bulk properties of
the solar wind. The ring current, as measured by Dst, responds
on a different time scale. At short time scales, altnough <Bz>-
related quantities dominate (crossing ac about 6-I0 hours), the
correlation with solar wind parameters is weaker than found with
AE and ap (the correlation with pV2 is particularly low). At longer
lags, although the autocorr lation still is very high and greater
than for AE or ap, the solar wind bulk flow, as represented by B,
begins to dominate the other correlators. These variations,
when interpreted in the light of the basic solar wind structure,
appear to be consistent with current ideas.
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B. PREDICTION OF ENERGETIC PARTICLE DISTURBANCES

A WORKING GROUP REPORT by G. A. Paullkas, Chairman, D. N. Baker, W. R. Barron,
V. Domlngo, P. R. Higble, W. L. Imhof, I. R. Lyons, R. L. McPherron, E. C. Roelof,

M_ Scholer, M. A. Shea, D. F. Smart, W. N. Spjeldvik and J. I. Vette.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Working Group on Energetic Particle Disturbance Prediction evaluated the

present status of our capabilities to predict energetic particle disturbances in
space and developed a series of findings and recommendations. These recommenda-

tions, if implemented, promise to significantly increase the accuracy of existing
forecosting techni£ues for the prediction of solar particle fluxes near uhe earth

and to allow the development of predictive techniques for forecasting magneto-

spheric particle disturbances - a field which, at the present time, totally lacks

operational short-term forecasting capability.

This report is s=ructured to emphasize our fJndings and recomJnendations. The
interested reader will find additional relevant background material in the Appen-

dices attached to the Working Group repozt. We have also included a selected l_st

of references, many of which can be found in these Proceedings. 1%ese references
may illuminate various aspects of the state of the art of energetic particle

disturbance predictions or serve as authoritative reviews of work in this field.

2. SCOPE

ThJs report specifically addresses the prediction of fluxes of energetic
particles in space. Necessarily, our interests overlap those of other Working

Groups concerned with the predictions of solar, interplanetary and magnetospheric

phenomena and the reader should consider our findings and recommendations in the
context of the edtire field of magnetospheric physics aad solar flaze predictions.

We have chosen to limit the scope of our recommendations by, first, considering

only how to predict enerBetic particle fluxes, be they of solar or magnetospheric
origin. Second, we have limited our attention to those areas which are of major

importance in a practical sense, i.e., where either operational prediction
schemes exist (Avdyushin et al., 1979; Heckman, ]979) or seem to be highly

desirable and where an improved predictive capability can be of significant bene-

fit to solar-terrestrial physirs as _ell as to appllcations-orlented u_ers _n
society. Using these ccltez_a ds a filler, we chose to address in detail the

problems of solar energetic part__ _,.eL=diction, the prediction of the properties
of the particle populations gpnerated by magne:ospherlc storms and substorms,

and the prediction of long-tezm variations in :;hepopulations of magnetospheric

particles. Detailed findings and recommendatiuns for each of the areas are given
below.

The sections below summarize nor findings and recommendations. The

recommendations concer_ing prediction of solar particles were developed wi_h
a view of building on the base of the operational PPS-76 program described
elsewhere in =hese Proceedings by Smart and She _,(1979). The cecomn.endations

conLerning predictions of long term par£L_!,= _drlations are a natural our-
growth of the work on magnetosphezlc particle population modeling reviewed by

Vette et al. (1979) in these Proceedings. These references and the reports of
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the other Working Groups on solar and magnetosph_ric predictions are a
necessary (reading) precu:sor for the present report. We also recommend

careful reading of the report prepared by the Working Group on spacecraft

applications fo_0 the purpose of assessing such gaps as may presently exist
between reqlirements for forecasts and the potential capabilities which exist

and can provide quantitative forecasts of particle disturbances.

3, FINDINGS AND ._FCOMMENDATIONS

3.1 Solar Flare Particles

3.1.1. Warnings and Reaction-Mode Predictions

The short term warning mode - forecasting of the particle fluxes which may

arrive at the earth from a flare before the flare cecurs- requires the

prediction of the gross optical, radio and X-ray emission characteristics of

the flare. A lumped parameZer, such as the "comprehensive flare index" (CFI)

of Dodson and Hedeman (IQ71) might be used for a rather rough _stimate of peak
flux as well as the total > 10 MeV proton flux and relatlvistic electron

fluxes in cases where coronal and interplanetary propagation are expected to be

about average. If predictions of the probability of flare occurrences (e.g.,
in terms of the distribution of the CFI) can be made for the entire transit of

• an active region, or for several solar rotations then rough estimates of

energetic particle fluxes could be attempted in the same way for a long-term

warning mode. For predictions of particle fluences or other gross parameters

describing solar particles over a complete solar cycle the best course would be I
to use retrospective data compilations covering the last two solar cycles

(Modisette et al., 1965; King, 1974; Stassinopoulos and King, 1972) to estimate

the likely course of _ rticle emlcsions during future solar cycles.

The short-term reaction mode - forecasting the subsequent history of a

particle event after the flare has occurred - reduces many of the ambiguities

of the warning mode _y estimating from real-time data:

(i) P_rticle energy spectrum and composition at the acceleration site

(ii) Spatial and temporal dependence of particle emission from the corona

(iii) Propagation from the corona to earth

We analyze these tLree elemc_ts of the short-term reaction mode in detail

below, and then point out how some of the techniques can be applied to

improving the short-term warning mode. The reader should note that a program
called PPS-76, developed by Smart and Shea and described elsewhere in these

Proceedings is in operational use and already incorporates some of th_ ideas

which are suggested as requiring further development below. The present

discussion builds on the experience and insight gained frc_ developing and

using PPS-76.
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3.1.2. Spectrum and Composition

Currently the most reliable predictor of > 10 MeV proton fluxes (e.g.,
PCA events) is the flare radio burst spectral distribution at millimeter and

centimeter wavelengths (Casteiii and Guidice, 1976; Akin'yan et al., 1977a,
1979a, 1979b; Bezrchenkova et al., _9_7). The predictions of proton intensi-

ties Have been improved by incorporating rough parameters describing coronal

propagation. The slope of the proton spectra can also be predicted with
reasonable accuracy from radio observations (Bakshi and Barron, 1979a, b;

Barron and Bakshi, 1979). There have been few attempts to predict the intensi-

ties and spectra of relativistic electrons since the relativistic electrons

u_ally accompany protons > !0 MeV and their spectra are rather reproducible
(_-_ _ E-S). The prediction of relativistic grounJ level events (GLE) from
fibre diagnostics is less reliable than for subrelat_vistic energies.

Composition at high energies (e.g., the proton/helium ratio) is not too

variable in large events, but the recently discovered low-energy ( _ I MeV/

nucleon) "Z-rich" events (Hovestadt et al., 1975; Anglin et al., 1977; Zwickl

et al., 1978) are usually from small flares on the sun's western hemisphere and

are consequently difficult to predict.

The use of satellite measuren,ents of soft X-ray fluxes ( _ I-IOA) for

prediction have not been exploited to the extent that th_ radio observations

have. However, the significant contribution of X-ray related indicators to the

mix of parameters in the comprehensive flare index (CFI) of Dodson and Hedeman

(1971) suggests that the soft X-ray signature may be a good candidate as an
additional parameter which may improve our abilities to characterize the

acceleration processes occurring in flares.

R_commendations

(i) Multi-frequency radio patrols (24 hour coverage) should be
continued and the data fed to forecasters for the purpose

of improving reaction mode prediction of flare proton in-

tensities and spectra.

(ii) Satellite measurements of soft ( _ I-IOA) solar X-ray3

should continue, and there should be further scientific

investigation o! the use of both soft and hard X-rays as

proton and electron prediction parameters.

(iii) Optical flare patrols (24 hour coverage) should be con-

tinued as these still provide the basic alert for possible

flare particle events.

3.1.3 Coronal Particle Emission

Findings

Although we uo not know whether particle accumulation into coronal

storage is imp[]3ive _. extended in duration, we do know from satellite and

ground-based measurements of particle flux anisotropies that > 10 MeV pro-
tons and > 0.2 MeV electr'ons have been continuously re_eased for as long as a
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day after a large flare (Roelof and Krimigis, 1977). There is no known solar

diagnostic of extended injection; the information regarding extended injection

is inferred indirectly from the large outward field-aligned anJsotropies of

the particles observed in interplanetary space.

Once injected into the corona, high energy particles can cover virtually

a]l longitudes in the corona, and the emission of protons and ions from the

corona can be extremely heterogeneous. In the two largest flare proton events
in the last solar cycle, multiple spacecraft observations using near-earth and

Pioneer detectors revealed intensity differences in > 10 MeV protons of more

than a factor of 100 acros_ > 50° in longitude a day or more after the flare
(Keath, et al., 1971; Roelof et al., 1974). Coronal magnetic structure must

hold the key to this behavior. A coarse diagnostic of global coronal structure

is the H_ _ynoptic Chart (MeIntosh, 1972; 1979) which delineates large-scale

magnetic polarity boundaries, and has been applied with some success to

particle event prediction (Gold and Roelof, 1976;'Roelof et al., 1977; Akin'yan

and Chertok, 1977; Akin'yan et al., 1977b). More detailed associations of
coronal magnetic structures _'ith particle transport have been made using

potential-field calculations based on high resolution Kitt Peak magnetograms,

but the most direct identifications are possible from emission loops visible in

the soft X-ray (44-54 A) and EUV images obtained from Skylab and various rocket

shots (Roelof, 1979).

Although not yet fully scientifically validated, it appears that the non-

homogeneous transport could result from the requirements that there be closed

loops to move the _ccelerated particles across the corona, but that these

particles must eventually find regions of predominantly open field lines in

order to escape into the interplanetary medium. These open regions then would

be ti,estructures that modulate particle injection into interplanetary space
as a function of solar longitude and latitude.

Recommendations

(i) Acquire one image per day of the sun in soft X-rays (

40A) or EUV with = 5" resolution (sufficient to identify

emission loops = 0.2R above the photosphere). Whiteo
light coronograph imager are considerably less useful be-
cause they do not directly define structures on the disk

without extensive and ambiguous deconvolution.

(iJ) Continue of daily coverage of the sun with high resolution

fall disk magnetograms.

(iii) Develop daily "update" calculations of potential-field

magnetic structure over limited or entire photosphere (the

latter requiring the previous 27 days of observations for

one global computation).

(iv) Continue scientific analysis of coronal particle

transport. Paragraphs (i-iii) of this recommendation can

be implemented to provide operationally useful data to
forecasters.
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3.1.4. Interplanetary Propagation

Findings

During the rising phase of most flare particle events, the flux of
particles is anisotropic and field-aligned, indicating that particles faith-

fully follow (moving) interplanetary field lines (Roelof, 1979); this lack of

cross-field scattering should also hold in the decay phase of the event (after

coronal injection is essentially over), when the particles are being "con-

vected" out of the inner heliosphere by the moving field lines (Zwickl and
Roelof, 1979). Once the event maximum has been properly identified, the decay

phase can be modeled rather accurately, as long as the field llnes at earth

have sampl_d a relatively homogeneous coronal injection history. This is often

not the case because of strong injection gradients in the corona, so there may

be abrupt rises or drops during the decay phase. There are also abrupt changes
during the rise phase because our interplanetary field connection to the corona

traverses the transition between regions with vastly different emission rates.

Changes in the coronal connection cause the principal distortion in solar event
histories.

Since the solar wind velocity structure controls the evolution of the

large scale interplanetary field, it is fortunate that knowledge of the instan-

taneous solar wind velocity allows us to estimate the coronal connection point

of the field line through the spacecraft at that time (Nolte and Roelof, 1973a,

b). Real-time solar wind measurements therefore allow prediction (in the

reaction mode) of abrupt discontinuities in particle fluxes. On the other

hand, estimates of evolving so" ." wind structure would allow a warning mode
prediction of abrupt flux changes. Such estimates could come from images of

coronal structure (if the modulation is caused by a co-rotating stream) or

estimates of the arrival of flare-generated plasma disturbances (which require

theoretical calculations that realistically model the three-dimensional

distortions of the interplanetary field).

The most promising, immediately available "remote sensing" technique for

the solar wind is the interplanetary scintillation (IPS) of galactic end extra-

galactic radio sources of small angular diameter (Watanabe, 1979). The main

limitati_m of currently operating IPS arrays is the relatively small number of

reliably scintillating sources ( < 10) at observing frequencies > 70 MHz.
Only a few of these sources lie in the ecliptic plane, so directional sensitiv-

ity to approaching solar wind disturbances has a seasonal dependence. Nonethe-

less, IPS measurements during some months provide unique and valuable informa-

tion for warning mole predictions of strong distortions in particle event
histories.

Reconmendations

(1) Solar wind speed sb)uld be provided in real time for

prediction of particle event histories _n the reaction

mode. The paper of Tsurutanl and Baker (1979) in these
Proceedings describes steps presently being taken to imple-
ment this recommendation.

(ii) Interplanetary scintillation multi-site observations of
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solar '_ind speed should be obtained on a daily basis. Even

though IPS directional sensitivity is seasonal, measure-

ments during the optimel periods of the year are extremely

valuable for predictions in the warnin_ mode.

(iii) Research concerning three-dimensional distortion of the

interplanetary field by solar flare plasma disturbances is

essential to the understanding necessary for predicting
the effect of these disturbances on energetic particle
event histories.

3.2 Magnetic Storms

A magnetic storm is an interval of several hours to several days duration

during which the horizontal component of"the magnetic field at a near equatori-

al ground station undergoes a significant deviation from quiet values. A storm

is characterized by the D _ index, which is an average over all local times of

the deviations in H, and_e asymmetry index, i.e., the range between maximum
and minimum values of the deviation in H. These indices represent and are

related to the currents of trapped particles circulating in the magnetosphere.

The trapped particle populations in the entire outer magnetosphere undergo

massive changes during and after magnetic storms with resulting ionospheric

and aero_omic effects. The reader should consult the reports of the Working

Groups on Interplanetary-Magnetosphere Interactions and Geomagnetic
Disturbance Predictions to become more familiar with the phenomenology of

magnetic storms and the report of the Working Groups dealing in ionospheric
predictions and spacecraft applications to appreciate the effects.

There are two types of magnetic storms, those associated with solar flares
and recurrent storms which are most probably associated with coronal holes.

The geoefficiency of a flare depends on the location of the flare, its size and

the direction of the photospheric magnetic field. Recurrent magnetic storms

are more common near solar minimum. Their effectiveness in generating geomag-

netic activity appears tc be a consequence of an interaction between a high
speed solar stream and slower plasma ahead of it (Mishin et al., 1979; Iyemori

and Maeda, 1979). The interaction organizes the various plasma and field

parameters in a systematic way. In particular, the interplanetary magnetic

field (IMF) is tipped out of the ecliptic plane with a sudden transition from
north to south, (or vice versa) occurring at the center of the interaction

region.

Magnetic storms are controlled by the direction of the IMF and the solar

wind velocity through the interplanetary electric field, E = -VB where Bs isSW,. S , .
equal to the GSM Z component of the IMF, if it is nega_ive, ana is zero
otherwise. When the magnetosphere is treated as a linear system it is possible

to predict the D _ index as a function of time using an impulse response of

roughly 10 hours S_uration convolved with E . Thus, in principle, given the

parameters of the interplanetary medium it S_s possible tc predict Dst.
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Recommendation

We recommend that a workshop be organized to test and evaluate

our ability to predict D _. Data describing the state _f thes
interplanetary medium wo_Sd be used to predict D . and thens_

compared to Dst values calculated from ground observations.

Several processes are thought to be responsible for the injection and

energization of ri,,gcurrent particles. A sudden enhancement of an azimuthal

electric field will cause ambient particles drifting on closed paths inside the

plasmapause to move inward. As they do this they gain energy and drift more

rapidly creating an enhanced ring cur:ent (Lyons and Williams, 1979). Simul-
taneously particles at greater distances in the magnetotail drift ea_°thward

gaining energy and replacing those previously present and accelerated out of

the region. Sporadically, substorms divert a portion of the tail current down

magnetic field lines westward through the electrojet. This causes rapid in-
creases in the magnetic field in a localized sector near midnight. This in

turn creates an inductive elect;ic field which accelerates particles through

the betatron and drift-betatron processes. These particles rapidly drift out

of the acceleration region becoming part of the source which supplies the inner

magnetosphere (Clauer and McPherron, 1979).

Recommendation

We recommend additional coordinated research or workshop-typ_
activities which will better describe the quantitative rela-

tionship between Ds , or other magnetospheric parameters and
indices, and the ac%ual energy spectra and spatial distribu-
tions of the storm time ring current particle population.

The decay of the ring current is via wave particle interactions and charge

exchange. When the IMF turns northward, the plasmapause begins to expand. As
it expands, both the proton and electron distributio- functions become cyclo-

tron unstable producing waves which scatter particles into the loss cone thus

precipitating the particles into the ionosphere.

The rate of precipitation of energetic electrons can be calculated from

_nowledge of the spectrum of plasmaspheric whistler-mode hiss (Spjeldvik and

Lyons, 1979). Particles precipitated by this process penetrate to the D region
of the ionosphere enhancing the ioni:ation of this layer. This ionization

alters atmospheric chemistry producing such effects as changes in the ozone
content as well as effects on communications which can be quantitatively

predicted.

The various physical processes linking a solar flare or coronal hole to

eventual particle precipitation into the atmosphere are thought to be under-

stood to varying degrees. By combining a variety of sem4quantitative empirical
relations and theoretical calculations, it should now be possible tc crudely

predict the magnetospheric effects of storms and the resultant atmospheric

effects of particle precipitation during magnetic storms. An essential
element for such predictions is measurement of the properties of the solar

wind plasma and magnetic field immediately upstream of the earth's bow shock.
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Recommendation

We recommend that a coordinated workshop be orgac_zed,

involving magnetospheric and atmospheric scienlists, for the

purpose of assessing, using selected storm time data, the

feasibility of predicting the beginning-to-end evolution of one

or more magnetic storms_ including aeronomic and ionospheric
effects.

3.3 Substorms .!

At the present time it is difficult to agree on precise interpretations of

all of the detailed features of magnetospherie substorms. However, associated

with all significant substorm activity there are major changes in the near-

earth magnetic field and there are also substantial re-distributions and
energizations of particles in the outer magnetosphere. We conclude that major

substorm effects involve a release of a large fraction of the energy which has

been extracted from the solar wind and whlch has been stored within the magnet-

osphere. We adopt, therefore, the point of view that it is, and ought to be, of

primary interest to users to define substorms in terms of the major substorm

energy release in the form of charged particles. The reference substorm onset
time (t=0) can be specified as the time of first appearance of intense fluxes

of energetic magnetospheric particles near local midnight.

Warnin_ Mode - Since we wish to predict substorm energetic particle
disturbances, we presently recognize two powerful tools that are available for
this purpose:

I) Measurement of the solar wind energy input function, f(Vsw , Bz) , to
the magnetosphere.

This basically involves some combination of the solar wind
speed (V ) and the IMF north-south component (B_). A measure-

S z
ment of _(V., B ) can tell us the size of magnetospheric

effects (sub_orms_, but not when or where effects will occur.

It seems possible that lead times of 30-60 minutes may be
achieved if measurements were made at the sunward libration

point (Tsurutani and Baker, 1979).

2) Measurements of the internal stresses of the magnetosphere.

Such measurements can be made using energetic electron aniso-

tropies and/or sensitive magnetometers at geostationary orbit

(Baker et al., 1979a, b). This technique gives a fairly good
indication (on a statistical basis) of when a substorm will

occur. Substorm warnings one to two hours in advance of sub-

storm onset times may be provided by the method.

The size of the open field line reg _n over the polar cap as

determined by low altitude spacecraft or ground based magneto-

meters or radars is also a measure of the stress in the magneto-

sphere.
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Recommendations

(i) Evaluate, in an operational sense, the efficacy of using
the actual magnetospheric energy input function, f(V ,

B ) as measured by ISEE-3 interplanetary data to comp_e

t_e energy dumped by substorms using a suitable index.

_ii) Guided by result of the recommendation above,implement a
real-time ISEE-3 data system. The paper by Tsurutani and

Baker in these Proceedings provides a roadmap for
acquiring the ISEE-3 data.

(iii) Develop a real-time system for utilization of geo-

stationary energetic electron data for predicting substorm

onsets and utilize the magnetometers presently in the geo-

stationary orbit to .d in the measurements of magneto-
spheric stresses.

(iv) Using the appropriate data sets, study the details of mag-

netic field direction changes and electron drift-shell

changes which might be used to estimate the size of the
impending substorm disturbance.

Reaction Mode - Once a substorm has taken place, what can be done to update

predictions or to specify the magnetospheric effects?

I) Magnetospherie effects (important for spacecraft charging or space-
craft operations):

a) Plasma parameters can be measured directly by plasma analyzers

or inferred by appropriate fitting techniquesusing data from
more limited instrumentation.

b) Radiation dose measurements can be made which are useful for

assessing hazards to spacecraft operations.

2) Ionospheric and auroral effects (important for HF communications):

a) Location and extent of auroral zone can be inferred from low

altitude measurements of electron precipitation, or brems-

strahlung X-rays, or high altitude optical and X-ray imaging.

b) Sensing of auroral zone precipitation from synchronous orbit

observations may be possible for some applications through
measurement of

i) Strong pitch angle scattering

ii) Prediction of drift trajectories in the magnetosphere

using realistic models of the magnetosphere.
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Recommendation

We recommend that research be undertaken to develop global

models of the magnetospheric magnetic field fitted to real

time measurements of magnetic field components (or the

loss cone direction of energetic partzcle distributions)

made by a number of satellites. Encouragement should be

given to develop instruments capable of imaging the
auroral zone in UV or X-rays. Further effort should be

devoted to study of parallel electric fields which

considerably alter particle distribution functions at low

altitudes and strongly affect auroral features; such

efforts are clearly essential if low altitude effects are
to be inferred from high altitude measurements.

Phenomena Not Predicted:

There are, obviously, many phenomena of interest to the scientific and

application community, which we cannot predict. Several examples will
suffice.

I) Ionospheric effects whose relationship to substorms is not clear or

obvious. These include relativistic electron precipitation (REP)

events and precipitation spikes observed by low altitude spacecraft.

8B

2) 8--_ during substorms (of interest for their inductive effects)
except that magnitude of B is probably related to size of energy

input f(V , B ). Detailed knowledge of the substorm process and itssw
triggering mechanism must be known before such estimates can be
made.

Recommendation

Users should correlate times of observed effects in their

systems with commonly used definitions of substorm onsets

(particle injection times, mid-latltude positive bays in

magnetograms) so that forecasters and scientists can know more

precisely what is important to users. Publication of

monitoring data might be of service in this regard.

3.4 Long Term Variations of Energetic Particles

In a predictive or warning mode, the long term averaged quantitative

models of trapped protons and electrons described by Vette et al. (1979) in

these Proceedings can be used to provide the fluences received by any

spacecraft orbiting within the limits of the model. There is one region of
space between L of 2 and 7 where predictions are not reproducible from year to

year within acceptable accuraoy. Solar proton fluence models consisting of
event integrated fluences and statistics over the 20th solar cycle have been

prepared and provide a good first-order estimate of the likely solar proton

fluxes expected during the 21st cycle.
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Recommendations

(i) Maintain quantitative trapped radiation electron and

proton models to an accuracy of a factor of about 2 by

incorporating new data at appropriate times.

(ii) Following the completion of the 21st solar cycle, compile

the event integrated fluence_ and statistics for the

solar proton events from 5 MeV up to the maximum energies

observed and using riometer absorption events, recalibrate
the 19th solar cycle compilations so that three cycles

will be available to predict fluences in the 22nd cycle

and beyond. The efforts to maintain a high accuracy

historical record of galactic cosmic ray flux shoutd
continue. ,

(iiJ) Determine a representation of the electron fluxes

that appear in the trapped region following a magnetic

storm characterized by the D__ parameter and give its
_6

decay features over the whole region; this should be done
in the frame work of a multi-storm sequence. In a reaction

or specification mode there are several products that can

be produced with existing data and the cause of the varia-

bility in multl-month flux averages over a portion of the

outer zone can likely be determined.

(iv) On the basis of data collected over the 20th solar c)cle,

compile the statistics on storm injected electrons appro-

priate to planning a work schedule for mall operating at

the geostationary orbit for large facility construction

and maintenance or repair of outer zone spacecraft by
Shuttle visitation.

(v) Determine the cause of the time variations in outer zone

electron fluxes characterized by other than the expo-

nential decay, particularly those decays associated with

flux increases produced by fast solar wind streams

impacting the magnetosphere.

(vi) In order to speed up the pace of quantitative model

development and to permit the experimenters to participate

directly in this activity, use the newly developed coordi-

nated data analysis workshop technique, in which

computer interactive graphics is employed to manipulate

and display a common data base constructed to address a
specific problem.
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4. SUMMARY OF RECOt4_ENDATIONS:

WORKING GROUP ON ENERGETIC PARTICLE DT_TURBANCES

StatusofP_e-

Recommendation Prediction dlctionTechnlque Implications

Solar Particles

Solar active re_ion evolution
(See Report of Working Groups on
Solar Activity Prediction)

Prediction of Particle Spectrum

and Composition

(i) Multi-frequency radio patrols Proton Operational Operation
in_ity of several

and spectrum ground
stations

(ii) Soft (I-IOA) solar x-ray Proton Research Satellite
measurement and electron in orbit

prediction

(iii) Optical flare patrol Particle Operational Operation
flare of several

occurrence cbservatories

Prediction of Coronal Transport

(i) Soft x-rays (40 A) or EUV Coronal Capability Satellite

solar imaging I/day loop exists in orbit
structure

(ii) High resolution solar disk Magnetic Operational Ground

magnetograms field sector based
structure obsecvations

(iii) Daily calculation of Coronal Research Research

potential field B structure loop

over photosphere structure

(iv) Research of coronal particle 2 Dimen- Research Research

transport sional profile

of particle
flux re,ease

from the

solar corona

Prediction of Interplanetary Transport

(i) Solar wind speed in real time Particle Capability Satellite
event devel- exists in orbit

opment

(ii) Multi-site interplanetary Particle Operational Increase

scintillations event devel- ground
opment/prediction observatlo_,"
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(ill) 3-dimensional distortion of Effect of Research Research

Lnterplanetary magnetic field solar activity

by solar activity on particle
flux profiles

Magnetic Storms

(See Reports of Working Groups on Interplanetary-Magnetosphere Interactions

and Geomagnetic Disturbance Precictions)

Workshop to evaluate ability to Prediction Research Coordinated

predict D_. using interplanetary of magnetic research
medium da_ storms

Research and relationship between Prediction Research Coordinated

or other magnetospheric indices of particles research

_ the storm time ring currents in magneto-

sphere during

magnetic
storms

Coordinated Workshop (involves Prediction Proposed Coordinated

magnetospheric and atmospheric of magnetic research

scientist) to study the feasibility storm effects

of predicting end-to-end evolution

of one or more magnetic storms

Magnetospheric Substorms

Evaluation of magnetospheric input Capability Research Research

function with respect to the Solar to predict

wind-data prov±ced by ISEE-3 substorm

activity from
solar wind data

Implement real-time ISEE-3 data Substorm Capability Data handling

system activity/ exists systerl

warning
30-60 min

Develop real-time system for Substorm Capability Data handling

geostation&ry electron data activity/ exists systei_

prediction of substorm onset warning
30 min

Research on predictive character- Substorm Research Research

istlcs of B direction c:_anges and activity/

electron drlft-shell charge_ warning
I-2 hours ,

Research to develop models or Low Research Instr_;menta- _'

the magnetospheric B, Auroral zone altitude tion for"
UV and X-ray imaging, parallel effects auroral

electric field zone X-ray
and UV

Imaging ,,_

z

¢
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User effects correlations to be User Proposed Research
done with substorm onsets effects

prediction
development

Long term variations of energetic particlcs

Trapped radiation e and p models Particle Operational Data
to be maintainerP fluxes in handling

trapped radi-
ation region

Compilation of integrated fluxes Particle Operational Data
of solar events (E_) 5 MeY) and fluxes over handling
of galactic cosmicPrays polar caps

and outside

the magneto-
sphere

Model of electron flux in trapped Electron Proposed Research
region following magnetic storm in fluxes and data

function of Dst in outer handling
radiation
zone

Storm injected electrons in outer Electron Proposed Research
raaiation zone:statisticalcompila- fluxes ir and data
tion geostati_nary hand!Jng

orbit

Research on time variations of Electron Research Research
outer zone electron fluxes, flux in
associated with solar wind outer zone

Coordinated data analysis Proposed Coordinated
workshops research
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APPENDIX I

Short Term Magnetospheric Particle Variations (I min < T < I day)

P. R. Higbie, D. N. Baker, V. Domingo, W. L. Imhof, R. L. McPherron
W. N. Spjeldvik, D. J. Williams, J. R. Burrows, and M. Hayakawa

Introduction

The interest in studying short term (I min < T < I day) energetic

magnetospheric particle variations stems from several sources, both scientific
and applied. The scientific problems associated with this time domain include

the entire suhstorm process as well as the coupling between the magnetosphere

and interplanetary space (e.g., solar particle entry). The numerous practical

problems which occur on the above timescales include spacecraft charging and

radiation damage effects caused by solar proton events, communications intez'-

ferenee from particle precipitation in the polar regions apd even radiation
hazards to people flying on great circle routes over the Arctic during solar

proton events. Magnetospheric coupling to the atmosphere through precipi-

tation of energeLic particles gives rise to short term density disturbances in

the thermosphere and is one link which has been suggested as joining the

earth's weather and climate to solar activity. The ability to predict the
occurrence, duration, evolution, and intensity of energetic p&rticle flux

variations in the magnetosphere is thus valuable both scientifically ana for

its contribution to practical human ventures.

Energetic Particle Processes

Figure I is a schematic representation of the generation and propagation

processes for energetic particles of concern in solar-terrestrial predictions.

The upper branch of the figure refers to particles energized at the sun by

impulsive events such as flares. These particles travel through interplane-

tary space and eventually enter the Earth's magnetosphere a_Id i'cach the

atmosphere. The lower branch lists the processes by which particles are

energized (0.01 - 5 MeV) in the esrth's magnetosphere and then precipitate into

the atmosphere or are otherwise lost from the magnetosphere. The processes
listed in the lower branch include the substorm process which is still far

from being completely understood. The reader should refer to the paper by

Scholer in these Proceedings for a review of the solar particle entry process

and to the reference in the reports of the Working Groups on Interplanetary-

Magnetosphere Interactions and Geomagnetic Disturbance Predictions for addi-
tional insight into magnetospheric prGqesses. Characteristic times are asso-

ciated with various processe'. Diamonds in the figure represent points at

which one might break into the chain of events to make observations for predic-

tive purposes.

The times that have been associated with the intermediate phenomena in the

• upper branch of Figure I are ap:'roximate characte-istic times for 10 - 3U
MeV/nucleon ions. For faster ions and for the electrons of anterest, some of

the quoted times are correspondingly shorter. We see that for any significant

medium- and long-term forecast of solar energetic particle variations ( > I

day), only observations of tbe sun and the interplanetary medium for the

purposes of predicting future particle emission and transport may be useful.
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The reader should consult the reports of Working Groups on solar activity

predictions to gain a perspective of the current status of our ability to

predict solar activity both on the timescale of days as well as decades.

Magnetosphere Penetration

Once particles of solar origin have reached the neighborhood of the

} magnetosphere, where they may be detected by satellites, the particles will

'I' enter the different magnetospherie regions with little delay.

A review of experimental results on solar particle penetration into the

m_gnetosphere has been published by Paulikas (1974). The reader should also
consult the paper by Scholer in these Proceedings for a more recent review.

The major points of these reviews are:

- solar electrons have immediate (within seconds) access to the

magnetotail and polar caps;

- protons of E > I MeV have access to the low latitude boundary of

the polar cap (that coincides more or less with the aurnral region)

in a very short time (in general, minutes) after reaching the

magnetosheath. On the other hand the population of the tail lobes

seems to suffer d_lays of the order of tens of minutes.

- Lower latitudes, within closed magnetic field lines, are penetrated

when the geomagnetic activity is high. The same is true for geo-

synchronous orbit in the case of low energy protons. Higher energy

protons (Ep > 20 MeV) redch the geosynchronous orbit at all times.

- The precipitation of protons of I MeV up to at least :300MeV near the
centers of the polar caps is subject to delays that vary bet_,een some

minutes and several hours. The amount of delay depends on the

orientation of the interplanetary magnetic field, while the flux

intensities reached over the polar caps are depende'_t on the aniso-

tropy of the interplanetary flux.

- Observations made by HEOS-2 in the high latitude magnetosphere show

that the behavio_ of particles observed _n the polar cap is the same
as for those observed in the deep tai Particle fluxes in the

regions near the :_agnetopause and the neutral sheet are seen to
closely follow the interplanetary proton flux; fluxes at the center

of the tail lobe, on the other hand, follow interplanetary levels

only after some delay.

Local Production of Energetic Particles

The ultimate energy snurce for locally energized particles in the Earth's

magnetosphere is again the sun although particles originating in the earth's

ionosphere may play a very significant role in magnet_spherzc dynamics. The
Earth's _onosphere forms a complex lower boundary for the magnetosphere and

there is strong evidence that part of the plasma _n the magnetosphere is

supplied by the ionosphere.
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Coronal holes are the source of high speed solar wind streams. The
persistence of coronal holes and magnetic field structure on the sun provide a

recurrent pattern of high speed streams and magnetic sectors every twenty-

seven days. Various structures in the solar wind including flsre-produced

shocks are propagated to the earth in two to five days. These structures

evolve during the process of propagation and by the time the structures reach
the distance of Jupiter's orbit, shock structures f_rm due to the interaction

of the high speed streams with more slowly moving solar wind particles. The
closure of forward and reverse shocks from successive shock pairs results in a

corotatinE cavity centered on the sun. The existence of such a cavity rein-

fcrces possible twenty-seven day periodicities. Thus, one crude prediction
applicable to maEnetospheric phenomena is the persistence of twenty-seven day

patterns in energetic particle behavior.

The solar wind impinging on the Earth's dipole distorts the field and

confines it to form the magnetosphere and the magnetopause boundary. Waves

generated in this process act upon the incoming plasma to form a stand-off
shock in the solar wind. These macroscopic structures are the average effect

of microscopic processes. The solar wind parameters (density, temperature,

bulk velocity, frozen-in interplanetary magnetic field) are functions of posi-

tion and time. For example, standard deviations in the hourly averaged IMF

magnitude can be comparable to the average itself. Furthermore, on occasions

the IMF may not be uniform across scale lengths of the order of the magneto-

sphere. The actual dynamical processes at the magnetopause -dayside merging,
plasma entry - and the exact morphology of the magnetopause are topics of
active current research.

Despite the considerable uncertainties involved, it is clear that the

coupling between the solar wind and the magnetosphere results in the transfer

and storage of energy in the Earth's magnetosphere. It is thought that this
storage is in the form of reconfiguration of the Earth's magnetotail. Indeed,

inflation of the magnetotail is often observed before substorm onsets. Inter-

planetary shocks can cause sudden compressions of the Earth's magnetosphere

and can simultaneously excibe or trigger substorm activity. In any event,

energy can be stored in the Earth's magnetosphere and then be released later in
a sudden manner.

Whereas the initial storage of energy may take place over many hours; and

in fact apparently does so continuously albeit with varying efficiencies, _he

consequent energy dissipation in substorms takes place on time scales of an

half hour. During substorms particles can be accelerated to high energies -
10's of KeV to _ I MeV. These particles are injected _nto the outer radia-

tion zones where they subsequently drift around the earth. The electrons and

ions are pitch angle scattered and eventually precipitate into the Earth's

atmosphere causing various changes to the ionosphere which are of practical
importance as noted in the Introduction.

Particle Precipitation at Low and Mid Latitudes

Ion precipitation at low latitudes has been observed to yield ionospheric

effects. Qualitatively this may be understood in terms of charge exchange of

ring current ions. As these ions become neutralized some disappear out into

space and some precipitate into the near equatorial atmosphere. When they
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encounter the upper atmosphere these energetic neutrals can become reionized

and form a temporary low altit,_de trapped radiation zone from which further

atmospheric interactions take place.

At low mid latitudes significant fluxes of energetic electrons are almost

continually precipitating into the atmosphere as evidenced by the regular
observation of quasi-trapped electrons at low altitudes and at long_tudes

where the minimum Jongitude drift altitudes are below the surface of the Earth. [
The precipitating fluxes at low latitudes are generally aueh lower than at high

latitudes. Nonetheless, the fluxes can be detrimental to satellite missions i
and can interfere with communications, i

Although middle latitude electron precipitation occurs most all oe the

time, large variations in flux are often .b_erved from one spacecraft orbit to
another. Thus substantial changes in the precipitation mechanism takes place

on timescales shorter than _ 100 minutes. At the present these variations

are only understood to a limited extent. Variations associatd with magnetic i

storms are understood in terms of enhancement in the ambient radiation belt 1
flux levels and the intensification of the scattering plasmaspheric hiss

responsible for the post-storm precipitation. During other geomagnetic

conditions our current knowledge is more meager. Enhanced ion convection

across the plasmapause is thought to excite hiss generation and consequently

variations in energetic electron precipitation at middle lattitudes. Empiri-

cally, the precipitation fluxes show some increase with increasing Kp index,
but this dependence is small in relation to the rather large spread in flux
values observed.

Man-made VLF waves can propagate through the ionosphere and enter the

radiation belt regien. It has been suggested that these waves may be important

in inducing energetic electron precipitation; but evidence in support of this
has not yet demonstrated that this is a significant mechanism.

Our ability to predict short term variations in precipitating electron
fluxes at times other than magnetic storm recovery is thus quite limited.

Without a more complete understanding of the precipitation processes, most

notably the generation of the scattering wave turbulence, the most appropriate
approach to predicting short term variations may be to rely o,,the empirical

finding that the total intensities of electrons precipitating from the slot

region have significant correlation coefficients for separation times of 24
hours#or less. Accordlngly, without further research, only the persistence

prediction appears useful: that the precipitating fluxes in the near futur_ _
will be comparable to their present intensities. _I

Particle Precipitation at High Latitude I';

At high latitudes in the auroral zone/outer belt regions the fluxes of

precipitating electrons are generally much greater than at lower latitudes ard
their morphology is more closely related to geomagnetic activity and to the
occurrences of substorms. Since time delays (up to several hours) in the

daytime precipitating fluxes may be associated with gradient drift, the known

substorm morphology can presently provide a basis for predicting the fluxes of

precipitating relativistic electrons in the dawn-noon time frame. The
predictability of electron precipitation is complicated by the occurrences of
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impulsive precipitation spikes at high latitudes, many of which occur in the

midnight sector. To improve our predictive ability widespread precipitation

patterns must be measured and for this purpose the satellite x-ray mapping
technique can provide valuable data. With such a technique, from a polar

orbiting satellite the spatial and temporal morphology can be studied in far i

more detail than has been heretofore possible.

Prediction Techniques
!

The diamonds in Figure I represent the points at which observetions might

be made for predictive purposes. We shall briefly mention the types of phenome-

na which can be observed and the techniques which might be used to make further

predictions.

(A) 3olaf flares may be observed in optical, radio and X-rays. Using

models of typical proton events (see review by Shea and Smart in these Proceed-

in__), predictions can be made for the appearance an_ duration of solar
particle events at Earth.

(B) Observations can be made of the fluxes of energetic particles by

satellites in interplanetary space. Such observations can be used to update

model predictions.

Observations of energetic particles by spacecraft in magnetospheJ_ic

regions easily reached by these particles (e.g., geosynchronous for protons of
energies > 20 MeV, electrons at the polar caps) can be used to predict entry

of high energy protons into the tail lobes and precipitation onto the polar

caps. Optical and X-ray imaging of the auroral region could be used to follow
the course of a sola- particle event as well as substorm evolution (cf. F and H
below).

(C) Solar wind parameters (density, temperature, bulk velocity,

components of the embedded magnetic field) can be measured upstream from the

o. Earth. Various combinations of these parameters" could be combined to give an

empirical prediction of some index (e.g., Dst or AE) which is indicative of
storm or substorm activity.

(D) Electron anisotropies obtained by spacecraft measurements near the

geosynchronous orbit can indicate the occurrence of magnetic stresses in the

magnetosphere. Dire_t observation of inflation of the magnetotail using

magnetometer tcohnlques can also indicate the existence of large amounts of
stored en_r'gy in the magnetotail which might be released in the form of a
substorm.

_E,F) Real time measurements of magnetic disturbances at ground stations
can be used to track substormc. Pa-tlcle injections can be observed by

multiple spacecraft. Al._o _ultiple s,_acocraft observations of the magnetic

field or sy_,metYy a_ enerjetic electrons could be used to infer the
parameters in a s_p T_6netic field _1odel for the Earth's magnetospheric

magnetic field. Thcores_ua_ _oiutions _n _omputer modeling of th_ evolution of

the observed particle distributions in the model magnetic field could be Jsed

to predict the motions of theae particles and their eventual precipitation into

the atmosphere_
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(G) Spacecraft near geostationary orbit or in the geoNagnetio tail can
observe boundary motions or thinning on time scales of minutes prior to flux

injections. For,spacecraft in geostatlonary orbit, changes elther in the gross
counting rates due to the gradient in the flux profile or direct observatlons

of the gradient for'high energy proton fluxes (east-west effect) can be used to

infer the inward convection of a boundary. The basic _hree-dimensional problem

of thinning and the shape of the injection region must be understood in _ore

detail. Local vs global effects must also be investigated.

(H) Direct observation of energetic flux levels and their pitch angle

distributions can be used to predict preciplt_Lion of energetic electrons into

the ionosphere. Coupled with particle trajectory caIculations, these

predictions might be extended to regions beyond the foot of the field _ine
passing through the s_teiiite.

Input froi_ Other Workin_ Groups

Much more research l_eeds to be done into the substorm process to predict

when and under what conCitions we may expect energetic particles to be
generated and to establish the connection between the magnitude of the

generated fluxes and the state of the magnetosphere and the interpianetary

medium. Theoretical studies should be carried out to describe the transport of

injected particles in a realistic modeI of magnetic and eiectric fields. Much

work has already been done using relatively crude field models for low energy
plasma. Investigations should be directed towards simple magnetic field tail-
like models whic,_ exhibit tail-iike features and for electrons and ions with

energios of Iess than 100 keY. Data comparisons should be made between
magnetospheric particle observations and those d_ta sets that bear on the

coupling between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere and _he upper
atmosphere.

Testing and Evaluation of Predictions

There ore at ieast four methods to test and evaIuate prediction
techniques. Table I lists pro's an_ con's for each cf these methods. The

methods are listed here as though they might be stages in the evaIuation of a

prediction technique.

(I) Traditional CoIlaborations. The traditional method for generating
new scientific concepts and establishir8 new teehnoiogies is to form small

collaborations. Publication in Journals with refereeing and stimulation of

further articles results in a winnowing process that allows the best ideas to t

(2) Enhanced Collaborations. We have seen example_ of the NASA and the

NSF supporting analysi3 of special periods. This should allow the maximum

number of people to participate and may allow certain groups to interact which
might not have come together otherwise. New computerized technology has been

used to facilitate comparisons of such special data sets.

(3) Simulated Prediction Schemes. Special events and _omputerlzed tech-

nlques developed in processes like (2) above ccu]d be used _o test particular
techniques.
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(q) Field Tests. Partlcul_ techniques could be used by space

disturbance forecastinE cente,_ as trials. Results could be used to refine the

techniques.

Table . Methods of Teatlng and Evaluating Predictions.

Pro Con

Tradition C)llaboration Well established, Slow process, not all
comfortable data comparisons may be

covered

"_hanced Collaborations Geared to particular Hardware limited, requires

goal, n_ computerized much individual time, few
techniques special events which may

not be the critical cases

Simulation Relatively cheap Hardwar_ limited, lacks

sub_letiesoffieldsituation,
may lack realism.

Field Tests Allows opePa_ing Very manpower intensive if
forecast center carried out in real time

personnel hands-on
experience and J,nteractlons
with researchers
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APPENDIX II

Long Term Magnetospherie Particle Variations (I Day < T < oO )

J. I. Vette, H. K. Hills, G. A. Paulikas

D. A. Sawyer, E. G. St_ssinopoulos, and M. J. Teague

Groduotion

The practical importance of _tudying the variations of energetic magneto-

spheric particles with durations in excess of I day lies mainly in being aLle

to predict, for example, the effect of damage to space-raft systems or long-

term effects on the earth's ionosphere. Since typical systems, be these

spacecraft aystems or communication/navigation networks, have lifetimes in the

range of 5-10 years, the variations of the near-earth environment over the

solar cycle become an impol'snL aspect of their design and operation. With

significant improvements in technology occurring in the same time interval, it

is expected that such systems will continue to be replaced on similar time

scales over the next half c_ntury. The radiation and plasma environment

affects some aspect of engineering design and influences the selection o£ the

orbit for eertain space missions. With the total budgets of all nations for

spacecraft systems and instruments being in the (several) billion dollar range

annually, measures costing a few tens of million dollars might be considered

quite cost effective.

_rom the scip:tifie stapdpoint interest in long term variations of the

radial;ion in oearby space rauges from the considerations of the evolution of

life on the planet, where geomagnetic field reversals on geological ti_e scales

may result in s_nifieant changes in the radiatien environment, to the detailed

underztanding of magnetospheric processes which ran be extended to peculiar

astrophysical objects such as pulsars &nd Quazars. The comglexity of plasma

?recesses in the solar-terrestrial environment has been summarized in Appendix

I and it has been shown that most phenomena operate in the time domain between

one minute anu one day. Consequent]y, it is necessary fgr us__o logica_)y
impose a low pass filter with a cutoff frequency around c.e (day) to addr _ss

our assigned topic, this is not an easy taqk. However, we will attempt tc do

this by adopting the viewpoint that 3uch variations are either adiabatic (as

concerns the motion of trapped particles), or the statistical results of non-

adiabatic proeesses such as acceleration z_Id, radial and pitch angle
diffusion.

L_.qon_Term Energetic Particle Processes

Appendix I contains a comprehensive flow diagram of solar-terrestrial

processes with obsergation points necessary for predictions and, hence, for

understanding the phenomena (Figure I of Appendix I). The time scales relevant

to the consideration of lena term particle variations are also indicated
there.

The recognitJon of the variation of solar activity from one solar cycle to

the next and the consequent variability of geophysical effects is manifest by

the difficulties which were encountered in predicting the date of Skylab re-

entry well in advance. Although sunspot numbers dating back to Galileo in the
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early 1600'sare available (including such anomalous periods as the Maunder

miminum), it is stl]l not possible to accurately predict the level of solar

activity in a given solar cycle alth_ugh the general variations can 1_e
predicted. The investigation of the Maunder minimum by such techniques as _C

dating is near the extreme upper limit of quantitative study of long term

radiation variability. On a shorter time scale, for example, we know that the

persistence of active _olar regions, which exhibit some periodicity around 45

days should also be included since it is suggested that such periodicities may

be present in t_e energetic electron fluxes obtained in geostationary orbits
over the past decade. Twenty-seven day running averages for this data show

approximately 8 peaks per year and detailed correlations should be performed.

Recent studies of the interplanetary magnetic field for the period 1963-

1976 has shown that the generation of shock structures is more prevalent during

active periods. The character of the IMF and of long lived solar wind streams

shows variations in the range of years. Consequently particle ocopagation from
the sun also can be affected by the changes. The characterlstlcs of the

magnetosphere are also clearly affected by the long-term changes in inter-

planetary conditions. In addition to large scale erosion events, which are

apparent when a large interplanetary shock strikes the magnetopause, there is

recent evidence for patchy reconnection between the interplanetary magnetic
fic!d and the terrestrial field at the magnetopause. Thus buildup of the

magnetospheric energy may occur by global as well as local processes. Thus it
also seems plausible that de-excitation of the magnetosphere can occur in the

same way, i.e., particle ¢_nergization may be produced both impulsively and

quiescently. We speculate that the "fireball event" in the magnetotail may be
evidence of localized, patchy de-excitation and expect the particles from _uch

acceleration events to show up on the outer magnetosphere in a less conspicuous

manner than the large scale substorm injection processes, which may result from

a neutral point formation across large regiuns of the geomagnetic tail. If one

adopts this point of view, then there is evidence for de-excitation over the

period of 10's of days and the magnetosphere may be capable of maintaining a

stressed geomagnetic tail for these periods. This approach may be useful in

organizing our view of magnetospheric dynamics since it offers a way of viewing
the observed outer zone time behavior that brings some order to a very complex

pattern.

The energetic outer zone particles, particularly electrons, exhibit large
impulsive changes following the injection of accelerated plasma sheet

particles into the trapping region. Although there are, on occasion, rapid

(less than I day) changes, the general pattern is one of exponential decay with

time constants in the range from days to 10's of days. Super-imposed on this

are smaller injection events, which if not distinguishable, tend to make one

believe the decay behavior has been altered. Studies of the decay constants

indicate t_t they do not vary from event to event at a given L value and energy

and the decay seems to be consistent with (but not in complete agreement wlth
present calculations) whistler mode wave-particle interactions that result in

pitch angle diffusion of the particles down the field line to be lost in the

atmosphere. There are periods of time when these outer zone particles show a

leveling off of the fluxes for days to 10's of days at a time. There is no

reason to assume that the loss mechanisms become inoperative at thi_ time, 3o

we suppose a constant injection is occurring in a non-impul _v_ way. This
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could occur from t_e integrated injections from a number of firebal] or small
de-excitation events.

Studies of outer zone electrons have revealed that following the arrival

of fast solar wind streams, the fluxes rise within I-2 days but then decay in a
non.-predictable manner independent of solar wind conditions. We view this

decay as further evidence that the magnetotail is de-exciting itself over the
period of some 20-30 days in small scale injection events. The observations of

electrons > 4 MeV show variability on the time scale of a year or two at

geostationary orbits. However, at lower energies, averages of fluxes from 6

months to a year are consistent with there being no changes in the electron
population over these periods in most of the outer zone down to L=4.5.

Although definitive long term studies of protons have not been conducted, there

is nothing to indicate their long term picture is different than electrons.

Short term variations of protons including injection and decay have been

studied. In the region between L=2.0 and 4.5, there are differences in the

electron multi-month averages that can be as high as a factor of 10. Athough

the present quantitative models for trapped electrons attribute these changes

to _mlar cycle effects, it is not clear that the observed periodicities support
this conclusion.

An examination of the increases in energetic electrons in the outer zone

following magnetic substorms has shown on some occasions time constants that

exceed a day, particularly for the lower altitudes. Although some unknown long

term acceleration deep within the mag.netosphere has sometimes been attributed

to cause these effects, it is much more likely that one is seeing the adiabatic
transport of previously accelerated particles; this transport is due to the

variation of the ring currents In the inner zone, one always finds rises

greater than one day which are due to radial diffusion of the particles

injected into the outer t.'apping region.

Starfish and other nuclear detonations provided a large perturbation in
inner zone and slot electron fluxes that has allowed very good determinations

of the loss rates due to atmospheric scattering and other factors. These

exponential decay times were observed to be energy depende_ 7ith the longest

times being about 370 days around L= I_5 and energies around 1.0 MeV. Present

quantitative electron models of the inner zone no longer contain a Starfish
component since this residue has decayed below natural levels.

In the region around L=2.0 energetic protons are known to have exhibited
rapid non-adiabatic changes in association with large magnetic substorms. The

subsequent recoveries are by radial diffusion. These types o_ events seem to

reflect a slight re-distributlon of particles rather than the impulsive

injection of new particles. For the existlng proton models the variations due
to redistributions or long term variations are small enough (factors of _ 2 in

-estricted regions of space) that they hav_ been ignored and the models are

static except at low altitudes. Here the calculated predictions in 1964 that

energetic proton fluxes would vary with the solar cycle have been confirmed and

enough low altitude measurements were taken in various time periods to provide

a somewhat quantitative description. Since these change_ are produced by

density increases in the upper atmosphere which in turn are caused by solar EUV
emission that is dependent on coronal hole formation, the predictive aspects of
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this phenomena are not without difficulty.

Finally we should note that changes in the internal geomagnetic field can

produce long term changes in the energetic particle fluxes. Current internal

field models possess secular changes to the dipole moment that indicate

significant changes in times approaching 1000 years. The adiabatic changes due

to this effect have been calculated. Further, the well known dipole reversals

that oeeur on geological time scales may result in the complete disappearance

of the magnetospheric cavity and the solar wind interaction would occur with
the ionosphere as it does at Mars.

Prediction Techniques

Prediction techniques for energetic particles within the magnetosphere

depend on two kinds of knowledge. The first is the spatial variation of the

trapped fluxes as determined by performing averages over at least several

months at each point available for observatlon. Because the magnetospherie

cavity itself undulates, changes shape, and moves in toto with respect to any
preseleeted coordinate system, the separation of time effects, the second type

of necessary knowledge, from spatial effects is never an eas) task. However

imperfect the situation may be, one proceeds by establishing some quantitative

description of particle fluxes that to first order represents the average

situation that any spacecraft would encounter in its flight profile. In a real

orbit the time variations seen in executing each revolution may be as much as

five or six orders of magn!tude even using these static or quasi-static inodels.
Added to this picture as a modulating influence are the inherent time varia-

tions themselves. The rapid departures from this quasi-equilibrium, which are

represented by all the phenomena discussed in Appendix I, are spoken to

separately within the phenomenology of the event in question. This is somewhat

similar to conditional probability in that once an event has occurred, one can
address some average properties of the event. For time variations that are

long with respect to the multi-month averages constructed to obtain a spatial

distribution, their cause is generally attributed to influences outside the

system itself. Consequently, effects which show changes from years to several

hundred years are believed to be due to solar processes or to transport

processes between the sun and the earth. Processes that range from thousand

years to several million years are associated with the internal dynamics of the

earth such as the currents that produce the internal field. The time domain

between I and 60 days is perhaps the most fruitful one for the magnetospherie

scientist to study since the loss processes of most of the particles and the

small scale de-excitations of the cavity lie mainly within this range.

The improvement o£ predictive techniques in this area is dependent on two
things. First, more simultaneous observations of particle measurements are

needed to obtain better spatial distributions, Not only are more spacecraft
needed to perform these measurements but methods for providing the data collec-

ted to some centralized data base so it can be used effectively for producing
models is needed. The u_? of Coordinated Data Analysis Workshops might be a

way of improving the data bases needed for particle modeling and also brine

into the modeling arena some of the experimenters involved in the original

measurements. Unless there are major improvements in the numbers and types of
instruments flown for these purposes, any enhancement in the collection of such
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data coupled with added emphasis on the need for such studies represent the

only pragmatic approach for improving the situation.

Since the motion of the energetic particles is governed by the magnetic

field, the improvement of these models to cover disturbed conditions and the

relaxation back to quiet conditions will be important element in improving the

understanding of particle transport and decay. It is mainly through the

magnetic topology of the geomagnetic tail that one can determine the energy

stored in the tail. Knowing this quantity as a function cf time, even crudely,

would be a necessary parameter to testing the concept that de-excitation of the

cavity by the acceleration of particles in patchy regions contributes to ener-

getic particles in the outer trapping region.

Inputs from Other Workin_ Groups

It is apparent from the discussion given in the previous section that

inputs from the Working Groups on Interplanetary-Magnetosphere Interactions

and Geomagnetic Disturbance Predictions concerningTmagnetic field models, mag-

netic energy stored n the tail, magnetic monitoring measurements in the geo-

stationary orbit and at certain ground-based stations are the most Important

elements to study the configuration of particles in an adiabatic sense, once

the non-adiabatic e_'fects have occurred in the magnetosphere. Projects to

concentrate on the change of energetic particle populations during certain

events, particularly substorms, are fostered by coordinated measurements, as

has become nighly _evelo_ed during the Internaclonal M_netospheric Study.

Predictions of possible magnetospherie events from so+at events have also

proved useful to satellite measurements in the past. If the data from ISEE 3

couid be made available in real time to a prediction center, then alerts for

interplanetary shock waves and other solar generated disturbances could be

used to improve data coverage prior to and du:ing the magnetospherie response
to such events.

Testin_ and Evaluation of Predictions

The unierstanding of a process improves the ability to predict. Even a

statistical understanding, as opposed to a physical one, provides a statisti-

cal prediction. The latter techniques are used very extensively in doing

predictions on solar events since the complexity of the processes are indeed

very great. The general methods of evaluation have been provided in Appendix

1. The specific viewpoint we have taken in this position paper is certainly

one that is subject to test. Can all of the lon_ term decay processes dis-r

I played by magnetospheric particles be shown to be governed Just by internal

processes? The effect of magnetospheric events seems to result in a general

increase of the particle population save for a few isolated regions where non-

adiabatic transport might result ira catastrophic increase in loss rates. It

is felt that enhanced collaborations, particularly through Coordinated Data

Analysis Workshops as well as traditional methods will be the most fruitful in

evaluating the new prediction techniques whieh may become available through an

increased study of decay processes and their relationship to the energy content

of the various regions of the magnetosphere.

%
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ENERGETIC SOLAR PARTICLf BEHAVIOUR IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE

M. Scholer
Max-Planck Institut fur Extraterre_trische Physik

Garching b. Munchen
West Germany

The behaviour of energetic solar flare particles in the mag-
netosphere is discussed. In the absence of magnetospheric motion,
the problem of partic _ transport can be treated as simple propa-
gation of charged particles in a stationary magnetic field
configuration using, for instance, trajectory calculations in model
fields. This single particle approach is the basis for the deter-
mination of intensity and anisotroDy structures over the polar caps
and in the geomagnetic tail from different interplanetary condi-
tions. Particle transport on closed field lines is in addition
strongly affected by resonant interaction processes as pitch angi_
scattering and radial diffusion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Energetic solar flare particles, once they hit the magnetosphere, enter
the geomagnetic field and can be observed over the polar caps, on closed

field lines in the inner magnetosphere (e.g. at synchronous orbit) or on.open
field lines in the geomagnetic tail. Depending on the interplanetary or
magnetosheath particle and magnetic field conditions, on the particle energy
and on the observation position within the magnetosphere, a great variety of
intensity-time structures, spatial intensity structures and anisotropies will
be observed. This report tries to summarize the basic modes of particle
propagation to the various observational regions, whlch are the link between
the conditions in _nterplanetary space and the observed structures within the
magnetosphere,

The motion of a particle in a homogeneous magnetic field is a spiral and
the motion of the center of gyration is given by the field line to which the
particle is tied. The magnetic field within the magnetosphere is strongly
inhomogeneous and it is necessary to state the !imits of accuracy of the guid-
ing center approximation. F[g_re 1 shows curves of constant rigidity
separating regions of adiabatic and nonadiabatic particle motion on a meri-
dional cross-section of the magnetosphere (Morfill, 1973). The constant
rigidity contours are defined by the condition that the gyroradius is one-
tenth of the characteristic length's scale of the magnetic field. Since the
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Figure I. Curves of constant rigidity separating regions of adiabatic
and non-adiabatic particle motion, as obtained from the Alfv_n criterion

p(_B)/B = A = O,I. The rigidity is ca|culated from R = 300 B2A/Vj B,
and a cross-section through the magnetosphere in the X-Z plane is
shown (Morrill, 1973).

iso-rigldlty contours give the highest rigidity particles which move adia-
batically, we see that there are large regions in the magnetosphere where
even 1 HeV protons (0.04 GV) do not propagate under the adiabatic approxima-
tion. For all these particles, the full equation of motion must be solved in
order to obtain a reasonable model description of their orbit in _he magne-

tosphere. Further out, beyond _ 14 RE in this magnetic field model (Williams
and Mead, 1965 field n_del), the geomagnetic tail consists essentially of
parallel field lines, so the; the propagation of particles with larger
rigidities is again adiabatic in the tail. The nonadiab_ticity implies that
we have to numerically integrate particle orbits in a quantitative m_.gneto-

spheric field model at least out to 15 RE or to the magnetopause in order to
infer the particle distribution function close to the earth from interplane-
tary _neasurements or to draw conclusions from measurements of the distribution
function close to the earth. The application of trajectory integrations
assumes that the geomagnetic field is static; the effects of electric fields,
when integrated over the trajectory, must be small and so must pitch angle
_cattering and cross B diffusion. In other words, the distribution function
f(E,_) of the cosmic ray3 must be conserved along the trajectory. This is
of course not always true and is especially violated _ithin the closed field
line region, as wlll be discussed later.

Another Important quantity is the direction of asymptotic approach
= schematically shown in Figure 2 (from Shea et al., 1965) and rf "s to the

direction from which the solar cosmic rays arrive before they enter the geo-
magnetic field. This ultimately tells us how the Interplanetary anlsotropy
is transferred to the observation point within the magnetosphere.
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Asyrr_ot,c
Veloc,ty

Oreenw,ch _ Vector
Meridian _lat,on Mer,d,on Figure 2. Illustra-

tion of the defini-tion of the asyn,p-
totic direction of

5tot,on Lat,tude "Trajectory approach (Shea et
al., 1965).

Star,on Long,rude

2. ENERGETIC SOLAR PROTONSOVER THE POLAR CAPS

Systematic trajectory calculations in a Mead-Williams (1965) field model
have been performed by Rorfill and Quenhy (1971). Figures 3 and 4 show polar
cap regions of vertically incident particles in which particle access occurs
either from the dawn or dusk flank of the magnetopause or the high latitude
magnetotail and the neutral sheet, respectively, Figure 3 shows tile

NooM Noon

Figure 3. Trajectory computed access Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 for
regions over the northern polar cap 0.5 GV particles.
for solar protons, showing entry
through the magnetopause, from the
tall and the plasma-neutral sheet
regions for 0.08 GV particles
(Morfili and Quenby, 1971).
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resultant access regions for a 3 HeY proton and Figure 4 shows the access
regions for a 125 MeV proton. Let us first discuss the higher energy
particles. There is a large region over the central polar cap wheru dccess
is by direct impact from either the da,_n s_de or dusk side near earth magneto-
pause. Towards the midnight central polar cap the particle traj__ctories end
in the central part of the northern tail !obe. Around the vertical cutoff is
a broad region, where access is from the neutral sheet. At 25 RE the particle
trajectories end either at the dawn or dusk side of the neutral sheet.
Figure 5 shows schematic projections of trajectories onto the er'iptic plane
of the magnetosphere starting at different points alonq a dawn-d ,k satellite
pJss over the polar cap. Particles obser,ed in a small range c, i_,iLud_:
at _ 64 o invariant latitude at dawn and dusk enter the magneto._phere on the
dawn side by direct impact and arrive from a direction close to the inter-
planetary spiral angle. Particles at somewhat higher latitudes have trajec-
tories close to the neutral sheet which end up by drifting out on the dawn
side of the magnetopause. At somewhat higher latitudes at dusk, particles
enter on the dusk side of the magnetopause by direct impact and at _till
higher latitudes, trajectories end up in the tail. High energy protons
usually exhibit in interplanetary space an anisotropy in the Parker t_piral
direction. The direct impact from the dawn and dusk side results then in
auroral peaks at both dawn and dusk and in a trough ac somewhat higher lati-
tudes near dusk.

In the case of an interplanetary anisotropy, the full intensity is
usually also observed over the central polar cap where trajectories end in
the central tail. Two mechanisms have been proposed in order to explain the
high polar cap enhancements at

large energies: In the reconnec- ECLIPTIC PLANE CROSS SECTION
tion model, which implies diver-
gence of the tail field, all field
lines, even Lhose from the center
of the tail are eventually broughl
to the surface. By considering an
idealized rotational discontinuity
for the interface and by calculat-
ing trajectories in such a static
field configuration, Durney et al.
(1972) were able to show that
multiple discontinuity traversal. _.
of a particle produce large angle
changes in particle velocity vec-
tor, so that particles coming from
the sun could eventually be turned
around at the interface by more
than 900 (Figure r.). A different
explanation has been given by

Willis et al. (1573). Willis and DUSK _,
Pratt (1972) constructed a model
o1: the tail field where all field

lines connect through the neutral Figure 5. Sch_n_tic projections of
sh,.'et. Whereas in the Head- trajector es of 130 HeY protons onto
W;lliams field model trajectories the ecliptic plane of the magPeto-
ePd at 25 RE in the central tail, sphere.
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Figure 6. Proton motion across a discontinuity for multiple discontinuity
traversal produce large angle changes in particle velocity vector.
Final pitch-angle in the tail is 0 ° in this example (Durney eL al., 1972).

}

in the Willis-P]*att model all trajectories end ultimately near ;:he neutral
sheet and are turned by the residual Bz component towards dawn, _o that the
full intensity is accessible. Figure 7 shows the magnetopause entry diagram
of a dawn-dusk polar orbit; i.e. the termination of particle trajectory
integrations are shown on a latitude-longltude solar-magnetospheric coordinate
system. It can be seen that in the Mead-Williams model the central polar cap
is at. 25 RE still connected to the central tail, whereas in the Willis-Pratt
model these trajectories have crossed the magnetopause near the d3wn neutral
sheet before !00 RE

Coming to the lower energy protons, it can be seen from Figure 3 that
the polar cap region accessible by direct impact becomes smaller and smaller
and is located near the last closed field line at noon. Above the last

closed field line, entry is from the tail; in the so-called pseudotrapping
region, entry is from the neutral sheet. In the pseudotrapping region,
particles must drift in longitude (protons from dusk to dawn via noon) in

: order to arrive at a specific local time; thus they enter from the dusk side

of the neutral sheet. However, as has been stated above, the residual Bz
component of the magnetic field results in a turning for particle trajectories
crossing the neutral sheet, so that all proton trajectories integrated back-
wards from the earth ant crossing the neutral sheet finish up on the dewn
side of the magnetopause. Figure 8 shows a 20 MeV proton trajectory with
multiple neutral shee. crossings (Mo:_ill and Quenby, 1971). As can be seen,
the bending of _.he particle trajectory produces access to the dusk auroral
zone f,'om the Parker spiral dire:tion. "h_ length of trajecto y in the tail
is usually less than i00 earth radii for small initial pitch angles, i.e. the
protons have entered the tail close to the earth. This is verified
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experimentally; b igure 9 shows the Io- '-
i

cation of solar proton access windows x, . .. i
in the ,"agnctotall a:. a fu_tion of _'"
proton energy, as measured by various !

workers (Paul ikas, 1974). I.?'...'
I

Another interesting aspect of the i
turning n_chanism of low energy parti- ]
cle trajectories crossing the neul.ral rsheet is the dispersion of t,'ajec-
trries with differe_t initial pitch /
angles. Trajectories starting at the I

Ve:a 4A position in the tail with r°'° /:""different initial pitch angles are
shown in _,gure I0 (Morfill and Q.aen" - " _
hy, 1971). Trajectories starting near
the neutral sheet with large initial
pitch angles leave the Lail closer to Figure 8. 20 MeV proton trajectory
the earth than those with _nall with multiple neutral sheet crossings,
initial pitch angles and o,_e has tu be showing the cha,ge in particle pitch
careful when deriving acce,._s windows a_gle after each crossing, and the
or tail ]ungths from such _leasurements. bending of the particle trajectory

which produces access to the dusk
auroral zone from the Parker spiral

Coming back to low energy protons direction (Horfill and Quenby. 1971).
eve: the pola, caps, ,_e have seen that
the central polar cap is connected to
the central tail i_be. I_ a reconnec-

tion n_del of the magnetotail, these

field lines ultimately end up at the
magnetopausc far down the tail where

they connect to the interplanetary r
|

Field. For high energy protons, thu I""" " "
magn_topause will look like a tangen- i
tial discontinuity as discussed above; '.
lower energy proto_,s leave a corres- • L__". "" !":"""
pondingly smaller gyroradius (e.g. a _ r....... _.. ,
typical gyroradius of a I MeV proton [- _ "':'" _ '"

"'-I i',_4_, ' , I

at I00 RE from the earth is m I: RE) so L
that thuse pal ticles could fol!ow L.... - ...... I
reconnected field lines adiabaticallv. :"

'"P iThis is not borne out by measurements; ,, ,
it seems that there is considerable
scattering of m I MeV protons near the _,..
magnetopause, possibly due to a ['_" _ "v !-'.

' ,,, ', /,

turbulent boundary layer. Figure I i , i
from a recent paper by Palmer et al. i
(1979) shows in the upper panel ._ ......................... I
interplanetary pitch angle distribu- ,,_.... ,,4
tion_. These distributions are then o_0:_N_:,_ ,,,

convoluted with a Gaussian scattering Figure 9. Location of solar proton ac-
function (o = 0.3) to give the dis- cess windows in the masnetotail as a
tribution transmitted through the function of proton _nergy, as measured
magnetopause. The dashed curve is by various workers (Paul il_as, 1974).
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5 _ 1_i_ Figure lO. Dispersion of low energy

proton t_ajectories, in a realistic

! i\_l _ .o_ tail Field model, for the Vela 4A
, \i_ _ position at 14.30 UT during the :
i .'c

Septe;,Tber18th, 1967 flare, Dis-

|-4,_ persion is due to pitch angle varia-I tions and the multiple neutral sheet

__ Quenby, 1971).

0 0 _ Y

x

the convoluted distribution transformed to the satellite position, assuming a
threefold increase in magnetic field strength between entry poiqt position and
satellite position and corresponds well with the measured distribucioh. The
s¢ ttering strength at the magnetopause seems variable; other authors have
reported total isotropisation within the tail .,e.g. Montgomery and Singer,

1969).

We now summarize briefly solar particle intensity ,;tructure to be ob-

served in the open field line region. Figure 12 (Scholer, 1975a) is a schem- .,

atic representation of different interplanetary particle conditions leading to

' PL_,0" _: A P_h',_D! C

/ Figure II, (a) Interplanetary pitch
o6 / ,_ ! distribution incident on magneLo-
04 / " _ pause above the north lobe. (b) Con-

/ " I volution of this distribution with

o_ .............. ._ .__ Gaussian scattering function of

i B DI O --0.3, to give the distribution
i , transmitted tIjrough the magne'.opause.

,oI _ The dashed cu-ve is the convolution
%18, transformed to r a three- _.

"_ fold increase in magnetlc fie_d

o_i I / _ strength beinq assumed (_.) and (d)
0411_ ....... /. _ ....

/_c,_ i - " _T_o_._ _ same for ano,rher tim_" period (Pal_erI ' et al 197S)
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Figure 12. Schematic representation of different interplanetary flux condi-

tions leading to polar cap structures: (a) interplanetary north-south

anisotropy leading to a north-south polar cap asymmetry, (b) interplanetary

east-west anisotropy leading to a dawn-dusk asymmetry over both polar caps,

(c) convected filament wi_h higher flux leading to "hump" over the polar

cap, (d) interplanetary intensity gradient leading to corresponding

gradient over the polar cap.
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correspondingly different structures over the polar cap. Figure 12a shows in
the upper part a cross-section of the tail with some field lines draped
around in the north-south direction.

All interplanetary field aligned anisocropy wi I I i I luminatc the north tai I
lobe with the higher flux and the south lobe with the lower flux. A dawn-dusk
polar orbiting satellite will probe the tail along the dasl_ed line and con-
sequently a north-south asynlnletry _viil result (with equal intensities in the
closed field line region). In the case of an interplanet,Jry field in the
ecliptic with an east-west anisotropy (Figure 12b) ;sotropisation of the
particles at the magnetopause should lead to an east-west asynu_etry over the
polar" caps, as has indeed been observed by e.g. Haskell and Hynds (1972) and
Hynds et al. (1974).

Tanc.lential discontinuitie._ in interplanetary space can separate regions
of different proton flux. This is indicated in Figure 12c where we have
assumed that a ma_metic filament, containing a hi_.ll_er flux than tile surround-
ing re_.lion, has been convected along the n_aqnetotail with solar" wind speed.
This will lead to a corresponding flux increabe over the polar cap on field
lines which le_.,,e tile n_agnetopat,se at tile posit;on of tile filament. Observa-
tions of such structures have been particularl_ inlportant in order to measure
access windows along the tail (e.g. Evans, 1972; Scholer, 1972; Fennell,
1973; Hyilds et al., 1974). Finally, during the first stage of solar particla
events, lar_le ne_iative gradients can exist in interplanetary space. For a
tail length of x. O.I AU, this carl lead to o 20 - 40':.', intensity difference
along tl'e tail as schematically indicated in Fixture 12d. Thus, a qradient
hetween tile low polar cap re_lion, whe,'e 0synll, totic direction'., go out clo',e to
the earth, and deep in the polar cap, where field lines _Io ri,lht t.) tile end
of the tail, can be possible.

To end the discu.nsion of structures in the open field line region,
Fi,.luI'e 13 shows orbits of two polar satellites projected into the _.leolnagnetic
tail durinq tile pas._aqe of an inte;'plai,etary discontinuity behind of which

, tile flux was decreased (Hynds eL al., lC}74). It can be seen that a tube of
hiLlher particle flux exists in the center of the tail indicatintl that this
field line crosses the i_la_lnetopau.:e _,,ay down tile tail at a point which tile
discontinuity has not yet reached. This is schematically indicated in
F i_]ure ]4.

3. _NI-RGE[IC PROTONSON CLOSED MAGNLTOSPHERIC FIELD LINES

3.1 Quiet Ma_lnetosphere

The la:,t part c f this review deals with solar pnrticle behaviour on
closed rla_ineto_pheP ic field l ine._. We haw" already seen that hiLlh energy
protons can reach the, _.]one,l field line reqinle by direct impact, whereas lower
enelqy pl'oton'., e lLof the p._eudOtl',.ppin(.l region [-l'Onl Lhe neiltl'a] sheet. Due

to the nonadial,atic heh,lvi,_ul of eller_etic paltic]es in the inner nla:lneto-

',phel'e, s_l ar fl,lr e proton,_ can al ._o reach synchronous ,11 t i rude. Tra lottery

_',_lculation_ for !,article._ arrivin_l at ._ynchronous orbit (C_all et al. 1971)
i nllow that p.,Itlclen n_,ar the qeoma_.Inetic cut-ell have access at any local
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Figure 13. Projections of satellite orbits (ESRO I, S-71E and ESRO 2, S-27)
along 0.08 GV trajectories to 15 Earth radii in the tail during the Novem-
ber, 1968 flare, after the passage of an interplanetary tangential discon-
tinuity past the geomagnetic cavity. The measured particle intensities
are represented as the lengths of the lines drawn nornlal to the orbit pro-
jections (Hynds et al., 1974).

time from the tail after having drifted once or twice around the earth. The
cut-off rigidity, i.e. the lowest rigidity so that a particle stil] can reach
the synchronous orbit, is strongly dependent on the angle of incidence at the
synchronous orbit. Particles arriving from west have easiest access and
therefore this direction has the lowest cut-off rigidity. Figure 15 shows
the cut-off energy for protons arriving at ATS I vertically and from local
west vs. local time. As can be seen, the cut-off energy is strongly local
_ime dependent and at 24 h LT protons with energies as low as 'v 3 MeV can
reach the satellite via a direct trajectory. The difference in cut-off

D,scont,nu,ty

I I'

i i • ,
"-'_X

..........................

j M MagnetopQuse

--I'

Figure 14. Schen_tic cross-section through one tail, lobe _n order to den_n-
strafe the effect of a discontinuity in the particle intensity caused by _
interplanetary magnetic field structure.
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Figure 15. Daily variations of the co!!!puted cut-off for protons arriving
at the ATS , geostationary satellite vertically and from local west.

Cut-offs corresponding to the local time independent internal lield are

also shown (Gall et al., 197I).

energies for incidence from tile east-west or vertical directioP, will lead to

local anisotropies at the synchronous altitude.

Blake and Friesen (1977) have recently calculated access cenes for ener-

getic particles reaching synchronous orbit from the near earth magnetopause.

Their results are shown in Figure ]6. The access cone, i.e. the angular

sector centered approxin!ately around the equator wherein particles coming

from the near earth magnetopause can be observed, is strongly energy and

local time dependent. The access shrinks to zero at _, 17 MeV (at 0600 LT);

no access occurs for 30 MeV protons later than 0800 LT. This den_nstrates

that cl_termination of access to synchronous orbit is extremely con!plicated

and depends critically on loca] ti,,_, instrument look direction and energy.

We have seen that low energy ('_,] MeV) particles in the pseudotrapping

region enter near midnight from the neutral sheet and drift around the earth.

The last closed drift shell is £,ven by the last closed field line at mid-

night, a, shown in Figure 17 (Morfill, 1973). Also indicated in Figure 17

is the region (hatched area) i,! tile pseudotrapping region where breakdown of
adiabatic n_atio,: occurs due to the field line curvature near the last cI _sed

field line. Breakdown of adiabatic motion leads to the effect that the

trajectory derived loss cone at the equator is different from the adiabatic

loss cone, or in other words, a particle starting at the trajectory derived
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Figure 16. (a) Access cone width as a function of proton energy.
(b) Access cone width as a function of local Lime.

(Blake and Friesen, 1977).

loss cone at tileequator will not be observed in the opposite hemisphere at
IO0 km with 900 pitch angle. Thus at low altitudes the upper loss cone will
be filled with particles as in the case of strong pitch angle scattering.
This is of course the same as saying that the trajectories in this region
of the magnetosphere are not reentrant.

The extent of the nonadiabatic region near midnight defines the last
adiabatic drift shell; be;wean the last closed drift shell and the last
adiabatic drift shell, particles that drift completely around the earth under-
go changes in pitch angles and orbits, owing to breakdown of the adiabatic
invariants each time they enter a localized region near midnight. The same
process allows access of solar protons down to the last adiabatic drift shell
and explains the lowering of particle cutoffs even at quiet times to below
the computed cutoff rigidit;es. P_rticle trajectories starting in this
region circle several times the earth before they enter the neutral sheet
region. This has been den_nstrated by the fact that after sudden f!ux
decreases in interplanetary space, tile flux of solar particles at latitudes
below the auroral region still stays high for quite some time (Scholer,
1975b), i.e. solar particles drift several times before they are finally
lost again by the accumulative effect of nonadiabatic n_tion when they trav-
erse the region close to midnight.

3.2 Dynamic Effects of the Magnetosphere

So far, we have discussed the effects of the static magnetospheric field
col,figuration oil the particle n_tion. Clearly, there can be additional
dynamic effects of the magnetosphere on solar particles. One of these dyna-
mic effects is pitch angle scattering of the particles during their drift
from dusk to dawn in the pseudotrapping region and in the stable trapping
region. If pitch angle scatteri,g is strong, the atn_spheric loss cones are
filled aJ_d emptied during each bounce period so that the equatorial particle
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Figure 17. Polar diagram of access regions, quasi-trapping regions and posi-
tions where breakdown of adiabatic motion occurs, The direct access

boundary and the lower boundary where breakdown of the guiding center
approximation occurs are drawn sol idly, the hatched area repres¢'_ting that
part of the pseudo-trapping region where nonadiabatic particle n_tion in a
spatially inhomogeneous field does not allow double loss cone formation
(Morrill, 1973) •

distribution is isotropic or the upper loss cone at low altitudes is filled.
Such single loss cones and isotropic distributions have been observed in the
dusk part of the nightside during the main phase of a magnetic storm. At the
same time, the particles at the day side show an anisotropic loss cone dis-
tribution. During the recovery phase of the storm, the dayside anisotropy
vanishes and the proton fluxes are isotropic through the loss cone.
Figure 18 (Will lares and Heuring, 1973) shows schematically the evolution of a
low-altitude anisotropic loss cone distribution at three stages of a geomagne-
tic storm. The disappearance of the anisotropic pitch angle distribution can
be interpreted as the result of strong pitch angle scattering associated with

' the development of a symmetric ring current. In the recovery phase of the

storm, the ring current part:cle population is symmetric and spatially

envelopes the solar proton distribution also on the dayside hemisphere. At
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Figure 18. Schematic of the evolution of a low-altitude anisotropic pro-

toll loss cone distribution into an isotropic loss cone distribution.
Three time periods in a typical Dst magnetic storm are shown. Dayside

anisotropy is seen before the storm and during the asymmetric (main)
phase (WiIIiams and Heuring, 1973) •

quiet times, the power in the magnetic fluctuations at large frequencies is

too low, so that normally one would not expect strong pitch angle scattering

of energetic protons in the magnetosphere to occur. However, it was argued

by Scholer and Morfill (1975) that.during periods of strong ring current the

additional ring current particles reduce the Alfv_n velocity, which shifts

the resonance interaction frequency towards lower values. If the wave power

spectrum is steep enough, n_re power is now available at the resonance fre-

quency and the condition for strong pitch angle scat,t.eringcan be satisfied.

In the case of weak pitch angle scattering, the omnidirectional equa-

torial intensity remains approximately constant; the main effect is to change

the equatorial distribution to a distribJtion peaked at 900 by losing

particles near the nominal loss cone to the atniosphere. This is schematically

shown in Figure 19. A low alt!tude satellite samples only a small range of

equatorial pit,changles; thus in a region of weak scattering, the flux at

low altitudes can decrease substantially even t,hough the total number of

particles in the flux tube decreases by only a small fraction.

Disturbed geomagnetic conditions, as during geomagnetic storms and sub-

storms, will also clearly influence transport characteristics of solar
particles in the closed field line regions. The equatorial shift of the

cut-off lat.itude observed during the main phase of a geomagnetic storm can be
caused by the presence of a symmetric ring current.. Figure 20 shows
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ost! iso-rig!dity contours of breakdown of

(_): the guiding center approximation in aJ IGV 0.3t62 01 0,1GV

_200 L_ _N_ magnetospheric field model including a

symmetric ring current as a function
of Dst (Morfill, 1974). Addition of a

-n00 ring curr_nt does not affect the posi-
tion of the radial iso-rigidity contours
too much. However, due to [he ring

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 R(R_) current inflation of the magnetospheric
field lines originating at the same

_03_62 01 o_ o03_s2001Gv point on the earth rearch further out
-20c | and thus breakdown of the guiding

center approximation occurs at a lower

-100 // invarian_ latitude.
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Prediction of geomagnetic substorms and storms would be of great

scientific and commercial interest. A real-time ISEE data system

di_ectea toward this purpose is discussed in detail. Such a system

•ay allow up to 60+ minutes advance warning of magnetospheric sub-
storms and up to 30 minute warnings of geomagnetic storms (and other

disturbances) induced by high speed streams and solar flares. The

proposed system utilizes e_isting capabilities of several agencies

(NASA, NOAA, USAF), thereby minimizing costs. This same concept may
be applicable to data from other spacecraft, and other NASA centers,
thus allowing each individual experimenter to receive "quick-look"
data in real time at his or her base institution.

INTRODUCTION I

It would be of great potential benefit for scientific, commercial and

national defense purposes to be able to predict the onset of a magnetospheric

substorm or a geomagnetic storm. The Solar Terrestrial Predictions Workshop

has shown that if the solar wind plasma and fields which are about to impinge
upon the Earth's magnetosphere are known, it may be possible to predict the

intensity, duration, and other features of such geomagnetic activity.
At the present time there exists a very good opportunity to implement a

real-time interplanetary (IP) monitoring system to make such geomagnetic
predictions. The heart of this system is the third International Sun-Earth

Explorer spacecraft (ISEE-3) which is located some 240 RE (I R E = 6375 km)
upstream from the 9_th in a halo orbit (Figure I) about the sun-earth

llbration point, L1._±j The ISEE-3 spacecraft has 12 onboard instruments
which continuously measure the interplanetary medium. (2) In particular,

ISEE-3 carries a sensitive magnetometer (provided by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory)(3) and a solar wind plasma instrument (providsd by the Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory). (4) These instruments can, respectively, provide
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and solar wind data that are indicative of

interplanetary conditions well upstream of the earth.

For a quiet solar wind, with typical bulk flow speeds of the order of

300-400 km/sec, the interplanetary f_tures measured at ISEE-3 will reach the

earth's vicinity in about one hour's time. Any associated growth phase of
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Figure I. The International Sun Earth Explorer-3 orbit about the sun-earth

libration point, LI.

substorm_(S) will give a further predictive lead time for such cases.

However, velocities of 600 km/sec, or even greater, occur in high speed

corotating streams(6) associated with coronal holes, implying a lead time of
only _30 minutes for -ecurrent events. Geomagnetic storm-Li_e warnings might

be even shorter owing to the higher solar wind streaming velocities which
occur in association with the solar flares that cause storms. A real-time

data system employing data from a satellite closer to ';he sun used in

conjunction with either magnetohydrodynamic numerical modeling (7) or

field-line tracing (8) may provide additional warning times in such casec.

Furthermore, if the ISEE-3 solar x-ray instrument is also monitored (9), longer

times would be available for events in these latter categ-'-ies.
Our discussion of predictions in this paper will center around substorm

predictive capabilities. Various workers have shown that a host of parameters
Jn the solar wind are (or may be) important indicators of magnetospheric sub-

storm response. Among these interplanetary parameters are: Vsw , the

interplanetary magnetic field z-component (Bz), and combinations of _w and

the interplanetary magnetic field such as Vs_Bz. VswBv, etc.(I0) At present,
no one has had available a continuous, Icng-t._rm, r_al-tim_ set of

interplanetary data in order to truly evaluate ___riorl the pL'edlctive

character of these parameters. All analyses to date have been done with
archival data evaluated JL_Z]_._. Now, wl_h t_e advent of :[SEE-3 and a
_trong interest in solar-terrestrial prediction_, a tr,,e magneto_pherl.c

predictive capability can De developed.
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Four ageucies, viz._ NASA, @OAA, the U.S. Air Force, and ESF, have

expressed interest in using (and possibly funding_ real-time ISEE data to make i_

predictions., It is expected that predictions ,.;_deunder such a system would ._
al_ _ be made available to t_:egeneral scientific community, r

We envisage that the International Magnetospheric Study (IMS) and relateU
scientific activities could benefit from a real-time substorm prediction

capability. For example, rocket and balloon launches could be keyed to the

output of such a preJictive program. Moreover, satellite experiment mode
changes, spacecraft pointing changes, etc., could be implemented so as to
optimize scientific payoff. Air Force workers could make use of Io_E data to

analyze the propagation of high-energy solar flare particles aed could use the

substorm predictive capabilities to prepare for ionospheric disturbances which
might affect high frequency communications or various radar systems. Finally,

commercial interest in magnetospheric phenomena should not be overlooked,

Exploratory activities of oil companies using magnetometer techniques are

adversely affected by geomagnetic _torms and substorms. Also, civilian

communication, both ground-based and via satellite, can be affected by
magnetospheric disturbances. Because of possible exposure of passenger's and

crews, even airlines flying over the polar regions o_ the earth have an
interest in solar and magnetospheric radiation conditions.

POSSIBLE REAL-TIME SYSTEMS

In Figure 2 we show a different sketch of t_e relationship between the
sun, the earth, and the ISEE-3 spacecraft. The halo orbit about LI is rougJ_ly
elliptical with a semimajor axis of 0.64 x 106 km. The orbit is such that

\-26 ° -.... _ " 7 ..-"" "26 :

BcKouTo
BeA.w'oT. zo,E.SUBT.,OEOA,,G'.E-,

VIEW FROM EARTH

Figure 2. The ISEE-3 orbit as viewed from the Earth. The orbi_ avoids the

region of strong solar radio interference, within about 3.b ° of the sun, shown

in the center of the figure. The IS_.E spin axis Is oriented perpendicular to
the ecliptic plan's. The full w_dth transmission beam width is 12°, thus the

ISEE orbit is constrained to within 6° of the ecliptic plane. (I"
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when viewed from the earth, the spacecraft never moves across the face of the

sun. If it did so, radio communication with ISEE-3 would be lost due to solar
interference. (1) The ISEE orbital period is 178 days and at its maximum dis-

tance from the earth, the one-way light time is _ 5.5 seconds.

We remark here that it is possible that the substorm predictive capabili-

ties of ISEE-3 may be degraded somewhat by the highly elliptical orbit. The

scale length of both the field and plasma in the y- and z- direction must be

calculated (perhaps by a correlative study of ISEE-I and -3 data) to determine
the correctness of the assumption that the characteristics of the solar wind

as detected by ISEE-3 are the same as those impinging upon the magnetosphere.

If the assumption is found to be incorrect, an assessment of the degradation _
of the predictability of substormz must be made.

Figure 3 illustrates additional elements in the ISEE-3 system as they

exist or are presently conceived. ISEE data are telemetered to ground receiv-

ing stations on an S-band communications link. Computers at the ground sta- :
tions send _he received data to the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) via the
NASA communications (NASCOM) system in real time. The data received at a

ISEE-3

I Experimenter, *
I AurOral zone

J Offutt A.F'.B. .,56 K baud
9600 boud

G.S.F.C.

NOAA 2400 boud

eLASL

] computer

minicomputer _"J

micr oproces,_or
?

Figure 3. The ISEE real-time data link as it is presently envisioned. The
encoded data are deconvolved at the ground station, then sent to G.S.F.C. via

high data rate lines. The data are intercepted as they come into G,q.F.C. and

are routed through Suitland, Maryland to the Space Environment Se "ices Cen-
ter, N.O.A.A. where the data reduction and ind_x calculations are performed.

Index dissemination will take place from the S.E.S.C. at Boulder, Colorado.
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given ground station from the ISEE spacecraft are also recorded on t_pe. How-

ever, these tapes are never sent to GSFC. If NASCOM data transmission was not

of adequate quality on the first transmission, the recorded data from the

ground station are simply played back and sent to GSFC again by way of the
NASCOM link.

NASCOM handles data from many satellite systems beside ISEE-3. This sys-

tem also handles !&EE-I and -2 data, for example. Hence, th_ NASCOM link is a

56 kbps (kbps = I0j bits pcr second) line capable of carrying many transmis-
sions to Goddard from a variety of spacecraft being tracked by the ground
station.

At Goddard, the data being carried by NASCOM can go to one of two loca-

tions. The first is the Multi-Satellite Operations Control Center (FkSOCC)

where the spacecraft location and operational status are monitored and com-
, mands are originated. The second location at Goddard is the Information

Processing Division (IPD). The IPD has the responsibility for receiving the

scientific data, reformatting it, and eventually sending data tapes to experi-

menters. A basic part of the IPD is a large mass storage capability called

TELOPS. TELOPS has the potential to store all data from all NASCOM-linked

spacecraft for 6 months. It also has an extensive editing capability which

facilitates the production of final, "cleaned-up" data tapes for experimen-
ters.

Because of the vast quantities of data enterlng the TELOPS system, the
necessity of editing the final ISEE data output, and the precise ranging and

timing requirements of the gala-ray burst experiment on ISEE-3, it takes a
substantial period of time (i.e., several weeks) for experimenter data tapes

to finally be generated from TELOPS. Thus, for purposes of a real-time

system, it is most practical to intercept the ISEE-3 data as it comes into

GSFC on the NASCOM link and before it goes into TELOPS (T. Von Rosenvinge,

personal communication). Hence, it is presently proposed that a suitable
microprocessor-basea computer be interposed into the system at Goddard and

this microprocessor will be designed to recognize ISEE data, strip out and

read the solar wind plasma and magnetometer data, and then transmit these
relevant 700-800 bps to a data reduction site. The basic cost for such a

microprocessor system to read and divert ISEE data in the NASCOM strea_ is
_$50K, with NASA providing the necessary funds.

having, by means of the GSFC microprocessor system, isolated and diverted

the ISEE-3 data stream necessary for magnetospheric predictions, there comes

the problem of further processing the raw data to make it useful in physical
term3. ILl the case of the LASL solar wind plasma data, the basic instrumental

counting rates must be converted into moments of the distribution function

quch as density, velocity, etc. In the case of the JPL magnetometer, the data
must be "despun" to get interplanetary magnetic fields in terms of the usual

solar magnetospheric cartesian components. Even for relatively rough cuts at

these reduced parameters, fairly complicated algorithms are required and sub-
stantial computer processing capability is necessary. We presently see three

possible locations for such processing: (I) at GSFC; (2) at Offutt A.F.B.,
Nebraska; and (3) at NOAA in Boulder, Colorado.

The GSFC-processing option looks v_ry desirable in many ways. The
diverted ISEE data stream is immediately avail,.ble at Goddard and this facil-

ity has a long history of handling such data, overseeing preliminary data
reduction, and protecting the interests of the principal investigators (PIs).

However, GSFC at preJent does not have a minicomputer tn place to do the proc-

essing being discussed and it does not have the available manpower to take
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care of these tasks around the clock. Thus, with the Goddard-processing

option, we are talking about the requirement for new hardware (a minicomputer:
$20K) and new personnel. Given these requirements, the GSFC option looks

expensive and less desirable.

The second option involves data processing at the U.S. Air Force Air

Weather Service (AWS) facility at Global Weather Central, Offutt A.F.B. in
Omaha, Nebraska. This option obviously has an immediate drawback, namely, the

distance between GSFC and Omaha. The 700-800 bps stripped out by the micro-

processor at Goddard must be shipped continually to AWS for this to be a

workable real-time approach. Fortuitously, and as illustrated by Figure 3,

there presently exists a high-speed (9600 baud) line most of the way between
Goddard and Offutt. This line extends between Suitland (the NOAA National

Environmental Satellite Center) in Maryland and Offutt Field. Thus with a

relatively modest cost (_-$0.30 per mile) of establishing a high-_peed line

from GSFC to Suitland, the Offutt-proc_ssing option would be possible.

The Air Weather Service has had considerable experience in handling,

reducing, and utilizing real-time data from satellite systems, as well as

protecting the interests of investigators. This experience includes many

years of receiving L_SL solar wind plasma data from the Vela serie_ of space-
craft. The AWS also has in place computers which are manned at all times.

However, the AWS computers are presently operating near their capacity and AWS

is only marginally staffed to accomplish its present space environmental moni-

toring services. Current Air Force funding precludes adding more AWS hardware
capability now or ir the near future and additional staffing must await a

requirement directive from the Air Force. Thus with the AWS-option, as with
the GSFC-opt_on, hardware and personnel costs detract from the present use of

this avenue for a real-time ISEE-3 prediction system.
This brings us to the third option, which involves sending the raw ISEE-3

data to the Space Environment Services Center (SESC), operated by NOAA in

Boulder, Colorado. This is a desirable approach since the SESC group has had

long experience in the collection and dissemination of data from space sys-

tems. This option again requires the emplacement of a high-speed line from

GSFC to Suitland, as was required for option (2) above. T_ere presently

exists a 2400 baud line between Suitland and SESC, as is shown in Figure 3.

Thus, transmission of ISEE data to Boulder presents no major obstacle and,
furthermore, the SESC personnel have expressed a desire and capability, as
described below, to handle ISEE data in a fashion directed toward real-time

alert usage.(11)

The essential features of the NOAA Space Environment Laboratory data sys-

tem (SELDADS) are illustrated in Figure 4. The system is composed of two Data

General NOVA and one Data General ECLIPSE minicomputers with 58K Megabyte
storage capability for each NOVA and smaller storage on the ECLIPSE. At

present, data from x-ray, particle, and magnetometer sensors on two GEOS

satellites, the TIROS-N spacecraft, from ground-based IMS magnetometers, and

from various teletype networks are already being collected by this system.

The ISEE-3 data would be an additional load on the SELDADS system and the
computer processing and programming resources available to SEEDADS would be

the prinicpal limitation to handling ISEE data. As illustrated in Figure 4,
ISEE data would be received by the NOVA minicomputers and the data would b_

recorded on a disk storage device. Subsequent processing of the data (as
described below) would then provide reduced interplanetary data (or indices)
to public users and SESC forecasters via the ECLIPSE computer.
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Figure 4. The NOAA Space Environment L3boratory Data _cquisition and Display

System (SELDADS) which will be used to reduce the data, form the substorm and
storm predictive indices, and disseminate this information.

Because SELDADS is presently taxed in terms of both hardware capability

and programmer support, SESC personnel have suggested a phased approach to
implementing the ISEE real-tLme system:

P_I Data would be handled by minimal programs that would extract a

data point every one minute or five minutes (depending on com-

plexity of the next step), compute the 3-dimensional magnetic

field parameters and bulk plasma parameters and output these on a
printer. These would be monitored visually by a forecaster for
confLgurations of interest that would initiate an alert and that

would be relayed verb_'_ to GWC (Global Weather Central). Phase
I could be implemen'cd as soon as the microprocessor system is

installed at Godda_J, the Goddard-Suitl_nd link i5 provided, and
some programming is done at Boulder.

Ph___I__ As some progra_Lng time and space becora_ available at Boulder,
the data from Phase I would be added to the data stream flowing to

GWC on the 2_00 baud data line. At the same time, it would be put
in a file in the SELDADS for drivizlg some simple CRT displays in

thu SESC. ThLs could take from 5 months to a year after Phase I
Ls completed.

P_.I_ During this phase an implementation of more sophisticated displays
and algorithms that produce indices yet to be determLned could

occur. Phase Ill would come at some undefined time following
Phase II.
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Table 1. The ISEE-3 r._al-ttme data flow as it is presently envisioned. See
Figure 3.

FLOW D1AGRAH

Location qardwa,e Data Procesc_s__n.I Transmission Link

ISEK-] Earth-Sun Liberation Vlg4 Halnetometer
Point, Ll.

Halo Orbit Plassm Analyzer
0.01AU frol Earth

S-band

Ground Station Colspoter Deconvolve Data

Sb K Baud Line

NASCON Goddard S. F.C. Heetderks/Mozer Strip off ISEE-3

Greenbelt, HI} Black Box Magnetmmeter. Plasma
(microprocessor) Data

Dedicated PhOne Line

N.O.A.A. Sultland, ND None

Dedicated Phone Line

Space I_ntiro.- Boulder. CO Minicomputer Despin Oara to
meut SerVIces Data Displays Inertial Coor-
Center.R.O.A.A. dlnatea. Remove

Spacecraft Offsets.

Calculate Velocity.
Calculate Subatorm.

, Prediction Zndlces

Tim-Wire Telephone

(to Experimenter,
Industry)

Caaputer-Coaputer

Link (to Offutt)

_Jrperlaenter Modem
Industry

Otfutt A.F.B. Omaha, N_

Fi6ure 3 and Table I illustrate the essential features of the flow of

ISEE-3 data in the proposed real-time system. Deginnin 6 at the spacecraft,

the data from LII instruments are telemete-ed to a particular ground station.
After initial deconvolution, the data are sent to Goddard SFC via the NASCOM

56I(baud line. At Goddard a microprocessor system strips off the ISF_E-3 solar
wind and IMF data and these data are then sent vla Suitland to the SESC

facility illustrated in Figure 4 above. Finally, after processing at Boulder,
substorm alerts and predictive indices (yet to be chosen) are sent out and

provided to INS experimenters, to industrial users, and to the military.

CONCLUS!ONS

We conclude from our own investigations, and from the generous input of
many other knowledgeable persons, that it is readily within present technical

capabilities to implement a real-time prediction system using upstream inter-
planetary data input. As outlined above, a crude system (Phase I) could be

establishel within a matter of a few months. A _ore sophisticated system

involving the generation of CRT di3plays and well-concelved predictive

_rameters will probably tak,. on the order of one to two years to implement.
As presently envisaged, the real-time ISEE-3 system being proposed here can be

implemented at a modest cost of perhaps $50-I00!<,
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As described in the Introduction, many benefits can accrue from the pres-

ently proposed real-time system. Scientific, commercial, and military activi-

ties will all be enhanced, possibly in _aal_yunforeseen w3ys, by knowing more

about, the near-earth space environment, and knowing th_s in advance, l]lus,we
may expect to benefit scientifically and socially from the modest invesbnent

required in order to implement a rea!-time a!ert system.
We have stressed an ISEE-3 real-time substorm prediction system in our

present discussions, but obvious extensions of these ideas spring to mind.
First of all, we can envision providing all ISEE-3 experimer;cers with their

data on a real-time basis. As illustrated by Figure 5, if one once again haJ
the proper microprocessor system located at Goddard to tap into the NASCOM

system, one could easily send the ISEE-3 data stream of interest to JPL, LASL,

or wherever needed. A phone liqk, appropriate modems, and a minicomputer to

process the data would together provide a much improved "quick-look" data

system. Something of this sort could be done at present even if a substurm
prediction system were not implemented.

Obviously, the above quick-!oo:c system need not be restricted to ISEE-3.

The same basic approach could be used for ISEE-I and -2, or any other NASA

spacecraft data which are being s_mt via the NASCOM link. The same approach

ISEE-3

• NOAA •

[_ computer

ram,computer

m_crOprocessor

modem

Figure 5. An ISEE real-time "quick look" data system. This same approach
could be used to send "quick look" data from all NASA satellites to individual
experimenters.
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H. Glaser

E. Schmerllng

M. Wtskerchen

Air Force

Major V. Patterson

Lt. Col. L. Snyder

Lt. Col. R. Thompson
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Figure 6. Some of the key people involved in oonstruoting the ISEE-3

real-time data system.
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could also easily be extended to other NASA centers because the difficult,
initial data deconvolution is done by computers at the ground stations. Thus

the ideas being explored here may represent the wave of the future as to how
NASA and v_rious satellite experimenters exchange information and preliminary
data.
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VI. IONOSPHERIC PREDICTIONS

A. t _kGNETOSPti ERE- IONOS PHERE INTERACTIONS

A WORKING GROUP REPORT prepared by R. R. Vondrak, Chairman, Y. T. Chiu, D. S. Evans,
V. b. Patterson, G. J. Romick and K. Stasiewicz.

i. INTRODUCTION

The ionosphere and magnetosphere are two elements ol an interactive system.

They are coupled by physical processes occurring in regions that are partly over-

lapping, although these regions are often considered as spatially separated.

Neither the magnetosphere nor the ionosphere is a completely independent system and

changes in one may affect the other.
Processes that couple the magnetosphere to the ionosphere can produce con-

siderable effects on both. For example, depending upon level of disturbance,

anywhere from iOI0 to 1012 watts is deposited in the earth's upper atmosphere by

particle precipitation and Joule heating. By comparison, solar radiation incident

on the earth is about 1.7 x 1017 watts, with only about 6 x I0II watts absorbed at
altitudes above 90 km. However, this energy deposition has significant effect in

that it maintains the daytime ionosphere. Energy deposition during an auroral sub-
storm is a substantial transient on the solar illumination that serves as a regular

driving function on the upper atmosphere. Such a transient energy input can produce

localized and relatively short-lived perturbations in the ionospilere and upper

atmosphere. The most important of the transient energy injections are traceable

to processes in the earth's magnetosphere, although it is recognized that the

ultimate driving function for these processes lies outside the magnetosphere in tile
solar wind.

The purpose of this report is to describe present understanding of 1,_gneto-
sphere-ionosphere interactions and to assess present and future predictive

capabilities. Because several topics are also of interest to other working groups,

we will prinmrily consider those ionospheric features that are dlrectlv coupled to

the magnetosphere to a significant degree. Emphasis will be given to those

phe,,_mena that are of major interest to forecasters and use_,.

in the following sections of this report we first identify and describe the

interactive components of the magnetosphere-ionosphere sysgem. Next, we identify

the elements that are of greatest relevance to users and forecasters. I,lonitoring

and prediction techniques are described in the nexi: section, and are followed by a

discussion of goals and expectations for future progress. We conclude with specific

recommendations for achieving progress in understaading ionosphere-magnetosphere
interactions.

2. b[AGNETOSPHERE- IONOS PHERE INTERACTIONS _.

Interactions between the m_agnetosphere and ionosphere can be divided into three

basic categories: the transfer of energy from the magnetosphere to the ionospi_ere,

electrical coupling by electric fields and electric currents, and the exchange of

plasma. In this section we will identify the [onospheric regions associated with

these interactions, describe the physical processes that occur, and summarize some

of the re(ent progress in our understanding.
Various aspects of magnetosphere-io'aosphero interactions have been discussed in

recent reviews that are useful fo_. a more detailed description and complete listing

of references (e.g., Akasofu, 1977; Bostrom, 1972; _;urch, 1977; Chiu, 1979;

Kamide, 1979; W_o_lf,1975).
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2.1 Energy Input

The injection of energy from the magnetosphere into the ionosphere takes

two forms: the precipitation of energetic particles into the atmosphere, and

the heating of the neutral atmosphere by dissipative ionospheric currents that

are driven by magnetospheric dynamo processes. Together these two energy

sources globally input typically i0!0 to 1012 watts. This is smaller than

the global solar radiation input of 1.7 x 1017 watts but is comparable to the
6 x i0llwatts of solar radiation absorbed above 90 _. Because magnetospheric

energy is almost totally deposited at altitudes above 90 km and at latitudes

higher than 55° (< 20% of the earth's area), it can profoundly affect the

high-latitude upper atmosphere, indeed, the energy deposited into the high-

altitude arctic atmosphere bF the magnetosphere often dominates that from the
sun and so affect thermospheric dynamics as to alter the low-latitude thermo-

sphere and ionosphere.

The energy input tends to be dissipated in two different forms. That

carried by the energetic particles goes primarily into the production of

ionization, although after ion recombination and radiation it eventually heats

the neutral gas. On the other hand, that energy dissipated by the ionospheric

currents is transferred directly to the neutral atmosphere and appears in the
form of both beating and directed motion of the air mass. In terms of relative

magnitudes, about 30% of the average energy input is by charged partible

precipitation and the remainder is by dissipative current flow.

2.1.1 High-Latitude Particle Precipitation

At high latitudes the precipitation of energetic particles typically

occurs in an oval region about the geomagnetic poles at geomagnetic latitudes

between 60° and 80°. These particles (electrons and protons) originate in
the magnetospheric plasma sheet and are energized to several kilovolts by

processes still not well understood.

The pattern of auroral particle precipitation is shown in Figure i. In

the premidnight sector bright arcs c:cur poleward of a broad band of diffuse

aurora, in the morning sector the precipitation is more structured. The

morphology shown in Figure i is representative of conditions during an auroral
substorm. A substorm is a sequence of events that us_lally begins with the

sudden brightening of a quiet arc in the midnight sector. Subsequently, the

arc moves poleward rapidly, forming a bulge in the midnight sector that then

expands in all directions. In the e_ening side this expansion is character-

ized by a westward traveling surge, and on the morning side the arcs disin-
tegrate into patches. After this expansion the aurora gradually recovers to

its pre-substorm quiescent state. The entire duration of an auroral substorm

is typically i to 2 hours.

Because the kilovolt auroral electrons are the primary source of high-

latitude E-region ionization, the pattern of ionospheric electron density

closely resembles that shown in Figure i.
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FIGURE 1 SCHEMATIC DoAGRAM SHOWING THE MAIN CHARACTF_iSTICS

OF AURORAS DURING AN AURORAL SUBSTORM :N COORDINATES

OF DIPOLE LATITUDE AND MAGNETIC; LOC_,L TIME. Discrete arcs

are indicated by lines and the diffuse aurcrdf regions are shaded

(after Akasofu, 1976).

In addition to the kilovolt particles that produce the visual aurora,

higher energy particles deposit energy at high-latitudes during REP (relativ-

istic electron precipltaticL1) and PCA (polar cap absorption) events. These

relativistic particles pcimarily affect the D-region.

2.1.2 High-Latitude Currents

Thermospheric hea 'ng at high latitudes is closely associated wi[h the

system nf horizontal currents (auroral electrojet). The auroral electrojet

system was first detected by ground-based magnetometers. It is characterized

by an eastward current before midnight and a westward current after midnight

that intensifies during an auroral substorm (see Figure 2). The auroral

electroJet system is approximately colocated with the regions of auroral

precipitation, although there is evidence that the currents may be reduced

within auroral arcs. The total current in the auroral electrojet is abot,*

106A and is driven by electrical coupling between the high-latitude iorosphere

and the magnetocphere.
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FIELD ,_LIGNEU
CURRENTS

AURORAL
FIELD ALIGNED ELECTROJET
CURRENTS
TO MAGNETOSPHERE

PARALLEL ELECTRIC
FIELDS, PLASMA
TURBULENC,"

QUIET MIDLATITUDE =,
CURRENTS DRIVEN
BY SOLAR HEATING

EQUATORIAL AURORAL OVAL
ELECTROJET

SOLAR RAD:ATION

FIGURE 2 THE CONFIGURATION OF THE MAJOR CURRENT SYSTEMS IN THE

EARTH'S IONOSFHERE. At high latitudes the aurural electruj¢.t i',

coupled to the magnetosphere by field-aligned currents. The n,id-latitude

and equatorial currents are primarily driven by solar radiation heating

affected by changes in the magnetospheric electric field (after S___ppaceScience
Board, 1978).

2.? Electrical Coupling

The magnetosphere and the ionosphere are electrical]" coupled by means

of the high-latitude electric field and current systems.

2.2.1 Convection Electric Field

In the magnetosphere, plasma is driven towards the earth from the mag.c-

totail by a large-scale elect_xc field directed from dawn to dusk. This

electric field is called the convection electric field and is due to the motion

of the solar wind and the interplanetary m_gnetic field past the earth. The

convection electric field is mapped along the geemagnetic-field lines irto

the hlgh-latitude ionosphere producing a geueral anti-sunward convection

pattern (Figure 3). The ionospheric plasma moves perpendicular to the iono-

spheric electric field, so the flow lines can be regarded as electric equi-

potential3.
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FIGURE 3 SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE HIGH-LATITUDE PLASMA
CONVECTION TRAJECTCRIES (heavy solid lines), DISCRETE AURORA
(wavy lines), DIFFUSE AURORA (dotted ar'_;a),AND PLASMA TROUGH
(hatched area), (after Schunk et al., 1976).

_-_,,=.wo'-_11=4 convection oattern, in the ionosphere is characterized by

a gm ral dawn-to-dusk electric field in the polar cap, a northward electric

fie.,,i._the pro-midnight auroral zone, and a southward electric field in

the morning auroral zone. Not well understood are the electric field patterns

in the dayside auroral region near noon (the plasma cleft), the region near

local midnight where the field rotates from north to south (the Harang Dis-
continuity), and the small-scale variation of the electric field near auroral
arcs.

The convection pattern of ionospheric plasma is a primary determinant ef

the morphology of the high-latitude F-region. In winter, transport of ioni- i
zation from the sunlit hemisphere maintains the polar ionosphere. The mid-

latitude trough south of the auroral oval is thought to result from the recom-

bination of ionization along drift paths that stay in the nighttime region
for long periods of Lime.

Another source of electric fields at all latitudes is the motion ol the

neutral atmosphere. Winds that transport ionization across magnetic fiLid

lines serve as a dynamo producing an electric field that at high latitu_._

may couple ro the magnetospheric plasma.
The convection electric field may also influence the low-latitude iono-

sphere. Under cartain conditions the convection el:_ctric field may penetrete

to the equatur where it can significantly alter the low-latitude electric
field and current.

2.2.2 Field-Aligned Currents

The high-latitude ionosphere and the magnetosphere are electrically

coupled by means of field-aligned currents, (i.e., a flow of electrical charge

along the geomagnetic field lines). These sheets of current originate in the
geomagnetic tail and plasma sheet and extend Both in latitude and local time

along the auroral oval (see Figure 2).
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The current density of the large-scale field-aligned current system is

typically _J.lto i0 pA/m2, with a total current flow into (and out of) the

ionosphere of about 2 x I06A during quiet times and 5 x I06A during disturbed

times. The general pattern of the field-aligned current system remains intact

during increasing geomagnetic activity, but it shifts to somewhat lower lati-
tudes.

2.3 Flasma Transport

The regions of the ionosphere in which plasma flows into or out of the

magnetosphere are identified in Figure 4. The flow of energetic plasma into

the high-latitude ionosphere is well known. However, lower-energy thermal

plasma flows our of the ionosphere and may be an important source of magneto-
sphuric plasma.

f
ANTISCLAR PLASMA FLOW

PLASMAT_OUCH\\\ "--,-/ _
/ _--_X / _.OOWNWA_RoFLOWTO

OUTWARO/ -'_..X\ _/_/ N,G.TT,ME,ONOSP.CRE
LOSSOF_ _'X \
PLASMA _'EOUAT'ORIA_"_"_ ,_ INWARD \

"_FOUNTA,N'_.C((I_ _ _CONVEe_,VEI
"4"$UN _EFFECT_ _'_,kI )_ ; ,.! FLOWOF /

._f _. _'%,.,__.../" .7 PLASMA DURING

UPWARD FLOW INTO .dr-/y// I I _. \ /

P_SM ASP H E_//___ _A O_

FIGURE 4 TRANSPORT PROCESSESTHAT REDISTRIBUTE PLASMA
IN THE IONOSPHERE-MAGNETOSPHERESYSTEM
(after Burch, 1977).

In the polar cap the lower plasma pressure on open _ield lines results in
an upward flow referred to as the polar wind. At altitudes of a few thousand

kilometers H+ and He+ flow out of the ionosphere with velocities of sever_l

ki]ometers per second, accompanied by an equal flux of electrons.
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In the auroral zone there is a flow of energetic electrons and protons

into the ionosphere. 6n vhe nightside they originate in the earth's plasma

sheet and magnetotail. On the dayside they enter the ionosphere directly

from the magnetosheath through the plasma cleft. Rhis flow of plasma into

the ionosphere results in the outf?ow of secondary electrons produced by

atmospheric collisions. Also, the precipitating plasma generally carries a

net negative charge into the ionosphere which must be balanced by a return

current (see Figure 5). This return current is generally thought to be carried

by upward-streaming thermal ionospheric electrons. The parallel electric

field that accelerates auroral electrons downward also accelerates atmospheric

ions (0+) upwards out of the ionosphere and into t!,e magnetosphere. Satellite

observations of ion composition in auroral arc flux tubes at altitudes of

I RE consistently show upward fluxes of 0+ ions. This means that the iono-

sphere, through the auroral arc parallel potential drop, supplies 0+ ions to

the magnetosphere. The precise implication of this observational fact is as

yet unknown; however, the significant conclusion that the ionosphere is not a

passive absorber of magnetospheric particles, but is an active and immediate

participant in magnetospheric processes cannot he avoided.

FIELD ALIGNED

CURRENTS4

ELECTROSTATIC /_WAVE TURBULENCE •

/ ,
REGION OF LARGE

PARALLEL AND

PERPENDICULAR

ELECTRIC FIELDS UPWARD

AND PARTICLE ACCELERATED

ACCELERATION IONS

DOWNWARD

ACCELERATED

ELEC3 RONS "_keV

AURORA[ ARC DUE TO ELECTRONS

IMPACTING TOP OF ATMOSPHERE

ATMOSPHERE

EARTH

FIGURE 5 PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF I'HE FIELD-ALIGNED

CURRENTS, PARALLEL ELECTRIC-FIELD REGION, AND
OTHER PHENOMENA ASSOCIATED WITH AN AURORAL

ARC (after Space Science Board, 1978),
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Equatorward of the auroral zone, the geomagnetic field lines are similar

to those of a dipole _nd can confine the ionospheric plasma. It has been

surmised for a long time that this region of relatively dense plasma, known

as the plasmasphere, is basically an extension of the topside F-reglon. Direct

evidence, independent of the question of density distribution and composition,

can be found in observations of thermal plasma flow at low latitudes by

incoherent-scatter radar techniques. The thermal plasma that flows from one

hemisphere to the other along magnetic flux tub_s is observed to couple top-

side ionospheres which are under separate day-right and winter-summer situations.

Although such plasma flow is probably not a major means of establishing equillb-

rium between the ionosphere and the plasmasphere, it is a very important means

of transmitting the plasma response between ascmmetric conditions of conjugate

ionospheres. Also, during disturbed conditions, observations and theories

suggest that increased convection flow in the plasmapause region may sweep

away some flux tubes of thermal plasma_ The ionospheric response to such a

sudden loss of plasma at the equatorial regions of the flux tube is likely to

be an upward plasma flow. Therefore, thermal plasma flow is a likely iono-

spheric response to deviations from equilibrium brought about by regular

variations, such as the diurnal and seasonal cycle, or by irregular impulses,

such as geomagnetic storms.

3. IMPORTANCE TO FORECASTERS AND USERS

Although all of the interactions described in the previous section in-

f]uence the configuration and dynamics of the magnetosphere and ionosphere,

not all of them produce effects significant enough to be of user concern.

In Table _ we have listed the ionospheric and atmospheric manifestations of

magnetospheric-ionospheric coupling that can produce an impact on the user.

We have attempted to categorize the importance of the potential impact as

being major, minor, or uncertain. The impact on the user of the more signi-

ficant processes are discussed in detail in this section. The reports of

other working groups in this proceeding also discuss many of these action

phenomena.

3.1 High-Latitudes

The impact that high-latitude effects of geomagnetic disturbances has

upon environmental forecasting is, a major topic of concern to other working

groups. Here, we wi]l restrict our discussion to magnetosphere-ionosphere

coupling only. Even with such a restriction, _he complexity of the phenomena

in the high-latitude region causes considerable overlap with respect to fore-

casting and usage in other areas. In order to maintain some unity in this

regard, we shall classify by morphologic._l features and note the relevance

of ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling as we proceed.
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3.1.i High Latitude Ionization

High latitude structures such as the trough, the auroral oval, the cusp

and the polar cJ_ result from the interaction between the solar wind and the

magnetosphere, dowever, their location, size, amplitude and t_npural develop-

ment in the ionosphere are the result of magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions.

The ionospheric F-region trough marks the boundary between the low den-

sity polar ionosphere and the denser mid-latitude ionosphere. The formation
of the F-region trrugh, similar to the formation of the plasmapause, is nec-

essarily a feature of dynamical magnetosFhere-ionosphere interactions, although

the exact relationship between these two very similar plasma "boundaries" is

still not understood. The F-region density gradients in the trough region

play an important role in allowing intercontinental communication via HF,

although present usage of these propagation :trategies are by trial and error.

Thus, predictive capability of the character:sties of the trough may be an

effective means of cost reduction in user systems, rendering acquisition of

sophisticated systems unnecessary. Although the existence of the trough has
been known for a long time and the use of it is not new, precise scientific

understanding of its relationships with its controlling features in the mag-

netosphere, such as the plasmapause and the boundary between "closed" and

"open" field lines, are not known. Scientific modelling of trough features

in the F-region seems to be needed as a prerequisite to predictive capability.
The particle and field dynamics in the auroral oval and polar cusp during

geomagnetically disturbed periods are so complex that it would not be appro-

p;iate to enumerate them here. The key magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction

that affects forecasting aI,_usage is that in these regions the disturbance

energy is injected into the ionosphere and neutral atmosphere. Hot plasma

injection into the auroral zone from the plasma sheet and ionospheric currents

driven bv the convection electric field constitute the primary energy input

in the auroral oval. Direct solar wind particle access in the cusp on the
dayside is yet another mechanism of energy injection into ;be high-latitude

ionosphere. Ionospheric disturbances in the high-latitude regions are of

major concern to a number of communication and ranging systems. The size

and location of the auroral oval is fairly well monitored by both ground-based

and spac_.-based systems. Major advances in the understanding of geomagnetic

storms have led to construction of semi-physical predictive indices based

on solar wind ci_aracter_stics. So, operational predictive capability in terms
of warnings of disturbances is presently available in principle. However,

in order to achieve predictive capability in terms of the intensity level

and morphology of the ionospheric storm, physical understanding of how t},_"

disturbance energy is coupled into the ionosphere is required.

Poleward of the auroral oval is a region of low ionospheric density,

referred to as the polar cap, which is presumably due to upward evacuation

by the polar wind ana the absence of strong ionization sources. The physics

of very large F-region density fluctuations in the polar cap region, known as

polar troughs, is not known.

_he complex high-latitude magnetospheric particle and field dynamics leads

to morphological features in the high-latitude ionosphere through energy coup-
ling mechanisms. The ionospheric state in this region affects primarily radio

commun_catlon and ranging systems. At present, we have predictive capability

to the extent of warning, but not to the extent of predictive modelling.
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3.1.2 Substorm Dynamics

The spatial distribution and temporal variation of auroral ionization

during substorms is of major importance to ionospheric users and forecasters.

Operationally, individual substorms have a major impact in terms of communi-

cation links and ranging applications using the ionospheric D and E regions.
The substorm is identified as an individual event of auroral particle injection

and auroral electric field intensification. During the main phase of a geo-

magnetic storm, substorms occur very frequently, but substorms do not occur

only during a magnetic storm. The time scales associated with substorm

features is so short and the occurrence characteristics are so sporadic, that

it is not knoll whether substorms can be predicted with any accuracy greater

than that of a general warning associated with magnetic storms. In the last
few years, as a result of satellite, rocket and radar observations, major

advances in understanding the electrodynamics of magnetosphere-ionosphere

coupling during substorms have been made. Needless to say, physical under-

standing of the magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions in the aurora is a

precursor to the development of semi-physical predictive methods.

3.1.3 Thermospheric Heating

Energy input in the form of particle precipitation and Joule dissipation

of ionospheric electric fields is an important source of heat for the thermo-

sphere. During disturbed periods, this source of thermospheric heating from

magnetosphere-thermosphere coupling is typically of the smi_emagnitude as the
heat source due to EUV absorption at high latitudes. As one may expect, thermo-

spheric heating at the high-latitude region causes the thermosphere to expand

upwards and equatorwards driving thermospheric winds in the process. There-

fore, at a given altitude, the thermospheric density is increased and this

increased density, in turn, implies increased drag for low-altitude satellites

(Straus and Hickman, 1979). For a number of satellite systems, prediction

and monitoring of satellite ephemerides are required; hence, the thermospheric
heating aspects of magnetosphere-thermosphere coupling are of major importance
to low-altitude satellite ephemeris predictions. Low altitude satellites

typically have orbital periods of about 1.5 hours. On the other hand, sub-
storm injection events also have similar lifetimes. With such similar time

scales, it is expected that thermospheric drag effects on satellite ephemeris

determination may be significant, even affecting irdividua] re_olutions.

3.2 Low- and Mid-Latitudes

At low and mid-latitudes, particle energ_ input into the ionosphere con-

sists primarily of ring current particle energy precipitation. The response

of the F-region ionosphere to geomagnetic disturbances is, however, not solely

dependent on the energetic components of particle energy precipitation. Re-

cent satellite observations of thermal plasma temperature at the equatorial

regions of the plasmasphere indicate large increases (> lO4 K) during dis-

turbed periods. Since thermal plasma in this region is directly connected

to the ionosphere by observed field-aligned plasma flow, this energy transport
into the ionosphere may perhaps be as important as direct energetic particle

precipitation.
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Magnetospheric VLF communication links depend critically on the structure

of the topside ionosphere and plasmasphere. Energy coupling and echo prop-

erties of VLF ducts are affected by the altitude of the duct end-point (the

H+/O + transition altitude). Because VLF signals are likely to be ducted, the

requirements for VLF link predictions is probably more stringent than simply

predicting an average plasmaspheric density. Except for isolated attempts at

reconstructing _LF ray paths, there is at present neither capability nor

attempt to predict VLF communication links. To be sure, systematic use of

magnetospheric VLF communication will become a reality; thus, allowing the

prediction community time to consider this difficult problem is a present concern.

Some 15% of the total-electron-content (TEC) for ground-to-satellite

radio links are accounted for by the plasmasphere and topside ionosphere.

While present day satellite communication systems are not severly affected

by the topside ionosphere and plasmasphere, the plasmaspheric TEC directly

impacts the accuracy of active and passive ranging systems. At present,

average time delay corrections are applied for such systems, but predictive

capability is non-existent.

There is increasing evidence that man-made sources of VLF power lines

and transmitters may precipitate energetic particles from the radiation belts.

Although no usage is to be derived from such an effect, quantitative assess-

ment of this environmental impact may require predictive capability similar

to that just described.

4. MONITORING AND PREDICTION TECHNIQUES

4.1 Present-Day Monitoring Methods

Monitoring techniques are described in several of the contributed papers

to this oroceedings (e.g., Thompson and Secan, 1979) _nd in most of the other

working group reports. Here we will consider techniques relevant to phenomena

that involve magnetospheric-ionospheric interactions.

4.1.1 High Latitudes

The real-time monitoring of ionospheric-magr,etospheric interactions is

generally noted by observing the effects on high-latitude ionospheric mor-

phology. These effects can be observed through a number of ground-based and

satellite observational systems. These include vertical sounders, riometers,

Faraday polarimeters, auroral radars, incoherent-scatter radars, ion-electron

plasma probes, magnetometers, optical aurora] imagers, and charged-partlcle
detectors.

Indirect monitoring of the aurora] electrojet position and intensity can

be made using auroral radars and magnetometer networks. These data are not

routinely used for this purpose except in a very subjective fashion. Another

cruder estimate is obtained from optical aurora and particle precipitation
data.

No _eal-time monitoring of thermospheric heating is made. The indirect

effects are noted by satellite position errors but these data cannot be con-

sidered as a useful measurement of thermospheric heating.
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_.i.2 Plasmasphe=e

Monitoring the plasmasphere-ionosphere system requires not only measure-

ment of the thermal plasma part,meters (density, composition and temperature),

but also the state of energetic particles and electric fields which control

the energy input into the system during disturbances• Thermal plasma is mon-

itored primarily by satellite instruments, although at selected locations
incoherent backscatter radar is used to measure thermal plasma parameters at

low altitudes. Under some assumptions, VLF transmission characteristics can

be an effective monitor of plasmaspheric density in the equatorial region.

Satellite instruments, such as those onboard the ISEE, GOES, and S 3-3,

have acquired vast amounts of plasmaspheric data; however, a semi-theoretical

model is required to sort out the space and time effects before these data
can be used as effective plasmasphere monitors. Incoherent backscatter radar

yields data on density and plasma flow without the problem of mixing space-

time effects; however, it is ]imited by spatial scope and operational avail-

ability. VLF transmission characteristics also suffer from limited spatial

scope and lack of opcratlonal control. A merging of the three types of mon-

itoring data in a forecast center scenario may overcome their individual

shortcomings, but it has not yet been attempted.

4.2 Prediction and Specification Techniques

4.2.1 High Latitudes

There are many specialized models of the high latitude ionosphere (e.g.,
Elkinsand Rush, 1973; Vondrak et al; 1977), but most have serious deficiencies

or are restricted to only certain ionospheric layers. A more comprehensive
model (known as Polar-Ionospheric) is presently under development at the Air

Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC). This model is essentially an extension

of the AFGWC 4-D model (Tasclone et al., 1979) that combines the best features

of all the existing high latitude models. The model will specify ionospheric

conditions in the polar cap, diffuse aurora, auroral trough, high-latitude
irregularily zones, and the mid-latitude ionosphere and will be able to pro-

vide gridded electron density altitude profiles from 90 to 500 km. The inputs

will be Kp, Qe and exit=ring ground based vertical sounder data. The model

is scheduled for operation in October 1979.
At AFGWC auroral substorm activity is specified from DMSP optical and

particle precipitation data. These data are used to calculate two indices

of auroral activity, Qe and Ca (Pik____e,1975). The effective Q index, Qe' is
derived after determination of the equatorial edge of the diffuse aurora

from either optical or particle precipitation data. The presence of an auroral

substorm can also be inferred by u_ing auroral radar and/or geomagnetic ob-

servations. A simple forecast of substorm onset is made by using a technique

de_crlbed by Baker et al., (1979). Indirect specification of the auroral

electrojet position is made using the DMSP optical aurora and particle pre-
cipitation data. The auroral radar data could also be used in this fashion

but _o not due to operational problems.
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4.2.2 Mid-Latitudes

Probably the most complete ionospheric specification model operational

at the present time is the AFGWC 4-0 ionospheric model (Tascione et al., 1979).

This spectral analysis model uses as input a wide variety of ground based and

satellite observations. It computes electron density profiles for any latitude,

longitude, and time. However, due to spatially-limited data inputs and to

model deficiencies in the handling of large ionospheric gradients, it is con-

sidered to be basically a mid-latitude model.

The Polar-Ionospheric and4-Dmodels are both basically specification

models and, therefore, have no time scales of prediction. The 4-D ionospheric

model has the following accuracy in the northern hemispheres:

foF2 + .5 MHz

Muf/FOT + 3.0 MHz

TEC + 25%

Electron Density Profile + 25% P_IS error

4.2.3 Thermospherc

At present, physical modelling of auroral heating of thL high-latitude

thermosphere is available, although operational use of such models for predic-

tion and forecast purposes has yet to be accomplished. The time dependence

of the heat input becomes a significant feature of satellite drag effects on

Jndividua] orbits; hence, we would expect future predictive models to include

this important feature. It must be pointed out that high-latitude heating is

only one of many factors affecting thermospheric density. Therefore, predic-

tive models _f thermospheric density changes due to magnetospheric energy

input are predictive only in the sense of reduction of ephemeris prediction

error re_idu . At present, it is not kno_ exactly what percentage reduction

can be accomplished by an accurate specification of the effects of high-latitude

heating.

5. FUTURE PROGRESS-GOALS AND EXPECTATIONS

New sophisticated satellite and ground-based instrumentation currently in

the planning and development stages will provide magnetospheric and ionospheric

data that is more-detailed, of higher resolution, and geographically more

extensive than is currently available. These advanced programs are the result

of increases in our understanding of magnetospheric and ionospheric phenomena.

However, in many instances progress in data gathering capability is more rapid

than can be incorporated into specific models and prediction schemes, because

many of the current prediction schemes are relatively crude and antiquated.

Although current knowledge must guide the development of data-gathering plat-

forms for future-generation prediction models, immediate needs may be satisfied

through advances by other means. Significant progress would result from in-.

creased rapport between the experimentalist and the user as well as increased
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use of the currently available, yet relatively unused, wealth of geophysical

data. Thus, a strong effort should be made to use the currently available

data rather than waiting for the results of new, exotic, data-gathering pro-
grams.

To improve existing forecasting programs, existing satellite measurements

of solar wind parameters (such as BZ, BX, and V) should be used to predict
auroral oval characteristics, total magnetospheric energy input, and current

system morphology.

Satellite programs that measure magnetospherlc parameters with greater
precision and at more suitable locations will clarify the relationships

between magnetospheric changes and ionospheric response.

High altitude satellites using optical or X-ray imaging techniques will

yield real time global pictures of the ionospheric response to the entry of

particles _rom the magnetosphere and these will greatly aid the forecasting of

detailed changes in structure, size and location of enhanced electron density

regions in _.heionosphere. Because energetic particle precipitation optically
excites the atmosphere to produce the aurora, the spatial extent and magnitude

of this energy input can be determined optically. However, the flow of current

in the ionosphere does not have an analogous signature and, moreover, it can-

not be presumed that these currents necessarily flow where the visual aurora

is located. Indeed, there is evidence that the regions of large dissipative

current flo_ are not spatially co-incident with the brightest features of
the visual aurora.

In many forecast areas, such as oval size, internal dynamics, particle

distributionz, and the influence on neutral composition, our future ability

to specify adequately the current state and to predict a few hours ahead seems

quite bright. Longer-term predictions made prior to a magnetospheric storm

will require a greater understanding of its relation to solar activity and

the identification of interplanetary parameters which are precursors of it_

on=et. Such developments seem to be many years in the future.
Attainment of a reliable forecast capability can be accomplished by

pursuing several intermediate objectives, each of which is useful to the fore-

cast user. One possible approach, in ,,hich the objectives are ordered in

increasing complexity, is as follows.
i. Monitor the instantaneous spatial pattern of energy inpuu to the

etmosphere from the magnetosphere, together with an estimate of total energy
input by particle precipitation and joule heating. Monitoring of these

parameters will establish a data base from which one may be able to generate

empirical relations between the geophysical disturbance level and specific

ionospheric effects. Also, as discussed in Section IV, a quantitative know-

ledge of geophysical activity can be used to compute some immediate ionospheric

consequences. For example, the particle energy input may 5ield a specification
of the electron density profiles in the D, E, and lower F-regions.

2. Use the present instantaneous pattern of energy input to estimate

future consequences. For example, the current state of thermospheric heating

could be used to forecast the probable location and duration of neutral density

enhancements and traveling ionospheric disturbances. The spatial distribution

of F-region ionization at high latitudes could, in principle, be computed from
measurements of the electric field convection pattern and the ionization

production rate.
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3. Use the measurements of recent hist .j of energy deposition patterns

and magnetospheric particle distributions to predict the magnetospheric re-

sponse to subsequent events. Either low-altltude or high-altitude satellites

can be used to monitor the number density and tenlperature (characteristic

energy) of the plasma sheet reservoir. With this information it may be possible

to predict how much energy will be transferred to the ionosphere by future

magnetospheric perturbations. Thus, the amplitude of a potential magnetospheric

disturbance could be predicted without necessarily being able to predict the
exact time of occurrence.

4. By monitoring the state of the magnetosphere, and understanding the

mutual coupling oetween the magnetosphere and ionosphere, predict when a

disturbance i_ likely to occur as well as its intensity and probable effects t

upon the atmospher_ and ionosphere. This objective is, of course, the ultimate

one. The major requirement is a full under_tandlng of energy storage

release in the magnetosphere-ionosphere system, the transfer of this energy

to the atmosphere, _nd all subsequent effects, including possible feedback

_nto the magnetosphere.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to continue the progress that has been made in the application

of magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction effects to user needs, we recommend

the following:

6.1 Increased Use of Exlsting Capabilities

i. Increased emphasis and effort in data analysis. A surpris_T_!y =Li,dii

amount of experimental dat_ is ever analyzed. More empha=_g dnd money .leeds

to be placed upon data analysis by the funding agencles.

2. The data needs to be better organized fer use by both scientists and

the forecaster/user. This effort as well as improved distribution is the

responsibility cf the various data centers. It will, however, require con-

siderable support and assistance from the scientists and forecasters/users.

Selected data types shouJd probably receive first consideration.

3. Develop means to extract simple operationally usable data from exist-

ing and planned satellite end ground-based systems. This data must then be

provided to the forecasters in real time. This should greatly benefit all.

4. It is strongly recommended that increased forecaster/user-scientist

interaction take place. The gap between these two groups is ever-widenlng

as new knowledge is developed faster than it can be applied. Further, it is

noted that this interaction must take place in a continuous manner and that

one meeting does not fulfill this need.

6.2 Development of Improved Monitoring Techniques

The following parameters need to be monitored on a routine basis:

i. Global auroral activity. By continuous satellite imaging in many

wavelengt|-s (visible, x-ray, UV) it may be possib]e to deduce E-region
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electron density profiles over the locations of auroral particle precipitation.

2. Particle precipitation and energy input at high latitudes, as well

as the plasma distribution flmction_ in the magnetosphere, particulsrly the
plasma sheet.

3. Electric fields, electric currents, and conductivity distributions

at high latitudes.

4. Plasma density, temperature, and velocity in the plasmasphere.

1

6.3 _er Agency Support of lo,_ospheric
and Magnetospheric Research

The user agencies should recognize that "scientific" models must precede

operational models by identifying key relationships, the best parameters to

moni+or, and establishing indices. They also serve as the framework upon

which simplified operation models can be based. User agency support should

be _iven to the development of such scientific models, despite their having
the appearance of basic research.

7. MAGNETOSPHERE-IONOSPHERE INTERACTIONS WORKING GROUP

R. R. Vondrak, Chairman V.G. Patterson
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SRI International Air Force Global Weather Central
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Y. T. Chiu G.J. Romick

The Aerospace Corporation Geophysical insLitute

P. O. Box 92957 University of Alaska
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D. S. Evans K. Stasiewicz

NOAA Research Laboratories Space Research Center

Space Environment Laboratory Polish Academy of Sciences
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Auroral arcs result from the acceleration and precipita-
tion of magnetospheric plasma in narrow regions characterized
by _trong electric fields both perpendicular and parallel to the
earth's magnetic field. The -various mechanisms that have
been proposed for the origin of sach strong electric fields are

not mutually exclusive. Indeed, they are often complementary.
Such mechanisms include: I) electrostatic dauble layers; 2)

double reverse shocks; 3) anon_alous resistivity; 4) magnetic

mi 'roring of hot plasma; and 5) mapping of the magnetospheric-
convection electric field through an auroral discontinuity. Ob-
servations have not yet identified from among these mechanisms
the one that is primarily responsible for the formation of
auroral arcs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 1,,.Ltcr half of the nineteen seventies has witnessed a spectacular
increase in the understanding of the detailed dvna,nics ef the auroral arc.
This happy circumstance is supported or :,c one hand by the advent of

high-resolution observations by auroral satellites at altitudes _ I R E,
such as those obtained by instruments on board the $3-3 satellite, and on

the other by earlier rocket and radar backscatter observations at iono-

spheric altitudes. Since auroral processes are a major element in the

coupling between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere, we undertake in

this paper to review briefly what the new satellite observations imply and
do not imply in the theoretical understanding of auroral dynamics in

general and the coupling between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere in

particular.

Because of the self-imposed restriction of brevity, the scope of this
topical review is limited to those dynamical aspects of the aurora directly
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related to the detailed processes of ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling.
The very important optical observations of the aurora fall in a different

category and are not included here. Global-scale morphology of ionospheric
currents generated by auroral precipitation of energetic particles and the
mapping of auroral electrostatic fields down to ionospheric heights are
important consequences of the aurora; however, these effects are conse-
quential rather than fundamental to the coupling betnveen the ionosphere and
the magnetosphere so we shall allude to them only briefly. In short, we
limit our consideration to recent advances in the understanding of particle
and field dynanxics as they affect ionosphere-nlagnetosphere coupling in
the aurora.

Furthe,.', sin(.-" brevity is emphasized, works and authors referenced
here are meant t,)be representative rather than exhaustive. We attempt
to reference the latest wark (circa 1978) representative of a particular
area so that readers an lind a more complete reference therein; therefo:'e,
works referenced in this pai'er do not necessarily carry with them any

implication of special significance. Perhaps undue emphasis is placed on
the implications of the $3-3 observations, which to some extent merely
confirm what had been suspected from ,,arlier rocket and satellite measure-
ments; however, this is partially due to the timing of this review, falling
at the point when the scope and coherence t,f the $3-3 observations have
become clear to those of us who are intereoted in t) theoretical aspects of
ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling and possible predictions.

h. OBSI';RVATIONS "-

Befo:'e the advent of high-resolution observations by a,lroral
satellites, data on ionospheric and magnetospheric coupling depended on
balloon, rocket, and radar observations which were necessarily episodic;

nev(-rtheless, the basic physical propcriies of auroral ionost_hcric currents
:_tndelectric fields (e.g., Cloutier, 1971; Mozer and Manka, 1971; Vondrak

et al., 19711, together with lheir relationship to high-latitude convection
electric fields (e.g., Cauffman and Gurncii, 1972; lleppner, 19721
measured by satelliles, have been established. Generally, these measure-.
ments have indicated thai the sul)storm convection electric field in the

magnetosl)hcre drives pcrpendicul,tr ionospheric currents consistent with
ionospheric perpendicul,tr electric field:: (meridional and zonal) of the orcler
o[ lens of millivolts/r,-t, ier. In addition, l_iri, el,lnd currents parallel to
auroral magnetic field lines sel, m to have 1)t, cn observed (e. g., Armstrong
and Zmuda, 1n73). These low-altitude observations ave prin_arily con-
cerncd with the morpholotiy and large-scale t, roces._es of auroral sub-
storms and are instrun_enial in empl_asizing the importance of the electric
field in auroral processes. 'l'hey, however, have relatively little to say
al)oul lhe lllicroscoplr" processes talcing place in the auroral region.

l';ven _.ls lhe largc-scah, luroral processes were being unravelled,
certain microscopic l'ealures of auroral low-energy pavlicle precipitations
\VCFe I_elllg discovcl'edo l.'vank and Ackerson (1')71) noit,d that occasionally
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observations of low-energy (tens of keV) electron precipitation would show
an "inverted-V" structure on an energy-time spectrum plot, i.e., the
precipitating electron energy spectrum hardens and then softens as the
Injun 5 satellite moves through the structure. Evans (1974; 1975) convin-

cingly demonstrated that rocket measurements of auroral low-energy
electrons indicated downward moving electron beams at keV energies,
comparable to those of "inverted-V"structures. Further, by a careful
study of electron backscatter from the atmosphere, Evans demonstrated
that these auroral electron beams are indications of electric potential drops,

along the magnetic field, existing between the equator and the ionosphere.
At about the same time, observations of singly ionized energetic O T ions
in the magnetosphere (Shelley et el., 1972; Sharp at el., 1974) also gave
indication that microscopic processes in the aurora couple the ionosphere
with the n_agnetosphere.

These observations of "inverted-V" structures, of electron beams,

and of O + ions of probable ionospheric origin in the magnetosphere presage
very interesting microscopic processes to be discovered in the auroral
process in which the ionosphere play_ an active rather than passive role.
However, because of the episodic nature of rocket observations and because
of the low resolutlon and low data rate of the early satellite observation:-;,

the scope of and inter-relationship between these phenomena were not
understood until the launch of the polar-orbiting auroral satellite $3-3,
which intercepts auroral field lines at altitudes up to ,_8000 kin, precisely
in the region where ionospheric and magnetospheric plasmas are expected
to interact. Included in the $3-3 payload are instruments to measure
electric fields (Mozer et el., !977), low energy electrons (Mizera et el.,

-_ 1976), energetic ions (Shelley et el., 1976), and plasma waves (Kinmer
et al., 1978). While a co-ordinated data-analysis programar_ong the

various auroral measurements is presently being pursued, the separately
reduced data have already yiel¢,ed a coherent picture of the microscopic
auroral processes in which magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling p]ays a

central role. [

The $3-3 observations not only confirn__ed Evans' observ:.tions of
downward-moving field-aligned electron beam at keV energies b,_,t also

revealed the existence of upward-mov.;ng ion beams aligned with the mag-
netic field in '_inverted-V" structures. This certainly indicates that the
three phenomena are intimately related, but more importantly the $3-3
particle observations 're little doubt that an electric potential drop of
several to tens of kilo, _, aligned with the magnetic field, exists between
the ionosphere and the ,netospheric equator. Electrostatic field meas-

urements also indicate paxred regions of oppositely directed p,_.rpendicuiar
electric fields, with latitudinal scale lengths of some 50 kin, reflecting a
negative space-charge region presumably associated with downward-
streaming electrons. Figure I, wltich is a composite of particle and
electric field data illustrates the above points. For further emphasis,
Figure 2 shows an enlarged view of the perpendicular electric field data
for the time period marked by the brace in the middle of Figure I. A
crucial, but seldom emphasized, feature which is brought out by the high
sensitivity and high resolution of the $3-3 measurements is that the above
correlated features are observed at the auroral zone pass after pass at all
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satellite altitudes. In other words, these are fundamental features of the

aurora rather than episodic curiosities. Further, plasma waves are
observed to be associated with particle beams.

Aside from measurements which give, for the first time, support to
a simple electrostatic picture of auroral microscopic processes, the $3-3
observations also reveal a whole class of new phenomena. The most
outstanding among these are: 1) observations of "conical" beams, i.e.,
intense ion fluxes with p_L._h-angles concentrated on a cone about the direc-
tion of the magnetic field, with relatively little ion flux along the magnetic
field; 2) upward-going field-aligned electron beams, and 3) downward
field-aligned ion beams which are more diffuse than the upward field-
aligned ion beams. The signature of conical beams is a bifurcated trace

on the ion spectrograms; one can see several examples in Figure 1. Such
beams probably result from wave-particle interactions with the basic
auroral particle beams, while the downgoing ions and upgoing electrons,
observed at lower altitudes, are a signature of the return current driven by
electrostatic processes in the ionosphere. The $3-3 auroral observations
have opened new vistas in the theoretical study of auroral processes.

Ill. THEORETICAL INTERPRETATIONS

The key Lheoretical issue concerning the interpretation of the $3-3
observations really- involves the electrodynamics of the auroral arc itself.
A key fact which must be recognized is that a magnetic-field-aligned elec-
trostatic potential difference of kilovolt magnitude exists between the
ionosphere and the equator. In many respects, this feature has been
anticipated in a number of theoretical considerations based on earlier
observations. With regard to ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling, howevel;
the crucial question is whether the mechanis_n for the buildup of such a
field-aligned potential drop involves the ionosphere, for there is no doubt
that the energy source of the aurora is derived from hot magnetospheric

plasmas which are injected by substorm processes onto the auroral field
lines. Some aspects of these theozies of auroral qcld-aligned potential
drop have been reviewed (Shawhan et al., 1978; Hudson and Mozer, 1978),
but our discussions will be primarily concerned with the ionosphere-
magnetosphere _.oupling aspects of tht.se theories.

Theories of auroral processes involving magnetic field-aligned
electrostatic potential differences can be roughly classified into five
categories, although they are not mutually exclusive. These are: 1)
double layer, 2) oblique electrostatic shock, 3) anomalous resistivity,
4) magnetic n'firroring effects of differential pitch-angle anisotropy
between ions and electrons, and 5) downward mapping of convection elec-
tric field discontinuities. These categories invoke theoretical arguments
of varying degrees of sophistication and believability to show that kilovolt
electrostatic potential drops may be produced in various assumed plasnxa
distributions. The double-layer model is sharply differentiated from the
others by its prediction of the scale length with which the total field-
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aligned potential difference is distributed, i.e., the magnitude of the
parallel electric field.

For the most part, these mechanisms have been considered in isola-
tion of each other and of the ionosphere, not because physlcists believe
that it should be so, but because it is difficult to treat the couplings. In
fact, a correct theoretical treatment of auroral phenomena will without
doubt merge several of these mechanisms wlth each other and with iono-
spheric physics. It is unfortunate that much of the recent literature on
auroral mechanisms pays so little attention to coupling with the ionosphere;
some exceptions {with two of which the authors are connected) exist, though.
As a general rule, the ionosphere couples neighboring field lines and allows
for predictions of latitudinal structure and scale lengths. There is no such
coupling in the individual mechanisms mentioned above (except that oblique
shocks have an arbitrary structure which crosses field lines), so none can
explain arc structure without going beyond the given mechanism. Our
discussion begins with the traditional view of these mechanisms in isolation,
then proceeds to a brief discussion of coupling schemes.

The double layer (Block, 1975; Shawhan et al., 1978) is a boundary
layer between unmagnetized cold plasma on one side and hot plasma on the
other. The potential drop across the layer is alleged to be >kTe/te ! and
the layer thickness is of the order of several Deby,' lengths (N10 kin); thus,
the parallel electric field in double layers must be ._(0.1 - l) V/re. A
current-driye_ inst-a_ility is usually invoked as the formation mechanism
of double layers, which requires a field-aligned current greater than a
certain threshold value. If potential drops inferred by electron beam
observations at $3-3 altitudes as high as ~8000 km are all due to double
layers above the satellite, then evidently the ionosphere does not seem :o
be a factor in double layer formation either. Frequently, based on obser-
vations of both electron and ion beams on $3-3, one may infer that potential
drops exist both above and below the satellite (M2zera and Fennell, 1977;
Croley et al., 1978). Since it is highly improbable that the satellite just
happened to pass _rough within the double layer thickness, such frequent
occurrences seem ,o require more than one double layer to be formed on
the same field line. Theories of double layer formation are mathematically
difficult, even for very simple plasma distributions (Montgomery and Joyce,
1969), and a quantitative theory has yet to be developed for auroral plasmas.
Even supposing that the theory is finally developed, and that difficulties of
interpreting satellite data in terms of double layers can be overcome, there
is one fundamental problem with double-layer models. They do not account
for the influence of the earth's magnetic field, which -- except for the
unrealistic case of a double layer exactly perpendicular to a magnetic field
line -- is unwarranted, as we point out below. With regard to our main
subject of magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, double layers are so thin
that they are almost completely decoupled from the ionosphere themselves.
Furthermore, they tend to decouple the ionosphere from the magnetosphere
above the double layer by effectively short-circuiting the magnetospheric
electrical structure well above the ionosphere as indicated on Figure 3. in
such a model, the ionosphere interacts little with the magnetosphere.

Oblique electrostatic shocks (Swift, 1975; 1976; Kan, 1975) a,'_
s_milar to double layers except that they recognize the influence nr "-e
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magnetic field and consider that the shock normat is at an arbitrary angle at
to the magnetic field direction. For _0 the shock thickness _ is
measured in units of the ion gyroradius of a few kin, a typical cross-field
scale being some 15-Z0 gyroradii (~100 kml. The field-alignea scale length
is _/cos _ which can be quite extensive if the shock normal angle ct
approaches _r/Z. Swift has shown that self-consistent oblique shock solu-
tions can be obtained with simple plasma distributions not unlike auroral
conditions. A schematic iUustratiol: of Swift's double reverse electrostatic
shock is shown in Figure 4. In addition to the fact that solutions of Poisoon's
equation have been obtained for semi-realistic plasma distributions in a
homoge_.eous magnetic field, the oblique shock geometry has certain advan-
tages over the current-driven double layer in regard to the interpretation of
$3-3 data, even though the theory was conceived prior to $3-3. This is
because the field-aligned scale length _/cos ct can be chosen to be of the
order of 1-2 R e so that only one shock (or a pair of double reverse shocks)
need be invoked to explain the existence of potential drops above and below
the satellite. It is, of course, a disadvantage that the theory as developed
by Swift does not predict &, or equivalently the cross-field scale length.
As we discuss later, this scale length can be estimated by incorporating
ionospheric physics. An oblique shock with paratlel scale length of _ 1 R e
is almost certainly strongly coupled to the ionosphere, which at the very
least supplies important boundary conditions for the shock. The ionosphere
and the magnetosphere tend to be strongly coupled as well, if only because
the shock is so extended along the magnetic field.

A third mechanism by which a magnetic field-aligned electric poten-
tial drop can allegedly be generated is anomalous resistivity in the field-
aligned direction (Hudson et al., 1978). Such anomalous resistivity may be
due to a large number of possible modes of AC electric-field turbulence in
the auroral plasma (e. g., Kindel and Kennel, 1971; Papadopoulos and
Coffey, 1975). Hudson et al. (1978) estimated that turbulent electric fields
in the electrostatic ion cyclotron mode with amplitudes ~ 50 mV/m may
yield sufficient anomalous resistivity to generate parallel electrostatic (DC)
fields of ~ 1 mV/m. However, it is not clear how the largely perpendicu-
lar AC fields car .ffect parallel electron currents (and their resistivity).
One feature common to oblique-shock models and anomalous-resistivity
models is that the potential smoothly varies over a scale of ~1 R e exten-
sion in order to accommodate potential drops of ~ (1-10) kilovolts. This
is schematically illustrated in Figure 5. It must be noted that the question:
of how such an extensive region of turbulence can be maintained at a high
level (~ 50 mV/mAC), in the presence of non-linear stabilizing effects
such as ion heating, must be addressed. A second feature of anomalous
resistivity is that, unlike oblique shock models, there is little apparex_t
relationship between the parallel a_d perpendicular electrostatic fields. In
regard to ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling, the ionosphere plays a major
role in at least one consideration of current-driven instabilities (Kindel and
Kennel, 1971) since the effects of very weak ion-neutraland electron-
neutral collisions, ~ ; x 10 -z of the cyclotron frequency, are stabilizing,
as are the effects of ion heating. It must be said, however, that hydrogen
ion-c,clotronwaves are measured (Kintner eta]., 1978) and there is little
doubt that these waves will turn out to play some role in the dynamics of
the auroral beams.
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The fourth viable mechanism for maintaining a magnetic field-aligned
electric potential drop is that due to the magnetic mirroring effects of

differential pitch-angle anisotropy between ions and electrons (Alfven and

F_ilthammar, 1963). Un]ike the other mechanisms considered above, this

mechanism depends on the magnetic field structure being suitable for

: mirroring of the energetic plasma injected into the auroral region, for if
the equatorial pitch-angle distributions Gf such ions and electrons are

different their "average" mirroring locations will be different, thus setting

up a charge separation electrostatic field. Anumber of authors have con-

sidered such a mechanism for the case of auroral plasma (e.g., Lemaire

and Scherer, 1974; "Whipple, 1977: Lennartsson, 1977; Chiu and Schulz,

1978), assuming strict charge neutrality. This is one model where a care-

ful consideration of the contribution of cold ionospheric electrons is abso-

lutely essential. One-dinlensional quasi-neutcal calculations (Chiu and

Schu[z, 1978) indicated theftionospheric plasma is crucial in the magnetic

mirroring mechanism not only in giving a proper account of electron dis-
tributions, as in the phenomenological model of Evans (1974), but also in

partially short-circuiting the very large potential drops expected from

consideration of n_agnetospheric plasma alone IAlfven and F_ilthammar,

1963). in any case, the paral]el scale length of this mechanism is essen-

tially the field line distance between the ionosphere and the magnehospheriz

equator, i.e., the region in which the plasma mirrors, yielding parallel
electric fields we:l below I mV/m (see Figure 6).

There is yet another possible source of auroral electric fields that
accelerate ions and electrons in opposite directions along the earth's
magnetic field. This last possible source is the magnetospheric col _ction
electric field. The convection electric field is perpendicular to tile _ag-
netic field at h_gh altitudes, but its meridional (r, 8) component has a
theoretical discontinuity at or near the boundary between closed and open
magnetic field lines (see Figure 7, which shows the amplitudes of the
diurnal variation of E at ionospheric altitudes). Ionospheric resistivity
would partially connect electrostatic equipotentials ._crosr_ the discon-
tinuity, but at too low an altitude to account properly for the observed
component of E parallel to B. However, the :'kinematical resistivity"
associated with magnetic-mirror forces or a hot plasma may increase the
altitude at which the parallel (to B) component of E would appear. The
details of this latter effect, which (if it occurs)would produce the desired
distribution of E" B with altitude, remain to be worked out. However,
the effect would be such as to produce an upward electric field in the PM
sector (maximal at dusk) and a downward electric f-eld in the AM sector

(maximal at dawn) of the auroral oval. This expectation is in good agree-
ment with the diurnal distribution of upgoing ion beams observed by
Ghielmetti et al. (1978).

It is evident that these physical mechanisms do not exist entirely
independently of one another. For exarnple, if the restrictive assumption
of strict charge neutrality is removed in the magnetic-mirror model, one
has an oblique electrostatic shock in a mirroring field. To the extent that
no dissipative mechanisms such as wave-particle turbulence are included
in such a "shock", the resulting electric-field structure is better described
as a solution of Poisson's equation. From another point of view the oblique

shock can be described _s some sort of zero-frequency electrostatic ion-
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cyclotron (EIC) mo e. There surely is a great deal of EIC turbulence
connected with auroras, and the physical distinction between the oblique
shocks of Swift and this turbulence is at best imprecise. Yet the merging
of wave turbulence and shocks can lead to substantial parallel electric

potential drops in the complete absence of anomalous resistivity. (The
reader need not be renm_ded tl.at turbulence is not synonymous with anoma-
lous resistivity; in fact, it ,a quite dif/'icult to make anonlalous resistivity
out of even the most turbulent waves. )

In a recent work, Chiu and Cornwall 11978) have considered Poisson's

equation in dipolar magnetic geometry, coupled with ionospheric physics.
In such a model the paralleI potential drop is intimately coupled to the
perpendicular electrostatic field structure as indicated in Figure 1. Fur-
ther, the scale length of the perpendicular electrostatic field structure is
related not only to the field-aligned current to the ionosphere but also to
the ionospheric Pedersen conductivity. Thus, ionosphere-naagnetosphere
coupling is a crucial ingredient determining the geometric structure as
well as the energetics of the quiet auroral arc in such a moclel. At present,
no satisfactory solution of such a model has yet been obtained in the return-
current region, although an approximate solution in the central electron
beam region has been obtained. A schematic illustration of this model is
given in Figure 6.

Because the various n_echanisms are not necessarily mutuaUy exclu-
sive, it is difficult to rule out any particular mcchanisrl by observations:
however, the parallel scale length, or -quivalently, the peak magpitude of
the parallel electric field, may be _lsed to distinguish some models from '"
others. Since the current-driven double layer is distinguished by a very
short parallel scale length, one n:ay ask if the parallel (to B) electrostatic-
field observations of $3-3 wouid be able to distinguish the double layer
from other mechanisms. Mozer ct al. (1977) reported very large parallel
electrostatic fields ( 2100 mV/m} in the presence of > 100 mV/m perpen-
dicular electrostatic fields. These have been identified as ,-- 800 mV/m

parallel electrostatic fields of double layers (Shawhan et al., 1978).
I1udson and Mozer (1978) were cautious in making such an identification
because "the angular resolution of the instrument may alias the pa:-allel
electric field n_easurement in the presence of strong perpendicula:" electric
fields greater than 100 mV/m." Particle n_easurements on 83-3 cannot

resolve the question of parallel scale length either, although they do put
constraints on double-layer models such as the necessity of multiple for-
mation pointed out earlier. Thus, for the time being, no mechanism

,._ discussed above can be ruled out, bqt it must be said that double layers
are unlikely both theoretically and experimentally. Clearly, l'urther
theoretical development of these models is needed to help the process of ,.
experimental elimination of unsuitable candidates. Idemification of the
auroral mechanism is e pecially important for ionosphcric-magnetospheric
coupling studies becatlse the ionosphere plays roles of varying importance
in various nlechanisl:ux._, it would be very hard to believe that the ionosphere
plays no active role at all in the dynamics of the aurora. In such an even-
tuality, ionospheric ctlrrcll|s would be entirely decoupled from the magneto-
spheric currents, and our growing understanding of the relationship between
aurorai cl,ssipation of currents and energy input into the magnetosphere
would be losl. On lhc contrary, il seems that there is a genuinely strong
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coupling between magnetospheric, auro,'al, and ionospheric phenonaena.

IV. I_RO_qPECTS

As we have seen ill previous sections, the $3-3 measurements not
only confirm the s,lspected existence of kilovolt electrostatic potential drops
along auroral field lines but also clarify tile relationsl_ip between inxerted-V
structure_, electron and ion beams, and electrostatic fields in the aurora.

However, because of aliasing problems, the pa.'alh,1 electric field measure-
ments on board are unable to determine the parallel scale length of lhe
electrostatic potential drops with confidence. We would have Io depend on
future experiments to settle tb.is crucial question. If parallel electrostatic
fields are as large as 800 mV/m, as one experiment suggests, then there
is no question that some sort of double layer or electrostatic shock with small
obliquity is involved, if on the other hand, tile parallel electrostatic twld
turns out to be "-_1 mV/m, as many experimenls suggest, then anon_alous
resistivity, oblique shocks, and magnetic mirroring are all candidates. Un-
doubtedly these three mechamsnas go hand in hand, so it is not a question of
choosing only one o£ them.

Theorists are not yet ready to pronounce judgment in favor of one or
another model, thus leaving open one vital question: Do parallel electric
fields isolate tile magnetosphere from ttle ionosphere" We (in agreement
with traditional views) think not, but we know of no definitive experimental
evidence which shows how magnetospheric and ionospheric current paths
are closed. It may be that radar amt olher ground-based studies combined
with satellites such as $3-3 can provide this evidence.

Another imporlant issue is the mapping of perpendicular eleclric f,elds
along fi,:ld lines from lhe magnetosphere Io the ionosphere, l.'or most nmd-
els other than tile double layer, lhc mapping nmdificalions induced by
parallel electric fields may not be terribly significant, but there may be
almost complete decoupling in double-layer models, st, the mapping ques-
tion will have to be completely reexamined, l_rcsently, calculations of
ionospheric currents, and their conconlitanl heating of the thermosphere
(Straus and Schulz, 197o), depend on a variety of electrostatic models which
depend on direct mapping of conveclion electric fields {,..g.. \;olland, 1975).
If double layers exist eve," regions as exlensive as inverted-V structures
(to explain +:,., electron beanls}, then the question of ho_ convection electric
fields map through a doubh" layer nmst be addressed. Indeed, lhe vole of
the observed paired perpendicular auroral electrostatic fields (Figure 11 has

a not been considered in double layer theory.

Proponents of active ionospheric coupliqg with the magne,osphere will
surely note lhat the observation cf oxygen ion beams on $3-3 iv cvidence
that the ionosphere may be a major source of charged particles for the
auroral magnetosphere. Very recent isotopic-ratio ob.,:ervations of ring-
current ions ill ti_e magl_etosphere indicate that the ionosphere {via Ihe
auror,_,) may be a major source for the ,'ing current as _ell {e. g., Young el
al., 1977). We suggest that the next major advance in ionosphere-
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magnetosphere coupling may be the understanding, b_th observational and
theoretical, of the ultimate fate of these ion beams. Since downward moving
ion beams are not observed at high altitudes, and since conical beams are

primarily an ionic phenomena, the question of what happens to ion beams
before they reach the eo,:ator appears to be interesting indeed.
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 ,NSO 24715
B. HIGH-LATITUDE E- AND F-REGION IONOSPHERIC PREDICTIONS

A WORKING GROUP REPORT prepared by R. Hunsucker, Chairman, and Members: R.

Allen, P. Argo, R. Babcock, P. Bakshi, D. Lund, S. Matsushita, G. Smith, A.

Shirochkov, and G. Wortham.

I. INTRODUCTION

WG C2 is concerned about the E and F layers at latitudes greater than

A = 60°. Specifically, we address the pertinent physical processes, the

morphology, the existence and adequacy of models, and the reliability of pre-

dictions for the high-latitude E and F layers at the present time and in the
foreseeable future.

In order to analyze this problem we must:

]. As completely as possible, describe the temporal and spatial be-

havior of the high-latitude ionosphere--specifically, the disturbance aspects:

sporadic E, spread F, extent of trough, locat!on of cusp, etc.
2. Determine how well we can predict the real-time location of the

auroral oval.

3. Consider carefully the ionospheric reflection points for each HF
propagation path to be analyzed in relation to the auroral oval or disturb-

ance region.

4. Consider how best to use the next _eneration instrumentation (satel-
lite, NOAA HF radar, Polar Clasp Incoherent Scatter Radar, EISCAT, etc.) data

to improve E- and F-region predictions.

5. Match, as closely as possible, user needs to realistic prediction
capabilities.

6. Fully utilize data produced by new observatories on polar cap/cusp

ionospheric regions (Cape Parry, Sondrestr_mford, Spitzbergen_.' "'

This working group considers that our starting points are in the spe-
cific needs of our users. Systems users now need predictions for both

transionospheric and reflected propagation effects in the high latitude

ionosphere. Navigation systems need propagation time delay, radars need
range and angle corrections. Communication systems, both broadcast and

point-to-point need more than availability; they also need predictions for

multimode, dispersion, angl_ of arrival, received noise to signal, etc. In

essence, users of advanced systems need and demand predictions tailored to

their systems and interpreted directly in t,_eirown system parameters.

At the system design stage, the potential user needs long-term predic-
tion of the expected worst conditions, as well as climatological medians.

In most proposed systems, the basic data on pertinent ionospheric parameters
do not exist in a synoptic form; therefore, long-term prediction for ad-

vanced system design cannot be made with reliability.

Consider two advan:ed systems at the concept stage. The first is a
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snor[ haul (200-700 km) extended HF system to be designed to provide high
density digital data, using chip interleaving and error correction. The de-
sign might depend critically on a scattering cross section function for
auroral/polar cap sporadic E (Es) and the expected fading distribution. The
second is a navigation system for ships, aircraft, and remote ground explora-
tion, using coded transmissions on two channels from the same satellite. The
accuracy of the position determination might depend critically cn the spatial
rate of change of the ionosphere when the measurements are made sequentially
to the moving satellite. In addition, F-region fading could prevent locking
or relocking on the coherent code.

For systems already fielded, the users require long-term predictions
for system management, e.g., frequency allocation. Some users are bene-
fited by predictions for monthly median effects, for instance using pre-
dicted time delay or ionospheric range error to reduce their monthly rms
variability by a factor of 3 to 4. Most users are receptive to alerts for
expected extremes in the ionospheric response of their systems, such as
blackout, increased fading, etc., even if they cannot do anything about it.
Some advance systems may require slow-acting adaptive systems with a,_ exter-
nal sensor of current ionospheric conditions so that they can remove most of
their ionospheric effects in near real time.

2. PHYSICAL PROCESSES IN THE HIGH-LATITUDE E AND F REGIONS

2.1 The Present State of Knowledge of Physical Processes
in the High Latitude E and F Regions

In the mid- and low-latitude E and F regions, the primary source of

ionization is solar EUV and UV. The day-to-day variations in the ionosphere

essentially reflect changes in the neutral atmosphere density and winds.

Electric fields occasionally become an important modulating force during dis-

turbed periods. At high latitudes, the magnetosphere-ionosphere interaction
is the dominant dynamic force. There are two primary processes. The precip-

itation of energetic particle5 is an important source of ionization, par-
ticularly in the E region. The strong electric fields which arise from the

interaction of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the geomagnetic
field drive a two-celled ion convection pattern with anti-sunward ion flow

across the pole and a return flow along the auroral oval. At E-region

heights, the ion convection is restrained by collision with neutrals. The

result is a net current flow known as the auroral electrojet which creates

Joule heating of the neutral atmosphere. Changes in the neutral density and

winds associated with this heat act as feedback mechanisms that change the

density and structure of the high-latitude ionosphere.

Each of the main features of the high latitud_ E and F regions is re-
lated to particular aspects of the magnetospheric-ionospheric interactions.

The auroral oval is an active region of particle precipitation and
electric currents. The most obvious characteristic of the oval is the visi-

ble light emissions that are used to demarcate its boundaries. The equator-

ward edge of the oval marks the boundary between the magnetic field lines

that are essentially dipolar, known as the plasmasphere, and the field lines

that are interacting with the IMF and are being dragged into the magnetotail.
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Most of the particle precipitation which creates the visible aurora occurs
in the nighttime sector. The auroral region is also thickest in latitude in
the nighttime sector. In the day sector, the aurora becomes weaker, with
less latitudinal extent; during very quiet times it is often not seen.

The aurora seen near the equatorward edge of the oval and most of the
daytime aurora is known as diffuse aurora. It is caused by the preciFitation
of particles with a relatively broad spectrum of energies (e.g., electrons of
lO0 ev to 100 kev). Most of the energy results in strong ionization in the
E region, creating a broad shelf in the e_ectron density profile. But the
lower energy particles also enhance the F-region density. Poleward of the
diffuse aurora is the region of discrete auroral arcs. These are associated
with monoenergetic particle beams which create a "bubbling" effect in the
E region at the end of the field lines along which they are traveling. The
result is a thin layer of very enhanced electron density in the E region.

During disturbed periods the auroral oval expands equatorward, the in-
tensity of the diffuse aurora and the number and strength of the discrete
arcs increases. The appearance of the westward trave|ing surge and the
breakup of the discrete arcs results from a complex pa_tern of parti_le pre-
cipitation and broad regions of enhanced E-region densities. There is also
an increase in the intensity of the daytime aurora.

Another region of particle precipitation is the dayside cusp or cleft.
The cusp is typically 2 to 4 degrees wide in longitude and located at about
A = 18-80 ° near local noon. The dynamics of the cusp are not as clearly
known as for the niqhttime auroral zone. It appears that the precipitation
seen in the cusp region is related more to the direct interaction of the
magnetosphere and the IMF. The precipitation tends to be less energetic
and to vary less during disturbed periods. Enhancements in electron density
at all heights have been observed.

A third feature of the E and F region associated with the high latitude
ionosphere is the main electron density trough. This is _ region of markedly
decreasing electron density as one moves from mid to high latitudes in the
nighttime ionosphere. At the poleward boundary of the trough there is a
sharp increase in density due to the ionizing effect cf the auroral precipi-
tation. The main trough is primarily a winter nighttime phenomena. It ap-
pears to be caused by increased recombination due to the shorter daytime
ionization period and the extended period the ions are kept in the nighttime
by the ion convection pattern. At higher altitudes there is also a light

• ion (H+) trough which has been observed by :atellites. This trough appears
to be related to the loss of ions of ionospheric origin into the magnetic
tail. The light ion trough and the main trough are not always coincident.

The last major feature of the high latitude ionosphere is the polar cap.
Compared to the highly dynamic auroral zone, the pc_3, cap is rather uncom-
plicated. However, the a_,ailable observations of the polar cap regio(_ are
relatively few, so our understanding of this region is also limited. Dis-
crete auroral arcs parallel to the ion convection pattern have been observed
by satellite and the polar cap is affected by energetic solar particles
that cause radio blackouts, although this is essentially a D-region effect.

2.2 Where We Need To Go

The process, s occurring in the auroral oval are the n_st dynamic and ex-

citing and are clearly the best understood. With the advent of satellite ob-
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servations, the physical processes that drive the various auroral phenomena
have been examined fairly extensively. There is a good understanding of
these processes and their relation to the various features of the auroral
zone appearing in morphological models. Within the auroral zone, the varia-
tions in the F region are probably the least known phenomena, particularly
during the d_sturb_d periods. The strong E region created by particle
precipitation has limited the ability to observe the F region usina ground-
based observations. The expanded use of transionospheric propagation in high-
latitude regions makes knowledge of F-region variations of increasing im-
portance.

The other ma!n features of the high latitude ionosphere have o_}]y re-
cently become the focus of concerted research efforts. The dynamics of the
main ionospheric trough and the light ion trough are not well understood.
There is no clear consen_u_ on how and why they are formed, and how, or if,
they are related and interact. The number of observations of the cusp re-
gion is still small enough that there is no clear picture of e_ctly what
the morphology of the energies of the precipitating particles is and how
precipitation varies with geomagnetic activity. The dynamics of the cusp as
it moves with variations in the IMF is not well understood. The polar cap
is the least active of the high-latitude regions, but it is also the least
observed and the least understood.

Another important factor in the dynamics of the h_gh-latitude iono-

sphere that is not well understood, and often ignored by ionospheric physic-

ists, is the strong interaction between the ionosphere and the neutral atmo-
sphere. Changes in the neutral density and winds that are driven by iono-.,

spheric processes not only are a feedback into the high latitude ionospheric

dyna_nics, but the energetics of auroral processes are an important driving

force of the global thermospheric circulation and will indirectly affect the

iono:phere at lower latitudes.

3. MORPHOLOGY

3.1 Where We Are

From the point of view of the geophysicist, a lot still remains to b_

done before we have a clear understanding of the morphological features of

the high-latitude E and F regions. The best determined feature of this re-

gion is the position of Lhe auroral oval, determined by visual observations,

all-sky camera data, and, more recently, satellite photographs. Almost as

well defined are three auroral ab=orption regions, one just equatorward of

the diffuse aurora in the midnight sector, another in the pre-noon sector,

and a third in the early morning sector during disturbed periods. AI_ have

been studied extensively, principally by an international network of riometers
but recently by in-situ particle measurements. Both the auroral oval and

the auroral absorption regions are well represented by statist!cal (computer
version) models.

Our knowledge of the main ionospheric trough is in much worse cond;t'o

Although it has been studied since the previous solar minimum and ha._ ._

demonstrated in archived ionosonde data, little is known of its va_ioL_'
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with solar cycle, its disturbance behavior, the positinnal variations of the

plasmapause, and the variation of ionospheric parameters over this feature.

Lack of consistent synoptic data has prevcl,ted devclopment of more than

first-order statistical models of an F-region trough.
Very much more must be done in studying the localized features of the E

and F2 regions, particularly for the p_lar region of the Southern Hemisphere.
The behavior of the F2 region during magnetospheric substom, s is so dramatic

that we now know it comparatively well on the night side; however, our

studies are very incomplete on the day side. For very strong ionospheric

disturbances, e.g., PCA or strong aurora, our data from ground-based iono-
sondes is almost always biacked out; hence, we know even luss about the F re-

gion during those periods. Recent data from instruments, such as incoherent

scatter and in-situ probes, are beginning to identify and delineate some of
the critical parameters of the high-latitude E- and F-region features, but

there is not yet sufficient synoptic d_ta to build either descriptive or pre-
dictive models.

From the point of view of the system engineer, the morphology should

address the effects of the high-latitude ionosphere on his particular system

in terms of his system's parameters. He almost always would like these de-

rived from a comprehensive synoptic data base identical to his system. It
is very doubtful that this exists, even for standard narrow band HF communi-

cation. Even parameters of critical design to slightly modified systems,
such as joint availability o_: various E and F modes, exist only in restricted

time-space segments. In term_ of those features that are of critical im-

portance to advanced systems, 'likespread-F fading statistics for the cusp re

gion or the polewa_J edge of the trough, the scattering cross section of

sporadic E in the midnight sector ._ndslant E in the polar cap, not very
much high quality data exists.

As a result morphological descriptions of features important to the sys-

tem designer and user do not exist except in very simplistic qualitative form.

3.2 What Is Needed

There is a critical need for multinational, multidiscipline experiments.
Since we are just beginning to understand the physical processes by which
solar energy enters and cascades through, the upper atmosphere/ionosphere,
simultaneous measurements ar_ mandatory. In particular, cooperative atten-
tion should be given to the "hot poiats" at the cusp and at the main trough
in both the north and south. Such research must be done on a new level.

All physical sources of maintaining and varyir the high latitude must be
found and studied. Therefore, in-situ mea_urz ts must be made of the
parameters of the solar blast wave, followed by particle, optica_ radio mag-
netic and electric field measurements to determine the energy deposition

j at the cusp, morningside and midnight sectors. New generation ground-based ;
radio instruments, such as incoherent scatter and advanced (HF radars) and

modern satellite sensor of in-situ at,4 integrated ionospheric effects must

determine the dynamical behavior of the E and F regions, particularly during

very large solar energy storms when archive data are totally inadequate.

For the benefit of existing and propesed s_stem users, simultaneous radio

path propagation conditions should bc monitored by several classe_ of _r_-
. struments, such as obl i que s_:unders to detcrmine n_)de ava i l abi I i ty, MUF and
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LUF and fixed frequencies to determine the status of dispe'sion, fading,
oblique absorption and scattering loss through all phases of geomagnetic
storms.

If an adequate morphology of the ionosphere is to be developed, such
coordinated experiments must be conducted on the day and night sides and in
both hemispheres.

4. MODELS

Models are required for long-term prediction of propagation for iono-

spherically supported systems (VLF, HF, and VHF scatter) and for satellite

systems. This working group has focused on predictions for HF systems,

since the D region (which determines VLF propagation) and F-region irregular-

ities (which cause satellite scintillations) are being addressed by other

groups. However, the results should he combined.

Among the high-latitude ionospheric features that should be modeled _or

HF predictions are the following:
a. Location and extent of auroral oval as a function of magnetic

activity.
b. E- and F-region parameters in auroral oval, midlatitude trough,

daytime cusp, and polar cap.
c. F-region parameters, important for ducting.
d. Profile of Ne versus height between E dnd F2 regions, of importance

for prediction of ducted propagation.
e. Auroral absorption, PCA absorption (D-region effects).
f. E- and F-region irregularities that cause diffuse multipath (spread

F), rapid flutter fading, and off-great-circle propagation.
In the auroral region, models must be detailed enough for raytracing.

That is, the shape of the profile and the steep gradients must be represented
in ti_ree dimensions. Predictions of MUF/LUF using virtual geometry (_ priori
mode definition and location of reflection points) are meaningless because
_trong horizontal qradients cause large changes in mode geometry an_ there-
fore in D-region crossing points and absorption estimates.

4.1 Existence of Models ("Present")

Several models are available for the six features listed above, rhe

ITS-78 (also Miller-Gibbs) model is usually taken as the basic model in the

United States and modified either by su?erposition of more detailed features
or by revision of the coefficients themselv, The ITS model is relatively

poor in the auroral region. D_ta accumulated with ground-based and airborne

ionosondes by AFGL and RADC (formerly AFCRL) have been used to 4evelop an

improved model. This model has recently been further modified by SRI using

incoherent-scatter radar (ISR) data from the Chatanika radar near College,
Alaska. The SRi model retains the foF2 and ilmF2 values in the RADC 1976

" Polar Model and incorporates ar, auroral E layer (essentially equivalent to

blanketing Es) and valley from ISR data, as well as an absorption model that
varies with magnetic activity.

The USSR has developed statistical models (see, for example, Kovalevskaya
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and Zhulina, 1979; Troshichev etal., 197_, Avdiushin et el., 1979; and Ker-

blay and Nosnova, 1979). Differences have been noted between their pre-
dictions and those of the United States in the cas_ of auroral absorption •

and FoF2 in the midlatitude trough during solar maximum. During magnetic

disturbances, three distinct regions of auroral absorption have been iden-

tified by Soviet scientists, whereas the recent SRI absorption model displayq

_ two time/latitude regions of enhanced absorption. Gradients of foF2 in the

trough at solar maximum were found to be large by the Soviet group, but rela-

tively small by RADC [the ARCON model by Miller and Gihbs (19751. Further

model verification is clearly needed.
The three-dimension._1 models developed by RADC and SRI are sb.table for

raytracing. In.the original RADC model, the Ne(h) profile between layers

must be assumed; the SRI model attempts to match profile shapes actually

observed with the ISR radar. Off-great-circle propagation by refraction can

be predicted by three-din.ensional raytracing. Separate computer codes are

available for off-great-circle propagation by scattering from field-aligned

irregularities; however, the usable frequencies and signal szrength are Jlot
predicted.

4.2 Adequacy of Models ("Future")

The capabilities and limitations of the U.S. models are summarized in
Table I.

5. PREDICTIONS

5.1 Present State of Predict,ons

The ability to predict the prupagation of HF radio waves along auroral
and polar paths requires a model of the spatial distribution of electron
density in the high-latitude ionosphere; nne must then rayt-ace through this
model to calculate the raypath connecting the end points. Because of the
very definite spatial structure in the auroral and polar cap regions, the
specific propagation prediction5 may be very sensitive te the positioning
of the structures. It is difficult to determine whether washed out "strong-
ly average morpholog:es" will give more useful results than misplaced
features--averaged test , ,ults do compare better with averaged morphologies.
Many system designers, however, are likely to be concerned with "worst-case"
occurrence estimates, which are more accessible through even misplaced
structures.

Several different types of systems are dependent upon propa3a{ion
through the high-latitude ionosphere. Table 2 specifies som_ of _xese sys-
tems and the type of information needed for the systems to orJerate optimally.

The t resent predi_ion capability is statistical, using averaqed synop-
tic data to define morphologies that ignore .mall scale (<1OO km) structure
and transient phenomena (<3 hr _. Therefore critical features such as auroral
arcs and substorms are completely neglected. The models do contain _uroral

E, some auroral Es, auroral absorption, and the FI and F2 regions.
HF systems designers and communicators are concerned with the propaga-

tion facets mentioned in Tab;e 2. The availability, multimode _tructure,
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Table 1. U.S. lonosphe ic Mrdels
Teci,n_ques for Potential

Feature Prediction Adequacy Improvcment

I. Auroral I. Feldstein I. Approximately I. OMSP optical for real time
oval oval for E equivalent to (already done)

, region optical predic- 2. Particle counters (satellite)

(Extent dif. tions
fers for Dah( 2. Cood on 3- 3. Chatanika, EISCAT ISR

F regions) hour average 4. Backscatter radar (Bates' work)

5. Synoptic analysis of bottom-
side and topside ioqo3rams

2. E, F2 ITS coeffi- I. foF2 good ex- I. Analysis of more ISR data

parameters cients, with cept Juring 2. Analysis of existing ionogramsRADC mod;fica, storms

tions 2. h,aF2 contains 3. Comparison of ISR and iono-
gram dataanomalies
4. Photometers

SRI foEs mode 3. Gooa within
(Chatanika limits of data 15. Particle counters

' data) base used if oval

location pre-

dicted correctly

3. FI layer ]. X and SSN I. Fai," I. Petrie and Stevens 1965 model

,lalytic 2 ISR data analysis
fwrmu Ia

3. Iologram analysis, synoptic

• Ne(h) I. Analytic, :. Poor I. 'SR data analysis and veri-

prof;le assumed ficatio,i
2. SRi Chata- 2. Good within 2. Rockets (3) topside srunding
nika model limits of data

base

5. _uroral I. Foppiano I. No dependence I. _iometer data available from

A. A. model on magnetic severa! chains should be used
activity for verification

2. SRI modifi 2. Has Kp depen- 2. A-l absorption measurements
cation of dence but has not

3. Oblique path HF signel
Foppiano mode been verifieo

strength
against indepen-
dent data

_. Irregu- Non_ "n HF ra General morphol- :l. Signal strength measurements

larities trace codes, ogy kno'.,nbut not coordinated with VI observations

(spread T) F,eld-a:igned applied in pre- Z. Satellite .cintillations and

scatter geom- dicticn (e.g., spreaH-F ionogram correlation
etry code_ I Davles_ i972; an6 needed, both simultaneous and

available I Singleton, 1379. statistical.
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Table 2. Systems and Prediction Needs

F--I- I
'System Pr.'diction Needs l

g HF Carom availability, dispersion, multi mode, fading, noise, absorp-[
--" I' tion, scattering cross section, ducting, non-great-circle I

IF_ I propaga t i ol_ J

IVHF/UHF Fading (_m)litude, phase), ATEC/Alat, angular deviation

Inavigation and
i commun i ca t ion

remote sensing Refraction, diffraction

(HF)

_avia-'_tlon. PCA phase advances', auroral D-region effects

ducting, absorption, noi_e, and non-great-circle propagation can be dealt
with in some averaged, statistical sense (sv, e, for example, Hatfield,
1979) that is useful to the communications system designer. Since the
auroral/polar cap models do incorporate varying magnetic activity conditions,
the systems designer can test his system under various scenarios.

The accuracy of the predictions available through the use of these
polar and auroral models has not been evaluated--it is expected that on the
average they will be significantly worse than the midlatitude ITS-78 predic-
tions (Barghausen et al., 1969). This is because of the extreme sensitivityI

of the higl.-latitude ionosphere (with its many discrete features) to geomag-
netic activity. Therefore, it is not likely that present day prediction
capabilities would be very useful to the communication planner (e.g., fre -
quency allocation) on a day-to-day or even month-to-month basis.

Remote sensing systems (HF radars) are also very dependent upon propa-
gation through the polar/auroral ionosphere. The refraction and diffraction
of signals by the discrete feature_ will :_trongly affect the operation oJ"
these systems. In this sense, the useful:less of predictions for these sys-
tems is on approximately the same level as for HF communications.

Because the very high frequency transionosnhnr;c ;-aJiu signals uscd in
VHF n_¢iqatir,._r-,..u.. brb) are only slightly refracted (or time delayed)

by tne polar/ _oral E region, the main effeci> are F-region refractions and
auroral scin: ations. The dominant F-region effect is steep spatial gradi-

ents; th.erofor_, under the highly disturbed oval, knowledge of its location
is of primary i,rportance. This is probably best measured in real time (as

the southernmost edge of the aurorsl oval). The scintillation morphology

is presently a statistical mode'. (this area is covered in detail by working

group E2 of the ISTP Workshop).

VLF navigation (e.g., Omega) is very dependent dpon the ,;onc_,t:on"¢

the polar D region, and is only marginally affected by th,.'E .J,}d',-regions.

During solar proton events, the polar D region under_o_.s, in_.leased ioniza-
tion, which in turn appears as phase advances on transpol .r m_ths. The ef-
fect is well understood, and availdble models give correc_i=.ns to the phase

,. adva:'ces that return the Omega accuracies to their nominal 1 nautica! mile
(see, for example, Argo and Rothmuller, 1979). The auroral disturbances
happen in the upper D resion (>80 kn,), arid so VLF propagation is only mar-

• ginally affected.
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,!
5.2 Predictions--Future

The need for HF communications and HF radars include real-time specifi-

cation of the high-latitude conditions, e.g. the Q-_ndex defining auroral
oval size and location, and some metho_ for positioning the main auroral/

polar features such as arcs, the mid-lat:tude trough, the polar cusp, etc.
Future capabilities should therefore i,,cludea Dynamics Explorer (DE) type

satellit, in a high inclination polar orbit Lhat could in real time examine

the polar and auroral regions in several optical wavelengths. From this in-
formation can be derived three-dimensional electron density profiles, and

v_ry accurate determination of polar/auroral feature location. Raytracing

would allow (in near real time) the prediction of HF propagation parameters
desc, ibed in Table 2.

In addition, more rigorous specification of the poiar/auroral mo,-pho!ogy
should be undertaken, with emphasis on locatiaq auroral features under vary-

ing geomagnetic conditions. This would aid tilecommunication planner (e.g.,

frequency allocation) in giving a statistical estimate of his frequency needs.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Attempt to better understand the basic physical processes governing:
- a. Trough formation and disappearance

b. Auroral absorption (particle precipitation patterns)

c. Sporadic E dynamics

d F-region anomalies (spread F, lacunae, etc.)

e. Cleft/cusp ionospheric dynamics

f. Ionosphere/neutral atmosphere interaction

2. Devise a better morphological description of tilehigh-latitl,de ionosphere

(appropriate ionospheric and geophysical parameters)

a. Main ionospheric trough (F region) polar orbiting satellites,
Chatanika, EISCAT and Millstone incoherent scatter radars, observa-

tions of poleward edge

b. Auroral oval (sporadic and auroral E) polar orbiting satellites,

DMSP, TIROS-N, DE, ionosonde network, incoherent scatter radars,

IMS magnetometer chain, HF radars, TRANSIT satellite,
GPS satellite, photometers

c. Cleft/cusp--UHF incoherent scatter radar (_and F-regicn a,omalies),

ionosondes, advanced ionospheric sounders, polar orbiting satel-

lites, spectrobhotometric observations, HF rece?_ion on polar paths

d. Polar cap (E a,_d F regions)--UHF incoherent scatter radar (_and F-

region anomalies), ionosondes, advanced ionospheric sounders,

polar orbiting satellites

3. Develop,,ent and verification of improved long-term and near-real-t,me

models u,ing

a. Higl_ quality research data now available (Chatanika radar, wideband
saLcllite, Millstone radar)

b. The large synoptic data base existing (ionosonde network, all-sky

camera network, magnet,_meters, riometers, HF backscatter, solar ob-
servations)
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c. Then d,.velop better specification techniques (are there better in-
dices or the separate features?)

4. QuantiLati/e long-term and rea]-time predictions shou!d be user-specific!
a. OF_ro, ic;nal frequency and fading rates for HF communications opera-

tors, _ucting and non-great-circle propagation for HF sensing
b. _ircul_tion and comparison of prediction techniques between inter-

n._tional centers

c. Encourage better communication between scientists, predictors, and
c,sers.

5. Encourage funding agencies to _upport efforts to anal_ze and "synopsize"
existing high-latitude data an, to maintain existing data sources (e.g.,
iono_onde.network).
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APPENDIX A

USES OF SATELLITE DATA

We envision the steps in underst,_nding as proceeding _rom exploratory

__tudies of phenomenology and morpt_ology, through heuristic model ccnstruc-

tion, to definition of physical parameter__.. These par,meters (electron, ion,

and neutral densities; particle energy spectra; and enerqy sources and sinks)
L should _upport detailed calculations of either microscale or macrosca I _

characteristic.h of the polar ionosphere, using rigorous physical equations.

"_ Satellite measurenlents have contributed greatly to our initial steps in

th's process. Explorer XX, the Alouette and ISIS satellites have 9iven us

our first look at the general topside ionospheric features. The DMSPs have

plovided the coordinated picture of auroral luminosity and it_ relation to

botl, top-and bottonlside profile perturbations. Injun and the Tiros satollites

nave examined energy cleposi_ion input. The geostationary satellites have

monitored both magnetic intensity and l_art,icle parameterq on field li.les

that base near the auroral oval. Although coverage is more appropriately

describud hy the word "spotty" than by the word "comprehensive," the initial

needs of thc phenonlenology and morphology requirements have been well satisfied.
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To proceed further, there are two requirements: monitoring and convert-
ing the observational science to an experimental science. Since one of out"

main concerns is with electron density and its distribution (both radially

and laterally), we must concern ourselves with means for monitoring this

important information in the face of the extreme variability found in the

polar regions. Remote sounding techniques are vital but must be extended by

(1) providing angular resolution such as to separate distinct features (cur-
rent technology senses laterally integrated densities over perhaps _ stera-

dians) and (2) by providing stationary platforms so that spatial and temporal

variations may be decoupled. We urge strong support for the DE mission,
and those parts of the "Open" program applicable to our mission.

This is the thrust of the monitoring requirement, but to proceed to a

physical basis, we must take the steps that wil| convert an observational

science to an experiental science. Three current examples of the ionospheric

community's commitment to this approach come to mind: the heating experi-

ments (Platteville and Arecibo), the chemical and water release experiments,

and the electron-injection experiments (Unive'sity of Minnesota type). We

deplore the fragmentation of the shuttle "Amps" program and urge the rein-

statement of hi_h-latitude ionospheric experimentation, such as can be pur-

sued by extension of the shuttle "wisp" program.
We foresee our "customers" as being broader than just the scientific

community, with its interest in research and development and modeling; we

must also serve the operational community. The operational community is

engaged in assessing (in real time) the impact of geophys:cal variab!lity on

systems that are vital to the health and welfare of both man and his systems.

By vigorously pursuing a program ,'ooted in the afo:ementional goal_, we may
best serve both communities.

APPENDIX B

PHYSICAL KNOWLEbGE OF THE PLASMA

Bl. Aeronor,lical Models of React;ons

Ta_:ing into account that both the ionization by charged particles as

well as UV solar radiation are important ionizing factors, and that the com-

position of the neutra; atmosphere in the polar region is controlled by

dynamic processes, the knowledge of the aer lomy of the we._kly ionized plasma
is important. The open questions are: "' aeronomical processes under dif-

ferent states of the neutral atmosphere" (2) reaction cons'Lants dnpendence

on thermospheric temperature (taking into consideration the broad range of
temperature); and (3) the role of Y-rays generated by bremmstrahlung pro-
cesses in the determination of chemical composition.

B2. Precipitating Particle Inteiactio_ with the Ambient Plasmas

The principal mechanism in the inter._ctior,of Iich energy particles

with the neutral atmosphere and ambient plasma is known. Further investiga-
tion must be undertaken into ll) binary particle interactions (clastic and
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inelastic) and (2) collective particle interactions (includinq instabilities).
Still more controlled determination of the collision cross section in

the broad range of energies is necessary to specify the collisions with neu-
tral molecules. The mechanisms for plasma instability generation by pre-
cipitating particles and their influence on particle spectra have to be in-
vestigated. Finally, the distribution function of the particles at several
levels in the E and F regions must be calculated as the first step for ion-
ization rate and particle transport calculations.

B3. Small-scale Structures in P!3sma and Their Generation Mechanisms

Small-scale irregularities in the polar _and F-region ionospheric

plasma have to be further investigated. They have an important role in HF
as well as VHF propagation. Most aspects of the generation mechanism of ir-

regularities in the E region, particularly in the polar electrojet, a,'e

known, but there still are open questions about the F region, especially the

mechanism of spread F creation. The range of factors that can create in-

stability--particle precipitation, wind shear, E X B and gradient drift in-

stability--have to be cor,sidered. The nonlinear calculations of these mech-

anisms, which permits the determination of the fluctuation spectrum, have
yet to be done.

B4. Average Plasma Transpor, Parameters

It is equally important to investigate the influence of small-scale ir-

regularities in the ionospheric plasma on average plasma transport parameters,

particularly in the polar E region. Such transport plays an important role

in many problems of ionospheric dynamics such as the configuration of the

three-dimensional ionospheric-magnetospheric carrent s_stem, partition of the
field-aligned current into the ionospheric east-west Hall current and north-

south Pedersen current, and Joule ho_ting caused by the electrojet. As the

irregular structure is caused by various instai:ility types, the additional

transport caused by irregularities in differen_ situations has to be analyzed,

and its role in the determination of the plasma state must be evaluated.

Calculations and the experimental verific.ation must be done not only in con-

nection with field-aligned currenls, bu,.also with perpendicular currents, as

most of the instabillty mechani:_ms cr_ale motion across the field lines.
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ON THE APPROACHTO FORECASTING POLAR IONOSPHERIC CONDITIONS

A. S. Besprozvannaya, A. V. Shirochkov, and T. I. Shchuka
The Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute

Leningrad, USSR

Results of an extensive analysis of the major properties of

polar ionospheric main anomalous events are summarized. The moni-
toring of large-scale features of the ionization distribution that

are the projections of large-scale structural characteristics of

magnetospheric plasma on the upper ionosphere is suggested as a

basic principle of polar ionospheric condition forecasting. It is

concluded that the processes of the magnetosphere/ionosphere inter-

action appear to play a predominant role in the creation of the

polar ionosphere.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently the physics of the polar ionosphere has become one c _ the major

studies in guophysical research. Significant results have been obtained, in-

creasing our knowledge of general processcs responsible for the ionization

balance in the polar ionosphere. This has become possible primarily due to
extensive use of satellite and _ocket data.

Satellite data provide better understanding of earlier ground-based ob-

servational data, and allow the researchers to reassess the information they

got from the network of ground-based ionospheric stations and to use it for

the solution of today's problems of the polar ionosphere. As a result of such

studies, a very important conclusion has been made, that the processes of the
magnetosphere/ionosphere interaction appear to play a predominant role in the

creation of the polar ionosphere.

Therefore, we believe that those who are concerned with the hlgh-

latituae ionosphere should give up the traditional forecasting methods used
for mid-latitude ionosphere forecasting, and instead use as the main principle

the monitoring of large-scale peculiarities of the ionization distribution,

which are the traces of mapping of large-scale structural parameters of mag-

net_spheric plasma nn the upper ionosphere.
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2. DATA ANALYSIS

2.I F-rag ion

The spatial distribution of the electron concentration in tileF2-region

maximum for a high-latitude area is shown in Figure I. The hourly median

values of the F2-region critical frequencies (foF2) from the globs, ionosonde

network are used on the plots of foF2 isolines for O0 hours UT '._December
1958 (solar maximum) and 1964 (solar minimum). One can easily se_ that the

main features of foF2 spatial distribution in Figure I closely correspond to
similar data from satellite measurements (Nishida, 1967; Marubashi, 1970; and

Whitteker et al., 1978). They are:

a. A region of low values of foF2 on the night side in mid-latitudes,

the so-called ionospheric trough.
b. A region of high values of foF2 on the night side pole_,ard from the

ionospheric trough. This is the auroral peak, particularly apparent in the
years of maximum solar activity.

c. A region of high values of foF2 in the vicinity of the geomagnetic

pole. The polar peak is seen as a tongue-shaped deformation of the daytime

foF2 isolines near the geomagnetic pole.

Let us consider these features in greater detail. An ionospheric trough

is a kind of demarcation line between the high- and mid-latitude ionosphere.
The equatorward wall of it is under the influence of the processes typical of

the mid-latitude ionosphere. On the other hand, the poleward wall of the

ionospheric trough is formed by the processes connected with the precipita-

tion of the auroral electrons. The shape of the trough changes drastically

with the soIQr cycle (Besprozvannaya, 1975b). In years of higher solar ac-

tivity it appears as a region of wide depression, while during lower solar

activity it forms a narrow gap with a rapid increase of foF2 values on either

side (Figure 2). In the trough minimum in winter foF2 values drop as low as

20-25 percent from the normal daytime values at all levels of solar activity.

The maximum electron density in th6 center of the trough appears to be approx-

imately 1.5 x lO5 cm"3 in the years of high solar activity and equal to or
less than 1.2 x lOh cm-3 in the years of low solar activity. The position of

the center of the trough is determined mainly by the motion of the poleward

wall oF the trough, depending on the displacements of the low-energy electron

precipitation boundary (Turunen and Liszka, 1972; Halipov et al., 1977). The

trough position has been shown to depend on geomagnetic disturbance level

(evaluated in Kp) as well as on the ring cur,cnt intensity (e_aluated in Dst)
(Fycroft and Byrnell, 1970; Zaitseva and Alexeyva, 1975).

The ioniz_ticn incr'e._slngfrom the trough toward the pole can be treated

as the man;'estation on the F2-region heights of both the day and night parts

of the plasma ring, which is a region of enhanced ionization revealed by the

satellite data from the ionosphere top soundings (Thomas and Andrews, 1969).
The plasm_ rinq is stationary with respect to the sun and its position in
:pace changes with _ariations in geomagnetic activity. Its equatorial bound-
&ry at the night sloe is ;ocated at 6_-68° geomagnetic latitude, while at the
nay side it is 750.-80 ° geomagnetic latitude when the geomagnetic field is
_uiet. An increase of geomngnetic activ;ty brings about significant changes
:n the positions of both polar and auroral peaks (Marubashi, 1970; Sato and
Colin, 1960). As a result larqe variability in the _-region electror, con-
ceccration is observed (Figure 3).

¶
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I

~ Figure la. foF2 median values (MHz) Figure lb. foF2 median values (MHz)
for O0 UT in December 1958. for O0 UT in December 1964.
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2.2 E Region

The same global ionoscnde data were used to plot the spaLial/temporal

distribution of sporadic E ionization in high latitudes for the winter months
of high and low solar activity. The results of the analysis are gi, st,to- two

major classes of Es forms, the so-called auroral E, which includes the trace_

from the night E region ..ndEs layers with the group retardation at Lhe hign-

frequency end of the tra{:e;_,ndother types of Es layers, including "f," "l,"

"c,j'"a," and "h" types, in accerdance with the URSI recommendations (BesF'roz-

vannaya et al., 1978).

Figure 4 shows the corresponding plots depicting Fs ionization distribu-

tion for quiet and disturbed geomagnetic conditions under the high and low
solar activity conditions. Analyzing these data, the following conclusions
can be made:

a. Under quiet geomagnetic conditions a region of enhanced Es occurrence _-
is located in relatively high geomagnetic latitudes, inr.,uding the polar cap

area; solar cycle variations are negligible except for a rather small shift

of the region towards tl,eequator about midnight in 1963-64.
b. The pattern cham]es significantly with an increase in geomagnetic

activity: (1) the ring zone of enhancement of Es occurrence is asymmetric

relative to the geomagnetic pole. The ,_holecf the reginn is displaced to

lower latitudes. The equatorial boundary of th:s region at the night side is

at 60°-62° of geomagnetic latitude whilo the poleward boundary is at approx-
imately 72°-73 °. With decreasing solar activity, the region moves to higher

latitudes; the equatorial boundary is at 640-67 ° latitude and the poleward

one at 74°-78°. (2) Tl_e region of maximum Es occurrencp is divided into twr

subzones. This phenomenon is especiall/ apparent in the years cf high sJlar "

activity when a _;arrow '_andwith very low Es occurrence at 65°-68 ° latitude

is formed. On both sides of this band the Es occu. r,.,_cesharpl', increases,
reaching its maximum values at latitudes 630-64 ° and 680-70 °, respectively.

In the years of low solar activity suck,division of the Es occurrence region

....... embraces evening hcurs, the depth of the trough being smaller.

The positions of [he auroral oval for quiet and disturbed conditions

(Fe;dstein and Starkov, 1967) tcgether with the positions of the boundary of
the 1.3 k_.v electron precipitatien (Starkov, 1974) arc shown in Figure 4. It
is evident that under disturbed conditions the Es er.hanced occurrence region
coincides with both zones.

The distributiol, of auroral E is shown Jr, Figure 5, in plots similar to
Figure 4, for c'ifferent levels of solar activity and geomagnetic disturbance.

The important features oF these data are:

a. There is no significant dependence 3n the level of the geomagnetic
activit-,. In spite of its change, the region of the auroral E occurrence has

been found to have a horseshoe-like form, open to the da I side with a similar

probability of occurrence. Nevertheless, the minor displacements of the

auroral E occurrence region due to geomagnetic activity variations are ob- :,
served. The general trend for both equatorial and poleward boundaries of
this region is towards the lower latit,:d , caused by the geomagn_-tic activi[y
increase, These displacements do not e',teed 2° to 3°.

, b. Solar activity ,a,'iations cause apparent change,_ in the size and lo-
cation of the region ".onsidared, mainly with quiet geo,naynetic conditinns.
During low solar activity, tt_e region dimir,!_hes great!y in width and extent.

c. The divis:on of the auroral E occurrence region is observed for peri-
ods of high geomagnetic activity. The rhenomenor, is more significant in the
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Figure 4. Polar plots oF the probability of sporadic E, winter 1958 and
1963-64. Corrected geomagnetic latitude and time. Dashed line is auroral
oval and filled circles are low energy e_ectron precipita ,or, boundaries
(Starkov and Feldstein, 1967; Starkov, 1974).
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Figure b. Polar plots of occurrence probability of auroral E, winter 1958
and 1963-6h. Corrected geomagnetic latitude and time.
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epochs of low solar activity (1963-64). The trough with auroral E occurrence

lower than 20 percent is located at #'=67 °, while the maxima of auroral E

occurrence is observed at 4 '= C,3_ a,;30' _ 70°, respectively.

There is no consensus yet concerniqy the nature of the auroral E. Never-

theless, several studies of the correlation between the proton aurorae and

sporadic E ionization (Eather and Jacka, 1966; Evlashin and Nekhludova, 1971;

Gorely and Pirog, 1978) give a valid basis for suggesting that the nature of

the auroral E is determined by the fluxes of precipitating low-energy protons.

2.3 O Region

Riometer network data obtained over the Soviet Arctic for a period of

many years allow us to construct polar diagrams of the auroral absorption
(AA) occurrence for winter months at different levels of solar activity as

well as geomagnetic disturbarlce (Shchuka, 1978). One of the plots of this

type for the winter of 1964 (solar minimum) is shown in Figure 6. The prob-

ability of AA occurrence was taken as the ratio of the number of events with

the absorption value higher or equal to 0.5 db (at 30 MHz) to the complete
period of observation.

Under quiet geomagnetic conditions a narrow ring zone of lO percent AA

occurrence is located along _ = 70°. With an increase of geomagnetic activ-

ity (Kp = 2) two AA enhancements (30 percent) occur at 02-04 UT and lO UT
with the AA occurrence region expansion towards lower latitudes (_ = 62°-63 °

in the morning hours). When Kp = 3, AA occurrence increases significantly
with an after-midnight maximum, rising to 70 percent, closer to O0 hours GLT

and expanding with time. Simultaneously the noon maximum becomes 50 percent.

The lO percent isoline is located at 61°-62 ° almost all day. Some poleward

expansion of the whole AA region is noticeable in the morning as well as in
the noon hours.

With Kp as high as 4, three maxima of AA enhancement (70 percent) are ob-

served at 00-02, 06 and lO hours GLT. AA occurrence equal to 60 percent is

recorded from 22 to 13 hours GLT continuously. On the other hand, with all
levels of geomagnetic disturbance ther3 is a permanent deep mini_lum in AA

occurrence (less than 20 percent) at about 18 hours GLT.

During the epoch of h;gh solar activity the general feature; of AA di¢-

tribution are similar to those described above. It should be added only that

there is s_e movement of the equatorial boundary of the AA region towards

low_. latitudes and a less significant displacement of its poleward boundary.
The positions of maxima in the AA occurrence area shift towards the equator
(for I°-2° of latitude).

The same Arctic and Antarctic riometer data allow us to study the main

large-scale features of such spectacular high-latitude geophysical phenomena

as the polar cap absorption (PCA) events (Driatsky, 1974). The study of the

latitudinal distribution of the absorption is worthwhile; it is from these

data that we can learn a great deal about the real cut-off rigidity of the
solar cosmic ray (SCR). The day-to-night ratio of absorption is also a very

important parameter permitting us to get valuable information concern;ng aero-

nomical processes ir the polar lowcr ionosphere. The shape of the latitudinal

distribution of absorption in the North and South Hemispheres reflect both the

influence of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) on SCR distribution ancl

the character of SCR entry into the magnetosphere. The presence or absence
of the midday recovery of the absorption effect can give some information on
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Figure 6. Polar olots of the probability of auroral absorption (from 30 MHz
riometer data) _c;urrence for values __ 0.5 db in winter of 1964 in terms of

corrected geoma,3n_tic latitude and time.

important properties of the SCR. The rlometer data allow us to get detailed
information about the influence of SC magnetic storms on the spatial/temporal
distribution of the absorption during solar proton events.

On the basis of the ground-based ionospheric observation data detailed
catalogues of PCA events are prepared for the period 1938-1978 (Besprozvan-
naya, 1962; Driatsky, 1974; and others). 1his work is continued. Some tech-
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niques for the computation of electron density profiles during PCA events on
the basis of multi-frequency riometer data are proposed together with some
original methods of calculating ionization rates for SCR acco_nting for their
energy loss during their pet,etration into the atmosphere.

3. DISCUSSION

One can state definitely now that the large-scale features of anomalous
phenomena in the polar ionosphere are closely rclated to the structural
parameters of the magnetospheric plasma.

The ionosphere/magnetosphere interaction is realized via three main
channels: interchange of the thermalized plasma between the ionosphere and
magnetosphere; precipitation of energetic particles of the magnetospheric
plasma i_to the ionosphere; and a mutual penetration or electric fields,
generated both in the ionosphere and magnetosphere. Hence there is an ex-
cellent opportunity to use the ground-based ionospheric observations to solve
direct =nd reverse problems: to determine the main features of the polar
ionosphere by means of the information on magnetospheric plasma conditions,
and to use numerous ionospheric data for the diagnosis of the magnetospheric
parameters.

The r_st interesting features of such interaction are discussed below.
a. The statistical relationship between the Position of the main iono-

spheric trough in the F2 region and the positions of the plasmapause (Besproz-
vannaya, 1975a; Grebovsky et al., 1976; Rycroft and Burnall, 1970) and DR cur-
rent. As an illustration of this relationship, Figure 7 shows an average
position of the ionospheric trough for 25 global magnetic storms in 1958
(so;id line). Separate dots depict a trough position for a storm. The po-
sition of DR current derived from the satellite data is shown by the dashed
curve (Zaitseva and Alexeyeva, 1975). These data confirm the possibility of
predicting the DR current position from th_ ionosonde data.

b. The relationship between the boundary of the enhanced ionization in
the ionosphere and the soft electron precipitation. Up to now the two main
sources of precipitating particles were discovered by means of satellite ex-
periments such as (I) thermalized plasma of the magnetosheath penetrating
into the high-latitude atmosphere on the day side in the area of the polar
cusp, and (2) auroral plasma, originating in the plasmasheath of the magneto-
sphere tail. Tl_e former source is assumed as responsible for the day part of
the plasma ring (the polar peak) and the latter for the night part of the
plasma ring (the auroral peak). Figure 8 shows the location of the equatorial
boundary of F2-region anomalous ionization (Besprozvannaya, 1972) and the one
for the plasma ring from the satellite measurements (Andrews and Thomas, 1969),
A close coincidence of both curves demonstrates the evident opportunity of
usEng the ionosonde data of the anomalous ionization latitudinal distribution
for determining the equatorial boundary of the soft electron precipitation
region.

c. The statistical relationship between the location of the auroral E
occurrence euqatorial boundary and the plasmapause position. On the basis of
the information available at present it is believed that there might exist a
relationship between the auroral E ionization and DR-current proton precipi-
tation (Aarness et al., 1970; Bernstein et al., 1974; Fukunishi, 1975;
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Figure 7. Average position of the ionospheric trough minimum in thr; night
sector for 25 global magnetic storms versus the DSE-index (solid line). The
dots depict individual values. The dashed line shows the statistical posi-
tion of the DR current by satellite measurements (from Zaitseva and Alexeyeva,
1975).

\
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Figure 8. The positions
of the equatorial bound-
aries of the F2-region
anomalous ionizat!on (4)

! (Besprozvannaya, 1974).
The Thomas's plasma ring
(2), the position of the

t plasmapause (I), and the

\ / I auroral oval (3) are also

, shown (Andrews and Thomas,
/I / 1969).
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Mizera, 1974). Figure 9 shows positions of the equatorial boundaries of the
auroral E occurrence region and the plasmapause location (Bernstein et al_,
1974). These data prove the possibility of using sporadic E ionization data
for the evaluation of statistical position of both the plasmapause and the
DR current.

d. The control of the sporadic E ionization inside the polar cap by the
IMF. Numerous satellite measurements demonstrate clearly that the total
amount of energy brought by the precipitating particles into the polar cap
ionosphere would equal approximately 1 percent of the energy brought into the
auroral ionosphere (Heikkila, 1972; Hultqvist, 1972). Therefore the Es for-
mation in the polar cap is affected by a number of dynamic factors, which are
found to be under the strong ir.fluence of the IMF (Heppner, 1972; L_atzkaya
et al., 1978). "It was found that favorable IMF orientation for Es occurrence

in the Northern Hemisphere is By > O, while in the Southern Hemisphere it is
By-< O. The relationship can be used for the IMF polarity diagnosis. (A
paper by the present authors dealing with this problem in detail is now in
press.)

e. The dependence of the latitudinal distribution of the absorption
during the PCA events on the IMF polarity. There are some valid reasons to
believe that the sign change of the azimuthal component of the IMF causes
the corresponding change in the sign of the north-south asymmetry of the PCA
latitudinal distribution (Shirochkov, 1977). In the years of stable IMF po-
larities one can expect larger magnitudes of the PCA absorption in the North-
ern Hemisphere with B > O, v'hile in the Southern Hemisphere, By < O. It has
been shown that the l_titudinal chains of riometer data are more useful for

the analysis of all the features corresponding to the IMF polarity cha_ge
during the PCA events than fast-moving satellite data. In that case the
ground-based observational data allow us to evaluate the time of the IMF sec-
toral structure boundary passing across the Earth.

f. The connection of the midday recovery of the absorption during the
PCA events caused by the proton flares with a "soft" proton spectrum. There-
fore, the information on the midday recovery effect can be used for evaluat-
ing proton spectra shape as well as for speculating on the solar flare coor-
dinates (Ulyev, 1978).

4. CONCLUSIONS

The results of this research allow us to conclude that the behavior of

the polar ionosphere main anomalies can be considered as statistic_l models
of the magnetospheric plasma structural peculiarities. Therefore, the sci-
entific rationale for the development of iorospheric networks must be based
on the concept that ionospheric stations should be regarded not only as sim-
ple data collectors Lut as efficient and useful devices for geophysical re-
search of the behavior of magnetospheric and solar plasma.

A principal scheme of high-latitude ionospheric forecasting is to pro-
vide continuous control of the polar ionosphere "hot points" where the direct
intrusion of the magnetospheric plasma occurs. Such hot points are located
in the belt of 75°-80 ° of invariant latitude on the noon geomagnetic meridian
(a plasma intrusion through the polar cusp) and the region of 60°-65° of in-

variant latitude (an auroral plasma intrusion from the plasmasheath).
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Such a network of ionospheric st&tions allows us to use them most effi-

ciently for the diagnosis and prediction of ionospher,c conditions as well as

magnetospheric parameters.

8
?i xx x

00 XOOxx X

o _o 81_ Ix
/'_ 0 00 00

0 0

, 0 0 0 I If

Iza s
Figure 9. The positions of the plasmapause (crosses) and the equatorial
boundary of the DR current (small circles) as a function of geomagnetic ac-
tivity (Bernsteinet al., 1974). Large circles depict the equatorial bound-

ary of the auroral E occurrence region.
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MORPHOLOGYAND PHENOMENOLOGYOF THE

HIGH-LATITUDE E- AND F-REGIONS

Robert D. Huns.,cker
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University of Alaska

Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

This paper presents results obtained at high. lacitud,_
observatories in the last twenty years on the behavior of _-
and F-region ionization. A hlblio£raphy on the subject is
also presented.

Behavior of E- and F-region ionization during day and
night for quiet and disturbed conditions in the auroral ant
polar regions is described. Da|ly, seasonal and sunspot
variations are also outlined.

!. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to present representative data ob-
tained by various radio _chniques in the last twenty-five years on the
morphology of ionization In _he high-latitude E- and F-region_. A brief
bibliogra_hv of pertinent publlcations on this topic is also Included,
concentrating on _iterature published in the :_st fiftsen years. It is
the intent of the author to provide background information which wi|l be
of use to geophysicists and radio ef;9lneers In tile development o_
high-latltude ionospheric predlctlons.

Review papers and/or bibliographies on high-latltude ionosphere
morphology and propagation are relatively rare and those available
at the present time are by Agy [1957], Fenndorf and Coronlt; [1959],
Kirby and Little [|960], Gassman [1963], Landmark [1964], URSI [1964], Hun-
sucker [1967], Folkestad [1968), Hunsucker and Bates [1969], an_ Bates
and Hunsucker [197_].

J
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!1. DATA BASE AND DISCUSSION OF SPLCIFIC EVENTS

A. E-Region

The mort recent work describing the morphology of high latitude

E-region ioqization was presented by Baron [1974],Hunsucker [1975],and
Vondrak and Baron [_976] - all utilizing the ChJtanika Incoherent

, scatter radar as the primary sensor. The Chatanlka radar, fully described

by Leadabrand, et al. []972], is a four megawatt incoherent scatter

system operating on ]290 HHz utilizing a fully steerable 27m diameter

parabolic dish antenna. It is maintained and operated by SRI International

and is located 33 km northeast of tne University of Alaska, Fairbanks.

(G_ographlc latitude = 55°6'N, geographic longitude = 147°27'W, geomagnetic

latitude = 65°45'N, geomagnetic longitude = I05"W, geomagnetic inclina-

tlon = 75.5 °, L _ 5.71). Several groups of investigators, including the

Geophysical Institute, use this radar to Investigate high latitude
thermospheric phenomena.

Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of the relatively undisturbed E-layer
observed by the Chatanika radar and the term AN/At defines an "impulse
characterization" used by Hunsucker [1975] to describe the effects of
var'_us types of disturbances on the high-latitude E-region. The ionization
peak at 1330 UT is a rather typical sporadic-E t_Es) occurrence for the
time of day a_d year. The symbol N(120) indicates that the electron
number density obtained was at a height of 120 km. Throughout this
paper the standard URSl nomenclature for ionograms wi11 be used, as
specified by Piggott and Rawer [1972], and Piggott [1975].

Figure 2 shows a simultaneous Chatanika radar electron density
profile and a College ionosonde ionogram {th_ College ionosonde is
located 33 km southwest of the Chatanika radar). This is an e×_mple of

' the E-layer electron density values observed during a very active
auroral disturbance, [Hunsucker and Owren, 1962]. The sporadic-E top

frequency (FEs) observed by the College Ionosonde was =11.2 MHz and the

corresponding electron density obtained by Chatanika radar (bottom plot i
of Figure 2) shows an E-layer electron density of 1.4 x 106el/cm 3
[Hunsucker, 1965].

%._tAH 71.N_TH A_,,;L! ,X -"dlgtee_

° T T;'? F,GURl

I_ " , _ .... Example of regular (undisturbed)

_} ,- ^1N // E-layer behavior observed by the
f, ! | _ I ] -N.;o! Chatanika radar and definition of- AN/At parameters for "impulse

tj _,, I, _-II-,-,_.-_t ,, 1, ,, characterization" [Hunsucker,

., ,,oo ,o.,o _o ,.._._,,°'",,,.°;°° ,_ - _,,._ ,ooo_, 1975] .
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>

, , . , Extreme examples of the response of the
Frequency(MHz) high latitudeE-reglonto particle orecip-

2m _ . itationevents. This figure shows the
10ISUTM0rchlS.1972responseof the E-regionto auroraltlec-

..,_ '_ tron precipitation(simultaneousincoher-
_ ent scaLcerand ionosondedata). Systemv

_,_ _ =" resolutionwas I0 km. [Batesand Hun-
_ sucker, 1974].

9o

(_O Ub IO _ ZO

Electron Oensrt) - I0_ e/cm'

The relationship between visual aurora and electron density dis-
tribution in the E-region is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. The solid
line plot is the Chatanika radar electron density, the insert on the

right is a tracing of the College ionogram, and the inset at the lower
left is the Chatanlka all-sky camera photograph (ASC). Figure 3, show-

ing the simultaneous data for 0706 UT(2106 Alaska Standard Time),
illustrates the "background level" of E-region ionization of =0.2 x 106

electrons/cm 3, the right insert a fEs of 7.5 MHz and the ASC indicating
a discrete auroral arc north of Chatanika. At 0800 UT (2200 AST) in

Figure 4, the ASC shows a discrete auroral arc in the beam of the
Chat_nika radar resulting in an E-region electron density of 1.2 x 106

el/cm 3 and an fEs of ll.2 MHz. Using the earth-curvature-Iimlted secant
factor of 5.0 results in an E-layer maxi_:um-usable-frequency (_IUF)of

56 MHz. Maximum observed frequencies (MOF's) of 46 MHz have been re-

corded on transpolar paths instrumented with forward sounding systems

[Hunsucker and Bates, 1969].

The rapid variation in time of E-region ionization during an auroral
event is further illustrated in Figure 5, for April 2, 1973. The electron

donsity maximum at 0950 UT was enhanced by the passage through the E-region
of an auroral-infrasonic-wave (AIW) as described In detail by Wilson,

et al. [1974]. The auroral arc associated wi_h the AIW crossed the

J Chatanika radar beam at 0951UT and the E-reglon electron density increased
to 2.8 x 10G el/cm =3 at h = I00 km. This electron density co, responds

to a plasma f_equency of l_.9 MHz and If one uses the earth-curvature-
limited seca t factor of 5.0, a MUF of 74.45MHz Is obtained for several

secondsl T e only other exoerlmental justification of thls is the

qualitative finding thct when auroral arcs are present between Anchorage
and Fairbanks, Alaska, one occasionally observes burst= of VHF TV trans-

m;ssion from channels in the other clty.

Evidence that the auroral E-iayer sometimes supports propagation at

VHF frequencies during the "auroral season" over transpolar paths as

long as 5000 km is presented in Figure 6. These data were obtained on

synchronized forward sounding circuits to College, Alaska, from Thule,
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Greenland, and Andoya, Norway, during winter-night sunspot minimum
conitions. Sporadlc-E (E_) modes had an average occurrence of over 50_,

with Es MOF's as high as 56 MHz w;th typical values of 18 MHz on ti_e

Thule - College path, and MOF's as high as 32 MHz with typical values of
]6 MHz on the Andoya - College circuit.

Table l summarizes the effects of various disturbance phenomena on

the auroral zone E-region. The first horizontal row _ists the general
behavior of the daily solar variation for comparison with the distur-

bance phenomena. The disturbances are listed with their dynamic t_ture

generally increasing downward. The solar eclipse d;sturbance is only a
factor of 3 greater than the daily solar variation, the AIW and auroral
particle effects are roughly equal, but increase by a factor of 103
over the previous two, and the magnetic storm phenomenon is the most
dynamic of all.

Figure 7 shows a map of various transpolar paths for which HF-VHF
forward-soundlng data have been obtained for different levels of auroral
activity [Hunsucker and Bates, 1969]. The statistical auroral zone drawn
on the map illustrates approximately where such paths might be influenced
by auroral E-region ionization. (Also, see Jull, et al. [1962] for
similar studies.)

B. Non-great-Circle (NGC) propagation

An interesting and potentially important HF propagation effect is the
NGC phenomenon, which is particularly important at high latitudes. The
normal HF propagation path fo]l_s approximately a great circle from
transmitter to receiver, but for signals propagating in the middle- to
high-latitude region this is not always the case. Whale [1959] summarized
the results of a number of investigations and attri_t'_ the NGC modes to
ionospheric irregularities in the auroral zone. Bates, Albee, and Hunsucker
[1966] found that the incidenc_ of NGC signals on paths near the auroral
='one were produced by E- and F-region auroral irregularities in a manner
similar to auroral backscatter.

TAs;|.E 1. Summ_ry u! lee elfccts of vatiou_ d,, lurbances on the auloral zL,ne L-la)er

Dlql urbance

Dire phenomenon Representative _,_lues Commenl.

N,._. Heillht N.e , & N +.I '---(+.m I set.- =)
(el ¢nl ")) (kin) N=m 1¢1cm "j ) t_¢c) "t

Daily solar I ._ < 105 -120 ._.0 1,2 x 105 ),24 _ I0' ].? May-Aul
varmdon (EIJV)

June }0, 19N Solar ech#se 6.0 x I0* _IOP I ? 2.4 x 10' 3 0 = 105 8+0 Biker LaLe. CA.

lull 20, I%.! (EUV) 2.11 x 104 _110 4.0 7,] x 101 ) 9 x 10_ 18.? Anc_'_r=ll¢. AK.
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Avll " 2.._ A'_it " 9 4
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sonic wive (AIW)
Nov. 21, 1911 Auroral _1,$ x 10° 108 20.0 1.45 x 101 I I+ x IO 2 I+ I _ 10 j ChdtanlLa. AK

¢¢b. 24. 1972 ImulP.kl 7._x 10 j 112 " 93 6.0x 104 I. +'_ 10: ._.?x 105

Mat. 16. i9"/2 pre¢_llliOll .-I.._ x 10+ 1(19 10.0 t.)$ x 10* ._ 4 x 10_ ).6 x IO 5

P,Inr. 2, 197) 1.2 x 10' 100 24.0 1.14 x 10 i I It x 101 6 3 x 10'+

Av 0- 11.3 A_1"64 x l0 I
AU0.6, 1972 MqUIIlli¢ 4.42 x I0* 101 3.9 )._9 x I0" 4 t+ v 101 6.0 x 10= Chal&mk,_. AK

I(m09 UT) _tm'm dar_e,;I J%'+,

observed by
Chatlmki r_h.' )
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On long middle- and high-latitude paths, NGC signals due to auroral
sidescatter could be of importance to co_munication:, which could at times
be maintained by utilizing the auroral NGC modes. A number of instances
were found for which the direct-path signal recorded at College diminished
markedly in amplitude, while the NGC signal increased during a disturbance.

In certain cases, however, NGC modes would probably be a liability
rather than an asset. Strong NGC signals could considerably degrade
direction-finding accuracy. High-speed pulse transmissions mighc be
impossible to receive correctly if the signals were of comparable amp-
litude and the NGC travel time exceeded the direct-path tlme by approx-
imately the ,ulse width or more. The majority of the excess delay times
recorded at ;ollege on paths from Oklnawa, Johnston Island, California,
New Jersey, Greenland, and Norway were 2 to 6 msec; Figure 9 illustrates
two NGC signals delayed approximately 4 and 11 msec after the direct-
path signal (propagation time approximately 12 msec). Particularly on
the longer paths, the MOF of the NGC mode was frequently as great as
that of the dlrect-path signal. Very spread signals, such as the one
illustrated in Figure 8, were often observed on polar propagation paths
monltored at College.

C. F-Region Ionization

F_-layer effects. During recent sunspot minima, the hlgh-latitude
F2 layer was not appreciably more ionized during the summer than the F 1
layer. Normal F-layer forward ionograms are illustrated in Figures lOa
and lob, whereas Figures lOc and lOd show how the F1 layer modified the
shape of the traces. Forward ionograms such as these are readily explain-
able as being produced by propagation through a thick, dense, lower
layer before being reflected by the upper layer.

Figure 11 illustrates an ionogram somewhat similar In shape to that

shown in Figure 10, except that only a slngle strong mode was recorded

wlth a higher than normal delay. Bates and A1bee [1966] suggested that

it was produced by ducted propagation between the FI and the F2 layers.

During the 1964solar minimum, the F] layer frequently carried the

MUF during midmornlng summer hours on the path from Pa]o A]to to College,

but relatively fewer instances were noted during a short test in 1965.
The probable reason is th_ increasing dominance of the _ layer over the

FI on the College to Palo Alto path as the bottom of the sunspot cycle

passed. As sunspot maximum approaches, the F1 layer becomes less and

less important for long-distance propajatlon purposes, except possibly
for polar cap paths for the reason noted above.

An improved F1-1ayer prediction system for latitudes greater than

40°N and path lengths cf 2000-3400 km has been devised by Petrie and

Stevens [1965]. They present contour maps of zero distance FI-MUF and

M factors as a function of sunspot number and local tlme for April,
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A case of extreme spreading of the signal on the step frequency

Thule, Greenland, to College, Alaska, sounding circuit.
[Hunsucker and Bates, 1969].
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FIGURE 9

An extreme case of off-path propagation on the Palo Alto to College

path. The trace at the top of the record was delayed by II msec for

a total propagation tlme of 23 msec. [Hunsucker and Bates, 1969].
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FIGURE 11

Records showing highly delayed signals. Records A and B were obtained
on the Pa]o Alto _o College path with IOO0-psec pulses on the

Fort Monmouth to College and the Palo Alto to College paths,
resnectively. [Hunsucker and Bates, 1969].

June, August, and October. For optimum results this information should
be included in hlgh-latitude HF propagation predictions, particularly
during periods of low sunspot activity.

Figure 12 shows typical quiet-day signal strength variations on
several of the transpolar paths indicated in Figure 7. An Interesting
point Is that high signal levels were recorded for approximately 13 hobrs
of the day (54_) when H(3000)F 2 was less than the operating frequency.

The determination of propagation modes from forward sounding data
is ili;_trated in Figure 13 for winter conditions.
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D. Fading on hlgh-latitude paths.

As noted In the section on NGC propagation, communications might be
malntained at times by using auroral sldescatter modes, but this tech-
nique presents some problems. Auroral backscatter echoes exhibit a fast
=ading rate (tens to hundreds of cycles per second), (Auterman [1962]
and Koch and Petrie [1962]) and auroral sidescatter echoes probably wi!l
also do so. Such a high fading rate, or "auroral-flutter °' as it Is
sometimes called, may prevent high-speed communications that use pulse
widths of the order of milliseconds.

Lomex [1967] studied several polar paths to determlne the signal
spectrum; Figure 14 illustrates typical power spectra he obtained on
temperate and high-latitude paths. (See also Hadaller and Schrader
[1965]).
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E. Spread-F

Figure 15 illustrates with simultaneous incoherent scatter radar
and vertical ionosonde data another quite common high latitude phenom-
enon, "spread-F". High latitude spr_ad-F appears frequently on an
ionogram as a group of separate vertlcal-incidence traces which approach
a range of critical frequencies, as illustrated by the ionogram in

+- Figure 15. A basic problem in u_ing spread ionograms for HF propagation
purposes has been to obtain the true F-layer cricica] frequency from the
spread ionogram. A considerable amount of past work on this question
has culminated In the recommendation that f F be scaled from the inner

edge of the spread ordinary trace [URSl, 1972; Piggott, 1975].

Using the Chatanika radar data, we have found that in each of the

few clear cases examined, the density at the F-la,,cr maximum Is indeed

given by the crl:Ical frequency of the Inner edge of the spread trace.

The system constant of the radar is known precisely enough that the
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incoherent scatter radar value is meaningful. A representative example
of our results are prasenLed; the points on the scatter radar profile in

Figure 15 represents the critical density scaled from the inner edge of
the ordinary trace in the simultaneously r=.corded ionogram at College.

Thus, our results, admittedly derived fron a limited data sample,

suggest that the commonly accept :d method of scaling fo F from spread
ionosonde traces is indeed correct. =

ill. SUMMARY

Table 2 (on the Following page) summarizes the most important
high-:atltude E- and F-layer anomalies and their effects on HF to VHF
propagation. These anomalies may be regarded as second order perturba-
tions on the normal behavior of the E and F-layers as described by
currently _sed mldlatitude HF propagation prediction programs.
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TABLE2

Propagation
Phenc_nenon Salient Effects Remarks

NGCmodes (a) Devlatlons from great-circle path At times ,_ay be the only signal pro-
qD to 90°. pagatlng on a partlcular path.

(b) MUF sometimes carrled by NCGmode.

(c) Garbling of hlgh data-rate trans-
missions (fast fading rate o, interfer-
ence between modes).

Sporadic E High HOFon circuits trave=sing the Primarily important durln 9 winter-
auroral zone. night period. _ometlmes associated

wlth the aurora,

F! layer Frequently the propagation mode dur- Host pronounced during sunspot
Ing the summermorning, minimumcondltlons.

Fading Fading :ate _20 Hz. Mean fading Associated with au-oral zone electron
correlation bandwic'th _4 kHz. density lrregularlties. Should peak

in equinoctlal months. Maximumduring
morning hours.
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E AND F REGION WORKING GROUP

A WORKING GROUPREPORT by C. Rush, Chairman

f

_. i. INTRODUCTION :_

_, _ The E and F regions of the ionosphere at the iow and middle latitudes -
--have been the subject of intense study for over 50 years. The influence of

the structure of the E and F region on the propagation of radio waves that

are reflected from the ionosphere and the predictability of this influence has
r been addressed for over 35 years. While a level of sophistication has emerged

in the ability to understand, specify, and predict the low and mid-latitude E

i and F regions, this same level of sophistication enables ionosphericphysicists, propagation system operators and telecommunication policymakers to
demand an increasing knowledge of these regions of the ionosphere. This re-

i suits primarily from the fact that the level of current understanding withregard to the formation and variation of the ionosphere permits those
individuals who must deal with the ionosphere to ask the right questions to

_ ensure further understanding and exploitation of the ionosphere.

f In the following sections, the current status of our ability to predict
the low and mid-latitude E and F regions is briefly summarized.

:

2. E-REGION VARIABILITY

The E-region extends from 90-130 km and consists of both the normal and

sooradic E-layers. The normal E-layer has a strong solar zenith angle
dependence with a maximum density near noon and a seasonal maximum during the
summer. Typically, the E-layer critical frequency, foE, is about 3 HHz and
the height of the maximum electron density occurs at about IlO km. At night
the value of foe drops to O.4 - 0.6 MHz (Wakai, 1971). The E-layer electron
density closely parallels the solar cycle: E-layer maximum densities occur
at solar maximum. The foE varies about 30 percent over the solar cycle at a
given location (CCIR, Report 725, 1978).

The E-layer is produced by photoionization and a complex process in-
volving reactions and recombinations between the ionized and neutral atmos-

phere. Ionizatlon results from ultraviolet (Euv) and X-ray emissions acting
on the neutral atmosphere. The Euv and X-ray fluxes are measurable quantities.
Unfortunately, limited information is-known about neutral _tmospheric
densities at 110 km. Therefore, detailed mathematical prediction models
appear to be of limited use for operational purposes. Current prediction
techniques combine limited mathematical modeling with statistical techniques.
These techniques are applicable to both long-term and shurt-term predictions.
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_. 2;1-" Long-Term Variabi I ity

_ A number of methods have been proposed to forecast long-term (monthly
_ median) values of foE. As stated earl ier, foE varie_ with both season and

i solar cycle. Presently, long-term monthly median predictions depend on _"

statistical data from a variety of worldwide locations. Two prediction
methods currently used ar& those developed by Muggleton.(1975) and by Leftin
(1976). The Nuggleton model (1975) is based upon published ionospheric data
from the years 1944-1973 observed _P 55 ionospheric stations. The model pro- +
vides values of foE as a function of solar activity(lO.7 cm flux), solar
declination, and geographic latitude. Nighttime foE values are based upon
observations of Wakai (1971). The model developed by Le=tin (1976) yields +_
worldwide predictions of foe based upon sunspot number, month, universal• ._ _

time, geographic latitude, and geographic iol_gitude. Nighttin_ foE values

are also based c_eon the work of Wakai (1971).

Both of these models rely on forecasting solar-related parameters

(IO.7 can flux or sunspot number) and unless improvements are made in solar
forecasting, improvements in long-term E-layer parameter predictions will be
limited. In addition, further work is required to validate and to extend

current knowledge of the nighttime E-layer structure.

2.2 Short-Term Variabil ity _ i

Of all the ionospheric layers, the normal E-layer is the most regular.-
The critical frequency of the E l_yer fluctuates only slightly from day to

day w_th a range of only ± 6 percent (Rawer, 1952). Enhanced X-ray flux from :,
• solar flares can increase foE from five to ten percent. Therefore, short-

term predictions of foE require forecasting both changes of the neutral atmos-
_ phere coupled with variations of the Euv and X-ray fluxes. Since neutral

density changes and flux variation forecasting is very limited, most short-

term predictions depend on forecaster experience.

A recent paper (Ivanov-Kholodny and Nusinov, 1979) describes a new tech-
nique for specifying the present state of the E-layer based upon measured
variation of Euv and X-ray fluxes versus mean solar flux values_ This tech-

_ nique offers hope in that if one can obtain a good description of ct!rrent E-
layer structure, one can better forecast short-term behavior based on _

i morphology and/or experience. ?

3.0 F REGION VARIABILITY •;

_ The F region extends from about 130 km into the topside ionosphere (i.e.,
the ionosphere above the height of the maximum electron density denoted LmF2).
The F region conventionally is discussed in terms of two distinct regions--an
FI region which is strongly dominated by solar control and an F2 reg'_n which
displays a behavior that is quite different from that characteristic of solar
control.

Fl region follows a Chapman-type of behavior and usually is confined iThe
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to the heights between 130 and 210 km. As distinct from the F2 region, the Fi
region does not exist during the nighttime hours. The F2 region displays
significant departures from a Chapmanmodel with dynamical processes resulting
7rom electrodynamic drifts, ambipolar diffusion, and neutral air winds,
playing a major role in the control of the ionization distribution.

The behavior of the critical frequency of the F2 regiun is often talked
about in terms of I_anomalies." The use of the word anomalies dates back to
the time at which ionospheric physicists held the Chapmanmodel to be valid
for all ionospheric regions and departures from expected Chapmanbehavior were
termed anomalies. Thus, the names diurnal anomaly (referring to the fact that
foF2 often reaches its peak value not at noon but typically between 13 to 15
hours local time), seasonal anomaly (referring to the fact that the noon-time

• values of foF2 in winter tend to exceed the corresponding summervalues) and
equatorial anomaly (referring to the marked departure fro_:solar zenith ailgle
dependence of foF2 within ± 20-300 of the geomagnetic equator) have become
standard nomenclature in ionospheric technology.

The height of the F-2 region, hmF2, varies significantly during the
_>_ course of the day. At low latitudes, hmF2 is typically 50-150 km higher

during the day than at night. At mid-latitudes, on the other hand, the situa-
tion is reversed with nighttime values of hmF2 being 50-100 km higher than
daytime values.

Of the normal ionospheric parameters, values of foF2 and hmF2 tend to
show the greatest variability on any tlmu (and spatial) scale. It is for this
reason that much of the emphasis in predicting ionospheric structure is geared
toward these parameters. Values of foF2 and hmF2 form the basis for many
models of the ionosphere r_nging from empirical models of the electron density
structure to propagation system simulation models.

._

3.1 Long-Term Variability

Hany forecast centers continue to provide long-term and short-term pre-
dictions of F region par2 ters. Values of foFI can be obtained on a long-
term basis by employing the methods described by Du Charme et al. (1973) or
by Rosich and Jones (1973). Long-term values of foF2 generally are determined
by employing the r._efficients described in the CCIR Atlas of Ionospheric
Characteristics (I;Cl_ Report 340-3). The coefficients used to determine foF2
result from the work _f Jones et ai. (1969) and Jones and Obitts (1970). The
coefficients developed by Jones et al. (1969) define the diurnal and geo-

: graphical representation of foF2 and are based on a linear relationship with
solar activity. T_e coefficients developed by Jones and Obitts define the
diurnal, geographical, seasonal, and solar cycle variat|ons of foF2 with a
second degree polynomial being used to represent the solar cycle variation.

4

The height of the F2 region maximumelectron density generally is deter-
mined Indirectly by use of relationships between hmF2and the H(3000)F2
factor. Long-term prediction_ of H(3000)F2 are available through coefficients
contained within propagation prediction programs such as described by
Barghausen et al. (1969).
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3.2 Short-Term Variability

Variations of 15-20 percent from (monthly) median foF2 over intervals of :"
• a day or less are known to occur during quiet times as well as during magne-

tic storms. These may be superimposed o:l slower upwards or downwards drifts
in values over several days. It is desirable to predict all th.'se variations.

" The need for predicting the day-to-day variability has been pointed out in
detail in CCIR Report 727 (1978). Many methods have been developed to update
and specify foF2 (and hmF2) using the long-term predictions as a point of
departure.

A method developed by SRI, for example, (Hatfield, 1979) uses the CCIR
_: coefficients as a departure point for a computer code that perform.c point-to-

point raytracing incorporating improvements for high latitude F region struc-
ture and layer tilts. At the Air Force Global Weather Central (Tascione et

: al., 1979), a four-dimensional model, again using the CCIR coefficientsln an ._
initia! representation, is updated with near-real time ionosonde and total
electron content (TEC) observations. Forecasting centers in France (Lassudrie-
Duchesne, 1979), Japan (Maeda, 1979) and Australia (McNamara, 1979; Wilkin- 1

; son, 1979) perform predictions of foF2 and H(3OOO)F2 on a weekly or monthly
basis with daily update.

Several possibilities and many requirements for improvin5 predictions of
F2 region parameters were discussed in the workshop. Work in the Soviet Union
(Zevakina and Lavrova, 1979), for example, reveals a relationship between the
direction of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the sign of the foF2
deviation from its median variation. Since the IHF is monitorable, this
affords a true improvement for short-term prediction. However, few such r

:- really new possibilities seem to be available. Rather, it appears that __
significant improvements in predictions will come about mainly by increasing
the data base, and by improving statistical, temporal, and spatial representa-
tion. The CCIR coefficients are based on data observed orimarily between T_
1954 and 1964. Much more information could be brought into the representation,
for example, by using the foF2 analysis undertaken by Paul (1976) Neverthe-
less, geographic coverage is still quite uneven, with much more data available _'
from the northern than southern hemisphere.

i 4.0 IRREGULARITIES IN THE E REGION - SPORADICE (Es) "

1_ Sporadic E ls the name given to dense blobs of ionization in the E region
that possess horizontal dimensions between 100 and IOO0 km, and vertical :..
dimensions between I and 10 km (Kerblay and Nosova, 1979). The physical
causes of Sporadic E are still being Investigated• Mid-latitude Sporadic E is ;'
usually attributed to wlnd shear phenomenonand low latitude Sporadic E is
attributed primarily to plasma Instabilities in the equatorial electrojet.
The importance of Es for communication purposes is based on the evidence that "
Sporadic E layer can act as a reflecting layer for HF and VHF em|sslons (CClR

: Report 259-3, 1978; Miya et el., 1978). Sporadic E can affect long-distance
communication by creating Interference to wanted signals. For example, the _-

• effects of Sporadic E can result in a much larger coverage area for an UHF!, i
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transmitting station than predicted with the consequence being interference
to similar stations located within this area.

The CCIR is at present evaluating the percent of time of Es occurrence in
the equatorial regions. Work in progress indicates that the occurrence of Es
is much higher at low latitudes than at midllatitudes, rising to 90 percent of
time near the magnetic equator for 3 MHz vertical incidence frequency. !

c

CCIR Report 259-3 (1978) provides a set of curves indicative of percent
of time that Es is present for different hours and seasons for mid-latitudes
section of America, Europe, and Asia. As an indication of the order of magni-
tude, these percentages vary f:om 0.01 percent-up to 30 percent of time,
depending upon the maximumfrequency. Giraldez (1979) has presented a method
of prediction for Es critical frequency, which depends on latitude, season, :
hour and solar activity, for the daytime hours. This method has been tested
with observational data from North and South America, Europe, Africa, Asia,
and Oceanic, and the error of predicted value is within ten percent in all
cases. Kerblay and Nosova (1979) provide an indication of other prediction
methods for Es critical frequency developed in USSR. ' L

CCIR Report 259-3 (1978) also provides a method for calculating signal
strength from Es reflections, as a function of critical Es frequency, distance
from transmitter and antenna characteristics,

5.0 IRREGULARITIES IN THE F-LAYER

5.1 Low Latitudes

The onset of low latitude F-region plasma irregularities begins one hour
or so after sunset with scale sizes ranging from tens of kilometers down to
three meters. Occurrence frequency and seasonal characteristics at different
longitudes are well documented for both range and frequency type spread F
(Rastogi, 1978). Range type spread F lends itself well to short-term predic-
tion since it occurs after sunset only when the bottomside F layer is rising
or has risen above a critical altitude of about 350 km (Baisley et al., 1972).
Also, if foF2 shows a fairly sharp decline of I to 2 MHz after 1800 to 1850
LT, this implies that the F-layer is moving up rapidly which precedes the i

occurrence of spread F by about an hour. _

The theory of the range type spread F is not well understood but is
thought to be associated with the formation of large scale depleted regions of
electron density originating at bottomslde F region heights after sunset. The
growth of the large scale irregularities is due to a Raleigh-Taylor type in-
stability mechanism (Haerendel, 1973) or possibly to an E" x B drift instabil-
ity process. Once formed, the depleted region buoyantly rises through the :
ambient ionosphere creating smaller scale irregularities in its wake. A great
deal more study is needed to understand the growth mechanics and the conditions
under which spread F can be sustained. The rising plasma bubbles themselves
may act as HF waveguide for trans-equatorlai propagation. The occurrence

_ frequency of equatorial spread F generally maximizes during equlnoctal periods ;
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I and during solar cycle maximum years, i

_ 5.2 Hid-Latitudes

_ Irregularities in the F region electron density can result in changes in
_ the amplitude, phase, and angle of arrival of radio waves transmitted through

or reflected by the F region. Spread-F which is observed on ionograms is

_ caused by irregularities in the F-region electron density.

The dimensions of small-scale ionospheric irregularities are found to
range from several kilometers to hundreds of meters in the L-she]] range of
approximately 2-4 (Basu et al., 1976), and the overal.l dimensions of F-layer
irregularity pa'tches are found to be on the order of hundreds of kilometers.

I Singleton (1979) has modified the global irregularity model developed by _Fremouw and Rino (1973) by taking into account longitudinal and magnetic
: activity effects. Fnr the mid-latitudes, Singieton's model assumes a value,

for the axial motion of field-aligned irregularities ranging from I0 to 5 with :_ the lower value at the higher latitudes. _'

There is a lack of experimental data on the occurrence, scale size and

i: spatial extent of mid-latitude F-layer irregularities as a function of time of_. day, season, sunspot number and magnetic activity. The data are required for
_ the validation of the theoretical models.

_ 6. THEORETICAL STUDIES :

The usefulness of theoretical models to predict electron density dlstrl-
bution in the low- and mid-latitude ionospheric E and F regions is limlted by

_- the ability to predict the parameters which enter into the relevant equations
being solved; i.e., neutral atmospheric constituents (Straus and Hickman,

: 1979); neutral and charged particle temperatures, neutral wind, and electric

_ fields, and ionizing sources such as solar Euv radiation and energetic
; particles (Spjeldvlk and Lyons, 1979). With the exception of plasma

irregularities, the physical processes affecting the low- and mid-latitude E
and F regions are basically well understood, The fact that the input
parameters are difflcult to predict accurately, particularly for short-term

• appllcatlons, Implies that theoretical modeling Itself may be rather limited.

: The limitations mentioned above do not mean that theoretical models are

_, not useful. They are used, advantageously, to Improve our understanding of
the coupling processes which occur between l) electron and ion temperatures
and densities, 2) neutral dynamics and charged particle d_nsity (Roble, 1975),
3) neutral dynamics and electric fields (Heelis et el., 1974). They can also
be used to determine how sensitive the electron density structure is to varla-

; tlons in the Input parameters. Where observational data are lacking, either !
in space or time, theoretical models can be 'used to estimate electron
densities.

Areas for long-term research must, therefore, include improving our basic=,

&
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understanding of the input parameters and how they respond to changing solar
and geophysical conditions. In particular, extensive studies of the iono-
spheric electric fields need to be undertaken since this is one of the most
important parameters in effecting low latitude electron density distribution
and is one of the least well understood. Also needed is a better understand-
ing of the processes involved in the local generation of electric fields at
low latitudes such as the F region dynamo (Rishbeth, 1971) and plasma
Instability generated electric fields (Anderson and Haerendel, 1979). At mid-
latitudes, primary :nput parameters include the neutral atmosphere and neutral
winds and the development of a general circulation model of the thermosphere
is crucial to understanding the response of the neutral atmosphere to a
variety of energy sources.

7. DISTURBANCES OF THE IONOSPHEREAT MID- AND L0W-LATITUDES

Hajor disturbances in the mid-l-titude F region are associated with and
follow large disturbances at higher latitudes in the auroral zone. At the
higher mid-latltudes, values of foF2 usually decrease and v!rtuai heights
increase during storms; the variation with local time, and with time after /
storm onset, is complex and variable. At lower latitudes, storm effects may
result in either higher or lower values of foF2, probably dependent on season,
while ix the equatorial region there is usually an increase in foF2 together
with a redistribution of the Ionization forming the equatorial anomaly.

At mid-latitudes, characteristic variations of foF2 have been shown to be
associated with the form of the variation of geomagnetic field (Zevakina and
Lavrova, 1979). However, the morphology and development of mid-latitude dis-
turbances need further study since the descriptions now available are
Inadequate for communications prediction purposes.

The daytime normal E region shows little change during dis_:Jrbance; the
FI region is also little changed but its importance may greatly increase due
to the reduction in F2 reoion ionization concentration. At night, an inter-
mediate layer (h I _ I_O km) is observed at mid-latitudes; its occurrence
depends on geomagnetic activity. High values of foEs occur at mid-latitudes
due to gravity wave propagation following high latitude disturbances
(Giraldez, 1979). Further studies are required of storm-related sporadic E
Ionization and of the nighttime E stratifications. ._

8. CONCLUSIONS

AS a result of the actlvitles of the Hid- and Low-Latitude E and F '

Region Working Group throughout the workshop, the following efforts were _

thought to be necessary in order to secure an Improved ability to predict and ispecify the low and mid-latitude E and F regions.

it is Recommended that: i

I .... studies and efforts be undertaken to predict and specify the
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electron density in the lower ionosphere (E and FI regions) during
the nighttime hours•

2. . emphasis be given to the development of realistic, operationally use-
ful methods to predict Sporadic E and its effects on the performance
of HF propagation systems.

3 .... the operation of the network of ionospheric sounding stations be
continued and upgraded with modern instrumentation. Further emphasis
should be placed on obtaining ionospheric information in those regions
of the globe inaccessible to the present routine observations.

4 .... efforts be conducted to improve the long-term predictions of the F2
region parameters, particularly in the equatorial region and in the
southern hemisphere

_+ 5. studies be conducted to assess the degree to which electric fields in
+ the equatorial region which are of Importance to the dynamics of the
• low latitude E and F regions are related to electric fields observed

at high latitudes. +

+ 6 .... studies be continued to further develop theoretical and empirical
models of the ionosphere for application to the short-term predic-
tion of ionospheric characteristics.

7 .... observations be made of the following geophysical parame.ters and that
studies be conducted relating short-term changes in F2 region charac-
teristics to these parameters: Interplanetary magnetic field, solar
wind velocity, and magnetic activity•

8 .... since short-term changes In the maximumheight of the F2 regions are
important in considering the performance of a wide variety of tele-
communications systems, that high frequency measurement methods be

adopted which assure adequate temporal and frequency continuity.

9 .... experimental data on the location, scale-slze, and spatial extent of
mid-latitude F-layer Irregularities be collected and studied as a
function of time of day, season, sunspot and magnetic activity.
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D. D-REGION PREDICTIONS 1

?

A WORKING GROUP REPORT prepared by: E. V. Thrane, Chairman, Members: D.K.

Chakrabarty, S. D. Deshpa,Lde, R. H. Doherty, J. B. Gregory, J. K, Hargreavec,

J. Lastovicka, P, Morris, W. R. Piggott, J. B. Reagan, W. A. Schlueter_ E.
Swanson and W. Swider.

1

i. SUMMARY _-

Present knowledge of D-region phenomena is briefly reviewed and the status

of current methods of predicting their effects on radio propagation considered.

ELF, VLF and LF navigational and timing systems depend on the stability of the

lower part of the D layer where these waves are reflected, whereas M_ and HF

waves are absorbed as they penetrate the region, inmost cases mainly in the

upper part of the layer. Some gaps in basic knowledge are identified. Possi-

ble methods of improving predictions, warnings and real-tlme operations are
considered with particular stress on those which can be implemented in the near

future. This report is supported by two invited review papers by Swlder and

Larsen, which follow this report and numerous short papers in Volume III of

this proceeding. Action needed is identified in eight recommendations.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

The Working Group on D-Region Predictions is acutely aware of the often

pragmatic approaches required to provide timely predictions to users. Practi-

cal schemes are limited by telemetry, technical competence of users, and physi-

cal predictive facilities as well as scientific knowledge. Severe limitations

exist in all areas. Recommendations are of two types: (i) those to improve

the utility of present knowledge and (2) those to improve fundamental knowledge
on which future substantial improvements depend.

i. The Working Group recommends the development of telemetry _or timely
dissemination of disturbance information to _sers. Even one bit to indicate

the presence or absence of an event would be useful. Two methods are worth

consldering. A unique, non-interferlng modulation could be added to world

wide Omega signals, or to HF signals from WWV or elsewhere to indicate _he

presence of an event. The former offers the advantage of being continousl>

easily receivable on a global basis, even during total HF blackout, and would

be appropriate, as Omega users would have much to gain. ._

2. The Working Group recommends the development of automatic devices

indicating appropriate user response to geophysical events.

3. The Working Group recommends that the basic data used to produce the

CCIR maps of absorption morphology be recomputed with the Dyson and Bennett

correction included, and the resultant maps be submitted to C.C.I.R_
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4. The Working Group draws attention to the lack of reliable basic obser-
vatlons of the absorption in the upper part of the V-reg_on and recommends the
development, construction and deployment of cheap automatic pulse absorption
equipment to provide an early solution to this problem.

5. The Working Group recommends the appllcatlon of event detectors cap-
able of rapid detection and classification of events such as SIV's, PCA's, etc.
in real-tlme on a 24 hour basis, and development of semlemplrlcal SID warnings
useful for prediction purposes.

6. The Working Group recommends that new stations be set up to monitor

the lower part of the D layer in magnetlcally low latitudes, below + 40 °,
since there are no data at present to predict the propagation of OMEGAand
other VLF signals in this zone.

7. The Working Group considers that future forecasting in real-time of
polar zone radio propagalon will be best attained using satelllte techniques,
to identify the position and intensity of the perturbing phenomenon, and thus
provide global mapplng of the energetic particle inputs into the D-region.

The spatial resolution should be sufficient to identify the location of the
dynamic auroral oval, the irradl_eed polar caps during SPE's and the perturbpd
midlatltude during and following magnetic storms and substorms.

8. The Work_ngGroup recommends that both theoretical studies and exper-
Imental investigations, which include satellite techniques, be made into the
aeronomy and dymamics of the mesosphere, as in the forthcoming Middle Atmosphere
Program, in order to develop a D-region model useable for prediction purposes.

3. INTRODUCTION

3.1 The D-Reglon

The ionospheric D-reglon is normally defined as the height region between

50 and 95 km above the earth's surface. Compared to the rest of the ionosphere,

it is characterized by small ionization densities, and large colllslon frequen-

cies of electrons and ions with neutral molecules. During normal daytime con-

dltlons the concentration of free electrons Ne increases nearly exponentlally
from about 1 cm-3 at 50 km to 104 cm-3 at 90 km, whereas _he electron neutral
colllslon frequency 'u decreasec from 108 s-i to about i0D s-I in the same

height range. The electron densities in the D-reEion are large enough to
cause reflection of e'.tremely low frequenc_ (ELF), very low frequency (VLF),

and low frequency (IF) radio waves, and because of the large collision frequen-

cies they cause significant absorption of medium and high frequency radio waves

that penetrate the D-reglon. This absorption depends upon /Neu ds along the
ray path. During disturbances excess lunlzation increases the absorbing prop-

ertles of the layer and changes the reflection height of the long waves.

During normal and moderately disturbed conditions, the product NeV is
largest above 80-85 km. On the other hand, VLF waves are reflected below
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80-85 km. Under normal and moderately disturbed conditions it is therefore
appropriate to distinguish between the upper D-region, of importance to MF
and HF communication, and the lower D-region, of importance to VLF and LF
propagation. During severe disturbances, the lower part can also affect MF
and HF waves. Table i sur_mrizes the characteristics of the disturbances that

affect the D-region.

3.2 Aim of Study

Working Group C4 had 40 members representing most groups throughout the
world which were engaged in active research on the lower ionosphere, Unfor-
tunately users were not well represented.

Two review papers (Larsen preprint 125, and Swider preprint 78) were in-
vited on subjects of importance to the group.

There are two main classes of users for D-region predictions: system
planners and designers, and operators. Designers and planners are primarily
interested in anticipated steady state conditions and their probability of
occurence. Operators are primarily interested in short-term forecasts or even
knowledge of positive detection of events in progress. There are three main
categories of users interested in predictions of the D-region:

a) Planners and designers, interested in long-term predictions to deter-
mine system coverage and frequency allocation doctrine, and also for the cali-
bration of navigation systems.

b) Users of ELF/VLF and LF navigation and timing systems who depend upon
the stability of the region where these waves are reflected for time and pos-
ition determination.

c) Communicators and broadcasters using the MF and HF bands for long
range propagation via the ionosphere who depend upon acceptable signal to
noise ratios for their transmissions.

The aim of this working group was to review the present knowledge of the

D-region and to discuss to what degree this knowledge can improve prediction

schemes for the three groups of users. Note that this group did not deal with

the prediction of the solar events that cause D-region disturbances. The

group concentrated on the problem of estimating the response of the D-region

to a solar disturbance, once this had been (correctly) predicted. In section
4 the report reviews prediction methods in current use. Section 5 deals with

the status of D-region modeling, section 6 the needs of the user, and section
7 points out schemes and discusses possiblilitics for improvements in the
future.

4. D-REGION PREDICTION METHODS IN CURRENT USE
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Ionospheric predictions fall into two categories I) long-term predictions

of monthly median values of radio propagation parameters and II) short-term

predictions, often termed forecasts that predict ionospheric conditions days,

hours or even minutes in advance. Space does not permit a detailed description
of the avazlable methods, but some important factors will be mentioned and

references to fuller treatments will be given.

4.1 Long-Term Predictions i

Study Group VI of the CCIR is an international body which coordinates

studies of the propagation of radio waves via the ionosphere, with the object

of improving radio communication. The latest report of this Group (CCIR XIII

Plenary Assembly, Geneva 197_, Volume VI) provided descriptions of current long

term prediction methods. A report from the Plenary Assembly in Kyoto 1978 is
in preparation and will give the latest revisions of the methods. One of these

will be discussed in more detail in section 7.

In =he present report we are interested in prediction of MF and HF absorp- .;

tion and of LF-VLF phase and amplitude for MF and HF propagation. The most

widely used prediction scheme is the "Bluedeck" computer programme, developed

at Central Radio Propagation Laboratory f_ Boulder, Colorado. The absorption
estimates in this scheme are based on the work of Lucas& Haydon (1966),

Barghausen et al (1969) and Schulz and Gallet (1970). Here the ionospheric

absorption is described by semiempirical formulae in term_ of frequency, dis-
tance, sunspot number, solar zenith angle and geographical position. The CCIR

report quoted above (Report 572, Volume Vi) refers to improved schemes based

on work by George (1971), George and Bradley (1974), and Haydon et al (1976),
but these are not in widespread use. The absorption predictions are useful and
reasonably accurate for low latitudes and for middle latitudes in summer. The

later references quoted above also take into account winter anomaly absorption,
and, in a very rough way, high latitude absorption. We shall discuss the limi-
tations of the methods in section 7.

In the CCIR Report 264-3 (1974), field strength curves for the frequency
range 150 kHz - 1600 kHz are presented, and Report 265-3 (1974) deals with

skywave propagation at frequencies below 150 kHz. Whereas the first of these

reports is based upon purely empirical formulae adapted to measurements, the
field strenzth and phase curves in the latter reports are derived from theoreti-

cal computations from simple ionospheric models. Of special interest for this

working group is the prediction scheme used for the Omega navigation system,

Omega predictions are very possibly the most used ionospheric predictions of

any type, being in daily use by thousands of navigators. The Omega system

has global coverage and uses frequencies in the range i0-I ° kHz. The predic-

tions of the phase velocity of the Omega signals have been described by Swanson

(1972), Swanson b Brown (1972), Swanson (1977), and Morris and Cha (1974). The

method assumes that the phase of a signal may be expressed as a sum of incre-
mental phase shifts over path increments and include both variations in the

ground and ionosphere. The method is useful, and essential for the Omega

" users, but has certain limitations that will be discussed later. Present sys-
tem accuracy is significantly degraded by prediction inaccuracies,
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Several AGARD publications deal with ionospheric predictions and the

reader should note: AGARD Conference Proceedings No. 49 (lifO) "Ionospheric

Forecasting", AGARD CP 173 (1976) "Radio Systems and the Ionosphere" and

AGARD CP 238 (1978) "Operational Modelling of the Aerospace Environment".

4.2 Short Term Predlctions

Predictions for periods equal to or less than the solar rotation periodp

27 days, are called forecasts. Disturbances in progress are described by

warnings. A number of centers throughout the world issue warnings and short

term forecasts of solar and ionospheric parameters (Davies 1978). Twelve of

these are gr_Aped into the Internatlonal Urslgram and World Days Service (IUWDS)

for the exchange of data and cooperation in solar geophyslcal observations,

In the USA the most important forecasting centers are US Air Force Global

: Weather Central in Omaha and NOAA Space Environment Forecast Center in Boulder.
The USSR also issues short _ime forecasts (Zevaknia et al 1962). The forecasts

normally give qualitative statements on uhe degree of disturbance expected,

for example "moderate HF absorption" or "general improvement of MF propagation

conditions". Forecasts for the degree of VLF phase disturbance are often issued
for PCA's; predictions for SID's have only recently been attempted experlmen-

tally (Swanson & Levine 1978). Improvements in recent years in ionospheric

forecasting are due mainly to more efficient data acquisition and assessment.

Examples are the real time propagation assessment systems "Prophet" and the

real time navigation monitor developed by the US Naval Ocean System Center

(Rothmuller, 1978), (Swanson & Levine, 1978).

d

5. PRESENT STATUS OF D-REGION HODELLING

One of the main tasks of WG C4 has been to collect the most recent infor-

mation on the physics and chemistry of the D-region _nd to discuss the present

status of D-region modelling. There are two approaches to D-reglon modelling.

One is best represented by the Cospar International Reference Atmosphere 1972

and the Reference Ionosphere, &awer_ (1978) which provide average height var-

latlons of the main atmospheric parameters, such as pressure, density temper-

ature, ionization density profiles, etc. The models are based upon experimental

data using interpolation and extrapolation techniques where information is

scarce. The Reference Ionosphere is a ne_ and useful tool. Hc_ever, on a

global scale the experimentally determined D-region ionization density profiles
are few, and the unce!tainties corresponding great. This is particularly true

in regions where there is great variability, such as at high latitudes. Recent

work by Davis and Berry (1977) has yielded an empirically descrfbed model for

the D-reglon ionosphere by attempting a best fit to all measured profiles
available in the literature. They have produced a model usable for VLF or LF

phase and amplitude predictions for any given path and time. The measured

ionospheric profiles used in their study are available in a data base prepared
by McNamara (1978).

!

The second approach is to build physical models based upon first

principles. Given the flux of ionizing radiation, and an initial state and i
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composition of the neutral atmosphere, is it _ossible to compute the resulting

ionization density distributions and their effects upon radio wave propagation?
Considerable effort has been made towards this goal, and in the followlng we

shall discuss some of the results. In doing so it is useful to introduce a

subdivision based mainly upon the special processes that dominate in particular
latitude regions. First, however, a few general remarks will be made.

5.1 D-Reglon Ion Production and Loss Processes

The basic continuity equation governing production and loss of D-regio_

ionozation may be written

(i + I) dNe
___=q - _Ne2 - V , NeT (!)

Here Ne is the electron density, q the ion production rate, _ an effective loss
rate coefficient, _ the ratio of negative ion density to electron density and
+
V velocity of the air.

Because of the small degree of ionization and relatively large neutral air

density, the dynamics of the plasma below 95 km will be determined by the fluid

forces of the neutral gas. The resulting transport will determine the concen- •

tration of certain key minor constituents. The ion production sources during

undisturbed conditions are solar UV, X-rays, galactic cosmic rays and possibly

weak electron precipitation and associated bremsstrahlung. During disturbances

solar x-rays, energetic proton and electron precipitation with associated

bremsstrahlung are important. The ionization and absorption cross sections

for all the important radiations and atmospheric constituents are well known,

so that in principle the ion production rate may be determined if the height

variations of the atmospheric species are specified. It is characteristic of
the D-reglon that selective ionization of minor constituents may dominate the

ion production. Ionization of NO by solar H-Lyman-_ and ionization of the

excited 02(IAg) by UV ate important examples. For this reason the transport

of minor constituents into or from the D-reglon may significantly influence the

ionization balance. The loss rate _ of ionization through recombination is

determined by very complex photochemical processes. Above the mesopause (near

85 km). fast dissociative recombination of electrons with molecular ions 02+
and NO+ dominate and _ is of the order of 5'10-7cm3s -I. Below this height there

is a region where complex hydrated positive water ions dominate, and at the

lowest heights neutralization of positive and negative ions determine the loss

rate. The cluster ions have large recombination rat_s, and the value cf _
_rmy increase from 5.10-Tcm3s-I at 85 km to 10-3cm3s - at 60 km. [Arnold and
Krankowsky (1977), Knapp & Schwartz (1975), Swider & Dean (1975).] It is im-

portant to realize that the D-reglon photochemistry is not yet completely

mapped. In addition, the dynamics of the mesosphere and lower thermosphere are

still under investigation, in particular, transport effects are not known

_uantitat_vely. i

5.2.1 The Global D-Region

It is possible to distinguish portions of the globe in which different

physical processes dominate the D-reglon. In so doing, it is necessary to
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utilize classifications by t) geographic latitude and hemisphere, in respect
to the dynamic meteorology and the aeronomy of the D-region, an: it) magnetic
latitude or L-shell value, in respect to processes originating in the magneto-
sphere. The result is an overlapping of regions separ_ely classified, but

which shows the superimposed Influence of different processes. It is to be

noted that any classifications developed for one hemisphere may not be consid-

ered as directly applLcable to the other. The curves of constant invariant and
dip latitudes are much further displaced from the corresponding geographic
latitudes, and from each other, in the Southern hemisphere than in the Northern.
Again, the dynamics of the stratospheric and tropospheric circulations, which

have interactions with mespspherlc circulations, differ in the two hemispheres.
For example, there are striking differences in the morphology of the increased

radlowave absorption in winter ("winter anomaly") in the Northern and Southern

hemispheres.

Utillzlng this two-fold approach to the global D-reglon, the followlngmaln

divisions are recognizable:

(a) The low-latitude (geographic) D-region, bounded approximately
at �30*.

(b) The mid-latltude (geographic) D-reglon, poleward of _ 35°.
Within this region, dynamical phenomena maybe continuous in
latltude _o the pole, eg. the winter eastward circulatlon in

the mesosphere, whereas aeronomic phenomena may show change,
eg. at the polar circle in winter.

(c) The high latitude (geomagnetic) D-region, poleward (magne1:ic)
of 60" invariant latitude or L-shell value of 4

Thes_ classifications may be qualified in respect to certain phenomena,
eg. to include geomagnetic latitudes down to L = 2 when considering various

aspects of energetic particle precipitation. Nevertheless, the division.
quoted form an adequate basis for the discussion below.

5.2.2 The Low Latitude D-Region

The D-region at geomagnetic latitudes below 30" is simpler to model than
at other latitudes for two reasons. Firstly, the ionosphere is not disturbed
by energe_ic particle precipitation, except in the vicinity of the South
Atlantic anomaly. Secondly, the dynamics of the low latitude masosphere, though
not well known, do not appear to be influenced by the larger scale wave motious
of the stratosphere and troPOsPhere, such as occur in the mld-latltude D-region.
The low latitude D-region is most 1Jkely characterized by three main ionizing

' components; a variable flux of so!,_ X-rays dominating the ionization rate
above $5 - 95 km., a steady flux of solar H-Lyman-ionizin8 nitric oxide in the
height range 65 - 85 km, and galactic coe_/c rays providing a steady contrLbu-

_ion below 70 kB. The HF absorption is well correlated with solar X-ray flux,
whereas VLF signals zeflected below 90 ku show very predictable diurnal and

seasonal variations. The study of ionospheric absorption by George (1971) dem-
onstrated that the HF absorption at low and middle latitudes may be geomasuet-
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ically controlled, and that there is an "equatorial anomaly", i.e. a maximum

at latitudes of about 20" north and south of the equator. This maximum, de- _

rived from vertical incidence absorption measurements, was attributed to enhanced

D-region electron densities at these latitudes. Since the D-reglon anomaly

coincides with the F-reglon equatorial anomely, it has been suggested (PradhL'n

and Shirke, 1978) that the enhanced D-region ionization is caused by downward
transport of nitric oxide produced in the F-reglon. Dyson and Bennet (1979)

have recently pointed out that the deduced enhanced absorption may be too
great owing to the neglect of a magnetoionic correction term. Howe_erl rocket

measurements by Mechtly et el. (1967) seem to confirm the existence of the

anomaly.

In conclusion, the quiescent low latitude D-region is becoming adequately

described by the empirical formulae for HF absorption and VLF propagation that

are used in current prediction schemes. From a physical point of viewl the
question of the size and cause of the equatorial anomaly in absorption needs
a definite answer.

5.3 The Mid-Latitude D-Reglon

Because of its great variability, the mid-latltude D-region presents much

more difficult problems for the forecaster than the ionosphere at lower lat-

' itudes. There are three main causes for this variability:

(a) Energetic particle precipitation may, for several days following

a magnetic storm, cause ion production exceeding that of the

daytime solar X-ray and UV radiation.

(b) The concentrations of minor constituents, important for the

ionization balance such as NO, O, 03, 02(|g.) and H_O may be
determined not only by purely aeronomic-lnt_ractlon_0 but also

by transport mechanisms involving w_.nds, wave motions and turb-
ulence.

(c) The ion composltlon_ and hence the loss rate of ionization,
depend strongly on the state (P,p,T) of the neutral atmosphere

which may be highly perturbed in winter.

It is well established that there is a "storm aftereffect" causing enhanced

mld-latltude D-reglon absorption for several days following major geomagnetic
storms, and Larsenet el. (1977_ have demonstrated that energetic electrons

(I0 - 200 keY) precipitate at subauroral latitudes during such conditions,
This implies that modelling of D-region absorption effects at midlatitudes
must either await adequate modellin_ of seomagnetic storms, or the development
of • real time monitoring system to provid_ the details of energetic electron

• precipitation around the oval of impact.

Work in recent years (see for example Dynamical and Chemical coupling of
the neutral and ionized atmosphere, ecs. Grands1 and Holtet 1977) has shos_
that the D-region ionization densities at middle latitudes are pertly deter-
mln_d by the state o£ the neutral atmosphere, as discussed in Section 5.1,
Thls state may be influenced by dynamlcal coupllng with the lower atmosphere,
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(Gregory & Manson, 1969). The ion c_npositlon and the ionization loss rates
depend strongly upon atmospheric temperature (Chakrabarty, 1979), and the con-
centration of minor Ionlzable constituents may depend upon horizontal and ver-

tical transport mechanisms. Recent observations of the winter anomaly in iono-
spheric absorption in Europe have demonstrated that this particular phenomenon
can be explained by meteorcloglcal conditions in the mesosphere (Offermann, 1977;
Thrane et al., 1979_. The lower ionosphere also shows changes associated wi_h

stratospheric werntlngs. While the dynamical conditions within the stratosphere

and mesospheremay differ slgnlflcantly with altitude, latitude, and longitude

during warmings, it is llkely that the associated ionospheric changes will re-

ceive an explauatlon in terms of meteorological conditions also.

It is to be noted that the meteorologlcal conditions referred to above

are aspects of the dynamics of the winter circulation, and that these latter

involve all altltuJe_ from tbe surface to _ 1OO km. Thus planetary and gravity

waves generating in the troposphere can propagate to mesospherlc and lower

thermosphere altitudes; and may transport energy and momentum. The resulting
circulation then determines, in fact, the transport of minor constituents.

; Again, in_eractlons of standing and travelling planetary waves are belleved to
be the key to the "sudden warming" as it is observed in the Northern _¢ratosphere.

We must conclude that our abillty to predlc= conditions of ionization

in the mid-latltude D-reglon, partlcu]erly during the winter months_ November-

March (and May-September in the Southern hemisphere) will depend upon our ebll-

ity to predict pressures, densities, temperatures and winds in the mesosphere
and lower thermosphere on useful latitude and longitude scales. At present,

compilatlons o_ mean values of these varlables, by latltude end month, are

available, but longltudlnal data are not available. Maps are routinely drawn

to a pressure level of 0.4 mb; and less frequently to an eltltude of 80 km.

Statistics of perturbations of these variables have yet to b_ assembled. In

particular, the determination of vertical motion will depend on development of

new techniques. Finally, progress in respcct to D-reglon studlesp e.g. in
modelling, is dependent on advances in the dynamical meteorology of the mes-

osphere and stratosphere, e.g. in respect to momentum budgets. Additional
problems of the mid-latltude D-reglont which may be linked to transport or

temperature effects, await solution. For example, we do not understand the

marked diurnal asymmetry observed in HF and MF absorption (Lastovicka 1978)
and its seasonal variation.

5.4 The High Latitude D-Reglon

Highly variable ion production caused by energetic particle precipitation

is the major factor characterizing the high latitude D-region, though the mat-

eorological effects discussed in the previous section are also likely to be sis-

nigicant. There are three major types of disturbances of importance in the

high latitude D-reglon,
(a) the excess ionization associated with precipitation of auroral elec-

trons causing HF radio wave absorption and VLF phase p_rturbations in regions

approximately along the auroral zones.
(b) ionization produced over the entire polar cap above magnetic latitudes

of 60 ° (PCA, polar cap absorption events) during Solar Proton Events (SPE).
(c) relativistic electron precipitation events (REP) occurring at shell
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values from L = 4-10.

There is extensive literature discussing these phenomena from a scientific

point of view, (see Thrane 1978 and references therein), but standard predlc-

c_n methods only take into account hlgh latltude effects in a very rudlmen-

t_y way. For example the "Bluedeck" prediction programme Introduces a lump
parameter "excess system los8 at hlgh latitudes", and the Omega predictions also

include the average auroral and polar D-reglon effects on VLF phase velocity.
It is not surprising that these schemes often fall in polar regions.

Auroral absorptlon occurs frequently in and near the auroral zone and is

L_Ishlyvariable in time and space. In a statistical sense the phenomenon is

•ell mapped using rlometers (Relatlve ionospberlc opacity meters) (see for

_xample Hargreaves 1969). However, the appllcatlon of these results to useful

prediction schemes is not straightforward.

Recent work has been directed toward improving models of hlgh latitude ._
ionospheric parameters including the characteristics of one-way, vertical

absorption at 30 MHz (Riometer absorption) (Vondrak eta!). The model of aur-
oral absorption Includes the dependence on Kpvalue, but it is important to

recognize that it was necessary to convert from the global Kp value to local

values of K in order to adequately model this phenomenon. This latter point

i_dlcates that it is necessary to include and understand the short-term spatlal

varlabillty of auroral absorption. Polar cap absorption events rarely occur

near sunspot minimum, but may occur about once per month near solar maximum.

The larger of these events cause pronounced D-reglon effects over the entire

polar caps above 60° magnetic l_itude and last for 1-12 days. The effects have

been observed down to 30km altltu_e and are major sources of navigational
errors when using Omega over arcti_ paths.

Attempts have been made to model the D-reglon effects of two large SFE's.

Because of the relative spatial uniformity and slowly varying temporal features

of SPE's as compared to auroral phenomena, succeseful modelling of the former •

is more likely to occur before the latter. Based on satellite spectral measure-
ments of the energetic solar particle input to the lonos_here durlng the _n-

tense SPE of August 1972 and Incoherent-scaCter radar measurements of the re-

sultlng electron densities, Reagan and Watt (1976) derived effective recombin-
ation races (¥e) as a function of solar zenith angle and Ion-productlon rate.

Swlder et al (1978) have performed a detailed ion and neutral chemistry modelling
of the 2-5 November 1969 SPE that is consistent with extenslve rocket measure-

ments of the in sltu plasma and neutral atmosphere para_,leters,and with

satellite measurements of the input ionization parameters.

If the energy, temporal and spatial _arlatlons of the precipitating part-

Icles are known fron, satellites, deposition codes are in existence (see for

example Reagan and Watt, 1976) that provide the resulting ionization production

profiles, q, to a sufficient degree of accuracy provided that appropriate
consideration of the neutral atmosphere density variations with latitude and
season are included. Based on the effective recombination rates obtained

during SPE's end substantiated by chemistry modelling (Swider et el, 1978)

electron density profiles can be obtained from the relationship given in Section
5.].
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.The effective recombination rates obtained during daytime SPE'_ _ave

been s_own So be independent of the production rate over the range i0_ to
3 X 10_ ion pairs/CM -Sec (Ulwlck, 1972; Reagan and Watt, 1976). The effective
recombination rates derived during moderate-to-severely disturbed c_ndltlons

show less variation than during quiescent and mildly disturbed conditions (for

example compare the data of Larsen et al 1977 and that of Reagan and Watt, 1976)

and hence this simple relationshlp is probably more valid for the former cases.

During PEP events which occur mainly in the morning hours, (L ffi4,10_

electrons with energies of several hundred keV cause significant ionization
down to altltudes of about 50 - 60 km. PEP events (Bailey and Pomerantz (ln'_5), ++

Thorne (1974), Thorne and Larseu (1976)) are associated with geomagnetlu stormsj
but no physlcal model adequate for prediction purposes exists. Because of the

deep penetration of the particles, the REP events are important both for HF

and VLF propagation. Observations (Doherty !971) show the character of this
type of event at LF.

Items which complicate the modelling of the high latitude disturbed D-

region are:

i) the complex chemistry in the sunrise and twilight transition regions, 2) +

the effects of the long polar night on the ion and neutral chemistry, 3) the
fact that intense events can change _e composition of key mino': neutral species

such _s ozone (_eeks, 1972, Heath et al 1978), nitric oxide and atomic oxygen,

and 4) the large temporal, spatial and spectral changes that exist in energetic

electron precipitation around the approximate auroral oval. We must conclude

that current models are limited for useful D-rc_on prediction at high _sti_udes.

5.5 Solar Flare Effects On the D-Region

X-rays emitted from solar flares cause Increased D-region io_Izatlon over

the entire sunlit hemlsphere, affecting all three geographical regions discussed

in the previous subsections. The sudden Iono_pherlc Disturbances (SID's)
thus produced are observed as short wave fade outs (SWF) and Sudden Frequency
Deviations (SFD) in the HF band, and as Sudden Phase Anomalies (SPA) in ,be
VLF band. In the LF band the effects observed in both slgnal pb-se and ampll-
tude suggest certain aspects that are related to both the VLF ba._d and the M_
and HF bands (Voherty, 1979). A great amount of work has been done
to map and understand these effects which may be detrlmental both for commun-
ications and navigation systems _see for example the series of papers by Veshpande
and Mitre 1972)

Detailed :mowledge of the X-ray spectrum outside the atmosphere and the
atmospheric density profile are needed to give accurate ion production rate
profiles in the lower D-region. From X. ray _easurements below IOA, absolute
X-ray spectra can be derived or predicted with sufficient accuracy (Deshpande
etal, 1978) The ion production rates may, thereforeD be calculated using
the neutral density model atmosphere. The ionization loss r_te has been ob-
served to decrease duzing major flares. This decrease is probably due to both

o_tncrease in neutral temperature ind an incre.se of X-ray ion production ofrelative to the v-oductton of NO_ directly from the H-Lyman a, as H Lyman
fluxes do not in =ass appreciably during flares. (Chakrabarty and Chakra-
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barty, 1979. Furthermore, the decrease in loss rate is greater the

stronger the flare radiation. Thus, increased 0+ production rates and de-
creased ionization loss r_te considerably enhanc_ th_ effects on radio wave

propagation. The difficu±ty is that the ionization loss rate dependence upon

X-ray flux is net available n_r is the state of the D-region before the flare,

which is important in co_trolling the response of the medium, except for unus-

ually strong flares. Mitre and Deshpande (1972) have developed flare models of

electron density profiles and HF absorption indicating a possible system for
SID predictions. Ion composition measurements during flares and reaction rates

of the ions and reactions involved (e.g. water cluster ions) are required for

improvement in this area.

Solar X-ray flares are monitored on satellites and the information relayed

to the forecasting center in real time. Experience shows that here certain

empirical rules may be established relatin E X-ray gray body fluxes derived from
satellite measurements in selected wavelength bal_ds to (a) D-reglon propagation

effects; and (b) ionization densities (Rothmuller, 1978; Deshpande, 1979).

However in ver_ few cases are both electron density and flare X-ray fluxes

available for 6he same event. More such measurements are, therefore, needed.

Such empirical ruiesmay be th_ only practica _ approach for the near future.

Combining the modelling for flare time and empirical relationships between

X-ray fluxes and propagation parameters is possibly a first order system for
prediction that can be developed wlht little effort. This also emphasizes

the need of routine ground based SID monitoring by some standarized multl-fre-

quency system covering SPA at VLF, phase and field strength at LF and absorption

at MF,HF to improve the basis for prediction (Doherty, 1979; Deshpande and
_tra, .L972)

6. THE USER'S NEEDS

The atmospheric physicist may delight in mapping the intricate processes
governing the formation of the ionospheric D-region, but the average user
sho,_ld not be expected to take an interest in them. He needs a timely, practi-
cal and, if possible, simple and inexpensive answer to his problems. We may
assume that the users fall into two categories a) those dealing with long-term

frequency planning and allocation, sysuem coverage assessment or calibration

through publication of phase delay tables, and b) communicators and navigators

who face the day by day, hour by hour problems of adapting t_ the whims of the

ionosphere. For those of the first group whose interest is in the low and

: mid-latitude ionosphere, present long term prediction schemes are useful

but thelr deficiencies still limi= performance. The needs here are for improved

predictions during day-night transitions, at high latitudes and for propagation

crossing the auroral zones and polar caps. Such schemes should meet the primary

needs of the second group of users as for detection of events and time for

alerting. Forecastq would be nice if reliable, but timely warnings may be
essential.

It is essential to recognize that the ultimate user, the practicing nav-

igator or short wave operator, can only use information which he receives in

a timely fashion; he wil____lonlyuse information which has generally proved
reliable in the past. Dissemination techniques on telemetry limit the timeli-
ness of information. If it is necessary to provide published tables to naviga-

tors at sea, years may be required. Many forecasters do not seem to realize
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priority TWXmessages can take over 24h to reach their destinations. Since

forecasts are often not reliable 24h in advance, users may disregard all fore-

cast information. From the user's view, timely alerting to events which have

already commenced is most desirable. If telemetry methods were available o

to support this, they would also provide a natural method to foster increased
use of forecasts as these become more reliable.

The notion of an alert implies reliable detection and classification of

events, i.e., categorizing a set of input variations as being due to, say a

PCA, as opposed to an SID or equipment malfunction. At or shortly after the

commencement of an event, forecasts for its subsequent effects, duration, etc.,

can often be quite accurate.

A general indicator of the level of solar activity, furnished for each day,
seven days in advance would be useful and informative for the VLF/OMEGA user.

Ideally, accurate predictions of the onset of M and X class flares would be

disseminated to VLF/OMEGA users three to seven days in advance. However, even

a rough projection of solar (X-ray) activity, expressed as a probability could
be incorporated in the weekly OMEGA status report or special notification

messages, given that the forecast accuracy is A ! 80%. Statistical tests should
be performed and results compiled on the accuracy of the three day projections

of solar activity, and, in particular, proton events from the various forecast
cunters.

Tte user is also interested in information he can understand which relates

to his needs. At some point in the overall prediction forecasting and alerting

process the geophysical information needs to be applied to specific users.
Navigators would like to know the magnitude of induced errors in miles, commun-

icators want _F's and LUF's. It is an essential requirement that prediction

schemes be adapted to particular groups of users. For example, an aircrew
operating in arctic regions and changing its position rapidly, will have dif-

ferent requirements from these of a shipborne operator. The operator could use

not only indications of which frequency bands are most likely to serve him,

but also instructions on alternative procedures such as relaying when these
bands fail.

Another area which Ls rapidly becoming more important is that of HF data
links. For such services predictions should estimate the effects of blackouts,

fading, multipath and noise level upo_ _he error rate for partlcu2ar channels.

Is it possible to estimate the magnitude of the errors produced by such effects,
and to warn of their occurrence?

In general one should keep in mind that prediction requirements will

depend upon the complexity and degree of sophistication of the communication

or navigation system in use. For many users, for example in developing coun-

tries, simple schemes to be used on desk or even pocket calculators may suffice.

7. _JOR SHORTCOMINGS OF PRESENT D-REGION PREDICTION

TECHNIQUES AND POSSIBILITIES FOR _UTURE IMPROVEMFNTS
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In the preceding sections most of the important areas where present D-region

predictions are inadequate have been mentioned, and they need only be briefly
reviewed here.

At middle latitudes the major problem is coping with the great variability

in D-region absorbing and reflecting properties due to particle precipitation

and meteorological effects. This variability is particularly pronounce
winter. There is little hope of developing a complete physical model for

prediction purposes in the foreseeable future. However, in certain areas

improvements may be made. For example SpJeldvik and Lyons (1979) indicate
possibilities for predicting ion production due to particle precipitation

from the radiation belts during and after magnetic storms. They

have used plasomspheric ELF hiss as an indicator and base thezr arguments on
casual relationships rather than statistic_l correlations. The paper offers

hope for qoantitatlve predictions of D-region after storm effects.

The winter anomaly in HF absorption is an accompaniment of the dynamical

perturbations of the winter mesosphere circulation. It tends to occur in

groups of days and has typically a geographical eztent of a few thousand km.

Careful groundbased continous monitoring of the absorption may provide basis

for predictions of th_ onset and duration of a period of winter anomaly absorp-

tion. Meteorological satellites are currently determining radiances in the

mescsphere from which temperatures may be deduced, and also concentrations of

miner constituents, e.g. Nimbus G. These observations offer possibilities for

observing the conditions which cause the exeess absorption.

The absorption in the upper D-reglon which is mos_ important in HF
communications varies approximately as the inverse square of the effective

2

frequency i/(f+fL) (fl Is t1_egyrofrequency about the longltudial component of
the earth's magnetic Field) and is therefore relatively difficult to measure

_ccurately, when using riometers for which f is normally around 20-30 MHz.

The combination of modern solid state techniqbes with the interpretation
methods developed by George (1971) could enable this absorptlon to be measured

cheaply and easily using pulse absorption techniques at frequencies between

about 2-5 MHz. The data base which exists at present is dangerously inadequate

for practical applications and more data of this type will be required, in

particular for the Middle Atmosphere Program. Thus it appears that both prac-

tical and scientific needs could be satisfied economically if such equipments

could be produced and deployed in the near future.

The problem of predicting high latitude propagation conditions is very

difficult, both on a long and short term basis. Son,e predictions in current

use do not take proper account of, for example, the aurora_ absorption. On

this point however, improvements have been made and are being implemented. In

a CCIR Document, Supplement to Report 252-2, s new prediction scheme is
described that includes a statistical distribution of auroral absorption in

time and space. The report will be printed in the CCIR documents from the

last General Assembly in Kyoto 1978. The computer programme has been developed

at the Appleton Laboratory in the UK and is called Applab 3. Tests have shown
that this programme Is able to deal with high latitude absorption in a better

way than previous schemes.
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The auroral absorption is based cn an analysis of riometer data by

Foppiano (1975). This analysis includes sunspot number amongst the predictors,

but not Kp, whose influence is muLh stronger. Kp is included in a more

recent model by Vondrak et al (1977). The Institute for Teleco_unication

Sciences in Boulder has also developed an improved computer programme, IONCAP.

These efforts will certainly improve high latitude long term predictions for

high frequency waves. _rom the practical point of view it appears most likely
that in the future satelJite techniques for instantaneously mapping particle

phenonema over the whole _olar ca_s could provide the best techniques for
forecasting radio propagation conditions in th_se zones. Considerable develop-

ment is necessary before this becomes practical.

Predictions for VLF divide into long term predictions over periods of

several years as used for coverage assessment and calibration, and warnings of

events in progress. Short term forecasts are little used. Long term prediction

for Omega propagation corrections is a major application of ionospheric D-region

prediction. Current results are useful but introduce significant errors.

Increased knowledge of the quiescent ionosphere including its spatial and
temporal variations is needed. Grea_er understanding of and improved predic-

tions for sunrise and sunset variations, sub auroral propagation_ equatorial
propagatio_ and polar propagation are needed.

The forecast or warning of auroral substorm propagation effects is a
particularly interesting problem where any progress in our understanding would

be potentially very useful. Perhaps the important progress will come from

mapping and monitoring of the sun and processes outside the earth's atmosphere,

but there are certain possibilities for using ground-based techniques, such

as magnetic and riometer recordings, and earth-observing photometric X-ray

mapping tecnniques from satellites, that should not be neglected. Satellite

imaging of the X-ray Bremsstrahlung that is emitted from the atmosphere in

association with energetic electron precipitation offers a real potential of
measuring simultaneously, the spatial extent and the variations of the hard

precipitation around the entire oval. The technique which has bee_ demonstrated

by Imhof et al., (1974,1978) can be used to convert the measured X-ray spectra

into the precipitating electron spectra within a resolution cell. Combining

the spatial and spectral data with mod=!s of the effective recombination rates

described in Sec. 5.4, the resulting enhanced electron densities around the

oval and hence the magnitude of the HF absorption can be prediLted. In the mid-

night and pre-midnight sectors the rapid poleward motion of tt_eonset of a

magnetic su_storm set to originate at some fairly definite latitude, about

L=5.5, though with K _ ition (Hargreaves et al 1975, Jelly 1970). Thus it

should be possible t_ _.. some warning of substorm commencement at a high
latitude from observations at lower latitudes on the same meridian, The

propagation of the onset in latitude and longitude has also been studied and

average pictures presented, though there is a large and unexplained variation

from case to case. (Hargreaves 1969, Hargreaves and Berry 1976.) Using such

data it should be possible to get tens of minutes of warning for day-tlme

activity, gi',enobservations in the night sector. Recent work (see Higbie et
al Preprinr No. 71 in these proceedings) has shown the _30 keV electron pitch

angle anisotropies as observed at synchronous altitude may act as a sensitive

indicator of the buildup of stresses in the outer magnetosphere. The develop-

ment of such stresses is evidenced in the pre-midnight sector by the formation
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of field-aligned anisotropies one to two hours prior to the onset of the

expansion phase of a substorm. This indicator may prove to be an important

one to two hour alert of a pending substorm. Monitoring of the interplanetary

magnetic field (IMF) is one very effective indicator of a pending substorm.
Caan et al (1977) examined 18 clear events for whiah the IMF turned southward _

after being directed northward for at least two hours, and found that such

turnings were followed in about one hour by substorms as determined from

magnetograms recorded at nightside auroral or midlatitude stations. There is
a possibility (Hargreaves, 1979) that spikes in riometer absorption
observed at the start of auroral absorption substorms may have prediction value,

but further work on the statistics is needed. Weak absorption activity very

often occurs some tens of minutes before the substorm begins in the night
sector, and this weak activity shows a slow equatorward motion. Unfortunate]y

it is usually weak and so any attempt to use this characteristic to predict the

likely occurrence of a substorm could only be based on data of the highest

quality. There is a strong possibility however, that auroral absorption
suhstorms are nearly always preceded by other activity in the night sector and

do not appear "out of the blue" from perfectly quiet conditions. There could

he a basis for predictions here.

Ondoh and Obu (1979) have pointed out that HF signals propagatin_

over polar paths show significant increases in signal strength as much as i0

hours before the onset of a substorm.

Polar cap absorption events caused by solar protons precipitating over

the entire polar caps are important events from a practical point of view. The
actual short time forecasts of the occurzence of PCA's must be based upon

solar observations. Observations of a characteristic "U" shape in the i0 cm

microwave radiation from the sun has proven to be a highly effective indicator _

of pending large solar particle events at the earth with an advance warning of

1-2 hours. (Smart and Shea, 1979). Even if we know the energy spectrum and

spatial distribution of the proton fluxes, we cannot with certainty predict

the D-region effects, though Bakshi and Barron (1979) present formulae
predicting the absorption from characteristics of the solar radio burst. There

are also some gross empirical relationships relating absorption (Reid 1972)

and VLF phase (Westerlund et al 1969) to proton flux. There is a possibility

as found by Japenese work (Kikuch_ private communication) that the magnitude

and duration of SPE and geomagnetic storm effects on VLF (Omega signals) may
be estimated after the onset of the disturbance from the statistical charact-

eristic of propagation effects over several paths.

Prediction for solar flare condition holds promise. The basis for predic-

tion can be further improved by in situ measurements of electron density

covering more flare events, a few measurements on ion composition to provide
a check for theoretical models, and by experimental and theoretical work

oriented towards developing multlfrequency systems of SID monitoring to give

better quantitative information (Doherty, 1979; Deshpande et al., 1972).

Firmly established relations between solar phenomena and terrestrial

weather could also form a basis for future D-region predictions. Obviously,
there is a need for further research on the high latitude ionosphere. Until

[

a better physical understa_._Ing has been achieved, predictions ard 9orecasts
may be improved through semlempirical relations.
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ION PRODUCTION IN THE D-REGION

William Swider

Composition Branch (LKD)

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom AFB, MA. 01731

Ionization processes for the D-region are reviewed. Levels

of ionization range from the fairly steady rates pzoduced through

galactic cosmic rays to the large rates generated during solar

flares and associated geomagnetic storms. _ne normal quiescent

daytime D-region is ionized by solar UV radiation available be-

cause of certain "windows" and solar X rays, although this lat-

ter source is generally weak. Cosmic rays are in_ortant roughly

below 65 kin. At night, stellar x-ray sources may be important

along with precipitating electrons at high latitudes from the

quiet magnetosphere. Solar flares can result in ionization rates

due to X rays, electrons or nuclei which are greatly enhanced

over quiet conditions. Typical ionization production rates from

these various sources are illustrated.

1. Introduction

There are a number of diffe_'ent sources of D-region ionization. Tnese

sources can be highly variable and quite inhomogeneous with respect to both

space and time. Galactic cosmic rays are the steadiest component, having no

diurnal variation but some latitudinal variation. However, this source is

basically a minor one for the D-region except below about 65 km, where ic

becomes the prominent quiet source. The principal ionizatign agent for the

quiescent daytime D-region is still thought to be HLy-alpha radiation which

ionizes nitric oxide and has little variation with solar activity but, of

course, has an intensity which is dependent upon the local solar zenith _"

angl_ since it is absorbed by molecular oxygen with a unity optical depth

near 75 km for an overhead sun. A typical peak ion-pair production rate as

a result of HLyU + NO-._NO+ + e is of the order of 1 cm-3s -I, depending up.'n

the NO distribution itself, which appears to be subject to important changes

with latitude and/or season. Of somewhat less prominance, the ionization o_

02 (1 A) as a consequence of minor "windows" for EUV radiation, particularly

one at i_08_,^ produces 02 + ions and electrons in the D-region. Solar X rays

at i-i0 A provide a minor contribution to the ionization of the D-region :_

during low solar activity. However, at high solar activity they are com-
parable to HLy_+ NO _NO + + e as a source of ion-pairs. During solar flares,

X rays at these wavelengths may become the dominant D-region ionization

agent czeating an enhanced D-region over a period of roughly an h:_ur. Like

HLyU + NO, their focal influence depends upon the local solar zenith angle

since _ray absorption is Dy means of the principal atmospheric constit-

uents, 02 , N2 and A. At night, distant stellar objects are thought to be
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weak ionization mechanisms for low latitudes.

At high latitudes, precipitat.ng particles may cause substantial in-

creases in the D-region ionization production rates. Auroras may penetrate

into the upper D-region and solar proton event,. (polar cap _bsorption events)

enhance the entire D-region witJ_in the polar caps. These latter events

posses_ ionizatL_n production rates which are as much as four orders of mag-

nitude in excess of the quiet daytime £ates. Among the other ionization

agents in t/le D-region are a narrow electron drizzle band on the equatorward

side of the auroral ovals and relativistic electron precipitation events.

Bremsstrahlung radiation, generated in conjunction with precipitating el-

ectrons, may be important because even though this emission is generally

weak, it penetrates into the low D-region where there are few ionization
mechanisms.

2. Ionization by Galactic Cosmic Rays

Ionization of the D-region as a result of cosmic rays was introduced by

Nicolet (1958). Nicolet and Aiki_ (1960) observed that this ionization

source is important in the lower D-region, below about 65 km. There is ev-

idence (e.g., Bain et al., 1972) that a persistent minor layer exists near

this altitude which should be more prominent at low solar activity rather

than high solar activity and which should be more pronow_ced at high ratJler

than low latitudes, although precipitating particles at high latitudes may

obscure this _atter fact. The layer, not always evident, has been dubbed the

C-layer.

The behavior of the ionization created by galactic cosmic rays is very

different from t/]at generated by solar ionization sources. The galactic par-

ticles, mainly protons, are shielded somewhat more from the Earth during

high solar activity F.ince the solar interplanetary magnetic field is greater.

This i.-fluence is not too strong, however, leading only to abol,t a factor of

two difference in the ionization created during low, as opposed to high,

solar activity. More significant is the latitudinal control exerted on the

galactic cosmic rays by the terrestrial magnetic field. Thus, there is roughly

a factor of ten reduction in ionization starting from polar latitudes (Am

_60 °) to the magnetic equator ._m = 0. Below the "knee" (Im_60 °) in the

cosmic ray penetration ability, t/le cutoff rigidity fo_- cosmic rays increases

like cos4_m. However, this is only a rough picture since the "knee" has been

observed to disappear in one year, 1954, of low solar activity (Neher and

Anderson, ]962). Furthertsolar events can lead to temporary_ Forbush) de-

creases in the incoming galactic rays.

Empirical formulas for the ionization of the D-region by galactic c_)s-_Ls
= mic rays can be developed, as_most recently done by Heaps (1978) but the

simple tabtlation of Swider (1969) may still suffice for D-region ionization

purposes since at the altitudes of interest, the ionization rate due to

cosmic rays is p_oportioned to the atmospheric density with an ionization co-
efficient ,70 (s--).

Ionization coefficients may be extrapolated from the following table

roughly in terms of a sunspot number of 200 for high solar activity and a

number 3 for low solar activity.
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Table i. GALACTIC IONIZATION COEFFICIENT 10 TM x Jo(S -I) AS A FUNCTION OF

HIGII AND LOW SOLAR ACTIVITY FOR THE INDICATED GEOMAGNETIC LATITUDES

(SWTDER, lC,69)

Am° 0 I0 20 30 40 50 50 70 80 90

Jo (low) 3 3 4 6 9 14 19 21 22 22

Jo (high) 2 2 2 3 5 8 9 9 9 9

Energetic particles, be they X rays, electrons, protons or heavier nu-

clei, create one ion-pair for approximately every 35 eV absorbed in air.

Most of the ionization is actually produced by secondary electrons generated

in the absorption process. The ionization is essentially distributed in

proportion to the constituents present. Thus, Dalgarno (1967), noting a 4:1

ratio for N2:02 and adapting the same ratio for dissociative ionization,

obtained 0.64:0.16:0_16:0.04 for the relative ion formation rate q (N2 ):
q (N+) : q (02 +) : q(O ) with q (e) being their sum. A more detailed estimate_
since there are s_me differences in the cross sections for the various pro-

cesses as a function of the constituent (N2 or 02 ), has been given by Swider
(1969), 0.62:0.17:0.14:0.07. He has further concluded that since ionic re-

actions occur rapidly at D-region+altitudes, t/,ese relative ionic production
rates may be simplified to q ( 02 ):q (NO _) with a ratio of 9:1.

3. UV IONIZATION OF MINOR CONSTITUENTS

3.1 NO Ionization

By chance, the strong solar hydrogen Lyman-alpha emission line at 1216_

coincides with a UV absorption "window" in the atmosphere. T_s radiation is

absorbed only by molecular oxygen with a cross section of I0-zu cm2. Unity

optical depth, [O2]H 10-20 = i, occurs at approximately 75 km for an over-

head sun, solar zenith angle X = O, where 02 is the molecular oxygen con-

centration in cm-3 and H is t/le scale height of this constituent in cm. The

scale height at D-region altitudes is basically the sara= fo_ all major gas

species since the atmosphere is well mixed at these levels. The ionization

coefficient (s-1) is a maximum at unity optical depth.

Nicolet (1945) was first to point out that HLy_ radiation (10.2eV)

could ionize any NO present in the D-region since this constituent has an

ionization potential of 9.27 eVin contrast to 02 and N2 which have ioni-

zation potentials of 12.06 and 15.58 eV, r_spectively. Although it is one

of the oldest ideas extant concerning the source of the D-region, HLye +

NO +NO + + e is sti]l currently believed to be the major ioni.-atign mechanism

of the quiesce|,t daytime D-region,

where Ch(X, X ) is the Chapman function which equates to sec X for k ,_ 75°

with D-3:egion -_cale heights (Swider, 1964), the parameter X being a function

of H aud disl-ance from the Earth's center. The ionization coefficient,

6 x 10-.7 s''_, is th,: product of the ionization cross section for NO at

1216_, _ x 10-18 cm 2, and the nominal line intensity, 3 x l0 II photons/cm2-s.

There i_ little ch_/_ge in the intensity with solar activity. Swider (1969)
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suggested (_-5)__ i0II cm-2 s-I and more recently Nicolet (1978) gave
(2-4) x i0 cm s-I for the variation in the photon intensity of this line

with solar activity.

Tne largest uncertainty in the ionization production rate computed from

equation (I) arises from our uncertainty in the nitric oxide concentration,

[t_D]. This gas apparently increases with latitude and solar activity

(Swider, 1978) in the lower thermosphere. The relationship with solar act-

ivity is shown in Figure 1 as based upon [NO] profiles derived by Swider

(1978) from ion composition data excluding high latitude winter results.

Golshan and Sechrist (1975) have reported a smiliar behavior for peak [NO]

derived in their study of E-region ion composition data. Less information is

known concerning [NO] at key D-region altitudes 65-85 km. Swider (1972) has

demonstrated that a D-region ,nixing ratio of 10-8 for [NO]/ [M], where[M]is
the total atmospheric gas concentration, will yield an electron distribution

equal or greater to five typical [e] profiles measured by Mechtly and Smith

(1968). Certainly, a better knowledge of [NO] is critical to any model of
the quiet daytime D-region world-wide.

I I 1 I 1 II1| I I I I I I I1_ 1 I I 1 I 1 1.,

. e9S km " +1

1 el

. 0 lOS km
- !"

i :09

o .

108 • • ..

i
10 7

1 10 100

SUNSPOT NUMBER

Figure I. THE VARIATION OF NITRIC OXIDE WITH SOLAR ACTIVITY
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Enhancements of nitric oxide at high latitudes inwinter, perhaps as a

result of transpo-t effects, may be a, if not the, cause of the phenomenon

called "winter anomaly." Certainly, there is evidence that NO is indeed_en-

hanced in the winter D-region (e.g., Swider, 1978). This gas is apparently

enhanced at auroral latitudes as a result of auroral electron precipitation

and the subsequent chemical interactions (Rusch and Barth, 1975; Swider and

Narcisi, 1977) .

Solar HLy_ radiation undergoes multiple scattering as a result of the

hydrogen in the terrestrial atmosphere. Models for this scattering effect

have been developed out to 12 Earth radii (Meier and Mange, 1973). me

scattered radiation is insignificant in the daytime as compared to the

direct radiation but may make come contribution at night. Strobel et al.

(1974) have modelled the scattered HLye photon intensity in terms of solar

zenith angles from 90 to 180 ° . However, they stress that their model is not

accurate belew ii0 km, being based upon an extrapolation of observations ob-

tained with rocket-borne instruments. At 80 km for X = 90o, they give an

effective scattered HLye intensity of 3 x 109 cm-2 s-I. This value is about

1 per cent of the daytim= direct flux value at X = 30o. The scattered flux

decreases with increasing X.

3.2 02 (i Ag) Ionization

Tne discovery of significant concentrations of 02 (IA g) at D-region

altitudes by Evans et al. (1968) prompted Hunten and McElroy (1968) to pos-

tulate 02 + formation by the ionization of this metastable constituent by UV

continuum radiation at i027-ii18_, the longer wavelength being the threshold

value for 02 (IAg)ionization, the shorter wavelength being the threshold

value for the ionization of 02 in its grcund state. In particular, about

50 per cent of the 02 (_) ionization results from a Si III muitiplet which

lies at the deepest window in this region at Ii08_ (Paulsen et al. (1972).

However, Hunten and McElroy (1968) omitted CO2 absorption in this region

which is important even though [CO2] / [M]_ 3 x 10-4 , where [M]is the
total gas particle concentration. The most accurate expression for the

ionization of 02 (i Ag) is that given by Paulsen et al. (1972) who averaged
over 75 wavelength intervals and 9 solar lines. Their formula is

q -- x (x,4
+ 2.614 x 10 -9 exp (-8.508 x 10 -20 [02] HCh (X,X))} (2)

AS in the case for q (NO+), formula (I){ ionization of NO by HLy_), the

knowledge of the concentration of the ionizable constituent, in this case

02 (I_) , is crucial to the calculation. The distribution of this gas

component, which has a one-hour radiative lifetime, is not well known yet as

a function of season_ latitude and/or solar _ctivity. THUS, in 9eneral,
while q (02+)< q (NO), there may be occasions when 02 (lAg) is enhanced

thereby resulting in q (02+ ) > q (NO+). It should be_realized that above

about 80 kn_, 02 (lAg) is formed principally from 2to]+ M + 02 (IA,) + M and

(,.lewellyn and Solheim )Ohm-HD-_D2(iAg)+H. _%e distribution of atomic _x-Jgen is

dependent upon both transport and photochemistry. Enhancements of 02 (i_)

6O3
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might be another factor contributing to the "winter anomaly" condition.

_,ere is information that both the 02 (idg) and the NO concentrations were
increased over normal conditions during recent winter anomaly observations

over Europe (Offermann, 1978).

4. X-RAY IONIZATION

4.1 Non-flare Solar X rays

A number of workers (Nicolet and Aikin, 1960, Culhane et al., 1964;

Poppoff et al., 1964) have summarized the behavior of solar X rays in the

1-109 wavelength interval which create ionizat3.on in the D-region. Swider

(1969), for _xam_le, has subdivided the Don-fl_re solar x-ray s_ectrum into
three groups with total energy fluxes below 8_ of 10-3 , 9 x i0- and

8.2 x 10-6 erg cm-2 s-I. Satellite observations (Kreplin et al., 1962) re-

veal that a sudden ionospheric disturbance (SID) occurs whenever the energy
flux below 8_ exceeds 2 x 10-3 erg cm- s-1. Ionization production rates

for the 58_ •x-ray energy flux levels mentioned above are numerlcally tab-

ulated by Swider (1969), who also lists all the appropriate x-ray cross

sections, for various solar zenith angles and selected D-region altitudes.

With increasing solar activity, X rays become comparable to HLyu + NO as

an ionization source.

Ionization rates as a result of X rays are compared in Figure 2 to

q (NO +) and q (O2+)for a solar zenith angle of 45°. Ion-pair production

rates resulting from galactic cosmic rays at 50° geomagnetic latitude are

depicled also. Values for q (O2-) are taken from Paulsen et al. (1972).
Ionization rates q (NO+), equation (I), were computed on the basis of the

nitric oxide concentrations measured by Baker et al. _!977) which, inciden-
tally, result in [NO_/[M] mixing ratios of about i0- . Although their ob-
servations of the NO gamma b_nds yield nitric oxide concentrations which are

somewhat on the low side of most such measurements, these [NO] values are

not at all unreasonable when compared to ionospheric evidence (Swlder, 1972;
1978).

Tne results depicted in Figure 2 illustrate that solar X rays for very

quiet and quiet conditions may be ignored. It is only with barely quiet

conditions _%at X rays are seen to be comparable with other ionization

sources,and even then we must remember that the [NO] profile adopted for

q (NO +) is smaller than most workers have assumed in recent years for D-

region studies. This conclusion is compatible with a study by Triska and

Lastovicka (1970) involving a comparison of SOLRAD 9 X-ray data and radio

absorption data by the A3 method recorded at Pansk_ Ves Observatory. They

estimated that there was no 1-8_ xoray congrollupon D-region absorption if
the total energy was less than 10-3 erg cm- s- . Som_ influence was evi-

dent if the energy flux was in the range l-5x10 "3 er9 cm-2 s-I whe_ for a
value exceeding about 10-2 erg cm -2 s'-, the radio absorption was controlled

by X rays. These effects, reasonably enc,_gh, were apparently ind_ndent of
the solar zenith angle except perhaps for ,_ry large _ As An the case for

all high energy (_ i00 eV) photons or part/_es which loe_ energy in the
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Figure 2. NON-FLARE X RAY IONIZATION RATES COMPARED TO OTHER IONIZATION _'l_S

D-region, the total column number of ion-pairs formed cm-2 s -1 is the total

incoming energy cm -2 s-I divided by 35 eV with the ionic production rate

effectively distributed as 90% O2+ions and 10% NO + ions as we have noted
already in the section on galactic rays.

4.2 Solar X Ray Flares

The brightening of the Sun during its various eruptions can lead to

substantial increases in the solar x-ray output so that X rays become the

dominant D-region ionization source. Tne _ean duration of an x-ray flare

event is about a half-hour. The effect on the ionosphere is to therefore

generate an SID on this time-scale in the sunlit hemisphere.

The burst component of the solar x-ray flux at 2-12_ was analyzed by

Drake (1971) for the period July 1966 to September 1968. The data were

obtained with the Explorer 33 and 35 satellites. Some 4028 burst peaks

were identified in this time frame, about half of which were suitable
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for various statistical studies. Drake (1971) found that the most common

rise time was 4 m, whereas the most common decay time was 10-13 m with the

most common duration for an event being 16 m. Furthermore, he has provided

various formulas for differential rise time, differential flux time, in-

tegral values, etc. The common times should ke distinguished from the mean

rise, decay and total duration times which appear to be more like 8, 20, and

30 minutes, respectively. These "soft" x-ray (2-12_) portions of solar

bursts/flares are related to the "slow" components of the overall solar event

(Donnelly, 1976). Numerous other studies of solar x-ray flare spectrums

exist. We only mention the work of Deshpande and Mitra (1972) who considered

9 events observed on OGO-4 and SOLRAD-9 becluse 5 other related papers were

written concerning these flares and their effects on the D-region by one or

the other, or both, of these authors. Most of these papers appear in the

same journal issue as the work cited.

Since the cross sections for x-ray absorption are well-known (e.g.

Swider, 1969), ionization models pertaining to the soft component of solar

bursts may be easily determined if the temp3ral behavior of the X rays and

their intensity are known from satellite observations or other means. Shim-

abukuro (1970), for example, has ascertained good temporal correlation be-

tween 3.3 mm and soft x-ray bursts. Solar flares will impact only upon the

sunlit hemisphere of the earth, furthermore, their influence will wane the

greater the solar zenith angle. Finally, it should be reemphasized that

solar flares contribute to D-region ionizatio_ when the total energy flux
exceeds about 2 x i0 - erg cm-2 s-I for I _;8A (Kreplin et al., 1962).

4.3 Stellar X Ray Sources

Over the last decade, numerous authors have discussed whether or not

certain celestial objects including Sco X--I, the strongest x-ray source in

the Southern Hemisphere, Tau XR-I, Cen XR-2 and Cen XR-4 contribute to D-

region ionization. Svennesson et al. (1972) determined that there were some

stellar source effects upon long nighttime VLF paths. Although there

appears to be much conflicting evidence, Baird and Francey (1972) suggest

that the acceptance of the dominance of electzon precipitation over celestial

X rays for L _>2 would remove most of these conflicts. They have noticed

that all of the positive reports by Svennesson et al. (1972) are in con-

junction with VLF paths with mid points at L.< 1.7. We might further add in

support of this premise that galactic cosmic ray ionization becomes more im-

portant with increasing latitude a_%d ['NO3 increases with latitude making its

nighttime ionization by scattered HL_more significant wit/l higher lati-
tudes.

Karszenbaum and Gagliardini (1975) illus,_rate that while X rays from

Tau XR-I are not a significant ionization source, those from Sco X-I exceed

the galactic cosmic ray source for _ = 0° but not for _ = 55° where _ is

the terrestrial geomagnetic latitude. However, we caution that their ion-

ization rates all appear to be on the high side (cf. Chilton and Crary,

1971). If Sco X-I is subject to flares, the contribution of this ionization

source to the D-region can be significant even for daytime conditions. How-

evez', Sastri and Murthy (1975) found the evidence to be inconclusiv_ in

investigating the effect of one Sco X-I flare event upon the daytime D-region.

6O6
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A not uninteresting facet of these studies is the conclusion of Sven-

nesson et al. (1972) that NO < 107 cm-3 at 80 km since a higher value like

3 x 107 cm-3 precludes a role for Sco XR-I as a D-region ionization source.

This low concentration is in harmony with the experimental [NO]profile of
Baker et al. (1977) which was obtained by means of NO gamma band measurements

and which was used in computing q (NO +) in Figure 2, and it is in harmony

with the [NO] profiles deduced by Swider (1978) from ionic composition data.

5. IONIZATION BY ENERGETIC PARTICLES

5.1 Ionization generated by solar protons and alpha particles

Energetic nuclei are ejected from the sun during solar flares char-

acterized by type IV radio bursts having a U-shaped spectrum (Castelli et

al., 1967; O'Brien, 1970; McCracken and Rao, 1970).These particles are

mainly protons, but alpha particles are equally abundant sometimes (Biswas

and Fichtel, 1965). Especially in the early phases of an event energetic

electrons are likely to be important also (Hakura, 1965). If the earth lies

in the pat_, of these energetic particles, and if these pazticles are suf-

ficient in number, a polar cap absorption event (PCA) occurs. (The terms

solar proton event (SPE) and solar cosmic ray event (SCR) are dlso used.}

There were 48 principal PCAs during the period 1952 to 1963 (Bailey, 1964;

compare McDonald, 1963), based on 2.5-dB 30-MHz absorption at Fort Churchill,

Canada. Zmuda and Potemra (1972) list 30 events of 1.0 dB absorption or

greater for the four years 1965-1969. The number of events for this period

is reduced to 14 if a 2.5 dB c_'iterion is adopted. Smart and Shea (1971)

have devised a classification system for solar proton events. They relate

30-MHz riometer absorption measurements to satellite observations of the

quantity of protons with kinetic energies above i0 MeV.

Solar cosmic rays generally have much lower kinetic energies than their

galactic ray counterparts. They deposit the bulk of their energy in the D-

region and/or upper stratosphere. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship

between the penetration depth of vertically incident protons, alpha particles

(helium nuclei) and electrons as a function of their initial kinetic energy.

The distribution of protons or alpha particles is most commwJnly fitted by an

exponential rigidity spectrum or a _wer law spectrum in energy. Ionization

rates have been computed by numerous researchers (e.g. Bailey, 1959; Reid,

1961; _reier and Webber, ]962; Adams and Masley, 1966). Most recently,

Swider (1977) has illustrated electron-ion pair production rates qenerated by

protons and alpha particles for both types of _tiatributions frith selected

typical values of rigidity or appropriate powers of energy. Here, we il-

lustrate (Figure 4) only the ion-pair production rates determined for the

moderate SPE of 2-5 November 1969 and the intense SPE of 2-11 Augl,st 1972.

These ionization rates are far in excess of those for quiet conditions

(Figure 2) and represent the largest possible D-reg%on ionixation rates ex-

clusive of nuclear bursts. Velinov (1970) has derived general expressions

for SPE conditions. Duback and Barker (1971) claim to have simplified his

formulas, but this is disputed by Velinov (1974).
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Since solar cosmic rays are less energetic or "rigid" than galactic

cosmic rays, the influe_ice of the terrestrial magnetic field is more per-

vasive. _hus, while solar cosmic rays essentially enter the polar regions

unhindered, they are rapidly cut off with decreasing geomagnetic latitude

below th.Ls region. In general, the low energy cutoff tends to decrease at

a given geomagnetic latitude during an SPE for latitudes as low as 55° ccz--

rected geomagnetic latitude wit/_ 65° being more normal (Hakura, 1965). As

the intensity of the precipitating particles dimi_hes, the c1_toff latitude

recedes towards its pole with a slightly stronger recovery by day as com-

pared to night (Leinback, 1967; _._ulikas et al., 1968; Imhof et al., 1971).

The typical SPE has a duration of several days. _'

5.2 Ionization Generated by Energetic Electzons

The contribution of energetic electrons to ionization production in _he ,i;

D-region is one of the most difficult _ubjects to asses_ since the tempora ! ,. _
and spatial behavior of these energetic particles is so e_ratic and _h_ -_

difficult to elucidate. As we have alzeady noted, energetic electccO_ _,:.
be important in the first few hours of an SPE (Hakura, 1965). _'

J
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Auroral precipitation is generally confined to E-region altitudes.

Calculations for the ionization created by the absorption of energetic el-

ectrons into U%e auroral E-region have been performed by a n_ber o_ re-

searchers (e.g. Rees, 1969; Berger et al., 1970; Strickland et all., 1976).

b-region ionization is achieved only if the aurora involves electrons with

kinetic energy in excess of about 20 keV (Figure 3) thus giving rise to an

auroral absorption (AA) event.

Electron precipitation into the D-region also occurs which is not con-

nected with visible auroras or SPE's. Whalen et all. (1971) have delineated

a zone just equatorward of the auroral oval which contains a persistent, if

weak, "drizzle" of energetic electrons into the D-region. Gough and Collin

(1973) have concluded that at South Uist (L = 3.5), energetic electrons are

the dominant nighttime ionization source in the D-leglon 15 + I0 per cent

of the time during solar minimum and 35 _+ 2 per cent of the time during solar

IO0 ' ' ' '''"I ' '' '''"I ' '' '''"I ' '' '''"1969
SPE ;: NOV 6 AUG 5 AUG 4 AUG 5 AUG21 I0 nc_x,¢

8=,, ,.,.,.,. 0306 1508 1254

90 - 4 NOV 3NOV "\ 66* 69* 80* 91* -

2130 1855486"
I I
I I I

80- I I I
I t I
I I t 1972
I I %

._ I t SPE70 _ I__ i

,, ! /

/ ','/
50 -

S'

40 -

I

 O,o' ' ";;, ' ' ' '"'";oo
ION-PAIR PRODUCTION RATE (cr_36 _)
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maxlmu_o Significant enhancements in the ionization rates of the mid-

latitude (L_2-4) D-region may occur during _d especially followlng mag-

netic storms as discussed by Larsen et al. (1976) in conjunction with partial
reflection data at Ottawa, Canada (L = 3.6) and satellite data conr_rning

preclpitat;ng electrons. Wratt (1976) has found that such electrons a_soc-
iated with the storm effects of the August 1972 SPE resultsd An unusually

hi_ daytime _e_ in the lower D-region at _Iristchurch, New Zeala_.d (L = 2.6).

These geomagnetic storm related enlargemen_-s of the D-region often attain a
maximum effect 2-4 days after storm onset and may last up to ten days accord-

ing to work cited by Wratt (1976), the effects being observed in VLF, LF and

MF radio wave phase measurements and in absorption measurements for MF and

HF waves. The overall picture concerning particle precipitation at low and
middle latitudes have been reviewed by Paulikas (1975). In his discussion

of the South Atlantic anomaly he concluded that the aeronomlu effects of

particle precipitation were not well established and _omewhat controversial.
However, it appears that definite changes are observed in the D-region during

or after large magnetic storms. _

Other sporadic ionization associated w_th electrons is that resulting

from REP (relativistic electron precipitation) events. _hey may occur as
often as 10 per cent of the time (Thorne, 1977). Generally, these events

are restricted to sub-auroral latitudes, 4 <L <8. Much work remains to be
done on the statistics of their occurrences.

5.3 Ionization Generated by Bremsstrahl_g

Loss of energy by the bremmsstrashlung process is signifXcant for par-
ticles when they reach relativistic energies. _hus, this x-ray ionization

source must be considered during REP events (_horne, 197/) . However. even

for auroral electrons, some bremsstrashlung will be creat'_d and it may be a

significant D-region ionization source at times only becau_e such re_]iation

_netrates to low D-region altitudes where other ionization _ources are

weak. Kamiyama (1967), for example, computed maximum impact ionization

rat_s f_r a 2H x i0 7cm-2 sec -I l,_noenergeti_ ele_tro_ flux of 1.7 x 103
cm- s- at i16 km (E = i0 koV) and 2.3 x l0_ cm- _---near 88 km (E = 10_

keV) with concurrent maximum bremsstrahlung ionization rates of 3.6 w I0 -
cm-3 s-1 near 97 km (E = 10 keV) and 1.9 x 1_1 cm- s-I _ear 45 km (E

100 keY). An example of a bremsstrahung ionization production rate dis-

tribution is shown, in Figure 5with other ionization results taken from a

paper by Reagan (1977).

6. SUMMARY

We have seen that there ks a number of D-reglon ionization sources, •

several of which are quite variable. Ion_zatlon b_ galactic cosmic raya in

the D-region is fairly simple to determine but care must be taken with res-

pect to the latitude of interest. The UV ionization of NO and 02 (l&g) J.s
easy to compute but these constit_mnts themselves are subject to change

which are not well documented. X ray absorption cross sections are well
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Figure 5. SELECTED ELECTRON-INDUCED IONI?_TION FATES (REAGAN, 1977) COM-
PARED WITH COSMIC RAY RATES

establ/shud but solar x-ray intenuities can vary appreciably, similarly,
while electron and proton _sorption cross sections for air aze known, the

ionization associated with _uch particles w_en ejected from the sun or when

precipitated by perturbations of the terrestrial magnetic field require a

real-tima flux measurement system like SELDADS (Williams, 1976; if the im-

pact of enezgetic particles upon the D-region are to be prope-';y assessed.

The effect of nighttime sources like celestial X rays ar,d scattered HLyO
radiation can be rou_17 estimated.
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EFFECTS OF D-REGION IONIZ$,TIO_:ION RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION

T R Larsen

Norwegian Defence Research Establishment

N-2007 KJELLER, Norway

The effects of anomalous D-region ionization upon radio wave

propagation are described for the main types of disturbances: Sudden

ionospheric disturbances, relativistic electron events, magnetic
storms, auroral disturbances, polar cap events and stratospheric

warmings. Examples of radio rave characteristics for such conditions
are given for the frequencies between the extremely low (3-B000 Hz)

and high (3-30 MHz) frequency domains. Statistics on the disturbance

effects and radio wave data are given in order to contribute towards

the evaluation of possibilities for predicting the rs.dioeffects.

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this review is to survey the various effects that D-region

ionization has on radio wave propagation. In this context the ionospheric D-

region is defined as that part of the earth's ionized atmosphere below 90 km

which exercises influence upon the propagation characteristics. In practice

this region extends down to 50-60km, but may be as !cm as i_0km during the
most severe disturbances in the polar areas. The socalled ionospheric C-layer

around 65 km is thus included in our considerations, t

It _s assumed that only the abnormal ionization uffects are of inteTest

in this context. The normal D-region ionization and the propagation modes it
sustains are therefore not considered here.

Except for brief mention of absorption of H_ cosmic noise only propaga-

tion within the earth-ionosphere _,'aveguideis treated. Transionospheric pro-
pagation of man-made signals falls outsi8 the scope cf this article. Further-
more, since only effects resulting from natural distu_%_Lces are of concern

here, no references will be g_ven to effects from the _o_ospherlc heating

experiments using powerful radio wave ,,raxLsmitters,tar :,fhigh-altitude nu-
clear explosions,

In Table 1.1 is listed _he radio frequency domains, their p_'opagation ,i

modes ana primary uses which will be discus: ed (the _:_ i_ _fter Davies

(1978a), only extended to the ELF region).

A recen_ oveTview of the problem of fore::_stin_ t]_e_o, :_pheric para-

meters of interest to radio propagation is given by I?avies ('I;_ab). The AGARD

Conference preprint from the S_mposium o" "0_raticn;_l mad.ell/ng of the aero-

space propagation environment" (ACARD-CPP-238, 1978) contains valuable contri-
<
:.
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Table i.i THE RADIO SPECTRUM AFFECTED BY ANOMALOUS D-REGION IONIZATION

NAME FREQUENCY FRIMARY PROPAGATION PRIMARY USES
RANGE MODES

Extremely Low Zero order mode (TEM) Communication
Frequency (ELF) 3-3000 Hz (Waveguide between

ground and lower

ionosphere )

Very Low Waveguide and Navigation, Communi-

Frequency (VLF) 3-30 kHz ground wave cations, Standard

Frequency and Time

Low Frequency Waveguide and Ground Maritime, Loran C,
(LF) 30-300 kHz Wave Broadcasting

Medium Frequency E-Region Reflection Maritime Aeronau_icsl, :

(MF) 300-3000 kHz (Night) and Ground International Di,t- ;

Wave ress, AM Broadcast-

ing, Maritime and
L_,d Mobile

High Frequency Reflection from E- Maritime and Aero-

(HF) 3-30 MH'- and F-Regions nautical Fixed Ser-

vices, Broadcasting,
Amateurs, Citizens

Very High Line of Sight, Scatter Television, FM Broad-

Frequency (VHF) 30-300 MHz from Ionospheric casting, }h_blic

Irregularities, Es Safety, Mobile,
Aeronaut ical

butions. The proceedings edited by Agy (1970) on "Ionospheric for_castlng'" can
also be recommended (AGARD-CP-49, 1970). Rawer (1975) has discussed the histo-

rical developments in relation to HF forecasting.

l.l Variations in the reflectin_ and absorbing properties of the D-region

The most important parametey of the D-region in changing its reflecting

and absorbing properties is the free electron density (Ne) with its time- and

spatial va1'iations. The underlying causes for these changes maybe very com-
, plex, e.g. due to variations in D-region composition or chemistry, or due to

changes _n the ionizing agents (_eagan 1977). (The reader is also referred to

the papers in this i_sue by Arnold and Swider, respectively for a discussion

, of these phenomena.) The regular diurna_ and seasonal variation of Ne will not :

be treated in _epth here, but some considerations will be devoted to variations <
with the s_lar cycle.

The h_ight regions bet_een say 60 and 90 km are normall_ only lightly_
ionized: the el_ctron density increases from around i0 to i0_ electrons/cm _
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over this heiEht interval (Belrose 1969, Gregory & Manson 1970, Beynon &

Williams 1976). Whereas the Ne v_riations at equator and out to 20-45 ° lati-
tude are primarily under solar control, at greater latitudes irreF'Jar varia-

tions become more and more important. The data provided by Torkar (1977)
underline this last point, cf Figure 1.1 which shows a collection o_ electron

density profiles observed during 1968-76 using rocket experiments from t_e

closely situated And_ya and Kiruna Rocket Ranges (-69°N) in Northern Scs_,dz-

navia (profiles F43/44 are for a low latitude statioL,, 37°N). Even though both

day- and nighttime profiles are represented, the figure nevertheless illu-

strates the large ranges in Ne variations that are to be expected for a
.: northern latitude location (see also e.g. Belikovich et al 1975, Zelenkova

19TG).
Similarly, there are spatial and temporal changes in the Ne concentrations

also at lower latitudes, q_is can be inferred in a striking way from the

satellite data of precipitating energetic electrons (>160 kev) published by

Imhof et al (1976), see Figure 1.2. These profiles of precipitating fluxes vs

latitude illustrate both time spatial variations. Such electrons precipita-

tion which will ionize the atmosphere below 75-80 km even equatorwards of the

L-shell, L = 4, often dominate over other ionizing agents (see review by
PaulJkas 1975 ).

150 ........ , ....... _ ........ , - ....... , ........

--_ 110°

Q
i.-
,.I

_p4 •

70

,0' ,03 ,o4 ,0s i
ELECTRONDENSITY (cm"3)

After Torkar (1977)

Figure i,i ELECTRON DENSITY PROFILES OBSERVED DURING 1968-76 USING ROCKET ':

MEASUREMENTS (TORKAR 1977). _
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Figure 1.2 FLUXES OF PRECIPITATING ELECTRONS (>160 keY) AS MEASURED ON CSN-
SEQUTIVE PASSES BY TWO POLAR ORBITING SATELLITES (IMHOF ET AL 1976). PRE,_IPI-

TATII_G FLUXES ARE HIGHER OVER -'HEUS THAN OVER EUROPE. PASSES L AND 5 AR "]I-

MULTANEOUS WITH PASSES A AND B, RESPECTIVELY. BOTH TIME A_D SPAC_ V_RI<T [S
ARk INFERRED FROM THESE AND OTHER SIMILAR D_TA.

From such data one must conclude that the ionosphere exhibits significant

time- and spatial variation in the Ne concentrations at all D-region heights.
It is probably realistic to also conclude that a comprehensive global and

real-time monitoring system of such variations having the necessary capabili-

ty to "report" the detailed complexities of the ionized atmosphere will not

be forthcomin£. In the foreseeable future less than optimum solutions ".,_llbe

sought, providing real time coverage of limited areas, statistical models, or

forecasts to operators of radio wave systems.
The D-zegion reflects VLF and LF waves from levels around 65-75 km at

daytime e_d 80-90 km during night. For higher frequencies, above say 1 MHz,

which _re reflected from the E- or F-layers, the D-region will act mainly as
an absorbing med'um. For the principal polarization at these frequencies (f)

the absorption in the case of quasi-longitudinal _rcpagation is proportional ,.
to:

e

(f+fL12

where fL is the Longitudinal component of the gyrofrequency, and v the col-
li_,ion frequency. At lower frequencies (2_(f+fL)<< _) absorption is expected
to vary like: Ne,/_.
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At ELF frequencies, especially during nighttime, an appreciable contri-

bution to the wavu fzeld comes from levels above the D-region (Booker &

Lefeuvre 1977, Barr 1977, Imhof et al 1976, 1977).

There are several approaches to the problem of deducing the electron den-

sity _rofile from radio propagation data (cf. eg.: Bain & May 1967), but this

is a complicated subject which will not be discussed.

2. SUDDEN IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES (SIDs)

In the context of this article the interesting effects of solar flares

are tb_ solar X-rays (SXR) and the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) emissions which

cause disturbances in the lower ionosphere at heights above 60-70 km on the
sunlit hemisphere. Emission of energetic particles from flareu wzll be dis-

cussed in section 5. _le X-ray fluxes in the 1-8 A band can increase by seve-

, ral orders of magnitude, whereas the EUV variation is less than a few per cent

during a flare. The emissions cause enhanced ionization at DLregion heights

and may change the ion chemistry (Jones 1967, Rowe eb al 1970, Montbriand &

Belrose 1972, Desphande & Mitra 1972, Lastovzcka & Smilauer 1973, Mitra !97h,

Belikovich et al 1977). The direct ionization rates depend critically l_on

the X-ray intensities and their spectral distribution (see article by Swider

in 5his volume on production rates). An example of changes in tne free elec-
Zron content at D-region heights during a flare is illustrated in Figure 2.1

(Rowe et al 1970). Note that the ionization changes are different both in
magnitude and time history at the different levels.

|04 '* ! | I I I I I I I

21 0CT.68

70 Km
@

lot ,,e..-_ • ,0'_..L. oo .:/

500

@

Figur_ 2.1 ELECTRON DENSITY VARIA-
TIONS AT THREF D-REGION HEIGHTS OB-

tOO1 I ! - _ , , , , -L'_']_ SERVED BY TH} ,AVE INTERACTIOI_ TECH-
!700 1750 _8_0

NIQUE DURING T;,E_TD OF OCTOBER 21,
TiME (U.T.} 1968 (RO!rEET AL 1970).
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New satellites with enhanced capabilities to measure the detailed energy

spectra of solar X-rays have greatly increased the possibilities of predicting

the direct tffects upcn the atmosphere, and in almost rcol time (Donnelly

1976, Rothmuller 1978). Jor accurate prediction of the effects on the radio

wave propagation better knowledge of the D-region ion chemistry and the elec-
tron loss rates is necessa17, as well as more accurate information on the

neutral atmosphere (e.g. density, temperature and composition). At low heights,

<70 km, Thrane (1978) concludes that only the gross effects of X-ray flares can

be predicted due to uncertainties in the ion chemistry.
The effects of solar X-rays and EUV in the atmosphere are generally de-

note_ by the term sudden ionospheric disturbances (SIDs). The monograph by

Mitra (1974) on "Ionospheric Effects of Solar Flares" gives a thorough treat-

ment of SIDs, and is highly recommended for an in-depth discussion of these

phenomena, The book also provides a valuable bibliography for this purpose.

There are several aspects of SIDs and Table 2.1 lists the more important

effects from a radiopropagation point of view. The approximate frequency bands
effected are also listed, as are the recommended acronyms (Mitra 1974) for the
disturbances.

Table 2.1 EXAMPLES OF DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF SIDs

PHENOMENON FREQUENCY BANDS
INVOLVED

Sudden Decrease of Atmospherics (SDA)
ELF, VLF, LF

Sudden Enhancement of Atmospherics (SEA)

Sudden Field Anomaly (SYA) VLF, LF

Sudden Phase Anomaly (_T_: VLF, LF

Sudden Frequency Deviation _FD) H_

Shot"t-wave Fadeout (SWF) HF, Lower VHF

Sudden Cosmic Noise Absorption (SCNA) HF, Lower VHF

Sudden Increase in Total Electron Content (SiTEC) V_

Most of the 1_crease in total electron content during a flare takes place

above the D-reglon and this phencmenon is therefore not con_3idered further.

i The sudden frequency deviations at HF also occur at heights above -lO0 km
(Donnelly 1968).
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2.1 Sudden increase/decre_ ;e of atmospherics

It has been known for many decades that t e field intensity of atmus-

pherics changes during a solar flare. Depending upon the investlgat_ng fre- ._

quency increases or decreases in intensity may be observed. Enhancement of
atmospherics (SEA) occurs approxim_-_ely bet_:een l0 arid75 kHz, the latter

frequency being dependent upon angle of incidence (Sao et el 1970, Mitre 197_)

of the waves. At ELF frequencie._, below -1 kHz enhancement also occurs, whereas t

between 1 and lO kHz a signal @_._:rease(SDA) is expected and observed (Sao et
al 1970, Triska & Lastovicka 1972, Lastovicka 1977). Results for -300 SEAs

are reported by Leroy (1978, this issue).

2.2 Sudden field and phase anomalies _,

When one discusses variations of stable man-made VI,F and LF radio trans-

missions during a flare, changes in amplitude are denoted by SFA (sudden

field anomaly) whereas sudden phase anomalies are called SPAs. These phenomena

are discussed by e.g. Chilton et al (1965), Burgess & Jones (1967), Yamashita

(196-_),%akai et al (1973), Sen_upta (1974), and Kaufmann & _iazza (1978).

The detailed effects of SIDe upon VLF and LF phase and amplitude depend ,,,
upon a number of parameters in addition to the time- an i energy characteris- _"
tics of the SXR emission itself and the D-region _.hemist_,: frequency of VLF

waves, path characteristics and propagation distance, solar illumination over

the path and season. For specific paths an'dwave frequencies, how_:ver, e_:tima-

tion of the average SXR induced variations should be possible. With real-time

modelling of the soSar X-ray fluxes (Rothmuller 1978, Argo & Roihmuller 1978,

this issue) even b_tter results shoula be po'_entially available_ Figure 2.2

illustrate, however, the complexities of predicting the various SID effects

(Rose et al 1971). The phase and amplitude changes at five frequc-,cies Sn the

21"-32i,Hz band over two paths of slightly different path lengts alon<_ a common

great c"rcle trajectory are intricate and exhibit presence of mu_ti-=ode p:'c-

pagation effects. Note c._. the amplitude variatio_ at 31 kHz - _be changes J
_&R FLJIbE VLF_PUTUOE EFFEC1S _.-t_ARF_ARE ¥LF F_4ASIEEFFECI$

I11JUL¥'I2JUt,YI_IF_] Ill JULY- t2JULYIgitll

•_ kmPATI_LENGTH ISOGT I,JUtlm PAIHLI'NGTN _1_' _u_14tTHt.ENC,T_ 2{10 T _k,&LE kl_E..km_H _EI_TN

°t=" "°- 4I_ t_/ll_g_'EO I0 u'_ _ -"

kh I:t k® o,o® .

I._,oLJ',|-_--n,,, _ "'°Z "= 2_2.,., I _"I<1,__ _ - "-_ .,o
!,o h,,-,_i...... %0 _ , :

I_00 II00 _ ll00 _ 02(, q_OO UN*VERSALII4_ Ili_ _ I_00 1100 .X_ 0_'90_ till 100 l_) 129__00 01_ JNrv£_ I_4L _ '_0__0 I_0 _ 0_ r_

Figure 2." _OL_R FLARE E_FECTS OBSERVED ON ll-12 JULY ]368 ON THE _MPLITUDE

AN'.)P_%SE A'I 5 FREQUENCISS BETWEEN 21-32 kHz FOR TWO TRANSMISSION "PATHS (ROSE
ET AL 1971).
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have opposite sense due to mode m{xing. Cf. also Chakravarty & Ramanata1_ (1972)

and Apostolov (1975).

Detailed information on the SXR emissions are requiled to mode _ the radio

anomalies, as _ general result, however, Bain and H_mmond (197b) fJund t'lat
fluxes greater than 6"10-7 J m-2s-1 in the 0.5-3.0 A band always produced a
SPA on VLF.

2.2,1 Influences of SFAs and SPAs on operating navigation system

Several studies have been devoted to effe.-ts of solar X-rays on Omega

navigation frequencies (lO-14 kHz), cf. review by Swanson (1977). In Wi-

gure 2,3 is shown the probability distribution for phase changes at 10.2 kHz

on a long distance path for the years 1966-70 (S'.;_nson& Kugel 1973), com-

pared with the typical ("undisturbed") phase dew.ation distribution, having a

standard deviation of 3 centieycles (cec). (The probability values for flare
conditions should be ro_u_.d by a factor of 4 to correspond to normal,

24 hours daily operation. )
Swanson s_d Kugel furthermore found from the analysis of 500 events ob-

served over two midlati_ude paths (Hawaii and Trinidad to New York) a typic_l i

duration of 40 min for the SPA, with a risetime to maximum phase offzet of

approximately 6 min. Mean maximum phase offset was observed to be 23 cec.

Larsen (1977) analysed Omega phase difference data at 1O.2 kHz for two

sets of station pairs ir 1968: Omega Norway minus Trinidad re_orded at Oslo

(60°N) and Omega Norway minus Hawaii recorded at Svalbard (78°N). The me_
maximum phase offset from expected values was 23 cec (correspo_ding to

3-4 km error _f the disturbances only a_'fected one set of the hyperbolic

lines of poslcion (LOPs. - two LOFs are needed for a position fix). The

|00. , , , . • , L , , , , "_

i

,,oj

= ?0.,. t_'_. =:

\ \%\

_0 _ Figure 2.3 PER CENT PROBABILITY
% __ OF D!STURBA,_CE L_EL OCCURRENCE

o , _%...... 0 • FOR OBSERV_ SPA EVENTS ON THE
_0_ 0_5 0._ O_1 2 S _0 2o 30 _Sl I_AWAI! TO NEW YORk PATH AT

PERCENTPROBASiLITYTHAT.%¢> _. I0.2 kI;z (SWANSON & KUGEL 197__,:.
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largest position fix error was about l0 km, which appeared on 8 July 1968

1730 UT (of. also Swanson 1971). Average duration of the SPAs was about

55 nin. In 1968 near the maximum.,of the solar cycle the total duration of
conditions with SPA effects was less than 1% (Larsen 1977). See also Burgess

and Walker (1970), Penny (1977) and Jones (1978a).

On Loran-C frequencies SFA effects have also been detected (Jean & Large

1967). Wakai et al (1973) reports on Loran-C measurements in Japan over path-

_ lengths up to about 3000 km.
Measurements such as the ones reported by Jean and Large (1967) will not

automatically lead to deteriorations in navigational accuracy. In areas where

the ground wave of the Loran-C pulses are used for navigation, conditions

should essentially be unaffected by SIDs unless the increased strength of the

Lcran-C skywave interfers with the groundwave reception. Possible problems

with skywave arrival before the receiver sampling time of the groundwave will
be briefly discussed in section 5. Belrose (1968) has described polarization

changes in the sky-;ave at Decca frequencies during a flare.

2.3 Short-wave fadeout and sudden cosmic noise absorption

Short-wave fadeout (SWF), or the M_ge!-Dellinger effect are decreases or

complete fadeouts of HF signals during the visible flares. Examples of the

three characteristic types: sudden, slow and gradual are shown in Figure 2.4
(Mitra 197h). Effects are also seen at lower frequencies (LF and MF) and at

VHF frequencies enhancements may be observed, due to enhancement of scatter
reflections.

Sudden cosmic noise absorption (SCNA) is a decrease in cosmic radio noise

received by riometers. Since the discovery of the effect by Shain and Mitra _

(1954), it has been studied by a large number of groups and the riometer has
been a valuable equipment both in case studies and synoptic studies of wide-

spread absorption. Using data from several riometer frequencies it is possible
to unfold the electron density profile as a function of height (Belikovich et

al 1971, Rangasawamy 1974).

Riometer absorption is further discussed in sections 4 and 5, see also

Lavergnat et al (1976) for a critical discussion of application of riometer i

measurements in ionospheric studies.

TIME ,,t-- "_

$-SWF LY MEDIAN _'

I h-7- ,
TIME _-- "_ ..... _°

/ DAILY MEDIAN
SLOWS'SWF Figure 2.4 REPRESENTATIVE St_APES

It} OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SHORT _','E

.._T___. FADEOUTS (S_@'s). CURVE (a) _}_OW[;A
TIME TYPICAL S-SWF; CURVE (b), A SLOW

G-SWF DAILY MEDIAN S-SWF; CURVE (c), A G-SWF (HITRA
197h ).
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3. RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON PRECIPITATION EVENTS

Bailey and Pomerantz (1965) concluded fr,:m a study of cases with anoma-

lous daytime absorption on HF forward scatter links in Alaska that the absorp-

tion was caused by unusual ionization below the scattering stratum of the

waves. Electrons with energies common in auroral displays (1-10 keV), were in-

sufficient ionizers since no absorption events were detected during times of

auroral activity. To penetrate the atmosphere below the assumed HF scattering

heights (+70 knl)particle energies of _400 keV snd >i0 MeV were necessary for

electrons and protons, respectively. Only electrons are trapped in the geo-

magnetic field with sufficient fluxes and energies at the L-values where the

anomalous absorption most frequently occur to cause the anomalous ionization,
hence the term "relativistic electron precipitation" (REP) events are used to

identify such disturbances (see Figure 3.1 for examples of REP energy spectra,

Thorne 1978, private communication).

The REP events occur mainly between L = h.5 and 6 (Bailey & Pomerantz

1965). No _vents were detected by these authors or HF forward scatter paths

having their mid-points beyond L = I0 (see also Larsen & Thomas 197h, Imhof
et al 1978). The events seem to have a large longitudinal extent. Judging

from a study of riometer records for a REP event in May 1972, Larsen (197h)
concluded that the extent for that case was at least 2000 km.

The REP events, as found by Bailey (1968) occur most frequently in the

time period 06 to 18 hours local time. Most events last from I to 6 hours,

but there are cases where one event seems to extend from one day to the next.

The histogram in Figure 3.2 shows the monthly number of REP occurrencles with

absorptions8 dB for the years _96h to 1966 (Bailey 1968) and the first

6 months of 1969 (Bailey, private communication, 1971). Note the tendency

R E P ENERGY SPECTRA

_[ ' .108 I OVl-|ll (MAY 14. 11tl1

_ ,04 k% \

._G LA (SEPTI. 1M41)

E 102

IAILEY ET AL (AUG II. 1N7)._. _J_

100- LARSEN(FEB2. 1H0}_% \

X' |

ENERGY(KEY)

Figure 3.1 COLLECTION OF ENERGY SPECTRA OF PRECIPITATING ELECTRONS DURING

DIFFERENT REP EVENTS (THORNE 1978, PRIVATE COMMUNICATION).
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forlrgelobofREPevents
ABSOR,T,__,_B near the equinoxes approac1_ing

_,0 25 case,3 "':rmonth. The local mag-
netic disturbance during an REP is

_,sL often small and even though they

_ [i!_ii _17Ill, __I__ I have no close connection to the SC

<,op of storms, they frequently occur
during geomagnetically disturbed

, periods (Bailey 1968).
Abnormal nighttime VLF effects

have furthermore been detected on

- ,,,,J, o, -,.,_, o, -,,,,J, o, ,_,"J _Lsho_'tpropagation path in North-

Norway in a number of cases when

daytime REP activity was detected

Figure 3.2 HISTOGRAM OF FORWARD SCATTER over Alaska (Larsen 1973, Thorne &

ABSORPTION EVENTS FOR THE YEARS 196h-1966 Larsen 1976). Belrose (1968) has

(BAILY 1968) AND FIRST 6 MONTHS OF 1969 provided numerous cases of propa-

(BAILEY, PRIVATE COMMUNICATION 1971). gation anomalies due to high energy
particles. Jones ant Collins (1973)

has studied the effect of D-region absorption on the forward-scatter radio

meteor amplitude distribution index.

A number of studies have indicated that REP events are one aspect of
magnetospheric substorms even though there are more substorms th_l REP events
(Rosenberg et al 1972).

Other studiez (Larsen & Thomas 197h, Matthews & Simon 1973, Thorne &

L%rsen 1976, Imhof et al 1978) provide further information on the disturban-

ces and the energy spectra of the electrons causing the excess ionization.

Apart from Bailey's studies there does not seem to have b_en systematic

investigations of the duration, frequency of occurrence, latitude and longi-

tude coverage of the REP disturbances with the aim of assessing their in-

fluence on radiowave propagation. At present, we do not understand the physi-
cal mechanisms behind the REPs well e_ough to predict such events.

h. MAGNETIC STORMS AND AURORAL DISTURBANCES

h.1 Radio wave absorption

It is well established that significant changes in the ionization of the

mid-latitude (L _ 2-h) D-reglon may occur during and particularly follo_ing
magnetic storms and disturbances to mid-latitude LF aod VLF radio transmis-

sions associated with storms have been observed for a half century (Bracewell
et al !951, Latter 1961, Lauter and Knuth 1967, Belrose and Thomas 2968).

Studies of this phenomenon have described the effects in terms of "primary
storm" and "after storm" effects which occur during the main phase and the

recovery phase, respectively, of the geomagnetic storm. The term "poststorm"
effect has been used by Montbr_and and Belrose (1976) to describe excess

ionization in the D-region persisting after the magnetic disturbance has sub-

sided. Several authors have suggested that precipitating energetic electrons
(E _> h0 keY) produce the enhanced ionization in the D-region that causes

these disturbances (e.g., Lauter & _uth 1967, Belrose & Thomas 1968).
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Observations of energetic electron precipitation at middle latitudes

have been made with rocket and satellite instruments _e.g., Gough & Collin

1973, Aiking 1974, Larsen & Thomas 1974, Potemra 1973) which predict that

these particles are a significant ionization source in the lower ionosphere.

For the magnetic storm of 16 December 1971, Larsen et al (1976) found that

precipitating electrons from the earth's radiatio., _clt were the main cause

of the D-region posts_orm effects at middle latitudes. A theoretical study by
Spjeldvik and Thorne (1975) shows that radiation belt electrons resonating

with naturally occurring whistler mode waves can adequately account for de-

±ayed ionization enhancement in the D-region following geomagnetic storms.
But there is not complete agreement as to the cause of the after storm effect, '

as changes in the ionospheric chemistry cannot generally be ruled out as a _

possible cause (see Belrose and Thomas (1968) for a discussion). _aulikas

(1975) has reviewed particle precipitation in middle latitudes.

Aspects of absorption of radio waves in the lower ionosphere has in re-
cent years been studied by Driatskiy et al 1971, Komrakov et al 1972, Cipriano
et'al 1974, La_'tovi_ka 1975, 1976.

4.1.1 Propagation at VLF and IF in middle latitudes during and following _
magnetic storms

Potemra and Rosenberg (1973) have presented phase disturban(.es to long-

distance mid-latitude (2 _ L _ 4) VLF transmissions and simultaneous observa- _

tions of bremsstrahlung X-rays near L = 4 during a magnetospheric substorm as

evidence for ionization enhancements due to electron precipitation. By c)rre-

lating these data with broad band VLF emission data these same authors con-

cluded that _he electron precipitation was caused by a cyclotron resonance be-

tween energetic trapped electrons and whistle," mode VLF waves. Larsen et al

(1976) have combined observations of precipitating electrons (>130 keV) ob-
tained from a polar-orbiting spacecraft with electron density profiles mea-

sured with a ground-based partial reflection technique at Ottawa during seve-

reX geomagnetic storms to confirm that D-region ionization enhancements are

caused by precipitating energetic electrons at these latitudes (L = 3.65).

Long-lasting effects (lasting several days) at VLF have been detected (Larsen
et al 1977). Furthermore Belrose (1968) and Reder & Westerlund (1970) have

provided numerous examples of erratic VLF and LF phase and amplitude varia-
tions during magnetic storms. Singer & Bremer (1974) have discussed D-region

electron density profiles for various solar activity levels in relation to

propagation at LF, MF and HF, cf. also Bleiweiss et al (1973).
Comprehensive studies of the behaviour of LF waves over an 18 year span

has been reported by Lauter and Sprenger (1952) and Lauter anC Knuth (1967).
They found Lhat:

- The sudden commencement (SC) of a magnetic storm was not fol._owed by any

change in signal strength _•

- During nighttime, rapid and deep f_ding accompanied the main phase of the i_

storm ("primary storm effect")

- Daytime observations showed no effects during the main phase of the storm

- Following certain storms the nighttime signal strength was weak for a pro- •

louged period starting 3--4days after the start of the storm (storm "after
effects" )
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Nestorov (1977) has described signal variations of LW wave_ (].64kHz)

over a 17 year period and found that the long term variations o£ the LF field:

- Correlate negatively with the intensity of cosm c rays, and

- Positively with sum.spot numbers.

For nightconditions he infers iL._t there exists a zone in the mesosphere

in which the ionization density is determined by bwo sources which vary in

opposite sense with the sunspot cycle.

4.I.2 Propagation at ELF

Since 1970 a number of ELF propagation studies have been made using the

transmissions from US Na%_j Wisconsin Test Facility (WTF) _n the USA. The sig-

nal frequencies used lie in the 40-50 and 70-80 Hz ranges. An extensive treat-

ment of this subjec_ is given in the Special Issue on Extremely Low Frequency

Communications (IEEE Transactions on Conmlunications, Vol. com-22, No. 4, 1974).

The articles in that issue give a comprehensive bibliography for the ELF
field.

Anomalies in the received signals ba-_e been detected for both mid-lati-

tude and high-latitude paths (Bannister 1975, Davis 1976). Decreases in sig-

nal _mglitude of more than 6 dB are occasionally, observed _or several middle

latitude paths in the early hours local time (01-03 LT). The causes are be-

lieved to be of ionospheric origin, but at present no _xplanation seem to be

ccuplet_!y oatisfactory. The effect is probably not one of only signal ab-

sorption, but changes _n the excitation of the waves _nto the waveguide must

also be invoked (Bannister 1975, Imhof et al 1976, 19"'7, Booker & Lefeuw'e
1977, Booker 1977, Barr 1977).

4.2 The mid-latitude "winter anomaly"

Distinct from the poststorm effects is the D-region "winter anomaly",

which is defined in terms of the increased and highly irregular day-to-day

variations of absorption of HF waves reflected from the ionosphere at middle

latituaes during winter conditions (Dieminger 1952, Appleton & Piggott 1954,

Thomas 1962, 1968, Belrose 1969, Manson & Merry 1970, Schwentek 1971,

Hargreaves 1973, Kalinovskaia & Anischenko 1973, Beynon et al 1976, Elling &
Schwentek 1977, Hidalgo 1977).

Radio wave absorption in winter (between latitudes of approximately 35°

and 60°) does not follow the simple solar zenith angle dependence which is

obtained for summer observations. This subject has r_cently been extensively

investigated during the Western Europe Winter Anomal_ Campaign 1975-76

(Offerman 1_,7, Rose & Widdel 1977, Thrane et al 1979).

The latter authors concluded that the enhanced absorption was due to in-.
creased electron densities in the height region 75-90 km. The studies reveal-

e_ that this enhanced ionization was not due to increased ionizating radia-

tion, but due to at least three factors:

- Enhanced density of mesospheric nitric oxide, NO, causing increased ioni-

zation by solar H - Lyman-a radiation.

- Decreased electron loss rate at heights of 75-85 km. This decrease co-

incided with a depletion of heavy positive water cluster ions with large
recombination rates.
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- Enhanced density of mesospheric exited molecular oxygen 02 ('Ag) causing
increased ionization by solar UV radiation.

The period of enhanced absorption in the above studies (January 1976) was
associated with wavelike structures which resulted in marked deviation of the

atmosphere from the reference atmosphere. The disturbances could be traced to

ground level and indicate the importance of ionosphere - atmosphere coupling.

h.3 Absorption at low latitudes

Significant activity has been devoted towards explaining absorption at
low latitudes (see e.g. Oyinloye 1975). D-region absorption at Dehli has been

studied by Samra & Samra (1972) and Seera et al (1973). Effects have also been

investigated by Ganguly (1972, 1975).

h.h Radio propagation during ionospheric substorms and auroral absorption

Several studies have been concerned with radio wave propagation during r

ionospheric substorms (Bates & Albee 1965, Reder et al 196h, Belrose 1968,
Egeland et al 1969, Westerlund & Reder 1973, Svennesson 1973 and Leonov 1975).

The propagation effects are usually observed between, say 65° and 70°

geomagnetic latitudes, but this range depends upon the substorm activity. At

high activity levels an equatorwards movement is expected. Berkey et al (197h)

have made a synoptic investigation of the precipitation patterns during

60 substc2ms during IQSY and IASY, cf. also Hargreaves & Cowley (1967) and
Theander (1972).

Samuel and Bradley (1975) have presented a new form of representation of
the diurnal and solar cycle variations of ionospheric absorption.

Svennessor (1973) has studied effects on VLF propagation during substorms.
He investigated 16 events during 1969 using 8 receiver sites monitoring

9 transmitters. For all these events there existed synoptic riometer maps at

frequent time intervals (part of an international cooperative investigation,
Berkey et al 1971).

His findings are summarized as follows:

CAll the observed VLF phase anomalies during the analysed ionospheric
substorms could be explained by a depressed ionosphere due to enhanced par-
ticle precipitation, no mode conversion effects were observed.

@A good correlation was found between VLF phase anomalies and the ionos-

pheric substorm as observed by riometers in both the day and night ionospheres.

Figure h.1 shows an example of the VLF and the absorption maps (refer to the
paper for detailed discussion).

@The ampl_tudes of the received VLF s_gnals _howed _n most cases no signi-
ficant divergence from the normal values during the ubstorm. The amplitude

was low by 0-h dB, and the signal was noisier than usual during a few of the

most severe VI.?phase anomalies. This observation of no or very little de-
crease in the amplitude is consistent with the theoretical model of Wait and

Spies (1964) which, for a constant ionospheric conductivity gradient, gives
only a very small increase in attenuation of the first order mode due to a

decrease in the reflection height.

It is interesting to note that strong effects on VLF signals propagating

in the daytime hemisphere were observed during all the analysed events. This
was interpreted as being due to energetic electrons (>200 keV).
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Figure _.i COLLECTION OF VLF PHASE RECORDS FOR AN IONOSPHERIC STORM ON

15 JANUARY 1968 (SVENNESSON 1973).
THE TOP R0W OF MAPS INDICATE THE REGION OF RIOMETER ABSORPTION.

(REFER TO THE ORIGINAL PAPER FOR A COMPLETE DISCUSSION OF THESE DATA. )

Svennesson (1973) claims that the lack of detailed knowledge of the pre-

cipitation of high energy electrons along the path seems to be the major rea-

son for the poor correlation so often reported between VLF effects and ionos-
pheric disturbances.

Auroral phenomena are often accompanied by HF radio "blackout" periods.

The cause for such excess ionization is twofold: electrons precipitating into

the atmosphere in connection with the aurora, and energetic electrons having

higher energies than the typical i-i0 keY electrons which cause the visual
auroras. Hartz and Brice (1967) showed that _he high energy electrons gene-

rally precipitated equatorwards of the auroral oval in an almost circular

region, around geomagnetic latitudes of 63-67 °. Figure h.2 shows a statistical

picture of the resulting HF riometur absorption (30 MHz) as a function of geo-
magnetic latitude and time (Hartz et al 1963). Ranta and Ranta (1977) have

discussed the daily variation of D-reglon absorption at high latitudes.

The effects on radiowave propagation are also marked. Ordinary HF com-

munication in polar areas is often impossible during "blackout" conditions.
Figure h.3 shows the occurrence of blackouts for a path between Svalbard

(78°_) to North-Norway (68°N) (Veastad 1968) for the years 1956-67.

The results by Folkestad (1968a) in Figure h._ shows the lowest and

highest observed frequencies (LOF and MOF) over two paths between North-Nor-
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Figure h.2 THE FIGURE SHOWS THE PERCENTAGE OF THE TIM_ ".'HAl'AURORAL RADIO

WAVE ABSORPTION WAS 1.0 dB OR MORE AT 30 MHz (HAETZ ET AL 1963). DATA REFER
TO THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE AND ARE PLOTTED AS A FUNCTION OF GEOMAGNETIC LATI-

TUDE AND MEAN GEOMAGNETIC TIME.
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Figure h.3 OCCURRENCE OF BLACKOUTS DURING SUNSPOT PERIOD (VEASTAD 1968).

way and USA. Periods of complete blackouts can be noted during the night

hours. Barclay (1978) has discussed the statistical modelling of HF links.

New probing techniques (Reilly 1977) may prove to be valuable.

Jones (1978b) has reviewed HF communication and possibilities for channel

evaluation. Actual data are shown in Figure h.5 w,_<ch give sample r_sults of

systematic experiments evaluating the quality of HF eonmunication at specific

frequencies over two paths in North-Norway (Thrane h978, private communica-
tion). The probability of establishing a connection around local midnight for

summer conditions is plotted in % vs the probing frequency. Also plotted is

the predicted maximum usable frequency (MUF) for the two paths. The signal
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transmitted is in digital form and connection, for these purposes, is defined
as being established when more than 90% of the bits are properly received.
Quite good agreement is obtained between predictions and measurements at the
2-3 high_st frequencies. At the lowest frequency (2.5 MHz) reception seems
to be limited by low signal to noise ratio.

5. POLAR CAP EVENTS

Following certain solar flares energetic particles impinge upon thee
Earth's atmosphere and cause severe and long lasting effects in the polar
atmospheres. The particle influx consists mainly of protons of energies up to
i00 MeV, but heavier ions and electrons may also be present (cf. the topical
review by Zmuda and Potemra (1972), and articles by Potemra and Zmuda (1972),
Lanzerotti and Maclennan (1971), Lanzerotti (1972), Vampola (1969), Reagan
(1975)). The energetic protons ionize down at low altitudes (down to _30 km,
Reagan (1975)) over a large spatial area, from the poles to 55-60° geomagnetic
latitude. The proton fluxes are quite uniform over these areas, but asymmet-
ries exist, mainly during the initial stages of the events over the central
polar areas and at the low latitude cut-off regions (Evans & Stone 1969,
Hakura 1970, Van Allen et al 1971, Blake & Vampola 1974). The influx in this
latter region is time and energy dependent, especially at lower energies
_20 MeV (Reagan et al 1972), The events are called polar cap events (PCE) or
solar proton events (SPE). Historically the acronym PCA (for polar cap ab-
sorption) has frequently also been used for the events themselves.

The production of ion pairs (see review by Swider, this volume) during a
PCE may increase by sever_l orders of magnitude. For the most intense SPE ob-

served by modern techniques (h Aug 72) the peak _roduction of ion pairs
c_curred of 40 km's altitude with a rate of 3'10 cm-3s-I (Reagan 1975) al-
most four orders of magnitude above nominal production at these levels. Dur-
ing such conditions D-region chemistry may actually become less complicated
than during undisturbed conditions and the effective electron loss rates de-
crease (Reagan 1975). See also Zelenkova et al (1976).

Another SPE which has been extensively studied, using satellite, rocket-
and ground-based observators, is the _ovember 1969 event, for whict Ulwick
(1969) has edited a collection of 49 papers describing the energetic partic-
les and their ionospheric and D-region effects.

The frequency of occurrence of SPEs is correlated with the ii year
solar sunspot cycle. In Figure 5.1 is sho_ a comparison between the annual
mean sunspot number (Rz) and such events over nearly two solar cycles (195h-
1963). The solar proton events (referred to as PCAs) are plotted vs time
with the solar sunspot numbmr at the time of the event (Pomerantz & Duggal
1974) as ordinate. It is clearly seen that more events are observed aear _he
solar maximum periods than during quiet solar conditions, individual SPE
events alm tend to occur most frequently on days of high solar activity.

The most comprehensive list of SPEs available is published in the book
edited by _vestka and Simon (1975). A total of 352 cases for the years 1955
to 1969 are documented as "confirmed" events.

Solar proton events may be single events or they can occur in overlapp-
ing sequenc_es (cf. reviews by Roelof & Smart, this issue).
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5.1 Effects of SPEs on radio wave propagation

The effects of anomalous ionization over the polar regions on radio wave

propagation has long been a subject of active research and international col-

laboration. Most attention has probably been given to the .HFand VLF trans-

polar propagation, but propagation at LF and in recent years ELF has alsc been

explored. For basic reference the review by Belrose (1968), and the books

edited by Folkestad (1968b) on "_nospheric _s,dio Conu_unication" and Holtet ,_
',197_)on "ELF-VLF Radio Ws,ve Propagation" are recommended. Polar problems in
connection with HF comaunication are described by Lied (1967).

5.]..1 Effects at VLF studLF

At VLF frequencies a number of studies have been carried out to estab-

lish the effects on propagation (Potemra et al 1967, 1969, Egeland & _nustvik

3967, Ahem et al 1969, Westerlund et sl 1969, 0elberman 1970, Field &
Greifinger 1972 ).

Transpolar VLF paths have proved to be a quite sensitive detector for ,

SPEs ard in Figure 5.2 is shown a histogram of the 73 cases _f SPE activity
detected by Westerlund (1974, private communication) between 1965-1973 by

monitoring of circuits between the US and Kiruna, Sweden. The number of cases

here is larger than in Figure 5.1, but the general positive correlation with

mean annual sunspot number (solid line) is apparent. The classification into

three classes of events is based _'pon proton flux data (>25 MeV) recorded by i*
the Vela satellites.

In their studies Westerlund et al (1969) concluded that transpolar VLF _

circuits were sensitive to the effects of proton fluxes (Ep • 25 MeV) as low
as -0.5 protons/cm 2 s ster. Figure 5.3 shows this result (in omnidirectional

proton flux) for two types of propagation paths, one with high conductivity
over the lower boundary, and one with a lo,,conductivity such as across the

Greenland icecap. Greater sensitivity for _,lase effects are observed on the

latter type. 635
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Figure 5,2 HISTOGRAM SHOWING NUMBER OF PCA EVENTb FOR THE YEARS 19_5 TO 1973
(BASED ON DATA FROM WESTERLUND, PRIVATE COMMUNICATION, 1974). ALSO PLOTTED ARF

ARE THE YEARLY MEAN SUNSPOT NUMBERS.

Fitchtel and MacDonald (1967) found effects for 0.5 protons/cm2 s ster
above 20 MeV and 0elbermann (1970) obtained VLF effects for fluxes of
1 proton/cm2 s sr above 20 MeV.

0elbermann (1970) has reported the results of 5 years of monitor4ng
phase and amplitude for polar and transpolar paths during 30 PCA- from 1965-6_,$.

His main findings are:
eVLF phase (18.6 kHz) is severly advanced and amplitude is seriously

attel,uatedduring solar proton events. Phase changes are sometimes measured
in cycles, attenuation is often greater than 30 dB.

eVLF field strength is a very sensitive detector o! PCEs being sensitive
to changes in proton flux on the order of 1 proton/cm2-sec-ster for protons
of E > 20 MeV.

eNighttime transpolar VLF is i0-40 dB stronger than the daytime signal, i
eTranspolar VLY signals are stronger in the winter than in the summer

by 10-20 dB.
eAn apparent increase in solar particle flux at sunspot maximum produces

increased absorption of transpolar VLF which results in a reduction of signal
strength of from 5 to lO dB.

This latter finding is illustrated in Figure 5.4 which shows average
daily a_plitude variation (in absolute u_its) for periods of low and high
solar activity as well as during SPE3.

For the NPG to Switzerland path the ampl'tude is: i

- strongest at night, sunspot minimum

- weakest at day, sunspot maximum

0elbermann (1970) has also detected heavy attenuation on paths which
crosses the _outhern part of the polar cap where the auroral zone dips below
the Arctic circle. Svennesson (1973) has made similar observations, cf.
section _.3.
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Figure 5.3 DAYTD_E P_ASE ADVANCE AS FUNCTION OF PROTON FLUX (E > 25 McV).

PHASE ADVANCES ARE NORMALIZED TO 26.1 kHz ',WAIT& SPIES 1964) AND TO A PCA-
AFFECTED PATH PORTION OF 5300 KM. THE TWO LINEAR CURVES PERTAIN TO PATHS OVER

GROUND OF HIGH _g AS REPRESENTS) BY NPM-K[R (SOLID), AND PATHS OVER ABOUT
i000 :@I OF GREENLAND ICE AS REPRESENTED BY NPG-STO (DASHED) (krESTERLUND ET AL

1969).

Westerlund et al (1969) has derived an expression for the phase devia-

tions (AS) using the data precent in Figure 5.3. Normalized to a frequency
of 2_.i kHz and an affected path length of 5300 km (north of 62.5° corrected

geomagnetic latitude, cf. Hakura (1965)), the expression for a path which
crosses Greenland:

A_ " -12.9 + 24.5 in (In FIF O) F > 5.4

or for a sea water path:

A_ = -10.9 + 16.5 in (in F/Fc) F _> '_', _

where 1;he F is the omnidirectioncl flux, and Fo : i proton/cm2s above 25 MeV.
If _heir extrapolation to high solar flux levels is correct, an u_per limit
for the phase deviation for e.g. the path NPM, Seattle to Kiruna (26.1 kHz)
would be -2_ Us.

In a study of ph_Isedeviations at a_n Omega frequency of 10.2 kHz

Swanson (I_74) has derived a probability distribution function of the SPE in-
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• _ced perturbations. Figure 5.5 shows results of data averaged over a solar

cycle and is compared with similar data for SlD events (cf. also Figure 2.3).

Phase errors exceeding e.g. 30 centicycles (-30 _s) should on the average
occur less than 0.5% of the time. Larsen (1977) found that for solar maximum

activity the maximum mean phase deviation was 38 centicycles for the pair

Omega Norway minus Omega Hawaii recorded at Svalbard (78°N). During the SPE

of 2 November 1969 he deduced position errors of almost i0 km using Omega.
Efforts have been made to reduce the effects of such large positional

errors. Rothmuller (1978) and Argo & Rothmuller (1978, this issue) has de-

scribed an Omega correction model developed by Naval Ocean Systems Center

which translates solar proton flux measured by satellites into phase error

corrections. These corrections are in form similar to those now routinely

used to account for variations during day, season, etc. Th_ model has as para-

meters integrated proton flux >i0 MeV, time of day and path length through

the polar cap (defined _s north of 63° geomagnetic latitude). Figure 5.6 shows

both corrected and uncorrected positional information for a solar proton event
(Argo 1975). The model is seen to correct the phase deviations to give nomi-

nal 2 km positional accuracy.

In their studies Potemra et al (1967, 1969) have with good success com-

pared experimental and calculated data on VLF phase deviations and HF absorp-

tion (see also Potemra 1972,, Swider & Chidsey 1977). The riometer absorptions
during a PCE event can be significant, exceeding the reliable range for the

instrument (>20 riB). At i0 MHz absorption can amount to 100-200 dB, resulting

HYPERBOLIC 30/is = 3 nm HYPERBOLIC RANGING
(NfJRWAY-HAWAII) 6 nm RANGING (NORWAY)

2

0 Q I;! III 114 e 1= III :!4 (I 12 111 ;14 tl 1:! 18 24, @ 12 te ;14

6MAR 7MAR 8MAR 9 MAR 10MAR

1970

Figure 5.6 OMEGA LOCATION ERRORS (IN NAUTICAL MILES) DURING A SOLAR PROTON

, EVENT, ACTUAL AND CORRECTED VALUES (ARGO 1975).
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in blackout period. Reid (1972) has deduced an empirical relationship between

riometer absorption (A in dB) at 30 MHz and the 2# omnidirectional proton flux

(J) above 20 MeV:

J(>20 MeV) = 60 A2

Belrose (1968) has discussed at greatn length LF data during disturbed
conditions. Thrane & Larsen (1977) has described possible interference from

Loran-C skywave upon the groundwave pulse during so?ar proton events. Due to

a lowering of the reflection levels, the skywave may, at some distance from
the tr%nsmitter, arrive before the navigation information is extracted from

the pulse tzain.

5.1.2 Effects at ELF

No actual signal measurements of stable ELF transmissions have been made

during a solar proton evenZ, but predictions of such effects can be made using

available waveguide computer programs and data for previous SPE eve_ts.
The result of such a study (Larsen 1979, to be published) is that seve-

ral dB signal attenuation is expected at 75 Hz, but actual amount depend cri-

tically upon the electron and ion density profiles. The details of the posi-

tive ion profile at low altitudes is of importance even down to 20-30 km.
Attenuation rates are calculated to increase from -0.9-1.7 dB/Mmto 2-3 dB_

for propagation at night over sea water (_ - h S/m) and ice (a -10-5 S/m),

respectively. Simultaneously, the excitation factor also increases by several
dB.

6. STRATOSPHERIC WARMINGS

During the local midwinter season sudden temperature changes in the

stratosphere and mesosphere may occur over the polar and mid-latitude regions.

These stratospheric warming (stratwa_m) phenomena, first observed by Scherhag

(1952) over Berlin, are synoptic scale events involving temporary changes in

the global circulation system. The events start around the stratopause,
which descends while the warming intensifies (Labitzke 1972a). During some

events (major stratwarms) the polar vortex circulation pattern temporarily
breaks down. During the major event in 1967/68 temperatures e.g. at the 37 km
level were recorded to lie 78°C above the CIRA-1965 values.

The events extend into the mesosphere and labitzke (1972b), referring to

Russian rocket experiments at Th_ba (9°N) and rocket granade experiments in

North-America (-Tl°N), has pointed out that temperature changes of opDosite

sign are found at strato- and mesosphere levels and likewise at high and

low latitudes. The region of sign changes in the temperature is approximately
at 50-55 km. From the mean vertical temperature profiles Labitzke (1972a)

infers that the upper mesosphere is cold at high latitudes in early and late

winter, and that the warm upper mesosphere (in northern hemisphere) observed
in late January - early February is associated with the breakdown of the

stratospheric polar vortex. Kriester (1966) has compiled characteristics for

the stratwarms between 1952-1966; Finger et al (197h) fo_the period 1952-7B.
The coupling between the ionosphere and the stratosphere was demonstra-

ted by Bossolasco & Elena (1963) and Shapley & Beynon (1965) in their studies
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of the correlation %etween ionospheric absorption and stratospheric warmings.

The latter authors observed that ionospheric absorption increased a few days

after a temperature increase in the stratosphere. Bowhill (1969) gives a re-

view on these interactions with an extensive bibliography for literature pub-

lished up to 1967. The more recent reviews by Labitzke (1975, 1977) also con-

tain a good bibliographies.

6.1 Effects of stratwarms upon radio wave propagation

In addition to the mentioned absorption effects, additional effects on

radio wave propagation have been detected by Bclro_e (1967) as lowering of

VLF reflection levels and increase in _ vertical absorption. For the major

warming in 1952, Belrose observed a lowering of 9-10 km of VLF reflection

heights for a short propagation path (Rugby-Cambridge, UK). He concluded that

the VLF and absorption A-figure of the non-deviative ionospheric absorption of

the D- and E-regions were clear indications of changes in D-region ionization

chemistry brought about by the stratwarm.
Belrose (1968) furthermore found for the January/February 1963 stratwarm

that high HF absorption was correlated with greater heights and increased

temperatures of the l0 mb level whereas the VLF ref_.tluns levels were lower

than usual. However, high l0 mb temperatures are not always associated with

high HF absorption (Belrose & Thomas 1968, Larsen 1971)_

Variations in the l0 mb height levels have been ,'orrelated with long-

distance VLF phase propagation data for daytime conditions (Cavalieri et al

197h). These authors invoke the upward propagation of energy from planetary
scale waves in the stratosphere as providing the driving mechanism for the

coupling to the ionosphere at 70 km giving rise to phase oscillations.

The D-region electron densities _ncreased during the 1952 event (Belrose
1967). For an event in 1967/68 Rowe et al (1969) measured increase_ in elec-

tron densities at 80 and 90 km by factors of l0 and 8, r_spectively, while no

significant change was observed at 70 km. During a minor stratwarm in 1969

Larsen (1971) deduced an increase in VLF reflection heigh_ of 3 km for a short

VLF path at h_6h latitudes, indicating a depletion in electron density around
6o km.

At present, one can conclude that stratospheric warminls do give rise to

effects in radio wave propagation characteristics at middle and high lati-
tudes. The change imposed on the free electron density are sno_n to be height

dependent, and probably also have significant spatial variations, as well as

differences are expected from event to event.

7. CONCLUDING RE_dRKS
i

The D-region effects on radio wave propagation constitute a many-facet-

ted problem area. %ithin the limited spac_ available only the major effects

could be treated, and the selection of exmnples discussed are probably biased

by the author's interest. An apology is extended to authors of papers which
are relevant fo, an extensive discussion of these phenomena, bu_ which here

are omitted or only briefly mentioned. A couscientions reader of the refe-

rences given and "_heirbibliographies will, l'owever, obtain a fairly complete

overview of this interesting area of science.
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VII. SOLAR WEATHER/CLIHATE PREDICTIONS

A WORKING GROUPREPORT by K. Schatten, Chairman, R. Goldberg, J, H. Mitchell,
R. Olson, J. SchJfer, S. Silverman, J. Wilcox and G. Williams.

1. OVERVIEW

The field of Solar-Actlvity Weather/Climate offers a promising field
for future work. Statistically significant effects will need to be based on
physical models and/or the'origin of statistical sun-weather climate anonBlies
elucidated. The fact that much of the public and a good fraction of inter-
national scientists feel that there could be solar variability influences
upon terrestrial weather and climate, make the subject worthy of study - even
if only to disprove any such effects. It is the job of scientists to object-
ively chase these mysteries of the universe, epergetlcally tackle and illum-
inate them as best they can. With this in mine, our Working Group on Sun-
Weather/Climate studies has investigated both the positive an0 negative find-
ings in this area, with specific predictions, areas of further study and
Group recommendations listed in Sections 5 and 6.

Scientific objectivity suffers when both sides of an issue are either
not adequately discussed or the discussions are emotiona=iy dominated. Thus
we have attempted to present both sides of the sun-weather controversy ob-
jectively. If we have erred in this regard, it is in favor of sun-weather
effects, as our group is optimistically inclined in this regard, although
we feel we have a healthy skepticism.

The field of sun-weather relation£ has suffered from a number of

problems. These are:

i) Numerous reported "effects" which could read;ly have been disproved on
further checking prior to publication;

2) A lack of adequate use of statistical tests;

3) The use of standard statistical tests not taking proper account of per-
sistence and inherent meteorological quasi-periodicitles, both of which
tenJ to overestimate the significance of statistical correlations,
regressions, etc.;

4) Non-objectivity of scientific work, in which the researcher subcon-
sciously "demands" that either a) an effect must exist and it is only a
matter of searching for it until one "finds" it, or b) all solar-weather
effects are invalid and will "disappear" given sufficient time and energy
to dijprove;

5) A lack of mechanisms, theories, and hypotheses which can be tested;

6) Inadequate data bases for solar, weather, and "intermediary" parameters
suited to these studies.

The problems I through 3 are reviewed by Pittock_ A. B. (1978). Problems 3
and 4 are reviewed in Section 2. Problem 5 is reviewed in Section 3.
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Problem 6 is then taken up in Section 4.

To the many ....... ' .... _-__U|I--W_dLII=I We wOu|d I i b= tk=m fn rnncid_r the

long history of science, with its equally long history of groping forw_ .:.
Particularly during this lOOth anniversary year cr the birth of Einstein,
we might call attenLion to the development of his Special Theory of Relativ-
ity which was able to transform a chaotic set of puzzling and conflicting
observations and theories into a hoiistic and firmly established science.
Meteorology is on a firmer footing than the aether theories at the turn of
the last century, nevertheless tllere are some very good indicators ' .ch
suggest our atmosphere is not completely isolated from solar variability
;nfluences; it does not seem probable that another Einstein will emerge and
solve the entire problem virtually single-handed.

The sun-weather problem may not be as fundamental relative to physics, but
is more complex. To unravel it seems to require as much knowledge of meteor-

ology, solar physics, plasma physics, cosmic rays, chemistry, statistical
and advanced mathematics as the researche," can bring to bear on the prob]em.
Problems exist both in theory and experimentation. In this latter field,
experimentation generally means a'observation" and is limited to what nature
chooses to reveal to us through observations of opportunity. These, of
course, cannot be repeated in the manner that a physical scientist can repeat
experiments in the laboratory.

We observe and work within a relatively short time scale (days, weeks,
years) with solar conditiof.s changing on both short and lon£ time scales.
This can make the researcher myopic. Recent advances in solar and sun-
weather research have benefitted from the far-sightedness of some recent
investigators (e.g. Eddy, 1979).

2. OBJECTIVITY AND STATISTICAL PROBLEMS

2.l Comments on Existing Sun-Weather Work

Even a cursory look at the literature on sun-weather relationships
demonstrates a confusing welter of contradictory results and conclusions.
We feel that much of this confusion results from a lack of clarity in the
definition and characterization of problems, their context, and the approxi-
mate criteria for judging the validity and significance of the results.
Proposed sun-weather relationships typically involve a complex web of
interacting causalities. Each stage may itself be subject to factors which
provide different states for the same inputs, and thus different results.
Simple causality, in the sense of one-to-one cause and effect, cannot be
expected. The researcher is then obligated, both to himself and his col-
leagues, to carefully determine and characterize, to the maximum extent
possible, al] causal links which relate the parameters under study. We
recommend that researchers and the colleagues who read and judge their work
adhere to the following guidelines:

1) State explicitly the hypothesized chain relating the parameters under
study. If the study is correlative (based on ad hoc empiricism) only,
state this explicitly.
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2) Specify, for each link in the chain, such intervening or superceding
Factors that may influence or change the state of the system through the
lin_. Specify whenever possible the values of these factors at the time
of the experiment.

3) Specify the mechanisms which are hypothesized to be operative for each

stage and critically evaluate the certainty with which these mechanisms

are known. Include such factors as reaction rates, energy budgets, radia-

tion inputs, and such other factors as may significant!y affect the final
result.

4) Critically evaluate the range of possible results for the entire chain.

Evaluate its utility for a) understanding of the physical basis of the

phenomenon; b) the testing of hypotheses; and c) predictive purposes.

5) Independent analyses of reported effects or mechanisms greatly add to the
credibility, particularly if new or differing data are employed.

2.2 Guidelines for Future Sun-Weather Work

Because of the complexity of sun-weather relationships, it is unlikely

that simple cause-effect experiments may be possible except for some situa-

tions. The experimenter will often be forced to rely on masses of data,
and thus statistical results. These should be interpreted according to the
following guidelines (from A. B. Pittock, !978):

1) Understand the properties of the data, their errors, biases, scatter,
autocorrelation, spatial coherence, frequency distribution, and sta-
tionari ty.

2) Choose statistical methods appropriate to both the properties of the data
and the purpose of the analysis (e.g., description or prediction).

3) Critically examine the statistical significance of the result, making
proper allowance for spatial coherence, au_ocorrelations and smoothing,
and data selection.

4) Test the result on one or more independent data sets or subsets of the
original data.

5) Endeavor to derive a physical hypothesis which can be tested on independ-
ent data, preferably at some other stage in the hypothesized chain of
cause and effect.

6) Estimate the practical significance of the result, e.g., the fraction of
the relevant total variance which can be predicted or "explained".

7) Carefully explain the properties and limitations of the data, the sta-
tistical methods used (including data selection and smoothing), and any
assumptions, reservations, or doubts.

8) Do not overstate the statistical or practical significance of the result.

While statistical methods are likely to continue to be predominant in
these studies, we recommend that wherever possible, alternative methods of
hypothesis testing be develope_ and explored. We call attention, in partic-
ular, to the Bayesian approach suggested by P. A. Sturrock (1973) for the
testing of astrophysical hypotheses. The method, as far as we are aware,
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has not been applied or tested in the field of sun-weather relationships, and
its potential for achieving consensus there is unknown. We feel, however,
that in this field, in which widely divergent results may follow from similar

inputs, more effective criteria for achieving consensus than those we now
have will have to be found.

Because of the complexity and elusive nature of the many intervening
processes, mechanisms, and feedbacks which characterize the Sun-Weather

relationship, often coupled with inadequate data bases to illuminate them,

the scientific mind searching for confident and neatly wrapped answers may

become uncomfortable with this topic. Indeed, the answers may be quite

elaborate and "messy", but the urgent need for bright minds to bend them-
selves in search for them is undiminished.

2.3 Further Ideas

The usual statistical approach to searching for a sun-weather relation-
ship is obtained by considering a solar index believed to reflect a certain
type of solar influence as an independent parameter, and then finding a sub-
sequent meteorological response. However, an alternative statistical
approach is to start with the statistical analysis of weather pattern changes
and relate those to one or more indices of variable solar activity.

We feel that sun-climate studies are still in a primitive observational
stage of their development. It is premature to attempt the construction of
physical models without first, or in parallel, providing a solid observa-
tional connection between observed climatic variance patterns and certain
indices of variable solar activity that are considered likely to reflect
physical changes on the sun of a relevant kind.

Furthermore, the observational base for the construction of prediction
models may properly depend upon the application of non-linear, as well as
linear, techniques of statistical description and prediction to the identi-
fication of spatial and temporal patterns of the fields of climatic response
to the selected indices of variable solar activity. The establishment of
the reality of any relationships by the demonstration of their predlctability
can then form a basis for the construction of physical models.

3. INTERMEDIARY MECHANISMS BETWEEN THE SUN AND WEATHER

3.1 Overview of Intermediary Mechanisms

Several hypotheses for physical mechanisms or links to couple the

energetics of solar activity to meteorological responses have been advanced.

However, none can be said to be sufficiently complete to be applied to

weather or climate prediction. Additional experiments, studies and analyses
are required before sun-weather physical concepts can be utilized for sub-.

predictions. A large number of the physical processes which have been pro-

posed are reviewed in Herman and Goldberg (1978) and Goldberg and Herman

(1979). These processes can be divided into two general categories, the
middle atmospheric role, and the electrical connection.
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3.2 Middle Atmospheric Role

The first consideration is the role bf the middle atmosphere (!5-100 km)
as a buffer region, where energy sources from external sources modulate local
atmospheric parameters, which in turn affeut the transmission, reflection,
amplification, etc. of energy inputs both from extraterrestrial and tropo-
spheric drivers. For example, solar particle streams might affect the
chemical composition in the upper stratosphere, including the distribution
of ozone, leading to changes in temperature and wind fields at this level.
This in turn could affect the vertical propagation of planetary waves of
tropospheric origin, leading under certain conditions to enhanced reflection
or absorption, and, through that, to a modulation of tropospheric pressure
patterns and their associated weather and climate conditions. Other middle
atmospheric phenomena of potential importance include aerosols and particu-
lates, including noctilucent clouds, nacreous clouds, submicroscopic particu-
lates, etc. Suggestions regarding the influence of those particulates
include transport of the neutral atmosphere by drag, radiation balance,
scattering of incoming radiation and others.

3.3 The Electrical Connection

A second category considers the electrical environment and its relation-

ship to weather and climate phenomena. Until fairly recently, the studies

of geoelectricity, geomagnetism, and atmospheric electricity were largely
separate endeavors; and, furthermore, unrelated to meteorological phenomena.

Now we find that geomagnetic and electric field fluctuations are interlinked,

and suggest a path by which extraterrestrial influences on thunderstorms,

precipitation, cloud formation, etc. are possible. To complicate this issue,

man-made disturbances created by power lines, radioactive waste, etc., could

conceivably impact on the atmospheric electrical circuit. Several theories

now contend that modulations of solar particle radiation and of galactic

cosmic rays by solar events can affect the atmospheric electric field, on

either a global or local scale, which may cause enhancement of lightning

activity and electric fields within thunderstorms. A possible scenario to
bridge the gap to meteorology might then occur as follows: n_dification of

the tropospheric electric field affects charge separation in thunderclouds
(especially in tropical convective storms); this leads to enhanced electric

field strengths within clouds. A result is to modify the droplet coalescence

efficiency and hence the drop size distribution in clouds which might affect
the vertical distribution of liquid water (and so the latent heat distribu-

tion) within the clouds. This could alter the convective instability and

vertical development of clouds and lead to a vertical flux of horizontal

momentum of the planetary scale windfield. Potentially, chang, s in weather
and climate at all latitudes could result. The above mechanisms are illus-

trative of a number of proposed mechanisms for which a recommended approach
of investigation and testing is possible.

4. SOLAR AND TERRESTRIAL PARAMETERS

When contemplating which solar parameters might be significant to

weather and climate, and which aspects of weather and climate might
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reasonably be expected to respond to solar variations, we need to keep sev-
eral things in mind;

I) We are not certain of tile form(s) of energetic flux changes ol, the sun

that may be of meteorological significance, or of the time scales of such

changes. What we do kn,)_ is that the sun is capable of some kinds of

changes of energetic output (and magnetic effects at the distance of the

earth), but our knowledge concerning these changes is both qualitatively
and quantitatively incomplete.

2) The Earth's weather and climate are highly variab]e. It is a distinct
possibility that the total variabi]ity can be divided into two parts:
a) the inherent or intrinsic atmospheric component and b) the externa]
component caused by such outside forces as solar and lunar effects.

3) Weather prediction models, and c]imate mode]s, are a m_ans of quantita-
tively assessing the inherent variations of weather and climate by
attempting to synthesize all of the important internal physica] and dyna-
mical processes in the atmosphere that contribute to weather and climate
variations. Because these mode]s do not allow for solar effects, studies
of the comparative skill with which such models "predict" climate

behavior during quiet and during disturbed solar conditions can provide
useful insights into the impact of solar events or changes on weather
phenomena and on weather (or climate) predictions as such,. These insights

are a kind of "back door" variety. _

4) Systematic research to identify solar impacts on weather and climate is

greatly handicapped by conditions 1) and 2) above. Since weather and

climate mode]s leave out many physical influences in addition to solar

influences, opportunity 3) is not sufficient as a research strategy. Some

suggestions are the following:

Terrestrial weather and/or climate could, in principle, be influenced by

variations in any of a variety of forms of energy emitted by the sun in the

direction of the Earth. Among these forms of energy are: (a) the total

solar irradiance ("solar constant"), (b) spectral solar irradiance, espe-

cia]ly UV, (c) solar wind, (d) high-speed particle streams, and (3) x-rays.

A fuller list of possibly useful parameters is given at the end of this sec-

tion. The fuller list consists of indices which are not all directly energy

related but may be indicative of energy fluxes. It is imperative that a
means be found and implemented to monitor on a continuous basis these various

solar energy fluxes, together with the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF),
to establish the nature and extent c_ variations in each together with the
time scales of the v_riations. The relevance to weather and/or climate

should be explored in two ways:

I. by studying atmospheric events that appear to follow solar flux changes,

and for which a physical connection is suspected from either theoretical or
emplrica] evidence;

2. by relating the solar flux changes to conventional solar indices, if

possible, to clarify which of a variety of available solar indices might

serve as proxy measures of the longer-term flux changes in earlier perlod_

of tlme, as needed for the clarification of longer-term sun-climate relation-

ships. Examples of such solar Indices might be sunspot numbers, sunspot T.

areas, sunspot umbra-penumbra ratios, solar flare indices, plage areas,
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Table 1. Parameters of Potential Value for Study of
Sun-Weather Conditions

i

I. Solar Parameters

1. Sunspot Number 5. Solar Wind (Interplanetary)

2. Active Regions a, High Speed Streams

a, Sunspot Area b. Particle Composition
c. Magnetic Field

Umbra } Ratio d. Energetic Particles (SolarPenumbra and Galactic)
b. Plage

6. Solar Constant
3. Solar Flares

a. Diameter
a. Location
b. Number b. Energy (luminosity)

c. Temperature

c. Size 1d. Brightness Classification d. Periodicitiese. Variations
e. Cumulative Flare Index

4. Electromagnetic Radiation 7. Solar Magnetic Fields:
a. Active Regions

a. X-ray b. Coronal Holes
b. UV

c. General Fields
c. Radio

II. Terrestrial Parameters _

A. Meteorological B. Non-Meteorological i

Physical and Chemical 1. Greenwich Delta "D"

Parameters may be subdivided 2. Geomagnetic Indexes:
as being atmospheric param- AE, Ap, Kp, aa, and Dst
eters above 100 km, below
IOO km, or oceanic parameters. 3. Aurorae, Airglow

Global parameters are of 4. Atmospheric ElectricalCircuit
prime importance, and among
those are:

I. Dynamics

a. Planetary Waves
b. Position of Jet Stream

c. Vorticity Area Index

(VAI)

2. Energy Balance, Radiation
B_dget

3. Stratospheric Chemistry
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solar magnetic field indices, or even geomagnetic indices known to be re-
lated to solar conditions such as coronal holes. Spectrally broadband

changes of energy flux (e.g. total solar "constant" changes) would be
expected to alter many characteristics or the Earth's weather and climate
system on a global scale. Among these characteristics _re: (a) planetary
heat budget, (b) planetary wave regime (both standing waves and traveling
Rossby waves), (c) polar vortex and jet stream pattern, (d) low-latitude
Hadley circulation regime, and (e) other mid- and high-latitude features
including blocking patterns, stratospheric warming ever_ts, and "eigen modes"
of circulation patterns as revealed from empirical studies. A further llst
is given at the end of this section.

Spectraily narrowband flux changes, and/or particle flux changes, or
possible IMF effects, would not necessarily affect weather and climate
worldwide but perhaps specifically in the higher latitudes. Changes in all
the weather and climate characteristics listed above could, however, be

investigated in connection with this category of solar effects as well.
Special attention may need to be given to ti,e follnwing areas: (a) thunder-
storm activity; (b) auroral-zone atmospheric conditions; (c) stratospheric
ozone changes (and any other photochemical changes that might be capable of
altering either the earth's heat budget or stratospheric circulation); and
(d) the state of (geographically or altitudinally) selective regions of the
atmosphere which may be particularly recept!ve to solar activity influences.

In brief, weather and climate parameters to be investigated in connec-
tion with the assessment of solar influences should be tho_e whicll a) are
more-or-less glob31 in scale and representation, and b) as much as possible
reflect physical conditions of the atmosphere or climate system as a whole
(in contrast to local weather and climate statistics). The reasoning behind
this is essentially that, although local weather conditions would be affected

by a real sun-weather or climate relation, solar forcing of the climate

system would generally be global in scale and not local.

5. SPECIFIC PREDICTIONS AND FU, ""ER STUDIES

Despite the feeling that sun-weather research might not be ready for
predictions, the working group attempted to assess how far one might be
willing to go toward formulation of a meteorological prediction based on
presently existing sun-weather research. It was agreed from the outset that
any prediction we might attempt should be treated as a purely academic
experiment and that minority opinions concerning its credibility, or lack
thereof, are to be encouraged as part of our report.

5.1 A Sun-Weather (Climate) Prediction--The 22 Year Drought Cycle

As a result of our discussions based on the work of Mitchell et aI.

(1977), we have chosen to focus on the possibility of long-term prediction of

drought in the western U.S. Such a prediction is to be regarded as tentative

and only as an academic prediction to be tested against future developments.

We want to stress that this prediction is based on the extrapolation of a
statistical apparent in historical data and not at all on any understanding
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of the physical processes which might be involved. Implicit in this predic-
tion is the assumption that solar variability will continue in the future to
exhibit past behavior in terms of the Ha]e sunspot cycle, etc.

Figure ] can be interpreted as a prediction of the risk of drought of
different areal extents occurring in the Western United States during the
current Hale cycle. 1976 may be taken as the zeroth year after sunspot mini-
mum (abscissa). In the analysis leading to this diagram, the United States,
west of the Mississippi River, has been divided into 40 areas. The four
diagrams, based on different groupings of tree ring data and intensitles of
drought, indicate as a function of phase of the Hale cycle the risk in a
particular year that at least O, lO, 20 or 30 of the 40 areas have a Palmer
Drought Severity Index (PDSl) value greater then (or less than) a given
threshold value.

The implication of this figure is that, at present, the risk of severe
drought is relatively high but decreasing. Note that no information is given
about which of the 40 areas might participate in the lowering risk of
drought. It must be stressed that we are only forecasting drought risk and
that the drought .... : _: .......... a_,v,,_ wi_h so}ar _ycle pha3e represent only a traction
of the total drought variance; we can make no definite statement concerning
the presence or absence of a drought in a given year. An increased risk of
drought in the western U.S. could be expected near or following the end of
solar cycle 22. The effects depicted may be strictly periodic but in any
case appear to be phase locked to the Hale cycle; if the current Hale cycle
turns out to be short, it may be necessary to adjust the time line of the
predicLion a¢¢ordingly. Also, Lh_ _rr_cko,, dl-oughts tends to break down

during weak cycles so that although the prediction relationship has a high

statistical significance it cannot be counted on to apply with equal force to

all solar cycles. We emphasize that tnis prediction applies only to the

Western U.S. Also, it should be emphasized that since the PDSI integrates
moisture down to the water table, it is more of a measure of hydrological

fhan agricultural drought and so it_ applicability to agriculture is not

entirely straightforward.

Inasmuch as no causal mechanism for the above statistical effect has

been cle6rly established, we believe _hat studies of causal factors should be

stressed. Conceivably, coronal hole activity, the sun's polar magnetic field

strength, cr possibly, recurrences of solar wind streams (s_e Sargent, 1979),

are physically related to the drought index (mainly rainfall) variations.

_.2 Short-Time Scale Effects

5.2.1 Vorticity Area Index and Related _ffects

The early work of Markson (1969) first suggested solar wind parameters
may relate to terrestrial atmospheric electrical properties. Recent evidence
was discussed for a specific link between solar wind parameters (including
IMF and CRs) and tropospheric circulation. Wilcox et al. (1979) show that
low pressure (300 a,,bar) Lrouyhs (cyclones) LhaL arc near lSO°W longitude
when the inter=la:, tary magnetic fleld is directed away from the sun are, on
the average _; ificantly larger than when the field is toward the sun. The
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Figure I. Probability of exceedance of different areal extents of drought
(interior numbers, indicating number of regions ,'ut of a total of 40) as
a function of the phase of the Hale sunspot cycle (adjusted to its
average length of about 22 years). Based on data for period 1700 -
]962 A.D,, for each of four tree-ring ';families" and Palmer Drought
Severity Index (PDSi) limit_ indicated. All curves have been smoothed
as a function of _i_e by a hlno:-iGI ,r_ving average with weights ]-/_-6-_-]
over 16.

difference in area persists during a 5-day interval i_ wn;ch _he troughs nmve
from 180°W to the North American Continent. Thi; ;e!atio,_ r,ers,,:ts durina
most of the winters from 1951 to 1973. This is a !;nk betwe,. :;,: ':,-eLlen
of the INF and the area of Individua) troughs, Varlation_ in _he ....
stant or the sunspot number are not involved.

Another such specific i ink is a report that a >ub-group of particularly
active sector boundary (SB) transits gave a VAI sun-v;eather effect twice as
large as usual. This relates to an apparent "dip '_ in the VAI Index one day
after a sector boundary ¢rossiPg, The active bou.dary transits were defined
from a list published In Solar Physics by Svestka et el., of _ransit,=
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accompanied by streams of MEV protons observed in the interplanetary medium.
Some clues to physical mechanisms may be obtained as follows. The sun-weather
effect was twice as large for the active boundary transits, but was clearly
distinguishable for the other transits. The IMF magnitude and also geo-
magi.eric activity had a large increase after the active boundary transits but
no significant change after the other transits. The galactic CR intensity
had a large (1%) decrease after the active transits but no significant change
after the other transits. This suggests that changes in IMF magnitude, _o-
magnetic activity and Cff flux a_ not directly related to this particular
sun-weather effect.

The above suggests that changes in the amplitude of solar and inter-
planetary pai ameters .may influence the amplitude of tropospheric circulation
responses. It also seems likely that the state of tropospheric circulation
can determine whether it will be responsive to a small nudge from the sun.
i,; particular, it has been reported (Wilcox and Scherrer, 1979) that the
amplit,,He of a sun-_eather effect is proportional to the variance in tropos-
pheric circulation intensity, as was discovered by Hines and Halevy (1977).
When this effect is properly accounted for, the influence of the sector
structure on the Vorticity Area Index has been remarkably constant from 1963
to the present.

A _rtain _,nount of discussion centered on the interpretation of this
result; Williams and Gerety (1978) call attention to recent changes of this
effect. Further, the result of another recent unpublished result suggests
_hat the amplitude of this effect is not dependent on the mean value of the
VAI prior to a SB. Neither of these results explains the seasonal dependence
of the effect. It was agreed that allowance for the initial state of tropo-
spheric circulation is an important consideration in sun-weather investigation.

One possibility exists concerning the new results indicating that the VAI
effect is related to a decrease ;,_ the kinetic energy in wave_,umber 5. This
result may have important implications for identifying mechanisms.

Thus, on the shorter time scales, in view of the concerns related to
statistical problems, the working group did not feel able to make any predic-
tions regarding the future behavior of the VAI or other atmospheric parameters
in relation to solar or interplanetary features. It is hoped that future
studies within the next few years will clarify ideas in these areas and that
predictions will become possible.

5.2.2 The Electrical Connection: Thunderstorm and Lightning

The working group felt that thc results of studies in tne electrical area

looked very promising for future predictions, but were not sufficiently well

understood to lend themselves to predictions at present. Solar flares and

interplanetary sector boundaries were parameters showing signs of being

related to thunderstorms. Future satellite and ground-based observations
should provide sufficient new data to test suggested relations or devise more

permanent ones within a relatively few years.
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5.3 Disappearance or New Parameter--Explanation of Effects

In connection with the statistical problems as outlined in section 2, it
was noted that many reported sun-weather relations have had a tendency to
either "disappear" or require additional post facto parameters to explain
more recent behavior of these effects A minority opinion felt that most
short time-scale sun-weather relations may not be real and the above situation
is a,; _ndication of this. The majority realized these problems existed, but
were optimistic c_ncerning the reality of real, short time-scale sun-weather
relations.

As there is no well established academic discipline in sun-weather
studies, it is not surprising to find research in this field of mixed quality.
Thus, much work done in solar-weather research may in time be seen to be
invalid; however, good research in the fie;d is possible, has been done, and
hopefully as time goes on will rise to even higher levels of quality. The
existence of poor work does not mean that the field is unworthy of serious
inquiry or that it is incapable of providing an opportunity for high-quality
and fruitful studies.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

!. We endorse an active experimental program to doFine, develop and conduct
coordinated experiments to investigate various aspects of the more promising
sun-weather and sun-cllmate mechanisms that have been proposed. In particu-
lar, emphasis should be placed on establishing the response of the middle and
lower atmosphere to changing radiation of various forms directly related to
solar active phenomena. The natural variability of the atmosphere under such
influences is not well understood at this time. In the same connection,
experiments should be developed to investigate the electrical properties of
the atmosphere under different conditions of solar activity. Response of
thunderstorms, and their inter, al properties, should also be investigated.

2. The role of ozone, including its global distribution, its possible res-
ponse to solar and geomagnetic changes, and its effects on atmospheric heating
should also be stud!ed. The ozone data currently provided by Nimbus IV and
VII offer a valuable basic data set for such studies.

3. Theoretical modeling of atmospnere response to changes in oznne is re-
quired to evaluate the role that stratospheric ozone may play in modifying
tropospheric weather and climate through circulation and heat budget.

4. Techniques to measure ths global electrical circuit should be developed.
Elucidation of the response of the global circuit to solar activity is an
important first step to assessing several current theories regarding possible
meteorological effects of solar activity through this electrical connection.

5. Observations of li_htnin_ and thunderstorm frequency in both the northern
and southern hemispheres are required to evcluate possible correlations with
solar activity phenomena.

i
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6. A pilot forecast program should be defined and developed to test the pos-
sibility of using solar activity related indices in meteorological forecasts.

7. Studies of the recurrence patterns of the aa indices, the sun's polar
magnetic field, and other solar and solar wind parameters should be furthered
to ascertain the causal mechanism involved in the 22-year cycle found in
drought in the western U.S. and in some other climat;c conditions. *,

8. Assessment of arought cycles in localities other than the western U.S.;
a possible global pattern should be undertaken as available tree-ring and
other "proxy" climatic data permit.

9. It is recommended that the hourly values of proton flux measurements at
I AU, that have been measured by various satellites since about 1965, be re-
duced to daily and hourly values for the energy ranges I-IO MeV and more than

IO MeV. Current and proposed measurements of the X-ray, EUV and UV fluxes
from the sun as well as sola¢ wind plasma, and magnetic field properties on
a daily basis are also essential.

IO. With reference to the need for a continuous monitoring ot the solar con- '_
start, we would have thought it unnecessary to stress the importance of this,
but for emphasis, we do so h._re. Likewise, all available means ()f reconstruc-
ting the history of solar luminosity, in past years, centuries, and millennia,
should be exploited as a mattp." of urgency in helping to unravel the causes
of past climatic changes. Similarly, great emphasis should be placed on
future short term (days) as well as Ion 9 term (years) solar luminosity
obse rva t ions.

L
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COUPLING PROCESSES RELATED TO THE SUN-WEATHER PROBLEM*
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Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 U.S.A.

and

John R. Herman
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Melbourne, Florida 32901 U.S.A.

Physical mechanisms for coupling the energetics of solar activity to meteorological
responses are reviewed. Although several hypotheses have been advanced, none can
be said to be sufficiently complete to be applied to weather or climate prediction.
bgla- activity indicators potentially useful for forecasting are identified, including
sunspots, solar flares, and magnetic secl _r bounda,'y crossings. Additional experi-
ments, studies and analyses are required before sun-weather concepts can be utilized
for predicting meteorological responses.

1. INTRODUCTION

The application of sun-weather processes to weather and climate prediction presupposes one
or more observable solar activity precursors which will be followed by known meteorological
changes within a definable time lag. The sequences of events must be repeatable, and the number
of observable variables defining them should be not only finite but reasonably small. In order to
specify the required variables the physical processes underlying the sequences should be understood.

Within this framework it appears that the present knowledge of sun-weather relationships is
inadequate for practical application to forecasting. However, recent findings and reassessments of
older sun-weather studies suggest that at least some meteorological changes are associated with solar
activity, although it is not yet clear whether the association is a statistical accident or has a cause
rooted in physical coupling mechanisms. Thus, sun-weather relationships offer promise for applica-
tion to forecasting, but additional study and understanding is required before that potential can be
realized.

The purpose of this paper is therefore to review the present status of the field. There being a
great deal more interest in the field than there is work actually being performed, a significant frac-
tion of the subject literature already consists of reviews (c.f.: King, 1975; Wilcox, 1975; Meadows,
1975; Pittock, 1978; Herman and Goldberg, 1978b), so here possible mechanisms are emphasized,
and an attempt is made to suggest areas for further progress and study. In the present context, solar

*Invited Review for the International Solar-Terrestrial Predictions Workshop, Boulder, Colorado,
April 23-'27, 1979.
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activity encompasses not only transient solar and geomagnetic phenomena, but also modulations t,f
the galactic cosmic ray flux reaching Earth, and solar rotation effects including solar magnetic sector
boundary crossings.

The nature of the sun-weather problem is summarized in Section 2, followed by a brief
synopsis of solar radiation sources (Section 3). Coupling processes are addressed in Section 4 In-
cluded are effects on ozone leading to possible stratospheric heating and subsequent alteration of
atmospheric circulation; the role of aerosols and particulates in modulating atmospheric transmis-
sion; and atmospheric electrical processes. Solar activity indicators as precursors for weather and
climate changes potentially useful for prediction (pending additional studies) are discussed in
Section 5.

2. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

Improvements in the forecastibility of weather and climate by incorporation of the variance
introduced by solar activity will be made easier if causal mechanisms are understood. A key factor
in establishing such mechanisms rests in the recognition that different components of the Sun's,
energy output interacts with the Earth's atmosphere in different ways. No less import:rot is the fact
that the various components exhibit different degrees of time variability, so the atmospheric re-
sponse to "'solar activity" can exhibit a variety of forms and time lags. Thus, an order:y progression
toward achieving improvements in forecastibilitv would be to determine: (l) the variability of each
solar output component; (2) the atmospheric response to each component: (3) the amount of vari-
ance in the meteorological parameter attributable to the solar signal: (4) the influence of each pa-
rameter on weather or climate changes; (5) methods to incorporate results into prediction programs.

Figure 1 (Sechrist, i 979) helps exemplify the complexity and nature of tile problems relating
to solar terrestrial coupling. Solar transient and variable emissions reach the Earth in the form of
both electromagnetic and corpusculaJ radiations. These radiations in turn affect the chemistry and
physical properties of tilt upper, middle and/or lower atn.osphere. Timing for particle arrivals and
subsequent magnetic field controls arc al_o _,nportant. Electromagnetic radiations travel to the
Earth in a few mindtes at _he velocity of light and affect all sunlit regions: corpuscular radiations
arrive from a few hours to a few days following a solar event and are primarily focused to high lati-
tude regions. Other effects include gaiactic cosmic rays, which do not originate from the Sun but
are modulated by short and long-term (solar) varhbilit_,. Solar magnetic field effects induced by
solar rotation may also couple to the Earth electromaguetic structure. Finally. meteoric ions may
be modulated by ionization sources subject to solar var!ability.

Figure ! concentrates on processes involving the passage of signals, energy, and other lbrms of
coupling from the tipper to lower atmosphere. There is already a large bod_ of evidence demon-
strating the reverse influence i.e. tropospheric meteorological disturbances on the upper atmosphere
and magnetosphere. These add to the difficulty of analyzing cause and effect, and intlst be con-
tended with in suitable coupling mechanism concepts.

For example, Gherzi (I 950) and Bauer ( ! 958) demonstrated ionospheric F region ionization
enhancements above hurricane passages. Appare_t .anosphcric responses to cold fronts were also
noted by Gherzi ( ! 950), Bauer (1957), and Arendt and Frisby (1968). To explain the obscrvatic,,nal
results, Bauer (1957) hypothesized a dynamic coupling process between tile troposphere :rod
ionosphere.

Acoustic waves generated by severe local storms have been detected in the F region by Gcorgcs
(I 968), Baker and Davies (I 96q), and Hung et al. (1975). The waves, whose periods in the i,mo-
sphere are in the range 2-5 minutes, are detected by CW doppler techniques. Most recently. Ilines
and I-ialevy (1977) have proposed a gravity wave l\'edback mechanism, wher.._byenergy produced iP.
tile troposphere by meteorological phenomena propagates upward via gravity waves, Under certain
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Figure 1. Schematic depiction of extraterrestrial radiation sources modulated
by solar activity, and their subsequent effects and interactions with various
parts of the middle and lower atmosphere. (after Sechrist, 1979).

assumed conditions which could be modulated by solar activity, the upper atmosphere will reflect
the waves downward to interfere constructively or destructively.

In addition, tl_ere is evidence that lightning can induce effects in the middle atmosphere and
above. For example, whistlers, which are VLF waves thought to be induced by lightning discharges,
are guided along the Earth's magnetic field between conjugate points for path lengths exceeding
30,000 to 50,000 knl (e.g. Davies, 1965). Recently, Bering et al. (1979) have measured microbursts
of electron precipitation from the magnetosphere, stimulated by VLF spherics generated by light-
ning in a thunderstorm cell. Since the precipitating particles can ionize and dissociate molecules in
the upper atmosphere, a lightning induced meclmnism for perturbation of the upper atmosphere is
created.

A direct effect on stratospheric ozone has also been suggested by Dubin and Zipf (I 077).

They h;we determined enhanced production rates for N20 under lightning discharge conditions,
and offer the suggestion that large quantities of N,O, NO x, and other trace species are produced
within tile tropical zone, where thunderstorm actixTityis highest, htieetion of such species into
tile lower stratosphere, particularly within large convective thunderstorm cells that penetrate the
tropopattse, could significantly deplete stratospheric ozone in time (Noxon, 1976, Chanleid, s
et al., 1977),

Man induced effects in the troposphere also affect the upper domains. The most famous
topic under discussion in recent years has been depletions in stratospheric ozone induced by
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hydroOuorocarbons, which occur in many products such as aerosol sprays. SST transports have
also been considered as significant candidates for ozone modification in the stratosphere. Man may
also affect the upper atmospheric environment in electrodynamic ways. For example, Park and
Helliwell (1978) have shown correlative data to suggest that power lines, particularly at high lati-
tudes, generate VLF waves which propagate to the outer magnetosphere. There they can induce
particle precipitation which affects ionization, etc. within the lcwer _hermosphere (Figure 2).
Finally, Boeck (1978_ has considered the gradual increase in the troposphere of radioactive Kryp-
ton 85 discarded during nuclear power plant operation. He suggests that this is rapidly becoming
the dominant ionization source in the lower troposphere, and will soon h_ve a profound effect on
the global electrical circuit.

The above provides both transient and long term examples of effects that must be considered
in any studies involved with the determination of atmospheric coupling processes. The evidence for
upward coupling is established. We must now determine if downward coupling can play as signifi-
cant a role.

3. RADIATION SOURCES - A BRIEF SYNOPSIS

Solar electromagnetic radiations are predominantly in the visible, and affect the lower tropo-
sphere. There is some evidence (Heath and Thekaekara. 1977) that solar UV, especially toward the

PRECIPITATED
ELECTRONS

N SCATTERED

ELECTRONS
POWERLINE

RADIATION
POWER,'

LINE IONOSPHEREBOUNDARY

WAVE.PARTIC!
iNIERACTION

I REGION

AMPLIFIEDPOWERLINE,.
RADIATIONANDEMISSION

RECEWFfl

MAGNETICFIELDLINE ELECTRON
STREAM

S

Figure 2. A schematic diagram illustrating tile effects of power line radiation (r LR). Hamlonic
radiation from power lines ("- several kHz) is guided to the equatorial magnetosphere where it
interacts with counterstreaming energetic electrons. The wave particle interaction amplifies the
PLR, triggering emissions of order 103 greater than the input level. Scattered electrons precipi-
tate into the upper atmosphere with estimated energy fluxes 106 oi more times the input wave
power (after Park and tteliwell, 1978).
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more energetic portion of the spectrum, shows a solar cycle dependence, but this has not been
observed for the total solar output (solar constant). Solar flares and other active phenomena exhibit
enhanced emissions of UV and X-ra/s which cause ozone production and ionizatio_a respectively,
but such emissions are short lived and do not cause sustained effects.

Solar active events cause the deposition of energetic corpuscular streams into the Earth's
atmosphere at high latitudes, where geomagnetic shielding effects are weakest. These energetic par-
ticles can directly or indirect!y affect the middle atmosphere, depending on their type, energy, and
flux. They include solar protons which produce polar cap radio absorption events (PCA), and rela-
tivistic electron precipitation events (REP) whereby relativistic electrons create_, by plasma interac-
tions in the magnetosphere precipitate to stratospheric depths. Furthermore, most high latitude
r,eomagnetic disturbances lead to energetic elect "on precipitations which cause x-ray aurorae by the
oremsstrahlung process near 100 kin. The conve,ted energy can reach to stratospheric depths, and
can dominate over the effects of galactic cosmic rays to altitudes below 40 kin. Finally, galactic
cosmic rays are modulated by the individual geomagnetic events and by sunspot cycle, and these
have bearing on the ozone distributions in the mesosphere, stratosphere, and troposphere. Charac-
teristic penetration depths for the various corpuscular radiations as a function of cncrgy are illus-
trated in Figure 3 (Thorne, 1977).

4. COUPLING PROCESSES AND MECHANISMS

In the search for identification of physi,'.aJ processes to explain tile statistical correlatiom of
sun/weather and climate, tile stratosphere and mesosphere must be regarded as an important atmo-
spheric domain within which coupling might occur. Ozone plays a major role in the radiative z_:ld
photochemical processes of ,his region, and the'_efore must be considered a key parameter for study,
Becau... the variability of ozone may be intluenced by ion-neutral chemistry induced by energetic
charged particles, it is appropriate to consider such effects here. Aerosols and particclates mu:.t also
be considered here, since some variation in these constituents can also be related to sola_ __,_ti,,,ty.
Noctilucent and nacreous clotids, as well as sub-macroscopic particles, have b,;en offered as modi-
tiers of tropospheric weather and climate. Hence, this category considers the middle atmosphere as
a buffer region, within which energy undergoes reflection, transmissio:_, filtration, amplification,
absorption, and/or some other fc-,n of conversion.

_2o T-_---_---T T T

Figure 3. The nomi,:al penetration depth , ", N_--s "_
fol energetic electrons, protons, and X-rays _ _ Nx _normally incidenf at the top of the earth's 60-

40 1_" %_'_'_"_ _.._ _,_ •

i "-" J

I 10_ 10_' 10j 10'l !0s
|NEII6Y(key)
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Second, there is newly emerging experimental evidence that atmospheric electric fields,
especially at high latitudes and in the upper atmosphere, are responsive to solar and geomagnetic
phenomena. The corpuscular radiations previously discussed are known to strongly enhance the
local atmospheric electrical conductivity and ionization at stratospheric and mesospheric altitudes.
Several new theories have now postulated that some electric field perturbations are regulated by
solar activity and may be responsible for the observed statistical correlations between solar activity
and thunderstorms.

Both categories contain established results relating to _niddle atmospheric and tropospheric
response to the radiation sources. However, extrapolations to short-term (weather) or long-term
(climate) affects in the troposphere all suffer from one or more speculative components. The elec-
trical copnection has made more progress toward a full explanation, because it may bypass the
stratosphere as an intermediary, and because it causes instantaneous reactions.

4.1 Middle Atmospheric Ozone Responses to Solar Activity

i.
To pass from the upper atmosphere to the troposphere, energy may undergo one or more in-

termediate changes, possibly affecting relevant meteorological parameters. Recent observations of
stratospheric variability in connection with particle injection events have already suggested some
possible candidates. A depletion of ozone during a PCA event was first observed in the mesosphere
by Weeks et al. (1972) and later interpreted by Swider and Keneshea (1973) to be caused by en-
hanced HOx production during this event. More recently, a 20 percent depletion above 4 mb was
observed during the great PCA event of August 1972, using ozone data from the BUV experiment
on Nimbus IV (Figure 4, Heath, et al. 1977). Most remarkable is the persistence, whereby the 03

l_'"l'"'l'"'l""l""l'"'l .... I'"'I_"'I""I .... I,,,,I,, ,,l,,,l
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.o. +':tl.+
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.01s " Figure 4. Daily zonally averaged total
ozone (Nimbus 4 BUV experiment) above

.o13 4 mb pressure level (about 38 kin) for
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.011 and high (bottom) latitudes during July

.016
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depletion was maintained long after the termination of the responsible source. The high latitude
depletions observed were explained by production of odd nitrogen through proton bombardment
as a loss agent. It has also been argued by Thorne (1977) that REP events could cause similar mag-
nitude changes when the cumulative effect of these more frequent events are combined. Rocket
data evidence for ozone depletions during auroral x-ray events has been reported by Goldberg
(1979). Preliminary findings showed a 25%.depletion of ozone above l rob, of. Fig. 5, (Hilsenrath,
pvt. communication 1979) following each of two nighttime x-ray attroral substorms. These results
have been verified with two additional comparisons during March 1978. The observed maximum in

• x-ray energy deposition occurred in the region of ozone depletion. However', x-lay and particle
data showed that nighttime rel;Jtivistic electrons were also present in adequate quantities to over-
ride the x-ray energy deposition above 55 km by as much as a factor of I00. Nighttime relativistic
electrons have also been dete.cted on a regular basis during auroral storm conditions by satellite (of.
Reagan, 1977). This newly measured nighttime radiation may help account for the observed ozone
depletion, which is too large to be explained by conventional means from the x-rays alone.

Long-term response of stratospheric ozone over a solar cycle (e.g. Angell and Korshover, 1973,
i 975) has also been seen from statistical studies based on data from the global network of ground
based Dobson stations. If true, this longer response may be more indicative of solar UV variability
over a solar cycle, as indicated in the work of Heath and Thekaekara (1977), since solar UV is the
primary control for atmospheric ozone production. The results are controversial, because of abso-
lute and intercalibration errors between stations, gaps in data acquisitions and a host of additional
problems. The conflicts may further be explained by the fact that total ozone (Dobson) measure-
ments are dominated by the maximum density of ozone found below about 25 km altitude. In this
height regime the residence time of atmospheric ozone is about 2 years, and its distribution and
concentration are controlled by transport processes. The effects of production a_id loss processes
related to solar variability are thus obscured in total ozone data.

AUROROZONE I, POKER FLAT, ALASKA,
SEPTEMBER1976
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In searching for physical mechanisms based on ozone to improve the forecastibility of weather
and climate, total ozone data bases are the wrong place to look. Rather, variations in ozone above
tile transport region should be investigated. Frederick (1977) has in fact theoretically modeled 03

_ . "/"__response to solar llV changes over several solar rotations using the data of lteath (19, .,j and found
22% fluctuations about the norm in me, " pheric ozone. Even the auroral effect produces approxi-
mately 7% change in mesospheric ozone. For the eleven year solar cycle both Cat!is and Nealy
(1978) and Penner and Chang (1978) have calculated significant changes in stratospheric ozone,
with the latter ease showing agreement with Angell and Korshover. Although solar UV variability
presents a major influence on natural ozone response, numerous calculations have also been pub-
lished demonstrating the feasibility for ozone depletion by corpuscular bombardment (e.g. Freder-
ick, 1976; Thorne, 1977; Heath et al., 1977). _

Thus, there are apparent changes to stratospheric and mesospheric ozone induced by both
transient and long-term solar variability. The question to be asked is if such ozone variability can
affect tropospheric behavior. There are s.:veral new ideas linking ozone changes to stratospheric
heating, alteration of the stratospheric circulation pattern, and eventual modification of the
troposphere.

Fritz and AngeU (1976) have suggested an auroral mechanism, whereby auroral IR heatillg may
affect stratospheric temperatures by as much as 2°K. In support of this, one experiment showed
stratospheric temperatures to be correlated with geomagnetic events (Ramakrishna and Seshamani,
1976). Others have looked at the effects of solar UV variability and corpuscular radiations. Strato-
spheric temperature variations due to changing solar UV flux intensities are substantial at heights
above about 10 km, according to modeling results of Callis and Nealy (1978). At solar maximum,
the greater heating of O3 by solar UV leads to calculated temperature increases up to a maximum of
18°K in the 40-55 km height range in three model cases and 45°K m the other two. Penner and
Chang (1978), with a more comprehensive model, found the effects to be much smaller. Their cal-
culated results are in rough agreement with observed stratospheric temperature variations over an ;.
11-yr cycle (Schwentek, 1971 ; Zlotnik and Raswoda, 1976). No attempt was made in these calcu-
lations to determine how these temperature changes might affect atmospheric circulation.

Schoeberl and Strobel (1978) have considered circulation effects caused by corpuscular radia-
tions, which deplete ozone to induce temperature changes on a regional scai,:. They conclude that
even for the gre_t PCA event of August 1972, the measured ozone depletion would be inadequate
to cause significant change in the global mean circulation. However, Nastrom and Belmont (1978)
have found zonal wind variations corresponding to the 27-day solar rotation period using cross-
spectral analysis of 10.7 cm solar flux and rocketsonde data in the height range 25-65 kin. They
suggested that their results might be explained by Volland's (1977) land-sea heating model, which
generates upward-propagating planetary waves; they pointed out that their latitudinal profile shows
a wave structure near the stratopause characterized by amplitude maxima at 25°N and 50°N _ith
approximately 180° phase lag, which is similar to the (2, -5) Rossby-Haurwitz wave given by Vol-
land. Alternatively, Nastrom and Belmont say that direct ozone heating at stratospheric altitudes
could produce the observed wind behavior•

Avery and Geller (1979) have theoretically investigated the effects of changing middle atmo-
spheric w;nds on ,,,.,v,.,,,v...... planetary waves The Avery. and Geller calculations, based on a
steady-state linear, quasi-geostrophic planetary wave model extending lrom the ground up to 100
km altitude with spherical geometry, indicate that the planetary wave amplitude can change sig-
nificantly as its phase shifts east or west (i.e., ridges of highs and lows move E or W) mainly in re-
sponse to jct stream araplitude changes. Here, variations in solar UV flux intensity over the 1l-yr _"
sunspot cycle and the 27-day solar rotation periods, and in solar corpuscukqr emissions, can alter
the stratospheric ozone structure and produce changes in the temperature gradient through ozone
heating. The temperature changes would then affect the strength of the polar night jet stream near
the stratopause, causing amplitude variations and phase shifts in the planetary wave structure.
Finally, variations in planetary wave structure would alter the position of principal storm tracks,
with an attendant change in weather patterns.
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Turning to the very long term Reid et al. (1976) have considered PCA's during Earth magnetic
field reversals. During ._uchperiods (at inten, als of the order 106 years) the Earth's field is suffi..
ciently weak to permit solar proton bombardment globally following solar proton flares, They h;,,ve
considered how such bombardment on this more extensive scale might affect thc biosphere, b._.t
also indicate possible influences on climate. Recently, Sonnenfeld (1978)has treated this proNem •
on a more extensive scale, including all possible long-term modulations of solar UV impacti_,g with
the Earth's environment,

4.2 Middle Atmospheric Process('s Involving Clouds and Aerosols

, Clouds and aerosols may alsc respond to st,tar variabilit'/. Noctilucent c!ouds (NLC) are the
highest in our atmosphere and occur near the summer polar-..aesopause (_"85 kin) in polar summer.
Satellite data (Donahue et al., 1972) have shown NLC to be continuous over the polar cap (>80 °
latitude) for several weeks during polar summer. This is in contrast to ground based measurements,
which have histufically indicated temporally varying and spatially discontinuous structure, espe-
cially toward lower latitudes within the auroral zone. Little is known about the structure and com-
position of NLC. However, Hummel and Olivero (1976) have c::!ct,lated radiative temperature
d_anges at the Earth's polar surface on the basis of the satellite observations and conciuje that ._
changes of up to I°C are possible, depending on particulate shape, size and com, entration.

Statistical correlations of NLC with solar activity have been reported. For e_ample, one ob-
servation claims that NLC rapidly dissipate following the ,nset of aurorae, and D'Angelo and
Ungstrup (1976) postulated that this may be due to inure dissipation of large ionospheric electrical
fields. Experimental evidence with a rocket-borne ion mass spectrometer (Goldberg and Witt, 1977) _
shows that metallic species of meteoric origin (especially Fe |be nucleation agents for NLC "_
formation. Since the production of Fe is enhanced by precipitating particles, this may lead to
increased NLC formation when other meteorological conditions are satisfied.

Within the stratosphere, nacreous (mother of pearl) clouds are occasionally observed, always
near 30 km. They are most often sighted i,i ,ioithem latitudes during local winter, and can only be .
seen during the unique sunlight reflection conditions provided by sunrise and smaset. Meteorolo-
gists consider such clouds to be induced orographically, but this does not explain an absence of
sightings at mid- and low latitudes. The impact of such clouds on coupling prc.ces._es,though fre-
quency of occurrence and spatial covet'age, remains to be demonstrated, although effects originating
through nucleation by solar proton events and other geomagnetic phenomena cannot be discounted
at this time.

Solar and geomagnetic influences on cirrus ,-iouds, highest in the troposphere, have also been
postulated. These relatively frequent and well observed clouJs can modulate the intensity of visible
radiation reaching the lower atmosphere and surface. Roberts and Olsen (1973 a,b)have claimed
that a cirrus cloud deck near 300 mb could cause local heating up to !°C pc, day at high latitudes
over a relatively warm ocean surface. The strong temperature gr_.,fients indu'ed would then lead to
significant circulation patterns within the troposphere. R,,berts and Olsen also postulated that
cirrus clouds are subject to solar activity eft%_ts ""- • -ttttOU_,b interaction with ionizing energetic corpus-
cular radiation, either directly or through secondary brcmsstrahlung x-ray xadiations. Johnson and
Imhuf (1975) have c_ticized this concept however, hy arguing that tire t_early constant ion pair .
production rate up to 28 km due to cosmic rays is rarely l:erturbed by x-ray radiations, even during
majorgeophysicalevents.

Finally there is some evidence for submacroscopic acro._! • within the middle atmosphere.
These particulates iaave been deduced lateen from the data of rocket-borne Gerdien and blunt
probes. These data have exhibited huge, . r of magnitude changes of ion conductivity within the
middle atmosphere as a function of latituae, time of day, season, and geowagnetic t.,rsolar dis-
turbances.

Our lack of knowledge concerning such particulates is evidenced by the recently reported ,i
results of Mitchell et al. (1977). They conducted a series of four soundings to measure ion

I
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conductivity through sunrise from White Sands, New Mexico (Figure 6). The large enhancements
between 40 to 65 km are attributed to increas,._ '.'nion mobili*y (reduction in ion size), since solar
ionizing radiations have small effect below 6:J kin. This could be observed directly on the latter two
flights in 1975, which used Gerdien probes ,:apable of evaluat:ng mchility from independent mea-
urements of ion concentration and con., ctivity. The paper algues that the solar UV radiation must
dissociate heavy ions or particulates to ionn smaller mass species during daytime, but a closer study
of the profiles seem to indicate that the effect progressed from lower to higher altitudes, in conflict
with that explanation. It is alto not clear what effect the time separation ('--4 years) between
soundl,_ may present.

More measurements are required to determine the character, distribution, size, and morphology
of submacroscopic particulates within tile middle atmosphere. If they exist in reasonable quanti-
ties, they may effect the transport and circulation properties of the middle atmosphere. For ex-
ample, Hale (1977) has recently speculated a scavenging process whereby a few charged particulates
of appropriate :lze, set in motion by electric field forces, coul_ drag the neutral atmosphere and
cause accumulation of trace constituents in localize_ regions. A knowledge of charged particulates
and heavy ions is also important for the electrical considerations of the next section.

4.3 The Electrical Connection

In most classical texts on atmospheric electricity, e.g. Israel (1970, 1972), it is specified that
the global electrical current is driven by global thunderstorm activity (about 1500 to 2000 storms
at any given instance of time). In this cla_.sicalpicture, the basic circu;t cannot be subject _o per-
turbations from external sources, since the ionosphere acts as an "infinitely" conducting spherical
shield. However, recent comparisons of the magnetospheric and atmospheric electric fields show
them to be comparable magnitude (Sugiura, private communication, 1979). Since the ionosphere
is not an infinite conductor in actuality, one might suspect penetratio,t of the external magneto-
spheric fields into the middle and lower atmosphere, and vice versa. Furthermore, solar and mag-
netospheric fields connect in outer space, providing the possibility o:"a direct physical connection
between solar active phenomena and the atmosphere.

The mapping of solar related phenomena to the atmospheric fair-weathe r electric circuit has
been obser'. :d through correlative studies relating on the short lerm, to solar sector boundary pas-
sages and solar flares, and on the long-term to the I 1-year sunspot cycle. The parameters _tudied
are the return current (air-Earth current density, Jc), the atmospheric vertical potential graaient (or
electric field, E), and the total ionospheric potential (potential difference between the ionosphere
and ground, Vi).
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Fair-weather measurements of E and Jc over an i I-year period at Zugspitze exhibit response
to sector boundary crossings (Reiter, 1976; 1977). Reiter's superposed epoch analysis results show
that both E and Jc increased by 20% or more on the tw,_ days following a -It- sector boundary
crossing in maximum solar activity years, but on the same day as +/- crossings. A similar analysis
t_f a 1O-month period by Park ( !o i6) indicates that the potential gradient at Vostok increased
sharply by 20-30% beginning 3 days af:cr boundary passages, and the response was similar for +/-
and -/+ boundary crossings. The difference in response time for the Vostock and Zu_pitze electric
fields remains unclear, although new modeling results by Roble and Hay: (i 979) may account for
g _graphi,:aI differences in temporal lag.

For solar flare=. _ound measurements at Mauna Loa, Hawaii have shown ihat E and Jc in-
crease significantly after s6lar flare eruptions. The potential gradient maximized 3-4 days after the
flare day. while the air-earth current density reached maximum on +1 day: both quantities remained
above normal for several days thereafter (Cobb, 1967). Reiter ( 1969, 1971, 1972) has shown that
E and Jc measured _t Zugspitze also increased following solar flare eruptiens. Balloon measure-
meats in the Arctic (tiolzworth and Moz_'r, 1979)and the Antarctic (Cobb, 1978) have revealed
that the potential gradient at 30-kin decreases severalfold following solar flares. Such a reduction
was anticipated by Herman and Goldberg (1976) on the basis of enhanced air conductivity due to
soiar proton ionization in the stratosphere.

Potential gradient enhancements have been observed to be correlated with solar radio noise
bursts (associated with flares) at Zugspitze (Reiter, 1972), and at stations within the Arctic Circle
(Sao, 1967). M_rcz (19"76) has found enhancements in E of 30-50% in Poland (appr,_x. S I°N) asso-
ciated with geomagnetic storms (which generally lollow solar flare eruptions), and "fanaka et al.
(1977) saw similar enhancements in the Antarctic associated with auroral substorms.

Early long-term n easurements of the fair-weather electric field suggested a st:'ongeraverage
field strength in years of maximum sunspot activity compared to minimum years at some European
stations, but no apparent influence at others (c.f.. the review by Herman and Goldberg, 1978b, p.
139). According to Miihleisen (1971), the total ionospheric potential measared over Germany for a
complete solar cycle exhibits a positive correlation with annual mean sunspot r'.mlber. To the ex-
tetit that the total potential is proportional to global thunderstorm activity, one might therefore ex-
pect the latter quantity to be correlated with the I l-yr. sunspot cycle.

In contrast to the classical electrical picture that thunderstorms drive, and control the fair
weather electrical circuit, there is some emerging evidence that external influences may help modu-
late thunderstorms. At this time, the results are largely statistical and in many cases, questionable
or controversial (Pittock, 1978: Herman and Goldberg, i978b).

Markson { i971 ) was the first to observe solar sector boundary response and based his study on
I.I.S. thunderstorm data collected during a solar nfinimum period covering approximately 52 sector
boundary crossings. There seemed to be a definite preference for thunderstorms to occur from
about ! day before to one day alter a +/- crossing, but no stati_: .,',',__gmficant response to -/+
crossings. A more detailed analysis was made by Lethbridge (1979), who used a daily index derived
from 30 years (1947-1976) of thunderstorm data from 102 weather stations in the U.S. in a super-
posed epoch analysis of three separate 19-yr sets of data, she found the strongest solar sigz_alin the
thunderstorm iqdex for the winter months (Nov.-Mar.) in the latitude band 40-45°N, with peak
activity occurring I day after +/- boundary classings. With the index combined for all seasons and
latitudes, and for both polarity crossings, Lethbridge could find no discernible response to sector
boundaries.

Several different measures of thunderstorm achvity have been utilized in studies of the re-
sponse to solar flare eruptions, and all seem to show a positive response but with varying lag times.
For example, R¢iter (196t_ used sferics counts in Germany {indicative of lightning tlashes in thun-
derstorms within a 300-mile radius), and found a 57':; increase in count rate peaking about 4 days
after the eruption of solar flares with importance _ 2. Other results include Bossolasco et al. (1973),
who used the number of long-range radio direction-finding fixes rcc.qrded in the Mediterranean area
as a measure of thunderstorm activity in that area for the 196 !- Io71 period, and showed a 50% in-
crease in the daily n,.,mber of fixes beginning one day and peaking 4 days after solar flare occurrenc,.,s.
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VLF whistler counts were used by Holzworth and Mozer (! 979) as an indicator of high-latitude
thunderstorm activity during the August 1972 solar-terrestrial events. They found a strong increase
in count rate beginniilg about 12 hours after tile class 3 flares of August 4 and August 7.

Finally, long-term studies of the variability of the annum number of thunderstorm days ill dif-
ferent regions with the ! l-yr solar cycle are replete wi°h contradictions. Tile analysis of Siberian
thunderstorms by Septer (1926) has been cited often as proof that middle-to-high latitude :hunder-
storm occurrence is directly correlated with annual mean sunspot number (correlation coefficient = _-
+0.0). Tills result, however, has been severely criticized by Pittock (19'78). Brooks' (1934) analysis
from 57 years of England and Wales data suggests that annual mean sunspot numbers and annual
nvn_ber of thunde -storm days are uncorrelated, but Stringfeliow (! 974) found a strong nositive cor- "
relation for the sat.le region based on English thunderstorm occurr,mce in tile years 1930-1973.

Several theori .s seeking all explanation for thunderstorm (lightning) response to solar activity
have been proposed recently, but none bridge tile final gap to explain how modifications ill the elec-
trical structure of the atmosphere can _. (ect thunderstorm occurrence. Ney (1959)suggested that
thunderstornl activity may be modulated by solar variability through alteration of the electrical
state of the middle and lower atmosphere. Markson (i 971, 1975, 1978), amplified this idea to
evolve a theory which in its present state (I 978) assumes that the electrical resistance of the atmo-
sphere above thundercloud tops (the charging resistor, see Figure 7) will be lowered by enhanced
ionization associated with incoming solar particles. "lhe charging current is thereby increased lead-
ing to an enhanced ionospheric potential and fair-weather electric field which must adjust globally
to tile increased charging current.

D'Angelo (1978) has modified the global circuit by introducing a variable emf source repre-
senting the ionospheric potential at high latitudes. Fluctuations in this second driver force readjust-
merits ill the global circuit including tile fair-weather electric field. He argues that the ionospheric
potential is sensitive to solar wind electric fields, magnetospheric fields, etc., there!,y introducing a
coupling link within the s,dar-terrestrial system. These results are also consistent wtth the recent

p , T.

/
i

Figure 7. The atmospheric global electrical circuit. Large arrows indicate the flow of positive
charge. Estimated resistances of circuit elements are given. The thunderstorm depicted repre-
sents the global electrical generator, i.e. the totality of all thunderstornls and sends current
through the charging resistor (10 s - 106_) to the ionosphere. The cumulative effect of the
global return current passes through the load {102_) resistor1 (after Markson, 1978).
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analysis of Sugiura (lO7q. ps t. conmmnieatioa) which demonstrates the equivalent magnitudes of
the fair-weather and magnetospheric electric fidds, and hdp justify die conccpt of magnetospheric
electrical field mapping into the strato:-phere (Figure 8). Nc_s experimental results of itale and
Cro._key (1979) appear to coafirm D'Angdo's concept, that middle atmospheric electric fidds in the
auroral zone arc sensitive t,o auroral phenomena, l la_s and Roblc (1979) have provided the a',a-.t
quantitative and sophisfcated modeling effort to date. They have developed a global model for
electrical parameters, which includes as input parameters orographic effects from the Farth's surface.
the global thundcrstor,n distribution as observed from the DMSP Satellite. and the latitudinal Jistri-
button of cosmic re3 flux. They. too. have calculated high latitude effects induced by solar active
a,ld/or magnctospheric phenomena, and have found signilicant perhtrbations on the global circuit
properties.

iterman aqd Goldberg (1976. i q78a) have considered how cosmic rays and solar protons affect
the Iocd environment near thunders!orms, and if modilications in the local conductivity and elec-
tric fields can assist lightning generation. For the case of cosmic rays. the changes appear qt,antita-
tively reasoqable based on the school of thought (c.f.. Chahners, Iq07) that an increase in the fair-
weatiler field enh;mces the probability of thunderstorm formal m under appropriate meteorological
conditions. Tht,s. solar-controlled variation in cosmic ray intensity, especially over the I I-yr. cycle.
may ntodulate the I:air-weather field and hence the rate of thunderstorm occurrence. The more dif-
ficult question concerns how solar protons, which typically arc absorbed above 20-25 kin, could
affect tropospheric electrical structt, re. Figvre 9 compares penetration depths for protons during
several large F_.A events of the last decade, and con)pares the effect of cosmic rays over a solar cycle.

Follia et al. (1q771 have taken a different approach to explain lightning generation in thunder-
storms. Beginning will) the premise of a pre-e::istfilg thundercloud, they argue that meteorological
dynamics c:mnot generate st, Mcient electric potential to equal or exceed the breakdown voltage of
the atmosphere. If however, the cascading muons from a high energy cosmic ray pass through the
thuadercioud they cat) provide an ionized path for a lightning bolt 1o follow. If there is any solar
control of the occurrence rate of cosmic ray air showers, the incidence of lightning should correlate
with solar variables.

The final scenario, what happens to the meteorology by changes in atmospheric electrification.
is opell to spcculation. I lere. various suggestions have postulated improved conditions for hail for-
marion, water droplet growth and enhanced rain. etc. These concepts await physical validation.
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5. INDICATORS POTENTIALLY USEFUL FOR FORECASTING

For sun-weather relationships to be useful in forecasting, there must be identifiable (observa-
ble) solar activity precursors or indicators that herald changes in weather and clinmte parameters.

The parameters of interest to the short-term forecast user include air temperature, winds,
,.loud cover and rainfall including thundershowers, supplemented by additional warnings and up-
dates for severe storm conditions such as blizzards, hail and thunderstorms, tornadoes and hurri-
canes. Prediction of long-term climatic trends center principally on precipitation amour.ts (includ-
i:_.gdroughts), t._mperatures :u_d frequencies of severe storms.

Solar activity indicators potentially useful as precursors include sunspots: solar flare eruptions:
enlmncements of shcrt (._:-ra:,'_.EUV, UV) and long (solar radio noise) wavelength electromagnetic
radiations: energetic par; iclc emissions; geomagnetic storm commencements; solar magnetic sector
boundary crossings: co,(,n._! h_!.-s ' ,_,1rea;ons); ground level enhancements (GLE) and Forbush de-
creases in cosmic ray lhien_ity; and possibly active plage regions. Quasi-periodicities in solar activity
(e.g., the I 1- and 22-yr sunspot cycles; 2%day solar rotation rat.a may pro,re to be usei'ul predictor
tools when a greater understanding of sun-weathec pilysics is av,,lable.

Practically all of these have been tttilized at one time or another in correlation studies with
weather and climate parameters. Some apparent successes have been achieved, but ignorance of the
coupling processes involved plus failures to verify the results with independent data sets place the
-uccesses in doubt.

_?_,Inb|_rt}[ x:.::nbers, expressed as monthly or annual averages and sometimes as smoothed or run-
ning w_ighted means over several years, have been correlated with essentially every weather and
climate parameter of interest (c.f., Herman and Goldberg, 1978b). Correspondingly, these parame-
ters averaged over the same time spans have been used for single-station analyses, averaged over ti_e
globe or over specific geographic regions. l'he most promising finding to date appears to be a rela-
tionship between the 22-yr sunspot cycle and drou!ghts in the western United States (Mitchell et al.,
1977). This result seems to be sufficiently unassailable that the next major U.S. drought period
should occur in the late 1990's, but without a physical explanation even this pcediction must be

" made with caution.

The potential of sunspot observations for short term weather forecasting derives from their
utility in pretliction of ionospheric and geomagnetic storms. It is well known that a large active sun-
spot group appearing on the sun's east limb may (within the following two weeks) spawn one or
more large llares with their accompanying outbursts of energy in the form of X-rays, UV, and ener-
getic particles fhc consequent effects on the I-arth's ionosphere and magnetic field are also well
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known. If it can be shown that the energetic outbursts from the sun affect weather parameters
either directly or indirectly, sunspot observations would find a place in weather forecasting.

However, sunspots give only the first clue. More detailed observations of activity suspected to
be associated with atmospheric processes can lead to a better connection. For example, Biackshear
and Tolson (1978) have shown recently that monthly averaged global total atmospheric ozone
varied with the average solar Ly t_ flur intensity with a correlation coefficient of 0.94 (based on ten
months of data), but with monthly averaged sunspot number the coefficient was only 0.71. In this
case, however, the coefficient of correlation with ! 0.7 cm radio flux was even less, at 0.66. If
changes in global ozone concentration affect the weather through modulation of the heat flux to
the lower atmosphere or stratospheric circulation in an understandable way, monitoring of solar
Ly t_could become a useful indicator.

Coronal holes may be of interest in this regard, since they are the visible images of M regions
made in the EUV and x-ray portions of the spectrum. They are the source of high-speed corpuscu-
lar radiation as well as short wave electromagnetic xadiation, and they repeat with a 27-day recur-
rence because a hole may persist for up to 8 or 10 solar rotations. Ionospheric physicists have been
using the M-region concept for years to predict recurrent geomagnetic and ionospheric storms (and
radio absorption events). Again, if the enhanced radiation emissions can be demonstrated to affect
weather, coror, ai hole observations could be a factor in forecasting. Forecasts could conceivably be
made on the basis of the 27-day recurrence, but when coronal hole observations indicated that the
solar feature responsible for the 27-day patten_ had disappeared, the persistence forecast would have
to be modified or abandoned. Musman and Altcock (1978) have pointed out that an improvement
over a _trictly 27-day recurrence might be had by taking into account the brightness of the Fe XIV
line (5303 A) associated with coronal holes.

Solar flare eruptions appear to be followed by several atmospheric responses with lag times
ranging from several hours to a few days. Included are significant atmospheric pressure enhance-
ments and temperature decreases near the 300-mb level (Schuurmans and Oort, 1969): increased
thunde_torm activity in the Mediterranean area (Bossolasco et al.. 1973): potential gradient .n-
hancements in Bavaria (Reiter. 1969; 1971); increased total ionospheric electric potential (keiter
1972; Mfihleisen and Reiter, 1973); decreased ozone content at 4 mb (Heath et al., 1977); de-
creased seasonal average total ozone (Angell and Korshover, 1975); redistribution of surface pres-
sure patterns (Duell and Duell, 1948; Schuurmans and Ocrt, 1969); and changes in the 500-mb
height (Schuurmans, 1965). Additional study of solar flare effects, and an extension of the results
to changes in weather parameters of interest are required before solar flare observations can be
utilized for improving weather forecasts. Consideration should be given to this possibility, since the
global network of solar observatories provide continuous monitoring of tne sun.

Solar magnetic sector boundarics sweeping past the Earth are apparently accompanied or fol-
lowed by changes in atmospheric vorticity (Wilcox et al., 1973; Larsen and Kelley, 1977); the elec-
tric potential gradient in the Antarctic (Park, 1976) and in Bavaria (Reitcr, 1977); and the total
ionospheric clcctr.c potential (Reiter, 1977). Though sector boundary passages offer a potential for
predicting changes in the vorticity area index (VAI), Williams (1978) has pointed out two disadvan-
tages Ihr meteorological forecasting. First, the VAI is not routinely used in the atmospheric sci-
ences and there is no background information on its typical behavior. Second, according to Wil-
liams, the VAI is a single isolated parameter which cannot provide information abcut what is hap-
pening to other atmospheric parameters while the VAi itself is responding to solar modulation.
Even without this complication, some researchers have failed to find an association between sector
boundaries and the VAI (Williams, 1978; Bhatnagar and Jakobsson, 1978). This failure, however,
may be due to the method of analysis used (Larsen, 1978). Additional study is therefore required
before sector boundaries can be utilized for forecast purposes. This solar parameter is a potential
candidate because it would provide several days of lead time. That is, atmospheric responses occur
typically one or two days after a boundary sweeps past the Earth, but the solar-rooted foot of the
boundary crosses the central meridian of the sun 4Vzdays prior to that passage.

An interesting possibility for long-term climate forecashng (at least regarding colder than no,'-
real temi_eratures) has recently emerged. It has been shown by Eddy ct al. (1977) that the rotation
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of the sun accelerated between 1625-26 and 1642-44, just prior to the Maunder minimum in sun-
spot activity associated with the coldest part of the Little Ice Age. The differential rotation was
most dramatically affected because the acceleration was observed only for spots within 15° of the
solar equator. Rece.t ,umiysis of Thomas ttarriott's sullspot data by Herr (1978) indicates that the
rotation rate was slower in 16! I-13 than it was in 1625-26. This implies that the acceleration was
even greater than Eddy et al. had found for the decades prior to the Maunder minimum.

With apologies to the solar physicists, it may be that the solar energy previously vented by the
sun in association with sunspots was now being used for accelerating its rotation rate. In such case,
there _,.,ot,ld be fewer or no sunspots, and less energy variations available to affect the Earth's atmo-
sphere in wh:,,_everunknown ways it might otherwise do so. For long-term forecasting of climate
variations, the,a, the rotation rate of the sun becomes a candidate. Additional investigation of re-
cent variat"_ns in this parameter would therefore be of interest.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have briefly considered the various radiations reaching the middle atmosphere in response
to solar activity, a,_ their known effects on neutral and ionic species of that region. Those re-
sponses have then been evaluated as possible coupling mechanisms connecting the upper and lower
atmosphere. Two general categories emerge. The first is the role of the stratosphere and meso-
sphere as a buffer region, wherein small perturbations of local parameters can be amplified ;.nto
major effects affecting the transport or conversion of energy from external sources reaching the re-
gion. These effects involve ozone, aerosols, and to a lesser extent, charged species. The major ef-
fects involve heating, circulation patterns, and possible long term effects on climate in both the
stratosphere and t'oposphere.

The second, the electrical connection, involves changes in the global and local electrical struc-
ture of the atmosphere induced by solar activity. These effects are mo_e direct and may possibly
bypass the stratosphere altogether. The responses in the atmospheric circuit to local changes are
nearly instantaneous, and therefore are looked on with more promise for possible influences on
weather systems. Newly emerging experimental evidence indicates that atmospheric electric fields,
especially at high latitudes and in the upper atmosphere, are responsive to solar and geomagnetic
phenomena. The corpuscular radiations previously discussed arc known to strongly enhance the
local atmospheric electrical conductivity and ionizations at stratospheric and mesospheric altitudes.
ltowever, the electric field perturbations are not easily explained by conventional atmospheric
electricity considerations.

Several solar activity indicators ha_e been identified as potential candidates for predicting
weather or climate changes. These inclu,:le sunspots, solar flare eruptions, coronal holes, and solar
magnetic _ector boundary passages for short term forecasts, and sunspots, solar rotation rate, and
possibly solar constant variations for Ion_ term climate predictions. Unfortunately, it appears that
the present state of sun-weather art precludes immediate application of these potential candidates.

The various ideas presented here are primarily hypothetical and are not yet well enough
founded to apply to forecasting. Experiments and additional studies are needed to investigate these
and other more promising concepts and establish the importance of each conceived idea. Only then
will it be possible to develop methods to incorporate sun-weather relationships into prediction

, programs.
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We examine thc possible impact of sun-weather research on fore-

casting, The type of knowledge of the effect that we now have is
evaluated to determine if it is in a form that can be used for fore-

casting purposes. We conclude that our present understanding of the

effect does not lend itself readily to applications for forecast

purposes. The limits of present predictive skill are examined and

it is found that skill is most lacking for prediction of the smallest

scales of atmospheric motion. H_wever, it is not expectod that sun-
weather research will h_v_ aay _I_J'c_C=L_L.....impact on forecasting the

smaller scales since predictability at these scales is limited by the

finite grid size resolution and the time scales of turbulent diffu-

sion. The predictability limits for the largest scales are on the

order of several weeks although presently only a one week forecast
is achievable. This would be the most fruitful scale for the

application of the research results.

i. INTRODUCTION

In assessing the possible impact of sun-weather research on forecasting,
we need to make a serious evaluation of the results that we have as well as

those that will be needed in the future if tlleresults are to have any value
in the forecasting process Up til the present, the interest of the

researchers _ the f_p]d h_ horn _elentlflc rather than practical. This is

not to say that the two cannot be made compatible, but some effort will be

needed on the part of both researchers and forecasters to accompllsh this.

The fact that a very small solar signal can create a "noticeable" effect at

tropospheric heights is a very interesting phenomenon from the point of view

of those studying the atmosphere, but from the point of view of the fore- /
caster, this will only be interesting if knowledge of this effect will in-

crease his daily forecast skill score. The reader sNould notice that we 4

have used the word "noticeable" in describing the sun-weather effect. In :'

the literature, _he effect is most often described a_ significant, but this

refers to being statistically significant rather than significant for fore-
cast purposes. We have to ask whether the effect Is also significant enough

to affect the routine forecast products. This paper is organized as follows.
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We will first revJew what we know about rh, _tm-wentLer effect as it _elaues

5_ p_sibi_ inpucs for forecasting procedures; second, we will try to define
the exact nature of the input which would be needed for this to be of value;

and last, w_ will estimate the limits of forecast improvement which c_uld be

expected if these procedures are implemented.

2. PROCESS OF FORECAST PRODUCTION

The process of producing a forecast consists of several stages

(Bengtsson, 1976). First, data is taken at surface stations once every three

hours and by means of radiosonde once every 12 hours. Satellite data and

pilot reports are also available at various times. This data is analyzed and

distributed by facsimile and teletype to =he various forecast centers. The
radiosonde data is used as an initial data field which is the L,put for

various numerical models the most accurate of which is the 6 level primitiTe

equation model. The output from the models is conveyed to the forecast
centers by means of facsimile and teletype. These model outputs which in-

clude the predicted surface pressure, 500 mb. geopotential heights, vertical

velocity field, predicted preclpi_ation pattern, and 700 mb. height field for

a 12, 24, 36, and 48 hour forecast are then used as guidance along with the

synoptic chart analyses. At that point Lhe individual forecaster decides

which parameters are important for the forecast users and assil_ilates all

his data into a final prediction.
In evaluating the possible impact of sun-weather research on this process,

we must somehow try to evaluate whether or not knowledge of the effect of

solar variability on the atmosphere will make a significant difference in
relation to the skill of that final prediction. This will depend on varioas

factors such as the parameter which is being forecast. In _ome cases it

would be more important to know whether or not there will be precipitation

in the f_rccast period. In other ca_es, the maximum and minimum temperatures

or possibly the mean temperatur_ will be the critical factor. This will

depend on who the user is. These questions are of a complex nature, and in
order to deal with them we will restrict our attention for the most part _o

the possible impact of sun-weather research on the skill of the forecast

product produced by the numerical models. This is Justified by the fact that

the forecaster can usually improve the skill of the forecast by about 5 points

on the S1 scale, where

sI- lOO (1)

E_ Is the error in the observed pressure _ra_ient an4 G1 ie the maximum of the
observed and foreca, t pre=sure gradients. 1_e 5 pt. forecast improvement may

be attributable to the forecaster's knowledge of the local climatology, or
orographlc effects or pos=Ibly his experience of consistent errors made by

the model in certain _Ituatlons. It is not likely that this improvement is
due to the forecaster's awareness of sun-weather effects since few

meterologlsts have access to solar data on a routine basis. This could

possibly be worth investigating in the future. Figures I and 2 taken fr¢_,
Cooley and Derouln (1977) indicate the _ncreuse in foreeas: sk_11 achieved
with the improvement of the numerlcal forecast models. The hatched ares is

the increase in skill due to humanlmprovemen_ of t_e forecast,
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results in fact have been excluded. This is not meant to diminish the im-

portance of those result_ not included here, but since we are dealing with

the topic of tile possible impact of _un-weathe_ research on forecasting, we

have been more concerned with tile type of input that is available rather

than covering all the possible types of input that are available.

We begin by considering the result of Wilcox et al. (1973). This, along

with the result of Roberts and Olson (1973), is the most often quoted and

best substantiated result in tile literature. Wilcox et al. found that the

vorticity area index (VAI) decreased by approximately 10% one day after a
solar boundary crossing. The curve for the northern hemispheric VAI is

shown in Figure 3. Since tlle VAI sums the area in the northern hemisphere

where the vorticity exceeds a certain discriminator level, in this case

20 x 10-5 sec -I, this indicates that on the average, the area covered by

low pressure will decrease by t 10% following tile passage of a solar magnetic

sector boundary passage at the Earth. Since SSB crossings occur on the aver-

age once a week, this seems as if it could be an important result for

forecast operations especially since the trigger is supplied by a solar input,

something which is not considered within the normal realm of meteorology.

However, we should emphasize the t11ings that tile forecaster would need to

know in order to use this information. The fact that the low pressure

areal coverage will decrease will be important si_-ce this could mean tile
di[lerence between a "snow" and a "no snow" forecast if the forecast location

is on the fringes of a cyclonic area in the winter. Tlle important parameters

that we don't know are whether or not the movement of a low, ds well as its

areal extent, is affected, whether lows _n one area of the northern hemisphere

are affected more than lows in other areas, and the nature of the effect in

regions with higher vort_city levels. Knowing that tile low pressure aL'ea

will decrease in size fellowing a SSB passage is valuable information, unless

the low at the same time moves in an unpredictable manner. If the low is

smaller but happens to be many degrees of latitude away from where it was

expected to be, this information is not helpful to the forecaster. Also,

we need to know if the effect varies in strength from one region to the next

so that we con find the areas where knowledge of the effect would be importnnt.

Finally, the effect on tile vorticity graaient, if any, is in some sense more

important than the effect on tile area in which the vorticity exceeds a certain

value since _t is the positive vorticity advect;on which determines Lhe

nagnitude of t;,e upward vertical velocities and therefore the precipitation

patterns. Although these are all serious deficiencies in our understanding

of tlle sun-,._eather effect at the present time, they are certainly not outside

tlle scope,,of understanding wllich can be gained with the appropriate studies.

Roberts a1_.dOlson (1973) found that the vorticity area index associated

with a specific trough iucreased following sharp rises in geomagnetic

activity. The study by Wilcox et al. (1973) is considered to be more im-

portnat in the field of sun-weather research since it directly linked tile

tropospheric circulation to solar activity and eliminated the possibility

that thL, sun-w_.ather effect was merely indicativ_ of upper and lower

atmosphere coupling without any dependence on the solar input, but the

Roberts and Olson study is somewhat better suited for applications to

forecasting. "rileyfollowed individual troughs as riley progressed from thL'

Gulf of A.aska across the North American continent and found that on tile,

average tleir size increased if they |lad been in the Gulf of Alaska shortly

after h|gl, gL,omagn_tic act[vlty occurred. Wilcox and Duff,' (lq7_) have
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_eanalyzed the Roberts and Olson data and have found t_at there is an

effect on trough size related to the direction of the interplanetary magnetic

f[eld at the time when the trough is in the Gulf of Alaska. The uncertainties

in these studies are the same as _hose cited earlier, namely, possible

effects relating to the movement of the troughs and the effect on the
vorticity gradient.

Larsen and Kelley (1977) investigated the effect of SSB crosslngs on
the ability of the Limited-area Fine Mesh numerical model to forecast the

vorticity area index 12 and 24 hours later. The LFM is the best of the

numerical models produced by NMC (Ramage, ]976). It has a grid size of 190 km

which is half of the grid size of the other two models which are run

routinely. It is a primitive equation model which takes into account

moisture and radiation among other things. The results of the study are shown

in Figure 4. The two curves represent the correlation coefficient between

the observed and forecasted values of the vortlcity area .index for the 12

and 24 hour forecasts. The curves indicate that the correlations drop by 0.15
from their normal mean values in the period from 1 to 3 days after a solar

magnetic sector boundary crossing. We emphasize that these curves represent

correlation coefficients between the observed and forecasted VAI, and not a

skill score. The problems associated with defining appropriate skill scores
for the forecast quantities of interest would take more space to outline than

is suitable here, but an excellent brief analysis can be found in Sommervil!e

(1976). Figure 4 shows that whatever the mechanism for the sun-weather

effect may be, it is something which is not accounted for even in the physics

of the best numerical forecast product we have. The possibilities which
come to mind are that the mechanism is associated with some of the smaller

scale wave or cloud phenomena that are not handled by the model, or possibly
a planetary scale influence from the layers of the atmosphere above those

handled by the LFM. Since the study only covered the years from 1971 to 1974,

it would be profitable to extend this type of study to a longer period and
other models.

One difficulty associated with doing studies of forecast verifications as
they relate to the sun-weather effect is the lack of available dat_ Since

forecasters have not generally been concerned with this topic, skill scores

have been calculated as averages over a one month period or even yearly
averages. This sort of data is not useful in dealing with effects that

occur several times in the averaging period. Sanders (1973) reported on the

detailed records of forecasting skill made at MIT for forecasts verified at

Logan Airport in Boston. These records extend back to 1967 and might provide

an excellent opportunity for the type of study that is needed to evaluate

the possible impact of the sun-weather effect on forecasting. The numerical

forecast products generally only serve as guidance material for forecasts.

The final forecast decision is Jsually made by the individual forecaster
based on this guidance. Therefore, it Is important to ask if the mis-guidance

provided by the numerical product has any significant effect on the final
man-m_chine mix forecast.

One problem inherent in applying the _esults of sun-weather research to

forecasting procedures stems from the statistical nature of the investigations.
Any statistical result will only be accepted if the error bars and hence

the variance of the distribution is small. Hence, this automatically pre-

cludes any effects In which the magnitude of the perturbations induced in

the tropospheric flow are highly dependent on other factors related to pre-

existing conditions in the atmosphere. For instance, it might be [ound that
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if the sun-weather results were applied to operational forecasts, the

magnitude of the effect would vary a great deal form one time to the next.
This is a problem whlch will probably only be resolved once the mechanism
is understood.

4. POSSIBLE FORECAST IMPROVFaMENTS

Having examined what we know and the tyne of things that we need co

know in order to make our results applicable, this brings us to the type

and magnitude of possible improvements in local forecasts which might be

realized from our knowledge. In other words, if we apply all that we know
in the form that we need to know it, will this make a worthwhile difference

in the quality of the forecasts that are now available. To answer this

question, we can =cart by asking what is the quality of the forecast

product that we now have. Generally, the skill of various forecasts is

measured by th_ SI score which is the root mean square error of the foreca_t
field. The trend for the forecast skill from 1947 to 1972 is shown in

Figure 5. The upper curve shows the predictive skill for the sea level

pressure gradlent, and the lower curve shows the skill for predictions of

the 500 mb. geopotentlal height (Miyakoda, 1974). Shuman (1972) states that

an SI sco-_ of 0.30 for the sea level prediction and 0.20 for the 500 mb.

prediction are essentially perfect. Scores of 0.80 and 0.70 respectively
are es_cntlally worthless. The downward trend shows that the forecast skill

has improved, but that forecasts are still fac from perfect. The surface

forecast suffers from greater inaccuracies than the 500 mb. forecast.

Sanders (1973) has studied the forecast skill of the staff and students

at MIT over a six year period. He has concluded that the forecast skill for

precipitation drops to i0% within 2½ days and the forecast skill for

temperature drops to 10% after a 4 day period. He concludes that this is

due to the large influence of mesoscale phenomena in determining these

parameters which are of vital importance for many sectors of society. This

serves to point out that the standard skill score evaluations of the predicted
500 mb. height field and surface pressure are not necessarily indicative of

skill in forecasting associated with other atmospheric parameters.

The question of atmospheric predictability is one of basic importance

in evaluating the impact of the sun-weather effect of forecasting. It is

possible that the solar input may provide the means by which the accuracy of

the forecast products can be extended to longer periods. If the forecast
errors beyond one or two days are in part due to this missing input, then it

should be possible to increase the walidity of the forecasts beyond this

period. The predictability of the atmosphere is limited in time due to our

imperfect knowledge of the initial state of the atmosphere at the forecast

time as well as uncertainties in the formulation of the equations describing

the atmosphere (Lorenz, 1965). If the input due to the sun-weather effect is
added to our modelling of the atmosphere, it will only increase the forecast

skill out tc the limit of the range of time in which the atmosphere is pre-

dictable. One way to clarify this concept is by considering that the initial
data that the model is provided with will have errors in it, and these errors

will have a certain variance. The effect of the errors is exactly the same

as that of the real atmospheric waves that exist in the initial data field.

They will propagate, grow, dissipate, and interact %ith other scales of

motion. At some time or another, these "error" waves will dominate the model
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output and this limits the time range of predictability of the atmosphere.

If this predictability time scale is of the same order as the time from ob-

serving an event on the sun to its arrival at the Earth, then we cannot hope

to extend the forecast period by invoking knowledge of 3olar activity as

an indicator of atmospheric activity beyond the limit of predictability.

The solar wind stream takes four to five days to reach the Earth on the

average although it can be less during periods of high solar activity. It

might be postulated that if the solar effect on the atmosphere is significant,

this four to fi_ day lag will give us an advantage in extending the forecast
range. Also, the solar sector structure is known to have some periodicity

since the sun's rotation sweeps these sectors past the Earth (Svalgaard, 1972).
Predictability studies have involved one of three techniques. The

first integrates a set of equations describing the atmosphere with two

different sets of initial conditions. The divergence of the two solutions

is determined and the doubling time of the errors calculated. The second
approach examines the rate at which similar weather patterns diverge

statistically. The last approach couches the equation for the atmosphere in

spectral form, and the spectral distribution of the errors is calculated.

Smagorinski (1969) has examined the problem using the NOAA Geophysical Fluid

D)_amics Laboratory primitive equation general circulation model. An error

with a standard deviation of 0.5°C was input at all levels. The doubling
time of the errors was found to be 2.5 days. The statistical approach has

been used by Lorenz (1969). He used five years of data and calculated the

RMS error between similar weather patterns occulring in tilesame month of the

year. The doubling time of these errors was also found to be 2.5 clays.
This doubling time leads to the conclusion that the larger scales are only

predictable over a range of several weeks at most.

Lorenz (1969b) and Robinson (1971) have investigated the predictability

problem using the spectral models. In the spectral models, it is assumed
that all the error exists at the smaller scales which cannot be resolved in

the initial data field. These errors at the smaller scales interact with

the larger scales and eventually destroy the characteristics of the larger

scales through turbulent diffusion. The two studies concluded that cumuJus

scales were predictable for a period fo about one hour, synoptic scale

motions for a few days, and the larger scales for about 17 days.

These results indicate that if the sun-weather research is to have any

impact on forecasting on the longer time scales, it will have to be at the

larger scales in the atmosphere. If the solar effect occurs at the synoptic
scale, we cannot hope to extend the forecasts much beyond the one to two days _"

which are presently handled operationally, although the skill of t:heforecasts

might improve. There seems to be little hope of any improvement at the
shortest scales.

Robert (1976) has evaluated the various sources of error for a 500 mb
24 hour forecast. He estimates that the sources of error in the forecast

are as follows in Table i. The percentages listed in Table 1 are estimates

of the percentage error variance contributed by each entry. _ The percentages

in the table can be interpreted as follows. For item 1 for In:_ta_ce, the

mean square difference between the geopotential height field forecast with

a 400 km grid and that forecast with a 200kingrid is 35% of the mean

square difference between the forecasted and verification geopotentlal

height fields. The, fact that the percentages add up to more than 100% is
attributable to the fact that the errors are correlated. _len the
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TABLE i

I. Horizontal resolution: 400 km vs. 200 km 35%

2. Mountains vs. no mountains 27%

3. Precipitation vs. no precipitation 18%
4. Five levels vs. high vertical resolution 15%

5. Inadequate observing system 13%

6. Horizontal eddy viscosity vs. no viscosity 11% r

7. Surface drag vs. no surface drag 8%

8. Refinements of radiative, viscosity terms,

inclusion of detailed mountain profiles, etc. 4% each

individual cases are examined, certain errors from other categories will
appear. Miyakoda (1974) has made the same sort of analysis, and he

concluded that the inadequate observing system should be second on the list

in importance. If the evaluations of the errors by Robert are correct, this
indicates that the inclusion of the sun-weather effect in the models at the

present time should be carefully weighed in terms of the possible improve-
ments that could be expected. A detailed investigation of the error created

by its omission is needed so that it can be ranged along-side the other
sources of error. The result of Wilcox et al. (1973) indicates that on the

average, the vorticity isopleth will enclose an area that is 10% smaller

after the passage of a solar magnetic sector boundary crossing. If this is
representative of the error generated by the exclusion of the sun-weather

effect from the model dynamics, then it would have to be placed somewhere

near fifth or sixth place on the list in Table i. On the other hand, Hines

and Halevy (1977) concluded after analyzing the same data used by Wilcox et
al. that the effect does not change the atmospheric events which would

occur anyway, but rather changes the timing of the occurrence of those events.

If this is the case, then the error could be much larger than 10% since the

forecast skill depends both on predicting the magnitude of the atmospheric
gradients as well as their position. This is an area that needs further
study.

5. POSSIBLE IMPACT ON PREDICTIONS ON A CLIMATIC TIME SCALE.

In the previous section we found that the theoretical limits of predict-

ability increase as the scale size of the phenomena that we are interested

in increases. Therefore, the longest-range forecasts should only be poss-
ible for the very largest scales. Yet, these long-range forecasts are not

possible today (Haltiner, 1975). Schneider (1976) defines climatic changes

as those which occur over a period of 90 days or longer. He finds that

although the predictability of the atmosphere is of the order of several

weeks, that it should still he possible to predict longer term means. It

would not be possible to predict the mean temperature at a certain location

on a specific day 90 days in advance, but it should be possible to predict
the mean temperature for the ne:.t 90 day period. The problem that arises

in making these long term predictions of mean quantities is determining

the periodicities that are important. Kutzbach and Bryson (1974) found that

the climatic record over a period of 10,000 years pieced together from various
sources shows randomness for periods of ten years or less. If these var-

iatlons are truly random, then there is little hope of tormulating predictions

for a time scale of less than ten years. If significant fluctuations exist
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in the climatic means due to variations of solar activity, then these varia-

tions would serve as a basis for long-term forecasting. King (1975) has

sulmnarized maPy of the results of sun-weather research relating to the ii and

22 year solar cycles. Pittock (1978) has criticized many of the results

derived from these studies, but he has also advanced some criteria for future

studies to eliminate some of the vagaries in the earlier ones. Pittock ha3

recommended that new results be evaluated by means of their predictive skill.

If climatic fluctuations with periodicities related to the periodicity of the

solar cycle are found, then the ability of this result to predict variations

within the next ii or 22 year cycle would serve as a check on the validity of
the result.

It may be that solar cycle variations have a significant effect on the

atmosphere in the long-term mean. If this is the case, then these variations

could serve as the basis for long-term forecasts. The obstacle that we en-

counter in trying to apply the results of sun-weather research dealing with

solar cycle variations is the long verification time. Predictive schemes

formulated today could be evaluated over the next solar cycle and applied in
the one that follows. This is not encouraging in terms of improving long-

term forecasting within the next few years, although it may be the area in

which sun-weather research will have the greatest impact.

6. CONCLUSION

Our evaluation of the impact of sun weather research on forecasting

suggests that at the very shortest spatial scales (mesoscale and smaller

phenomena) the impact will be negligible both in terms of creating

more accurate forecasts or extending the period of time over which the fore-

casts will remain valid. At the synoptic scale the limit of atmospheric

predictability is theoretically greater than the period for which we now have

accurate forecasts. It is possible that inclusion of the results of sun-

weather research in the routine forecast procedures for the synoptic scale

will improve the quality of the forecasts somewhat, but the gain in forecast

skill has to be weighed against the magnitude of other errors that presently
exist in the models. At the hemispheric scale, the possibility that numerical
forecasts could be extended to the limit of several weeks is not excluded. In

this case our aim would be to predict average circulation features over this

time range rather than the instantaneous weather pattern on any given day.

The greatest impact of sun-weather research might well be in climatic

forecasting if the atmospheric variations related to solar cycle variations
are found to be significant and stand up under forecast verification tests.

At the present time we have no climatic prediction scheme. The results of
sun-weather research could serve as the basis for such a scheme.
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In order to interpret sun-weather effects, one h_s tc ,no,or-

stand planetary wave propagation. In this paper, a brief outline

about the theory of planetary waves is given and a review aLout
recent work on space-time analysis, mainly at the 500 mbar pressure

level, is presented. This analysis gives evidence that broad

spectral bands of two types of waves exist within the:tro?o_:phere:

ultralong waves with zonal wave numbers m_4 and peri_,ds T_5 _ays, _

propagating mainly to the west, and synoptic scale waves w.[th m_3
and _I0 days, propagating mainly to _he east. These wave: _re
generated by internal turbulent processes wit_;ir the atmospherean_

are quasl-persistent with lifeLimes of several De_iodr. Tt iss_o_'n

that solar activity cannot generate planetary waves of 3igDificant

amplitudes, and that thu observed "su,-_eather effects" can be inter- \

preted within the framework of these internally generated planetary

waves without any trigger mech -ism from outside the atmosphere.
It is suggested that a better _.,,owledgeof thes_ persistent ultra-

long waves may help to improve long range weather forecasts.
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I. iNTKODUCT ION

What we call weather, is tile irregular transport or heat and angular

momentum through the atmosphere by winds and eddies, mainly from lower to

higher latitudt:s. Fianetary waves play, hereby, a central role in global
scale weather and climate. These waves possess wavelengths of 1000 km

or longer, s, that the spherical waveguide characteristics of t}'.e rotating
earth influence significantly their propagation conditions. If m is tt'e

zonal wave number and - (in days) is tile period of these waves, a is the
earth's radius, and f _ . - " _'-- L./(I day) is the Coriolis parameter at mldc,e

latitudes, then the characteristic length of the waves is L " air.l, the
characteristJ.c pt-ase velocity, is c = 2:.a/(tn7), and the Rossb:. number
becomes R_ = _'/(fL) -_ I/_,.

Observations at/ the)ry point to a basic distinction between two types
of waves: synoptic sgale waves _ith zonal _-"ve numbers 3 -_ m -_ IO and

typical periods of :lie days, propagating mainly eastward, and ultralong
wave_ with mE 4 and t)'pical periods z : 5 days, propagating mainly w-stward.. - <

Tidal waves with m = 3 and r. = 1 day belong to the second type For the
first type of motion, the magnitude of horizontal divergence is small

compacea to the vertical, component of vortivtty. For the second type, the

horizcntal divergence cannot be neglected Phillips, 1963_,.

The synoptic scale waves arise from instabilities in the mean westerly

flow. Their properties are fairly well understood ie.g. llolton, 1975
• "y

Efforts to formulate prediction models Lo forecast ultralong waves were not i-
so saccesstul !Kasahara, 1976; llayashi aqd Colder, 1977 . A proper under- ,"

standing of the ultralong waves is, however, an ess qtial component in any

theoretic,, pi2ture of the general circulation. Observational studies ha'ee

: show_ that more than h,.--.lf the total pol_-ward heat transport in northern
a_xadle latitudes in winter is accomplished by wave nt,mbcrs 1 to 4 with wave
number two tending co predominate ',Wiin-Nielsen, 1964; With-Nielsen et at.,

19631.
Knowledge of the generation and the propagation of planetary waves s

also the key in ,m-ierstanding the various solar activity-weathLr (,Jr sire: ]y
"sun-weather") effects. According t.J Uilc_x 11975!, many short term sun-
weather effects reporte- in the literature have a few common features ia
spite of their diversities and their coatroversal aspects: they tend to bc
most pronounced during the winter season, and the meteorological responses
over the oceans tend to be opposite to the responses over the continents.
These features, indeed, reflect properties of planetary waves because it i.; 2 _

well known that extratropical planetary wave propagation is optimum durint'
che winter ICharne 3 and Drazin, 1961 !_ , and that a strong wave number two
tampa,mat exists which reflects the land-tea ,overage in the northern
hemisphere Ivan Loon et "l., In731,

'the only possible response of the atmo,.phere m_. a synoptic or a global
scale to a_y k_nd oi disturbance is via planetary waves. Therefore, any
hypothesis which tries to e:,plain sun-weather effects must ultimately specify

tilegr_;er='ion of planetary w',vos. A popular hypothesis is that solar

activity may change th'.l,_....x._conductivity of the air which influences

the globul geoelectric *:e1c aut thus the thunderst'rm a:tivity IMarkson,

1978I. Hoe the_ plonct,:.r_.;,',,_,are generated and on what time scale, _
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-,'mains an open question.
To date, there is still no _eneral agr_,e-nt.nt )),(,ut the reality of :;un-

weather effects. The various long term effects invo!ving tile single and tile
double sunspot cycle have been critically reviewed by Pittock [1978]. The
short term effects with time scales from days to several weeks in connection

with sector bo,mdarv crossings of the interplant.l::iy magnetic field, sunspots,
or solar flares, nave received much :,ttention recently. In particular, the
Roberts-tiilcox relation between sector boundary crossings and the vorticity
area index [e.g., I.:ilcox et al., 1974] has been positively tested by Hines
and iIalevv [1977] and by klrsen "rod Kelley [1977]. ].arsen "rod Kelley [19771
found a deterioriation of the 12 h and the 24 hour weather forec:lsts abt)ut two

days after the sector boundary crossings. On tile other hand, Bhatnagar .rod
aakobsson [1978] were not able to detect a correlation between sector boundary
crossings and pressure data at the 500 mbar level. King et ,1. [1977] found

a 27.5 day periodicity in the height of the 500 mbar pressure level which they
related to rigidly rotating active longitudes on the sun. They claim that
these periodicities are predominantly standing waves with amplitudes of
several geopotential decameters, sufficiently large even to block weather
systems.

Before one starts to in'lt, de findings such as those of Larsen and Keli.,,v

[1977] and King et al. [1977] into meteorolo,_,ical weather forecasts, one has
to understand at least tile basic mechanism involwd. In this paper we shall
try this in two steps: in the next section, we shall estimate from first
principles the amplitudes of such waves which can possibly be expected from a
variable sun. In Section 3 we shall review some basic knowledge about plane-

r-, tary wave propagation. .In Section 4, we shall outline recent work on space-I!

time analysis of tile 500 mbar level [Willson, Iq75; Fraederich .rod Bottger,
1978; Seh_fer, 1979] whicb involves the whole spectrum of planetary waves
from about 2 to 40 days.

llnfortunatelv tile conclusions drawn both from theory and data analysis

will turn out to be rather negative with respect to "sun-weather effects".
The atmosphere is able to _lenerate illlt'l'n;I]lv a broad spectrum of qtlas[-

persistent l_lanetary waves, ;u he observed effects can bt, interpreted within
that framework. There is, thole,ore, no need for ,my trig,,cr mechanism from
outside t!'e atmosphere.

2. ESTIMATE OF PRESSURE DISTURBANCES GF.NERATI{I) BY SOLAR ACI'IVITY

Present estimates of the short term variability of the total solar
radiation (the solar constant) put an upper limit of 0.1:::: in the variant!o,1 _q
tl:e visible light [Livingston, 1978]. Th,: highly variable solar XtW-c,,mp_.nvn!
_dltch so dramatically disturbs the upper atmoapherc is only 10 -6 of ti1_ :_ol :r
coast.mr [Willis, 19-q]. The electric energy involved in tile thunderstorr,::;

and in tile geoelectttc field is about 10 -3 of the kint, tic energy of tile at,'._o-
sphere. Even if one imagines some trigger mechan,.'sm, e.g., 31bedo changes
due to a changing ozone content during solar activity, the solar radiation
reaching tile ground is still constant within about 0.1% [Foukal et at_.,
1977]. Therefore, that part of the energy input from the sun either diroctlv
or indtrect!y available in connection with solar activity is at most S= lW/m "_,

In order to estimate the reaction of the .:tmosphere to that tiny heat
source, we use the first taw of thermodynamics which can be written as
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1 aT 1 a__= ! _9_ (1)
"y-1 T dt Po dt R TO 0

where _ is the ratio of the specific heats, T , _ are basic temperature andO O
presnure at the ground, T, p are temperature and pressure variation, R Is the
gas constant, and Q an external heat input. Assuming a constant heat input
per unit ma_s within the troposphere, averaged over the sphere, it is

S

Q-- 4 0 a (2)
O

where Oo is the density at the ground, H the pressure scale height, and the
factor four a geometry factor. Neglecting the temperature variation and
assuming a periodic heat source of period r, the pressure amplitude at the
ground due to that heat input is [Volland, 1977]

SI I
(3)tpl -- i-q

Equation (3) shows that tile reaction of the atmosphere to a thermal heut
source does nuz only depend or, the magnitude of S, but also on the period with
which the source varies. The atmosphere, therefore, behaves like a low pass
filter suppressin_ higher frequencies. Of course, the validity of equation
(3) breaks down for larger periods due to dissipation effects. If one
approximates thermal dissipati_m by Newtonian cooling, t in (3) has to be
replaced by

r v
! O

x ............ (4)T +x i
O

with _o = 1.3 x lO 7 s = 150 days [Dickinson, 1973].
We can test the usefulness of equation (3) inserting approximate numbers

for tiletidal wave:+. For tilediurnal tide, it is T = I day, H = 8 kin,and

S -"aSo = 250 d/m2 (t_is that fraction of the solar constant SO which is
directly absorbed within the atmosphere). Tht,s [Pl = 1 mbar. The observea

diurnal tide at the equator i_ 0.6 mbar [Chapman and Lindzen, 1970], there-

fore within a factor of two the nt,mher give, by eqt,ation (3). As it is well

known [e.g., Chopman and Lindzen, ]970], it is already difficult at the ground
to filter the thermally driven diurnal tidal waves out of the interdiurnal

meteorological noise which has amptitt,des of I0 - 20 mbar at middle t.'t[tud_,a.

If one expects that the sun acts like a rotating light hot,,qewith a

period of 27 days and an amplitude of S =_I W/m:', one arrives at [p[ = 0.]
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mbar. Thus, the reduction in S by a factor of 250 relative to the diurnal

tide is partly compensated by the increase of the period by a factor of 27. ,

That pressure amplitude is of the same order of magnitude as the amplitude I

of the semldlurnal lunar tide which is 60 _bar near the equaLof. Chapman

[e.g., Chapman and Lindzen, 1970] needed pressure data of 60 years in order
to find that small signal, in spite of the fact that the lunar tidal force is

well known and behaves quite regularly. It seems ve_I improbable, therefore,

to detect out of a much smaller data base a comparably small signal generated

by a source which is noisy itself.

To interpret the 27 day period in the pressure as a tidal effect due to

the orbit_] motion of the moon is also impossible because the lunar monthly

tidal force is more than one order ef magnitude smaller than the semidiurnal

lunar tidal force, and the low pass filter effect does not work in the case
of a momentum force.

3. BASIC FEATURES OF PLANETARY WAVE PROPAGATION

3.1 Laplace's Tidal Equations

In the last section, ,_e have shown that the active sun cannot generate

planetary waves with significant amF1itudes. In this section we want to

outline briefly the theory of planetary wave propagation which will he]p to
understand the various observations of "sun-weather effects".

The most convenient way to describe planetary wave propagation is in

terms of linear tidal theory. The general idea is that the waves are small

perturbations from a basic state and that no feedback occurs between waves

and basic state. If the parameters of the basic state depend only on height -

with the exception of the prevailing westerly wind - it _s possib]e to obtain

solutions of the hydrodynamic equations which are :.um_of products of
functions of height z, of latitude _ and of longitude _; e.g., for the

pressure it is ]Chapman and Lindzen, 1970; Volland and Mayr, 1977]

i
im_ - i_t

p = _ pnm(z) Onm(_ ) e (5)

Each term in the series represents an individual and independent wave. The

waves propagate to the east (west) if the frequency _ is positive (neR_tive).
The horizontal velocity can be separated into a curl free component

_ m and a source free component _ m ;
n n

ImP- i _t

u = a_ {-U '_(z)v_ m(,)+ _ m(z) v×_m(4) L(6)
-- n n ii iI --

ll,m
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_ !

with _ the unit vector in r-direction. Moreover, the separation of the
variables implies a proportionality between the horizontal wind U and the
pressure p:

v.u+ _ D_£_-0 (7)
-- Oogh De

where h is a s_paration constant to be determined later, g the gravitational
acceleration and the total time derivative is

imU
D o
Dt = -in + .....a i_D

if the atmosphere superrotates rigidly with velocity U cost.o
The equation of horizontal momentum is

J
l

DU ^

D--{+ 2q rxU sin#+ ! = 0 (8)
---- Po Vh°rP

= 2_/i day is the angular frequency of the earth's rotation.

Introducing (7) and (6) into (8) and applying the div and the curl

operators, respectlve]y, to (8) leads to Laplace's tidal equations [Longuet-

Higglns, 1968]

m

72_ 2_%, m+2__2_.m % 7272_m=oi
(_D n n i_D na

(9)
m

(mDV2 .=_ m 2_ _21' = 0i - ) _n - n
a

with V2 the horizontal Laplace operator, and

b: = si_ v2 + _o__ _-:
a
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It is

mU
o

_D " _ --- (i0)a

a Doppler shifted frequency.

In meteorological terminology, -V2@n m is the horizontal divergence, and

_V2_ m Js the vertical component of the vorticlty.
n

3.2 Rossby-Haurwitz Waves

The solutions of (9) become particularly simple in the case of zero

horizontal divergence, @ m = 0. Then from (7) and (9) followsn

ym=pm
n n

h m =® (Ii)
n

m
with P the spherical harmonics, andn

2£a
U - c = - " (12)
o n'(n' + i)

where c = aw/m is the phase velocity of the wave. Equation (12) is the

famous Rossby formula [e.g., Holton, 1975] transformed into a spherical

coordinate system. The latitude structure of the aqsociated pressure, the

function 0 m(_) in (5), is plotted in Figure i versus latitude for wave
H

number m = 2. These Rossby-Haurwitz waves have their largest amplitudes

at middle and higher latitudes. The observed synoptic scale waves in the>
, mldlatitude westerlies with wave numbers m = 4 and periods of several days

are of that type.
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LA'ITUD{

FIGURE l: NORMALIZED HOUGH FUNCTIONS OF

ROSSBY-HAURWITZ WAVES OF ZONAL WAVE N_IBER

m = 2 VERSUS LATITUDE. WAVES WITH ODD NL_BERS

m-n ARE SYMMETRIC WITH RESPECT TO THE EQUATOR,
WAVES WITH EVEN N-UHBERSARE ANTISY_fETRIC.

3.3 The Equivalent Depth

The rigorous solution of (9) constitutes an eigenvalue problem from

which the eigenvalue h m, sometimes called the equiw_lent depth, ard th_

corresponding meridionnl structures of 0 m, # m, and _'m can be determined.

In tidal theory, Onm is called tileHoughnfunc_ion. n
Figure 2 shows the reciprocal equivalent deptils 1/h m versu_ normalized

frequency m/_2 for wave number m = 2 ILonguet-lliggins, 19_8]. One notices

two classes of waves. Waves of class I or gravitational waves (labelled by

positiw" numbers .,) possess positive equiwlleut depths and exist in the whole

frequency range. Waves of class IT or rotational wa,, "g (labelled by negattw'
numbers n) possess positive and negative equivalent d_:0ths and disapl,ear at

frequencies la,] > 2_? or p_,riods qmallcr th,m 12 hours. Evidently, the RosMw-
Haurwit7 waves belong to :he westward ",ropagating class II waves with l/h = O.
That occurs at the Rossby frequency

2111;'

"r : - Tn-T-(_t-_T+ ]) (13)

$

where n _0. (Note that in (12), it i_ n :- -u). m

'rh_- height structure functions p m Unm ahd U1, in (5) and _) must be
determined fro,n the I'emdi_lill_/ ,_et of hvdr_,dxn;_mic aml tl_ernlody|l;lllic oqll;ltiOllS

[t.g., \'olland and blayr, 19771, They :Ire connected with tilt' meridional
structure v,a thc. vertical wave number
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)

k_= #H_/4(_-l) . 1 (if T - ¢o_s_) (14)n ) h m o
n

Potleo _4|T|)

-- iO ] ! IO tOO 100 10 I

i"'_;_;'/ /';-_,_----------------_""
: ,[,//// //./_r

:: --f-frf"':_ U1 ,.,....,w._

._ I II_..._II_a 40' _ -s

c,_., \ -z-)

"! -I0 "l -10.2 I0 "_ 10"1 I

F fequenc, _)/_

FIGURE 2: RECIPROCAL EQUIVALENT DEPTHS VERSUS NORI_LIZED

FREQUENCY FOR PLANETARY WAVES OF ZONAL WAVE NUMBER m : 2.
SCALE ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE GIVES VERTICAL WAVELENGTHS.

WAVES WITH POSITIVE n: CLASS i WAVES OR GRAVITATIONAL

WAVES; WITH NEGATIVE n: CLASS II WAVES OR ROTATIONAL WAVES.
THE HORIZONTAL DASHED LINE SEPARATES THE INTERNAL WAVES

WITH FINITE VER"riCAL WAVELENGTH FROM THE EXTERNAL WAVES

WITH INFINITELY LONG WAVELENGTH. NOTE THAT THE LOGARITHMIC

ORDINATE INCLUDES POSITIVE AND NE_qATIVE I/h.

m, real, are internal waves with finite vertical wavelengthsWaves with kn

X m = 2_/kn m (15)rl

m

The relative pressure amplitudes p /p of ascending free waves increase with
n o

altitude according to exp {z/(2H)}. Waves with knm, imaginary, (4(y-l)H/y/hnm
< I) are called external waves because they cannot transport wave energy i

upward. The relative pressure amplitudes of ascending free waves of that

type decrease with altitude if ]knmI > 1/(2H). ,!

3.4 The Intern_l Class 11 Waves

The mLridional structures cf the internal waves of class I with periods

gr_iter than _v_ral day_ are confined to the equatorial regions; i.e.,
_he Kelvin waves (n = m, east, in Figure 2) or the mixed Rossby-gravity waves
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(n =-m,west, in Figure 2) [Wallace, 1973]. Moreover, they possess vertical

wavelengths smaller than 1 km (see right ordinate in Figure 2) and, therefore,
are sensitive to destructive interference. The external class II waves with

negative equivalent depths are suppressed. On the other hand, the meridional
structure of the internal class II waves is similar to the structure of the

Rossby-Haurwitz waves with maximum amplitudes at middle and higher latitudes
(see Figure 1). Hence, extratropical wave propagation is dominated by the

internal class Ii waves with negative frequencies. The negative frequenci.'s
which determine the wave modes and their meridJonal structures are the

Doppler shifted frequencies in eq,zation (i0). This is Charney and Drazin's

[1961] theory which states that vertical propagation of extratropical ultra-

long waves can occur only _l,the presence of westerly winds weaker than a

critical value. According to Figure 2 and equations (12) and (13), that

critical prevailing westerly wind velocity is

U = a£ {_ + 2 } (16)o in'l(In'l + I)

with T (in days) the period of the waves, which is positive for eastward
traveling waves and negative for westward traveling waves.

The height structure of the internal class II waves depends on type and
vertical profile of the forcing function, which may be either thermal or

orographic forcing. It also depends strongly on the parameters of the basic

state of tileatmosphere. In particular, the height of the tropopause and/or i
the stratospheric prevailing wind and temperature profiles may significantly

influence tropospheric ultralong wave propagation because the waves are

partially reflec'ted at internal boundaries. Figure 3 taken from Shutts [1978]

shows as an example the height structure function of a thermatly forced m = 1
wave for two different prevailing wind profiles.

HEIGH?
Ikml

20

16

_00 I100 t200 |600 100_ #o .0 o 1;o ,1¢ _.0 .oo .I0 t_o IO _0 0

AIdPLITUDE (gpml I=H&SE *!1

FIGURE ]: CALCULATED 'IHERMALI,Y FORCED m = 1
MODE IN TWO DIFFERENT CONSTANT _d_GULARSHEAR

ZONAL WIND FLOWS° tl2hT INPUT II_ 1,5 K day -1
FOR z < 4 km AND ZERO ALCOVE [ADOPTED FROM SHUTTS,

1978].
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Calculations based on slightly different concepts but with similar

results have been carried out by Brtes [1971], Geller and Avery [1977] and

by Shutts [1978]. _lether such mechanisms nmy be responsible for

long term variations in the climate, remains pure speculation, however,

because our knowledge about long term variations in the stratospheric

parameters is spurious and contradictory [see e.g., Pittock, 1978].

Moreover, the forcing functions as well as the relative importance of thermal

and orographic forcing are still not well explored [Saltzmann, 1968], and

the theory of ultralong waves is far from being well understood [e.g.,

Hayashi and golder, 1977].

4. OBSERVED FEATURES OF PLANETARY WAVES

_.i Space-time Analysis at the 500 mbar Level

The tI_eory of planetary wave propagation predicts eastward and westward

travelling waves, mainly of the type of the internal class II waves,

separated according to their zonal wave numbers m and their periods T (or

frequen?ies m = 2_/_). While the meridlonal structure of the wave mode is

specifled by the Doppler shifted frequency _D (eq. I0) and therefore by the 0

prev,liling wind Uo and the _requency m, the direction of wave propagation
is J termined by the phase velocity c = a_/m, and therefore by the forcing

function; e.g., a standing heat source Q with wave number m and frequency

is the generator of eastward and westward propagating waves because of the
relationship

Qo
Q = Qo cos.mk cosu,t = _- {cos(mk - 0it) + cos(mk + mt)t (16_)

It is appropriate, therefore, to separate the available observatiens

ao:ording to wave number m, period T, and direction of propagation, by a

space Fouri_,r =,,u.... time cross-spectral analysis [Hayashi, 1971]. Here the

data for each latitude zone ar.a for c_ch day are first _eparated into modes

of wave number m oy a FourJ .....,,lysls. Thus, the higher order "noisy" modes

are eliminated from the ,._od _west wo_e L,cmbers (usually m < i0). The

new time series with dail" '..,,.,_ of stnc(S ) and cosine (C) terms for eachm m
mode and eac',:latttudP _one aI: _,_,_d_o comput _ power spectral estimates

and cross amp]itud_/,,,hase spectral estimates t_etween Sm and Cm. From those,
a decomposition into east and westward propagating waves and a standing

wave is possible [Willson, 1975; Pratt, 1976; Sch_fer, 1979].

Figure 4 shows the results of Schiller [1979] who used the data of the

500 mbar level on the northern hemisphere for the ,ears 1949 till 1976. The

relative power of the f_rst 6 modes of the travelling waves is plotted

ve':sus frequency for colatitudes [etwee_ 5° and 75 ° Westward travelling

waves are represenred by po,qlLive values, eastward travelling waves are
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represented bv ne_atlv_ v_1,,p_. Tn W_g,,_= 4, we _+4" +"^

with eastward travelling waves, mainly at higher modes, and westward

travelling waves, mainly at lower modes. The separating diagonal stretches

approximately from 75°N; m = i, to 20°N; m = 6. Two regions of large

amplitude westward propagating waves can be distinguished for m = I: one

region at Jower latitudes with largest amplitudes near periods of 5 days,

and a second region at middle and hi?" _r latitudes with largest amplitudes

near a period of 18 days. Eastward travelling waves for m = 1 only exist

at latitudes beyond 75°N with periods smaller than 7 days.

FIGURE 4: RELATIVE POWER SPECTRA OF TRAVELLING WAVES

UP TO MODE m = 6 VERSUS FREQUENCY AT COLATITUDES 5°

75 _. WESTWARD TRAVELLING WAVES ARE DEFINED POSITIVE,

EASTWARD TRAVELLING WAVES NEGATIVE.

These features can also be seen for m -- 2 waves where, however, the

lower latitude maximum splits into two submaxima near i0 days and 4 days,

and the zone of eastward travclling wave extends to 60°N. The standing

wave struc'_ure, not shown here, has much smaller amplitudes and d_splays a

noisy _.haracter. The westward propagating waves in the upper left frcm the

diagonal in Figure 4 are the ultralong waves.

The preferred periods of the eastward propagating waves in the iower

left from the __i=gonal in Figure. 4 are between about 3 and i0 days. These

eastward _'ravellinp, waves can be interpreted as the synoptic scale _ossby-

Haurwitz waves, observed at middle and higher latitudes.

The result of Figure 4 is consisteut with results of Madden and Stokes

[1975] and Fraederich and B_ttger [1978] who us_J shorter time intervals
and narrower lat_',ude Lands.
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4.2 Origin o[ Westward and Eastward Propagation of the Waves

The preference of one direction of wave propagation in either type of

waves may be qualitatively interpreted as follows: the synoptic scale waves

propagate as free waves. The horizontal divergence of the_e waves i_ small

compared to their vortlcity. Therefore, their phase velocities are deter-

mined by the dispersion equation (12). For Uo _ 12 m/s and 6 _ Inl < _, it is
-Uo < c < 0. These waves are therefore predominantly westward travelling

waves with Icl < uo, and they appear to move to the east within the prevailing
westerly w_nd as viewed by an observer on _he earth. It is that relative

eastward movement of the wave structure which the space-time analysis reveals.

On the other hand, the ultralong wa%es apparently are generated by

thermal and/or orographic forcing [e.g., Saltzman, 1968]. Therefore, their

direction of propagation is determined by the source terms. From reasons

which _re not 5'ct known, propagation conditions for waves generated by the

westward travelling source terms (e.g., the second term on the right hand

side in (i6))appear to be better than the propagation conditions for waves

generated by the eastwarJ travelling source terms. Present theoretical models

predict the contrary [Hayashi and Colder, 1977].

4.3 Quasi-Persistency of Planetary Waves and of Solar _ctive Longitudes

It can be shown that the waves in Figure 4 are quasi-perslstent with life

times of several periods. As an example, in Figure 5a the cosine terms of the

Fourier _pectrum of the m = I wave at 60°N are displayed as daily d_vlatiJns

from a 27 day running mean. Each row in Figure 5a contains 4 x 27 = 108 days

of data, black areas indicating posltive deviations, white areas indicating

negative deviations. Each fo±lowing row is shifted by 27 days, _o that the

second, third and fourth columns are merely repetitions of the first row.

Figure 5b shows for .omparison a random series with equal variance.

We notice from Figure 5a a recurrence tendency of waves with pcrlod_

between about 25 and 30 days. Lower and higher periods are _iltered out by

the 27 ranning mean process. The waves in Figure 5a have life times !rom

several months to about one year. Very probably, they are randomly generated

b/ internal turbulent processes within the troposphere. The same is true

for the other spectral bands seen in Figure 4.

For comparison, in Figure 6 the direction of the interplanetary mag-u

netlc field (left) and daily deviations from a 27 day r,,nning mean of the

relative sunspot number (right) are plotted in the same manner as in Figure

5. Tr_ Figure 6a we notice the well known long living two and four sector

stru t.,res with periods between 26 and 28 days [Svalgaard and _4Jlcox, 1975].

Likewlsa, the sunspots are grouped on preferred ,¢tive longitudes which

rotate nearly rigldlv with the sun. They also h:¢e life times from months

to yeats. Howevcr, no coherence exists between tie sector structure of the

IMF _nd the active longlt_,des for time intervals longer than the life times

of the active longlLudes.

Ti_e interplanetary magnetic sectors are believed to be magnetic mani-

fe_ ations of quasl-persistent siow hydromagnetic waves generated randondy

wi6_i," the turbulent convection zone of the sun [e.g., Suess, 1975]. The
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active longitudes are related to the magnetic sectors in an as yet unknown

way,

Year Cos-Term m=l Random Series

57

54

S9

6O

61

62

63

64

6S

66

67

1 27 54 81 108 1 27 54 _1 108 Oays

FIGURE 5: DAILY DEVIATION FROM A RUNNING 27 DAY MEAN

OF THE COSINE TERM OF THE WAVE WITH ZONAL WAVE NUMBER

m --1 AT 60°N LATITUDE AT THE 500 MBAR LEVEL FOR THE

TIME INTERVAL 1957 TILL 1967 (LEFT), AND A RANDOM

SERIES OF EQUAL VARIANCE (RIGHT). BLACK AREAS INDICATE

POSITIVE DEV]_TICNS, WHITE AREAS INDICATE NEGATIVE

DEVIATIONS. _ACH ROW IS D_PY_!_CED BY 27 DAYS .,_GATNqT

'I'ttE PRECEEDING,



FIGURE 6: LIRECTION OF '_HEINTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC

FIFLD FOR TH! TTH_ INTERVAL 1957 TILL ]_75 [SVALGAARD -

AND WILCOX, 1975] {BLACK AREAS INDICATE _WAY SEC_'_J_tS,
WHITE AREAS INDICATE TOWARD SECTORS, EALH 27 DAY C\CLE

IS REPEATED FOUR TIMES [N ONE ROW} (LEFT); AND DALLY
DEVIATION FROM A _ DAY RU_ING MEaN OF THE o=_m-_,'_

SUNSPOT NUMBER {BLACK AREAS INDICATE POSITIVE DEVI-

At'IONS, WHITE AREAS INDICATE NEGATTVE DEVIATIONS} (RIGHT).

From a comparison between Figures P,Lo 6, the following conclusion can
be draw_. It is an accidental cotncioence that in two completely k._dependent

sy_'tems turbulent prJcesses generate quasl-perslstent wave structure:, which
boLh nave similar preferreJ periods and comparable llfe times. If one

observes both systems during a tlme interval which is not long comp_ced with
the llfe times of the turbulent cells and if one uses ordinary statJsric_

e" Independent variables, the result gives the false impresslon _f a re:_l

physlcal connection whlch in fact does no_ exist.
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5. CONCLUSION

If sun-weather effects should have any meaning in weather and climate,

they must manifest themsel'zes in the form of planetary waves. From our

present knowledge of the sun's short term radiative variability which is
presumed to be _ i W/m 2, o_ can estimate that pressure waves at the ground

of not more than about L.i mbar amplitude can reasonably be expected if

active longitudes rotate rigidly with the sun, and that these amplitudes

become even smaller if the time interval of solar activity is shorter (e.g.,
solar flares).

On the other hand_ a space-time spectral analysis of planetary wave

propagation reveals that broad spectral bands of quasl-persistent waves
exist in the troposphere with relatively large amplitudes and life times of

several periods, probably generated by internal turbulent processes.

Two types of waves can be identified: ultralong waves with low zo,lal

wave numbers (m _ 4) travelling predominantly to the west and having periods
between about 4 and 40 days with peaks near 5 days at lower latitudes and 18

days at middle and higher latitudes, and synoptic scale Rossby-Haurwitz waves

with wave numbers m _ 3 travelling predominantly to the east and having

periods between about 3 and i0 days. The observed short term "sun-weather

effects" probably are merely manifestations of these quasl-perslstent waves

which one is able to filter out of the meteorological data at almost any
period including the period of solar rotation and its harmonics. The

accidental coincidence of quasl-perslstent turbulent cells on the sun which

rotate nearly rigidly, and quasi-perslstent planetary waves within the

troposphere of similar llfe times and similar periods, can give the illusion

of a physical connection between active longitudes on the sun, or sector

structures of the IMF, with events in the troposphere.

The whole effort in "sun-weather" research may turn out to be not

completely futile however. It may excite a stronger interest of the

meteorologists in the study of the generation and propagation of ultralong
waves and might ultimately improve long range weather forecasts. In this

respect, it is perhaps worthwhile to remember that the astronomer Dr. Andrew
E. Douglass, then director of the Steward Observatory of the University of

Arizona at Tucson, discovered the tree ring dating method in 1913 during

his effort to prove a relationship between rainfall and the eleven year

cycle of the sunspots.
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THE CLOUDED CRYSTAL BALL: COMMENTS ON GEOPHYSICAL PREDICTION
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A prophet will the Lord thy God raise up unto thee, from the midst of thee,

of thy brethren, like unto me; unto him ye shall hearken .... And if thou

say in thy heart "How shall we know the word which the Lord hath not

spoken?" When a prophet speaketh in the name of the Lord, if the thing

follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing which the Lord hath not

spoken; the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously, thou shalt not be afraid
of him.

Deuteronomy, 18:15, 21-22

There shall not be found among you any one that maketh his son or daughter

to pass through the fire, one that use_h divination, a soothsayer, or an

enchanter, or a sorcerer, or a charmer, or one that consulteth a ghost or a

familiar spirit, or a necromancer. For whosoever doeth these things is an
abomination unto the Lord.

Deuteronomy, 18:10-12

i. INTRODUCTION: The Function of Prediction

This paper is concerned with some of the concepts of prediction in the

geophysical domain. It is an attempt to clarify some of the areas in which

difficulties arise and try to indicate the nature of these difficulties.

These problems are approached from the viewpoint of many years as research-

ers in the field. We avoid academic exercises and discussions, preferring

instead the viewpoint of the working scientist. Prophecy, the prediction
of things to come, has a long history, probably as old as civilization

itself. The practical utility of knowing the right time to plant crops, of

unseasonable weather coming, of tornadoes, as examples is obvious. The

usefulness of knowing the dangers that may befall an individual is equally

obvious. Here, however, we enter into a new sphere: The capacity of free

will to alter coming events. Prediction, then, from the earliest times

until the present, has had at least two aspects, the foreordained occurrence

of natural events, and the capacity to alter the consequences of these

events or possibly the events themselves. This psychological dichotomy,
between those who accept nature, and those who strive to alter it, may be

at least one factor in the recurring battles among scientists dealing with

predictions.

This conflict can have serious consequences for the individual. The

theory of lunar eclipses, for example, was first written d_¢n by Anaxagoras,

but was kept secret by an elite group. Plutarch notes: "People would not

then tolerat_ natural philosophers, and theorists, as they then called them,

about things above; as lessening the divine power, by explaining away its
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agency into the operation of irrational causes and senseless forces acting

by necessity, without anything of Providence or a free agent. Hence it was

that Protagoras was banished, and Anaxagoras cast in prison .... '_t may come

as a shock to contemporary scientists to hear the base3 of their efforts
described as "irratlonal causes and senseless forces acting by necessity".

The mechanistic view of science, popularized in the early nineteenth

century, is equivalent to a conception that everything is foreordained - a

concept which we usually think of as being predominant in the mystical
east. With the western scientists' belief in quantum mechanics, the

probability of free will appears very tenable. Thus the ethos of contem-

porary western man has been that everything can be accomplished if we work

hard enough at it. More recently technology, and this view, have come

under closer scrutiny. In other words forces greater than ourselves some-

times control our lives. This can lead to a type of mental impotencu, where-

by the mental energies of society are not used to resolve its problems.

Thus science is viewed as a tool to help society, but with its awesome power,

we must always consider "safety comes first_"

The growth of science in the past centuries has led to a new function

for prediction, that is, as a test of hypotheses. It is perhaps the corner-

stone of the scientific method that the validity of a theory or hypothesis

is tested by predicting a result which is found to be correct either ob-

servationally or experimentallT. This approach raises some new problems.

For example, is a theory that predicts a result unique or not? Does the

fact that a prediction is correct prove the validity of a theory or is it

possible that one cr more other theories would give the same result? If so,

are these various theories all equivalent to or derivable from one another?

The functions of prediction are thus at least three-fold in nature.

There is, first of all, the prediction of future events for planning pur-

poses. The time of annual flooding of the Nile is needed in order to know

when to plant. Departmental budget projections are needed in order to know

whether an additional person can be hired. The motivation for funding of

sun-weather research seems to depend largely on this eventual utilitarian

product.

Secondly, we need to know the future in order to take action to avert
catastrophes. In distinction from the planning function here we must know
the likelihood of individual events. Statistical results are not of much

use to us. For some the avoidance of catastrophes (as in popular belief in

the Anaxagoras case above) lies i;% placating the gods, or in repentance.

For the secularist the knowledge of specific impending events simply allows

mitigating actions to be taken. The interest in earthquake predictions in

recent years is to allow for the evacuation of residents in threatened

areas. Forecasts of the path of a hurricane allow people to retreat to safe

places and to secure their property as well as possible.

Finally, there is the function of hypothesis testing. Here the focus

is simply on whether the predicted event occurs. _ether the light of a

star is bent by the gravitational field of the sun becomes a test of

relativity theory. The required prediction may be of an already known ob-

servational fact. A dynamic theory of sunspots must predict an average

eleven year cycle. If addltional cycles are verified then the theory must

predict these as well. If the theory predicts one observation but then fails

to predict another, then the theory must be modified or replaced. Looked at

from this point of view the crux of the test becomes also, how or when do we
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know when a prediction has been verified? Before returning to this question
we shall take a short detour into belief.

2. BELIEF: Public and Private

It is quite clear that we all know more than we can say or articulate.
To take a simple example, consider the act of moving your hand. All of us

know how to do this, but it is unlikely that there is anyone who can state

or explain in detail how thls is done. There is first of all the question
of mind and will: What ar_ the processes of thought, what converts a

thought (whatever that is) into an impulse travelling along some pathway. i

What is the nature of t_is pathway, the mechanism of transmission of the

impulse, and how it gets to wherever it is going. Finally, what are the
nature and mechanism of the motor action that results in the movement of the

hand. It is clear that we are constantly acting without knowing how (some

people say even without knowing why). C.S. Peirce, the scientist best known L

as a philosopher and the inventor of pragmatism, pointed out (Collected

Papers, 1958, 7:36-46) that in our daily life we are constantly making

judgments and decisions on the basis of incomplete information, and that

this is a necessary part of llfe. He asks, what would happen to the bird
who refused to leave the nest until he thoroughly understood all the prln-

ciples of aerodynamics? Some of you who know perfectlonlst scientists who

refuse to publish until every last detail is thoroughly and completely

worked out may infer their motivation from this ¢onuent.

We may then recognize a distinction between what we may call reason,

and the unartlculated thinking process we may call instinct. Peirce
(Col:ected Papers, 1932, 1:616-677) notes that in our daily llfe we must,

and do, act on instinct, which is _ore basic: "It is the Instincts, the

sentiments, that make the substance of the soul. Cognition 18 only its
surface, its locus of contact with what is external to it." (1:628). Also

(1:631):

Reason is of its very essence egotistical. In many matters

it acts the fly on the wheel. Do not doubt t_t _he bee

thinks it has a good reason for making the end of its cell

as it does. But I should be very much surprised to learn that

its reason has solved that problem of 18operlmetry that its

instinct has solved. Hen many times fancy that they act from

reason when, In polnt of fact, the reasons they attribute to

themselves are nothing but excuses which unconscious instinct
invents to satisfy the teasing "whys" of the ego. The extent

of this self-deluslon is such as to render philosophical
rationalism a farce.

Thl8 tension between the consclous process of reason, and the unconscious

process of instinct, has a strong influence on what the individual scientist

is willing to accept and on what he is willing to work on. This was noted,

for example, in a study of auroral audlbilit_ by Silverman and Tuan (1973,

at pages 158-159).
This tension leads to the distinction between what we are calling here

public belleZ and private belief. Ptlvate belief is what you know to be
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true or correct. Public belief is what you are willing to state in a

publication or a lecture or, in genercl, to your fellow scientists, other

than those you know very well. Our private belief sometimes appears in :
print disguised by such phrases as "the data indicate that ...." or "it

is felt that ...." or some such similar wording. This allows for the
instinctual knowledge developed from long familiarity with the data to be

put forward, albeit cautiously. Public belief, on the other hand, depends

on the consensus by the community of scientists of what constitutes ade-
quate proof. This, in turn, depends on what we have been taught is correct.

Generally, among physical scientists, quantitative predictions quanti-

tatively verified are acceptable. The physical ecientlst looks with dls-
dain on the soft, often multi-valued domain of the social sciences.

Freudian psychoanalysis, for example, makes the physical scientist extremely
uncomfortable. But even in the physical sciences we run into problems. In the

determination of a spectrum, for example, there is always a point at which

the line is only slightly greater than the noise, and may, in fact appear
on some measurements and not on others. Can one state publicly that the

1

line is there, even though all of one's experience says that is is real? Of

course, higher resolution techniques and better signal processing techniques

are helpful but there will always be a point at which the si_nal is

comparable to noise. In questioning several experimentalists on this point

some years ago, a common answer was that if the signal was about 10% greater
than the noise it was believable. Examples of this sort could be multiplied

by any experienced experimenter or theoretician.
We should recognize that the use of a consensus leads to a lowest

c_m_on denominator of proof. It is, after all, what everyone can agree

on. Beyond that there is always room for argument. Quantitative

mathematical techniques are not immune from these problems. When does one
believe statistical data, for example? Statistical measures are generally

(but not always) based on a normal probabillty distribution for the
parameters. How often does the experimentalist demonstrate that this is

true for the quantities he is measuring? Have sampling fluctuations been

taken into account, and how does one do this? The examples could easily
be multiplied.

The problem is made considerably worse when there is an absence of

direct, one-to-one causation. This is certainly true for sun-weather
/

relationships, and we suspect that much of the problem in this field arises

from differences between those who know certain things to be true for this

complex fabric, but can only partially demonstrate them, and those who

insist on the rigorous quantitative proofs of consensus science.

CAUSATION: The Chain of Causalit_
We may illustrate a problem of causality with a case from the leqal

literature, Chase vs Washington Water Power Co., 111 P. 2d 872 (Idaho 1941).
The plaintiff sued the power company for d_m_ges caused by a fire in his

bern, for which he attributed liability to the power company. The company

had a power llne running along the highway. The high voltage llne was

attached to an insulator attached to a pole. The pole had a guy wire run-
ning to the ground and separated from the high tension wire by a standard
distance of 28 inches. Along the highway a three strand barbed wire

fence ran, enclosing the land of the plaintiff. At one point this fence

was attached to the plaintiff's barn. Over a period preceding the date
of the event the fence had leaned over so far out of llne that its three

strands of wire touched and rubbed against the unlnsulated guy wire. This
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sets the scene. On August 25, 1939 two chicken hawks were engaged in an
aerial _,attle. Their talons were interlocked. In the course of the battle

(this is the theory accepted by all parties) one of them touched the high-
tension transmission line at the same instant that the other touched the

guy wire, thus forming a circuit between the two. As a result numerous

fires were observed in the dry grass, all along the barbed wire fences,

and at the barn. The barn was totally destroyed and some other buildings

were injured by the fire. We have here a relatively simple chain of

causation. Consider, however, some of the various things which could have

ha?pened at different parts of the chain which could have produced a

different result. The grass, and thus prest_aably the barn, was dry in an

August heat. Wha# if it had been properly maintained? And the most

easily perturbed part of the chain is the chicken hawks aerial battle. We

do not pretend to be familiar with the psychology of chicken hawks, but

there must be many factors which could have led either to no battle or to

a battle in a different location. Also air currents, atmospheric structures,

whatever affects the aerodynamics of chicken hawks would play a role in

determining their presence at that moment in that particular location.

Variations in a great many parameters would have produced a different

result. The fact of causation of a barn fire is indisputable. It is un-

likely, however, that any theory, accepted as reasonable, by the scientific

community, would have predicted this result. Prediction would depend on a

strong deterministic theory of the early eighteenth century variety. Nor

would statistical data have shown that barn fires would be caused by the

irritations of chicken hawks. A correlative study of the emotions of

chicken hawks and barn fires in I3aho would almost certainly show a cor-

relation coefficient close to zero. This simple example indicates that

when the chain between input and output has several links in it we must

make a sharp distinction between individual events and statistical correlat-
ions.

The sun-weather system, compared to the above, is a veritable chamber

of horrors. Consider the accompaying figure (from Kellogg and Schneider,

1974, reproduced in J.P. Herman and R.A. Goldberg, 1978, P.5). Here we

do not have a simple chain of causation, we have a complex web of inter-

relationships. It is surprising that any sense can be made out of it at

all. Variations in a single parameter may have effects in areas not

considered because they have not been included in the web. Consider, for

example, the production of energy from carbon based fossil fuelR. Atmos-

pheric cptical properties are changed, the temperature of the surface may

increase, perhaps other mechanisms may come into play, such as changes in

global plant growth. What is the overall net result, and in view of the

many intervening processes and mechanisms, can we predict this result, and

to what accuracy?

Let us return for a moment to the rigorous world of the celes_al

mechanician. Here, with Newton's Laws, we can predict with great accuracy

the ballistic trajectories of space craft, eclipses of the sun and moon

and slmilar phenomena. Our predictions have a high 4egree of validity, at

least over the short term. We are not surprised th?. when an eclipse is

predicted for a particular loc_ion at a particular time it actually takes

place according to our predictions. We are only surprised when the reality

differs from our predictions, and we infer that some modification of the
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theory is needed. Tidal effects, varying over time, for example, will
affect our eclipse predictions. The quality of our predictions is depen-
dent on the number of unproven ad hoc assumptions we must make, and the
predictions serve as a test of these assumptions. But, basically, we
arrange, to the maximum extent possible, our observations in such a way

that there is only a single step between cause and effect, and only a

single cause which is varied. This procedure beccems difficult:, if not
J_apossible, in the real world of solar-terrestrial predictions.

CAUSATIONz Likely and Unlikel¥ Events
In order to predict we must find "cause" and the quantitative _laws"

which relate these causes to the effects we are looking at. We are, then,

looking at the relationship between two observed parameters. Since the

parameters we are interested in are rarely well behaved in the real world
the study of an individual event may gu*de but not determine our conclusions.
Carrington (1859), in the observation which initiated contemporary solar-
terrestrial relationships studies, noted that "one swallow does not a
summer make". We therefore tend to look for statistical relationships.

,' These are tests from hindsight. Host commonly they take the form of cor-
relations, supe_posed epoch analyses, power spectJ:a, Fourier analyses, and
slmilar methods. These techniques, however, Can be, and are, criticized

as bein9 valid only if there is some physical mechanl_ underlying the
particular correlation in a cause-effect manner. Thus, for example, there
is a _ell known high correlation in the United States between the number of
school teachers and the consumption of alcohol. Are we to infer from this
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that education leads to alcoholism? The correct explanation, of course,

is that the population of the United States has been increasing, and as it

does both the number of school teachers and alcohol consumption increase

simply because the population from which both are drawn is increasing. Thus

statistical relationships by themselves are insufficient. One must have

theory, per':,_ suggested by the correlations found, which predicts these

correlat: _ the extent that our chains of causation are long with the

interve ' ._ _ach susceptible to modification by _any factors, theory

making ._ficult and unrewarding task.

A .' . _ / >iication arises when we consider individual events,

which ma_ ' • roduct of unlikely causes. From the practical point of

view, however. _nese individual events, no matter how unlikely, are

•xtremely important. Consider, for example, the consequences of an unlikely

earthquake with epicenter at the site of a nuclear reactor. For these

events our modes of prediction are likely to be quite different than

statistical procedures. We can illustrate these freak situations with two

examples drawn from the legal literature. In the first case, United

Novelty Co. vs. Daniels, 42 So. 2d 395 (Miss. 1949), an employee was

cleaning coin-operated machines with gasoline in a room eight feet by ten

feet in an area which was heated by a gas heater with an open flame. The

room thus contained gasoline vapors. The in,mediate cause of the explosion

which fatally burned the employee, however, was a rat which had been in the

machine and had thereby had its coat impregnated with gasoline. The ra_

escaped from the machine, sought sanctuary under the heater, caught on

fire and retreated to its original hideout in the machine, thus setting off

the blast. In the second case, _ vs. Carolina-.Tennessee power Co.,
143 S.E. 861 (N. Carolina 1928), a workman was killed by the shunting of

a railroad car several miles away. The railroad had a spur track onto

which they occa_ionally shunted cars. The track had no bumper or embank-

ment at the end of it. Past the end of the track, but on the right of way

of the railroad, a p(_,er company had erected a pole with a guy wire. On

the pole was a transformer which converted the high voltage into a lower

voltage which went into town by several lihes. One of these led to a

steam laundry which used washers operated by electricity. On the day of !

the accident the railroad applied a little too much force in shunting cars

into the spur track. One car ran off the track into the field, hit the

power company pole, damaging the transfommer, and transmitting the high

voltage current alon£ the line to the laundry. The employee, in attempting

to switch off the current to the smoking washing was electrocuted.

In hindsight each of these can be understood if we are ill possession

of all of the facts. They are only partially useful for predictive

purposes. We can say, on analysis, that the situating of a power line pole
not to far from the end of a track with no stop and which is used for

shunting cars is an invitation to an accident of 8_ae kind. The accident

may not occur at all. If it does it may scratch the pole without further

damage, may seriously damage the pole without affecting the transformers,

the workmen may or may not attempt to switch the washer off, and numerous

other possibilities. We are left with many options, but are unclear as to

which will actually occur, if any. Even if we know that an earthquake is

likely to occur in a particular locality, can we predict which buildings

will be damaged, which people will be in them, or will these depend on the

time of day, the condition of the gro,:nd, building excavation along the
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path of the shock, or many other factors? If there is a flare on the sun,

to what extent can we predict the terrestrial effects? This will depend,

in part, on the heliographic latitude and longitude, on the condition of

the interplanetary medium at the time, and many other factors, dependinq

on the effect we are asking about. Under these conditions what are our

criteria for prediction? How rigorous can we be in testing these pre-

dictions? We are not suggesting that it is impossible to either predict

or test predictions, merely that we must be more careful in defining t_le

bounds of predictability and of the validity of predictions.
THE PERILS OF EXTRAPCLATION

We have in the previous section discussed essentially some problems of

hindsight. What happens when we use the results obtained by hindsight to

try to predict the future? If we have a well behaved system, as the re-

volutions of the planets about the sun, we can do p_etty well even without

a theory. But what if we have t series of empirical results with a multi-

linked chain of causation, and without well-established underlying mech-

anisms for each step in the causal chain? What happens can be illustrated

by those few intrepid researchers who have had sufficient faith in their

harmonic analyses of sunspo_ occurrence to extrapolate them outside the

range of the data. In Figure 2 we show the results obtained by Kimura

(1913) and by Dinsmor_ Alter (1928). In Table 1 we have compared the

predicted epoch of max.mum and the sunspot number at maximum with the

observed. In general !_.mura's predictions of the m_ aum epoch are

reasonably close to the actual, indicating some validity for the harmonic

analysis. _iter'_ past the first two, seem widely in error. For the
actual m_litude of the curve at sun,lot maximum both predictions are,

overall, sufficiently seriously in error so that we could not trust them

for predictive purposes. A similar result Js obtained from a comparison

of pzedictions which have been made for the current cycle, shown in Table II

taken from H.H. Sargent, Ill, "A prediction for the next solar cycle" (1978)

(unpublished). It is clear that the 16 predictions ranging from 48 to 200

for the maximum of the curzent c_cle, most must be wrong. Judging by recent

activity a number of these predictions have already proven wrong.

It is clear that foresight alone is insufficient. We may hope that
if we can develop a sufficieDt understanding of underlying physical

mechanisms th_n our foresight may improve. The result may be, however,

that we may have to accept a measure of randomness in our theory, as in a

Markov process, and our predictive capacity may be c,,rrespondingly limited.

A recent paper on sunspot cycles, in fact, (J.A. Barnes, H.H. Sargent, III,

and P.V. Tryon, "Sunspot C%,cle Simulation using random noise", unpublished)

has treated the sun as a resonant system with random impulses and has

resulted in calculated cycles similar in many respects to those observed.

HYPOTHESIS TESTING AND INVERSE PROBABILITY

If we can describe a situation exactl_ we can forecast the probabili-

ties resulting from that situation. But what if we know the result? Can

we then work backwards to deduce the original situation? In deductive

science we typically assume a model, deduce a particular functional form

relating different quantities from this model, and then see whether this

is experi_ntally verified. If this is found to be the case then the

argument is that the result tends to confirm the correctness of the assumed
model.
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FIGURE II ANALYSqS AND EXTRAPOLATION OF SUNSPOT NUMBERS _,
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TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND OBSERVED SUNSPOT NUMBER MAXIMUM AND EPOCH _'

OF SOLAR MAXIMUM "

A. Comparison with resvlts of Kimura

= difference between actual and observed 7

Predicted Actual i

Epoch Sunspot Epoch Sunspot

Year Maximum Year _ Maximum _

t

1914 65 1917 +3 104 +39

1927 85 1928 _i 78 - 7

1936.5 115 1937 +0.5 114 - 1

1948 115 1947 -i 152 +37

B. Comparison ,;ith results of Alter

1927 77 1928 +i 78 + 1

1935 53 1937 +2 114 +61

1942 64
1947 152 +87

1951 67
1957 190
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TABLE II

A listing of predictions for Cycle 21 which has been published

during the past two solar cycles. P

Authors Predicted Maxima Epoch

Bonov 50 (_i0) 1984

Cohen and Jacobs 48 to 96 1982

Cohen and Lintz 50 1982

Cole 60 1981 :

Gleissberg 56 to 96 1980

Henkel i00
Hill 130 to 200 1981

King-Hele ii0 1978
McNish and Lincoln 117 (see note) 1980

Schove 145 1984

:.:dllthakis 85
7

Jose low 1981

Smith 150 1980

Wood 60 1982

Ohl 140 to 180 1979

Note: Predicted value is taken from the October 1977

issue of the Selar-Geophysical Data Bulletin.

What we know experimenlally is that a particular functional form can

be used to treat the data. What we do not know, and can not know, is how

many models, out of the universe of all possible models, will result in

this particular functional form. W_ are therefore forced, in essence, to

rely on a concept of proof which depends on inverse probability, that is,

to what extent is the hypothesis proven by the result. This question }]as

been discussed since ei]e discovery of the theorem of inverse probability

by Bayes in tho eighteenth century and strong proponents can be found on

both sides of the question, with no generally accepted solution as yet.

The question is particularly troublesome when we are dealing wlth a general

property of the system, _uch as the energy or the entropy, which change

with every change in the state of the system. It seems reasonable that if :

a particular functional form is predicted and found, then this enhances the

probability, since many other functional forms a_:e possible, but the problem

of quantifying the probability remains, since we do not know how many

hypotheses can lead to even this particular form. The existence of analo-

gies may perhaps make the hypothesis more plausible but does not necessarily _

increase the probability, unless we have iLdependent reason to believe that

corresponding quantities behave similarly.

An intriguing application of these concepts to astrophysical hypotheses _.

was carried out a few years ago by P.A. Sturrock. He points out that in

testing hypotheses one rarely has either as many observational data or as

detailed or reliable theories as one would like. Furthen,ore hc points
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out the subjective nature of research, that each research worker dec%des

how much weight to give to the statements of his colleagues. He then

proposes a research formalism, a bookkeeping procedure, to evaluate

hypotheses which take account of this subjective attribution of proba-

bilities to both facts and hypotheses. The theorems of inverse probability

are used for this purpose. We will not ]o through the details here because

of lack of space. Sturrock applies the method as an example to the known

result of the pulsar being a neutron star rather than a white dwarf. As

far as we are aware his method has not been otherwise applied to real

world situations. His example raises the question of whether a calculation

of probabilities adds anything when sufficient information is available for

the jury to come in with a verdict. Nevertheless the technique could

conceivably be more useful for the more difficult and fuzzy areas encount-

ered in sun-weather relationships.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have tried in this paper to identify some of the areas which cause

difficulties in discussions of qeophysical relationships. Our focus has

been on the differences in defining and determining the validity and

significance of hypotheses and observatio**al correlations. This difficulty

seems to arise primarily from the lack of direct one-to-one cause-effect

systemks. We are faced not simply with causal chains but with causal webs.

Each link of the web is itself influenced by other factors, so that it may

sometimes be operative in the chain and sometimes not. Thus correlative

studies may indicate important factors but cannot definitively establish

them, except in rare instances. The underlying mechanisms are also gene-

rally not precisely known or clearly defined as to their boundaries. Our

knowledge of the entire system is thus primitive at best.

There are, furthermore, differences in psychological emphasis among

different people. If we are not aware of these our discussions can easily

degenerate into rigid stand offs between those who know intuitively and

those who believe only what can be rigorously established. The quotations

with which we have begun this paper are interesting in this respect. The

question at issue was how to distinguish the true prophet from the false

prophet. The answer given is simply to see whether the predictions come

to pass. In its simplest essence this is what we are doing. But this is

not all that is involved. Prophecy in Biblical times and before was

clearly a well developed profession. The second quotation indicates that

aids to prophecy were widely used. This was also true in the Roman and

Greek world. In the Mosaic system truth did not come with the aid of

instruments, but through internal revelation, what we have called intuition.

Contemporary studies of creativeness have shown that the period of conscious

preparation is succeeded by moments of creative insights, sometimes at much

later times. The laws by which this happens remain a mystery still. The

Biblical concept can thus be translated into contemporary terms by using

instruments to collect data and to provide the material upon which the

creative intuition operates to find truth. This truth must be verified

by the success of its predictive capacity. Thus in our view tolerance is

called for: we must have data collectors and correlators, but we must also

have the speculators and theorists. These latter, however are obliqated to

provide predictions which are sufficiently detailed to be tested and

verified, so that we may separate the true from the false prophets.
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There still remains the question of agreement on what constitutes

verification. Biblical prophecy concerned itsc_f with tangible discrete

events: the outcome of a battle, the death of a king. We are not so

fortunate. We find fuzziness in our results, unlikely happenings. If we

find correlations, what constitutes a significant correlation coefficient?

Do we have a sufficiently known probability distribution so that we can

determine significance? If we determine the power spectrum of a parameter,

then how much above the continuum (red or white, and how determined?) does

a peak have to be before we believe that it is significant? What are

the tests for significance for a peak in a superposed epoch analysis? If

we hypothesize a mechanism for sunspot production, do we insist that it

predict one period of multiple periods before we begin to believe it?

All of these are examples of difficulties in this area.
We feel that we must be less monolithic in oar standards. We need to

define different standards for direct causation and for causal chains or

webs. We need to define the boundaries of significance tests, statistical

or otherwise. And finally we need to accept the different roles,

boundaries and standards of data gathering, data analysis and theory making

including speculation. ONly by being aware of these distinctions can we

move forward to problem solutions without wasting our energies on useless
squabbles amongst ourselves.
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